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Preface

This volume is a collection of the refereed papers selected from those submitted to
the 4th International Conference on Power Transmissions (PT12), held at 20–23
June 2012, in Sinaia, Romania.

This conference aims to provide a forum for researchers, academics and
industry experts to share their up-to-date findings and achievements in the field of
power transmissions, and to identify the new technology requirements, needs and
priorities in this field. The major conference topics, which are also reflected in the
papers published in this book, include:

• Theory, Design and Experimental Researches on Power Transmissions
• Product Development, Manufacturing and Metrology
• Load capacity, structure and components
• Maintenance, operating and industrial applications
• Engineering education.

The call for abstracts stimulated excellent responses with 102 abstracts sub-
mitted, amongst of which the authors of 67 abstracts were invited for submission
of full papers. All the papers submitted were peer reviewed, and, based on the
review results, 59 papers were finally selected for inclusion in this book. The
authors’ and the referees’ efforts for enhancing the quality of the papers are greatly
appreciated.

This conference is jointly organised by Balkan Association of Power Trans-
missions (BAPT) and Romanian Association of Mechanical Transmissions (RO-
AMET). Their contributions and support are sincerely acknowledged. We would
like to express the gratitude for the members of the Organizing Committee, for the
International Scientific Committee, organisers and members of the review panels
and for the help received from colleagues and staff members involved in prepa-
ration of the events, without which the success of the conference could not have
been achieved. Equally, the thanks are extended to the keynote speakers and to all
contributors and delegates for their support and high-quality contributions.
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In this special way, we honour the contribution of distinguished Prof. George
Dobre Sr., the man who inspired and influenced the most this event (passed away
shortly after the Conference).

For the Local Organizing Committee
Dr. Eng. Mihai Robert Vladu

Between 20 and 23 June 2012, the town of Sinaia hosted the 4th International
Conference on Power Transmissions (PT12). A hugely significant contribution to
the organisation of the conference was that of Prof. George Dobre Sr., my father,
who worked tirelessly for about 2 years on the general organisation of the con-
ference and also on the many detailed arrangements (ranging from calls for papers
to putting together and maintaining the website, communicating with authors,
arranging reviews of submitted papers etc.).

He did all this while undergoing aggressive chemotherapy treatment for a
cancer that he had been diagnosed with 2 years before. Although he was beginning
to feel quite frail in the run-up to the conference, he was so committed to the
meeting that he found a last reserve of energy to tap into and successfully chaired
the conference, telling me at the end that he is very happy with the way it turned
out. He passed away a month after that.

I am very proud to see that his labour of love, which he put so much work into,
has been concluded and I am extremely grateful to his collaborators Asst. Prof.
Sorin Cananau, Asst. Prof. Radu Florin Mirica and Dr. Mihai Robert Vladu for
their contribution to the organisation of the conference as well as for what they
have done since to ensure this volume sees the light of day. It is a wonderful
tribute to my father’s memory.

Dr. George Dobre Jr.

Message from Honor President of ‘‘Balkan Association
of Power Transmissions’’

With this 4th Conference, we celebrate the 10th anniversary of the Balkan
Association of Power Transmissions (BAPT). The field of power transmissions is
rather wide. Compared to structural engineering, where everything is static,
mechanical engineering has everything in motion, so one could say that Power
Transmissions cover the whole spectrum of Mechanical engineering.

Power Transmissions are a scientific and technological field that is not only
wide, but also complex. It comprises the various driving methods—electric,
hydraulic, pneumatic, etc.—as well as a multitude of transmission machine ele-
ments—shafts, bearings, couplings, gearings, belts, chains, etc. Objects of study of
these machine elements are their theoretical concepts as well as calculation,
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constructions, manufacturing, testing, application and maintenance. There is
probably no other international organisation as much oriented towards practice, as
BAPT is. BAPT puts the creator-designer in the first place.

The considerable interest in the previous three conferences of BAPT from
Balkan specialists as well as representatives of other countries clearly demon-
strates that an objective international demand of both Balkan and worldwide
proportions has been met. One should note that conferences on the very topic of
Power Transmissions and Gearings are organised in an industrially developed
country like USA and France has hosted four international Gearing congresses.
Germany is no less active in the field with their regular international Gearing
conferences. This is a clear indication that such organisational form is needed.

It is necessary ROAMET to be specially thanked for the effort they made to
organise this conference. However, ROAMET is the only national association in
Europe whose focus is mechanical transmissions.

Prof. Dr. Eng. Kiril Arnaudov
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Part I
Keynotes



Alternative Method for Analysis
of Complex Compound Planetary Gear
Trains: Essence and Possibilities

Kiril Arnaudov and Dimitar Karaivanov

Abstract An alternative method for kinematic and power analysis of compound
gear train is studied, which uses the torques and lever analogy of a given gear. The
method combines the accuracy of the Willis analytical method with the clarity of
the graphic method of Kutzbach-Smirnov. Unlike these methods, the alternative
method allows determining not only the gear ratio, but the magnitude and direction
of power flows, and hence the determination of efficiency of a given compound
planetary gear train. The application of the method is illustrated with examples.

Keywords Kinematic analysis � Power analysis � Ratio � Efficiency � Planetary
gear trains

1 Introduction

There are various methods for analysis of planetary gear trains at all. Two,
however, are most commonly used. One is the analytical method of Willis, the
other is a graphical method of Kutzbach-Smirnov. Both methods have proved their
worth over many years. The method of Willis (1841) is used for almost two
centuries and the method of Kutzbach (1927) is there nearly a century.

The main advantage of analytical method is the accuracy. Moreover it is uni-
versal. However, it lacks any clarity, the volume of calculations, especially for the
complex compound planetary gear trains, is not small, which allows and there is no
simple way to check the results, but the most careful repeating of the calculations.
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Undoubtedly the main advantage of the graphical method is the clarity.
However, it is lost for complex compound planetary gear trains because of the
tangle of lines obtained. Frankly in graphical methods we cannot speak for high
accuracy.

The importance of accurate analysis of all gear trains is determined by the fact
that errors in defining the correct transmit ratio or in the direction of rotation of the
output shaft of the train in some cases may be fatal.

2 Need for an Alternative Method

The two main methods at use have advantages and disadvantages. This determines
the need for finding another method more suitable for the practice that combine
their advantages and avoid the disadvantages. The following properties are
desired:

• accuracy;
• simplicity;
• maximum clarity;
• easy usability (relevance);
• easy check of the results;
• generally the opportunity to achieve more goals than with previous methods,

namely—not only determining the gear ratio, but the presence or absence of
internal division or circulation of power, determining the efficiency and, in
particular in gearboxes, determining the load spectrum of the elements of gear
train (wheels, shafts, bearings), as a prerequisite for their reliable load capacity
calculation;

The need for such a method with the above mentioned features is especially
pressed in practice by engineers who value the simplest, easily applied and clear
methods. It must not be forgotten that clarity is the foundation of engineering
thinking and is a dominant requirement in engineering work.

3 Essence of the Alternative Method

Unlike the methods of Willis and Kutzbach-Smirnov using angular velocity x
(or rotational speed n) and the peripheral velocities v; at the presented here
alternative method the torques T are used. The method is based on the following
well-known principles of mechanics, illustrated with the simplest case of ele-
mentary (single-carrier) gear train with three external shafts that has a very good
lever analogy (Fig. 1):
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1. Equilibrium of ideal (with no account of losses) external torques acting on the
three shafts

X
Ti ¼ TD min þ TD max þ TR ¼ 0 ð1Þ

where
TD min and TD max are the unidirectional external ideal torques (with different sizes),
therefore are indicated by single lines on the figure, but with different thickness,
according to their size;
TR is the largest torque, in absolute value equal to the sum of other two torques
TD min and TD max; and therefore is marked with a double line.

2. Equilibrium of the real (considering the losses) external torques

X
T 0i ¼ T 0D min þ T 0D max þ T 0R ¼ 0 ð2Þ

where
T 0D min; T

0
D max and T 0R are the same external torques as above, but real now con-

sidering the losses in the gear train.

3. Sum of ideal (not considering the losses) powers

For the simpler case, when the gear train is with one fixed shaft, i.e. working
with F = 1 degree of freedom, the condition is

X
Pi ¼ PA þ PB ¼ TA � xA þ TB � xB ¼ 0 ð3Þ

minDF

t1

maxDF

FΣ
ΣmaxD

minD

Fig. 1 Planetary gear train
with three external shafts,
their torques and the lever
analogy
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where
PA; TA and xA and are the input power, torque and angular velocity;
PB; TB and xB—the output power, torque and angular velocity;

The above condition is used to determine the speed ratio

i ¼ xA

xB
¼ � TB

TA
ð4Þ

4. Sum of real (considering the losses) powers

X
P0i ¼ g � P0A þ P0B ¼ g � T 0A � xA þ T 0B � xB ¼ 0 ð5Þ

where
P0A; T 0A and xA are the input power, torque and angular velocity;
P0B; T 0B and xB—the output power, torque and angular velocity;

From this follows the formula for the efficiency

g ¼ �
T 0B
�

T 0A
xA=xB

¼ � iT

ik
ð6Þ

In this formula iT means the ratio of the real external torques T 0B and T 0A at the
input A and output B of gear train, as signified more as dynamic (Kreines 1947;
Kudryavtsev 1966), as a power ratio or torque transformation (Looman 1996,
VDI-R). The other ratio ik is the usual speed ratio and unlike the above, if nec-
essary, the index k—from the ‘‘kinematic’’ can be used.

Todeterminetherealexternal torquesT 0i it isnecessarythat thedirectionsofrelative
(rolling) powers Prel i are identified in each gear train according to the respective
carrier, and each gear train has its own internal efficiency (Kudryavtsev 1966;
Looman 1996, VDI-R).

In most cases the direction of relative (rolling) power Prel in one planetary gear
train (from the sun gear 1 to the ring gear 3 and vice versa) can be determined,
proceeding from the direction of the torque on the sun gear and its relative angular
velocity toward the carrier x1 rel ¼ x1 � xH ; by the following simple criteria:

• when the directions of the torque T1 and the relative angular velocity x1 rel

coincide i.e. x1 rel � T1 [ 0—the relative power is transmitted from the sun gear
1 through the planets 2 to the ring gear 3, or in other words, the sun gear appears
to be the driving one in the relative motion;

• when x1 rel � T1\0—the relative power is passed from the ring gear 3 to the sun
gear 1;
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In relatively rare cases this situation is not that clear. Then it is appropriate for
determining the direction of the relative power to use the method of the samples
(Seeliger 1964).

Along with the foregoing known principles of mechanics, the following two
small but very useful innovations are made:

5. For the greatest possible illustration of the method the known symbol of the
Wolf (1958) (Fig. 2) is used, but modified (Arnaudov 1984, 1996; Arnaudov
and Karaivanov 2001, 2005a, b, 2010; Karaivanov 2000; Karaivanov and
Arnaudow 2002). The each elementary (single-carrier) gear train, which has
three external shafts is depicted with a circle, from which the three shafts are
coming out, marked differently from the original—i.e. not with numbers, letters
or inscriptions, but by the thickness of the lines corresponding to the size of the
external torque, as already mentioned above. This little innovation concerning
the manner of marking the shafts makes the method very clear and useful.

6. Besides using the modified symbol of Wolf, where appropriate another inno-
vation is made. A new torque ratio is defined—the one of the unidirectional
external torques (Arnaudov 1984, 1996; Arnaudov and Karaivanov 2001,
2005a, b; Karaivanov 2000).

t ¼ TD max

TD min

[ þ 1 ð7Þ

because TD max [ TD min (Fig. 1).
This innovation is especially important. It is connected to the lever analogy.

7. Ideal external torques are always in a certain ratio, expressed with the torque
ratio t

TD min : TD max : TR ¼ T1 : þt � T1 : � 1þ tð ÞT1 ¼ 1: þt : � 1þ tð Þ ð8Þ

in which always

TD min\TD max\ TRj j ð9Þ

Σ

minD

maxD

1t > +

Fig. 2 Modified symbol of
Wolf with three external
shafts and their torques
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however:

• How many degrees of freedom F (F = 1 or F = 2) the gear train is running
with;

• Which shaft is fixed at F = 1 degree of freedom;
• What is the direction of power flow, respectively does the gear train works as

a reducer or a multiplier at F = 1 degree of freedom, respectively such as a
collecting or as a separating gear at F = 2 degrees of freedom, i.e. as a
differential;

• Does the gear works as a single or as a component train along with others in a
compound planetary gear train.

4 Application of Alternative Method

The application of the alternative method is best illustrated with the two-carrier
compound planetary gear trains consisting of two of the most commonly used
planetary gear trains, shown in Fig. 3. Using the modified symbol of Wolf, the
linking up of the two gear trains can be done in different ways, as shown in Fig. 4

1

3 S

2

1
3

S

1t > +
( )
( )
( )

1 3

11

1

S

t T

t

Σ ≡ = − + =

= − + =

= − +

min 1 1D ≡ = +

max 3 1D ≡ = + ⋅ = +

min 1D ≡

t1

max 3D ≡

SΣ ≡

Fig. 3 The most usable simple planetary gear train, its modified symbol of Wolf and the lever
analogy

external
compoundshaft

compoundshaft
internal

single

shaft

single

shaft

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 4 Possibilities for connecting two simple planetary gear trains in two-carrier compound
train. a With two compound and three external shafts. b With two compound and four external
shafts. c With one compound and four external shafts
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Fig. 5 Analysis of in series connected two-carrier planetary gear train
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Fig. 6 Analysis of closed differential gear train with internal division of power
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with structural schemes—by two or one compound shafts, where we get three-
shafts, respectively four-shafts compound planetary gear train.

The most commonly used version is the first with two compound shafts and
three external shafts (Fig. 4a). As seen from the figure, one of the compound shafts
has no outset—it is an internal compound shaft, so that at both ends two equal
sized but opposite direction torques are acting. The external torque of the other
one, the external compound shaft, which has outset, equals the sum of external
torques of the two coupling shafts.

The mentioned things above are illustrated by three examples:

• in series connected gear trains (Fig. 5);
• a closed differential gear train with internal division of power (Figs. 6 and 7);
• a closed differential gear train with internal circulation of power (Figs. 8 and 9);

Moreover, these are the three scenarios in this way of linking the two planetary
gear trains—with two compound shafts and three external shafts. Other cases are
not possible.

η η

η

Σ

Fig. 7 Different kinematic schemes with the same structural scheme
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The first case (Fig. 5) is undoubtedly the simplest and most frequently used.
There the whole power passes consecutively through two elementary component
gear trainss. In both component trains the relative powers Prel I and Prel II are
transmitted from the sun gears 1 and 4 of the ring gears 3 and 6.
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The sequence of determination of different torques is shown on the figure with
numbers in green circles. For convenience it is started with the lowest torque of the
sun gear 1 or 4 of any of its component trains—I or II. In this case numerical value
+1 is selected for torque of the sun gear 1 of the component train I, i.e. the first step
of the compound gear train. The advantage here is that it is not just started with the
lowest torque of the I component train, but the whole compound gear train. This is
clearly seen from the formulas in the figure. It is quite possible however, to start
with a torque of any shaft of component trains, and with any value without
restriction to algebraic sign ‘‘+’’ or ‘‘-’’. The three ideal torques of each com-
ponent train, which are in constant ratio are determined using the appropriate
torque ratios tI ; respectively tII : For both compound shafts—internal and external,
the determination of the torque is done as shown above. When determining the real
torques the direction of relative power Prel I ; respectivelyPrel II and the size of the
internal efficiency g0 I ; respectively g0 II ; of each of the component trains are
considered. For example, if in the first component train is begining from the real
torque T 01 of the sun gear 1, for the size of the real torque T 03 of the ring gear 3 there
are two options:

Fig. 10 Two-carrier planetary gear train with two compound and four external shafts—reverse
gear train
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T 03 ¼ tI � T 01 � g0I in the direction of the relative power Prel I from the sun gear 1 to
the ring gear 3;
T 03 ¼ tI � T 01

�
g0I in the direction of Prel I from the ring gear 3 to the sun gear 1;

In these formulas g0 I is internal efficiency of the I component gear train, i.e. in
transmission of power from the sun gear 1 to the ring gear 3, with fixed carrier SI
xSI ¼ 0ð Þ:

What was said up to now is true for the second component gear Fig. 5 shows:

• determination of ideal and real torques;
• check on the equilibrium of the torques, ideal and real, i.e. their correct

calculation;
• determination of speed ratio ik;
• determination of torque ratio iT (torque transformation);
• determination of efficiency g:

The next two cases of closed differential gear trains are more interesting
because in one case (Figs. 6 and 7) there is an internal division of power, which is

Fig. 11 Two-carrier planetary gear train with two compound and four external shafts—change-
gear train (gearbox)
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beneficial and in the other case (Figs. 8 and 9)—internal circulation of power,
which is not very beneficial.

In the literature there are, indeed, ways to determine the presence or absence of
internal circulation of power. They are not simple (Kreines 1947; Kudryavtsev 1966;
Tkachenko 2003; Müller 1982, 1998). Much simpler is the following rule of alge-
braic signs (Arnaudov 1996; 2001; Arnaudov and Karaivanov 2005a, b, 2010), which
is expressed as follows:

When the algebraic signs of the torques of two shafts, composing the external compound
shaft, are the same, nevertheless ‘‘+’’ or ‘‘-’’, there is an internal division of power. In
different algebraic signs there is an internal circulation of power.

The above is clearly illustrated by two examples. It is shown the direction of the
circulating power, depending on torque ratios tI and tII of both component gears I
and II. It is obvious that the direction may be different (Fig. 9). It can be determine
as follows:

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 12 Compound two-
carrier planetary gear trains
with one compound and four
external shafts. a One-engine
driving of two opposite
rotating aircraft propellers
(separating train). b One-
engine driving of asymmetric
differential of a heavy vehicle
(separating train). c Two-
engine driving of aircraft flap
(collecting train)
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The direction of the circulating power Pcirc coincides with the direction of input power PA

or output power PB at the coupling shaft (constituting the external compound shaft) where
its algebraic sign of the internal torque coincides with the algebraic sign of the torque of
external compound shaft.

The directions of the relative powers Prel I and Prel II in both component trains
that are important for the determination of the efficiency are shown also. In the
gear trains with internal power circuits it is shown that with one and the same
structural scheme, the kinematic schemes may differ (Fig. 7).

Figures 10 and 11 show two examples of the compound two-carrier planetary
gear trains with two compound shafts and four external shafts. The brakes used in
these gear trains can be located on different shafts—single or compound. The
Fig. 10 shows a reverse gear train, carrying forward and backward. The Fig. 11
shows a change-gear (gearbox), carrying out two gear-ratio steps (speeds).

Figure 12 shows three cases of using two-carrier compound planetary gear
trains with a one compound shaft, but with four external single (i.e. not-com-
pound) shafts.

Figure 13 shows the structural schemes of three-shaft three-carrier and four-
carrier compound gear trains. The first are used as reducers or multipliers, i.e. with
F = 1 degree of freedom, while the second—as change-gears.

Figure 14 shows three-carrier compound gear train that works as a multiplier in
the powerful wind turbine (Giger and Arnaudov 2011).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Structural schemes of a three-carrier compound planetary gear trains, b four-carrier
compound planetary gear trains
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Figure 15 shows how to determine the load spectrum of an element of four-
carrier change-gear while working with different gear-ratio steps (speeds).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 14 Three-carrier planetary gear train—multiplier of wind turbine. a Kinematic and
structural schemes. b Determination of speed ratio. c Determination of efficiency
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Fig. 15 Determination of load spectrum of an element of four-carrier change-gear while working
with different gear-ratio steps (speeds)
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5 Conclusion

Unlike the most commonly used methods of Willis and Kutzbach-Smirnov that use
the angular and peripheral velocities, at the presented method here another
parameter of mechanics is used—the torque. This alternative method is charac-
terized with the following:

1. The method is characterized by simplicity, maximum clarity and ease of
usability (relevance), combining in itself, accuracy and clarity, existing sepa-
rately in the Willis and Kutzbach-Smirnov’s methods.

2. The method allows achieving more goals than is possible with the methods of
Willis and Kutzbach-Smirnov—determining not only the speed ratio, but also
the internal power flows by size and direction, as a prerequisite for the deter-
mination of the efficiency. Also the determining of the load spectra of elements
of the compound change-gears—gear-wheels, shafts and bearings, while
working with different gear-ratio steps (speeds) as a prerequisite for their
reliable load capacity calculation.

3. The dependence of the designer on a particular literary source is avoided, so he
may act independently.

4. The method allows easy verification of calculations by the conditions of
equilibrium of the ideal and real external torques.

5. Because of the clarity and ease applicability, the method is suitable either for
industry—for engineers, or for learning process—for students.

Considering all these possibilities and the current acceptance of the method in
different countries (Giger 2007; Müller 1998; Troha 2011), there is reason to
believe that the alternative method can successfully compete with those of Willis
and Kutzbach-Smirnov, especially in the analysis of complex compound planetary
gear trains.
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Planetary Precessional Transmissions:
Synthesis and Generation Technologies

Ion Bostan

Abstract Some problems of mechanical transmissions can be solved with special
effects by developing new types of transmissions based on planetary precessional
transmissions with multiple gear, that were developed by the author. Absolute
multiplicity of precessional gear (up to 100 % pairs of teeth simultaneously
involved in gearing, compared to 5–7 %—in classical gearings) provides increased
lifting capacity and small mass and dimensions. The article presents the analysis of
the main structures of precessional transmissions, the theoretical aspects of non-
standard profiles generation.
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1 Introduction

A problem for engineering companies (especially in the metalworking industry,
automotive, chemical and metallurgical industries) is to satisfy the ever-increasing
requirements to the transmissions used in majority of industrial machinery and
technological equipment related to bearing capacity, compactness, mass and
dimensions, low cost of production, etc., and, in particular, to kinematical char-
acteristics, structural compatibility with other aggregates of the equipment, etc.
Gearings are considered the most sophisticated components of machines. Machine
reliability depends very much on the gearing mechanical transmission operation,
in general. The quality indices of traditional gears were increased largely by
changing involute gearings, and by creating new gearings, such as Novikov-
Hlebanija (Rrasnoshhekov et al. 1976) Symark (Kaabushiki 1977), etc.

In the field of planetary transmission it was considered properly to follow the
way of developing new types with increased performances. Scientific analysts
consider that in the field of technical sciences worldwide an essentially new type
of mechanical transmission is being invented every 20–25 years. Thus, the Ger-
man engineer L. Braren developed the cycloid planetary transmission ‘‘CYCLO’’
in 1923 (A Unique Concept 2012). The Russian engineer A. Moskvitin invented
the harmonic friction transmission in 1944 (Tzejtlin and Tzukerman 1969), and in
1959 the American engineer C. W. Musser developed the harmonic gear trans-
mission (Tzejtlin and Tzukerman 1969).

In the late seventies a new type of mechanical transmission has been developed
at the Polytechnic Institute of Chisinau (now the Technical University of
Moldova). The new type of mechanical transmission entered into international
terminology circuit as planetary precessional transmission (PPT). The first patent
was issued under this name in 1983. Planetary precessional transmission differs
from the classical one by the new principle of motion and load transformation and
transmission, i.e. by using sphere-spatial motion of the satellite and variable
convex—concave profile. Due to these innovative features gearing multiplicity in
planetary precessional transmission reaches 100 % (in classical transmissions -
3–7 %) which provides increased bearing capacity, reduced dimensions and
weight, extended kinematical range ±10 … ±3,599 (in harmonic transmissions
79 … 300), high kinematical accuracy, etc. The research team involved in research
on precessional planetary transmissions published over 800 scientific articles,
obtained about 170 patents, implemented about 20 practical achievements in the
field of fine mechanics and specialized technological equipment, in robotic com-
plexes for the exploration of ferro—manganese concretions from the World Ocean
bottom (USSR concept), in spaceflight technique, etc.

Know-how in the elaboration of multicouple precessional gear, manufacturing
technology and control methods, and a range of precessional transmission dia-
grams belong to the research team from the Technical University of Moldova.

• The specific character of sphere-spatial (precessional motions of the preces-
sional transmissions pinion make impossible the utilisation of classical involute
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teeth profiles. This fact requires the elaboration of new profiles adequate to the
sphere-spatial motion of pinion, which would ensure high performances to the
precessional transmission. Carrying out on the principle of the transfer function
continuity and gear [5] based on the principles of the transfer function continuity
and gear multiplicity which aims to:

• the elaboration of the gear mathematics model with account of the peculiarities;
• the analytical description of teeth profiles by a system of parametric equations

on spherical surface and normal teeth section for inner and plane gear;
• CAD determination of geometrical and cinematic parameters influence of the

gear upon the teeth profiles shape and the justification of their rational limits of
variation;

• the elaboration of the theoretical basis evaluation of teeth gear multiplicity in
precessional transmissions;

• area definition of gear multiplicity existence by 100 % teeth couples.
• the production of non-standard teeth profiles requires a new manufacturing

technology. In the complexity of problem ‘‘gear-synthesis-profile study- man-
ufacturing’’ the elaboration of efficient methods of teeth manufacturing which
ensures a maximum productivity and reduced cost while satisfying the
requirements related to the gear with precessional motion plays an important
role. To solve this problem the following has been done:

• we elaborated the mathematical model of teeth generation which shows the
interaction of teeth in precessional gear;

• we investigated the kinematics of the mechanism of method realisation for teeth
generation;

• we determined the tool path of motion and the family envelope of the generating
surface by using the computer;

• we elaborated and manufactured from metal milling and tooth grinding tools,
inclusively their longitudinal modification.

2 Synthesis of Planetary Precessional Transmissions

2.1 Kinematical Structure

Depending on the structural diagram, precessional transmissions fall into two main
types—K-H-V and 2K-H (according to Kudreavtzev’s classification), from which a
wide range of constructive solutions with wide kinematical and functional options
that operate in multiplier regime come out.

Planetary precessional transmissions K-H-V. Kinematical structure of preces-
sional transmission K-H-V (Fig. 1a) has four components: planet (wheel) carrier H,
satellite gear g, central wheel b and the casing (framework). Satellite gear g and
the central wheel b are under internal gearing, and their teeth generators cross in a
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point called the centre of precession. Satellite gear g is mounted on the planet
carrier H, designed as a reclined crank, which axis forms with the axis of the
central wheel a certain angle h. The reclined crank H, spinning, forwards a sphere-
spatial motion to the satellite gear in relation to the ball joint installed in the centre
of precession.

To analyze the kinematics of these transmissions, with an additional connection
of the satellite g with the body: At a rotation of the drive shaft (planet carrier H),
central wheel b will rotate with a certain angle D wb : To determine the position of
the driven shaft V depending on the position of the drive shaft H, it is necessary to
define the equation of the satellite gear motion. At a constant angular speed of the
drive shaft, sphere-spatial motion of the satellite g is described by a system of
equations, expressed by Euler angles w ¼ xHt;/ ¼ /ðtÞ; h ¼ const; where w is
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the angle of precession (the rotation of axis O0O0 of the satellite wheel g with
regard to axis OO of the central wheel b); u—is the angle of the satellite rotation
itself around its axis O0O0; h—is the nutation angle (pitch of axis O0O0 of the
satellite wheel to the central wheel axis OO). It should be noted that the equation
of free rotation of the satellite wheel u ¼ uðtÞ is determined by type of kine-
matical connection between the satellite gear and the frame. For the transmission
with connection mechanism in the form of a toothed coupling (Fig. 1b) gear ratio
varies in the limits:

ig
HV ¼ �

zg cos h� zb

zb
; ig

HV ¼ �
zg cos h� zb

zb cos h
; ð1Þ

reaching extreme values 4 times for each rotation of the drive shaft H. If necessary,
this drawback can be eliminated using as connection mechanism double universal
joint, ball synchronous couplings, etc. Average gear ratio will be:

igHVmed
¼ � zg � zb

zb
: ð2Þ

for zg ¼ zbþ1; i
g
HV ¼ �1= zb, i.e. the drive and driven shafts have opposite

directions. For zg ¼ zb�1; i
g
HV ¼ 1= zb, i.e. the shafts rotate the same direction.

Precessional transmissions K-H-V fall under two basic types:

• with satellite wheel fixed to the casing;
• with central wheel fixed to the casing.

Precessional transmissions diagrams, where the central wheel b is fixed to the
casing (bed), and the satellite gear g is fixed to the driven shaft V, are shown in
(Fig. 1a–d). In precessional transmissions K-H-V with the fixed central wheel an
important component is the connection device W of the satellite gear with the
driven shaft V.

Device W performs transmission of motion between the shafts with parallel
axes of the satellite-wheel and the central wheel that have the difference of teeth
zg = zb ± 1. Average gear ratio of these transmissions is determined from the
relationship:

ibHV ¼ �
zg

zb � zg
; ð3Þ

ib
HV ¼ � zg for zb ¼ zgþ1; ibHV ¼ zg for zb ¼ zg�1:

A very important feature of precessional planetary transmissions K-H-V is the
possibility of transmitting rotary motion in tight (hermetic) spaces. To this end,
Fig. 1, g and h shows two kinematical structures of hermetic precessional
transmission.

Based on the structural scheme (Fig. 1c), the demonstrational model of pre-
cessional reducer was developed, designed and manufactured (Fig. 2a, b). Man-
ufacture of gear cover made of transparent material allows viewing the operating
principle of precession gear.
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In planetary precessional transmission (Fig. A, d) the satellite-wheel is placed
between two fixed gear wheels, bearing the same number of teeth. This trans-
mission has high bearing capacity and ensures reduced diametric dimensions

Advantages of planetary precessional transmissions K-H-V:

• high bearing capacity due to gearing multiplicity;
• wide range of speed reduction i = 8…60, and in special structures i = 60

…3,600;
• operation in reducer and multiplier regimes;
• ensure the transmission of motion in tight spaces via membranes.

Planetary precessional transmissions 2K-H. Precessional transmissions
2K-H can be developed following two basic schemes: one-side or bilateral location
of the central wheels. In the case of bilateral arrangement (Fig. 3a, b, e, f), axial
dimensions increase; and at unilateral location (Fig. 3c)—radial dimensions
increase. The choice of structural diagram depends on the beneficiary needs. The
diagram in Fig. 3c, b shows that the fixed wheel b and the movable wheel a are
arranged on the same side of the satellite wheel—g. Pulleys Zg1 and Zg2 can be
placed on separate or joint axes. In the case of location on the same axis, i.e. when
Zg1 = Zg2, the gear ratio is determined from the relation:

ibHV ¼ �
zg

zb � za
: ð4Þ

if Za = Zg2 - 1 and Zb = ZG1 ? 1, then ig
HV ¼ za

2 ; and if Za = Zg2 ? 1 and
Zb = Zg1 - 1, then igHV ¼ �

zg

2 :

Precessional transmissions 2K-H have higher performances, inclusive kine-
matical ones (Fig. 3a). Precessional transmissions 2K-H comprise the satellite-
wheel g, with two crown gears Zg1 and Zg2, that are in gear with the fixed b and
movable a central wheels. The gear ratio is determined from the relation:

i ¼ � zg1 za

zbzg2 � zg1 za
: ð5Þ
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Fig. 2 The first (1983)
demonstrational model of
planetary precessional
reducer K-H-V (i = -29)
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Analysis of relation (5) shows that precessional transmissions 2K-H provide
achievement of a larger range of gear ratio. Maximum kinematical effect is
reached for the teeth relations:

zb ¼ zg2 ; zg1 ¼ zg2 þ1; za ¼ zg2 �1;

ib
HVmax ¼ z2

g1
pentru za ¼ zg1 ; zg2 ¼ zg1 þ1; zb ¼ zg1 �1:

The proposed gears allow obtaining maximum kinematical effect for other num-
bers of gear ratios, for example:

imax ¼ z2
g1

pentru za ¼ zg1 ; zg2 ¼ zg1 �1; zb ¼ zg1 þ1;

imax ¼ z2
g2
�1 pentru zb ¼ zg2 ; zg1 ¼ zg2 �1; za ¼ zg2 þ1

ð6Þ

While developing precessional transmissions 2K-H a problem comes out related to
the selection of the optimal number of wheel teeth, which ensures the obtaining of
certain gear ratio. To facilitate the rational selection of the number of teeth by
relation (5), possible variants of their choice for the range of gear ratio
i = -13…2,401 were determined using computer. Calculations were performed
for the ratio numbers of teeth: zg1 ¼ zb þ 1; zg2 ¼ za þ 1; zg1 ¼ zg2 � 1; 2; 3. . ..

Based on the structural diagram 2K-H (Fig. 3a) the demonstrational prototype
of the precessional reducer 2K-H was designed and manufactured. Housing made
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of transparent material allows viewing sphere-spatial specific motion
(precessional) of the satellite block, the process of toothed wheel gearing with the
toothed crowns of the satellite block (Fig. 4a, b).

Precessional transmission (Fig. 3d) shows that the central wheel b is linked to
the casing, and the central wheel c—to the driven shaft V. Satellite gear g,
mounted between the central gears a and b, gearing simultaneously with the teeth
of the fixed b and movable c central wheels, conveys the driven shaft V a reduced
motion of rotation. The number of teeth conducting the load simultaneously in the
gearing is z = (z4 - 1)/2 for the number of teeth z4 with couples. The remained
teeth contact between each other with passive flanks.

It is necessary to specify a number of features of precessional transmissions
2K-H, which gives them higher performance compared to similar planetary
transmission with cylindrical wheels:

• Precessional transmissions do not require compliance of equal distance between
the axes, which fact broadens their optimum design field;

• Kinematics of precessional transmissions does not limit the choice of teeth
modules of the gear torque or rollers location pitch, which increases the pos-
sibilities of generation of tooth numbers torque and gear ratio interval;

• Characteristics of the designed precessional gearings, unlike traditional involute
gears, enlarge considerably kinematical possibilities and performances of pre-
cessional transmissions.

Advantages of planetary precessional transmission 2K-H:

• Increased bearing capacity due to the multiplicity of gearing;
• wide range of speed reduction i = ±10…3,600 fully guaranteed by the

involvement of a satellite with two central wheels;
• 2K-H gearing provides self-locking and one-way or opposite rotation of the

drive and driven shafts;
• operates as reducer, multiplier (special constructions) and differential.

Fig. 4 The first (1988) demonstrational model of precessional reducer 2K-H
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Complex planetary precessional transmission. If specific areas, where you need
a very high transmission ratio, a complex structural diagram is proposed, which is
a planetary transmission precession 2K-H in two steps. Arrangement of the wheels
in the bi-planetary combined transmission version 2K-H (according to V.N.
Kudreavtzev’s classification) ensures maximum kinematical effect under reduced
dimensions and low mass (Fig. 5a) (Bostan 2011). To this end, satellite g is
installed on a reclined crank H, and the satellite e is installed on the outer spherical
surface of the first satellite. Both satellites are equipped with two serrated crowns,
which gear simultaneously with the fixed wheel b and with movable wheels c and
d. Wheel carrier H rotates and conveys precessional motion to satellite g, and to
central wheel C and the driven shaft V1—reduced rotational motion. Rotational
motion a of the wheel c turns into precessional motion of the satellite e through the
rolling bodies, installed between the front inclined part of wheel c and the front
part of satellite e gears with the teeth of fixed b and movable d wheels, sending to
the last wheel and shaft V2 rotational motion with the degree of reduction:

i ¼
zg1

zc ze1
zd

zb zg2ðzb ze2 � ze1
zdÞ � zg1

zcðzb ze2 � ze1
zdÞ
¼ 12; 960; 000: ð7Þ

This transmission, with the number of teeth zb = 59, ze2 = zg2 = 61,
ze1 = zd = zg1 zc = 60, for example, will allow obtaining the gear ratio
i = 12,960,000.

On the basis of the structural diagram (Fig. 5) an industrial prototype of the
driving device for gas pipelines fittings was elaborated, designed and manufac-
tured (Fig. 6a, b). Drive mechanism involves a bi-planetary precessional trans-
mission 2K-H, in combination with a transmission with one-step cylindrical gear
wheels, and fulfils gear ratio i = 20,000 and torque moment T = 30,000 Nm.

Advantages of complex planetary precessional transmissions 2K-H:

• high kinematical effect, estimated with motion gear ratio over i = 1,000,000;
• compactness, reduced dimensions and mass.
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3 Generation Technologies

3.1 General Remarks

Development of mechanical transmission with gear, different from the classical
one, requires complex research in various fields. This finding refers to planetary
precessional transmission with multicouple gear, which is characterized by
essential constructive-kinematical features. In solving complex problems related to
‘‘gear synthesis—profile research—fabrication’’ an important role belongs to
developing efficient methods of teeth manufacturing, which would ensure maxi-
mum productivity, reduced cost and quality.

Manufacture of precessional gear wheels with convex-concave and variable
tooth profile cannot be achieved by existing generation technologies, but through
fundamentally new technology. Generation technology of precessional wheel teeth
must ensure continuity of motion transformation function with the following
conditions: non-standard and variable tooth profile, and satellite carrying out
sphere-spatial motion with a fixed point. To achieve the above, a new procedure
for teeth processing is proposed by self-generating method with precessional tool
against rotating blank.

To develop the theoretical basis for generating tooth profile by running the
precessional tool it is necessary to determine the character of continuous contact of
the tool cutting edge and profile of the processed wheel tooth for a complete ‘‘tool-
blank’’ precessional cycle. In this connection a mathematical model of tooth self-
generating method by running the precessional tool was elaborated, which fully
reflects the actual interaction of teeth in precessional transmission. For this pur-
pose the following was described:

• kinematical connection of the precessional tool with the blank that ensures
continuity of motion transformation function in the linkage ‘‘tool-blank’’;

Fig. 6 The first (1991) planetary precessional reducer 2K-H in two steps (T = 30,000 Nm,
i = 20,000)
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• path of motion of the tool centre in the fixed system of coordinates;
• path of motion of the tool centre in the movable system of coordinates, con-

nected with the rotating blank;
• the generating contour of the tool in the movable system of coordinate and the

system envelope of generating surfaces of the tool for a cycle of precession;
• projection of tool contour envelope in the plane system of coordinates.

3.2 Technological System for Teeth Generation by Sphere-
Spatial Motion of Tool as Truncated Cone

3.2.1 Kinematics of Gear Generation System

To achieve teeth generation method a tool carrier device was developed, which
diagram is shown in Fig. 7. In the designed device the node, which involves the tool
in sphere-spatial motion, is stopped from rotating around the common axis of the
main shaft-blank—a kinematic joint. Rotation of blank 3 and main shaft 1is
coordinated by the division kinematic chain of machine tool. Kinematic joint of tool
with the body must be built so as to ensure continuity of the transmission function
of rotation motion, i.e. x1=x3 ¼ const. Continuity of transmission function of
rotation motion is determined by path of motion of point C, belonging to the
movable system of coordinates. To research the kinematics of the device that
involves the tool in precessional motion: Imaginary satellite gear (profile generating

Masa 

Main 
shaft

Machin
e-tool 
mass

Fig. 7 Principled spatial
diagram of teeth processing
method by precessional tool
running
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tool) 2 with an imaginary number of teeth Z2 (determined by the machine-tool
kinematics) gears with the blank 3, fixed on machine-tool table, with the number of
teeth Z2 = Z2 ± 1. At a turning of the main shaft 1 the blank rotates at angle w3,
that corresponds to the angle between the difference of the wheel teeth:

w3 ¼
2p
Z3
ðZ2 � Z3Þ: ð8Þ

To define the position function of the given device w3 ¼ f ðwÞ it is necessary to
determine beforehand the equations of the tool motion in the fixed OXYZ and
movable OX1Y1Z1 systems of coordinates. The link between the mentioned sys-
tems of coordinates is determined by the Euler angles. Sphere-spatial motion of
tool (imaginary wheel) at uniform rotation of the main shaft 1 x1 is described by
the system of equations

w ¼ x1t; h ¼ const:; u ¼ uðtÞ; ð9Þ

Design of the working device for teeth generating technology should provide
limitation of tool rotation around the main shaft of the tool-machine by a certain
technical solution, for example by kinematical coupling ‘‘bolt-gutter’’.

In this case the coordinates of the bolt contact point C (Fig. 8) with the groove
in the movable system of coordinates OX1Y1Z1 will be:

X1C ¼ 0; Y1C ¼ Rc; Z1C ¼ 0; ð10Þ

where Rc is the radius of point C location.
At sphere-spatial motion of tool 2, the motion of point C located in plane OZX

is limited by the groove walls, i.e. the condition is realised for each value of w:

XC ¼ 0: ð11Þ

Fig. 8 Dependence of tool position error on the angle of rotation w of the main shaft for various
angles of nutation h
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Using the transition matrix of the movable system of coordinates OX1Y1Z1

connected with the tool and the bolt limiting its rotation around the shaft Z in the
fixed system of coordinates, condition Xc = 0 o can be written in the form:

XC ¼
X1c

Y1c

Z1c

�������

�������
¼ 0: ð12Þ

Or in extended form

Xc ¼ a11X1c þ a12Y1c þ a13Z1c ¼ 0

By replacing a11, a12 and a13 in (11) we obtain:

Xc ¼ X1c cos w sin u� sin w sin u cos hð Þ � Y1c cos w sin uþ sin w cos u cos hð Þ
þ Z1c sin w sin h ¼ 0

ð13Þ

For the contact point of the bolt with the groove coordinates (1.5) we have:

Xc ¼ �Rc cos w sin /þ sin w cos / cos hð Þ ¼ 0: ð14Þ

Thus,

cos w sin uþ sin w cos u cos hð Þ ¼ 0: ð15Þ

By solving Eq. (15) we determine the linkage equation between the angle of
tool self-rotation 2 and the angle of rotation of the main shaft:

u ¼ �arctg cos htgwð Þ: ð16Þ

In such case the equations of tool 2 precessional motion take the form:

w ¼ x1t; h = const:u = minus; arctg cosh � tgwð Þ: ð17Þ

To establish the dependence of the angle of rotation of blank w3 on the angle of
rotation of the main shaft w we describe the blank motion composed of the
involved rotational motion with the crank of the main shaft w3e and the relative
motion of rotation with regard to the crank of the main shaft w3r.

In the compound motion of blank w3e = w, and w3r represents a certain
function f(u) of the angle of rotation of tool u, that is:

w3 ¼ wþ f /ð Þ: ð18Þ

For ideal precession of the drive mechanism of machine/tool function f(u) will
take the form:

w3 ¼ wþ Z2

Z1
/: ð19Þ
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By considering Eq. (16) we obtain the position function of the kinematical
linkage mechanism of the device:

w3 ¼ w� Z2

Z1
arctgðcos htgwÞ: ð20Þ

Momentary gear ratio of the kinematical linkage mechanism of the device is
obtained deriving (20) after w:

i31 ¼
dw3

dw
¼ x3

x1
¼ 1� Z2

Z3
� cos h

cos2 wþ cos2 h sin2 w
: ð21Þ

Average gear ratio for a rotation of the main shaft will be

imed
31 ¼

1
2p

Z2p

0

iwdw ¼ 1
2p

w� z2

z3
arctgðcos htgwÞ

� �
2p
0

�� ¼ � Z2 � Z3

Z3
: ð22Þ

Analysis of dependence (22) demonstrates that for the ratio of teeth z2 \ z3 the
direction of main shaft rotation of gear cutting machine and blank (imaginary
wheel) coinsides, and for the ratio of teeth z2 [ z3 is different. Division kine-
matical chain of machine tool must provide the following kinematical link: at full
rotation of the main shaft the blank (imaginary wheel) should rotate under angle
w3 ¼ 2p Z2 � Z3ð Þ=Z3: This kinematical link defines the average gear ratio of the
manufactured gear. Given the fact that the kinematical link ‘‘tool—blank’’ is done
by the machine—tool dividing chain under condition x1=x2 ¼ const:, the angular
velocity variation caused by the kinematic link mechanism (neasurică) of the tool
with the frame will transpose on the tooth profile, therefore, it will introduce a
diagram error Dw3 in the tooth profile. The diagream error Dw3 can be identified
by angular positioning error of the blank w3 relative to position wmed

3 of the same
blank, which conditionally would rotate uniformly with the gear ratio imed

31 ¼
� Z2 � Z3ð Þ=Z3: in this case the diagram error will be:

Dw3 ¼ w3 � imed
31 ¼

Z2

Z3
w� arctgðcos htgw½ �: ð23Þ

So, the kinematical link of the tool with the frame introduces some diagram
error in the tooth profile.

Figure 8 shows the graph of diagram error of tool position error w3 at one
rotation of the main shaft and motion of point D in OZY plan. If point C makes a
motion in OZY plane the error is transmitted intact to the tool, and the last
generates the tooth profile with the same error. To ensure continuity to motion
processing function it is necessary to modify the tooth profile by diagram error
value Dw3 by communicating additional motion to the tool.

Correctness of additional motion of the tool was established using a computer
calculation program. It was found that generation precision of the manufactured
wheel teeth 3 depends on the continuity of its angular speed _u of the tool 2.
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Function analysis (19) shows that for u ¼ �w the instantaneous transmission ratio
i31 ¼ const: For condition u ¼ �w from Eq. (19) we have:

w3 ¼ w� Z2

Z3
u ¼ Z2 � Z3

Z3
w ¼ Z2 � Z3

Z3
x1t:

From this analysis we find that any technical solution to eliminate the influence
of diagram error of tooth profile precision generation with precessional tool would
be 3D profiling of the contact surfaces of the groove of kinematical link mecha-
nism, which supports the bolt (delimiter of rotation). The bolt contact with the
shaped surfaces of groove transmits also the reaction torque from the node, on
which the tool is installed to the frame. To achieve the proposed technical solution
to exclude the error of 3D profiling of supporting surface of the link channel with
the bolt it is necessary to describe the profile of contact surfaces with parametric
equations. In this case we take an arbitrary point C on the tool axis with coordi-
nates X1c, Y1c, Z1c (Fig. 7), and identify the path of motion in the fixed system of
coordinates OXYZ to satisfy the condition i31 = const. Using the matrix form for
the transition from the coordinate system OX1Y1Z1 to the fixed system OXYZ we
get:

Xc

Yc

Zc

�������

�������
¼ A

X1c

Y1c

Z1c

�������

�������
ð24Þ

or by components:

Xc ¼ a11X1c þ a12Y1c þ a13Z1c;

Yc ¼ a21X1c þ a22Y1c þ a23Z1c;

Xc ¼ a31X1c þ a32Y1c þ a33Z1c:

ð25Þ

where ai,j, i,j = 1…3 are cosines of angles between the axes of coordinates.
Considering that instantaneous gear ratio i31 = const. when u ¼ �w then Eq.

(25) are transcribed as:

XC ¼ X1Cðcos2 wþ cos h sin2 wÞ þ Y1C 1� cos hð Þ cos w sin wþ Z1C sin h sin w;

YC ¼ Y1C 1� cos hð Þ cos w sin wþ Y1Cðsin2 wþ cos h cos2 wÞ � Z1C sin h cos w;

Z1C ¼ Z1C sin h sin wþ Y1C sin h cos wþ Z1C cos h:

ð26Þ

For the case when point ‘‘C’’ is placed on axis OY1 its position is defined by
coordinates X1C ¼ 0;Y1C ¼ Rc; Z1C = 0, and Eq. (26) take the form:

XC ¼ RC 1� cos hð Þ cos w sin w;

YC ¼ RC sin2 wþ cos h cos2 w
� �

;

ZC ¼ RC sin h sin w:

ð27Þ
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Equation (27) represent parametrical equations of groove lateral surfaces, by
which the limiting bolt of tool rotational motion around the fixed axis OZ, form a
kinematical coupling, and provides the condition i31 = const. Thus, the shape of
groove lateral surfaces by which the bolt forms the kinematical coupling of tool
with the casing, described by parametrical Eq. (27), excludes the influence of
diagram errors on tooth profile generated with precessional tool.

3.2.2 Analytical Description of the Precessional Tool Path of Motion

According to the principle of teeth generation by proposed method the tool should
copy with certain accuracy the shape and path of motion of the pin tooth in the real
gearing (involving the central wheel with teeth—satellite gear with pin teeth). In
this connection it was necessary to research the tool path of motion with the angle
of position to the blank d C 0. For this purpose, a point D was identified on the
tool axis (Fig. 9) with coordinates X1D, Y1D, Z1D in the movable system of coor-
dinates OX1Y1Z1 and parametrical equations of its motion in the movable system
of coordinates were described. For i31-const. after a number of transformations we
obtain:

Fig. 9 Determination of the
tool surface family envelope
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XD ¼ a11X1D þ a12Y1D þ a13Z1D;

ZD ¼ a21X1D þ a22Y1D þ a23Z1D;

ZD ¼ a31X1D þ a23Y1D þ a33Z1D:

ð28Þ

With condition u = -w and constant instantaneous gear ratio i31-const we have:

XD ¼ X1Dðcos2 uþ cos H sin2 uÞ þ Y1Dð1� cos HÞ cos u sin uþ Z1D sin H sin u;

YD ¼ X1Dð1� cos HÞ sin u cos uþ Y1Dðsin2 uþ cos H cos2 uÞ � Z1D cos u sin H;

ZD ¼ X1D sin H sin uþ Y1D sin H cos uþ Z1D cos H:

ð29Þ

For d = 0 tool coordinates will take the form:

X1D ¼ 0; Y1D ¼ �Ru; Z1D ¼ 0: ð30Þ

In this case the equations of tool motion depending on the angle of rotation w of
the main shaft will be:

XD ¼ �Ruð1� cos HÞ cos u sin u;

YD ¼ �Ruðsin2 uþ cos H cos uÞ;
ZD ¼ �Ru sin H cos u:

ð31Þ

In the case of toothed wheels with angle d[ 0 the tool should be located under
the same angle. Then point D will have the following coordinates:

X1D ¼ 0; Y1D ¼ �Rcosd;

Z1D ¼ �Rsind;
ð32Þ

And the equations of the path of motion of tool in the fixed system of coordinates
OXYZ have the form:

XD ¼ �Ru cos dð1� cos HÞ cos u sin u� Ru sin d sin H sin u;

YD ¼ �Ru cos dðsin2 uþ cos H cos uÞ þ Ru sin d sin H cos u;

ZD ¼ �Ru cos d sin H cos u� Ru sin d cos H:

ð33Þ

Exact performance of the tool path of motion according to Eq. (33) was taken into
account in the process of elaboration of the tool-carrier device, shown in Fig. 7.

3.2.3 Determination of Family Envelope of Tool Generating Contour

Tooth profile of the processed wheel represents the family envelope of tool gen-
erating contour in its relative motion with the tooth. The envelope is determined
from the equations of the working surface of the generating tool and parameters of
relative motion at folding.
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To simplify the process of envelope determination it is necessary to pass to the
coordinates of tool centre D in the movable system of coordinates (Fig. 9), linked
with the blank 3:

XD ¼ XD cos w3 þ YD sin w3;

YD ¼ �XD sin w3 þ YD cos w3;

ZD ¼ ZD:

ð34Þ

where XD; YD; ZD are the coordinates of the tool centre in the movable system of
coordinates; w3 ¼ w=i is the blank angle of rotation; i—gear ratio of the kine-
matical chain ‘‘main shaft—blank’’. Equation (34) define the path of motion of the
tool centre, evolving on the sphere. Further, the envelope equations on the sphere
were defined (curve 3, Fig. 9).

Further, we find the tool 1 conical working surface (with geometrical shape as
frustum) in the movable system of coordinates, applying the condition known from
the differential geometry:

re ¼ r cos b; or X � �XD þ Y � �YD þ Z � �ZD ¼ R � r cos b; ð35Þ

where �e is the unit vector oriented to the cone axis; b—taper angle of tool.
Wrapping Eq. 5 on the sphere is obtained as result of solving jointly the

equations, which describe the family wrapping of tool 1 working surfaces:

UðX; Y ; Z;wÞ ¼ X�XD þ Y �YD þ Z�ZD � Rr cos b ¼ 0;

dU
dw
¼ ðX;Y :Z;wÞ ¼ 0

ð36Þ

And the equation of spherical surface:

X2 þ Y2 þ Z2 � R2 ¼ 0: ð37Þ

Therefore we find:

dU
dw
¼ X

o�XD

ow
þ Y

o�YD

ow
þ Z

o�ZD

ow
¼ 0;

o�XD

ow
¼ oXD

ou
cos w3 �

XD

u
sin w3 þ

oYD

ow
sin w3 þ

YD

u
cos w3;

oYD

ow
¼ � oXD

ow
sin w3 �

XD

u
cos w3 þ

oYD

ow
cos w3 �

YD

u
sin w3;

o�ZD

ow
¼ oZD

ow
:

ð38Þ
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oXD

ow
¼ �R cos dð1� cos HÞ cos2 w� R sin d sin H cos w

oYD

ou
¼ �R cos dð1� cos HÞ sin2 w� R sin d sin H sin w;

oZD

ow
¼ �R cos d sin H sin w:

ð39Þ

After introducing (38), (39) into (36) and (37) we obtain:

Xo ¼
�ðabþ deÞ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðabþ deÞ2 þ ð1þ a2 þ d2ÞðR2 � b2 � l2Þ

q

1þ a2 þ d2
;

Yo ¼ aXo þ b;

Zo ¼ dXo þ e;

ð40Þ

where:

a ¼
Xc

�oZD
ow � ZC

�oXD
ow

Zc
�oYD
ow � ZC

�oZD
ow

; a ¼
R2 cos b

�oZD
ow

ZD
�oYD
ow � YC

�oZD
ow

;

d ¼ �ðXD � aYDÞ
�ZD

; e ¼ R2 cos b� bYD

�ZD
:

ð41Þ

Equation (40) determine the envelope on the sphere (curvature 3, Fig. 9). To
define the envelope of teeth profile in cross section it is necessary to project it in
plane G, perpendicular on two generators, which cross two minimum successive
points of profile on the sphere, i.e. points E1 and E2 and the centre of precession
‘‘O’’. Coordinates of points E1 and E2 are determined from the relations:

XE1 ¼ X1 ¼ Xojw¼0¼ 0;

YE1 ¼ Y1 ¼ Yojw¼0¼ �R cosðdþHþ bÞ;
ZE1 ¼ Z1 ¼ Zojw¼0¼ �R sinðaþHþ dÞ;
XE2 ¼ X2 ¼ Xojw¼2pz2

z1
;
; YE2 ¼ Y2 ¼ Yojw¼2pz2

z1
;
; ZE2 ¼ Y2 ¼ Yojw¼2pz2

z1

:

ð42Þ

Via points E1 and E2 is drawn a plane, perpendicular on generators OE1 and OE2.
The equation of this plane is determined from the condition:

E1E2 � E1E
	 


OE1 � OE2½ � ¼ 0 ð43Þ

where E is an arbitrary point on plane. Equation (43) is represented as:

�i �j �k
X2 � X1 Y2 � Y1 Z2 � Z1

X � X1 Y � Y1 Z � Z1

������

������

i j k
X1 Y1 Z1

X2 Z2 Z2

������

������
¼ 0; ð44Þ

or
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A1X þ B1Y þ C1Z þ D ¼ 0; ð45Þ

where:

A1 ¼ Z2 � Z1ð Þ X2Z1 � X1Z2ð Þ � Y2 � Y1ð Þ X1Y2 � X2Y1ð Þ;
B1 ¼ X2 � X1ð Þ X1Y2 � X2Y1ð Þ � Z2 � Z1ð Þ Y1Z2 � Y2Z1ð Þ;
C1 ¼ Y2 � Y1ð Þ Y1Z2 � Y2Z1ð Þ � X2 � X1ð Þ Z1X2 � X1Z2ð Þ;
D1 ¼ �A1X1 � B1Y1 � C1Z1:

ð46Þ

Envelope of teeth profile in cross section was determined by designing the
envelope from the sphere on a plane perpendicular on two generators that cross via
two minimum successive points of the profile on the sphere. In this case envelope
equations of tooth profile in plane will be:

X0P ¼
D1X0

A1X0 þ B1Y0 þ C1Z0
; Y0P ¼ X

Y0

X0
; Z0P ¼ X

Z0

X0
; ð47Þ

where X0, Y0, Z0; X1, Y1, Z1; X2, Y2, Z2 are the coordinates of the centre of
precession O and minimum points on the tooth profile.

Envelope equations of the described coordinates X, Y, Z in the system of
coordinates OXYZ are transcribed as equations with two coordinates n and f in the
system of coordinates E1nf (Fig. 9) linked to the described plane with equations

E1E2 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X2 � X1ð Þ2þ Y2 � Y1ð Þ2þ Z2 � Z1ð Þ2

q
;

E1E ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X � X1ð Þ2þ Y � Y1ð Þ2þ Z � Z1ð Þ2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
n2 þ f2

q
;

E2E ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X � X2ð Þ2þ Y � Y2ð Þ2þ Z � Z2ð Þ2

q
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðE1E2 � nÞ2 þ f2

q
:

ð48Þ

We obtain the envelope equations in two coordinates n and f in the system of
coordinates E1nf, which represent teeth profile generated by precessional tool from
Eq. (48):

n ¼ ðE1E2Þ þ X � X1ð Þ2þ Y � Y1ð Þ2þ Z � Z1ð Þ2� X � X2ð Þ2þ Y � Y2ð Þ2þ Z � Z2ð Þ2

2E1E2

;

f ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
X � X1ð Þ2þ Y � Y1ð Þ2þ Z � Z1ð Þ2�n2:

q

ð49Þ

Figure 10 shows the profilograms of teeth profile generation with precessional
tool performed in CAD/CAM/CAE/CATIA V5R7. On the profilograms curve 1
(Fig. 10a) describes the path of motion of the tool centre in the fixed OXYZ system
of coordinates, and curve 2—the path of motion of the tool centre in the movable
system of coordinates O�X�Y �Z, curve 3—family wrapping of precessional tool
surfaces (tooth profile), curve 4—generating tool contour.
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Fig. 10 Profilograms of teeth profile generation with cone-shape precessional tool: 1, 2 path of
motion of tool centre in the fixed OXYZ and movable OX’Y’Z’ systems of coordinates; 3 teeth
profile; 4 generating tool contour
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Profilogram analysis (Fig. 10) demonstrates the degree and direction of influ-
ence on generated tooth profile of the position angle of tool d (conical axoid angle)
with regard to the axis of rotation of the blank, tool radius R and gear ratio i of the
kinematical linkage ‘‘main shaft—blank’’.

3.2.4 Technological Equipment for Generating Teeth with Sfero-Space
Motion of Truncated Cone Shaped Tool

The profile of central wheel tooth of precessional gear is variable depending on the
values of conical axoid angle d, taper angle of the rollers b, the nutation angle h,
the number of teeth of gears Z1, Z2 and the correlation between them. Fabrication
of these profiles using traditional methods is practically impossible, because for
each correlation value of all parameters d; b; h and Z tooth profile changes shape,
which requires the design and manufacture of the tool with the respective profile.

Therefore a new generating technology was proposed, which carries out a set of
profiles of the teeth, using a tool with the same geometrical parameters. The
method consists of the following: a series of motions coordinated between them
against the rotating blank is communicated to the tool (milling cutter or grinding
wheel with truncated cone-shaped geometry). The kinematic link of the blank with
the tool provides rotation of one-toothed blank in a closed cycle of the motion
communicated to the tool. The tool is given such a shape and motion that allows
the processing of any possible profile of the set, including longitudinal and profile
modification. The described surface on the peripheral side of the tool against the
rotating blank reproduces a certain conceivable body, called the imaginary wheel
(generators).

Using the kinematic chain of gear cutting machine-tool running, gear blank and
the tool are brought in a coordinated motion—running motion, which reproduces
the imaginary wheel gearing with the blank. Part of metal is removed at each
elementary change of tool position in space in relation to the blank. Therefore the
working surface of the wheel teeth processed is obtained as envelope of a con-
secutive series of positions of rotating tool profile generator contour against the
blank.

A tool holder device was developed to realize the demanded motions of the tool
(Fig. 11a), which can be adjusted to gear cutting machines models 5K32P53,
5330P, 53A50, 5A60, 5342, with accuracy class GOST 6-77.

To compensate error diagram of the satellite at its sphere-spatial rotation, a
kinematical joint connecting the cross-rail with the body is introduced into the
teeth grinder, ensuring continuity of the transformation function of rotational
motion x1/x3 = const. in the kinematic chain ‘‘main shaft—tool—blank’’. In
other words, at teeth processing by proposed method, their profile is corrected by
an amount equal to the kinematical diagram error introduced by the sphere-spatial
motion of tool with regard to the casing (bed).

It was defined that in real precessional transmissions 2K-H the link of pre-
cessional satellite with the body introduces an error in the driven shaft position.
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This fact provokes non-uniformity of its rotation at uniform turning of the drive
shaft. Drawback is eliminated by transposition of driven shaft position error on the
processed tooth profile. Diagram error elimination is achieved through the con-
struction of cross-rail connection joint to the body, which through a cam installed
on the crank shaft communicate auxiliary motion to the tool. The joint ensures
continuity to the transformation function of rotational motion along the linkage
shaft-crank-tool-blank. At tooth processing by proposed method their profile is
correlated to value of the shift angle of driven shaft introduced by precessional
satellite link in the real transmission.

In the developed tool-carrier device the point of intersection of the fixed axis
OZ with the movable axis OZ1 of the crank (centre of precession) is on the axis of
rotation of the gear cutting machine table. To research the features of interaction
between the tool and the wheel processed tooth (d[ 0), which axis coincides with
axis OZ of the device crank-shaft:

(a)      (b)      

(c)      

Cam
Know-
How

Mecanism 
de leg tur
Know-How

Fig. 11 Generation device for gears with non-standard profile (a), machine-tool with fabricated
device (b) and samples of fabricated gears (c)
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Figure 11, a shows the 3D computer model of the processing device for gear
wheels with non-standard profile, designed in AutoDeskInventor and simulated in
MotionInventor. Figure 11, b shows the picture of gear cutting machine-tool
endowed with the device for profile generation by precessional tool. Figure 11,
c presents samples of gear wheels with non/standard profile, worked out on this
machine-tool.

4 Conclusions

Among the characteristics of the estimated results of research in the field of new
and efficient drive development we can enumerate the following:

• the elaborated precessional gears ensure: high bearing capacity; high kinemat-
ical efficiency; high kinematical accuracy; low noise level and vibrations;

• generation procedure for variable convex-concave teeth profiles provide high
efficiency and processing accuracy.

Structural optimization of the precessional transmissions will allow synthesis of
new diagrams of precessional transmissions with constant and variable transmis-
sion ratio and elaboration of new diagrams of precessional transmissions for
specific running conditions.
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New Tendencies in the Design
of the Modern Aerospace Transmissions

Nicoleta Ene and Florin Dimofte

Abstract The modern aerospace transmissions require an increased power density
while their weight, fabrication and maintenance costs should be as low as possible.
In addition, the future helicopter transmissions should generate less noise and
vibration then the actual transmissions. The fluid film bearings, and particularly the
wave bearings, could help approaching these goals. In this paper, the aspects
implied by using these bearings to support transmission rotating parts are dis-
cussed from two points of view: (1) the capacity of the wave bearings to support
the bearing sleeve distortions under similar loads as rolling element bearings: and
(2) the capacity of the wave bearings to attenuate the noise/vibration generated by
the gear mesh compared to the rolling element bearings due to the increased
damping properties of the wave bearings.

Keywords Fluid film bearings � Wave bearings � Gears � Transmission � Noise

1 Introduction

In the last years, the aerospace transmissions, turbofan (turbo-shaft) or helicopter
transmissions, require larger and larger loads. In the same time, the transmission
components must be as light as possible. Therefore the metallic parts have to be
very thin but to carry high loads. Particularly, the gear mesh forces can deform the
gears due to the small thickness of the gears walls. Another problem encountered
when designing high power density transmissions, especially for helicopter
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applications, is the transmission noise and vibration. The helicopter transmissions
should be as quiet as possible due to their close proximity to the crew and pas-
senger cabin. In addition, the fabrication and maintenance costs should be main-
tained very low.

In recent years, efforts have been made to find new design methods to approach
all the above requests. One of the new tendencies is to replace the rolling element
bearings, traditionally used to support the transmission rotating components, with
fluid film bearings. The fluid film bearings can provide similar load capacities as
the rolling element bearings, but in a smaller volume helping to reduce the
transmission weight. The fluid film bearings are simple with less precision parts
than rolling element bearings. In addition, the fluid film bearings could provide
significant damping that can modify the transmission dynamics and reduce the
noise and vibrations generated by the transmission.

A planetary-geared transmission with fluid film bearings for a turbo-fan engine
is presented for example in Fig. 1. A fluid film bearing having the ratio between
the length and diameter between 1 and 2 supports the planet gears. The specific
load (the load divided by the projected surface of the bearing) of such a bearing
could be very significant. In particular conditions, it can be up to 18 MPa
(2,600 PSI). In these extreme-loading conditions, the bearing minimum film
thickness is very small (only few microns). In addition, the bearing should run
thermally stable. Therefore, the increase of the oil temperature through the fluid
film (DT) must be lower than 30 �C (54 �F). To assure the DT limit, the oil should
be circulated through the bearing at a specific flow.

Recent investigations revealed that a particular type of fluid film bearings—the
wave bearing could be a promising alternative to the rolling element bearings in
aerospace transmissions. Some aspects of using the wave bearings in aerospace
transmissions are presented next.

Planet Gear

Ring Gear

Sun Gear

Fluid Film 
BRG

Fig. 1 Geared transmission
for a turbo-fan engine
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2 Wave Bearing Concept

The wave bearing was introduced by Dimofte (1995a, b), as an alternative to the
plain (circular) journal bearing. Unlike the plain bearing, the wave bearing has a
slight continuous variation of its profile. The variation is such that a continuous
waved profile is circumscribed onto the non-rotating bearing surface. To exemplify
the concept, a comparison between a wave bearing having circumscribed a three–
wave profile and a plain journal bearing is presented in Fig. 1. The wave amplitude
and the clearance are greatly exaggerated for clarity (Fig. 2).

The performance of the wave bearing depends on the number of the waves, the
wave amplitude ratio, and the position of the waves with respect to the load. The
wave amplitude ratio is defined as the ratio between the wave amplitude and
clearance.

The wave bearing has an improved stability compared to the plain journal
bearing due to better defined rotor positioning. In addition, because the geometry
of the wave bearing is very close to the geometry of the plain circular bearing, the
load capacity of the wave bearing is close to that of the plain journal bearing and
superior to the load capacity of other types of journal fluid bearings such as fixed
or tilting pad bearings, grooved bearings, etc.

3 Wave Bearings in the Planetary Stages of a Turboprop
Transmission

The possibility to apply the wave bearings in a two-stage planetary turboprop
transmission (Fig. 3) used to reduce the turbo-shaft speed (24,733 rpm) to the
propeller speed (1,997 rpm) was analyzed. The first planetary stage is a star stage.
The carrier is stationary (the gears are stars rotating only around their axis), the
input is through the sun, and the output is from the ring. For the second step the
ring is stationary, the input is through the sun, and the output is from the carrier.

Load 

Rotor 

Sleeve

Lubricant

(a) Load 

Rotor 

Sleeve

Lubricant

ω

(b) 

Fig. 2 Comparison between the plain journal bearing and the wave bearing. a Plain journal
bearing. b Wave journal bearing
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The planets rotate around their axis and also with the carrier. An additional cen-
trifugal force is applied to the planet due to its rotation with the carrier. The wave
bearings are used to support the star/planet gears. In this case, the wave bearing
sleeve is the inner diameter of the gear. Different loading regimes were considered
for each stage.

The numerical simulations showed that at high loaded regimes the elastic
deformations have an important effect on the wave bearing performance by
increasing the bearing minimum film thickness and, consequently the safety
operation limit. More details about this analysis can be found in Ene and Dimofte
(2012a).

4 Attenuation of the Gear Mesh Noise/Vibration
by the Wave Bearings Compared to Rolling Elements

One of the major problems in helicopter transmissions is the transmission noise/
vibration. The primary source of the noise and vibration is the dynamic force of the
gear mesh. The dynamic forces generate torsional, axial, and transverse vibrations
of the gear shaft (Townsend 1991). The vibrations are transferred to the bearings
that support the shaft, generating lateral and vertical displacements at the support
bearing locations. The vibration and noise then travels primarily by structural
paths into the helicopter cabin. Measurements performed in helicopters cabins
showed that the gear generated noise can be over 100 dB in a helicopter cabin
(Lenski 1995). In addition, the noise predominant frequencies are in the most
sensitive regions of hearing spectrum, contributing to crew and passenger fatigue
and hearing loss (Hansen et al. 2002).

Fig. 3 Double-stage planetary transmission
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The capacity of the wave bearings to attenuate the gear mesh noise and
vibration compared to the rolling element bearings was analyzed. Tests were
performed on the Gear Noise Rig located at NASA Glenn. The rig is driven by a
150 kW (200 hp) DC electric motor (1,750 rpm max speed) with a poly-v belt
speed-increaser drive to supply input shaft speeds. The motor connects to the test
gearbox through shafts, a torque meter and vibration isolating couplings. The
output connects through shafting to an eddy current dynamometer, which supplies
a resisting torque. The dynamometer has a maximum speed of 6,000 rpm. More
details about the test rig can be found in Oswald et al. (1994) (Fig. 4).

A simple spur gearbox that can accommodate both rolling element bearings and
wave bearings to support the shafts was used to experimentally investigate the
attenuation effects on the gear mesh noise and vibration of the wave journal
bearings compared to rolling element bearings. The baseline configuration
employs two deep groove ball bearings (bearings no 1 and 4 in Fig. 5) supporting
the coupling end of each shaft and two roller bearings (bearings no 2 and 3 in
Fig. 5) at the stub (unconnected) end of the shafts. Four wave bearings with a very
small wave amplitude ratio replace the ball and roller bearings in the gearbox wave
bearing configuration.

The gear mesh noise was measured with a microphone suspended above the
gearbox outside the acoustic near field zone and precisely positioned with a laser
beam device. A hyper-cardioid sensitivity pattern was chosen for the microphone
to reduce the response from sources other than the test gearbox. Two acceler-
ometers were mounted on each bearing support to measure the vibration in vertical
and horizontal directions, respectively (Fig. 5). Speed, torque, wave bearing oil
supply pressure, temperature, and flow were measured and recorded.

Because the gear noise is accompanied by noise from other internal or external
sources, not associated with the mesh frequencies, a method was developed to

Fig. 4 Gear noise test rig
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extract from the original signal only the mesh harmonics components (Ene and
Dimofte 2012b).

Tests were conducted at three torque levels, 34, 68 and 79 Nm. These represent
62.5, 125 and 146 % of the design level of the profile modifications on the test
gears. The lubricant used for experiments was the synthetic mineral turbine oil
Mil-L-23699. During all the measurements, the input oil temperature was main-
tained approximately constant, close to 70 �C. The oil supply pressure was
0.35 MPa.

The experiments showed that at speeds up to 3,400 rpm the wave bearings can
attenuate the gear mesh vibration by up to 15 dB compared to rolling element
bearings. As an example, the vibration reductions in vertical and horizontal
directions measured with the accelerometers located on bearing at the coupling
end of the input shaft are presented in Fig. 6.

Better results were obtained for the gear mesh noise measurements. The gear
mesh noise reductions of wave bearings compared to rolling element bearings
recorded with the microphone at torques of 34, 68, and 79 Nm are presented
Fig. 7. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that for almost all of the speeds the noise
generated by the gear mesh is smaller when the gearbox shaft is supported by the
wave bearings instead of rolling element bearings. The greatest noise reduction
was obtained at torques of 34 and 68 Nm.

A theoretical study was also performed to better understand the dynamic
behavior of the wave bearings. The analysis was performed for a constant torque
of 32 Nm. The theoretical analysis indicated that all the dynamic stiffness coef-
ficients (Kxx, Kxy, Kyx, Kyy) and three of the dynamic damping coefficients (Bxy, Byx,
Byy) are almost constant or have only a small variation with respect to speed
(Fig. 8). The only dynamic coefficient that has an important variation with speed is
the direct damping coefficient, Bxx (Fig. 8). The value of the direct damping
coefficient decreases very fast as the speed increases. For example, the value of the
direct damping coefficient at 6,000 rpm is almost half of its value at 2,000 rpm.

A direct consequence of the fast decrease of the direct damping coefficient with
speed is the reduced capacity of the tested wave bearing to damp the vibration at

Fig. 5 Side views of the gearbox: input side (right) and output side (left)
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high speeds. Therefore to improve the capacity of the wave bearing to attenuate
noise and vibration, especially for speeds between 3,800 and 6,000 rpm, a solution
to increase the value of the direct damping coefficient must be found.

Because the wave amplitude ratio has a strong influence on the wave bearing
performance (Ene et al. 2008), the influence of the wave amplitude ratio on the
direct damping coefficient was next analyzed. The variation of the direct damping
coefficient with the wave amplitude ratio for different speeds is presented in Fig. 9.

For all the wave amplitude ratios greater than 0, the direct damping coefficients
are greater than those corresponding to a zero wave amplitude ratio (the wave
amplitude ratio of the wave bearings used in experiments was almost zero). The
most significant increase is for the wave amplitude ratio equal to 0.2 (Fig. 9). For
speeds lower than 4,000 rpm, an increase of the wave amplitude ratio from 0 to 0.2
induces an increase of the direct damping coefficient with more than 70 %. For
speeds between 4,000 and 6,000 rpm, the increase is smaller, but still significant
(greater than 50 %). Therefore an increase of the wave amplitude ratio to 0.2 could
increase the wave bearing capacity to reduce the noise and vibration level of the
test gearbox at any speed and torque.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6 Vibration reduction
on bearing no 4 for a torque
of 34 Nm. a Vertical
direction. b Horizontal
direction
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 7 Gear mesh noise
reduction for different
torques. a 34 Nm. b 68 Nm.
c 79 Nm
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5 Concluding Remarks

The aerospace transmissions of the new generation are strongly required to be
lighter, cheaper, and noiseless than the actual generation.

Using fluid film bearings, particularly wave bearings, to support transmission
rotating parts can help achieve the desired goals.

Lighter and greater power density transmissions imply thinner parts that can
experience large elastic deformation under the heavy loading conditions. The wave
bearings can properly support the elastic parts and increase the safety operation
margin of the transmissions.

The experiments showed that the wave bearings can attenuate the gear mesh
noise and vibration with up to 15 dB compared to the rolling element bearings.
Using the wave bearings in the new generation of the helicopter transmissions can
significantly reduce the noise/vibration generated by these transmissions.

(a) (b)

Fig. 8 Variation of the dynamic coefficients with speed. a Stiffness coefficients. b Damping
coefficients

Fig. 9 Variation of the direct
damping coefficient with
wave amplitude ratio for
different gearbox speeds
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An Overview of the Development of Gears

Jože Hlebanja and Gorazd Hlebanja

Abstract Power transmission has been a challenge during human history. Men
used gears to accomplish this task already at the emergence of our civilisation.
Gears were simple wooden aids at first, but the evidences of complex mechanical
devices of antiquity exist. Water and animal powered devices were used during the
middle ages, whereas the renaissance and subsequent development of science
discovered steam engines. The combustion engine, the turbines, and electricity
imposed new impact to the mechanical transmissions which developed up to
contemporary highly efficient devices embedded into aircrafts, vehicles, machine
tools, etc. The question is if there is still possible to improve gears, which are
substantial part of these transmissions, in any way.

Keywords Gears � Power transmission � Standardisation � History of gears

1 Emergence of Gears

Gears are important parts of machines, which, when working in tandem, transmit
power and movement from the energy source to the user of the job performed.
Machines are devices which can do useful work, and are composed of functionally
connected moveable and fixed parts. To accomplish a task, a machine must have a
source of energy, whereby gears are vital machine elements. According to current
historical evidence, machines emergence might be attributed to ancient Egypt
because of human need, as people living by the Nile had to irrigate soil to produce
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needed food. This was performed by using primitive machines, Fig. 1, which used
simple wooden gears to transmit power and rotation. Since then, gears have been
used and perfected in all periods of human civilization for exploiting natural
energy resources to perform work for the benefit of humans. At first, the ancient
population probably irrigated land by manually drawing water from the river and
then watering the fields. Based on observation, they realised that they could
increase capacity by tying a greater number of containers to a rope. On this basis, a
paternoster-like device was gradually developed, which consists of a rope formed
into a ring, with buckets (containers) attached at regular intervals, hung onto a
wheel. They probably first rotated the wheel manually and thus lifted the water
from the river, poured it into a trough and irrigated the fields. The hard manual
operation was strenuous and ineffective, so later a whim was developed to replace
human power with that of draught animals. The whim is composed of a horizontal
gear wheel attached to a rotary vertical pillar, which the animal pulls and spins
around its vertical axis, while the gear drives the paternoster via its tandem gear
and a horizontal shaft, roughly as shown in Fig. 1.

It is obvious that this primitive device could have been produced at the time
with simple tools, when humans began to use domesticated animals as a source of
energy for their benefit. These and similar devices used the oldest wooden gears
we know as a result of human creative capacity.

Figure 2 shows that gear teeth were simple round pegs fixed in the gear wheel.
The whim gear rotated slowly with a pace of the draught animals, while the speed
of the paternoster wheel depended on the transmission ratio of the gears. The
precision of the rotation transmission was insignificant, and uninterrupted rotation
of the whim, continuously fed the soil. Through the centuries, pumping water by
whim with simple gears was perfected and spread to the fields of the great rivers
like the Euphrates and Tigris in Mesopotamia, the Indus and Ganges in India, and
the Yellow River and Yangtze in China.

Antiquity time was of the utmost importance for the development of geared
devices and machines. Many machines with gears were described and passed on to

whim

trough

paternoster
gear

whim gear

paternoster

Fig. 1 Illustration of a sakia in Luxor (Matschoß 1940)
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succeeding generations by great scholars of that era, including the Greek philos-
opher Aristotle (384–322 BC), a student of Plato and the teacher of Alexander the
Great, who in his works described machines such as the pulley, crankshaft, rollers
and also irrigation devices with gears.

Archimedes of Syracuse (287–212B C) was a mathematician, physicist and
engineer, who knew the principle of leverage and cranes, as well as worm gears.
Thus, Fig. 3 illustrates a winch made of a gear train and a worm for the handle. He
is famous for saying: ‘‘Give me a place to stand on, and I will move the Earth’’,
while the Archimedean principle is taught already in primary schools. Ancient
reports have revealed that Archimedes moved a ship weighing 4,200 tonnes out to
sea using a system of levers, pulleys and gear trains.

Philo of Byzantium (*230 BC) was a Greek engineer and mechanic famous for
a chain drive and water lifting device consisting of a gear and a rack employing
also hydraulic principles.

Fig. 2 Gearing of a sakia

Fig. 3 Archimedes’ winch
consisting of a gear train and
a worm ended handle
(Matschoß 1940)
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The Antikythera mechanism was recovered in 1900–1901 from the Antikythera
wreck. Its significance and complexity were not understood until decades later.
The construction has been dated to the early 1st century BC. This precious
example of antique genius complexity grade was so high that artefacts of similar
complexity and workmanship did not reappear for a millennium and half, when
mechanical astronomical clocks were built in Europe (Fig. 4).

The true function of the Antikythera mechanism was not understood until
recently, when scientists disclosed its structure and written material by contem-
porary methods, which include surface imaging, digital radiography (2D&3D) and
Computer tomography. The device is remarkable for the level of miniaturization
and for the complexity of its parts and has more than 30 gears, although some
scientists suggested as many as 72 gears, with teeth formed through equilateral
triangles. The mechanism calculated the position of the Sun and Moon or other
astronomical information such as the locations of planets, so it can be treated as an
ancient analogue mechanical computer. Since the purpose was to position astro-
nomical bodies with respect to the celestial sphere, with reference to the observer’s
position on the surface of the Earth, the device was based on the geocentric model
(Wikipedia, ‘‘Antikythera Mechanism’’ 2012).

Fig. 4 The Antikythera mechanism—model of a front part (left); original archeological artefact
(right) (The Antikythera Mechanism Research Project 2012)
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2 Gears in Roman Times

The underlying mechanism of the sakia type irrigation device was used by many
generations throughout Antiquity and the Middle Ages, with the gear teeth being
perfected, while expanding the use of whim as a source of energy for various tasks.
By expanding their rule over a large part of Europe, the Romans also spread
knowledge inherited from the Greeks and Egyptians. Instead of a whim, the
Romans also used the water energy of rivers or streams by a water wheel on a
horizontal shaft, which drove the conical millstones on a vertical shaft by a gear
pair, as illustrated in Fig. 5a, as an example of Vitruvius’ (c. 80–70 BC to c. 15
BC) (Wikipedia, ‘‘Vitruvius’’ 2012) engineering work. Vitruvius also designed a
hodometer, consisting of a set of gears and worms, which dropped a small ball into
the box for each passed mile. Vitruvius himself said that his knowledge derived
from famous old Greek sources (Matschoß 1940).

The power from the energy source—a whim or a water wheel—was transmitted
by wooden gears, similar to those shown in Fig. 6 for over 2,000 years without
major changes. Manufacturers of such gears were always master carpenters. They
shaped the water wheels and the geared wheels based on experience. According to
historical sources, such gears on country mills and saws would have lasted for
several decades. The Romans also used water power for sawing. The Roman
sawmill at Hierapolis in Asia Minor from 3rd century incorporated a crank and
connecting rod mechanism, which was used for saws cutting marble (Wikipedia,
‘‘List of ancient watermills’’ 2012), as illustrated in Fig. 5b.

Fig. 5a Roman water mill,
according to Vitruvius
(Matschoß 1940)
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Water-driven mills and saws with wooden gears could have been found along
the rivers and streams all over Europe until the beginning of the twentieth century.

Heron of Alexandria (c.10–70 AD) was an ancient Greek mathematician and
engineer active in his native city of Alexandria, Roman Egypt. He is considered
the greatest experimenter of antiquity (Wikipedia, ‘‘Heron of Alexandria’’ 2012).
His numerous works start with an aeolipile, a jet engine which spins when heated.
A vending machine, distributing a dose of holy water after insertion of a coin, a
wind-wheel, a force pump, the Heron’s fountain and a syringe-like device are also
attributed to Heron. Several variants of gear train arrangements for lifting heavy
loads; e.g. such as illustrated in Fig. 7, are his inventions as well.

Fig. 5b Sketch of a water-powered sawmill (Wikipedia, ‘‘List of ancient watermills’’ 2012)

Fig. 6 Design and
appearance of wooden gears
after many years of in
operation
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3 The Situation in the Middle Ages

In the late Middle Ages, from the 13th century on, mining became fairly wide-
spread. Agricola (1556) extensively described development of mining methods,
metallurgical processes, geology, mineralogy and according law from the earliest
times to the 16th century in his work De Re Metallica. The mechanical principles
of winding, ventilating, and pumping machinery described in the book are very
old. The block and pulley, the windlass, the water-wheel, the transmission of
power through shafts and gear-wheels, chain-pumps, piston-pumps with valves,
were all known to the Greeks and Romans. Devices, used for lifting ore ranged
from simple man-powered windlasses to rather complex, in both direction oper-
ating water-wheels. Horse operated whims were also often, with the same working
principle as ancient sakia as illustrated in Fig. 8.

Specialty of the machine from Fig. 8 is the usage of a brake. A miner in the
shaft pushed the vertical beam down and thus lifted the braking beam up by
reverting the oscillating beam and stopped the braking wheel. This machine could
have lifted ore 240 feet and up to four horses could have rotated the whim,
depending on the actual depth and loads. Nevertheless, water power was the
limiting factor of the mine shaft depth. This did not change until discovery of the
steam engine which offered a new, powerful source of energy. Parallel to mining,
craftsmanship was also thriving. Able self-taught masters honed their skills and
learned how to make complex wooden gear wheels by hand, while in the mean-
while, with the advancement of metallurgy, they also began to manufacture cast
iron gears. Despite the fairly widespread use of gears to transmit movement and
energy, manufacturing was still based on previous experience. The whims were
also widely used in agriculture, e.g. for threshing.

Fig. 7 A winch consisting of
gear trains for lifting heavy
loads (Matschoß 1940)
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4 Mechanical Clocks

Sun dials and water clocks were introduced to Europe by the Romans and also
perfected by Arabs. The rare ‘‘horologes’’ during the Middle Ages were water-
powered. The word clock (from the Latin word clocca, ‘‘bell’’), which gradually
supersedes ‘‘horologe’’, suggests that it was the sound of bells which also char-
acterized the prototype mechanical clocks that appeared during the 13th century in
Europe (Dohrn-Van Rossum 1996). These devices were often without hands,
indicating time only by bells, telling people to attend service. Churches and
monasteries needed to know the precise time to perform their duties, so the first
mechanical clocks were developed by monks in monasteries. The first mechanical
clock with hands in Germany dated to 1304 and was situated in the Benedictine
monastery of Erfur (Matschoß 1940). It was driven by a weight and regulated by a

Fig. 8 A whim based lifting
machine. A—toothed drum
which is on the upright axle;
B—horizontal axle; C—drum
which is made of rundles;
D—braking wheel; E—drum
made of hubs; F—brake; G—
oscillating beam; H—short
beam; I—hook. (Agricola
1556)
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simple step regulator. In that period, similar clocks appeared in Italy, France and
England, e.g. Canterbury Cathedral installed a ‘great horologe’ in 1292. The
complexity of the geared mechanism of such clocks is represented in Fig. 9
showing the clock mechanism of the Überlingen cathedral tower near Bodensee
(Matschoß 1940).

The gears were from iron, and the wheels were forged and geared manually,
shaped by an experienced master. The clocks of the period were powered by
weights and the introduction of springs in the 15th century was highly advanta-
geous. Christiaan Huygens used a pendulum for clocks in 1656 (Encyclopædia
Britannica Online, ‘‘pendulum’’ 2012), which increased accuracy of mechanical
clocks. With an increased demand for clocks, the reputation of the clock-making
profession grew, and the number of clockmakers’ guilds and masters increased,
which led to the accelerated development of clocks, their miniaturisation and
increased precision.

5 Gears During the 15th and 16th Century

Leonardo da Vinci (1452–1519) was the most famous engineer of all time. He left
the legacy of his ideas of gear transmission in the form of sketches, some of which
are shown on Fig. 10. Leonardo was directly involved with the technological

Fig. 9 Überlingen clock
mechanism, 1540 (Matschoß
1940)
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issues of his time, and sought to find answers to questions with a pencil in his hand,
drawing solutions to an issue, which could not all have been realised at the time. In
any case, his sketches present solutions and reflect the technology of the time.
Although Leonardo left a multitude of sketches on transmitting power and
movement from one shaft to another, he did not study teeth flanks, so he did not
contribute to the advancement of teeth theory.

Already mentioned Georgius Agricola (1494–1555) described iron gears in his
most known work De Re Metallica. Since iron is more durable material, this also
signifies the discovery of new, improved teeth flanks.

6 Early Development of Modern Gears

Contemporary gears for the uniform transmission of power and movement are
based on the application of mathematical curves discovered by scientists in the
16th and 17th centuries, in the design of teeth flanks. One of such pioneers was
Galileo Galilei (1564–1642), who, after having finished his studies in medicine,
devoted his research to geometry and the mathematics of plane curves. In his 1598
treatise, he was the first to name and mathematically define curves generated by a
point on a circle rolled along a straight line or along another circle of a cycloid. In
addition to other laws of nature and physics, his discoveries include the law of
oscillation of the pendulum (1583) and free fall. He also improved the telescope
(1609). Galileo was a professor of geometry, mechanics and astronomy at the
University of Padua until 1610. In 1633 he was sentenced to the house arrest due to
spreading and teaching heliocentric system and during this time he wrote works on

Fig. 10 Leonardo’s sketches
of gears (Matschoß 1940)
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new disciplines, now known as kinematics and strength of materials
(Encyclopædia Britannica Online, ‘‘Galileo’’ 2012).

The first record on the use of cyclic curves for practical purposes is related to
French architect and engineer Girard Desargues (1591–1661), who is considered
the predecessor of descriptive geometry and is known in particular for his work on
conic sections (curves obtained by intersecting a cone with a plane). Desargues is
also known for constructing a system for raising water, which he installed near
Paris, using the principle of the epicycloidal wheel (Encyclopædia Britannica
Online, ‘‘Girard Desargues’’ 2012).

Some of Desargues’ work is known only from the records made by his student
Philippe de la Hire (1640–1718), French physicist, astronomer, mathematician and
engineer, who learned from Desargues all that was known about cycloids at the
time. A treaty on epicycloides and their usage in mechanics was published in his
1694 book entitled Mémoires de mathématique et de physique. Philip de La Hire
was the first to describe the use of epicycloids for gears that ensured a uniform
transmission of rotation (Complete Dictionary of Scientific Biography, ‘‘La Hire,
Philippe De’’ 2008a). Such a gear with a one-sided epicycloidal gearing with eight
teeth is shown in Fig. 11a, while Fig. 11b shows a pin gearing, for which de la
Hire designed the correct shape of the tooth flank by generating an equidistant
curve for the involute. Until recently, such gearing was used in raising mechanisms
for small floodgates in water-powered sawmills. De la Hire explored the use of
cycloids for the shape of teeth flanks of particular gears, while in 1733 in his work
‘‘Sur la figure des dents des roués et des ailes des pignons pour rendre les
horologes plus parfaits’’ Charles Etienne Louis Camus (1699–1768), a mathe-
matician and professor from Paris (Complete Dictionary of Scientific Biography,

Fig. 11 Single sided pin gearing (left); pin-gear rack driven by a single sided gearing with an
equidistant involute flank (right)
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‘‘Camus, Charles-Étienne-Louis’’ 2008b), discovered the conditions that have to
be fulfilled for a pair of gears. This condition is defined by the following: if, in
uniform rotation, power is to be transmitted via a pair of teeth, then the normal to
the teeth flanks at the contact point P (on the path of contact) must pass through the
pitch point C (Matschoß 1940), as shown in Fig. 12, which is exactly the law of
gearing known today.

This can be illustrated by a pair of cycloid gears with a rolling circle whose
point P generates a hypocycloid on the pinion with a straight tooth flank, while the
gear tooth flanks have the shape of an epicycloid. The teeth flanks come into
contact on the path of contact where both flanks have a common tangent and
normal, the latter passing through the pitch point C.

Independently of de la Hire and Camus, Leonhard Euler (1707 Basel–1783
St. Petersburg) sought the most advantageous shape of gear teeth flanks, and
according to Jacobi, (The Euler Archive 2012) in 1752 he was the first to publish a
treatise on the usefulness of the involute for the shape of gear teeth flanks (Euler
1760). His concept of involute gearing shown in Fig. 13a is in common use today.
Euler also discovered that the uniform transmission of power by gear teeth flanks
always involves friction, which causes loss of energy. He also showed how to
graphically determine the radii of curvature, which is presented for a pair of
cycloid gears in Fig. 13b. During the rotation of the gears, the normal to teeth
flanks at contact point must always pass through the pitch point C, which is why

Fig. 12 Illustration of
Camus’ gearing principle
from 1733
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the instantaneous centre of rotation is at point D, while at the same time the gear
also rotates around axis O1, which is why the curvature centre of the tooth flanks
must be at contact point P, i.e., the intersection Q of the normal to the teeth flanks
at the contact point and the connecting line DO1. Since the diameter of the rolling
circle is equal to half of the pitch diameter of the big gear, the tooth flank of the big
gear in this illustration has the shape of a straight line with the curvature centre in
infinity. Euler and Savary together devised an analytical method for determining
the curvature centres of gear teeth flanks.

Christiaan Huygens (1629–1695) also had a major impact on the accelerated
development of gears, when he made the pendulum clock in 1656/57. The
Huygens clock, which he patented in 1657, was very precise for its time, and with
later improvements it could also display minutes as well as hours. Gears were used
to transmit movement from the escapement mechanism to the handles, and weights
for driving the pendulum. In the following years, Huygens also made a clock
whose gear mechanism was driven by a spiral spring made of steel.

Discoveries by Galileo (doctrine of cycloids and the law of the pendulum,
1583), de la Hire (normal to the tooth flank, 1694), Camus (law of gearing, 1733)
and Euler (involute gearing, 1752), can be treated as the basis for the development
of contemporary gears. The era of the early development ended when the first
steam engine was successfully constructed at the beginning of the 17th century.
This was an exceptional milestone for humanity, as it was now possible to translate
heat energy into mechanical operation based on natural laws, and marked the time
when machines began to perform physical tasks previously done by people and
animals.

Fig. 13 Euler’s involute gearing (a); curvature centres of teeth flanks at the contact point in the
case of a cycloid pair of teeth (b)
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7 James Watt’s Epic Achievement

James Watt (1736–1819) is considered the inventor of the steam engine. The first
actual steam engines were simple piston engines used for drawing water from the
mines, and on the basis of which a double-action rotary shaft engine was devel-
oped in 1781. In 1770, Watt introduced a unit for power based on horse power
‘HP’ (1HP = 75 kpm/s), and the watt unit for measuring power was named after
him (1 W = J/s). He invented a centrifugal speed governor for his machines,
which had ‘rapid’ velocity for the time—40 movements per minute—which later
decreased to 30 movements per minute. Although the crank shaft was already
known in Roman times, the patent was granted to Watt’s opponent. Watt overcame
this obstacle with planetary gears, as shown by Fig. 14, where a planetary gear is
rigidly attached to the connecting rod of the tandem, while the sun gear is attached
to the driven shaft. (Encyclopædia Britannica Online, ‘‘James Watt’’ 2012).

The new steam machine immediately became very popular, and in 1784 the
Abion milling company ordered a Watt steam machine with a rotary shaft and
gears. The machine, with a power of 20 PS to drive 20 mill stones was built in four
years, and in 1788 there was a ceremony to mark the beginning of operations. The
gears had cycloid teeth flanks, and were made by hand from forged iron. Watt and
Rennie assessed in 1783 that teeth in corresponding gears were submitted to
bending, so they their calculations were adjusted accordingly. After the first
successes, the development of the steam engine blossomed both in terms of
construction and use. The first railways were laid on land, and the first steam ships
started sailing the sea.

The successful introduction of the Watt steam engine in the 18th century was
followed by new successes by inventors in 19th century, dealing with electric
power. Thus the Belgian Zenobe Gramme (1826–1901) in 1870 invented the first

Fig. 14 Watt’s planetary gears for the transmission of the piston movement into shank rotation
a for outer teeth b inner teeth
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electrical generator producing direct current. Nikola Tesla (1856–1943) in 1885
discovered the rotating magnetic field of alternating current. As result of Tesla’s
work, the Niagara power-plant producing 2.4 MW of electric energy from AC
generator was connected to grid in 1895.

On the other hand, in 1861, Nikolaus August Otto (1831–1891) patented the first
internal combustion engine running on petrol, in 1892 Rudolf Diesel (1858–1913)
patented the internal combustion engine running on gas, while Karel Benz
(1844–1929) and Gottlieb Daimler patented an engine-driven automobile almost at
the same time, at about 1887. These inventions demanded a much higher quality
and loading capacity of gear transmissions. In addition to the already mentioned
inventions, we should stress the discovery of the high-pressure steam turbine
developed by the Swede Gustav de Laval (1819–1913) in 1887, and the low-
pressure turbine designed by Charles Algernon Parsons (1854–1931) the same year.

The enthusiasm over new sources of power and possibilities for mechanical
operation gave birth to ambitious goals, which included a rack railway to the
Jungfrau in Switzerland. In 1894, the entrepreneur Adolf Guyer-Zeller
(1839–1899) was granted a license for the construction of the 9.34 km rack rail-
way from the Kleine Scheidegg station at 2.061 m to the Jungfraujoch summit
station at 3.454 m.

The construction of the railway with the gauge of 1 m began in 1896, and was
built in four stages. It was inaugurated in 1912. The difference in height between
the upper and lower station was 1.393 m, the average operational speed was
12.5 km/h, the average gradient 15 % and maximum gradient 25 % (Jungfrau
Railway 2012). Figure 15 shows the view of the electrical AC locomotive of
50 Hz (Fig. 15a) and a detailed view of the rack gear (Fig. 15b). The successful
project was remarkable at the time.

Fig. 15 a Jungfrau locomotive; b gear drive
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8 Gears in the 19th Century

The eighteenth century laid the foundations and laws for designing teeth flanks,
which were followed by more elaborate designs considering particular machine
parts for power transmission. Together with the development of energy machines
came the development of processing machinery, which had specific issues
regarding speed, i.e. significantly lower operational features, which were over-
come by gearboxes. Production demands for gears and higher quality standards
rose accordingly, but the manufacturers had limited knowledge. Due to the need
for much greater loads and speeds, the gears had to be made of more durable
materials, which posed the problem of manufacturing the demanding design of
teeth flanks. This led to calls for uniform manufacturing guidelines.

Robert Willis (1800–1875) was a professor at Cambridge, who in 1841 pub-
lished the book, entitled Principles of Mechanisms, where he compiled the lectures
for his students and knowledge about gears which could be used in practice. At the
time, gears were mostly made from cast iron, which made correcting casting-
related mistakes a great problem. In 1836, Willis presented his idea on the uni-
fication of the shape of gear teeth with the gear train composed of three gears. His
suggestion implies that the gears have to be interchangeable, which means same
pitches and same teeth sizes and an arbitrary number of gear teeth, ranging
between z = 12 and z = ?. He expressed the listed requirements with a ‘mod-
ule’, which he designated with the letter M and defined as the quotient of the pitch
t and the number p (M = t/p). He also defined pitch circles with a given number of
teeth and pitch t, whose diameter was expressed with the product of the module
and the number of teeth, d0 = Mp. He chose a uniform height of the teeth, which
was equal to the module (h = M). Sometime later (1873), Paul Hoppe (Seherr-
Thoss (Graf von) and Fronius 1965), similarly as Willis before him (Fig. 16a),
expressed the unification of teeth sizes with the threesome involute gear train
(Fig. 16b).

Willis also studied the effect of the contact angle on the shape of teeth. He
found that 15� is the appropriate value when the number of teeth is limited (under-
cutting when z \ 15). The shape of gears was determined by the number of teeth z,
module M and pressure angle.

Franz Reuleaux (1829–1905) was one of the professors who were strongly
involved in the development of gears. He studied the effect of the contact path on
the shape of gear teeth flanks and the flank load carrying capacity. On the basis of
his research, he discovered that involute gears are the most advantageous. He
became famous for his textbook Construkteur (Reuleaux 1861), which focused on
the topics of design in mechanical engineering and the kinematics of gear pairs.

In the period until the end of the 19th century, the development of the tooth
flank profile shape was more or less completed, the law of gearing, which uni-
formly defined the relations between the contacting teeth flanks and the path of
contact, was affirmed. Based on the above, the involute gearing prevailed as the
most advantageous shape of teeth flanks.
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9 Manufacturing Gears by Rolling

In his book New General Theory of the Teeth of Wheels (1852), Edward Sang
(1805–1890) defined a rack as a gear with an infinite radius whose pitch circle is a
straight line. In 1861, Carl Hermann Wiebe (1818–1881) defined a rack for
involute teeth flanks where the common normal passes through the convergence
point of two involutes, always through the same point on the line connecting the
axes of base circles, which also means that all contact points represent the path of
contact and that the rack teeth flanks are straight (Matschoß 1925).

The basis for manufacturing cylindrical gears by rolling with a spiral milling
cutter was first constructed and patented in 1856 by Christian Schile of Oldham.
Schile was the first to carry out the coordinated movement (rotation) of the work-
piece (gear) and worm milling cutter, but this system did not last as a manufac-
turing machine. The latter was constructed on the basis of an American patent first
in 1887 by George Grant (1849–1917) and in 1894 by Julius Eduard Reinecker
(1832–1895) from Chemnitz. The Reinecker Company was the first German
factory that produced machine tools for manufacturing gears by rolling with a
worm milling cutter (Matschoß 1940).

Hermann Pfauter (1854–1914) from Chemnitz substantially improved
Reinecker’s system of manufacturing gears with a worm milling cutter and pat-
ented the improvement in 1900, receiving the patent entitled ‘‘Pfauterverfahren’’.

Fig. 16 Threesome gear train a after Willis; b after Hoppe
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He, too, founded a factory of machine tools for serrating gears by rolling with a
worm milling cutter (Hermann Pfauter Werkzeugmaschinenfabrik 1976).

Parallel to the development of gear manufacturing with a milling cutter, a gear
shaper system with a straight rack tool and the Fellows gear shaper system with a
circular rack tool were also developed. The gear shaper system with a straight rack
was realised by Reinecker and in 1908 by Max Maag (1883–1960); while the gear
shaper system with a circular rack was realised in 1896 by Edwin Fellows
(1865–1945) (Litvin 1997).

10 Before World War II

At the turn of the century, the use of involute gearing was already established in
general engineering, while cycloidal gears were mostly used in fine mechanics.
Moreover, also known were effective methods for manufacturing gears either by
rolling with a milling cutter or by a straight or a circular shaping (Fellows). The
development of gears was closely connected to the development of energy
machines at the time, which was based on emerging higher education courses in
applied sciences in developed European countries that also comprised machine
elements, design, and technical drawing. The knowledgeable graduates intensely
worked on developing energy and processing machines, whose power, rotational
speeds and consequently complexity of gear arrangements grew rapidly. In gen-
eral, the speed of energy supplying machines did not correspond to the needs of
processing machines, which was resolved by gear transmissions.

Among the major sources of power were the quickly developing electric
motors, which drove processing machines via added or built-in gears. In this
respect, Werner von Siemens (1816–1892), who built the first electric railway in
1879 (Siemens 2012), deserves special credit. Parsons’ (1854–1931) low pressure
steam turbine (1884) was also gaining importance (Encyclopædia Britannica
Online, ‘‘Sir Charles Algernon Parsons’’ 2012). Thus power of anew installed
devices scaled rapidly as well as the demand for appropriate gears. In power
plants, Steam piston engines were replaced by steam turbines, which also began
driving large freight, passenger and military ships. Steam turbines of high power
outputs (from 30.000 to 70.000 HP) and rotational speeds between 4,000 to 5,000
RPM were used to run propellers on big ships. Rotational speeds of the ship
propeller should be substantially smaller, depending on the type of propeller,
which was overcome with high performance turbine gear transmissions.

Manufacturers of all types of vehicles became new customers of specially
designed gears. The field developed quickly, so a new plant for manufacturing
high performance gears according to the MAAG system was built in Friedrich-
shafen to satisfy the demand of the automobile and aviation industry.

Other new specialty fields imposed new requirements for gearings, which
included highly loaded but slower running gears used in transport devices and lifts,
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quietly operating gears used in the textile industry, high performance printing
machines and particularly demanding high precision gears for machine tools.

In all periods of development, gears with small teeth of small modules and
dimensions were developed for precision instruments in fine mechanics, for which
appropriate manufacturing technology was needed. The development went toward
smaller friction, and, accordingly, involute gears were mostly used, while cycloid
gears were used for watch industry.

Euler already determined involute as the most favourable design for teeth
flanks; however, the shape could be accurately manufactured by rolling with
suitable cutting tools. This was the reason why in 1927 (DIN 867) tools for
manufacturing involute gears were standardised along with the module values,
pressure angles, and uniform addendum size equalling the module. Gear
manufacturing by rolling enabled the rack profile shifting, which furthermore
enabled the improved kinematic characteristics of gears. Materials for gears
changed from cast iron at the turn of the century to alloy steels, which were
already on the market in the 1930s. High-quality and stronger steel was made in
electric arc furnaces. With tempering and surface heat treatment, gear teeth flanks
became more durable, gears became smaller and achieved greater load-bearing
capacity. Besides steel, brass and plastic materials were used for gears in fine
mechanics. Improved tools and new machinery shortened production time.
Moreover, new machines and cutting tools also perfected treatment processes,
such as grinding, honing and lapping, achieving smoother teeth flank surface.

Dimensioning of gears also greatly improved in the first half of the twentieth
century. In this respect, Stephen P. Timoshenko (1878–1972) in 1925 based on the
theory of elasticity (Timoshenko and Goodier 1934) improved theoretical foun-
dations of gear teeth root strength dimensioning, whereas Robert V. Baud
(1894–1970) in 1925 elaborated the stress state of gear teeth by the principles of
photoelasticity, which was proved by Timoshenko (Linke 2010). Both highlighted
that the basic factor influencing the root strength of a tooth was stress concen-
tration on the fillet, that is a rounding between the dedendum and root circle, needs
to be considered.

Wear of gear flanks was recognised even before the end of the nineteenth
century on the gears made of grey cast iron. When the wear and pitting continued
on steel gears, it was realised that this was due to flank load. Hertzian pressure,
which became a measure of the tooth flank load, was formulated by Heinrich
R. Hertz (1857–1894) in 1881. Major researchers in the field of gearings studied
the application of the Hertzian equation for designing teeth flank, including:
August Föppl (1854–1924), who presented Hertz’s theory for the first time to a
wide circle of engineers in Munich in 1897 (Linke 2010), Earle Buckingham
(1887–1978), who studied Hertzian equation regarding the influence of load on
flank wear considering the material and the pressure angle and presented his
findings to AGMA in 1926; and Gustav Niemann (1899–1982) who in 1938
studied the rolling strength based on to Hertz’s theory depending on the surface
state, hardness and loading (Seherr-Thoss (Graf von) and Fronius 1965).
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With the development of working and energy supplying machines, the
mechanical loads and working speeds increased and thereby also the heat produced
due to friction, which could have caused severe damage due to the scuffing of teeth
flanks. In 1931, Hermann Hofer (1891–1963), who was head of gear development
at the ZF factory, suggested that the measure of scuffing risk should be the limit
value A = P n1/b, with P being the tangential force on the teeth, n1 rotational
speed of the pinion and b the tooth width. With numerous tests on gears of various
intended functions and loads (automobile industry—gear-boxes), Hofer obtained a
partial limit value A’ for each test, and then calculated the average limit value
A = 70,000. This means that particular gear pairs are scuffing resistant during
operation if their resistance Sa = 70,000/A’ \ 1 (Seherr-Thoss (Graf von) and
Fronius 1965).

John O. Almen (1886–1973) was employed at GM’s (General Motors) research
laboratory and defined the measure of scuffing risk load as the product PVmax \ P V,
with P being the Hertzian pressure, V the sliding speed of one flank along another at
a contact point and PVmax experimentally obtained value (Seherr-Thoss (Graf von)
and Fronius 1965).

Dutch researcher H. Blok chose flash temperature Tfl,max at the most exposed
point of contact for the measure of scuffing risk. Blok presented his ‘‘flash tem-
perature’’ concept and equation in 1937. Tfl is a consequence of friction and the
sliding speed of the contact surfaces. During operation, the teeth are scuffing safe if
Blok’s flash temperature is lower than the permissible one determined by tests
(Blok 1937).

On the basis of these important development milestones we can see that the
development of geometric characteristic and the manufacturing of gears from the
turn of the century to World War II reached a high level of industrial production in
all industrially developed countries. Many new shapes were possible and could
have been manufactured by advanced machinery; however, according to the
current needs in terms of production and operating features, involute gears were
the most appropriate. The production of gear increased along with the growing
needs and the expansion of the engineering field.

Several gear types were developed depending on the position of the shafts and
transmission rates, e.g. cylindrical, helical, bevel and worm gears. During decades,
the cutting technology greatly improved and was supplemented by fine machining
for lower surface roughness and heat treatment. New materials, particularly alloy
steel, made possible less weight and better durability, and special materials
enabled production of gears operating in special atmospheric and temperature
conditions. Due to higher complexity and demands, gear manufacturing faced
requirements towards smaller tolerances, consequently corresponding machine
tools and cutters were developed, as well as necessary measurement equipment.
Standards defining gear qualities for various applications were enforced. Unfor-
tunately this also enabled more lethal war machinery helping effective ruination of
previous achievements and welfare of our civilisation during WW II. The corre-
sponding knowledge retained and the development soon continued with an
accelerated pace in the new millennium. Some notable scientists, who contributed
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to new achievements and disseminated their knowledge, are professors H. Winter
and B.-R. Höhn from TU Munich, F.L. Litvin from the University of Illinois at
Chicago, and D.W. Dudley from California.

11 Recent Development

From the ruins of World War II rose the European Community/the European
Union, whose history began in 1950 with the European Coal and Steel Commu-
nity, which brought together six European countries (European Union, ‘‘ECSC
Treaty’’ 2012). The number rose to nine members with the Treaty of Rome. There
was a strong need for renovation and consequently for research and development.
In 1947, the International Organisation for Standardisation, ISO, was founded in
London. The organization says that ISO is not an acronym for its full name in
either official language; rather, it adopted iso, based on the Greek word isos (’ı́ro1,
meaning equal), as the universal short form of its name (ISO ‘‘Discover ISO’’
2012). ISO became a network of the national standards institutes of 162 countries,
one member per country, with a Central Secretariat in Geneva, Switzerland, that
coordinates the system. And within its framework, ISO committee TC60 for gears
was founded. The ISO committee coordinates development of recommendations
and standards in the field of gears, and its members come from research institu-
tions or gear manufacturers in their countries, where all gear-related activities are
conducted. Besides international, there are several national organisations dealing
with gears, e.g. AGMA in the USA, BGA in the UK, VDI in Germany, I.E.T. in
France, JSME in Japan, and CMSE in China. The International Federation of
Theory of Machines and Mechanisms (IFTOMM) was founded in the town of
Zakopane, Poland, in 1969, initiated by professor Artabolevky (IFTOMM, ‘‘His-
torical Background,’’ 2012). Its members largely focused on gear researching.
Foundation of the theory on elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication is among the most
important development of this later period. Regarding production, automated
manufacturing of the highest-quality gears is the most prominent. The belief that
involute gears are the best solution is still persisting, and a lot of research work has
been and is conducted in this context. Despite the engineering industry at the turn
of the third millennium can offer almost perfect involute gears, they might not be
appropriate for all tasks faced by the industry today.

The perfect, optimal shape of involute gears transmits power by the convex–
convex contact. However, the intrinsic property of the involute gear is their cur-
vature radius function in the dedendum part when approaching the base circle.
Values in general are small and limit to zero at the base circle and therefore high
contact loads in this area. Additionally, for gears with low number of teeth the
dedendum flank is comparatively short thus invoking excessive sliding and friction
losses. Yet another problem is undercutting of the dedendum area. This was why
numerous gear developers sought new solutions to make the teeth flanks of the
driving and the driven gears fit together better. In view of this requirement, the
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concave-convex pair seems an obvious solution, which was precisely what
researchers and inventors suggested. Let us mention only a few, the most char-
acteristic ones, in this paper. In 1921, Francis John Bostock (1881–1943) and
Swinfen Bramley-Moore filed a patent for the V.B.B. gearing (Fig. 17), which was
bought by Vickers shipbuilding company after successful tests in 1924 (Seherr-
Thoss (Graf von) and Fronius 1965). The V.B.B. gearing is based on a mathe-
matically defined curved contact path. The tests showed that flank stiffness
increased three to four times. With the V.B.B. gearing, Vickers manufactured a
large number of turbine gearboxes for powers ranging between 450 and 19.000 HP
and rotational speeds between 5.9 and 44.2 m/s. Despite its great initial success,
V.B.B. gearing did not survive in practice. H.W. Harisson reported that the reason
for this was that it was too noisy during operation and the susceptibility to changes
in the distance between axes.

Ernest Wildhaber, a development engineer at Gleason, worked along the same
lines. In 1923, he designed and in 1926, he patented a concave-convex gear pair
whose flanks are in the form of arcs with the curvature centre near the rolling
circles. In 1955, M. L. Novikov designed identical pair of profiles, which he
patented in 1956. WN gearing has the point contact of teeth flanks and can operate
only as helical gearing. The Wildhaber tooth flank profile is in normal section to
the helix, while the Novikov gear profile in Fig. 18 is shown in the front view (in
the direction of the gear axis).

Fig. 17 VBB gearing (Vickers—Bostock—Bramley), a gear pair = 30/z2 = 180; b z1 = 30/
z2 = : (rack)

Fig. 18 Wildhaber-Novikov
gears
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Extensive research was carried out on the load-bearing capacity of WN gears.
And researchers largely agree (Niemann 1961) that untempered WN gears have
approximately three times higher flank strength as the same size involute gears,
while surface-hardened or tempered involute gears are superior to WN gears.
Wildhaber failed in researching his gear to such extent that would enable users to
learn their qualities, so they were never included in production. On the contrary,
Soviet engineers did study Novikov gears and use them widely in oil pumps,
compressors, tractors, construction machines, etc. The Russians developed the
Novikov gear with double contact, as represented on a rack in Fig. 19, which is
defined by the Russian standard GOST 17744–72. The Chinese, who follow
advancements achieved in Russia, also use WN double-contact gears to a great
extent, prescribed by the Chinese standard JB 2940–81.

Another attempt is that of Hawkins, who in 2005 patented non-involute gears
with conformal contact. In 2009 G. Hlebanja and J. Hlebanja proposed a new
version of WN gears, UPT (uniform power transmission) gears illustrated in
Fig. 20. According to this proposal, the tooth flank profile is comprised of three
circular arcs, with the first arc forming the addendum; the second forming the
dedendum; the third arc forming the intermediate section, which prevents the
flanks from touching as they rotate around the kinematic pole C. The advantage of
this solution is a simple flank geometry, which is easier in terms of tools, while the
relative rotation of one gear vis-à-vis its pair is similar to the movement of the
shaft in the bearing. The essential element of the UPT gears is the absence of a
pitch line and the gear-teeth contact in the transverse plane. In addition, there is no
sliding between the teeth flanks in the transverse plane. Power is mainly trans-
mitted by the rolling of the teeth flanks at both contact points, with the simulta-
neous sliding of the teeth flanks around the pitch point C. The contact load is
divided into two contact points. Better lubrication conditions can be expected as a
result of the thicker oil-film thickness and lower heat generation. And the most
important features of the UPT gears are non-intermittent sliding and power
transmission. These features indicate that UPT gears can be used with heavy loads

Fig. 19 Rack for WN gear with double teeth contact
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in non-stop operating condition, for example, in the power transmission of wind
turbines, gear units for refinery services, and similar applications.

In the latest period of the development of gear, the belief that involute gears are
the best shape persisted, and therefore remained the focus of research. Consequently,
at the turn of the second millennium, the engineering industry can manufacture
almost perfect involute gears, which sometimes face new problems, deriving from
new applications. Therefore, the authors believe that non-involute geometry can be
advantageous in this respect. Recently, G. Hlebanja and J. Hlebanja (2010)
presented a new method of designing gears based on the basic rack tooth profile, as
shown by Fig. 21. The basic rack tooth profile is defined by a mathematical function
and according to the fundamental law of gearing for each point Pi of the base rack
profile a single point Ui on the path of contact can be assigned and based on that a
unique point Gi on the gear tooth flank. The basic rack profile is defined as an
analytic curve, Eq. (1).

yPi ¼ ap 1� 1� xPið Þnð Þ ð1Þ

where (xPi, yPi) are Cartesian coordinates originating in the pitch point C, ap

parameter designating a size factor, and n is the exponent. Both, ap and n, have
decisive influence on expected characteristics of the designed gears. Eq. (1) defines
the addendum part of the rack profile and the half symmetric counterpart defines
its dedendum part. The path of contact is unique for a given module regardless of
the number of teeth. The mating gears exhibit convex-concave contact in the
vicinity of the contact start and contact end. Another advantage is minimal teeth
number of S-gears, which can be as low as four. The S-gear tooth flank profile
assures higher comparative curvature radii, and thus lower contact load and higher
relative velocities of the contact surfaces which imply better lubrication. Due to
their S-shape, the velocity characteristics of mating gears are improved, especially
in both external areas with high relative velocities and low sliding velocity. The
meshing start zone in involute gears represents potential danger of micro-pitting,
whereas S-gears exhibit advantage in this context due to the ticker oil film in this
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Fig. 20 UPT gears proposed by Hlebanja; rack profile (left); UPT gear pair with mn = 5 mm;
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area, which diminishes possibility of damage. Another important feature of the S-
gears is more evenly distributed contact point density, which causes lower sliding
and less power losses. The dedendum flank of pinion is not substantially smaller as
that of gear addendum even for low number of teeth. This is why authors believe
this gear type can be a successful substitute for involute gears for diverse appli-
cations, like gear-boxes for wind power-plants on the large scale and miniature
plastic gears for domestic appliances.

12 Conclusion

Millennia ago, humans invented machines driven by animals which could perform
useful work for them. Energy is transmitted by the movement of gears to those
elements which perform the given task. In all periods, from the first irrigation
devices along the Nile to this day, gears have been essential composite parts of
machines, transmitting energy from the source to the user. For millennia, wood
was the only material available for making gears, and humans or animals the only
sources of energy. This machine system was still used in agriculture in the first half

Fig. 21 Generation of a gear
tooth flank from the basic
profile of S rack
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of the twentieth century. The first iron gears date back to when the steam engine
became the source of power, while the use of involute machines date back to
Euler. Machines for manufacturing gears followed industrial needs of the 19th
century and were further developed with the accelerated pace in the 20th century.
In-depth scientific work and standardisation followed after World War I. After
WW II, Wildhaber-Novikov gears were developed, which are widely used in
Russia and China, while involute gears are preferred in the West. In spite of that
many efforts have been made to design even better geometry. S-gears can be
regarded in this way, with some features, which can cope with arising problems
with new industrial applications with standardised involute gears.

One of the great names of gear science is Darle W. Dudley, who presented the
development of gears at a conference on gears in 1988 in Zhengzhou in China,
concluding his presentation with a centennial forecast. The set targets have already
been achieved and even exceeded in the 25 years since. Today, we can also concur
that the difference in the rotational speed of energy and working machines is not
overcome. This cannot be always solved by direct driving electro-motors, which
means that gears and the development of the field will still be needed.

It is also important to mention the Balkan Association of Power Transmissions,
which started under the initiative of professor Arnaudow from Sofia to promote
research in this field. BAPT presidency is currently held by professor Dobre, who
also organises the 4th International conference on power transmissions in Sinaia.
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Recent Development of Non-Involute
Cylindrical Gears

Gorazd Hlebanja and Jože Hlebanja

Abstract The paper represents an overview over the development of gears aiming
to improve contact circumstances during meshing. It is well known fact that
classical involute gears form a convex–convex contact during meshing and that the
curvature radius value is very low in the vicinity of the basic circle. Corresponding
research was focused in development of gears with convex-concave contact.
Therefore, a gradual development of gears with a curved path of contact is pre-
sented below. Furthermore, attempts to extend these concepts to various gear types
and applications are also presented in the paper.

Keywords Gears � Power transmission � Non-involute gears � Curved path of
contact � S-gears

1 Introduction

Gears are necessary in accurate power and rotation transmission from a motor
(power supply) to a work machine. Uncountable work machines have been
invented; however, they govern numerous processes with various rotational
speeds. Also numerous power machines have been developed with ever increasing
speed. Increasing input speed and variety of output speeds of pairs power-work
machines imply more sophisticated geared transmissions each new generation.

Requirements, to which power-transmissions should comply and which imply
their functionality, are becoming higher every day, so wide spread scientific
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research is necessary and resulting progress notable. In this respect are many
research institutions, which have human resources and specialized equipment, also
financially funded by manufacturers and sometimes even by governmental
sources.

We should also point out some basic development and economic trends:

• working power of energy supplying machines and demands for working
machines are increasing;

• rotational speed and variety of speeds of such machine pairs are increasing;
• capacity of working machines and automation production are higher;
• power flow is increasing;
• higher loads and more demanding working circumstances of such gears;
• gears endurance for the entire life cycle is becoming a law;
• requirements towards lower vibrations and less noise and uniform running are

becoming higher;
• production capacities all over the world are high, prices of gear transmissions

are lowering.

All above directs to the search of new ways to improve competitive abilities of
gear manufacturers.

2 Basic Principles

The basic principles of contemporary gearings were discovered in 1733 by
Charles-Étienne Louis Camus (1699–1768), a mathematician and professor from
Paris (Complete Dictionary of Scientific Biography, ‘‘Camus, Charles-Étienne-
Louis,’’ 2008) and independently by famous Leonhard Euler in 1752. Camus
defined the conditions that have to be fulfilled for a pair of gears in his work ‘‘Sur
la figure des dents des roués et des ailes des pignons pour rendre les horologes plus
parfaits’’. This condition is defined by the following: if, in uniform rotation, power
is to be transmitted via a pair of teeth, then the normal to the teeth flanks at the
contact point P on the path of contact must pass through the pitch point C
(Matschoß 1940), as illustrated in Fig. 1, which is exactly the law of gearing
known today.

Leonhard Euler (1707 Basel–1783 St. Petersburg) sought the most advanta-
geous shape of gear teeth flanks, and according to Jacobi, (The Euler Archive
2012) in 1752 he was the first to publish a treatise on the usefulness of the involute
for the shape of gear teeth flanks (Euler 1760). His concept of involute gearing is
in common use today. He also showed how to graphically determine the radii of
curvature as represented in Fig. 2.

Cycloids, involutes and rolling curves can be used to form gear teeth according
to the law of gearing.
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3 Curved Path of Contact

Gradual development evolved in the perfect, optimal shape of involute gears
which transmit power by the convex–convex contact. However, the intrinsic
property of the involute gear is their curvature radius function in the dedendum
part when approaching the base circle. Values in general are small and limit to
zero at the base circle and therefore imply high contact loads in this area. Addi-
tionally, for gears with low number of teeth the dedendum flank is comparatively
short thus invoking excessive sliding and friction losses. Yet another problem is
undercutting of the dedendum area. This was why numerous gear developers
sought new solutions to make the teeth flanks of the driving and the driven gears fit
together better. In view of this requirement, the concave-convex pair seems an
obvious solution, which was precisely what researchers and inventors suggested.
However, this paper is focused on gradual development of S-gear shape.

The aim was to define tooth flanks of adequate characteristics. This was
achieved by the curved path of contact which implies a concave-convex fit of the
meshing gear teeth flanks. The path of contact is a sequence of contact points of
the meshing gear pair, which transmits rotation, and each contact point should
comply with the law of gearing at the same time. The path of contact should
warrant sufficiently high contact ratio. The contact load in the kinematic pole C
depends on the pressure angle aC. The starting pressure angle aA should be also
limited. The sector defined by points A, C, 1 (Fig. 3) represents the zone of
possible paths of contact. The condition for manufacturing gears of the same
module with arbitrary number of teeth by the same tool profile is the half-sym-
metrical path of contact.

Gears are designed according to their root strength and flank durability. The
path of contact shape and the root fillet influence the root thickness. However, the
flank shape essentially influences its durability. The most important factors
influencing flank durability are the reduced radius of curvature and sliding. The
higher radii imply lower Hertzian pressure. The sliding circumstances are essen-
tially improved in the case of convex-concave contact. The research showed that
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A
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path of contact
shaping zone
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Fig. 3 Path of contact
shaping zone (Hlebanja 1976)
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areas of the path of contact with a higher curvature imply lower sliding and higher
reduced radii of curvature. Due to necessity of the stronger oil film in the meshing
start zone the path of contact curvature in that area should be higher and the path
of contact gets a distinctive S-form.

This tooth flank form was used in grooved roller gear for rolling mills. It was
installed in Sisak rolling mill. It transmitted 1500 kW at 80 up to 160 RPM.
Material was alloy steel 30CrMoV9. The tooth profile is illustrated in Fig. 4.
Initially the involute gearing was installed, which suffered severe scuffing in the
gear teeth dedendum and addendum areas. S-formed gearing was an essential
improvement. This gear form was also reported in Niemann and Winter (1989).

4 S-Shaped Path of Contact

Subsequent research was oriented to define the S-gear path of contact in such a
way to ensure smaller flank pressure, better lubrication and less sliding and which
would be linear or almost linear in the vicinity of the kinematic pole C. Figure 5

Fig. 4 Industrial implementation (Hlebanja 1976)

Fig. 5 Path of contact with
gradually increasing
curvature
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represents such a path of contact, with the basic characteristic of gradual increase
of curvature towards the meshing start and end and corresponding gear and pinion
flanks.

Furthermore, the research was conducted in order to compare S- and E-gears.
First, typical characteristics have been calculated for both gear types and later
experiments on the FZG-machine were carried out. Both gear pairs are illustrated
in Fig. 6.

Therefore, S- and E- gears are to be compared regarding damages, which might
appear during operation: (a) fracture due to overloading; (b) damages of tooth
flanks due to pitting; (c) cold and hot scuffing; and (d) wear of tooth flanks.

Regarding endurance against tooth fracture, the measure of such endurance is
the tooth root stress, which further depends on the tooth root thickness and fillet
radius. It was demonstrated in this particular case that the S-gear teeth are stronger
in the root, as well as their fillet radius is larger, which also imply that S-type teeth
are stronger for approximately 20 %.

The contact load of teeth flanks is evaluated by Hertzian pressure rH. For
cylindrical surfaces we have:

rH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

F � E
2p 1� m2ð Þ l �

1
qred

s

¼ 0; 418
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w � E0
p

�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1
qred

s

ð1Þ

However, Hertzian pressure may not exceed maximal allowable limit rHdop.
The contact force F, the tooth width l and the reduced radius of curvature qred are
those design parameters which decisively influence gear durability. Calculated
values for rH are represented for both, i.e. S- and E-gears on Fig. 7. It should be
pointed out that the Hertzian pressure and pressure angle aC in the kinematic pole
C are equal for both gear types.

The measure of endurance against damages of tooth flanks is oil film thickness
h0, which is defined by the Dowson-Higginson’s (1977) equation:

h0 ¼ 1; 6 � a0;6 � g0;7
0 � E0;03 � w�0;13 � q0;43

red � u0;7 ð2Þ

Factors in the above Eq. (2) are: a—the pressure coefficient of oil; g0—dynamic
viscosity; E—module of elasticity; w—line load of teeth, i.e. F/l; qred—reduced

Fig. 6 Gear pairs for comparison: (left) S-gears, (right) E-gears
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radius of curvature; and u—sum of relative velocities. Having equal loads of
S- and E-gears, equal lubrication means, the same rotational speeds and equal gear
materials, the only remaining parameters influencing the oil film thickness are the
reduced radius of curvature qred and the sum of relative velocities u. Both have
better characteristics for S-gears (i.e. higher relative velocities, higher reduced
radii of curvature) and therefore imply better lubrication and thicker oil film.
Figure 8 represents velocity circumstances in the vicinity of the meshing start.

Another important issue is a temperature characteristic of a meshing gear pair.
Blok’s temperature concept (Blok 1963), represented in Eq. 3 is adopted here.

#fl ¼ 0; 62l w0;75 E0
qred

� �0;25 vrS � vrPj jffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BMSvrS
p

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BMPvrP
p ð3Þ

Symbols in the equation are: 0fl—‘‘flash’’ temperature; l—friction coefficient;
w—contact load (line load); qred—reduced radii of curvature; vrS, vrP—relative
velocities of the flanks in contact; BMS, BMP—property of material; BM = k q c,
where k stands for thermal conductivity, q for material density and c for specific
heat. The friction coefficient is given by (Niemann and Winter 1989)

Fig. 7 Hertzian pressure (left) S-gears, (right) E-gears
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l ¼ 0; 12 � w � Ra

g � u � qred

� �0;25

ð4Þ

where additional factors are u—sum of the relative velocities and Ra—average
surface roughness. Figure 9 illustrates behaviour of the flash temperature along the
path of contact.

5 Experiments

Experiments have been conducted in order to examine endurance against:

• Pitting of tooth flanks
• Scuffing of tooth flanks
• Surface heating, wear and efficiency.

Experimental work has been carried out on a FZG testing machine, so values
for the module and the centre distance were adapted accordingly. The selected
material was alloy steel 42CrMo4, which was heat treated to 28–30 HRC prior to
toothing. Experimental lots comprised (a) hardened and tempered gears ‘‘V’’ and
(b) hardened, tempered and plasma nitrided gears ‘‘NV’’. Technical data of gears
are collected in Table 1.

Experimental results with regard to pitting are summarised in Woehler dia-
grams, Fig. 10. Results indicated that the load capacity for hardened and tempered
S-gears was slightly increased, whereas for hardened, tempered and nitrided
S-gears the load capacity was bigger as that for E-gears. However, more experi-
ments would have been necessary.

Hardened, tempered and nitrided S- and E-gears have been tested with regard to
scuffing. Experiments were conducted according to the load levels prescribed by
DIN 51354. E-gears exhibited scuffing damages of the addendum part of the flanks
already at the load level 11, whereas S- gears did not have damages even at the
level 12. Oil ISO VG 100 without additives was used in both cases. Lubrication

Fig. 9 Flash temperatures along the path of contact (left) S-gears, (right) E-gears
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procedure was with gears dipped into the oil. The oil temperature in the casing was
90 �C in both cases. Each loading level lasted for 15 min. The oil temperature in
the casing during this time increased due to friction losses of the operating gears.
Measurement of temperatures clearly indicated that oil in the casing was less
heated in the case of S-gears, which implies that losses in this case were lower.
The difference in the temperature increase between S- and E-gear type was
approximately 10 %.

Wear of gear tooth flanks was determined during the pitting tests by weighting
gear pairs in a precision balance. Weighting was conducted before and after
experiments for both gear types. The experiment on the FZG loading level 9 lasted
4 9 106 rotations of the pinion. Results are summarised in Table 2. It can be
concluded that the wear of S-gears is approximately half of that in E-gears, which
can be attributed to the ticker oil film. More information can be found in Hlebanja
and Okorn 1999.

Design work with the S-type path of contact, which was first used for spur
gears, continued in the direction of other gear types in order to explore their
usability (Hlebanja and Hlebanja 2005):

Table 1 Data of the gears used in experiments

Designation S-gears E-gears

Module mn [mm] 4,575 4,5
Number of teeth z 16 24 16 24
Coefficient of the profile shift x – – +0,233 +0,12
Kinematic circle diameter dw[mm] 73,2 109,8 73,2 109,8
Pressure angle
in C

aC [0] 22 22,438

Face width b [mm] 20 20
Centre distance a [mm] 91,5 91,5
Rotational speed n [min-1] 2100 1400 2100 1400

Fig. 10 Woehler diagrams of the pitting experiments
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• Helical gears
• Crossed helical gears
• ZS worm drives
• Internal S-gears for planetary gear trains.

Working prototypes or models were produced for the each type, as revealed
from Fig. 11.

Table 2 Wear measured by a balance

Gear type Load level according to DIN 51354 Wear [mg]

Pinion Gear Sum

S- 9 17 16 33
S- 9 15 8 23
E- 9 41 21 62

Fig. 11 Working models for various S-type gearings a helical; b crossed helical; c ZS worm
drive;d planetary arrangement
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6 Recent Development

Another proposal are cylindrical worm-gearings with a progressively curved shape
of teeth flanks, the so called parabolic worm gear drives (Hlebanja et al. 2009),
Fig. 12. The proposed approach in cylindrical worm gearings design is based on
the mathematically defined worm tooth profile in the worm axial plane, wherefrom
the worm gear tooth profile derives and profiles in any parallel plane can be
calculated and in this way teeth flanks are defined. The primary feature of the
proposed teeth flanks is their progressive curvature and continual concave-convex
contact. Worm and worm gear meshing of such an arrangement generates better
lubricating oil film, resulting in better EHD lubrication conditions, therefore
reduced energy losses and lower wear damages are anticipated. An experimental
worm-gearing loaded under working conditions verified theoretical considerations.
Computer simulation also confirmed contact theory of the proposed gearing.

G. and J. Hlebanja (2009) proposed a new version of WN gears, UPT (uniform
power transmission) gears illustrated in Fig. 13. According to this proposal, the
tooth flank profile is comprised of three circular arcs, with the first arc forming
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the addendum; the second forming the dedendum; the third arc forming the
intermediate section, which prevents the flanks from touching as they rotate
around the kinematic pole C. The advantage of this solution is a simple flank
geometry, which is easier in terms of tools, while the relative rotation of one gear
vis-à-vis its pair is similar to the movement of the shaft in the bearing. The
essential element of the UPT gears is the absence of a pitch line and the gear-teeth
contact in the transverse plane. In addition, there is no sliding between the teeth
flanks in the transverse plane. Power is mainly transmitted by the rolling of the
teeth flanks at both contact points, with the simultaneous sliding of the teeth flanks
around the pitch point C. The contact load is divided into two contact points.
Better lubrication conditions can be expected as a result of the thicker oil-film
thickness and lower heat generation. And the most important features of the UPT
gears are non-intermittent sliding and power transmission. These features indicate
that UPT gears can be used with heavy loads in non-stop operating condition, for
example, in the power transmission of wind turbines, gear units for refinery ser-
vices, and similar applications.

Hlebanja and Hlebanja (2010); Hlebanja (2011) developed S-gear concept from
the S-shaped path of contact to the S-shaped rack profile. This method of designing
gears based on the definition of the basic rack tooth profile. It is defined by a
mathematical function and according to the fundamental law of gearing for each
point Pi of the base rack profile a single point Ui on the path of contact can be
assigned and based on that a unique point Gi on the gear tooth flank. The basic rack
profile is defined as an analytic curve, Eq. (5).

yPi ¼ ap 1� 1� xPið Þnð Þ ð5Þ

In this way we have a clearly defined cutting tool and arbitrary gears defined
through this rack profile by proper coordinate transformations. The size factor ap

and the exponent n can also be optimised in order to achieve required results, e.g.
ticker root, or the size of convex-concave area, as it can be seen from Fig. 14. The

Fig. 13 UPT gears proposed by Hlebanja; contact areas (left); UPT gear pair with mn = 5 mm;
z1 = 12, z2 = 20
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diagram shows how the change of vital parameters influences the path of contact,
gear and pinion tooth flank shape and the rack profile.

The crucial characteristics of the S-gear concept are summarised in the fol-
lowing paragraph. The mating gears exhibit convex-concave contact in the vicinity
of the contact start and contact end. The minimal teeth number of S-gears can be as
low as four. The S-gear tooth flank profile assures higher comparative curvature
radii, and thus lower contact load and higher relative velocities of the contact
surfaces which imply better lubrication. Due to their S-shape, the velocity char-
acteristics of mating gears are improved, especially in both external areas with
high relative velocities and low sliding velocity. The meshing start zone in
involute gears represents potential danger of micro-pitting, whereas S-gears
exhibit advantage in this context due to the ticker oil film in this area, which
diminishes possibility of damage. Another important feature of the S-gears is more
evenly distributed contact point density, which causes lower sliding and less power
losses. The dedendum flank of pinion is not substantially smaller as that of gear
addendum even for low number of teeth.

7 Conclusion

Let us summarise this paper with some advantages of the S-gears and dissimi-
larities from the E-gears.

The list of improvements over the E-gears starts with a higher root strength of
the S-gears due to thicker teeth in the root and bigger fillet radius. A higher

Fig. 14 Influences of
parameter changes on gear
and path of contact shapes
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strength of flanks can be attributed to the S gears, which is due to the
convex-concave contact, implying lower Hertzian stress. Thicker oil film implies
less wear, lower losses and better efficiency. Due to convex-concave contact and
high relative velocities in the meshing start area the thicker oil film forms there,
preventing scuffing and makes tip relief in S-gears unnecessary. For many com-
mon applications nitriding may be sufficient procedure, which makes special heat
treatment and subsequent grinding unnecessary. S-gear gaps are thinner, which
implies less cut material. The contact point density of the S-gears is more evenly
distributed, which causes lower sliding and less power losses.

However, the acting force varies in accordance with pressure angle deviations
along the curved path of contact, which is dissimilar to the involute case. The
centre distance depends on the number of teeth and the module. The profile cor-
rections are limited in comparison to the E-gears. And due to the curved path of
contact there is some sensitivity to centre distance deviations. However, quite
many industrial applications incorporating gears with the curved path of contact
ran successfully for many years. An attempt has been made to construct the path of
contact with a small linear part in the vicinity of the kinematic pole C. And even
for the path of contact without such a linear segment it can be observed, that its
mid-part near C is almost linear.

We can also state that the S-gears are new, without routine production expe-
rience and standards and with little practical experience. However, already men-
tioned advantages make authors believe that this gear type can be a successful
substitute for involute gears for diverse applications, like gear-boxes for wind
power-plants on the large scale and miniature plastic gears for domestic
appliances.
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Future Transmissions for Wind Turbines

Bernd-Robert Höhn

Abstract Most transmissions for wind turbines are set up by multiple consecutively
arranged planetary gear sets and/or normal gear sets. Therefore these transmissions
have a constant ratio. In order to feed the electricity produced by the wind
turbines into the grid, an electric conversion to a constant frequency of 50 Hz is
necessary. FZG developed a new concept for transmissions of wind turbines based
on a planetary gear. By superposition of a small electric engine the transmission ratio
is continuously variable. This makes an electric conversion unnecessary and thereby
increases the efficiency of the wind turbine.

Keywords Next generation for transmissions for wind turbines � Optimization of
efficiency and durability

1 Introduction

The use of wind for energy production has a long history. In Europe since more
than 800 years the wind energy will be used for production of mechanical energy.
The first use of wind power will be used directly for mills, saws and waterpumps.
Beginning of the 18th century first experiments for generating electric power are
known. But these experiments have not brought the brake-through for the wind
power. In the beginning 8th decade of the 20th century a revival of wind power
began. The world wide discussion about energy-waste and the forecast of ending
of oil reserves in the world and the accompanying discussion about the
CO2-emission and climate changes (increase of average temperature of the world)
started the development of regenerative energy production more and more. The
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use the water power was one solution for generating electric power without
increase of the CO2-emissions. Extreme big water energy-production started with
the Yangste-dam in China and the Iquacu-dam in South America. In Germany the
wind power becomes an acceptable part of electric energy production. In 2009
more than 7 % of German electric energy consumption is produced with wind
turbines. A main reason is caused by the politics which installed a new law, which
the grid owner has to buy the electric power from wind turbines to a high price
above the market price. The consumer has to pay for it. Though an indirect
subvention of wind power (and other regenerative energy production like photo
voltaic) is installed in Germany. Subvention for photo voltaic has reached a value
of more than 2 billion € per year!!! This subvention of regenerative energy leads to
the very high installed wind power in Germany.

And how is the situation in wind turbine market worldwide? In Europe the
increase of installing wind power has stopped through the financial crisis in 2009
and beginning 2010. The banks have stopped the financing especially for wind
parks in the sea. Different is the situation in China and India. Their national
industry has to fulfill the big demand for wind turbines.

2 State of the Art

The next figures (Fig. 1) show the state of art of wind turbines. Two technical
solutions are in the market. With and without transmissions. In the market till
1 MW the multipol low speed generators without transmissions have a market
share up to 20 %. As higher the power per unit (for offshore[5 MW is planned) as

Hydropower Wind energy Biomass Percentage of renewable energy
in gross electricity generationPhotovoltaics

Fig. 1 Electric energy out of regenerative energy sources (2010)
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lower is the speed of the rotor shaft and the need for transmissions is absolutely
necessary regarding the weight of the gondola. As higher the speed of the gen-
erator as lower is the weight (2008). Though trans-mission ratio up to I = 100 is
normal for wind power[2 MW. Figure 2 shows the principle of Hansen for up to
5 MW. One planetary set after the rotor and two normal gear sets for increasing
speed up to 100 times rotor speed. The generator shaft is parallel to the rotor shaft.
Same principle you can see by Winergy Fig. 3. Rotor is connected to the carrier of
the planetary gear set, the sun is connected to the output shaft and the ring gear is
fixed to the housing. With this principle you have the highest ratio in a planetary
gear set. ZF will start with a similar design with Vestas in 2012.

Figure 4 shows the design of Renk. They have designed a double planet with a
higher ratio between ring gear (connected to the rotor = inputshaft) and sun. They
offer this principle as Multibrid for a medium speed generator (about 200 min-1)
with higher pole numbers and additional with another normal gear set for total
ratios of about i = 100.

Figure 5 shows the principle from Bosch-Rexroth. They have a power split for
the rotor power to two coupled planetary sets. The torque is divided to two
planetary gear sets though the diameter of the ring gear are smaller for the same
power compared to the principles of Hansen or Winergy. But the design is more
complicated. More parts give more risks, a problem for guaranty wishes for a safe
run for 20 years.

Fig. 2 Hansen
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Figure 6 shows the Maag DPPV gear design. This design also distributes the
input power of the rotor to the planet carrier of the first stage and the ring gear of
the second stage. The output shaft is connected to the sun wheel of the first stage.

Figure 7 shows the new patent for the Bard V MW gear design (GDC solution).
The power split of the first two stages of this design is very similar to the Maag

Fig. 3 Winergy

-

P = 5590 kW
n1 = 14,8 1/min 
T1 = 3607 kNm

i = 9,93
n2 = 147 1/min 

Fig. 4 Renk Multibrid
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DPPV. A high number of planets is used in order to increase the maximum torque
and at the same time reduce the bearing reaction. The patent-registered flex-pin-
system by GDC is used to provide a good load sharing between the planet wheels.

Fig. 5 Bosch Rexroth Redulus

Fig. 6 Maag DPPV
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3 Future Trends

Voith windrive. Caused by the actual financial and guaranty problems the
European wind turbine firms are not intensively engaged in research and in
developing the next generation of wind turbines. Only Voith as a newcomer
introduces a new concept, the windrive in 2008. Figure 8 shows the principle with
a CVT, an hydrodynamic converter (Voith is the worldwide known specialist for
such couplings and torque converter). This CVT combined with two planetary gear
sets they offer a really new concept. The generator is a synchronous generator
which acts with constant speed. Though the electric power is produced with a

Fig. 7 Bard V MW new patent (GDC solution)
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constant frequency of 50 Hz and give the power direct to the grid without electric
conversion as it is normal for all existing wind turbines with a fixed ratio. The rotor
produces mechanical energy by different rotor speed between 12 and 16 min-1. If
you have fixed ratio the generator turns between 1,200 and 1,600 min-1 for a
2.5 MW example. Figure 9 shows a measured load spectrum of such a wind
turbine. It is different from the aerodynamic potential curve for a given rotor. The
dynamic potential for such a wind turbine shows Fig. 10. With a pitch-control the
maximum power is only possible by a windspeed [15 m/s. With the Voith win-
drive the generator turns with 1,500 min-1 for given rotor speed between 12 and
16 min-1. The disadvantage in gear box efficiency could be overtaken through the
better total efficiency. For established systems the overall efficiency is

Fig. 8 Voith windrive
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Fig. 9 Measured load spectrum
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gges ¼ gtransmission : gGen : gel ð1Þ

and for the Voith Windrive:

gGes ¼ gtransmission : gGen ð2Þ

Details of the efficiency for all components are kept very secret and confidential
from the firms, therefore a detailed comparison is not possible. But let give an
approximation and an example:

That means this system has a better efficiency and a better energy production
factor which can be calculated in € or $ or Rupie or Yen or…..

FZG-Concept. Engaged through the Voith idea and an old Siemens patent
application of 1992 (2010), FZG designed a new planetary gear set with a
superposition of a small electric power to synchronous generator with constant
speed for a rotor range speed between 12 an 16 min-1 (Fig. 9). The targets for the
future wind turbines are defined in Fig. 11. Figure 12 shows the wind turbine drive
train for such a constant generator speed. That means for such superposition a
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Fig. 10 Dynamic potential

a) Conventional system:
Transmission gtransmission = 0,96
Asynchron generator gGen = 0,95
Electric conversion gEl = 0,94
With Eq. 1 gGes = 0,857
b) Voith windrive:
Transmission gtransmission = 0,93
Synchronous generator gGen = 0,96
With Eq. 2 gGes = 0,893
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normal planetary gear set is used. If the electric engine runs as a motor you have a
power addition in the planetary gear. Rotor power PR and PEM drive the generator
PG and the electric power for the motor M comes from the generator.

Only PG–PM goes to the grid. If the electric motor runs as a generator you have
power split in the planetary gear box and both electric engines PM and PG give
their power to the grid. The task for FZG was to find out, what power size of PM is
necessary for a wind turbine of PG = 1.5 MW (only as example, without prob-
lems scalable) and the given load spectrum, see Fig. 9. For characteristic curve
A out of calculated power-windspeed-diagram and in Fig. 10 for the given measured
load spectrum for a wind turbine. For this calculation the Willis—equation and the
derived formulas from Mueller (1998) are used. Especially for the measured load
spectrums you can see, that below of rotor speed n = 10 min-1 no electric power
will be produced and for example nRot = 12 min-1 only 15 % of the maximum
(and given) power of the wind turbine (here 1.5 MW) will be produced. Figure 13
shows the difference of the new concept and common. Basic concept once more.
The result of these calculation done with Mueller formulas show Fig. 14. The
electric demand for motor power PEM is for characteristic A PE = 242 KW and for

Targets:

• Transformation of the wind speed dependend rotor speed in
a constant generator speed of 1500 min-1

• Application of cost-saving synchronous generators

• Easy drive train concept

• Less power electronics

Fig. 11 Targets
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characteristic B only PEM 100 = KW. Figure 15 show the power ratio between
PEM and PRotor. You see that the power ratio is still increasing when rotor speed
decreases. The absolute value is decreasing (see Fig. 14) which the rotor power
decreases very much. If you use the motor PE as generator (power split) and motor
(power addition) the maximum power of that unit decreases to PE = 84 KW—
Fig. 16. That means for the additional installed power of PEM only 7 % of the
maximum power of the rotor is necessary. This engine has to run as motor and
generator and needs adequate power electronics. For such dimension—84 KW
against 1.5 MW by normal wind turbines—the power electronics is much cheaper.
The synchronous generator delivers the electric power direct to the grid. How can
be the design of such a concept. FZG made two examples.

First we use a first planetary gear set for increasing speed like in the principle of
Hansen, Winergy, Eikhoff or other, Fig. 17. The two normal gear stages are
exchanged from a so called ‘‘plus-planetary gear set’’ (1998) which has a high gear
ratio, when you fix one ring gear. This fixed ring gear of the ‘‘plus-planetary set’’ is
connected to the motor PEM and works as motor for rotor speed lower than
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nRot = 15.5 min-1 and as generator between nRot = 15.5 till 16.5 min-1

(Fig. 16).
Second example shows Fig. 18. Here the ‘‘plus-planetary gear’’ (no. I) is used

as a first step with speed increase of about i = 25 and a normal ‘‘minus-planetary
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set’’ (no. II) is used for superposition of PEM. The advantage is the lower torque in
the ring gear of II (Fig. 18) the disadvantage is the lower efficiency of the ‘‘plus-
planetary gear set’’ used by high tooth power in the ‘‘plus-planetary gear set’’.

These disadvantages can be reduced dramatically to the low loss tooth geom-
etry which is developed from FZG with several research projects since 2003.
Figure 19 shows the comparison with normal tooth geometry. The plus gear box
has an efficiency of g = 0,89 for the speed increaser of i = 25 and with low loss
geometry from FZG g = 0,96. This value is necessary that the total efficiency will
become higher than normal design (see Eq. 2). If you calculate the total efficiency
like the example (see Eqs. 1 and 2), you will get

gG = 0,95 Plus ? minus planetary gear set
of Fig. 18 inclusive bearing losses

gSyn = 0,96
gges = 0,91 much better than

gges normal = 0,866

PG

PM

PR

z2
z2

z1

I II

Fig. 18 Wind turbine drive
train (2nd example)

η12_opt = 0.9993 • 0.9991 = 0.9984

η12 = 0.9975 • 0.9981 = 0.9956

η1S = (i12/η12 – 1)/(i12 – 1) =

(0.962 / 0.9956 – 1)/(0.962 – 1) = 0.8881

η1S = (i12/η12 – 1)/(i12 – 1) =

(0.962 / 0.9984 – 1)/(0.962 – 1) = 0.9594

Efficiency Factor for Standard Tooth Geometry [1], [2]:

Efficiency Factor for low-loss-Tooth Geometry:

Fig. 19 Comparison of load
depended losses
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4 Conclusions

The FZG-concept shows the possibility with an electric superposition for a rotor
speed of about 12–16 min-1 a constant generator speed of 1,500 min-1. The
superposition power is only 7 % of the rotor power. A cheap power electronic can
be used. The overall efficiency of such a concept can be higher than normal
conventional wind turbine with a transmission with a fixed ratio. The FZG will
become the partner for future wind turbine concepts for concept design and total
calculation for gears and bearings.
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Grinding Burn on Gears: Correlation
Between Flank-Load-Carrying Capacity
and Material Characteristics

Bernd-Robert Höhn, Karsten Stahl, Peter Oster, Thomas Tobie,
Simon Schwienbacher and Peter Koller

Abstract A high geometric accuracy of case-hardened gears requires a grinding
process after heat treatment. In appropriate grinding conditions can induce surface
tempering, alter hardness and lead to an unfavorable residual stress state. This effect
is commonly known as grinding burn. The influence of grinding burn on the flank-
load-carrying capacity was systematically investigated within a research project.
This paper summarizes the main results. Different methods for analyzing the surface
and the near subsurface characteristics are presented. Based on the results of
experimental testing and the analysis of surface and near subsurface, the paper
summarizes the correlation between grinding burn and flank-load-carrying capacity.

1 Introduction

A typical heat treating process for highly loaded gears is case hardening. The
intention of this heat treatment is to trim the material characteristics to the present
loading. However, the heat treatment may lead to some geometric distortion. In
order to remove this distortion and to achieve quality and performance require-
ments gears normally have to be ground after hardening. The grinding operation
has a mechanical and a thermal influence on microstructure, hardness and residual
stresses. The superposition of both, thermal and mechanical influence, makes it
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difficult to predict the changing of surface and near subsurface characteristics
during the grinding operation. An unfavorable residual stress state, surface tem-
pering and an altered hardness after the grinding operation are commonly known
as grinding burn. Within a FVA research project (Schwienbacher and Wolter
2007) gears with different grades of defined grinding burn were manufactured and
afterwards tested using the FZG back-to-back test rig. The results show that an
inappropriate grinding operation has a detrimental effect on the flank-load-carrying
capacity. Dependent on the intensity and the magnitude of grinding burn a
decrease in flank-load-carrying capacity is obvious.

2 Experimental Test Series

The experimental tests were carried out with two different gear geometries sized
mn = 3 mm (a = 75.6 mm, z1/z2 = 23/25) and mn = 5 mm (a = 91.5 mm, z1/
z2 = 17/18). For the production of these test gears, the case hardening steels
16MnCr5 and 18CrNiMo7-6 were used. All test gears of the same geometry were
milled the same way and heat treated in one lot. By appropriate grinding processes
after heat treatment test series with different grades of defined grinding burn on the
flanks of the test pinions were produced. Besides generating grinding, profile
grinding was used for some test series.

3 Indicating Grinding Burn

The tooth flanks of all test pinions were examined by surface temper etch
inspection according to ISO 14104 (1997) and assigned to the corresponding test
series (grinding burn grades). Furthermore, the produced grinding burn grades of
the different test series were characterized and documented extensively before and
after the gear running tests, using non-destructive an additional destructive test
methods.

3.1 Surface Temper Etch Inspection

A standard testing method for indicating grinding burn is surface temper etch
inspection according to ISO 14104 (1997). After cleaning, the gears are etched in
nitric acid. Following the etching, the gears are rinsed in water and bleached in
hydrochloric acid. After a further rinsing, the gears get neutralized in an alkaline
solution and dipped into oil in order to prevent corrosion. Areas which are not
influenced by the grinding process show a light grey or brown color. Influenced
areas show a dark grey or black color. Figure 1 shows tooth flanks, which were
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treated with different grinding parameters. The flank with temper class FA0 does
not show any dark colored areas. Therefore, an influence by grinding burn can be
excluded. The test series FB1, FB2 and FB3 show lightly tempered areas. They
vary in the dimension of the tempered area. The intensity is equal. Test series FD3
shows heavy tempering on 100 % of the active tooth flank. The tempered area is
darker than that of class B. Test series FE3 shows the most intense effect
of grinding burn. The heat generated during grinding led to a re-hardening of
the tooth flank. The re-hardened area is white colored after etching. Nearby the
re-hardened area, the material is heavy tempered. According to ISO 14104 (1997)
the classification of grinding burn was done in the following way:

Class: A No tempering
B Light tempering
D Heavy tempering
E Rehardening, severe overheating

Level: Maximum percentage of surface area affected
1 10 %
2 25 %
3 Unrestricted.

3.2 Destructive Analysis

3.2.1 Metallographic Analysis

The metallographic analysis was generally focused on the dedendum area in the
mid of the tooth width. In case of specimen with local grinding burn, the affected
area was examined.

The etched microsections of the different test series are shown in Fig. 2. The
different stages of tempering can be noticed obviously. Unlike specimen FA0
without grinding burn, the other microsections show tempered areas. Dependent
on the temper class the dimension and the colour of the tempered areas vary. The
microsection of FE3 shows white re-hardened zones, which are not connected
completely (compare Fig. 1). Nearby the re-hardened zones the microstructure is
dark coloured and shows a severe tempering.

For all examined microsections, a measurement of hardness with HV1
according to DIN EN ISO 6507-1 (2006) was done. To get reliable results, with

FA0 FB1 FB2 FB3 FD3 FE3

Fig. 1 Tooth flanks after the etching process with different grades of grinding burn
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this method the hardness cannot be measured in an area nearer than 0.1 mm to the
rim. Hence a decrease in hardness cannot be determined for specimens with light
tempering (class B). According to Fig. 2 the tempered area is limited to a depth
\0.1 mm. In contrast, specimens with heavy and severe tempering (class D and E)
show a decrease in hardness in a depth [0.1 mm. The decrease in hardness is
about 70–100 HV1. The re-hardened area of class E also cannot be captured by
conventional measurement of hardness with HV1. In order to measure the surface
hardness, another method called ‘‘ESATEST’’ was used (see 3.3.1). The values of
surface hardness and the hardness at the depth 0.1 mm are shown in Fig. 3.

3.2.2 X-ray-Diffraction Analysis

The distribution of residual stresses and retained austenite was detected by x-ray-
diffraction analysis. The examined area was either the centre of the active flank or
the area showing grinding burn. X-ray-diffraction analysis is based on the dif-
fraction of x-rays at the crystal lattice. With help of Bragg reflexion, the distortion
of the crystal lattice can be captured and the present residual stresses can be
calculated. X-ray-diffraction analysis only offers information about a small depth.

FA0 FB2 FB3 FD3 FE3 

Fig. 2 Metallographic specimen with different grades of grinding burn
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Fig. 3 Exemplary results of ESATEST, hardness testing and X-ray diffraction analysis
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To get the distribution of residual stresses and retained austenite over the near
subsurface, the surface has to be removed step by step by electroerosion.

Specimens without grinding burn (class A) showed residual compressive
stresses over the whole examined depth of 0.64 mm. With increasing grinding
burn residual tensile stresses were found in the near subsurface. Temper class B
(light tempering) showed residual tensile stresses with maxima in the range of
200–300 N/mm2. Maxima of residual tensile stresses of temper class D (heavy
tempering) can reach 450 up to 650 N/mm2. The maxima of residual tensile
stresses for temper class B and D were detected in a depth of about 0.05–0.1 mm
below the surface. Specimens with severe tempering and re-hardened areas (class
E) showed residual compressive stresses with a high scatter. Nearby the re-hard-
ened areas the residual compressive stresses changed into residual tensile stresses.
The maxima of residual stresses for each test series are shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Non-Destructive Analysis

3.3.1 Surface Hardness (ESATEST)

Surface hardness measurement by ESATEST can be considered as a quasi-non-
destructive measurement. A diamond, coated with a conductive layer, is applied
with an increasing load on the specimen. The measured resistance gives infor-
mation about the penetration. With help of comparative measurement, it is pos-
sible to quantify the surface hardness. Measuring surface hardness by ESATEST
leads to a microscopic small indentation. An influence on tooth load carrying
capacity caused by these indentations could not be noticed during the research
project (Schwienbacher und Wolter 2007).

Specimens without grinding burn (Temper Class A) showed a surface hardness
of about 680–700 HV-ESATEST. The more the tooth flanks were influenced by
the grinding process, the more the surface hardness decreased. Temper Class B
showed a surface hardness of about 570–630 HV-ESATEST at the influenced area.
The greatest decrease of surface hardness was located for temper class D with
heavy tempering. Its hardness was about 510–550 HV-ESATEST. Temper class E
showed a surface hardness of about 770–810 HV-ESATEST in the re-hardened
area. The results of surface hardness measurement are summarized in Fig. 3.

Comparing measured hardness and results of the surface temper etch inspection
a good correlation can be seen. Flanks with a consistent condition showed a
comparable hardness. Flanks with local temper burn showed a changing hardness
over the flank.
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3.3.2 3MA Testing

3MA is an acronym for ‘‘Mikromagnetischer Multiparameter Mikrostruktur- und
Spannungs-Analysator’’. The 3MA-apparatus was developed by the IZFP-Sa-
arbrücken (Fraunhofer Institute for Non-Destructive Testing). It is based on
measuring different micromagnetic parameters. Because of physical and material-
based interrelations, micromagnetic parameters can be used for indicating grinding
burn and determining material characteristics of the surface and the near
subsurface.

The used 3MA-technique records 41 different micromagnetic parameters. One
of these micromagnetic parameters is barkhausen noise. Which parameters are
important and are used to define a material characteristic is determined by
regression analysis. Some micromagnetic parameters can be redundant. Its dif-
ferent behaviour toward disturbances makes it possible to eliminate or reduce the
influence of those disturbances.

In order to get quantitative results by 3MA Testing the 3MA analyser has to be
calibrated with specimens which have a well-known surface and subsurface
condition. This calibration is based on a multiple regression analysis [see Eq. (1)].

y ¼ b0 þ b1 � x1 þ b2 � x2 þ b3 � x3 þ . . . þ bk � xk ð1Þ

The variable y is a characteristic of surface or the near subsurface like hardness
or residual stress. The variables x1, x2, x3, …, xk are micromagnetic parameters.
b0, b1, b2, …, bk are the coefficients of the regression analysis.

Figure 4 shows results of 3MA Testing after calibration. A good correlation
between the characteristics detected by ESATEST, metallography and x-ray-dif-
fraction analysis and the results of 3MA testing can be seen.

3MA Testing is an adequate method for a comprehensive, non-destructive
inspection of gear flanks before, during and after the test run. After a calibration,
the 3MA-system can be used for the quantitative determination of the hardness
distribution and the distribution of residual stresses over the depth. These results
are elementary for detecting correlations between the flank-load-carrying capacity
and material characteristics.
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3.3.3 Barkhausen Noise Measurement

Based on the amplitude of the barkhausen noise the influence of the grinding
process can be indicated qualitatively. By measuring only one micromagnetic
characteristic a quantitative information concerning the surface and near subsur-
face condition is not possible. Barkhausen noise measurement is a non-destructive
method for indicating grinding burn which is occasionally used by industry.

During the measurement, an alternating magnetic field is induced by field coils
and a magnet yoke. The occurring barkhausen effect, i.e. changes or rotation of
ferromagnetic domains, is detected by a hall-element. As a function of the mag-
netic field intensity the barkhausen noise level MMAX is detected.

The barkhausen noise level is dependent on hardness and residual stresses.
Therefore, barkhausen noise measurement is an option for detecting grinding burn.

Figure 5 shows the mean values of measured barkhausen noise levels for the
examined gears with different grades of temper burn. A good correlation between
the etchings and barkhausen noise measurement can be seen. Specimen FA0 shows
a barkhausen noise level MP \ 50. Specimens with temper class FB and FD show
a barkhausen noise level MP [ 50 in the tempered area. For specimen FE3 the
re-hardened tooth flank obviously leads to a reduced barkhausen noise level.
Therefore, it can be seen that the analysis of the surface and the near subsurface of
specimen with re-hardened areas is limited.

The combined use of different methods for indicating grinding burn made a
detailed description of every test series possible. Every method has its own

Fig. 5 Measured Barkhausen Noise (mean values) for different grades of grinding burn;
correlating etchings
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benefits but also some disadvantages. A detailed evaluation, based on the results
from the research project and a rating by industrial partners is given by Schw-
ienbacher and Wolter (2007).

4 Running Tests

The gear running tests were carried out under defined testing conditions in a
standard FZG back-to-back test rig with centre distance a = 91.5 mm (gear
geometry II) as well as in a FZG back-to-back test rig with variable centre distance
(three-axis test rig, here a = 75.6 mm, gear geometry I).

For each test series a number of repeated test runs in the range of infinite and
finite life were done. The limiting number of load cycles was 100 � 106. Based on
these results, S–N-curves with a failure probability of 50 % and the allowable
stress number regarding pitting damages rHlim acc. to DIN 3990 (1987) were
determined for each test series.

Compared to the reference test series without grinding burn effects all other test
series, except FB1, show a variable reduction of the flank-load-carrying capacity
depending on the grinding burn grade. In Fig. 6 the experimentally determined
values of the endurance limit regarding pitting damages based on S–N-curves are
summarized for each test series.
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The test series FB1 with light grinding burn on max 10 % of the active flank
area shows no reduction of flank-load-carrying capacity in comparison to the
reference state (FA0). In contrast to the other test series no tensile residual stresses
were measured at the influenced flank area of this test series.

With increasing flank area influenced by grinding burn (25 and 100 %) the
supporting effect of non-damaged adjacent areas diminishes. Therefore, the cor-
responding test series show a significant reduction of the endurance limit regarding
pitting damages in comparison to the reference state without grinding burn. The
grade of grinding burn correlates with the reduction of the flank-load-carrying
capacity for these test series. For example the endurance limit of test series with
heavy tempering (class D) decreases more than the endurance limit of test series
with light tempering (class B).

The test series with rehardening (FE3) shows the least reduction of endurance
limit in comparison to the reference state without grinding burn, but during the
running tests additionally also micropitting in the dedendum flank area of some
teeth was observed.

Profile ground test series with grinding burn damages showed the most con-
siderable reduction of the endurance limit. A deeper effect of grinding burn (in
comparison to the test series produced by generating grinding with similar visual
appearance after the etching process) was supposed for this fact.

Compared to the main geometry II (mn = 5 mm, 18CrNiMo7-6), the test series
with gear geometry I (mn = 3 mm, 16MnCr5), showed the same decrease of flank-
load-carrying capacity induced by grinding burn effects. These investigations were
done with a reduced number of trials.

5 Correlations Between Flank-Load-Carrying Capacity
and Single Material Characteristics

The reduction of flank-load carrying capacity can be correlated with the results of
the analysis of grinding burn (surface temper etch inspection, destructive and
non-destructive analysis). Figure 7 faces exemplarily the ratio rHlim, exp/rHlim, exp,

reference with the change of surface hardness due to grinding burn. Regarding
Barkhausen noise, the hardness distribution or the residual stress distribution
similar correlations were found.

The results of analysis of surface and subsurface condition can be used for
predicting the resulting flank-load-carrying capacity. For this purpose, Schw-
ienbacher (2008) defined the so-called surface zone factor ZS and proposed to
upgrade the calculation method according to DIN 3990 (1987)/ISO 6336 (2003).
ZS takes account of the reduction of the endurance limit (pitting) due to grinding
burn effects. It can be determined based on the results of surface temper etch
inspection, by knowing the reduction of surface hardness or by knowing the entire
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condition of the near subsurface (hardness distribution, residual stresses). ZS is
described comprehensively by Schwienbacher (2008).

6 Conclusions

An inappropriate grinding of case hardened gears may lead to grinding burn
damages. This effect may diminish the flank-load-carrying capacity significantly.
It is possible to characterize the relevant material condition of surface and near
subsurface by using different inspection methods. With help of the results of this
characterization the flank-load-carrying capacity of gears showing grinding burn
effects can be estimated. For this purpose the surface zone factor ZS has been
defined based on extensive experimental and theoretical investigations. The here in
described methods for analyzing gears are different possibilities for indicating
grinding burn. Every method has its own benefits but also its disadvantages. For
getting a detailed description of the condition of surface and near subsurface after
grinding a combination of different testing methods is generally the best way.
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Recent Developments in Automotive
Differential Design

Athanassios Mihailidis and Ioannis Nerantzis

Abstract The current paper consists of two main parts: In the first, the evolution
of passenger car differentials during the past twenty years of automotive design is
presented. A short description on the features and principle of operation of each
device is given. In the second part, a recent advance in differential design is
presented. It is a newly developed differential, designed to actively control the
distribution of the driving torque to the wheels. The new device incorporates an
electric machine, which can operate either as a motor or generator and affects
torque distribution to the vehicles driving wheels. The driving behavior of a
vehicle equipped with the new differential was simulated in ADAMS/Car. Com-
parative results were obtained using the following three types of differentials: an
open differential, a limited slip differential and the new actively controlled device.
Acceleration tests on road surface with different friction coefficient on each side of
the vehicle for each differential type verified the accuracy of the simulation and
verified that driving stability can be enhanced by actively controlled differentials.

Keywords Differential � Torque vectoring � Torque sensing � Active yaw

1 Introduction

The development and use of differential mechanisms starts form the ancient times
and evolves in our days to the most complex driveline systems. Historical evidence
for the existence of an early differential device is the Antikythera mechanism
(de Price 1974). The device is dated back to 80 BC and it derives from many
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analyses that it contained a differential gear, which is interpreted as a mechanism
with two degrees of freedom. Since the first automobiles were built, the imple-
mentation of a differential device on the drive axle became an urgent necessity.
Historically, the invention of the differential is attributed to Onésiphore Pecueur,
who patented in 1828 a steam vehicle that included a differential gear on the
driving axle (Nunney 1998).

In the following, the development of automotive differentials during the past
twenty years is presented. According to their special design features, they can be
categorized into six categories:

• Bevel gear differentials
• Crossed helical spur gear differentials
• Parallel axes spur gear differentials
• Parallel axes internal spur gear differentials
• Gearless differentials with CAM curved surfaces
• Gearless differentials with friction clutches.

Torque is applied to the driving wheels through a differential gearbox that
allows the driving wheels of a vehicle to rotate at unequal rates while cornering.
The most common type is the open differential, which distributes the driving
torque equally to both driving wheels. It operates satisfactory when the wheels
operate below the traction limit. When the traction limit of one wheel is exceeded,
it slips and the torque on both wheels is reduced. A solution to this problem is the
use of a limited slip differential (LSD) that limits the torque difference by intro-
ducing friction between the halfshafts and the differential’s body in terms of
mechanical or hydrodynamic clutches. This design solves the problem of accel-
eration on road surfaces with different friction coefficient on each side (split l),
where the traction of one wheel is limited. However, these types of differentials
affect cornering ability towards under-steering. In this paper the evolution of the
differential design is outlined at first. Then, a newly developed differential is
presented that allows for enhancement of handling performance by actively con-
trolling the torque distribution to the driving wheels.

2 Recent Differential Designs

2.1 Bevel Gear Differentials

The most common design of a vehicle’s differential is the bevel gear differential.
In 1989 Tochigi Fuji Sangyo (Hagiwara and Teraoka 1989) presented a differential
in which slip limiting control is done by an electric motor (Fig. 1).

Figure 2 shows a design of Honda (Shibahata 1990) where a hydraulic con-
tinuously variable transmission system is used in parallel with a differential to
control torque distribution.
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The Active Yaw Control system introduced by Mitsubishi was developed
during the 1990s. As seen in Fig. 3, it consists of a bevel gear differential, two
multiple disk clutches and three gear pairs, which enable the alteration of speed of
the clutch disks. This combination makes possible the distribution of torque to the
driving wheels independently of their speed (Sawase and Sano 1999). In such
systems the meaning of slip limiting is often confusing and therefore they are
called torque proportioning or torque vectoring systems. In the last decade the term
‘‘torque vectoring’’ is used to describe the controllable torque distribution to the
driving wheels of road vehicles. This is achieved with differentials similar to the
two previously described in combination with an electronic system that monitors
and logs the dynamic status of the vehicle and determines the desired torque for
each wheel. Park and Kroppe (2004) describe a torque vectoring system which

Fig. 1 Limited slip bevel
gear differential (Hagiwara
and Teraoka 1989)

Fig. 2 Hydraulic CVT
system used to control the
torque distribution (Shibahata
1990)
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includes a bevel gear differential. Other systems use a hydraulically actuated
clutch to control torque proportioning of a bevel gear differential (Piyabongkarn
et al. 2006a, b).

2.2 Crossed Helical Spur Gear Differentials

In such differentials the motion between the sun gears is transmitted with two sets
of intermediate planets. The planet sets have opposite verse of rotation while their
axes are crossed. During the 1950s Vernon Gleason sets the main design features
of a crossed helical spur gear differential that evolved to the widely known Torsen
type I differential. The mass production of this type of differential starts in the
1980s. Gleason Corporation, that produced the differential for the first time,
published in 1988 the specifications of the Torsen type I differential (Chocholek
1988). A detailed analysis of the operation principles and the properties of Torsen
type I differentials was presented by Shih and Bowerman (2002). One of the latest
advances in the gear characteristics of such differentials was presented by Torvec
Inc. (Gleasman et al. 2008). The differential is shown in Fig. 4.

2.3 Parallel Axes Spur Gear Differentials

This category includes differentials with spur gears, in which each sun gear
engages with a separate set of planets and the two sets of planets are engaged
together. The planet carrier receives torque from the vehicles engine. When either
sun gear rotates clockwise in relation to the carrier the planets meshing with it

Fig. 3 Active Yaw Control
differential (Sawase and Sano
1999)
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rotate counterclockwise. Then, the other set of planets rotates clockwise and the
second sun rotates counterclockwise. With the carrier motion superimposed to the
previous motions the resulting motion is that of a differential. The Torsen type II
differential is the most common design in this category.

Figure 5 shows a variation in which the two planet sets are mounted on dif-
ferent axial distances from the corresponding sun gears. The slip limitation can be
adjusted by altering the preloading of springs (Ceccano and Novelli 1990).

In 1992, Zexel Gleason announces the invention shown in Fig. 6. The main
difference is that two planets from separate sets engage at two separate regions at
both ends of their length (Tseng 1992).

Mohan and Sharma (2006) presented a differential with parallel axes capable of
controllable torque distribution in combination with a four wheel steering system.

Fig. 4 Torvec differential
(Gleasman et al. 2008)
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2.4 Parallel Axes Internal Spur Gear Differentials

These differentials are actually planetary gear systems where the drive axles and
engine shaft are connected with the internal and external sun gears and the carrier
respectively.

Fig. 5 Parallel axes spur
gear differential (Ceccano
and Novelli 1990)

Fig. 6 Parallel axes spur
gear differential (Tseng 1992)
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In 1993, the differential shown in Fig. 7 was presented, which consists of a
planetary system, two disk clutches and three gear pairs that alter the speed of the
clutch shafts (Sawase and Niwa 1993). This differential and the further evolved
versions as well comprise basic parts of the Super AYC (active yaw control)
system developed by Mitsubishi. They allow torque distribution independently of
the relative speed of the driving wheels to the differential shell (Ushiroda et al.
2003).

Honda Motor presented in 1994 a series of devices one of which is shown in
Fig. 8. Although the planetary systems are connected in various ways, they all
have a common feature: A hydraulic pump and motor pair that is electronically
controlled to determine the torque distribution independent of the relative wheel
speed to the differential shell (Shibahata and Tokushima 1994).

Analyses of torque vectoring systems consisting of parallel axes internal spur
gear differentials can be found in literature (Wheals et al. 2004, 2005, 2006).

Figure 9 shows a differential that consists of a helical spur gear planetary
system where the planets are floating and their face surface and the cylindrical
surface of the teeth tips are sliding on the planet carrier (Yoshiyama and Hasegawa
2004). The carrier is connected to the input shaft while the ring and sun gears are
connected with the output shafts. The torque is distributed unequally and this is the
reason why this device is used as a central differential in four wheel drive vehicles.
Further development of this main idea lead to the differential known commercially
as Torsen type 3 of Zexel Gleason.

Fig. 7 Mitrsubishi active yaw control differential (Sawase and Niwa 1993)
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Fig. 8 Honda active yaw
control differential (Shibahata
and Tokushima 1994)

Fig. 9 Planetary gear train
used as a differential
(Yoshiyama and Hasegawa
2004)
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2.5 Gearless Differentials with CAM Curved Surfaces

In the 1990s many variations of differentials with sliding elements were designed.
Figure 10 shows a representative example of such differentials (Young et al.
1995). The ends of each sliding element are inclined and have triangular shape.
The disks that are in contact with the elements are formed similarly to bevel gears
though their flanks are planar. Behind each disk surface treated rings are placed in
order to increase friction with the shell.

The differential shown in Fig. 11 consists of two cylinders with circumferential
grooves (Mimura 1999). The shell has corresponding straight grooves. In the
intermediate space spherical rolling elements are placed. Cages formed from metal
sheets hold the rolling elements and swing axially. They connect the cylinders
imposing them to rotate in opposite directions. The shell is connected to the input
and the two cylinders the output shafts of the differential.

One of the most recent gearless differential designs with CAM surfaces is
shown in Fig. 12. It is patented by Eaton Corp. (Radzevich 2011) and it is known
with the commercial name Detroit Locker.

2.6 Gearless Differentials with Friction Clutches

Haldex Traction Corp. presented in 1998 the first version of a joint for drive axle
connections with a multiple disk clutch that is activated by an electromagnetic
brake (Severinsson 1998). It substitutes the central differential in four wheel drive
vehicles as it allows torque transfer to the two drive axels independently of their
relative speed. In the following year, the evolution of this invention was presented.
The device is known by the name Haldex (Lundstroem 1999). It consists of a
multiple disk clutch and a unit that contains three rotating disks with properly

Fig. 10 Gearless differential (Young et al. 1995)
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located holes (Fig. 13). A hydraulic system pressurizes oil through these holes
generating an axial thrust that compresses the clutch. Another design, which
substitutes the central differential, is described by Gassmann and Barlage (2004).

Fig. 11 Rolling elements differential (Mimura 1999)

Fig. 12 Eaton gearless differential (Detroit Locker) (Radzevich 2011)
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3 New Differential

In the following, a new differential featuring controllable torque distribution that
has been recently developed by the authors is presented. It consists of two identical
planetary gear systems, an inversion mechanism and an electric machine with the
ability to operate both as a motor and as a generator (Mihailidis and Nerantzis
2010).

The schematic view of Fig. 14 shows the principle of operation. The ring gears
3, 30 are both connected to the input shaft 7 and thus always have equal speed. The
sun gears 1, 10 are interconnected through the inversion mechanism that consists of
shafts C, C0, E, and E0 and gears 4, 40, 5, 6, 50 and 60. As the vehicle enters a turn
the carriers B, B0 of the two planetary systems, which are connected to the driving
wheels, rotate at different speeds. The inversion mechanism forces the two sun
gears to rotate in opposite directions allowing the carriers to have different speeds.
The torque distribution is controlled by the electric machine that is connected to
one of the inversion mechanism shafts. By breaking or assisting the motion of the
shaft higher torque is transmitted to the internal or the external wheel respectively.
An electronic system, which controls the direction and magnitude of the torque
applied by the electric machine, is needed to determine the torque distribution.

Fig. 13 Haldex joint (Lundstroem 1999)
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4 Simulation

In order to evaluate the handling performance of the new differential, the first
Formula SAE race car of the Aristotle University Race Team (Mihailidis et al.
2009) was modeled in the ADAMS/Car environment. It is a rear wheel drive car
with front and rear double wishbone suspensions. The following three types of
differentials were modeled and compared: (a) An open differential where both
halfshafts apply equal torques to the wheels. (b) A viscous differential (LSD) in
which the differential torque is determined from a map of halfshaft rotational
speed difference and applied friction torque. (c) The third is a model using a torque
distribution strategy to exemplify the capabilities of the new differential.

The simulation scenario is acceleration on split l surface, where the right
wheels are driven on a surface with l = 0.5 while for the left wheels on a surface
with l = 1. The initial speed is 10 km/h, the steering wheel is locked at 0� and the
throttle position is set to 100 %. Under this conditions the new differential emu-
lates a viscous one.

Figure 15 shows the differential torque over time. A positive value means that
the left wheel receives more torque than the right. Therefore, the vehicle deflects to
the right as shown in Fig. 16. Finally, Fig. 17 shows that the acceleration per-
formance of the new differential, when emulating a viscous unit, is superior
compared to the performance of an open differential. In the latter case at approx.
4 s. slip occurs and the acceleration drops.

An experimental layout of the device has already been designed and built and
experiments concerning the effect of the new differential on the driving behavior
are currently carried out. Figure 18 shows the experimental differential. An
electronic system that determines the torque distribution was also designed and
built for the purposes of experimentation. Some early tests proved that the new

Fig. 14 Schematic view of
the new differential
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differential affects vehicle driving behavior selectively either towards understeer or
oversteer depending on the torque applied to the inversion mechanism by the
electric machine.

Fig. 15 Split l test—
differential torque

Fig. 16 Split l test—vehicle
maneuver
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5 Conclusion

This paper presents the design of the differential mechanism as it has evolved
during the last twenty years. Open differentials have the drawback that they fail to
transmit the required torque and introduce driving instability on sloppy roads.
Locked differentials, and to a lesser extent limited slip differentials, influence the
driving behavior towards under-steering. Therefore, the most challenging design

Fig. 17 Split l test—vehicle longitudinal acceleration

Fig. 18 Experimental differential
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requirement is to build a differential with adjustable torque distribution. A recently
developed such device is also presented in this paper. First test runs show
promising results.
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Load Capacity of Worm Gears

Vojislav Miltenović, Milan Banić and Aleksandar Miltenović

Abstract Worm gearing has very wide use in power transmission in movement
and the correct work of the complete machine system depends on it. Latest
research in this area shows that there may be a large number of limited states in its
work which are identified on the basis of the state of working surface. This paper
considers these limited states and gives a critique of load capacity calculation.

Keywords Worm gear � Load capacity � Limited state

1 Introduction

Worm gears have very wide use in transmission gear and movement because they
have several advantages in comparison to other types of gears. The basic char-
acteristics of worm gears are:

• Possibility of achieving huge gear ratio of one worm gear pair. If revolution is
reduced, gear ratio is in 5� u� 70 (for small power it is possible to achieve gear
ratio of up to u� 1000).

• Considerably smaller internal dynamic forces and sound, by absorbing
vibrations.

• Efficiency of worm gearing is relatively high because of huge sliding between
sides in contact of gear and worm gear.
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• They can be produced as self-stopping transmission gearing, which enables
them to have a wide use.

• Power input and output are possible on the both sides of a worm transmission gear.

2 Limited States of Worm Gears

In modern construction solutions it is common to use worm gear made of tin
bronze and worm made of hardened and whetted steel (Fig. 1). Worm gears have
following limited states:

• Destruction of tooth side under pitting,
• Tooth side wear,
• Tooth breakage,
• Worming, mining changing temperature stability of gear transmission,
• Scuffing,
• Worm shaft deflection.

2.1 Pitting Resistance

Pitting is actually the destruction of tooth surface (shaped like small holes and
dimples, Fig. 2) as an effect of huge surface pressures and dynamic stress wear.

One can see the difference between the initial and advance stage of pitting. The
initial stage of pitting is the effect of the first phase of working of transmission
gears. It has a positive effect because it leads to equal load distribution of stress

Fig. 1 Standard worm gear
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and better contact pattern. When working conditions are unchanged, this type of
pitting is smaller during a period of time, that is, the damaging process is
digressive. Medium and highly loaded worm gear pairs can be attacked by advance
pitting and it is a huge problem. This pitting has progressive character, so that
destroyed surfaces (Fig. 2) are larger and at the same time the contact pattern is
smaller. The effect is a continuous spreading of damaged surface and change in the
shape of tooth surface. This leads to sudden tooth surface wear, and then tooth
breakage.

While maintaining the working capability of worm gear as limited destruction,
it is taken that the destruction is 30–50 % of tooth surface due to pitting (Fig. 2).
In that case, the correct work of transmission gear is no longer possible.

The process of pitting develops in 4 phases:

• dynamic stress wearing;
• beginning of initial crack;
• crack largening;
• destruction of tooth surface or pitting.

The following can occur as possible causes of pitting:

• existence of hard bodies (contaminants) in oil;
• micro welding of tooth surface tips of prominence in contact;
• cavitations;
• tense forces between oil and metal in the period of sudden unload of pressured

surfaces;
• chemical activity/load-crack-corrosion;
• abstracting acid from lubricant.

2.2 Wear Load Capacity

During the period of wearing mining continually wearing material tooth width is
smaller. In the first phase, wearing has a positive effect because it leads to rubbing
of material and accommodation between shapes of tooth surfaces and later stop-
ping any further wear. However, in the cases of huge intensity rubbing, wearing
resistance can be a criterion of working period. Wearing basically depends on
working criteria. Changing of shaft rotation conditions and regime of work, as well

Fig. 2 Damage of tooth
surface with pitting Bernhard
(1996)
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as terming off and on transmission gear, lead to increased effect of wearing
(Fig. 3). Using hard and quality worm tooth sides (Case carburising, whetting,
polishing) can result in decreased wearing.

Wearing depends on lubricants as well. When using mineral oils, oil viscosity
has an important effect on wearing. Oils with smaller viscosity result in larger
wearing in comparison to oils with huge viscosity, so it can be said that there is a
proportional relation between intensity of wearing and ISO-VG class.

2.3 Root-Strength of Teeth

Worm gear pairs have dangerous working loads only in tooth root of worm gear,
considering that they are less resistant and less durable in comparison to worm
teeth. In the root tooth of a worm gear, there is a complicated load, and the
dominant stresses are shear and bending.

Worm gear tooth breakage is very rare. Most often causes are striking overloads
when loads appear that are larger than the static strength of material. Wear is also a
considerable effect that causes tooth breakage, and wearing diminishes its cross-
section. Monitoring of working capability in comparison to tooth breakage is
important in due course, and observing critical width of wear layer which prevents
appearance of cracks on tooth.

2.4 Thermal Stability

When designing a gearbox, one should also consider the heat generated inside the
gearbox (efficiency of gearing, friction of bearings, and friction in sealing). This
parameter is not so important in spur or bevel but it is in worm gearing. As worm

Fig. 3 Wear damage
of tooth surface, Miltenović
(2011)
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gearing efficiency is lower considerably than that of spur or bevel gearing, con-
siderably more heat is generated in the gearing and has to be removed. Therefore,
thermal safety has great importance for a correct design to ensure gearbox function
within the permitted temperature range of oil. Thermal design/safety tends to be
one of the limiting factors when designing transmissions.

2.5 Scuffing

Scuffing appears as an effect of local overload of tooth side or inefficient lubri-
cation meaning lubricating with oil with non-becomingly lubricated characteristics
and mostly in conditions of huge sliding velocity between tooth sides in contact.
Hardened tooth side of worm with inadequate picture of caring mining interrupted
geometry between sides in touch are also condition lead to destruction due to
scuffing. Typical shapes of destruction due to scuffing are shown in Fig. 4. If there
is destruction due to scuffing and combination of material steel/cast iron this

Fig. 4 Scuffing at worm of
through hardened steel and at
wheel of globular cast iron,
Steingröver (1995)
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process leads to total destruction and it cannot be stopped. However, destruction
due to scuffing can be stopped after short time using the combination of material
steel/bronze and it can lead to uninterrupted running.

2.6 Worm Shaft Deflection

Worm shaft is loaded by radial, axial and tangential force, which leads to con-
siderable bending of shaft, considering relatively large distance between bearings.
Due to bending, deflection of shaft appears which can lead to interference in
contact. Tangential force depends on friction on the teeth sides, so in cases of
insufficient lubricating friction force grows which has for effect considerable
deflection of worm shaft. In conditions of changing loads and revolution per
minute this can lead to smaller contact between tooth sides and local overload of
same, and the effect can be deflection of worm shaft.

Monitoring of work correctness is based on control of contact line between
tooth surface and monitoring of transmission gear thermal stability.

3 Relation Between Limited States

There is mutual relation between certain worm transmission gears. For example,
the development of pitting can be stopped by increased wearing of tooth sides. If
there is critical wearing at worm gear pair than pitting has a secondary mining. But
if critical damage is caused by pitting than wearing is not an important criterion for
calculation.

There is a mutual dependency between wearing and tooth breaking in root.
Wearing diminishes width of worm gear tooth, which should be taken in con-
sideration while maintaining work ability in comparison to tooth breakage in root.

3.1 Wearing and Pitting Process

Fig. 5 shows wearing and pitting process by synthetic oils as lubricants in the
period of time where we can see three phases.

• Phase I—phase of initial pitting. In this phase until number of load circles is NLI

small initial damage appears from pitting and there is almost no wearing.
• Phase II—phase of developed pitting. In this phase damage caused by pitting

increases almost linearly. At the end of this phase after number of circles is NLII

(NLII = 3–5 9 NLI) pitting intensity is maximal. Wearing in this phase in
minor.
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• Phase III—phase of wearing. In this phase we have sudden increase of wearing
and in the same time reduction of pitting size. By increasing the load surface
tooth side wearing size is smaller and in further work period it is almost
constant. Surface destroyed by pitting becomes smaller at approximately
AP10 red = 3–30 %, whole amount of worn material from tooth sides for both
types destruction is almost constant.

Most common load limitations of worm transmission gears are connected to
pitting and wearing of tooth sides of worm gear. Phases of developing destruction
point show that they are mutually dependent.

3.2 Contact Pattern and Load Capacity

Lubrication between tooth flanks and contact pattern have a decisive influence on
lifetime of worm gears. During the work the slight wear of tooth flanks of worm
gear occurs. Wear zone is the contact pattern (Fig. 6). Contact pattern has a huge
impact on the successful fulfilment of work functions, efficiency and lifetime of
transmissions.

During run-in period, there is only a partial contact (Fig. 7), which leads to
intense wear of tooth flanks. When the full contact pattern is achived, Hertzian
surface pressures are reduced so then the steady state operation occurs, followed
by minimal wear due to mixed friction.

Fig. 5 Trend of wearing and pitting process
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Experimental studies show that there is direct dependence between the contact
pattern, load and wear (Fig. 8). Minimal wear corresponds to full contact pattern
and moderate loads. Decrease of contact pattern leads to increase of wear.

Fig. 6 Contact pattern on worm and worm gear
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4 Load Capacity of Worm Gears

Initial work on the coupling worm pairs were made by Stribeck (1897/98) and
Erbst (1901). Notable research in this area was conducted by Niemann, Weber and
Maushake (1956) also. Calculations of geometry and contact lines are given in the
works of Wilkesmann (1974) and Predki (1982). They give an accurate analytical
procedure for determining the equivalent radius of curvature.

Calculation of load capacity of worm pairs is today based on DIN 3996 (8/2005),
where dimensionless physical characteristic values are defined. These characteristic
values mainly depend on the geometry of the gearing and cannot be measured
directly. They are characteristic value for mean Hertzian pressure pm*, mean
lubricant gap thickness h* and mean sliding path s*. Characteristic value pm* and
h* are defined by Predki (1982), and s* by Neupert (1990). Such defined parameters
are part of DIN 3996 and allow not only the calculation of load capacity and
efficiency, but also a direct comparison of different worm gear geometry.

According to DIN 3996, the ratio between limiting value of contact stress rHkr

and mean contact stress rHm represents a pitting safety:

SH ¼
rHkr

rHm
� SHmin ¼ 1: ð1Þ

The wear safety SW is calculated from the permissible wear dWlimn and abrasive
wear in the normal section dWn according to Eq. (2).

SW ¼
dW lim n

dWn
� SW lim ¼ 1; 1: ð2Þ

Fig. 8 Relationship between wear and contact pattern, Höhn et al. (2010)
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Abrasive wear in the normal section dWn is the function of:

• combination of materials used,
• oil type and structure,
• lubrication film thickness,
• load cycle,
• loading intensity.

The wear in the normal section dWn is the result of product of wear intensity JW

and wear distance sWm.

dWn ¼ JW � sWm: ð3Þ

Boundary value for flank-removal dWlimn can be determined on different
approaches. The wear limits can be defined by the geometric boundaries and by
experiment determined boundaries.

According to DIN 3996 one of the criteria is to avoid the appearance of a
pointed tip tooth. In this case is given a boundary value of pointed tip tooth for
wear. Permissible wear in the normal section dWlimn must not exceed the thickness
of the tooth in the normal section.

Safety for root-strength of teeth SF is calculated according to (4):

SF ¼
sFkr

sF
� SF lim ¼ 1; 1: ð4Þ

where:
sFkr permissible shear stress,
sF shear stress

Temperature safety ST is calculated according to (5):

SF ¼
#S lim

#S
� SS lim ¼ 1; 1: ð5Þ

where
#Slim boundary value of oil temperature
#S oil temperature

Worm deflection safety SF is calculated according to (6):

Sd ¼
dlim

dm
� Sdmin ¼ 1: ð6Þ

where
dm worm shaft deflection,
dlim permissible worm shaft deflection
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Analysis of worm gear load capacity is made for family of gear drives with
characteristics given in Table 1. Calculation of load capacity for worm gear
according to DIN 3996 is done through 5 criteria:

• Pitting resistance,
• Wear load capacity,
• Root-strength of teeth,
• Thermal stability, and
• Worm shaft deflection.

The calculation was performed for various numbers of input speed, gear ratio
and the center distance. For each calculation the maximum output torque T2 max

was obtained for the required safety. Calculation results of load capacity are shown
in Figs. 9, 10 and 11.

Balanced load capacity is calculated for the selected gear drive (a = 100 mm,
i = 20.5) with different input speed n1 = 200–2000 min-1 (Fig. 9). This is the
optimal case, which should be used in practical construction solutions.

Table 1 Transmission gear
data

Geometrical size Values

Cental distance a (mm) 100 (63, 160, 315)
Transmission ratio i 20,5 (10, 30, 40)
Modul m (mm) 4 (2.5, 6.3, 12.5)
Diameter quotient q 9 (10.6)
Number of teeth z1 2 (1, 4)
Number of teeth z2 41 (30)
Wheel material CuSn12-C-GZ
Worm material 16MnCr5
Input speed (min-1) 200–2000
Synthetic oil (Polyglykol) m40 = 460 mm2/s;

m100 = 82 mm2/s
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Load capacity for variation of gear ratio i for constant values of center distance and
input speed (a = 100 mm; n1 = 1000 min-1) is limited by pitting safety (Fig. 10).

Other criteria have balanced values.
In case of change of center distance variation and for constant value of gear

ratio and the input speed (i = 20.5; n1 = 1000 min-1). Maximal load capacity is
limited by pitting and sump temperatures (Fig. 11).

5 Conclusion

Based on this display one can draw the following conclusions:

1. Conducted analysis of limited states show that most common load limitations
of worm gear pair are connected to pitting and tooth side wearing of worm gear.
It should be taken in consideration mutual dependents between certain types of
destruction and conditions of exploitations.
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2. Load capacity and efficiency of worm gear mainly depends on contact pattern
of the tooth flanks. Selecting the optimal contact pattern reduce wear and
increase efficiency.

3. Shown boundaries of load capacity have for a goal to define the structural
solutions of optimal load capacity of worm gear. Conducted calculation anal-
ysis of worm gear load capacity selected for different criteria shows that it is
possible to obtain a uniform load on all criteria by appropriate selection of the
most influential parameters.
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Gear System Reliability-Based Design
of Gear Drive Units

Milosav Ognjanović and Miloš Ristić

Abstract In the field of Engineering Design various methods are established for
technical systems development. Gear transmission units are really a complex
structure with various indicators of their behavior, such as the level of reliability,
vibration and sound level, etc. This article contains the application of property-
based design approach to gear unit reliability system structuring, and then the
application of elementary reliability as a design constraint in design parameters
definition. A specific way for elementary reliability and system reliability is
introduced. Robust and axiomatic design of gear unit components is adapted for
design parameters definition.

Keywords Gear � Reliability � Design � Property � Robust � Axiomatic
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PF Failure probability
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1 Introduction

Property-based design and product development is a specific approach that provides
the possibility to obtain a mature product in the first attempt. In general, technical
systems (products) are the relations established between the function structure, the
organ (machine parts) structure and the system behavior. The main task of the
design process is to provide for the system behavior in order to satisfy necessary
functional requirements (user needs). In the product design process, it is necessary
to start with functional requirements and finish with the product behavior. Product
behavior is the result of product components’ properties and characteristics. For this
purpose, in Fig. 1 the V-model (VDI 2206) of design process is adapted by
Kruhmer et al. (2011). The recognised procedure that starts with functional
requirements and finishes with overall system behavior is divided into 20 steps of
actions. The first 10 steps contain the deduction function requirements to the level
of the parts and assembly properties. Then, there follow the design synthesis and
analysis in order to define the design structure and system integration with the aim
to fulfil the desired systems behavior.

In Fig. 2 is presented the definition of the main terms used in Fig. 1 and
relations between the characteristics and properties at the parts and assembly level.
Also, this presentation explains the basis of the approach presented in this article.

Reliability in the sense as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 can be a user need (functional
requirement), an assembly or a part property and a product behavior indicator
(parameter). The machine part property elementary reliability can be used as the
design constraint in defining the design parameters of the part, assembly and com-
plete design structure. The objective of this article is to apply the presented

Fig. 1 Model for the property-based product development (Kruhmer et al. 2011)
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methodology for introduction of the system reliability of gear transmission units,
which will present the basis for design parameters definition. Gear unit behavior
provided by this methodology should be indicated by reliability that is desired before
the design process has started.

Reliability system of mechanical structures has been studied in numerous works
and reliability system models provided by these studies produced results that did
not match those identified in exploitation. Besides, the models mentioned are not
oriented to design necessity. They are predominantly developed for the mainte-
nance of the systems. These problems were the reason why reliability systems
weren’t developed for gear drive units. The objective of the article is application of
presented property-based approach in order to establish a specific methodology for
the gear drive units’ development. Reliability is defined in specific way suitable for
design purposes i.e. property-based design.

2 Elementary Reliability as Design Property

Elementary reliability R is defined at the level of machine part or assembly and
connected to a certain failure of this component. In contrast to reliability there
stands unreliability Fp = 1 - R that presents the complex probability. This is a

Fig. 2 Definition of the product’s behavior based on characteristics and properties (Kruhmer
et al. 2011)
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combination of service conditions probability p and failure probability PF under
these service conditions, i.e. Fp = p PF. If during service life the gear pair is
exposed to the flank stress rH1 with nR1 cycles and to stress rH2 with nR2 cycles
and to rH3 with nR3 cycles (Fig. 4), gear wear unreliability can be calculated as

Fp ¼
X3

i¼1

piPFi; pi ¼
nRi

nR
; PFi ¼ 1� e

� rHi
gi

� �bi

ð1Þ

Teeth wear (failure) probability PFi is presented by Weibull’s functions, where
the parameters of those functions gi and bi are defined for every rHi and nRi (see
Fig. 3). For this purpose, it is necessary to have the area of failure probability for a
certain gear pair, which can be obtained by extensive gear wear testing.

Gear pair can be damaged by wear of the teeth flanks or by teeth fracture. For
both damages, unreliability (elementary reliability) can be defined and calculated.
The question raised is how to define total reliability of the gear pair. It is necessary
to consider the next fasts: (a) If one gear is damaged, it is necessary to remove
both—complete gear pair; (b) Gear pair has to be removed when the first damage
arises—wear or fracture. These are the reasons why total reliability of the gear pair
is equal to lesser reliability connected to wear or fracture. In the dominant number
of cases gear wear reliability is lesser and this is the total reliability of gear pair.

Planetary gear set structure contains three types of gears, central pinion, satellite
gears and inside toothed ring (Fig. 4). In the two types of teeth connections, Herzian
flank stress is much higher in the mesh 1 than in the mesh 2. Stress cycles number of
the central pinion teeth is also high because the speed is higher and three connections
in the course of one revolution. Gear satellites are with much lower number of
revolutions and in the two connections acting with different flanks, left and right. If
the hardness of all flanks is the same, wear will be extremely different (Fig. 4). This
difference is possible to reduce by the choice of corresponding design parameters.
Complete planetary gear set has to be removed without any damage of the teeth. Total
reliability of planetary gear set is equal to minimal reliability in relation to any
damage. This is, first of all, reliability of the central pinion teeth wear.

σH1

nΣ 1

σH2

σH3

logn

nΣ 2

nΣ 3

nΣ

nΣ 1 nΣ 2 nΣ 3 logN

logσH
PF

PF =0.1

PF (σH)

PF(σH)

PF(σH)

logσH
=0.9Fig. 3 Relation between

service stress varying and
gear wear probability
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3 Gear System Reliability

Before deducing functional requirements, it is necessary to deduce design structure
into components suitable for hierarchy processing of requirement indicator. In
Fig. 5a gear transmission unit for bucket wheel traction of bucket wheel excavator
is presented. For hierarchy processing (deduction) of total gear unit reliability, gear
unit is structured into three sub-units i.e. transmission steps. The first stage (1)
contains bevel gear pair together with planetary set for auxiliary drive. The second
(2) and third (3) stages are planetary sets connected between each other. Physi-
cally, decomposition is realised by dismounting the middle screw bolted joint.

In Fig. 5b is presented the structure of elementary reliability for all three stages
of the gear drive unit i.e. reliability three. The second II and third III stages include
reliability of planetary gear set—PGS, reliabilities of the two bearings supporting
planetary carriers—Bg and reliability of the bearings supporting satellite gears—
BS. These three bearings SB are equal and have to be removed when the first of
them fails. This is the reason why the reliability SB is equal to one of the three
equal reliabilities of the three satellite gears. Presentation in Fig. 5b contains
reliabilities of the three sealing sets Se, one at the III-stage i.e. at the output shaft,
one at the input shaft and one at auxiliary traction shaft (stage-I).

The first stage of the sub-system is presented in Fig. 6. This is the gear system
which consists of bevel gear pair and planetary gear set settled inside the bevel
gear. The bevel gear pair transmits torque from the main traction motor to the
second stage of planetary gear set. In the course of this operation inside the
planetary gear set is fixed by the shaft for auxiliary drive. When the mine traction
motor (shaft with the bevel gear) is fixed, auxiliary drive is acting via planetary
gear set and bevel gear presents the inside toothed ring of this planetary set. Bevel
gear and inside toothed ring of planetary set is the same machine part. Failure of
the bevel gear pair (RBG), or failure of the planetary gear set (RPG), requires the
replacement of both, bevel gear pair and planetary gear set. This is why the

1

2 

Fig. 4 Relation of teeth wears in planetary gear set
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reliability of all gears in I-stage assembly Rg (Fig. 6) is equal to minimal reliability
of RBG and RPG. This planetary gear set contains four bearings B-1, B-2, B-3 and
B-4, and each of them in the reliability three in Fig. 6b is presented by a single
elementary reliability. Also, satellite gears are supported by bearings and ele-
mentary reliability of one of them Sb is included in the reliability system. The
reason for this was explained above. The satellite carrier can be damaged in the
spleen connections and elementary reliability is presented by SC. Elementary
reliabilities of gears, bearings of planetary gear set and satellite carrier, multiplied
between each other, all present the reliability of input gear set IGS (RIGS). The
system of reliability of the I-stage gear unit is completed by elementary reliabil-
ities of bearings Bg-1, Bg-2, Bg-3, Bg-4 and reliabilities of seals Se-1 and Se-2.
These bearings are supporting bevel gear pair and the whole assembly of bevel
gear pair and planetary gear set inside the bevel gear hub.

4 Gear Unit Design

Design parameters of gear unit components provide fulfilment of the overall
design behavior. Design robustness based on axiomatic rules is suitable approach
for design parameters definition. Necessary properties of components are con-
straints in this process. Axiomatic approach contains two axioms, the axiom of

IIIIII
(a) (b)

I-stage

IGS

Se.1

Bg.1

II-stage III-stage

Total R
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Bg.3

Bg.4 
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Se.1

Bg.1

Bg.2
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Fig. 5 Planetary gear drive unit of the wheel of bucket wheel excavator. a Gear drive drawing.
b Structure of elementary reliability—reliability tree
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independency and the axiom of information minimum. Transformation matrix
[A]-1 (Fig. 7) defines the relations in design component, which are constrained by
numerous limitations, such as safety or reliability, stiffness, standards, rules, etc.

In Fig. 8, the example is presented. The assembly of the gear, shaft and bearing
is defined by a great collection of design parameters, especially dimensions. The
calculation of dimensions is reduced to the three dimensions, gear diameter d, gear
width b and shaft diameter dsh. In this way, the axiom of information minimum is
fulfilled. Other dimensions are in relation with those calculated. Matrix [G]
(Fig. 8) is the shape vector which defines transformation of parameters in all shape
dimensions. This is the shape parameterization, where varying of the shape
parameters varies the complete shape and dimensions. In Fig. 8 are presented the
two shapes of the same assembly obtained in this way. Similar approach is
incorporated in CAD tools for the shape modeling.

The structure of the matrix [A], according to Suh (Armen et al. 2007), can be
uncoupled, coupled and decoupled. The ideal situation is with uncoupled matrix,
where one DP is responsible for one FR. Real situation is more complex. In order
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Bg.2 

Bg.3 

Bg.4 
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Se.2

B-4 B-3 

B-2 
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6 First stage of the gear drive unit presented in Fig. 5. a Design structure. b Structure of
reliability system
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to obtain the decoupled matrix of transformation, the matrix [A]-1 is presented in
the form of matrix [C] in the following form.

d

dsh

C

SE

8
>>><

>>>:

9
>>>=

>>>;
¼

c11 0 0 0
0 c22 0 0
0 0 c33 0
0 0 0 c44

2

664

3

775

T1=3

T
T
1

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;
ð2Þ

Fig. 7 Relations in axiomatic approach

Fig. 8 Example of DP minimization and variation
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The axiom of independency is conditionally fulfilled. The members of matrix
[C] and design parameters d, dsh, carrying capacity of the bearings C and seal type
indicator SE have to be calculated successively. The member c11 is in relation with
elementary reliability R1 against wear failure of gear pair, c11 ¼ f R1ð Þ.

d ¼ k11

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
T

ur2
Hdes

3

s
¼ c11 rHdesð ÞT1=3

max ð3Þ

After the calculation of gear diameter d, it is possible to calculate the shaft
diameter because the shaft loads depend of the gear diameter, i.e. c22 ¼ f d; R2ð Þ;
and also of the shaft reliability R2. The next step is calculation of bearing carrying
capacity using matrix member c33 which is in relation with the both diameters
d and dsh, the total number of bearing revolutions along the service life nR, and of
bearing reliability R3, i.e. c33 ¼ f d; dsh; nR; R3ð Þ: Lastly, the matrix member c44 is
in relation to the shaft diameter dsh, to the total number of the shaft revolutions nR

and to seal reliability R4, i.e. c44 ¼ f dsh; nR; R4ð Þ: The main feature of robustness
is covered by reliability.

5 Conclusion

The presented methodology shows a few new approaches to design of technical
(mechanical) systems applied for gear transmission units design. Some of the new
approaches and applications are as follows:

• Property-based product development is presented and applied for gear units
design. Gear unit reliability is treated as a functional requirement at the
beginning of the development process, as a structural component property in
order to design parameters definition, and as an indicator of product behavior at
the end of the process.

• The new and specific way of gear units reliability structuring is presented.
Reliability is connected to possible failures at the elementary level, at the
assembly level, and at the system level. Structuring of the system reliability is
also specific.

• Axiomatic approach and robust design methodology are also adapted for
application in gear transmission units design.

Acknowledgments This article is a contribution to the Ministry of Education and Science of
Serbia funded project TR 035006.
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On Fundamentals of the Scientific Theory
of Gearing

Stephen P. Radzevich

Abstract Fundamentals of scientific theory of gearing are briefly disclosed in the
paper. The undertaken research is based on an extensive application of the DG/K-
based method of surface generation. Criteria a scientific theory of gearing must
meet with are formulated in the paper. It is postulated that the given kinematics of
a gear pair (namely, a given configuration of the rotation vectors of the driving and
of the driven members) along with the power being transmitting is the principal
start point, which the scientific theory of gearing can be derived from. Starting
from that, analytical expressions for the gear and for the pinion teeth flanks are
derived. Spatial gearing of this kind is geometrically accurate. It is featuring line
contact of the interacting teeth flanks. All known kinds of gearing are covered by
the developed theory of gearing. Moreover, the proposed theory is a powerful tool
for the development of gearing of novel kinds with a prescribed performance.

Keywords Gear � Pinion � Synthesis � Indicatrix of conformity � R-gearing
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G and P Teeth flanks of the gear and of the pinion
Cnf ðG=PÞ Indicatrix of conformity of the gear tooth flank, G; and of the pinion
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xg and xp Rotation vectors of the gear and of the pinion
xpl Vector of instant rotation of the pinion in relation to the gear
C Center-distance of a gear pair
R An angle between the rotation vectors xg and xp

Og and Op Axis of rotation of the gear and of the pinion
Pln Axis of instant rotation of the gear in relation to the pinion
Cb and cb Base cone angle of the gear and of the pinion
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/n:x Normal pressure angle
Ag and Ap Apexes of the gear and of the pinion
Apa Apex of the plane of action.

1 Introduction

Beginning of the developments in the realm of theory of gearing can be traced
back for centuries ago. A profound overview of the accomplishments in the field
can be found out in Radzevich (2012). All the significant achievements in the field
of gearing attained by Leonardo and by the later researchers are covered by the
performed retrospective analysis.

It is shown in the performed analysis that for a long while only particular
problems those pertain to gearing were under consideration. Starting from the
famous monograph by Olivier (1842) more general problems in the field of gearing
were involved into the research. The monograph by Theodore Olivier (1842) is the
first book ever entitled as ‘‘Theory of Gearing’’.

However, no scientific theory of gearing is developed so far. A profound
scientific theory of gearing is proposed by Radzevich (2012).

The developed Theory of Gearing is based on the fundamental postulate1:
Postulate: All the design parameters of an optimal gear pair for a particular

application can be derived from a given configuration of the rotation vectors of the
driving of the driven shafts, and on the power being transmitting by the gear pair.

Fundamentals of the developed Theory of Gearing are briefly outlined below.
Any and all possile kinds of gearing, both already known as well as not known yet
can be derived from the proposed Theory of Gearing following formal routine.

2 Principal Features of the Proposed Scientific Theory
of Geairng

The developed scientific Theory of Gearing is based on rotations of the driving and
of the driven shafts, and on power being transmitting by the gear pair. This is the
least possible amount of the input information based on which design parameters
of an optimal gear pair can be calculated.

1 It is instructive to point out here on the similarity between the proposed scientific Theory of
Gearing, and between Euclidian geometry. Euclidian geometry is entirely derived from the
postulated set of five axioms. Any and all scinetific theories should posses this property. The
proposed scientific Theory of Gearing meets this requirement as it is entirely derived from
the fundamental postulate.
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Principal features of the developed scientific Theory of Gearing are briefly
outlined below.

2.1 Kinematics of a Gear Pair

Kinematics of a gear pair to be designed can be specified in terms of rotation
vectors xp of the driving shaft (commonly, of the pinion), and xg of the driven
shaft (commonly, of the gear) as it is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In general
case the rotation vectors xg and xp are apart of one another at a center-distance, C.
The rotation vectors xg and xp make an angle, which is commonly denoted by R;
½R ¼ \ðxg; xpÞ�:

For a given configuration of the rotation vectors xg and xp a rotation vector of
instant rotation xpl is calculated (xpl ¼ xp � xg). Axis Pln of the instant rotation
of the pinion about the gear is along the rotation vector xpl (Fig. 2). It is conve-
nient to apply the rotation vectors xg; xp and xpl at the points Ag; Ap and Apa of
intersection of the straight line along C with the axis of rotation of the gear, Og of
the pinion, Op; and the axis of instant rotation, P ln: The points Ag; Ap and Apa are
apexes of base cones of the gear, of the pinion, and of the plane of action
accordingly.

Total number of possible kinds of vector diagrams of gear pairs is limited just to
11 vector diagrams. The vector diagrams of gear pairs are classified. All possible
kinds of gearing (external gearing, internal gearing, as well as gear-to-rack
meshes) are covered by these 11 kinds of vectors diagrams.

gω

C

gO

pO

p

g

pω

X

Z

ω

ω

Y

Fig. 1 On the concept of vector representation of kinematics of a gear pair
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2.2 Generation of Teeth Flanks of the Gear
and of the Pinion

Base cones of the gear and of the pinion together with the plane of action are
employed for the purposes of generation of lateral surfaces of the gear tooth, and
of the pinion tooth.

Plane of action, PA (Fig. 3), is a plane through the vector of instant rotation,
xpl: The plane of action makes normal pressure angle, / n:x; with the straight line
segment AgAp.

Base cone of the gear can be generated as an envelope to successive positions of
the plane of action in rotation of the PA about the gear axis of rotation, Og: Base
cone of the gear is designated as Cb:

Base cone of the pinion is determined in a way similar to that above the base
cone of the gear is determined. It is generated as an envelope to successive
positions of the plane of action in rotation of the PA about the pinion axis of
rotation, Op: Base cone of the pinion is designated as cb:

When the gears rotate the plane of action is in permanent tangency to both the
base cones. The plane of action is unwrapping from the base cone of the driving
member, and it is wrapping on the base cone of the driven member.

Teeth flanks of the gear and of the pinion are generated by a line of contact, LC:
Prior to generate the teeth flanks a line of contact, LC having reasonable geometry
must be chosen. A planar curve that is entirely located within the plane of action,
PA; can be employed as the line of contact, LC; between the gear tooth flank, G;
and between the pinion tooth flank, P: The planar line of contact, LC; is associated
with the plane of action, and it is traveling together with the PA when the gears
rotate.

Tooth flank of the gear, G; is represented by a family of consecutive positions
of the line of contact when the LC is moving in relation to a reference system

paA

pA

gA

CpO

p

g

gO
pl

lnP

ω

ω

ω

Fig. 2 An example of the vector diagram of a gear pair
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XgYgZg associated with the gear. In this case the generated tooth flank, G; is
represented in the reference system XgYgZg:

Similarly, tooth flank of the pinion, P; is represented by a family of consecutive
positions of the line of contact when the LC is moving in relation to a reference
system XpYpZp associated with the pinion. In this case the generated tooth flank, P;
is represented in the reference system XpYpZp:

The generated in this way teeth flanks G and P of the gear and of the pinion are
a kind of conjugate surfaces.

Crossed-axis gearing (further, CA–gearing) featuring teeth flanks of the just
disclosed geometry is a novel kind of gearing. This kind of CA–gearing is referred

Fig. 3 Base cones and the plane of action, PA, in an orthogonal crossed-axis gear pair
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to as R�gearing.2 R�gearing is the only kind of geometrically accurate CA–
gearing with line contact of the teeth flanks of the gear, G; and of the pinion, P;
which is capable of transmitting a smooth rotation from the driving shaft to the
driven shaft. CA–gearing of no other kind is capable of doing that.

In a degenerate case, namely when center-distance, C; reduces to zero (C ¼ 0)
the crossed-axis R�gearing is simplified to an intersected-axis conical involute
gearing. Intersected-axis gearing (further, IA�gearing) of this particular kind
features teeth flanks in the form of involute surfaces developed from the corre-
sponding base cones.3 IA�gearing of this kind may feature various geometries in
lengthwise direction of the gear teeth.

In another degenerate case, namely when the angle R is equal R ¼ p n (here n is
an integer number, n ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .), the crossed-axis R�gearing is simplified to a
parallel-axis cylindrical involute gearing. Parallel-axis gearing (further,
PA�gearing) of this particular kind features teeth flanks in the form of involute
surfaces constructed on base cylinders.4 Again, PA�gearing of this kind may
feature various geometries in lengthwise direction of the gear teeth.

Optimal geometry of the teeth flanks G and P in lengthwise direction of the gear
tooth is another problem to be solved.

2.3 Optimal Geometry of the Teeth Flanks in Lengthwise
Direction

Teeth flanks in R�gearing are specified in terms of geometry of the line of contact
of a reasonable geometry. Optimal geometry of the line of contact, LC; is remained
undetermined yet.

For the purposes of determining of optimal geometry of the line of contact in
lengthwise direction of the teeth flanks of the gear and of the pinion an analytical
description of the contact geometry of the teeth flanks G and P is employed. This
approach is adopted from the DG=K�based method of surface generation. Details
on the DG=K� based method of surface generation can be found out in Radzevich
(1991, 2001, 2008, 2010, as well as from many other sources).

In the DG=K� based method of surface generation indicatrix of conformity,
CnfR ðG=PÞ; of the contacting teeth flanks of the gear, G; and of the pinion, P; is
employed. An example of the indicatrix of conformity CnfRðG=PÞ for the case of
line contact of the teeth flanks G and P is schematically illustrated in Fig. 4.

2 The development of R�gearing is credited to Radzevich.
3 It is worthy to point out here that geometrically accurate intersected-axis gearing with line
contact between teeth flanks of the gear and of the pinion could be known (?) to George Grant: on
July 1889 a US Patent No. 407.437 on a gear cutting machine has been issued on his name. This
issue needs into be investigated more in detail.
4 The development of involute gearing is credited to Leonhard Euler (1781).
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Indicatrix of conformity, CnfRðG=PÞ, of the teeth flanks G and P of the gear and
of the pinion is a planar centro-symmetrical curve of the fourth order. In a par-
ticular case this characteristic curve may also feature mirror symmetry.

Indicatrix of conformity is constructed in a common tangent plane through a
point, K, within the line of contact, LC: Indicatrix of conformity, CnfRðG=PÞ, is
commonly represented in a local Cartesian reference system with the origin at the
point K: In general case of R�gearing it features minimum diameter, d min

cnf ; of zero

value (d min
cnf � 0:)

Due to lack of space optimal geometry of the line of contact, LC; is not
discussed in detail in the paper. The interested reader may wish to go to the
monograph by Radzevich (2012) for details on this particular issue.

2.4 Working Portion of the Line of Contact

In order to transmit a given power it is always desired to design and to implement
gearboxes of the smallest possible size. From this prospective active portion of the
line of contact, LC; should begin from the apex Apa of the plane of action, PA.
Evidently, line of contact of such geometry is far from to be practical as maximum
contact and bending strength is restricted by physical properties of the material the
gear and of the pinion are made of.

Calculation of the design parameters of the favorable portion of the line of
contact is base on the assumption that the power being transmitting by a gear pair
is equally sharing within active portion of the gear pair face width. With that said,
under torque of constant value the smaller diameter of a gear/pinion the large force
and vice versa. Therefore practical value of the smallest feasible diameter of the
gear/pinion is limited by the yield contact and bending stress in the gear tooth.

( )Crv G

2.pC

 ( )RCnf /G P

( )Crv G

gx

min 0cnfd ≡

K

1.gC

1.pC

gy

2.gC

 ( )RCnf /G P

( )Crv P( )Crv P

Fig. 4 An example of the indicatrix of conformity CnfRðG=PÞ for the teeth flanks G and P in an
intersected-axis R�gearing
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Due to lack of space calculation of parameters of the working portion of the line
of contact, LC; in R�gearing is not discussed in detail in the paper. The interested
reader may wish to go to the monograph by Radzevich (2012) for details in this
concern.

2.5 Approximate Gearing

Without going into details it should be mentioned here that all kinds of crossed-
axis gearing those used in the nowadays practice are the examples of approximate
gearing. Generally speaking approximate gearing of all kinds feature point contact
between teeth flanks of the gear and of the pinion. No one of all kinds of
approximate gearing is capable of transmitting the rotation smoothly. For more
details on approximate gearing the interested reader may wish to go to the
monograph by Radzevich (2012).

3 Conclusion

Principal features of the newly developed scientific Theory of Gearing are outlined
in the paper. The proposed Theory of Gearing is based on the fundamental pos-
tulate in accordance to which all the design parameters of an optimal gear pair for
a particular application can be derived from a given configuration of the rotation
vectors of the driving of the driven shafts, and on the power being transmitting by
the gear pair. All known designs of gearing as well as all kinds of gearing to be
developed in the future are covered by the proposed Theory of Gearing. It is
shown that all kinds of crossed-axis gearing, as well as intersected-axis gearing
those used in the nowadays practice are examples of approximate gearing.
Approximate gearing is not geometrically accurate in nature. This could be the
root cause for an excessive vibration generation and noise excitation when the
gear pair is operating.
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Towards Optimum Involute Gear Design
by Combining Addendum and Thickness
Modifications

Vasilios Spitas and Christos Spitas

Abstract Involute gear sets are being produced through a variety of cutting tools
and generation methods in a number of pressure angle and whole depth systems
with 20–2.25 m being the most common. Positive addendum modifications (profile
shifts) are also common particularly because the resulting teeth are stronger,
although at the expense of the contact ratio, scoring resistance and pitting resis-
tance. This paper discusses the effect of combined addendum modifications and
changes in nominal tooth thickness of meshing gears on the minimization of the
root bending stress. The tooth mesh-strength problem is treated as non-dimen-
sional, which substantially reduces computational time as well as the total number
of design variables. Instead of modeling the loaded gear tooth and running a
numerical method (i.e. FEM) to calculate the maximum root stress at every iter-
ative step of the optimization procedure, the stress is calculated by interpolation of
tabulated values, which were calculated previously for different combinations of
the design parameters. Significant stress reduction was achieved in this way as was
confirmed experimentally with photoelasticity.

Keywords Spur gears � Root stress � BEM � Optimization � Photoelasticity
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ao Pressure angle
a12 Center distance
b Tooth width
cc Cutter radius coefficient
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cf Dedendum coefficient
ck Addendum coefficient
cs Thickness coefficient factor
e Contact ratio
PN Normal force
rb Operating pitch radius
rg Involute base radius
rk Outside radius
r Critical bending stress
so Tooth thickness at pitch circle
tg Base pitch
x Addendum modification coefficient
z Number of teeth

1 Introduction

Gear optimisation has always been a difficult task, mainly due to the complex
kinematics and the continuously changing load in terms both of point of appli-
cation, direction and magnitude. Despite the advancement of novel computational
techniques gear optimisation was mainly limited to specific gear pairs (Yeh et al.
2001; Litvin et al. 2000) mostly due to the multitude of the gear design parameters
(Ciavarella and Demelio 1999). Some researchers deal with this fact by using
empirical formulas (Pedrero et al. 1999), or by introducing simplified models
(Andrews 1991; Rogers et al 1990). A different approach was followed by Spitas
et al. (2006) and Spitas and Spitas (2006) where non-dimensional teeth were
considered and the Highest Point of Single Tooth Contact (HPSTC) was defined
with respect to the geometry of the tooth in question and the contact ratio of the
pair instead of the standard design parameters of the meshing gear, thus reducing
the total number of parameters. Each gear was modeled and consequently loaded
at different points corresponding to different values of the contact ratio and
numerical analysis followed to calculate the maximum root stress. The resultant
values were tabulated in a ‘‘stress table’’ characterizing a given number of teeth,
which were used in an optimization algorithm, where all the required intermediate
values were quickly calculated by interpolation of the tabulated ones.

The benefits of this modeling technique include improved accuracy and sig-
nificantly smaller calculation times as opposed to the standard techniques
employed. Also, due to the ‘stress table’ concept the method can be readily syn-
thesized in a modular way in any problem requiring the calculation of the maxi-
mum fillet stress. The optimum design was verified using two-dimensional
photoelasticity on PCB plastic gear-tooth models.
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2 Basic Geometrical Modelling

In a pair of spur gears let gear 1 be the pinion and gear 2 the wheel. The law of
gearing (Townsend 1992) requires that these gears should have the same nominal
pressure angle ao and the same module m in order to mesh properly. In the general
case the gears are considered to be non-dimensional (i.e. with m = 1, b = 1) and
incorporate addendum modifications x1; x2 respectively. Their pitch thickness is
given by the following relationship:

soi ¼ csipþ 2xi tanao ð1Þ

where csi is the thickness coefficient of gear i, i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ; which in the general case
is cs1 6¼ 0:5 6¼ cs2: The center distance O1O2 of the non-dimensional gear set is
calculated using the following formula:

a12 ¼
z1 þ z2

2
þ x1 þ x2ð Þ ð2Þ

The actual operating pitch circle rbi of gear i; i ¼ 1; 2ð Þ should verify the law of
gearing and therefore be equal to:

rbi ¼
zi

z1 þ z2
a12u ð3Þ

Gears 1 and 2 are revolving about their centers O1 and O2 respectively and
meshing along the path of contact AB as illustrated in Fig. 1. During meshing
there are two pairs of gear teeth in contact along the segments AA0 and BB0; thus
sharing the total normal load, while there is only a single such pair when tooth
contact takes place along the region A0B0; carrying the total normal load. Point B0

is the Highest Point of Single Tooth Contact (HPSTC) for gear 1 and its position,
defining the radius rB0 ; is (Spitas et al. 2006; Spitas and Costopoulos 2001):

rB0 ¼ O1B0 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
k1 þ e� 1ð Þtg e� 1ð Þtg � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2
k1 � r2

g1

qh ir
ð4Þ

From the above equation it is evident that the position of the HPSTC of a gear
depends only on its geometry and on the contact ratio of the pair, in which all the
characteristics of the mating gear are incorporated in a condensed form.

Stresses can also be calculated in non-dimensional teeth ru z, x, cs; eð Þ with unit
loading PNu ¼ 1 and related to the actual stress r using the following equation:

r ¼ ru

PN

bm
ð5Þ
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3 Constrained Optimisation of Gear Teeth

The static analysis results obtained by loading the aforementioned non-dimen-
sional gear sets with various addendum modification coefficients and tooth
thickness coefficients were tabulated in ‘stress tables’ (Spitas et al. 2006; Spitas
and Spitas 2006). In order to calculate an intermediate stress value r corre-
sponding to a given number of teeth zð Þ and set of parameters z, x, cs; e not
necessarily included in the stress table, linear interpolation was used as described
in (Spitas et al. 2006).

Analytical optimization methods are not suitable for gear stress optimization
problems due to the complex implicit functions that relate the main geometrical
variables to the resulting stresses. An efficient method of solving such intricate
problems is the Complex algorithm (Box 1965), which calculates the minimum of

a function of n variables f(x), where x ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xnð ÞT is the variable vector.
The independent variables of a stress optimization problem considering non-

dimensional gears are the following:

Addendum modifications: x1 for gear 1 x2 for gear 2
Thickness coefficients: cs1 for gear 1 cs2 for gear 2.

The objective function without any constraints is defined as minf x1; x2;ð
cs1; cs2Þ ¼ max r1; r2ð Þ, where r1; r2 are the maximum tensile stresses developed
at the fillets of the conjugate gears 1 and 2 respectively when loaded at their
corresponding HPSTC. Also, the optimization must be constrained because the
optimum teeth should still fulfill certain operational criteria. There are 7 different
constraints described below and in order to include them in the optimization

Gear 2

Gear 1

E

D

A

A

B
B

C

O1
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rb1

rb2

rk1

rk2
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Fig. 1 Path of contact
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procedure the following form of the objective function is adopted using weighted
residuals:

min f x1; x2; cs1; cs2ð Þ ¼ max r1; r2ð Þ þ
X7

i¼1

wici ð6Þ

The penalty functions ci and the weighting coefficients wi employed in Eq. (6)
are defined below.

Constraint 1: Allowable addendum modification: The addendum modification
coefficient for gear i is restricted between two values ximin and ximax depending on
the number of teeth z: These values are dictated by common gear practice and
manufacture. The penalty functions are defined therefore:

If xi\ximin or xi [ ximax; i ¼ 1; 2 then w1c1 ¼ 1000; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 1000
If ximin� xi� ximax; for every i ¼ 1; 2 then w1c1 ¼ 0:

Constraint 2: Allowable thickness coefficients: For technical reasons the cutting
tool producing the gears (rack cutter, pinion cutter or hob) cannot have infinitely
thick or infinitely thin teeth and this imposes a constraint on the resulting thickness
of the produced gear. Therefore the thickness coefficient should range between the
values csmin and csmax; which are the limit values specified in the stress tables.

If csi\csimin or csi [ csimax; i ¼ 1; 2 then w2c2 ¼ 1000; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 1000
If csimin� csi� csimax; for every i ¼ 1; 2 then w2c2 ¼ 0:

Constraint 3: Minimum radial clearance: In order to ensure that the conjugate
gears operate without the risk of seizure, there should be a minimum allowable
radial clearance crminm,, where crmin ¼ 0:25: For the dimensionless gear i it is
calculated from the equation:

cri ¼ a12 � rkiu � rfiu ¼ cf � ck ¼ cr; where ruki ¼ zi

2 þ xi þ ck and rufi ¼ zi

2 þ
xi � cf are the tip and root radius of the non-dimensional gear i and ck ¼ 1:0; cf ¼
1:25 are the addendum and dedendum coefficients respectively. The penalty
functions are formulated as follows:

If cr\0:25 then c3 ¼ 0:25� cr and w3 ¼ 10

Here the penalty function c3 has been chosen to be a function of the radial
clearance in order to help the convergence of the solution at points where the non-
dimensional coefficient cr approaches its nominal value of 0.25. The value of the
weighting coefficient was chosen equal to 10 in order to improve the convergence
of the algorithm.

If cr� 0:25 then w3c3 ¼ 0:

Constraint 4: If the tip radius rki of gear i revolving about Oi exceeds a max-
imum value rkimax so that the intersection of the tip circle of the gear with the
common path of contact at point U defines on the mating gear j a radius which is
lower than its form radius rjs; then interference occurs, since the tooth part below
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the form radius has a trochoidal and not an involute form. Consequently, it should
always be rki� rkimax; where rkimax ¼ OiU: In terms of the corresponding dimen-
sionless gears this results in the following penalty function:

If rkiu [ rkimax; i ¼ 1; 2 then c4 ¼ max rk1u � rk1max; rk2u � rk2maxð Þ and w4 ¼ 5:
If rkiu� rkimax for every i ¼ 1; 2 then w4c4 ¼ 0:

Constraint 5: Minimum tip thickness: In common gear practice the tip thickness
is never below 0.2 times the module or tip fracture would occur. In a non-
dimensional gear the tip thickness should always be sku� 0:2:

If skui\0:25; i ¼ 1; 2 then c5 ¼ min sk1; sk2ð Þ and w5 ¼ 10
If ski� 0:25 for every i ¼ 1; 2 then w5c5 ¼ 0:

Constraint 6: Allowable contact ratio: In order to ensure smooth and unprob-
lematic running the contact ratio of a gear pair should exceed 1.2. A usual upper
limit is 1.8, which in 20� standard or shifted spur gears is never surpassed. Sim-
ilarly to the constraints 1 and 2 the contact ratio eof the pair should lie in the range
defined in the stress tables, therefore big penalties are applied at the boundaries:

If e\emin or e[ emax then w6c6 ¼ 1000; r1 ¼ r2 ¼ 1000
If emin� e� emax then w6c6 ¼ 0:

Constraint 7: Allowable backlash: The backlash of a gear pair (B) should
always be positive and usually optimized designs require that this is kept minimum
since the thicker the working teeth are, the less the root stress is. Although zero
backslash is never actually desirable for power transmissions, the presence of a
minimum backlash does not seriously reduce the tooth thickness, hence the root
stresses, and therefore in order to simplify the calculations the optimum backlash
can be considered zero. This can be expressed in terms of a penalty function,
suitably big beyond the permissible boundaries, as:

c7 ¼ B and w7 ¼ 100:

After the formulation of the objective function, the algorithm described in
Fig. 2 is executed.

4 Results and Discussion

Various combinations of a 20� involute pinion with 12 teeth meshing with gears
having 15, 18, 22, 28 and 50 teeth were modeled and examined. The stress tables
were first constructed for all the above-described numbers of teeth and for the
optimization algorithm the following parameter values were used: e = 10-4

(tolerance), a = 1.2 (reflection coefficient), b = 1.0 (expansion coefficient),
c = 2.0 (contraction coefficient). The parameter values were chosen so as to
provide quick convergence and stability of the algorithm.
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In Fig. 3 the values of the maximum root stress for the non-dimensional pinion
with 12 teeth and its conjugate gears with 18–50 teeth are plotted. In this figure it
can be observed that the maximum pinion stress (gear 1) is always greater than the
maximum stress on the mating wheel (gear 2) in the case of standard gears while

START

END

Physical 
Problem

Non-dimensional 
Problem

Complex 
Algorithm

Optimum?

Output

Constraints

Stress Table
Gear 1

Stress Table
Gear 2

Yes

No

Re-dimensioning of 
optimum solution

Fig. 2 The optimization
algorithm
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Optimum

Gear 2 (standard 

Gear 1 (standard 
Fig. 3 Non-dimensional root
stress for z1 ¼ 12 pinion teeth
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these stresses are equal in the case of optimized gears. The total computational
time was 12 s on a 2.4 GHz Intel Quad-Core system. The optimization algorithm
used a complex of 1,000 vectors and reached the optimum solution after 29 iter-
ations performing over 40,000 stress calculations. By following the standard
methodology performing full gear modeling (run time 0.2 s), mesh generation (run
time 0.1 s) and BEA (run time 6 s) at each iterative step, this would result in a total
run time of nearly 70 h.

The optimum design has been experimentally verified using two-dimensional
photoelasticity (Spitas et al. 2006). The optimum gear tooth of a 28-tooth pinion /
50-tooth wheel system is illustrated in Fig. 4. The photoelastic specimen was cut
from a 10 mm PSM-1 sheet from Vishay Inc. and placed on a special fixture on a
planar polariscope where it was loaded at its HPSTC with progressively increasing
normal load until a 3rd order isochromatic fringe appeared at the root fillet. Similar
tests on other plastic models indicated that the numerical results are in good
agreement with photoelastic investigations (Spitas et al. 2006). The experimental
results are in excellent agreement with the numerical predictions (maximum
deviation of 3.6 %) and the new design offers a decrease of the maximum fillet
stress ranging from 13.5 to 36.5 % depending on the geometrical characteristics of
the gear pair.

5 Conclusion

Non-dimensional gear tooth modelling in terms of the number of teeth, the profile
shift and the tooth thickness coefficient was employed for gear stress optimization
with the Complex algorithm. The non-dimensional models were used in order to
decrease the total number of the optimization parameters by introducing the

56 lbs.

Fig. 4 Photoelastic fringe
patterns on sample gear-tooth
models
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contact ratio of the pair as the parameter defining completely the point of loading.
This reduction in the number of parameters enabled the tabulation of the maximum
root stress developed on each non-dimensional gear with a given number of teeth
for different values of addendum modification, pitch thickness and contact ratio
using numerical analysis. Throughout the optimization procedure, the stress values
for different combinations of the geometrical parameters of the conjugate gears of
the pair were calculated from interpolation of the tabulated values at high speed
and with satisfactory accuracy. In this way, the run time decreased dramatically
without any effect on the accuracy.
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Dynamical Simulation and Calculation
of the Load Factor of Spur Gears
with Indexing Errors and Profile
Modifications for Optimal Gear Design

C. Spitas, V. Spitas and M. Rajabalinejad

Abstract The exact geometry of tooth meshing is incorporated into a dynamical
non-linear model of the considered gear system, in consideration of the effect of
pitch errors, tooth separation, DOF-coupling, and profile modifications. Various
possible combinations of error distributions and profile corrections are applied to
the gear model, which is simulated dynamically to calculate the load factor.

Keywords Gear vibration � Indexing errors � Profile modifications � Dynamic
load factor � Dynamical simulation

List of symbols

hi Angular position of gear i (additional subscripts: n, ref defined in
the text)

si Deflection vector of DOF i
hs Slip angle
dk Angular interference of tooth pair k
i12 Transmission ratio
I12 Directional index (equal to 1 for external gears, -1 for internal

gears)
ri; ri;k Position vector of a contact point in relation to centre of gear i (the

optional k index refers to a specific tooth pair)
f i Vector function of tooth profile of gear i
a12 Centre distance vector
R Generic rotary translation matrix
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x̂i Unitary vector along the xi direction, where i=1, 2, 3 (in Cartesian
coordinates)

nk Normal unitary vector at contact point of tooth pair k
mk Unitary vector along the direction of instant sliding velocity of tooth

pair k
rðjÞ; ro; ror Anticipated indexing error of tooth j, maximum anticipated

indexing error, maximum real indexing error
Ur; Lr Upper and lower tolerance for the maximum indexing error ro

m,mr Prescribed modification (equal to maximum slip angle hs), actual
modification

Um, Lm Upper and lower tolerance for the modification m
kk Instant stiffness of individual tooth pair k
chyst Damping coefficient due to tooth material hysterisis
fk Instant friction coefficient of individual tooth pair k
Fk;elast Elastic component of the contact force of tooth pair k
Fk;hyst Hysteretic component of the contact force of tooth pair k
Fk;frict Frictional component of the contact force of tooth pair k
Mi Mass matrix of rotating element i
Ci Damping coefficient for bending of shaft i due to hysterisis
Ki Lumped bending stiffness matrix of DOF i (shaft with elastic

supports: bearings/ housing)
Ji Mass moment of inertia of rotating element i
Di Damping coefficient related to rotation of DOF i (i.e. windage)
Ei�j Damping coefficient for torsion of shaft segment i - j due to

hysterisis
Gi�j Torsional stiffness of shaft segment i - j.

1 Introduction

Gears with indexing errors are known to undergo impact loading ranging from
mild to quite severe, depending on the extent and distribution of the errors. The
most unfavourable scenario is the linear (saw-tooth) distribution of indexing
errors, which is the result of the accumulation of small consecutive indexing errors
in conventional or CNC machine tools when there is either a mismatch between
the linear motion of the machine bed and the indexing rotation of the work-piece
chuck (Townsend 1992) or due to deflections from the cutting forces.

The established remedy to lessen the impacts and overloads caused by indexing
errors is by applying modifications on the tooth profiles. Tip relief, root relief, or a
combination of both, are all accepted ways of modification, with tip relief being
the simplest and most popular (Munro et al. 1988). The selection and dimensioning
of these profile modifications, also termed ‘corrections’ has been documented in
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various guidelines and standards as in AGMA (1976, 1965), Maag Taschenbuch
et al. (1985), Dudley (1984), and Niemann and Winter (1983). These guidelines
consider the statically loaded gear pair and introduce a profile modification equal
to the maximum indexing error. In vibration-critical applications the calculated
profile modification is increased to anticipate the cumulative effect of elastic
deflections due to tooth bending. These deflections are normally calculated from
statical analysis, however more accurate predictions can be made by dynamical
simulation.

The objective of these modifications is to eliminate the possibility of detri-
mental tip contact during tooth engagement, which is affected by material removal.
It should be noted that these corrections are, strictly speaking, errors in themselves
and that their introduction is clearly a compromise. In fact, it has been observed
that excessive corrections can lead to increased transmission errors (TE), deteri-
oration of the vibratory response and to even worse overloads.

In this paper a methodology is proposed for conducting this sensitivity analysis,
using ‘sensitivity charts’ derived from dynamical simulation. Common linear
single-DOF models are not detailed enough and coupled multi-DOF models either
consider an abstracted gear mesh geometry, or are not built to take into account
combined indexing errors and profile modifications. On the other hand, accurate
geometrical models such as in Litvin 1994 have still not made the transition from
quasi-statical to truly dynamical analysis (Seol and Kim 1998), so their results can
only be indicative of what might be expected under real dynamic conditions.

In this paper the mesh analysis model by Spitas et al. 2002 is used, allowing
detailed calculation of the operating transmission errors as a function of the actual
tooth form, including corrections. No simplifying assumptions are made in
developing this theory and it is possible to model individual errors and complex
error distributions. The mesh analysis results are then fed into a detailed dynamical
model comprising 3 DOFs/ gear, which takes into account torsional-bending
vibration coupling, friction and tooth separation. Tooth interference is calculated
individually for each pair in real time to avoid simplifying assumptions and
achieve realistic modelling of the dynamical response of gears with errors.

This model is used to simulate the dynamical response of a single-stage spur
gear speed reducer and a range of combinations of indexing error distributions and
corrective profile modifications is considered. These results are used to predict the
dynamic load factor in each case, which is used as a performance index.

2 Modelling Of Gear Meshing Geometry

2.1 Formulation of the Meshing Equations

Let us assume a pair of gears and their respective teeth 1 and 2 in contact as shown
in Fig. 1. If tooth 1 is regarded as the reference and conjugate gear action is
assumed, then tooth 2 should be at a nominal angular position h2n; such that:
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h1 � h1ref ¼ �I12i12 h2n � h2refð Þ ð1Þ

where h1ref and h2ref are tooth reference positions.
In fact, no conjugacy requirement will be made in this analysis, so the actual

position h2 of tooth 2 will deviate from the nominal h2n by an angle hs; which
expresses the relative slip of the operating pitch circles of both gears (slip angle).

h2 � h2n ¼ hs ð2Þ

The working part of each tooth profile is assumed to be a C1 continuous curve,
so any contact point A should simultaneously satisfy the following two equations:

r1 � r2 ¼ a12 ð3Þ

or1

or1
� or2

or2
¼ 0 ð4Þ

where r1 ¼ O1A
��!

and r2 ¼ O2A
��!

in the global coordinate system.

2r

sθ

ref2θ

2θ

n2θ

A
C

02 =θ

0s =θ

Fig. 1 Gear contact
geometry
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At this point the generic rotary translation matrix is introduced:

Rj ¼
cos hj � sin hj 0
sin hj cos hj 0

0 0 1

2
4

3
5 ð5Þ

where hj is any arbitrary rotation angle about the axis of rotation of the gear. If the
profile of a tooth of gear 1 at an arbitrary reference position h1 ¼ 0 is described by
a parametric vector function f1; then the following equations are true:

r1 ¼ f1 ð6Þ

r1 ¼ f1k k ð7Þ

where r1 serves as the profile function parameter and the operator �k k denotes the
Euclidian norm. The same tooth profile at any other rotation angle can be
expressed as:

r1 ¼ R1f1 ð8Þ

Similar definitions apply to the teeth of gear 2. In this case r2 is the profile
function parameter so that in general:

r2 ¼ R2f2 ð9Þ

Introducing the slip angle hs and considering Eqs. (2, 5) it is easy to derive the
following expression:

R2 ¼ R2nRs ð10Þ

so that Eq. (9) becomes:

r2 ¼ R2nRsf2 ð11Þ

Finally, substituting Eqs. (8, 11) into Eqs. (3–4), it is possible to arrive at a
different form of the equations of meshing as follows:

R1f1 � R2nRsf2 ¼ a12 ð12Þ

R1
of1

or1
� R2nRs

of2

or2
¼ R1

df1

dr1
� R2nRs

df2

dr2
¼ 0 ð13Þ

These are the general equations that relate the positions of teeth 1, 2 to their
shapes. Obviously, if the tooth shapes are known in the form of functions f1 and f2

and, then the path of contact and the TE, if any, can be uniquely calculated.

2.2 Solution of the Meshing Equations

Here the slip angle hs will be calculated as a function of the reference gear position
h1 for known tooth profile functions f1 r1ð Þ and f2 r2ð Þ.
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By solving Eq. (12) in terms of r2 we obtain:

r2 ¼ R1f1 � a12k k ¼ U1 h1; r1ð Þ ð14Þ

It can be observed (Fig. 1) that vectors f2 and R2f2 ¼ R2nRsf2 form by default
an angle equal to h2 ¼ h2n þ hs; therefore:

h2 ¼ � cos�1 R2f2 � f2

R2f2k k f2k k

� �

h2n þ hs ¼ � cos�1 R1f1 � a12½ � � f2

R1f1 � a12k k f2k k

� �

Finally by inserting Eq. (14) we obtain:

hs ¼ �h2n � cos�1 1

r2
2

R1f1 � a12½ � � f2

� �
¼ U2 h1; r1; r2ð Þ ð15Þ

Since vectors df1

dr1
and df2

dr2
lie on the same plane, which is normal to the axis of

revolution, a scalar equivalent of Eq. (13) can be obtained:

R1
df1

dr1
� R2nRs

df2

dr2

� �
� x̂3 ¼ U3 h1; r1; r2; hsð Þ ¼ 0 ð16Þ

where x̂3 is the unitary vector along the x3-axis (axis of revolution).
Substituting Eqs. (14–15) into Eq. (16) we obtain a scalar equation involving r1

only, with h1 being the independent parameter:

U3 h1; r1;U1 h1; r1ð Þ;U2 h1; r1;U1 h1; r1ð Þð Þð Þ ¼ 0 ð17Þ

Equation (17) can be solved in terms of r1 and subsequently Eqs. (14–15) can be
solved explicitly in terms of r2 and hs respectively, thus forming a parametric
solution to the tooth meshing problem, with the reference gear position h1 as the
independent parameter.

2.3 Implementation of Pitch Errors and Profile Corrections

Considering the above analysis, it is possible to obtain the appropriate function of
hs for modified profiles or profiles with errors. From the meshing analysis stand-
point, these two variants are treated in exactly the same way and profile modifi-
cations can be regarded as ‘deliberate’ errors. Implementing pitch errors and/ or
profile corrections requires the input of the modified profile functions f1 and f2:
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3 Dynamical Modelling

3.1 Contact Forces

Gear teeth are subjected to (a) elastic, (b) internal friction (hysteretic) and (c)
frictional contact forces and deform as cantilever beams of varying cross-section
with elastic foundation (Cornell 1981); local Hertzian contact pressure displace-
ments are also taken into account (Timoshenko and Goodier 1970). The hysteretic
friction component is negligible for the usual gear materials (i.e. steel), but it plays
a significant role in assuring the stability of time-domain simulations of the
dynamical response.

The force components at a given contact point, designated by index k, are
calculated as functions of the interference dk from the Eqs. (18–20). By default
they are considered to act on the teeth of the reference gear (gear 1) and are
illustrated in Fig. 2.

Fk;elast ¼ � dkj jkknk ð18Þ

Fk;hyst ¼ chyst

d dkj j
dt

nk ð19Þ

Fk;frict ¼ dkj jfkkkmk ð20Þ

where nk is the unitary normal vector to the tooth profile at the contact point
(pointing outwards) and mk is the unitary vector in the direction of the sliding
velocity. By default it is mk?nk.

Equation (19) represents the basic linear viscoelastic model (Voigt–Kelvin
model) of the inelastic damping forces (Dowling 1998). There is currently no
general agreement regarding the calculation of the damping coefficients and
usually the linear damping model is considered primarily for convenience (Casuba

elast,kF

hyst,kF

frict,kF

elast,kF
hyst,kF

frict,kF

pitch point

approach 
(if driver)

recess
(if driver)

Fig. 2 Tooth contact forces on a single tooth free body
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and Evans 1981). The popular practice of estimating a fairly realistic constant
value of f = 0.1 for the non-dimensional damping coefficient (Casuba and Evans
1981) has been adopted. The stiffness coefficient kk is generally a function of tooth
position and can be calculated from (a) analytical/ empirical formulae (Cornell
1981; Timoshenko and Goodier 1970), (b) Finite/Boundary Element Analysis
(Tsai 1997; Muthukumar; Raghavan 1987) or (c) a hybrid method combining the
first two (Andersson and Vedmar 2003). Here the formulae of (Cornell 1981;
Timoshenko and Goodier 1970) were used. These offer good calculation speed and
comparisons with Finite Element Results have shown good correlation.

3.2 Gearbox Model

The layout studied in this paper is shown in Fig. 3. The motor element (0) provides
the power at a controlled speed through shaft I to gear 1 (DOF 1) and then, through
the tooth mesh (III) to gear 2 (DOF 2). The power is then transmitted through shaft
II to the break element (DOF 3), where a controlled torque is applied. The
‘analysis plane’ and its universal coordinate system are also defined, with axis x3

being the axis of revolution.

Fig. 3 Simulated single-stage gear speed reducer layout and DOF definition
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The free DOFs are identified in Fig. 3. Spur gear shafts are seldom placed in
cantilever arrangements, so bending of the shafts is not considered to affect the
parallelism of gears (1) and (2) significantly and hence the rotations of the gear
centres about the axes x1 and x2 and the corresponding DOFs can be neglected.
This brings along the additional advantage of allowing each shaft- bearing system
to be modelled as a lump element of combined stiffness.

With respect to the free DOFs the dynamical equations are as follows.

J1
d2

dt2
h1þ D1

d

dt
h1 � x̂3 �

X

k

r1;k � Fk;elast þ Fk;hyst þ Fk;frict

� �	 


�E0�1
d

dt
h0 �

d

dt
h1

� �
� G0�1 h0 � h1ð Þ ¼ 0

ð21Þ

M1
d2

dt2 s1 �
X

k

Fk;elast þ Fk;hyst þ Fk;frict

� �
þ C1

d
dt

s1 þK1s1 ¼ 0 ð22Þ

J2
d2

dt2
h2þD2

d

dt
h2 þ x̂3 �

X

k

r2;k � Fk;elast þ Fk;hyst þ Fk;frict

� �	 


þE2�3
d

dt
h2 �

d

dt
h3

� �
þ G2�3 h2 � h3ð Þ ¼ 0

ð23Þ

M2
d2

dt2 s2 þ
X

k

Fk;elast þ Fk;hyst þ Fk;frict

� �
þ C2

d
dt

s2 þK2s2 ¼ 0 ð24Þ

J3
d2

dt2 h3 þ D3
d
dt

h3 � E2�3
d
dt

h2 �
d
dt

h3

� �
� G2�3 h2 � h3ð Þ � TB ¼ 0 ð25Þ

where:

si ¼ si;1 si;2 si;3½ �T; Mi ¼
Mi;1

Mi;2

Mi;3

2

64

3

75

Ci ¼
Ci;1

Ci;2

Ci;3

2

64

3

75; Ki ¼
Ki;1

Ki;2

Ki;3

2

64

3

75; i = 1, 2

In essence, they resemble a typical system of dynamical equations for the rotor
system (compacted in vector form) with the addition of the gear mesh force/ torque
components. The exact tooth contact geometry and the resulting DOF coupling is
represented implicitly in Eqs. (18–20), i.e. the stand-alone calculation of the
contact force components.

Spur gears do not generate axial force components; therefore the components of
the vector Eqs. (22, 24) along the x3-axis are zero, so Eqs. (21–25) define a system
of 7 2nd-order ordinary differential equations. The contact force components
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calculated from the gear meshing analysis render these equations non-linear,
allowing the following phenomena to be simulated:

• tooth separation
• backlash
• dynamic centre-distance variations.

The dynamical equations can be solved using standard time-domain numerical
integration methods.

4 Simulation Results

For the purpose of demonstrating the method the specific gearbox layout shown in
Table 1 will be used.

Gear 1 is assumed errorless and indexing errors on gear 2 are assumed to follow
a linear law, where the indexing error for each working surface j ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N2 is
given by the formula:

rðjÞ ¼ ro

j� 1
N2 � 1

ð26Þ

Table 1 Definition of simulated gear pair
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This is by far one of the most problematic distributions of indexing errors, as it
produces a ‘dropped tooth’, which causes severe mesh excitation at the rotating
shaft frequency and its harmonics (AGMA 1976). To consider the combined effect
of errors in both gears, ro can be set equal to the sum of the maximum indexing
errors of both gears. This in fact gives a more pessimistic prediction than if the
errors were considered separately, so the results can be considered to include a
safety margin. The choice of concentrating indexing errors on gear 2 is made to
minimise the number of independent parameters and allow for an easier visual-
isation and ultimately a more versatile method. Clearly, the employed TCA model
can handle much more complicated distributions and combinations, if needed.

The following test cases are examined for various ro values and profile cor-
rections: Table 2.

Specialised in-house developed code was used to simulate the dynamic
responses for the various test cases in the time domain, considering input spee-
d = 100 rad/s (954.9 rpm) and output torque = 10 Nm. Both the torsional and the
lateral vibration components are checked.

From the simulated vibration response the load factor is calculated as follows:

load factor ¼ maximum force
nominal force

ð27Þ

where the nominal force is calculated for static loading with nominal output
torque.

The calculated load factor is shown in Fig. 4 for all test cases. Loci of minimum
vibration are clearly identifiable by the dashed line (opt-line) and its surrounding
dotted band-region (opt-region).

The effectiveness of the modification in terms of absolute vibration levels is
believed to depend quite heavily on other parameters not varied in this study, such
as mass, stiffness and damping of the gearbox elements (AGMA 1976), but for the
purposes of comparison between alternative modification schemes on the same
gearbox all these factors are essentially constant.

The ‘opt-line’ in Fig. 4 delimits two regions, corresponding to two antagonistic
trends: To the left the indexing errors are larger than the modifications and some
impact is expected to occur during tooth engagement, hence increased vibration
levels are expected. There, the indexing errors are predominant. To the right the
modification is larger than the indexing errors, so smooth engagement is assured.
However, the increased modification sacrifices contact ratio and essentially acts as
an error in itself; gradually, this leads to increased vibration levels, with the TE
due to profile modification becoming the primary source of excitation.

Finally, the opt-line itself and its surrounding band-like region, termed here the
‘opt-region’, represent what may be considered optimal or near-optimal condi-
tions. Any gear set with such distributions of errors and profile modifications will
operate with minimal vibration.
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5 Conclusion

The exact geometry of tooth meshing was used as a starting point for a compre-
hensive dynamical modelling of gear systems, incorporating the effect of pitch
errors, tooth separation, DOF coupling, and profile modifications producing a
fundamentally non-linear model. Various possible combinations of error distribu-
tions and profile corrections were applied to the gear model, which was simulated
dynamically to calculate the load factor. The results show clear competing influ-
ences of the maximum indexing error and of the profile modification, as well as the
existence of an ‘optimal region’. This can be a helpful guideline in gear design.
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Regarding the Effect of the Rack-Cutter
Fillet on the Undercutting of Gears

Ognyan Alipiev, Sergey Antonov and Tanya Grozeva

Abstract In this work a generalized approach for defining the phenomenon
‘‘undercutting of involute teeth’’ is proposed, where besides the traditional
boundary case, called ‘‘undercutting—type I’’, additionally two more boundary
cases, called ‘‘undercutting—type II’’ and ‘‘undercutting—type III’’ are included.
According to this approach the nontraditional cutting—type II and type III is caused
by the rack-cutter fillet, when the trajectories of some points cross respectively: (1)
the radial line of the gear (the line connecting the gear centre and the starting point
of the involute profile); (2) the involute profile of the cut teeth. The parametric
equations of the so called ‘‘boundary fillets’’ of the type II and type III of the rack-
cutter are specified and in an evident state the additional boundary condition for
avoiding the under-cutting of teeth is drawn up. The maximum value of the radius
of the rack-cutter fillet at which the cut teeth are not undercut, is specified.

Keywords Gear � Involute profile � Undercutting of teeth � Rack-cutter fillet

1 Introduction

In the traditional theory of involute meshing (Litvin 1968; Bolotovskii 1986;
GOST 16532–70 1970; Colbourne 1987; Alipiev 2011) the condition that defines
the nonundercutting of teeth is defined with the examination of the meshing of the
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rectilinear profile of the rack-cutter with an involute profile of the manufactured
gear. In this case the undercutting of teeth, called by the authors ‘‘undercutting—
type I’’, is avoided when the trajectories of all points of the rectilinear profile of the
rack-cutter cross the line of action. When using the traditional approach the
influence of the rack-cutter fillet on the teeth undercutting is not taken into account
and the obtained results are correct only in cases when the radius of the rack-cutter
fillet is not too large. When this radius exceeds a specified value (Alipiev 2011) it
might turn out that the traditional condition for nonundercutting is satisfied but in
reality the involute gear teeth are undercut. For that reason, in the present work a
new generalized method for defining the undercutting of gears is proposed, where
together with the traditional boundary case (undercutting—type I), two more
boundary cases defined as ‘‘undercutting—type II’’ and ‘‘undercutting—type III’’
are taken into consideration. In these two additional cases the undercutting is done
by the rack-cutter fillet and not by its rectilinear profile. Under this the under-
cutting—type II is characterized by the decrease of the tooth thickness at their
bottom without cutting the involute profile, while by undercutting—type III, a part
of the initial area of the involute profile is cut.

2 Undercutting of Teeth at Meshing of an Involute Gear
with the Rack—Cutter

2.1 Undercutting—Type I (Traditional Case)

The undercutting of teeth—type I of the involute gear is obtained when at its
meshing with the rack-cutter (Fig. 1a), points of the rectilinear profile KE of the
tooth cutter are situated under the line of action AB. Then the trajectories of these
points (lines parallel to the line n–n) do not cross the line of action AB (they cross
its extension), as a consequence of which the basic theorem of meshing is not
satisfied when realizing the contact between the pair profiles. In this case the
rectilinear area RE of the rack-cutter becomes a non-operating area that penetrates
into the bottom of the processed tooth and cuts a part of an involute profile.

In order to avoid the undercutting—type I it is necessary that the tip line g–g of
the rack-cutter cuts the line of action AB (Fig. 1b). Otherwise, when the crossing
point L lies outside the line of action on the extension of the line PA (Fig. 1a), the
cut teeth are undercut. This means that the condition for nonundercutting—type I
generally can be expressed by the inequality

PA � PL; ð1Þ

and taking into account the specified distances marked on Fig. 1, the traditional
condition for undercutting—type I finally is written in the following way (Litvin
1968).
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x� h�a � 0; 5z sin2 a: ð2Þ

In the inequality (2) x ¼ X=m is a shift (modification) coefficient of the rack-
cutter, h�a ¼ ha=m—a coefficient of the height of the addendum, z—teeth number
of the gear, a—pressure (profile) angle of the rack-cutter, m—a module of the gear.
The smallest displacement Xmin of the rack-cutter, eliminating the undercutting—
type I, is defined by the equation

Xmin ¼ xminm ¼ ðh�a � 0; 5z sin2 aÞm: ð3Þ

This displacement corresponds to the so called boundary case—type I (Fig. 1c),
where the tip line g–g passes through the boundary point A (the point where the
line of action contacts the base circle of a radius rb).

(a)

(c)

(b)

Fig. 1 Conditions of nonundercutting—type I a X \ Xmin; b X [ Xmin; c X = Xmin
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2.2 Undercutting—Type II and Type III

As already mentioned, the undercutting—type I and type II are caused by the rack-
cutter fillet AF (Fig. 2) in the process of teeth cutting. When this fillet is a circle of
a small radius q1 (Fig. 2a) the cut teeth are not undercut. Then the fillet fa of the
gear teeth does not cross the radial line, passed from the centre O to the starting
point a of the involute profile ae (at X = Xmin point a lies on the base circle of a
radius rb).

At comparatively larger radius q2 of the fillet AF (Fig. 2b), an undercutting—
type II is obtained, where the fillet fa of the cut tooth crosses (cuts) the radial line
Oa, but does not cross the involute profile ae. This means that in the presence of
undercutting—type II the tooth thickness at the bottom decreases without cutting
an involute profile in the vicinity of its starting point a.

When the radius q3 (Fig. 2c) of the rack-cutter fillet increases considerably, the
fillet fq of the gear crosses the radial line Oa, as well as the involute profile. In this
case besides the decrease of the tooth thickness at the bottom, the area aq of the
involute profile ae is also cut.

The essence of the undercutting—type II and type III is explained on Fig. 3,
where the undercutting—type I is avoided by a positive displacement of the rack-
cutter at a distance Xmin. At this boundary displacement, the tip line g–g of the
rack-cutter crosses the line of action AB in its starting point A.

In order to define the maximum radius of the rack-cutter fillet AF, corre-
sponding to the boundary case where there is no undercutting—type II, on Fig. 3a
additionally is drawn the curve qII, called a boundary fillet—type II. It is obtained
as an envelope of the relative positions that take the radial line l (the line aO) of
the gear in the plane of the rack-cutter, when realizing the meshing between the
rectilinear profile AE of the rack of the involute profile ae of the gear. In other
words the profiles l and qII are also conjugated profiles at rolling without sliding of

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Types of undercutting of the rack-cutter fillet a nonundercutting profile; b undercutting—
type II; c undercutting—type III
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the centroid line n–n of the a rack-cutter on the reference circle of the gear of a
radius r. Knowing the curve qII allows us to define the following boundary con-
dition: the undercutting—type II is avoided if the real rack-cutter fillet AF is
placed internally regarding the boundary fillet qII (in the material of the cutter).
On Fig. 3a the curve AF is placed externally regarding the curve qII, as a result of
which gear teeth are undercut—type II.

Analogously the condition for nonundercutting—type III is defined by drawing
a curve qIII (Fig. 3b), called a boundary fillet—type III. In this case the curve qIII is
obtained as a trajectory (drawn in the plane of the rack-cutter) of the point a from
the plane of the reference circle of a radius r, rolling without sliding on a reference
circle on the line n–n. As point a lies on the internal side of the reference circle, the
drawn trajectory represents a shortened epicycloid. The same curve qIII, connected
without moving with the rack-cutter, can be considered also as a conjugated curve
of the starting point a of the involute profile. This means that if the real rack-cutter
fillet coincides with qIII, at each moment it will contact with point A and will not
cut the involute profile aq. Therefore the undercutting—type III is avoided if the

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3 Undercutting of teeth by rack-cutter fillet a type II; b type III
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real rack-cutter fillet AF is placed internally regarding the boundary fillet qIII. In
the case shown on Fig. 3b this condition is not satisfied and as a result the gear
teeth are undercut—type III.

2.3 Equations of Boundary Fillet Curves

2.3.1 Boundary Fillet—Type II

The equations of this curve are obtained using the theory of plane meshing (Litvin
1968; Litvin and Fuentes 2004), where one of the two meshed profiles appears and
the other one is obtained as an envelope of the relative positions which the
specified profile occupies in the plane of the searched profile. In this case (Fig. 4)
the specified profile is the radial line l of the gear and the searched profile is the
boundary fillet qII of the rack-cutter.

In order to solve the problem of the geometrical synthesis two mobile coor-
dinate systems are introduced: XlOlYl—connected with the gear (the specified
profile l); XIIOYII—connected with the rack-cutter (the searched profile qII). As the
axis OXII (the centroid line) of the rack-cutter rolls without sliding on the reference
circle (of a radius r) of the gear, the displacement s of XIIOYII is synchronized with
the rotation of XlOlYl at an angle u, where s = r u. The place of the contact points
of profiles l and qII in the motionless plane, designed with K, A, etc. is defined as
from the pitch point P perpendicular lines to the respective positions which the
radial line l takes, are dropped. In fact the equations of the curve qII are derived by
defining the place of the same contact points in the rectilinear moving coordinate
system XIIOYII.

Fig. 4 A boundary fillet of the rack-cutter—type II
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After executing the respective transformations and conversions (Litvin 1968),
the parametric equations of the boundary fillet—type II are finally written as
follows:

XII ¼ rðu� cos u sin uÞ ¼ XIIðuÞ;
YII ¼ �r sin2 u ¼ YIIðuÞ;

ð4Þ

where u is the angular parameter of the curve, and r—the radius of the reference
circle of the gear, calculated by the equation

r ¼ m z=2: ð5Þ

The obtained curve qII is divided by point A to two areas: AN and AM. On
Fig. 4 it is seen that only the area AM appears as the real boundary rack-cutter
fillet. This means that when drawing the real curve qII, the parameter u gets an
initial value of u = a (point A) and increases in the direction from point A to point
M.

From the differential geometry it is known that the radius of a curvature q on
each curve, specified as X = X(u), Y = Y(u), is defined from the equation

q ¼ ð
_X2 þ _Y2Þ3=2

ð _X€Y � €X _YÞ
¼ qðuÞ; ð6Þ

where _X; _Y; €X; €Y are the first and second derivatives to the parameter u.
Taking into account that

_XII ¼ 2r sin2 u; €XII ¼ 4r sin u cos u; _YII ¼ �2r sin u cos u; €YII ¼ �2r cos 2u

ð7Þ

for the equation of the radius of the curvature of the curve qII, it is finally obtained

qII ¼ 2 r sin u ¼ m z sin u: ð8Þ

2.3.2 Boundary Fillet—type III

It is obtained as a trajectory of the point A of the coordinate system XAOAYA

connected with the gear (Fig. 5), drawn in a coordinate system XIIIOYIII, connected
with the rack-cutter. The obtained trajectory qIII, as it was already explained,
represents a shortened cycloid, whose parametric equations can be written as
follows

XIII ¼ ru� rb sin u ¼ XIIIðuÞ;
YIII ¼ �r þ rb cos u ¼ YIIIðuÞ;

ð9Þ
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where rb is the radius of the base circle, defined by the formula

rb ¼ r cos a ¼ 0; 5mz cos a: ð10Þ

In the initial position of the coordinate systems, when at u = 0, point A coin-
cides with point A00, and at u = a—with point A0. In that case, point A0 appears as
an inflection point, which divides the curve qIII in two parts:—a concave area NA0

and a convex area A0M. In this case it should be taken into account that only area
A0M is the real rack-cutter fillet—type III .

The equation of the radius of the curvature of the curve qIII is obtained in
analogous way as the curve qII, with the use of the Eq. (6). In this case the first and
second derivatives of XIII and YIII to u are defined from equations

_XIII ¼ r � rb cos u €XIII ¼ rb sin u; _YIII ¼ �rb sin u; €YIII ¼ �rb cos u; ð11Þ

and the radius of the curvature qIII = qIII (u) of the curve qIII is obtained by the
formula

qIII ¼
ðr2 � 2 r rb cos uþ r2

bÞ
3=2

r2
b � r rb cos u

¼ mzð1� 2 cos a cos uþ cos2 aÞ3=2

2 cos aðcos a� cos uÞ : ð12Þ

2.4 Conditions of Nonundercutting—Type II

In order to clarify the causes by reason of which the rack-cutter fillet undercuts the
gear teeth, on Fig. 6 both boundary curves qII and qIII are drawn simultaneously in
the current position where their common contact point coincides with the starting

Fig. 5 A boundary fillet of the rack-cutter—type III
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point A of the line of action AB (the position where u = a). In this position the
radial line OAE (Fig. 6a), representing simultaneously a rectilinear profile of the
rack-cutter, crosses the curve qIII in its inflection point, where in this case coin-
cides with point A and appears as a contact point of OAE with the curve qII.

From Fig. 6b it becomes clear that if the rack-cutter fillet is an arc of a circle of
a small radius q1 there exists no undercutting—type II and type III, because in this
case the arc AF1 lies on the internal side of curves qII and qIII. When the rack-cutter
fillet is positioned between both curves qII and qIII (the arc AF2 of a radius
q2 [ q1) an undercutting—type II appears, and when the rack-cutter fillet is placed
between the curve qIII and the line OE (the arc AF3 of a radius q3 [ q2) besides an
undercutting—type II, an undercutting—type III is derived.

In the case where the rack-cutter fillet is profiled on an arc from a circle, the
following boundary condition is defined: the undercutting—type II is avoided if the
radius of the fillet is smaller or equal to the radius of the curve qII,A of the
boundary fillet qII in point A. Since in point A of the curve qII the value of the
angular parameter is u = a, for the radius of the curve qII,A in this point according
to the Eq. (8), it is obtained

qII;A ¼ mz sin a: ð13Þ

Then the condition for the nonundercutting—type II, defined by the inequality
q B qII,A, is written finally as follows

q� � z sin a; ð14Þ

where q* = q/m is a coefficient of the radius of the circle, on which the rack-cutter
fillet is profiled. The condition (14) shows that the undercutting—type II depends
only on the teeth number z of the gear and the profile angle a of the rack-cutter.

In Table 1 the maximum values of the dimensionless coefficient q�max, are
shown, corresponding to profile angles used in practice for different number of cut
teeth. In order to avoid the undercutting—type II it is enough for the radius q, on

Fig. 6 Radius of the rack-cutter fillet
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which the rack-cutter fillet is profiled, to be smaller or equal to the respective value
q�max, multiplied by the module m of the gear ðq� q�max mÞ. From Table 1 it is seen
that q�max increases when the pressure angle a and teeth number z are increased.
Besides, from the specified values it becomes clear that if a standard rack-cutter is
used, for which a = 20� and q* = 0.38, the cut teeth are not undercut—type II and
type III (at z = 5 and a = 20� ? q*

max = 1.71).
Here it is important to note that if the cut teeth are not undercut—type II, they

are also not undercut—type III. Therefore the satisfying of the boundary condition
(14) guarantees the nonundercutting of teeth of type II, as well as of type III.

3 Conclusion

The carried out investigations connected to the undercutting of teeth of involute
gears when cut by the rack-cutter, result in the following conclusions:

1. The undercutting of teeth is done from the rectilinear profile of the rack-cutter
(traditional case—type I), as well as by the fillet, on which are cut the teeth of
its cutting teeth crests (the non-traditional case) are cut.

2. The undercutting of teeth, caused by the rack-cutter fillet is found in two
variants, defined in the present work as ‘‘undercutting—type II’’ and ‘‘under-
cutting—type III’’.

3. In the presence of the undercutting—type II the teeth thickness in their bottom
is decreased without cutting their involute profile, and in the presence of
undercutting—type III a part of the involute profile is additionally cut.

4. The condition for nonundercutting—type II is defined uniquely by two inde-
pendent parameters: the number z of the cut teeth and the profile angle a of the
rack-cutter.

5. In order to avoid the undercutting of the involute teeth, it is necessary to satisfy
the traditional condition (2) as well as the boundary condition (14).

Table 1 Maximum coefficient fillet radius of the rack-cutter— q�max ¼ z sin a

Number of teeth z Profile angle of the rack-cuter—a

14�300 15� 17�300 20� 22�300 25� 28� 30�
5 1.252 1.294 1.504 1.710 1.913 2.113 2.347 2.5
10 2.504 2.588 3.007 3.420 3.827 4.226 4.695 5.0
20 5.008 5.176 6.014 6.840 7.654 8.452 9.389 10.0
40 10.015 10.353 12.028 13.681 15.307 16.905 18.779 20.0
80 20.030 20.706 24.056 27.362 30.615 33.809 37.558 40.0
160 40.061 41.411 48.113 54.723 61.229 67.619 75.115 80.0
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Influence of Uncertainties on PD Tuning

Gabriele Barbaraci and Gabriele Virzi’ Mariotti

Abstract The aim of this work is to present a method for tuning the parameters of
PD controller under the influences of the uncertainties, in order to stabilize the
position of a rotor supported by active magnetic bearings (AMBs). The uncer-
tainties are relative to mass, transverse and polar moment of inertia of the rotor.
The introduction of the uncertainties is due to an incomplete modeled dynamic of
the system or in the case the system being subjected to a parametric variation. The
presence of the uncertainties produces a set of differences among the values of the
output. Poles displacement method is used to reach the asymptotically stability
condition characterized by a periodic oscillation during the transient response as a
consequence of the impulse input. In this way we carried out some particular
condition under graphical representation which helps making a prevision when the
phenomena of instability occurs. In the present approach the poles displacement is
obtained by imposing respectively the condition on the real part, which must be
negative, and in the discriminant of a second degree equation, which must be less
than zero, both depend on the uncertainties and the angular speed of the rotor. All
calculations are performed through a 4-axis AMB rigid rotor to validate the PD
controller method rule introduced in this work.

Keywords Uncertainties � Active magnetic bearing � PD controller � Shaft

List of Symbols

X Angular velocity
fmag_to_g (t) Vector of force components acting on center of mass of shaft
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ic(t) Vector of current components
qg(t) Vector of center of mass displacements
qb(t) Vector of bearing section displacements
qsensor(t) Vector of displacement captured by sensors
x(t) State vector
y(t) Output vector
A Dynamic matrix
B Input-state matrix
C State-output matrix
BHmag Transformation matrix of magnetic bearing force
Bmag Transformation coordinates matrix of magnetic bearing force on

center of mass of rotor
BHdisp Transformation matrix of magnetic bearing Section’s displacement
Bsensor Transformation coordinates of displacements of sensor and center of

mass of shaft
G Gyroscopic matrix
KI Current gains matrix
Ks Displacement gains matrix
M Mass matrix
Pm Maximum percentage of mass uncertainty
PIT Maximum percentage of transverse inertia uncertainty
PIP Maximum percentage of polar inertia uncertainty
Dm Normalized mass uncertainty
DG Normalized polar inertia uncertainty
a Slope of magnets

1 Introduction

AMB uses electromagnets to attract the ferromagnetic cape winding the rotor
which is free to rotate without physical contact with the bearing. This operation,
called active magnetic levitation, is unstable unless of a certain control’s algorithm
performed respecting the imposed constraining. In order to achieve a stable lev-
itation, an active feedback control of the current in the magnetic coils is needed.
As it might be expected, a variety of control schemes are used and a variety of
studies have been done for AMB control. The dynamic system however depends
above all on the rotor’s angular speed, as the case for any rotor dynamic system
because of the gyroscopic effect. The gyroscopic effect leads the system into
instability phenomena which must be considered to achieve stable levitation. The
rotor motion is given by complex variables, and it is decomposed into translation
motion of the controlled sections by coordinates of transformation which considers
the displacements of the center of mass and the rotation of the rotor around it.
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Moreover the transformation coordinates (Schweitzer et al. 2003), allows relating
the displacements captured by the sensors and the displacements of the section
located on the middle plane of the bearings location. For each rotor’s section the
control law is designed independently and as a function of angular velocity and
uncertainties. The condition, which describes the asymptotically stability condition
of the rotating machinery, is related to the sign of the real part of four eigenvalues
two of which have the real part as a function of angular speed and gyroscopic
uncertainty. The periodic oscillation is reached by imposing a proportional gain
which leads the discriminant to be negative. Both real and imaginary part of
eigenvalues, are also function of uncertainties. The introduction of uncertainties
modifies the analysis to reach the desired goal, because a tridimensional repre-
sentation of the parameter must be considered in order to choose the derivative and
proportional gain and to analyze the characteristics of a rotating machinery such as
the Campbell diagram which is affected by the uncertainties. All the imposed
conditions produce a set of inequalities which must be respected in order to
stabilize the position of the rotor. Once the parameters of the controller are fixed,
the impulse response study is performed to show the different dynamic behavior of
the system according with the uncertainties. Based on the computer simulations it
has been demonstrated that the tuning of the PD controller with uncertainties can
stabilize the system for different values of angular speed according the limits
established by the uncertainties.

2 Mathematical Model of Rigid Rotor

The particular configuration of the rotor shown in this work considers a rotor with
four degree of freedom with eight poles for each active magnetic bearing, having a
slope of 45� with regard to the horizontal direction so that the force’s resultant
supports the rotor along the x and y direction, as Fig. 1 shows:

The system is subjected to a state of uncertainty about its mass, cross and polar
moment of inertia dictated by the parameters dm; dIP and dIT in the range
respectively Pm;PIT and PIP . The motion equation is referred to the center of
gravity and has the following expression, (Schweitzer et al. 2003):

Fig. 1 Schematic view of
4-axis rotating shaft
supported by two radial
active magnetic bearings
with sensors
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M
d2qgðtÞ

dt2
þ XG

dqgðtÞ
dt
¼ BHmagBmagf ðicðtÞ; qbðtÞÞ ð1Þ

where

M ¼

m 0 0 0
0 IT 0 0
0 0 m 0
0 0 0 IT

��������

��������
; G ¼

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 �IP

0 0 0 0
0 IP 0 0

��������

��������
;

Bmag ¼

1 0 1 0
�lbA 0 lbB 0

0 1 0 1
0 lbA 0 �lbB

��������

��������
; f ic tð Þ; qb tð Þð Þ ¼

FxA icxA tð Þ; xbA tð Þð Þ
FyA icyA tð Þ; ybA tð Þ
� �

FxB icxB tð Þ; xbB tð Þð Þ
FyB icyB tð Þ; ybB tð Þ
� �

��������

��������
;

BHmag ¼

cos að Þ 0 � sin að Þ 0
0 cos að Þ 0 sin að Þ

sin að Þ 0 cos að Þ 0
0 � sin að Þ 0 cos að Þ

��������

��������
;

qg tð Þ ¼ xg tð Þ c tð Þ yg tð Þ # tð Þj jT �

m ¼ �m 1þ Pmdmð Þ
IT ¼ �IT 1þ PIT dITð Þ
IP ¼ �IP 1þ PIPdIPð Þ
dm;IT ;IP 2 �1; 1½ �;Pm;IT ;IP ¼ 20%

8
>><

>>:

9
>>=

>>;

The last expression leads to structured uncertainties matrix such as:

DM ¼

Pmdm 0 0 0
0 PIT dIT 0 0
0 0 Pmdm 0
0 0 0 PIT dIT

��������

��������
;DG ¼

0 0 0 0
0 PIPdIP 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 PIPdIP

��������

��������

respectively the mass and gyroscopic structured uncertainties matrices, (Wu and
Lin 2005).

By introducing a transformation of coordinates (Genta 2005) (2) which has a
great consideration the relation of the displacements between the section relative to
bearing location and the sensors, the system is analyzed according the equation of
motion (3)

qb tð Þ ¼ BHdispBT
magqg tð Þ

qsensor tð Þ ¼ ðBHdispBsensorÞqg tð Þ
qsensor tð Þ ¼ ðBHdispBsensorÞðBHdispBT

magÞ
�1qb tð Þ

fmag to g tð Þ ¼ BHmagBmagf ic tð Þ; qb tð Þð Þ

ð2Þ

M
d2qbðtÞ

dt2
þ XG

dqbðtÞ
dt
¼ f ðicðtÞ; qbðtÞÞ ð3Þ
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where

BHdisp ¼

cos að Þ sin að Þ 0 0
� sin að Þ cos að Þ 0 0

0 0 cos að Þ sin að Þ
0 0 � sin að Þ cos að Þ

��������

��������
;

Bsensor ¼

1 �lsA 0 0
0 0 1 lsA

1 lsB 0 0
0 0 1 �lsB

��������

��������
;

qb tð Þ ¼ xbA tð Þ ybA tð Þ xbB tð Þ ybB tð Þj jT

qsensor tð Þ ¼ xsA tð Þ ysA tð Þ xsB tð Þ ysB tð Þj jT

where

Mt ¼ �Mb þMb DMð Þ 2 <4�4

Gt ¼ �Gb þ Gb DGð Þ 2 <4�4

or rather the sum of the nominal value and the uncertainties contributes
(Schweitzer and Maslen 2009).

The magnetic forces produced by active magnetic bearings are linearized by
Taylor series expansion which leads to the expression of the force (4):

f ic tð Þ; qb tð Þð Þ � Ksqb tð Þ þ KIic tð Þ ð4Þ

where

Ks ¼

kx 0 0 0
0 kx 0 0
0 0 kx 0
0 0 0 kx

��������

��������
;KI ¼

kI 0 0 0
0 kI 0 0
0 0 kI 0
0 0 0 kI

��������

��������
; ic tð Þ ¼

icxA tð Þ
icyA tð Þ
icxB tð Þ
icyB tð Þ

��������

��������

By complex notation, that is obtained multiplying the second and fourth row for
the imaginary unit the Eq. (3), we obtain the (5) (Barbaraci and Virzì Mariotti 2009)

MJ
d2rbðtÞ

dt2
þ jXGJ

drbðtÞ
dt
¼ f ðicJðtÞ; rbðtÞÞ ð5Þ

where

f icJ tð Þ; rb tð Þð Þ � KXJrb tð Þ þ KIJicJ tð Þ ð6Þ

and
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MJ ¼
mJ11 þ mJ11d mJ12 þ mJ12d

mJ21 þ mJ21d mJ22 þ mJ22d

����

����;

GJ ¼
gJ11 þ gJ11d gJ12 þ gJ12d

gJ21 þ gJ21d gJ22 þ gJ22d

����

����;

KXJ ¼
kx 0

0 kx

����

����; KIJ ¼
ki 0

0 ki

����

����;

rb tð Þ ¼
xbA tð Þ þ jybA tð Þ
xbB tð Þ þ jybB tð Þ

����

����; icJ tð Þ ¼
icxA tð Þ þ jycyA tð Þ
icxB tð Þ þ jicyB tð Þ

����

����

ð7Þ

3 Analysis of Stability Conditions

Introducing the state space representation (8)

_x tð Þ ¼ Ax tð Þ þ Bu tð Þ
y tð Þ ¼ Cx tð Þ

�
ð8Þ

where

A ¼ 0 I
M�1

J KXJ �M�1
J

����

���� 2 <4�4;B ¼ 0
M�1

J KIJ

����

���� 2 <4�2

C ¼ BHdispBsensor

� �
BHdispBT

mag

� �
0

���
��� 2 <4�2

x tð Þ ¼ rb tð Þ
_rb tð Þ

����

���� 2 <4�1; y tð Þ 2 <2�1; icJ tð Þ 2 <2�1

8
>>>>><

>>>>>:

ð9Þ

we see that the system is unstable without a controller, as Figs. 2 and 3 show:
Figures 2 and 3 are carried out as a function of the uncertainties at zero angular

speed relative to the transfer function (10):

W s;DM;DGð Þ ¼

Qh

l¼1
sþ z1 dm; dIT dIPð Þð Þ

Qn

r¼1
sþ pr dm; dIT dIPð Þð Þ

ð10Þ

Variation of the uncertainties, in terms of combination of three uncertainties,
produces the displacements of poles and zero along real and imaginary axis on
both Gauss plane and throughout we concluded the system is unstable. In terms of
frequency domain the influence of the uncertainties is revealed by the Bode plot as
shown in the Figs. 4 and 5:

Figure 4 shows that differences between the nominal values and the perturbed
plant are more evident by the increasing with frequency in the magnitude while the
difference is not emphasized in the phase. From the Fig. 5 the influence of the
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uncertainties is relevant in the both magnitude and phase diagram. The same figure
shows that the magnitude is characterized by attenuation relative to a different
value of the frequency according with the number of uncertainties permutation
(Zhoa et al. 2002), (Knospe and Fittro 1997), (Bugajski et al. 1993). The same
characteristic affects the phase diagram on the same fig., where the changing in
phase is relative to different value respect the nominal system.

The stable active magnetic levitation in absence of gravity is reached by PD
controller obtained by moving the poles in the left half plane according with the
structure of the eigenvalues obtained by state feedback.

By assuming a negative feedback, the control signal assumes the expression
(11):
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icJ tð Þ ¼ �KPJrb tð Þ � KDJ _rb tð Þ ð11Þ

where

KPJ ¼
kp 0
0 kp

����

����; KDJ ¼
kd 0
0 kd

����

����

That are the proportional and derivative gain matrices respectively, so the
structure of the Eq. (5) is modified and becomes (12) (Genta 2005):

MJ€rb tð Þ þ jXGJ þ KIJKDJj j_rb tð Þ þ KIJKPJ � KXJj jrb tð Þ ¼ 02�1 ð12Þ

The eigenvalues of (12) are shown in the system (13):
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k12 ¼ kdkt � f kd; ki; kx; kp;m1r;m1rd
� �

k3;4 ¼ kdki � 2 � X � g12 þ g12dð Þ � f kd; ki; kx; kp;m1r;m1rd; g12; g12d
� �

� �
ð13Þ

where
mpr;mprd

	 

2 MJ and gpr; gprd

	 

2 GJ 8p; r ¼ 1; . . .2

By analysis of k12 and assuming that kd must be positive, as a first condition on
it to stabilize k12, we verify under what condition of uncertainties the denominator
of all eigenvalues are positive.

By trial calculation we carried out the conclusion (14)

X2

r¼1

m1r þ m1rdð Þ , dm [ � 5 8dIT

X2

r¼1

�1ð Þ1þj m1r þ m1rdð Þ[ 0, dIT [ � 5 8dm

ð14Þ

This means that we can use the entire range of the uncertainties to build our
analysis. The asymptotically stability condition for the k3,4 is shown in (15); it is
also depending on the angular speed:

kd [
3:5593 � 10�26 5:32007 � 10�23Xþ 1:06401 � 1023dIPXð Þ

ki
ð15Þ

Given the inequality (15) we have seen that asymptotically stability condition is
verified by choosing a value of derivative gain more than the quantity established
by the its right hand. Left and right of the Fig. 6 are carried out by choosing two
different value of derivative gain in particular, we have chosen the derivative gain
kd = 1 A s/m, Fig. 4a, and we have seen that the real part of eigenvalues k3,4 is
negative in a certain range of angular speed. For each value of angular speed there
is a different range of stability condition dictated by the state of the gyroscopic
uncertainty. In particular we see that an increasing of dIP such as the angular speed
leads the system to the instability phenomena. Figure 4b shows that the instability
phenomena due to the increasing of the angular speed can be avoided by an
increasing of the derivative gain in such way to recover the negative sign of the
real part of eigenvalues k3,4. Once obtained the negative real part of k3,4, auto-
matically is verified < k1;2

� �
\0 since it’s verified for positive value of derivative

gain.
The periodic oscillation is performed by studying where the sign of the terms

under square root of (15) is negative. The study of the sign under the square root
returned the conditions (16) and (17) for the eigenvalues k124 and k3,4 respectively:

kpjk 1;2ð Þ[
1:28099k2

dk2
i þ 3:45868kx þ 0:69173kxdm

3:45868ki þ 0:69173kidm
ð16Þ
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kpjk 3;4ð Þ[

1:36 � 105 þ 1:02628 � 103k2
d þ 2:73 � 104dIT � 1:02kd þ 0:204kddIPð ÞXþ

2:54þ 1:01dIP þ 10:1d2
IP

� �
� 10�4X2

0

@

1

A

36þ 7:21dIT

ð17Þ

We see that expression (16) does not depend on angular speed, and once fixed
kx and ki, respectively the displacement and current gain, it became a function of
mass uncertainty dm and derivative gain kd while the relation (17) is a function of
kd; dm; dIP ; dIT and X.

In order to provide the value of kp, which leads the system to assume a periodic
oscillation during the transient response, we solved the inequalities (16) and (17)
to capture a value of kp from the graphical representation shown in Figs. 7 and 8:

Figure 7 shows that the periodic oscillation condition for eigenvalues k1,2 is
reached for values of kp which lay over the surface according to the relation (16).
The same figure represents the lower limit to reach the periodic oscillation under
one the solution becomes real and nothing can be said about the asymptotically
stability condition, so that a further discussion about the sign between two real
number must be introduced. Once the value of dm is fixed we see that kp decreases
by decreasing the value of kd to reach the periodic oscillation. By fixing kd the
proportional gain kp decreases by increasing the mass uncertainty:

Figure 8 shows the graphical representation of the function kp dIT ¼ 0; dIPð Þ
and kp dIT ; dIP ¼ 0ð Þ respectively on the left and on the right. From the figure on
the left we see that periodic oscillation condition is reached for value of kp which

Fig. 6 Real part of eigenvalues k3,4
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decreases by increasing X and dIP , and it increases by increasing the derivative
gain kd. From the figure on the right we see that kp maintained the same behavior
with respect the variable kd and X, but in this case kp increased by increasing the
dIP . According to the previous results we have decided to focus on the Fig. 7 to
tune kp value because it represents the most restrictive condition since the
inequality (16) is verified for higher values than the inequality (17).

Fig. 8 Surfaces describing the lower limit to reach the periodic oscillation for the eigenvalues
k3,4 varying with uncertainties
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4 Campbell Diagram

The effect of the uncertainties is revealed also by computing 3D Campbell
Diagram. In order to have more visibility of the graphical representation we carry
out only the positive values of the frequency to study the characteristics of the
diagram. A plane that has a slope of 45� is the equivalent synchronous line straight
line in 2D Campbell diagram. All the imaginary parts of the eigenvalues of the
system are shown in the Fig. 9a and b. They give two different distribution of the
imaginary part of the eigenvalues referring to the system shown before. The dif-
ferent distribution is due to the presence of the uncertainties. Figure 9a shows the
imaginary part of k1,2 (violet surface) with the imaginary part of k3,4 varying with
transverse moment of inertia. The particular the graph 9a about = k3;4

� �
is sket-

ched in the Fig. 10a and b:
Figure 10a shows that the variation of dIT produces a different distribution of

imaginary part of eigenvalues k3,4 so that a plane having a slope of 45 degrees
compared to the horizontal plane produces three different intersections with the
imaginary part of k3,4 having relevant differences once we consider the variation of
dIP in Fig. 10b. These multiple intersections are relative to different values
of critical speed, as Fig. 11 shows. Figure 12 shows the variation of

= k3;4
� �

¼ f dIP j�1;0;1; dIT ;X
� �

. The same figure is relative to the Fig. 9b of the 3D

Campbell diagram and it shows that influence of dIP on critical speed is smaller
than that produced by dIT of an order of magnitude.

The intersection of = k3;4
� �

¼ f dIP j�1;0;1; dIT ;X
� �

with a plane of 45� returns as

the eigenfrequencies are changing varying with dIP j�1;0;1; dIT ;X as shown in the
Fig. 13:

Fig. 9 Campbell diagram in 3D space according with uncertainties dIP and dIT
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Figure 13 shows that the eigenfrequencies increased by an increasing of dIT

more fast than an increasing of dIP , by maintaining constant the angular speed. The
values of the critical speeds are distributed on dIT ;Xð Þ plane and they increase by
increasing of dIT along an approximated line of second degree.

Figure 14 shows the variation of the eigenvalues = k1;2
� �

¼ f dm;Xð Þ which is
sketched in both Figs. 9a and b. In that same figure we see that the eigenfre-
quencies decrease by increasing of dm, on the contrary the critical speed decreases.

Fig. 10 Eigenfrequencies of = k3;4
� �

¼ f dIT j�1;0;1; dIP ;X
� �

relative to Campbell diagram
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5 Simulations for Rotary Motion

In order to simulate the stabilized system we choose the data shown in the Table 1
We see that the transfer function matrix is symmetric, so that we have studied

only one element of the entire transfer function matrix. Moreover there is no
cancellation between poles and zeros on each transfer function which characterizes
the system so we have realized that the system is on internal and external
asymptotically stable. To give more information about the reached stability we
have shown the distribution of the poles and zeros of W11 s;DM ;DGð Þ as in the
Fig. 15;

Fig. 12 Eigenfrequencies belonging to of = k3;4
� �

relative to Campbell diagram

Fig. 13 Intersection of
= k3;4
� �

surfaces with a plane
of 45�
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As we can see from the Fig. 15 the system is stabilized according with the data
shown in the upper right corner of the same figure. This stability is compromised
when the angular speed increases until the value of X = 2,000 rad/s as Fig. 16
shows as a confirmation of the Fig. 6a:

Fig. 14 Intersection of = k1;2
� �

surface with a plane of 45�

Table 1 Data for simulation of active magnetic suspended rotor

Name Symbol Value

Mass of the rotor m 1.35 kg
Cross moment of inertia IT 0.00722 kg m2

Polar moment of inertia IP 0.000406 kg m2

Current gain ki 38 N/A
Displacement gain kx 14,4000 N/m
Proportional gain kp 5,400 A/m
Derivative gain kd 175 A s/m
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In order to recover the stability condition of the system we increase the
derivative gain kd = 5 A s/m according to the Fig. 6b whose poles-zeros map I
shown on the Fig. 17. In order to perform the simulations we calculate the impulse
response of the state space equations of the controlled system shown in (15)

s2Mj þ s jXGj þ KIj KDj

� �
þ KIj KPj � KXj

� �	 

rb sð Þ ¼ d tð Þjt¼0 0½ �T

_rb tð Þjt¼0� ¼ 02�1

rb tð Þjt¼0� ¼ 02�1

8
><

>:
ð15Þ

According to Dirac’s impulse located in the origin of temporal frame, we
calculate the output displacements of the two section stabilized by PD controller
tuned as a function of uncertainties dm; dIP ; dITð Þ. Due to the symmetry of the
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system only one output is shown on each simulation according (16) once known
the state vector x tð Þ ¼ rb tð Þ _rb tð Þj jT :(Barbaraci et al. 2010)

y tð Þ ¼ BHdispBsensor

� �
BHdispBT

mag

� ��1
0

����

����x tð Þ: ð16Þ

The simulations were performed with the same conditions expressed by poles-
zeros map distribution in terms of kd, kp and X (see Figs. 15, 16 and 17) as
Figs. 18, 19 and 20 show.

Previous figures show the recovering of stability condition according to the
information provided by Fig. 6. The uncertainties affect the dynamic behavior in
terms of time response and settling time which values are different from those
produced by nominal plant. Figure 18 shows the system is subjected to a periodic
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Fig. 19 Impulse response varying the permutation of the uncertainties
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oscillation during the transient response which frequency is different according the
permutation of the uncertainties. In the Fig. 19 the instability is due to the
increasing of the angular speed since characterizes the real part of the eigenvalues
k3,4. Figure 20 shows the effect of an increasing of the derivative gain which
produces an increasing of the dumping effect in such way to recover the negative
sign lost by the increasing of angular speed. The increasing of derivative gain leads
the system to recover the stability condition. This last is characterized by a peri-
odic oscillation also characterized by different values of rise time and settling time
according to different trajectory of the response during the time.

6 Conclusion

A technique for PD tuning is introduced by considering the uncertainties on the
physical properties of a rotating shaft magnetically suspended by active magnetic
bearings. The uncertainties are introduced to model the apparent exogenous
excitation in terms of centrifugal force produced by an unknown value of cen-
tripetal acceleration. The influence of uncertainties is revealed by stabilizing the
position of the rotor. This is made by moving the real part of eigenvalues obtained
by state space form of differential equation describing the lateral motion of the
rotor. The influence of uncertainties is also shown in the Campbell diagram from
where different values of critical speed were carried out according the state of the
uncertainties relative to the physical parameter of the rotor. The negative real part
of eigenvalues is obtained by choosing the value of the uncertainty from where
depends the value of the current and stiffness gain in order to achieve the
asymptotically stability condition of the suspended sections. The study of the real
part of eigenvalues reveals the relation between the gyroscopic effect and the
stability of the rotor magnetically suspended.
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Comparative Experimental Study
on Noise and Vibration Level of Gearbox
with Worm Face-Gear with Reverse
Tapered Pinion

Bogdan Bucur and Vasile Bolos�

Abstract This paper presents some comparative aspects obtained on an
experimental basis, on the determination of noise and vibration level in the oper-
ation of a gearbox with worm face-gear with reverse tapered pinion for a pair
materials of steel-bronze, steel-gray cast iron and steel-polyamides, oil lubricated
T90EP2, with 1:47 transmission ratio. The worm face-gear with reverse tapered is
less known and attempts should be carried out to reveal how they conduct the
operation and how performance is achieved.In the experiments we used an
Archimedes worm with nitrided steel sides finished by fine turning. The conjugate
tooth of wheels was obtained by hob-cutter milling. The noise and vibration level
measurements were made on a scale of 10 levels in the range 0–115.77 Nm on a
bench equipped with electromagnetic powder brake, separate flank the 10� and then
30� for each couple of material. Gearbox which has the gear structure is made of
cast iron casing.

Keywords Gearbox � Worm-face gear � Reverse tapered � Vibration � Noise
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E Modulus of elasticity
rr Normal stress
HB Brinell Hardness.

1 Introduction

The family of worm-face gears also includes the worm-face gear with reverse
tapered pinion. Patented by A.K. Georgiev (Georgiev 1966) this worm gear is
composed of a tapered pinion, which engages with a wheel gear having a conical
surface on its inner side. This type of gears has some functional advantages such as:
high contact ratio, about 10–12 % of the number of teeth in gear wheel being
simultaneously engaged with the surfaces of the worm drive screw, good lubrica-
tion conditions due to the relative speed vector position to the contact line of teeth.

These elements represent premises of a good load bearing capacity in condi-
tions of reduced size, respectively of a low noise operation.

Added to all these advantages is the fact that in contrast to conventional worm
gear the worm wheel can be made also of hard materials (heat-treated steel), thus
the conditions of a correct hydrodynamics are fulfilled.

The specialized literature makes few references to the gears even though they
may be used, in good conditions, for equipping speed reducers, which can function
well under difficult operating conditions.

In the papers: Abadjiev (2009), Bodzas and Dudas (2010), Kuznetzov et al.
(2007), Mudrik and Rieciciarova (2008), Popova and Goldfarb (2006), Popova
(2007), Rieciciarova (2007), Rieciciarova and Duris (2010), Trubachev and
Kuniver (2007), www.mechanik.udmnet.ru (2009), are presented some results
obtained in the experimental testing of worm face-gears with normal tapered
execution of the combination steel/steel that steel/plastic in the thermal limits and
performance. In these papers are given and details of construction of test stands
used.

In this paper we present comparative experimental results obtained from testing
three speed reducers equipped with this type of gear in three different combina-
tions of materials: hardened steel/bronze, hardened steel/cast iron, hardened steel/
polyamide (Fig. 1), Bucur and Bolos (2011b).

The study of scientific literature carried out showed clearly that there are no
experiment showing the results regarding the behavior of worm face-gears with
reverse tapered pinion. Thus, the results presented below cannot be reported for
other research.

The entire field regarding reverse tapered worms has been studied and researced
to a little extent.
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2 Construction of the Gearboxes and the Experimental
Stand

The gearboxes that have been tested include in their structure a worm gear with
reverse tapered having the following geometric characteristics: A = 58 mm axial
distance, transmission ratio i = 1:47, m = 2.5 mm module, bearing flank angle a1

= 10�, support flank angle a2 = 30�, tapered worm d1 = -5�, tapered worm wheel
d2 = -8�.

The gearbox construction (Fig. 2) is detailed in Bolos et al. (2005) and the
experimental stand is presented in Bucur and Bolos (2011a). For the lubricating of
the gearbox using T90EP2 oil, quality features to STAS 8960-85. The casing of
gearbox is made of cast iron casting, constructive solution recommended for good
damping properties of shock and vibration.

The bearings supporting of the worm and the shaft of worm wheel, using radial-
axial ball bearings.

The tapered worm (Fig. 3) of Archimedes type is made of alloy steel
41MoCr11 SR EN 10084-2008 hardened by nitriding at 960HV (Fig. 4), with the

Fig. 1 Worm face-gear with reverse tapered pinion

Fig. 2 The gearbox for testing
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flank roughness of Ra = 6.3 lm. According to the GOST 22850-77, the worm
type corresponds to SOA.

Reverse tapered worm wheel (Fig. 5) was made by gear hobbing with hob
worm-thread milling cutter, on the gear cutting machine FD 500 type UM Cugir,
by using the method of axial advance (Fig. 6).

For the experimental comparative study three types of materials have been
used. Table 1 shows their main mechanical characteristics.

3 Experiment Implementation

Reducers tested were mounted on the support stand being subjected to identical
experimental tests. Resistant torque control was performed with an electromag-
netic brake type with powder FRAT 3500 in 10 successive steps of loading (about
15 min to stabilize the temperature for each step), following a series of values
series specific to the numbers R10a.

Fig. 3 Tapered worm
(pinion)

Fig. 4 Worm hardness
measurement
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Electromagnetic powder brake, type FRAT 3500 allows for adjustment when
loading and displaying the output shaft of the gearbox. Depending on the current
can amount to precision torque output shaft of gear, with standard diagram.
Electromagnetic brake adjustment is performed by potentiometer on the control
panel, the control panel mounted on the chassis, through changes induced in
current amperage.

Determining the level of vibration was performed with a digital type vibrometer
VIB-10/VIB-11, whose capture piezo-electric sensor was fixed to the gearbox
carcass (Fig. 7a) and for determining the noise level it was used an sound level
meter, Voltcraft SL-50 digital type, placed at the distance of 0.5 m from the
gearbox (Fig. 7b).

Fig. 6 Toothing of worm wheel

Table 1 The mechanical characteristics of worms wheel’s material

Material type E [N/mm2] rr [N/mm2] [HB]

Polyamide (Ertacetal C) 3,100 68 140
Cast iron (EN – GJS – HB250) 1.15–1.6 9 105 210–250 200
Bronze (CuSn12) 1.15 9 105 300–450 95

Fig. 5 The worm wheel with reverse tapered
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4 Experimental Data Results

The experiment has taken into account that the worm load bearing flanks have
different values so that the tests were done for each gear in both directions of
engagement (one direction bearing 10� engaging the other bearing 30�).

Tables 2 and 3 shows the average measured values corresponding to each load
increase.

The measured average values of noise levels are graphically compared (Figs. 8
and 9) for the three types of gears.

The vibration level, compared to the three types of gear, shown in Figs. 10 and
11, duly bearing engagement with the flank 10� and 30�.

Fig. 7 The experimental stand

Table 2 The experimental data, noise level

Load increase [Nm] Noise level [dB]

Hardened steel/
polyamide

Hardened steel/cast iron Hardened steel/bronze

Flank 10� Flank 30� Flank 10� Flank 30� Flank 10� Flank 30�
0.00 78.90 80.10 74.30 86.05 77.60 80.10
7.70 78.25 81.00 75.80 84.82 77.85 81.00
9.73 80.45 79.55 76.32 84.77 78.70 79.55
14.07 85.25 78.10 75.88 84.20 78.68 78.10
19.09 82.30 77.20 76.45 84.75 78.85 77.20
23.36 79.85 76.40 76.70 85.87 78.10 76.40
34.88 81.95 76.75 78.03 86.90 77.78 76.75
56.25 79.10 78.18 80.25 87.90 78.88 78.18
83.82 80.42 79.15 79.15 88.61 81.45 79.15
115.77 81.13 78.10 78.58 87.87 82.33 78.10
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Table 3 The experimental data, vibration level

Load increase [Nm] Vibration level [mm/s]

Hardened steel/
polyamide

Hardened steel/cast iron Hardened steel/bronze

Flank 10� Flank 30� Flank 10� Flank 30� Flank 10� Flank 30�
0.00 1.55 1.50 1.60 3.25 1.65 1.50
7.70 1.50 1.55 1.75 2.95 1.70 1.80
9.73 1.62 1.40 1.75 3.95 1.75 1.45
14.07 1.65 1.38 1.70 4.05 1.80 1.40
19.09 1.65 1.20 1.65 3.55 1.80 1.25
23.36 1.66 1.22 1.85 3.20 1.80 1.25
34.88 1.68 1.25 1.95 3.10 1.80 1.30
56.25 1.85 1.25 2.15 3.25 2.00 1.30
83.82 1.90 1.48 2.00 3.00 2.00 1.55
115.77 1.95 1.50 1.75 3.75 2.10 1.50

Fig. 8 Graphical
comparison of noise level,
flank 10�

Fig. 9 Graphical
comparison of noise level,
flank 30�
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5 Conclusions

Following the experiment several important conclusions can be drawn:

• the gearbox equipped with worm face-gear with reverse tapered pinion is
comparable to the normal operation of reduction gears for general use;

• the gearbox that uses steel-polyamide, has a high degree of quietness compared
to other types of gears;

• reducers with use different combinations of materials: steel-cast iron and steel-
bronze, have a certain behavior in terms of noise, vibrations respectively, which
is approximately identical;

• to obtain highly reliable results, in terms of noise and vibration level, the
experiment needs to be repeated with a larger lot of gears in each category, to
exclude the effect of accidental parameters;

• it is also required achievement of an experiment that uses steel–steel material
couple which allegedly has a much enlarged lift and noise levels higher steel-
iron combinations, steel-bronze and steel- polyamide;

Fig. 10 Graphical
comparison of vibration level,
flank 10�

Fig. 11 Graphical
comparison of vibration level,
flank 30�
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• the costs of implementing the worm face-gear with reverse tapered pinion are
substantially higher than the general purpose worm gear.
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CAD/CAE Approach of the Strain
and Stress Static Analysis
for Spur Gear Pairs

Sorin Cananau and George Dobre

Abstract In the last years there is an increasing demand for the efficiency,
compact size, low noise level and reliability of gear transmission. This imposed
that gear designers use adequate software for design and verify the product
development. The paper aims to evaluate the use of different software for design
and test the spur gear transmissions. An algorithm from the concept and geometric
profiles of the teeth and linked parts to the models obtained using Finite Element
Analysis (FEA) which aims to test and verify the comportment of the involved
structures in the meshing process is presented. The paper aims also to demonstrate
that ISO or other standards cannot conduct a reliable analysis of the root tooth
bending and teeth contact stress. The proposed algorithm shows that o lot of
software can be used but also the necessity to generate specific codes to interlink
the steps in the algorithm. Also the paper put in discussion the use of 2D and 3D
models in the transmission design process. One feature of the algorithm is the
necessity of the 3D model in the process. The use of FEM as a numerical method
to evaluate the behavior under static load conditions is also one of the necessity in
the modern conditions of product development and the paper aimed to demonstrate
that feature. Finally the presented FEM software shows a complete suitability for
the calculation of spur gears transmission and not only.

Keywords Spur gears � FEA static analysis � Strain � Stress
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1 Introduction

The increasing demand for power transmission with a uniform functioning, a low
level of vibrations and noise of different technical systems leaded to a more precise
analysis of the characteristics of gear systems incorporated in these systems. The
demands of the industry conduct to a rapidly growing field of office-automation;
usually equipment is marked by the demand of noise reduction of incorporated
gear pairs that affect in an important way environment. The last environment
legislation in the UE and other important industrial countries shows the signifi-
cance of improving the power efficiency and reduction of noise level in gear
transmission systems.

The activity of designing highly loaded spur gears for power transmission
systems is a difficult task in order to produce in the same time a reliable
mechanical product and a system with a low noise level; this activity requires
methods that are to be implemented and also to provide information on the two
important stress: bending stress and contact strain and stress in the meshing pro-
cess but also information concerning the torque influence on the structure shift-
gear elasticity, information concerning transmission errors and others. The struc-
tural integrity of high speed reduction gear systems requires a proper assessment of
the tooth contact and fillet stresses. In calculating these stresses, it is important to
consider gears as ‘‘structures’’ rather than as pairs of teeth in mesh. Therefore in
this paper we will consider a structure composed from teeth with a defined profile
and the part of the gear corresponding to the shaft or the rim of the wheel gear.

Another important problem regards the results of the strain and stress analysis
as consequence of the 2D or 3D involved models.

Early studies concern stress and deformation on gears (Tobe et al. 1973) but
also mathematical programming methods for design of elastic bodies in contact
was developed (Conry and Serireg 1971; Baronet and Tordion 1973). Very soon
solutions which takes into account integrated elastic deformation of loaded teeth
are developed (Li and Zhao 1984). The design of gears using Loaded Tooth
Contact Analysis (LTCA) as a modern method was first developed by Litvin
(Litvin et al. 1996). 2D and 3D mathematical models developed for solving with
FEM tools as numerical method are presented in many papers (Brauer 2004). This
method became one of the most important tool used for static and dynamic
analysis of spur (and helical) gears.

In the same time many contributions based on experimental studies on tooth
surface contact strength and root bending strength were developed (Rademacher
1967; Niemann and Reister 1966). Kalkert (1963), Feltkamp and Rademacher
(1968), Umezawa (1972), Cananau (1999) also investigated static behavior and the
effects of gear machining errors on tooth contact for spur and helical gears by
experiments. Thus, the analytical solution for the bending deformation of loaded
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tooth is rarely reported recently. But in most cases, the pre-processing and
computing is very time-consuming, and it is hard to find a suitable analytical
solution for comparison. So, a high-precision analytical solution on bending
deformation of loaded tooth is still of great significance.

The paper tries to emphasize the importance of the 3D model in some analysis
as the hertz contact between teeth in mesh. Also, the paper will show the
importance in gathering information of numerical methods in the analysis of static
behavior of gears in mesh. The finite element method is capable of providing this
information, but the preprocessing, processing and postprocessing activities time
needed to create such a model is large. In order to reduce the modeling time, a
preprocessor method that creates the geometry with optimal design is needed for a
next finite element. As new contributions, the paper finds if a certain algorithm of
tasks (modeling and analysis) is suitable for spur meshing gears analysis. The root
bending stress and surface contact stress are important parts in any standard for
calculation of load capacity for mechanical transmissions with gears. The ISO
standard 6336 standard give analytical expressions to calculate the load capacity.
The factors involved in these relations, as application factor, face load and
transverse load factors, dynamic factor, are introduced to consider different effects
on the experience and experimental results.

To get the correct values of these factors is very difficult and the standards
cannot precisely calculate the root bending stress and contact stress. In our case we
discuss of specific standard. The paper proposes a suitable algorithm for CAD and
CAE activities and an sample list of software for the development of gears design.
In the same time, the paper introduces the idea of a necessity for a code based on
mathematical and numerical model in order to obtain results regarding the surface
contact stress. Only with a method and an algorithm which combine FEA com-
mercial codes and specific written codes a designer could obtain a precise analysis
for the behavior of a gear transmission under load, in static conditions. In Fig. 1
we synthesize this algorithm.

2 Gear 2D Structure

2.1 Gear 2D Structure and Substructures

A gear wheel is carried out from linked substructures (teeth with defined profile)
which have identical geometry and material properties and are connected to each
other in the circumferential direction. A gear wheel is considered a rotationally
periodic structure.

According to this concept, each tooth will have an identical behavior on the
same load applied (load applied in the same conditions, on the same line contact
along the width of the tooth).
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2.2 Parametric Description

In terms of computational geometry gear tooth surface is an involute surface. Into
a left-handed Cartesian Coordinates system X0 Y0 Z0 it can be analytically
described in terms of Gaussian parameters h and w (Radzevich 2002):

Stop 

Input geometrical data 
and gearing parameters

Input material data

Input meshing positions 
and teeth engagement 

data

CAD 2D activities-design 
of teeth and gears

CAD 3D activities-
design of master modeler

FEM mesh of driving 
and driven gear

FEM structure for FEA 
root bending stress

FEM structure for FEA
Surface contact stress

2D structure 3D structure 

Input load 

Root bending stress 

Calculate the influence 
coefficients for driving and 

driven gears, on contact 
reference face

Input load 

Load distribution for teeth in 
contact (single and double 

pairs)

Surface contact stress 

Fig. 1 Flowchart of the gear CAD/CAE design activities
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r0ðh;WÞ ¼

rb;0 sin h�W cos h
rb;0 cos h�W sin h

p � h
1

2
664

3
775; ð1Þ

in which: rb,0 is the gear base radius; p––a screw parameter of the gear tooth
functional surface. This is the base for the gear tooth surface machined by gen-
eration with an auxiliary rack. For the spur gear there is a logical simplification.
The generation of the profile was divided in three parts: the addendum part, the
involute part and the fillet tooth generated by the rack cutter (gear hob). The
parameters for the CAD model of the gear pairs are given in Table 1.

The generation of the surface of an involute gear hob is determined pursuant to
the use of a routine written in Matlab cod. The functions of the profile modeling
for addendum of the tooth (Fig. 2a), left involute profile, (Fig. 2b), the right profile
of the tooth. (Fig. 3a) and fillet of the tooth profile (Fig. 3b) are represented.

Figure 4a, b give the CAD structure for the gear wheel and, respectively, one of
its sector considered in the present analysis.

2.3 3D Geometric Model

The activity of designing highly loaded spur gears for power transmission systems
that are in the same time a reliable mechanical and a low noise level products
requires analysis methods that can easily be implemented and also provide
information on surface contact and bending stresses, along with transmission
errors. The finite element method is capable of providing this information, but the
preprocessing, processing and postprocessing activity time needed to create such a
model is large. In order to reduce the modeling time, a preprocessor method that
creates the geometry needed for a finite element analysis may be used. There are
many CAD software such as that provided by DSS SolidWorks, DSS CATIA,
ProEngineering, Autodesk INVENTOR etalt. Some of these software can generate
models of three-dimensional gears easily. But the problem is to have a strong CAD

Table 1 Parameters of the CAD gear model

Parameters Units Data

Number of teeth, z1/z2 – 21/31
Center distance, a mm 130
Pressure angle, a0 deg 20
Module, m mm 5
Diametral pitch, pe mm 15.7079
Working face width, b mm 40
Elasticity modulus, E N/mm2 2.07�105

Poisson’s ratio, m – 0.32
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description in order to submit this model to a Finite Element Analysis. Some of
this software has own codes for FEM. In other situations is preferred the solution
of transferring the CAD model to a very strong cod FEM.
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Fig. 2 Tooth profile generation. a Addendum profile. b Left involute profile
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Fig. 3 Tooth profile generation, a Right involute profile. b Fillet of the tooth profile

Fig. 4 2D gear structures of the entire spur gear wheel (a) and a of a sector used in the paper
analysis (b)
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The algorithm depends on the analysis needs, the experience of the team and,
not at least, software and hardware possibilities of the working team. An algorithm
which use the SolidWorks (for CAD model) and ABAQUS (for FEM analysis)
software could be described in few words: in SolidWorks, the geometry is saved as
a file and then it can be transferred from SolidWorks to ABAQUS. In the new
software one can click File [ Import [ IGES [ and check No disfeaturing and
Merge coincident key points. After that the mesh is generated in accordance with
the analysis purpose, the tests for evaluating the convergence of the solution with
different mesh and the analysis process and post process.

For a suitable analysis it is more convenient to use a 3D model in the gear
analysis because of tooth height, tooth thickness and tooth face width of a gear in
three mutually perpendicular directions are comparable with each other. More than
this using a 3D model is the only way to superpose the effects of various loads and
stresses in the gear substructure.

In this paper we are going to take into account the effect of the bending stress of
a tooth and the effect due to the local contact along meshing line (Hertz contact).
In order to consider the effect of adjacent teeth five teeth model was taken into
account for the load distribution (the real meshing contact) but in order to magnify
the effects here the contact was considered for a single pair teeth.

The 2D model in a IGES structure form for the selected pitch diameter and
number of teeth is saved. The profile developed in Matlab code was perform as a
gear profile in SolidWorks (Fig. 2) and then was prepared for static stress and
deflection analysis in a 3D model as is shown in Fig. 5. The number of contact
lines in a parametric way, but also the geometric characteristics of the tooth as
standard gear, circular or involute crowned tooth can be set when the process is
developed in a 3D model.

The root bending stress, contact compressive stress and gear tooth deflection are
calculated with load application at the points located along to five contact lines,
uniform distributed along the active involute profile of a tooth. These lines are
chosen from the root of the tooth to the upper bound, with a constant distribution.

Fig. 5 The generation of 3D
gear structure
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2.4 FEM Structure

As we stated the most powerful numerical method of determining accurate stress
and deflection information is the Finite Element Method. The loads acting on the
mating gears will act along the pressure line, which can be resolved into both
tangential and radial components using the pressure angle.

The gear tooth contact stresses, tooth bending stresses and gear tooth deflection
of single tooth contact of spur gear are analyzed using FEM into a frame of
ABAQUS model. A thick full rim with five teeth FE model is used for stress
analysis. The finer mesh size is selected to ensure line contact and uniform dis-
tribution of load over flank.

The element of the type eight-noded hexahedral is chosen. This is used for the
3D modeling of solid structures. The element is defined by eight nodes having
three degrees of freedom at each node, translations in the nodal x, y, and z
directions.

The material is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. The type of contact
was surface to surface. The contact pair consists of a target surface and a contact
surface. The contact surface moves into the target surface; nodes at the side
portions and the bottom portion of rim of the gear are fixed during gear analysis to
avoid misalignment and to localize the load distribution (Fig. 6).

3 ISO Standard for Load Capacity of Spur Gears

The ISO standard 6336-2:2006 (Part2) and 6336-3:2006 (Part3) gives the fol-
lowing expersions for the root bending stress (1) and the surface contact stress (2):

Fig. 6 FEM structure of the
gear in ABAQUS model
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The Eq. (2) is the formula ISO 6336-3 for root bending stress calculation of the
point at 30� angle tangency on the root fillet. The meanings and values of the
nomenclature is given in the next table (Table 2).

The Eq. (3) is the formula ISO 6336-2 for surface contact stress for a pair of
spur and helical gearswith a contact ratio between 1 \ e\ 2. In Table 3 are shown
the meanings and values of the nomenclature.

4 Results, Comparisons and Discussions

Concerning CAD/CAE approach of the strain and stress static analysis there are
some observations: a model of a meshing gears loaded by an equivalent torque will
conduct to results which are closer to the real behavior of the structure. That means
we have in this model a superposition of the two stresses: bending stress and
contact stress. But, if we need to compare separate stresses with ISO standard
calculation results, we have to use special techniques to separate the two stresses.

The first stress taken into account is the bending stress. For this analysis we also
two investigate two aspects. First of all is the behavior of the tooth using a 2D
model and, second, the behavior of the tooth under load for a model closer to
reality, for a 3D model. Also, in both cases we imposed the load conditions as is
stated in ISO standard.

The result for the 2D model, concerning the strain state, is shown in Fig. 7.
Also, results concerning the state of stress and displacement are shown in Table 4.
In the process of meshing, the maximum displacement is 1.554 mm, which cor-
responds of the position at the top of the teeth of the main gears. The displacement
decreases from the top of the tooth to the root of the teeth.

Table 2 Factors in root bending stress calculation formula, Eq. 2

Nomenclature Symbol Value

Application factor KA 1.0
Dynamic factor KV 1.0
Face load factor KFb 1.0
Stress correction factor YSa 1.5
Contact ratio factor Ye 0.75
Transverse load factor KFa 1.0
Form factor YFa 2.73
Helix factor Yb 1.0
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Table 4 shows the value of the maximum equivalent stress and displacement at
different locations in the meshing process (Abaqus).

Table 3 Factors in surface contact stress calculation formula, Eq. 3

Nomenclature Symbol Value

Zone factor ZH 2.5
Elasticity factor ZE 189.8
Contact ratio factor Ze 0.9115
Helix angle factor Zb 1.0
Application factor KA 1.0
Dynamic factor KV 1.0
Face load factor KHb 1.2
Transverse load factor KHa 1.0

Fig. 7 Bending state of strain for 2D model, single pair in contact

Table 4 Equivalent stress
and displacement in meshing
process

Mesh position Maximum
equivalent stress (MPa)

Maximum
displacement (mm)

Line 1 144.2 1.261
Line 2 148.5 1.312
Line 3 153.1 1.391
Line 4 157.4 1.442
Line 5 163.8 1.554
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From the Table 4, it can see that the maximum displacement and equivalent
stress occurs at the point of the upper bound in the meshing of the single gear.

But the 3D model is closer to real process. For the bending stress we performed
the state of stress in a series of analysis imposing an increasing load. In Fig. 8 we
can observe the development of bending stress at the root of the tooth for 40 % of
the nominal load. We can see the non uniform distribution of the stress along the
flank line in the root region.

Regarding the effect of the bending stress the maximum principal stress at the
root on the tensile side of tooth is used for evaluating the tooth bending strength of
a gear. The Von Misses stress at the critical contact points was found out. The-
oretical values of these stresses are compared with the ISO results calculation.

More than that we perform a parallel analysis using a second software to
compare and verify the results.

In Fig. 9 are shown the results for this analysis. We can see that FEM software
indicate the non-uniform distribution of bending stress during the ISO results is a
constant value, and did not take into account the distribution of the stress along the

Fig. 8 Von Misses stresses for 3D bending model with 40 % of nominal load

Fig. 9 Root bending stress
comparison for ISO standard
and FEM software
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tooth width. The error Cosmos M regards to ISO calculation is 5.82 % and Abaqus
regards to ISO calculation is 7.12 %.

The development of the state of stress for 100 % of nominal load is given in
Fig. 10 it shows large stresses at the root of the tooth, these being practically equal
to the tensile stresses which are the main causes of crack failure.

Contact failure in gears is currently predicted by comparing the calculated
Hertz stress to experimentally determine allowable values for the given material.
The details of the subsurface stress field usually are ignored. This approach is used
because the contact stress field is complex and its interaction with subsurface
discontinuities is difficult to predict. However, all of this information can be
obtained from the ABAQUS model. For the corresponding model of gear mesh
(with consequent values for 2D and 3D model) we impose an equivalent load to a
value of 362 Nm torque.

On the basis of elastic contact theory we assume that a pair of teeth in contact
represents an elastic bodies contact and is handled as contact of many pairs of
points on corresponding contact surfaces, supposed in contact along lines of the
width of teeth. The mathematical model used to solve the contact problem assume
that all the contact forces shared in the contact points are along the direction of the
load Ftot. As consequence, the external load P is equal to the sum of all contact
force Fi. The displacements due to elastic deformations can be found using eq.
under the condition of knowing the clearance Dj and the influence coefficients aij,
for the force applied in i point with an elastic influence in a j point. The mathe-
matical programming method can be used in correlation with a FEM model from
which we can find the values of influence coefficients. The relations for the
mathematical model in a discrete form is given in the Eqs. (4) and (5) (Cananau
1999). In Fig. 11 we can show at a large scale the state of stress for the contact
model.

Fig. 10 Von Misses stresses for 3D bending model with 100 % of nominal load
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Ftot ¼
Xn

i¼1

Fi ð4Þ

sj ¼
Xn

i¼1

aijFi þ Dj; where sj ¼ const: ð5Þ

For the 3D model, the state of von Misses contact stress for local contact along
the contact line, the maximum values for the von Misses stress are less than
1,100 MPa.
The advantage of virtual testing and simulation process is the information we can
get for the meshing process. In this activity we can develop special codes linked
with the FEA/FEM commercial codes in order to obtain the load distribution along
tooth width in the real meshing process. For the 3D studied model we can obtain
the load (pressure) distribution along meshing line for a single and double pairs of
teeth in contact. Also in a 3D representation we can get the information regarding
the load distribution along the contact lines on the tooth width.

In Fig. 12 we get this information for the model already studied. Some aspects
as the effect of load distribution at the end of the tooth could be found only using
numerical methods and are not taken into account in actual standards calculations.

For two contact load cases and single pair tooth contact we studied the loaded
tooth contact. The developed analysis is applied for the line along the tooth width
and corresponding to the C (rolling) contact point. It is found that the contact stress
contour lines present symmetry versus the initial contact line and also versus the
middle plan of the gear (on the width). Also we found that the load contact

Fig. 11 Von Misses stresses for 3D contact model
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distribution is changed from the first case, Fig. 12, to the pattern as is shown in
Fig. 13, due to gear involute profile error. In Fig. 14, due to tooth direction the
load distribution is modified along the tooth width.

m = 5 mm
z1 = 21
z2 = 31
b   = 40  mm
M t = 360 Nm

Fig. 12 Load contact distribution along mehing line and tooth width

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13 Load contact distribution along mehing line and gears profile errors: a involute
addendum profile error, b involute dedendum profile error
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In Fig. 15 there are presented the contour lines along of tooth contact stress. In
the first case presented in Fig. 15a, there is a contact distribution pattern corre-
sponding to the reciprocating two lines in contact (along tooth width) at C point
(along meshing line) for 40 % of nominal load. In Fig. 15b, the same pattern is
shown for 100 % of nominal load. There is interesting that the symmetry of the
contact lines stress can be observed for both cases and the hertz contact stress for
the model of two cylinders in contact is involved.

In Fig. 16 there are presented the contour lines along of tooth contact stress for
different points along meshing line and for flank surfaces with profile involute
errors. In Fig. 16a, is shown the pattern tooth contact stress for corresponding
surfaces with involute dedendum profile error and in Fig. 16b, the pattern for
surfaces contact stress taking into account an involute addendum profile error.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 14 Load contact distribution along mehing line and tooth width tooth direction errors:
a right flank error, b left flank error
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5 Conclusions

In a modern and actual designing process of the transmissions with gears it makes
necessary that gear designers have information regarding the behavior of the
elastic structures under load. That means the designers must know the root bending
stress and the surface contact stress. The ISO and other standards cannot give
precise information and cannot conduct to a precise analysis of this stress.
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Fig. 15 Contour lines along of tooth contact stress for pure rolling position a -40 % of nominal
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Fig. 16 Contour lines along
of tooth contact stress for
corresponding surfaces with
gears profile errors:
a involute dedendum profile
error, b involute addendum
profile error
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For accomplish this information task is necessary to adopt and to have the
knowledge to use a lot of software for gear calculation, CAD activity and, the most
important, CAE analysis. This analysis involves in the same time the knowledge
regarding commercials codes with finite elements but also responsive FEM
programs which are also developed for personal computers.

An example of the capabilities and an algorithm of the ‘‘course’’ we have to
taken in order to achieve relevant information in the designing process of gear
transmission was shown in the paper.
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On the Efficiency of a Planetary Speed
Increaser Usable in Small Hydros

Oliver Climescu, Codrut�a Jaliu and Radu Săulescu

Abstract The paper focuses on the efficiency determination for a planetary speed
increaser with deformable element, usable in micro hydro power plants. The
proper selection of a suitable speed increaser between the turbine and generator is
needed in order to allow a good and economical operation of these power gen-
erating units. Firstly, the generator and the turbine are tested on experimental rigs
in order to find out the mechanical characteristics. Then, the synthesis of the
planetary speed increaser is performed. The paper presents also the experimental
efficiency determination of the speed increaser for different loads and speed
regimes, by using an electrical generator with known characteristics as a braking
load. The validation of the theoretical results with the experimental investigations
guarantees a good functioning of the physical prototype of the planetary speed
increaser in certain operating conditions.
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1 Introduction

Micro hydropower plants can be designed to match many different working con-
ditions. These plants are generally placed in rural locations to generate electrical
energy for off-grid users or in locations where the connection to an electrical grid
is not a viable solution, as mentioned by Harvey (2005). The main hydrological
characteristics of a certain location (the available water head and flow), the type of
the desired electrical generator (and its operating speed) and the required electrical
power defines the type of the hydraulic turbine, that will be used in the given
operating conditions, as shown in literature (Pelikan et al. 2004; Von Schon 2007).

Generally, the optimum running speed for the hydraulic turbines is less than
600–700 rpm, while the off-shelf generators require much higher operating speeds,
above 2,000 rpm as mentioned in literature (Harvey 2005). In order to eliminate
the discrepancy between the optimum speed regimes and to allow for both com-
ponents (turbine and generator) to run at maximum efficiency, a speed increasing
transmission is required, which transmits the mechanical energy from the turbine
to the generator, and, in the same time, it modifies the parameters.

From the hydro energetic potential point of view, Brasov area is characterized
by short rivers, with medium and high heads, medium and low values of the water
flows due to the low quantity of precipitation (average value 637 mm/year), and
high fluctuations of flow (30–40 % of the flow comes from the annual snow
melting). Based on the measurements of flow and head performed on some of the
rivers from this region, it was decided to design an off-grid small hydropower plant
for a rural community to be implemented on Poarta River, near Bran. The chosen
location is characterized by a mean value of the water flow Qm = 0.585 m3/s and a
head H = 1,285 m, as presented by Jaliu et al. (2010). Therefore, a Turgo turbine,
with a maximum power of 1 kW at 4,000 rpm (values given by the manufacturer,
http://www.lpelectric.ro/ro/products/hydro/turbine_ro.html) (Fig. 1) was pur-
chased to be installed on Poarta river. By taking into account the site hydrological
parameters, the turbine reaches its highest efficiency at a particular speed regime
that is much lower than the generator optimum speed. Therefore, the use of a speed
increaser is needed between the hydraulic turbine and the electrical generator.
However, the use of a mechanical transmission to get the necessary speed

Fig. 1 The turgo turbine
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multiplication involves several disadvantages that refer to the overall efficiency,
dimensions and cost of the micro hydro plant.

Under these considerations, the paper presents the synthesis and experimental
validation of the theoretical characteristics of a speed increaser to be assembled
between the Turgo turbine and generator in order to ensure their operation at
higher performances. The concept of the speed increaser is proposed by the
authors in (Diaconescu et al. 2010).

Thus, firstly, the generator and turbine were tested on experimental stands for
different speed regimes, in order to identify the efficiency—speed characteristic.
Then, based on the testing results, the synthesis of the proposed planetary speed
increaser is performed in order to get the required efficiency and multiplication
ratio. The prototype of the speed increaser is manufactured and implemented into
the Turgo assembly. The assembly consisting of the developed speed increaser and
the electrical generator (as braking load) is tested on the experimental test rig from
Electroprecizia Sacele factory in order to validate the theoretical results.

The validation of the theoretical results by testing the components separately in
special test facilities, guarantees the good functioning of the physical prototype of
small hydropower plant in real operating conditions.

2 The Turbine and Generator Characteristics

The turbines and generators are characterized by a power—speed characteristic
and efficiency—speed characteristic. The first step in the establishment of the
generator and turbine characteristics is to find out their input and output param-
eters: flow, discharge, torque, angular speed and voltage. Therefore, the Turgo
turbine and the electrical generator were tested for different speeds and nozzles on
experimental test rigs in Transilvania University of Brasov laboratories (Fig. 2a);
in the generators case, the measured values were validated on the rig in Electro-
precizia factory (Fig. 2b). The results allow the calculation of the input and output
powers, and, of their efficiency, respectively. The diagrams obtained by

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Establishment of the turbine (a) and generator (b) parameters on testing rigs
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measurements processing are represented in Fig. 3. The diagrams allow the
establishment of the turbine and generator efficiency variations, and, also, high-
light the fact that the turbine has better performances at lower speed regimes while
the generator performances are better for higher speeds (Jaliu et al. 2010). Thus, in
order to increase the performances of the whole micro-hydro plant, the turbine
speeds have to be lower, and the generator has to work at higher speeds. Therefore,
a speed increaser has to be placed between the turbine and the generator (see
Fig. 4).

The conclusions of the experiments are materialized in the speed increaser
block diagram (Fig. 4), which allows the establishment of the speed increaser
multiplication ratio for optimum speeds of the turbine and generator.

3 Speed Increaser Synthesis

In small hydropower plants three basic types of speed increasing transmissions are
generally used: belt transmissions, parallel-shaft and planetary gearboxes, each
with its advantages and disadvantages. Thus, belt transmissions are characterized
by friction losses and overall dimensions increasing with their transmission ratio.
The transmission ratio of the parallel shaft gearboxes can be increased by multiple
stages placed in series, but this layout increases the overall dimensions, weights
and decreases the system efficiency. The planetary gearboxes have many advan-
tages compared to the other speed increasers: they are relatively light and compact,
the input and output shafts are coaxial, reducing thus the overall dimensions, as
presented by Raghavan (2010).
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New solutions of planetary speed increasers for renewable energy systems were
developed in the previous papers (Jaliu et al. 2009, 2010), in which the concept
was generated based on a conceptual design algorithm. The innovative planetary
transmission with deformable element (Fig. 6a) is under certification, and consists
of a chain planetary set and a Schmidt coupling with three parallel connecting rods
(4) (Diaconescu et al. 2010).

The main requirements used in the speed increaser dimensional synthesis are to
multiply the input (turbine) speed between 4–6 times with a good as possible
efficiency, and to ensure the turbine and generator optimum operation. Therefore,
numerical simulations of the multiplication ratio (i) and efficiency (g) for different
combinations of teeth numbers were made in order to identify the optimum
combinations of the sprockets teeth numbers. The relations used in the synthesis
are presented by Diaconescu and Duditza (1994a, b) and Neagoe et al. (2008).

Part of the simulation results is presented in Fig. 5. The diagram presented in
the paper is obtained for z2 = 34 teeth of the satellite gear, which ensures an
optimal ratio between the values of radial dimensions and efficiency; the results
are obtained by imposing the theoretical values of the chain transmission internal
efficiency [gH

23 = 0.95], as given by American Chain Association (2005), of the
linkage efficiency [gH

12 = 0.995] and the radial dimension of the planetary
increaser (U = 160 mm, given by the turbine dimensions and power). By using
the results of the numerical simulations (Fig. 5) it can be stated that the efficiency
maximum value for this configuration and for a multiplication ratio in the 4–6
range is 0.7 ± 8 %. Similar multiplication ratios (|i| = 4…6) and efficiencies can
be obtained for several combinations of teeth numbers, like: z2 = 34/z3 = 40
teeth, z2 = 34/z3 = 41 teeth and z2 = 34/z3 = 42 teeth (see Fig. 5); the variant
with higher efficiency and the radial dimension closer to the turbine diameter is
selected among these dimensional combinations. The winning variant is charac-
terized by the following parameters: the teeth numbers z2 = 34 and z3 = 41, a
multiplication ratio of -4.857 and an average efficiency of 67.93 %. The con-
structive scheme of the optimum speed increaser (Fig. 6b1 and b2), accomplished
with the aim of modern CAD/CAE software (AutoDesk Inventor, Dassault

Fig. 5 Diagram of the speed
increaser multiplication ratio
(i) and efficiency (g) versus
the teeth number of the sun
gear z3, for z2 = 34 teeth
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Systemes CATIA) has an eccentricity of 15.326 mm and needs a counterweight to
balance the inertial force of the satellite gear.

According to the relations presented in literature (Diaconescu and Duditza
1994a, b), the speed increaser kinematic and dynamic parameters are systematized
below:

i0 ¼ iH13 ¼
z3

z2
¼ 41

34
; i ¼ i3

H1 ¼
xH3

x13
¼ 1

i3
1H

¼ 1
1� i0

¼ �4:857 ð1Þ

g0 ¼ gH
13 ¼ gH

12 � gH
23 ¼ 0:995 � 0:95 ¼ 0:9452 ð2Þ

(b1)

(b2)

3Hω

1T

3'

13ω

1

2

H

HT

5

4 (x3 at 120o)

3

(a)

(c)

Fig. 6 The speed increaser concept (a), virtual model (b1, b2), and physical prototype
(c) (1 input central element—its axis of rotation coincides to the carrier H axis of rotation; 2 the
satellite gear, belonging to the chain transmission; 3 (30) the fixed sun gear, belonging to the
chain transmission; 4 three connecting rods)
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g ¼ g3
1H ¼

�xH3TH

x13T1
¼ 1� i0g�1

0

1� i0
¼ 0:6793 ð3Þ

xH3 ¼
x13

i
¼ �4:857x13; eH3 ¼

e13

i
¼ �4:857e13 ð4Þ

TH ¼ T1 � i31H � g3
1H ¼ �T1 � 0:2058 � 0:6793 ¼ �0:1398 � T1 ð5Þ

Further, the transmission physical prototype (Fig. 6c) is assembled between the
Turgo turbine and generator, in order to verify the characteristics of the speed
increaser, experimentally.

4 Experimental Investigation

The speed increaser efficiency is determined experimentally on a special test rig at
Electroprecizia factory (see Fig. 7) that drives the system formed of the speed
increaser and the electric generator used as a brake/load (Fig. 7a). The system

(a) (b)
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Electric 

Generator

1
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TH
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(c)

Fig. 7 The experiment presentation: the speed increaser—electric generator system (a),
installing the system on the test rig (b), and the scheme of the test rig (c)
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efficiency (Fig. 7b) is obtained by measuring the system input and output power
parameters (Fig. 7c): the angular speed ðx1Þ and the torque (T1) developed by the
electric motor, the voltage (U) and the intensity (I) of the generated current,
respectively.

The turbine mechanical power and the electric power developed by the gen-
erator can be calculated using relations (6):

Pmec1 ¼ T1 � x1; Pel ¼ I � U Wð Þ ð6Þ

The speed increaser output power and efficiency can be calculated based on the
efficiency of the electric generator (see Fig. 3, gg = 82 %):

Pmec2 ¼
Pel

gg
Wð Þ: ð7Þ

g ¼ Pmec2

Pmec1
¼ U � I

T1 � x1 � gg
%ð Þ ð8Þ

The results of the experimental investigations are summarized in Fig. 8, which
presents the variation of the transmission efficiency as function of the input angular
speed. By analyzing the results, it can be stated that the tested planetary speed
increaser with deformable element has a stable efficiency above a certain rotational
speed (approx. 130 rot/min), which corresponds to the domain in which the turbine
speed is, in the steady state regime, as stated by Pelikan. The difference between
the transmission theoretical (67.93 %) and experimental efficiencies (64.25 %) is
given by the power losses generated by the used bearings, elastic couplings and to
the manufacturing errors.
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Fig. 8 The variation of the transmission efficiency versus input speed
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5 Conclusions

• The Turgo turbine and the electric generator were tested on experimental rigs to
obtain the efficiency—speed characteristic; the results highlight the fact that the
generator has better performances at higher speeds, while the turbine perfor-
mances are better for lower values of the angular speed. This behavior justifies
the use of a speed increaser between the turbine and the generator, which has to
increase the turbine speed in the range 4…6.

• The presented speed increaser, consisting of a planetary transmission with
deformable element and a Schmidt coupling with three parallel connecting rods
is an innovative solution and it is under certification.

• The diagrams and results of the speed increaser synthesis form a data base that
can be used in the selection and dimensioning of a planetary transmission for a
small hydropower plant or a wind turbine.

• The presented planetary transmission increases the input speed 4.857 times and
decreases the input moment 7.153 times, that means a theoretical efficiency of
67.93 % for an angular speed of x1 [ 12.6 s-1; experimentally, it can be
obtained an average efficiency of approx. 64 % that means an error of approx.
6 %, which is acceptable in the micro hydro domain. The manufacturing costs
of the speed increaser are increasing with the decrease of the efficiency error.

• The results of the experimental investigations promise a good working of the
speed increaser with a constant, as high as possible efficiency for a wide range of
input angular speed (from 150 to 500 rpm).

• The use of a speed increaser between the turbine and the generator allows the
good functioning of the two components at higher efficiencies, increasing, thus,
the quality of the small hydropower plant.

• The next step in the development process is the implementation of the speed
increaser in a stand-alone micro hydro plant, equipped with the Turgo turbine, in
order to validate the theoretical and experimental results.
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Surface and Kinematical Joint Formation
from Standpoint of Task Based
Conceptual Design Method

Hrayr Darbinyan

Abstract Descriptive and synthesis methods of a novel presented task based
conceptual design method are allowing to review from different point the for-
mation of surfaces and kinematical joints. Kinematical joints are considered from
the standpoint of surface formation by means of model and executive kinematical
chains. Surfaces reproduced by technological machines are considered as special
types of kinematical joints where two links are contacting each other over
demanded surfaces. Such approach allows creating homogenous (including only
low class joints) kinematical chains and involving further demanded function for
synthesis of so-called ‘‘technological machines’’. Several examples are reviewed
to confirm the theoretical approaches presented in the paper.
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1 Introduction

The novel methods (Darbinyan 2011) of task based conceptual design are allowing
to review from a single standpoint issues of surface formation by technological
machines and formation of contact surfaces in kinematical joints.

It is useful to consider the category of a kinematical joint for description and
study of surfaces generated by technological machines. Also such approach will
contribute into attempt to generalize the category of a kinematical joint by the case
of formation of a technological surface, considering the contacting surfaces as
virtual case of a kinematical joint.

Mathematical and methodical background for description of a surface generated
by a technological machine can be found in Reshetov and Portman (1985) where
the end of a radius vector is pointing the surface to be reproduced and is described
as a product of 4 9 4 matrices. This study aims analyzes of accuracy of surface
formation and doesn’t contain resources for involvement more functions necessary
for turning a surface generating open chain into a full function mechanism. On the
other hand the surface description method per (Reshetov and Portman 1985) is not
including directly the links of the mechanical system thus limiting the scope of the
method to consideration of a single function of surface accuracy and making dif-
ficult consideration of other functions connected with links and mechanical chains.

In the current study geometrical reproduction of a surface is also challenged as
a key function, anyhow the synthesis methods of the novel method are able to
expand this key function based mechanism into more complicated configurations
with essential involvement of the whole spectrum of demanded functions.

Any kinematical joint mandatory implies reproduction of a surface by means of
contacting elements of the joint; similarly any work tool driven by proper kine-
matics will move over a work piece surface and will generate it. It’s quite logical
to think that the kinematical surface generated by consecutive positions of the
work tool and the work piece surface will act like a kinematical joint.

This obvious judgment is getting quite definite methodical advantages when
seen from the standpoint of novel method of conceptual design and namely from
the point of model mechanism and executive chain generation, creation of
homogenous mechanical entity and setting the possibility of further function
involvement once the key function of surface generation is satisfied.

The novel synthesis methods (application of standard set of synthesis tools,
using virtual chains with further substitution with physical ones, direct dependence
between a function and set of movable links implementing this function) can be
useful for examination and study of functional of kinematical joints and surface
generation mechanisms in particular.

Current study aims to consider the surface included between the mechanism of
a surface generating technological machine and frame a special type of kine-
matical joint thus consider the whole generalized mechanical system (GMS) a
single closed loop homogeneous chain suitable for synthesis and analyzes of given
mechanism.
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A special case of not continuous but discrete character surface generation
(gemstone faceting machine) will also be considered from the same methodical
standpoint.

2 Tasks and Objectives

The objective of the current study is to develop a homogenous mechanical entity
(Generalized Mechanical System—GMS) included between work piece and work
tool. Normally this GMS is an open chain and it is closed by a contact of the work
tool on the work piece over so-called processed surface.

Another objective is to consider the work tool—work piece contact surface as a
special kind kinematical joint, thus turn GMS into closed loop including exclu-
sively low class (revolute and prismatic) kinematical joints with a single virtual
joint on the contact surface.

Further objective is to establish the frame inside the homogeneous GMS,
dividing it into two methodically important parts.

First chain starting from frame and ending on work tool surface for formation of
work piece in most simplest (less links) and function vise efficient way.

And the second chain starting from the frame and ending also on the same point
of the work piece is for set of executive links as conceptual structure for the further
surface generation mechanism.

Next objective is to describe the homogenous chain and confirm it is suitable
for application of standard synthesis tools.

And the last objective is to describe the case of discrete surface formation on an
example of faceting machine.

Three examples for Slab Saw, Chamfering Machine and Faceting Machine will
be considered to confirm the validity of this theory.

3 Surface Formation and Kinematical Joint

On Fig. 1a work piece X1 and work tool X2 are contacting through virtual kine-
matic joint c, some kinematic chain c is providing this contact (Fig. 1b) and the
combined graph (Fig. 1c) is including the both chains (Fig. 1c).

A work tool will contact the work piece to produce the demanded surface (let’
say that’s a virtual kinematic joint) and it needs another physical executive
mechanical chain for providing the necessary movements over the work piece
surface. The first contacting chain and second physical chain together are com-
posing a closed loop which includes regular kinematical joints and one virtual joint
for work piece—work tool contact.

To get a homogenous mechanical structure including exclusively low class
joints need to do the following transformations with X1, X2c and c.
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• For X1 a set of simplest movements should be arranged to provide in a most
simple and function vise effective way a chain for demanded surface repro-
duction. This chain connected with work piece coordinate system will present
the model of surface generation.

• For X2 an open homogenous chain should be generated for describing the
contacting work surface of the work tool. This is possible to do by application of
surface liquefaction tool described in Darbinyan (2012). Large variety of
options are available for fulfilling this task, anyhow the preferable solution
should sound with the structure already built for work piece surface (surface
model formation). This chain can be called executive movement’s chain.

• For c an open homogenous chain should be generated duplicating (but not the
same) all the movements of the model chain for X1.

• After transformations above are done the virtual joint of c can be described by
consecutive positions of work tool over work piece with consideration of
functional movements and relations between functional parameters due to
kinematical and geometrical contact conditions.

Both model and executive chains are starting from immovable link (frame) and
are forming virtual joint c in the contact point (Fig. 1d). Descriptions of models in
Fig. 1 are presented in matrix expressions (1–4).

J ¼ J X1 c X2½ � ð1Þ

C ¼ C X1 c X2½ � ð2Þ

M ¼ M
X1 c X2

X1ð Þ c X2ð Þ

� �
ð3Þ

G ¼ G
X0 cm X1

X0ð Þ ce X2

X0ð Þ c X2ð Þ

2

4

3

5 ð4Þ

The homogenous structure generated in above described way has the ability of
further transformation (expanding, squeezing, adding parallel chains-by applica-
tion synthesis tools according Darbinyan 2011) accompanied by insertion of fur-
ther (after satisfaction of task of surface generation) synthesis tasks and functions.

Fig. 1 Graphs for virtual joint (a), executive chain (b), combined graph (c), general graph (d)
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At this level it includes two basic chains (model and executive) which are the base
of mechanism development subject to key function (technological surface
generation).

The homogeneous field of parameters opens wide possibilities for analyzes and
synthesis as for the main function as well for further functions and features of the
mechanism.

3.1 Kinematical Joint Sphere to Sphere

Kinematical joint sphere to sphere (SS) is used for showing formation of a virtual
joint. We consider one sphere as a work piece and the other one as a work tool
which may reproduce the work piece as a result of definite executive movements.
Such approach implies presence of a kinematical chain necessary for directing the
movement of the work tool sphere around the work piece sphere. One sphere
surface in this case is not a counterpart of the kinematical joint but a result of
consecutive positions of the other sphere driven by some surface reproduction
mechanism (Fig. 2). Matrix (5) shows the contents of GMS (generalized
mechanical system) for SS kinematical joint.

M ¼ M
X0 a X1 b X2 r1 : : : : : : X3

X0ð Þ af X4 bf X5 r1 þ r2ð Þ X6 aT X7 bT X8 rT X9

X3ð Þ : : : : c : : : : : : X9ð Þ

2

4

3

5

ð5Þ

• First row in the matrix (5), ended by link X3 is for work piece surface repro-
duction chain (model chain).

• Second row is for kinematic chain driving the work tool over work piece sur-
face. Second row has two parts. The first part ended by X6 is for executive
mechanism, and the second part ended by X9 is for work tool surface description
by a mechanical chain created using the solid liquefying tool according
Darbinyan (2012).

• The third row is description of virtual kinematical joint c between last links of
the chains for work piece sphere and work tool sphere.

In spite the fact of using joint SS joint per kinematical chain need (a regular
task) this GMS is useful from standpoint of spherical (in general of any surface)
surface generation by another spherical surface according consecutive position
generation method and may serve as model for further development of such
reproduction mechanism.

The described chain is not the only one for sphere reproduction. It is showing
the elements of novel methodical approach and may have many options for
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implementation of executive chain, which starts on the frame and is ending on the
sphere surface of the work piece.

4 Surface and Kinematical Joint Formation Examples

4.1 Slab Saw Example

The other example is for Slab Saw where the plane (cut or slice surface on a Slab
Block) should be generated by other plane of the work tool—of a Diamond Slab
Saw. In a similar way we build two chains of GMS, first for cut surface (plane)
model anchored to Slab Block [first row in (6)] and second one including a set of
functional movements for cutting surface (plane) of the Slab Saw (Fig. 3).

M ¼ M
X0 z X1 x X2 y : : X3

X0ð Þ A X4 yf X5 xf ; aT

� �
X6 RT X7

X4ð Þ : : : c : : : X7ð Þ

2
4

3
5 ð6Þ

The third row in (6) is for virtual kinematic joint. This GMS can serve as base
for one scenario of Slab Saw mechanism development according specific demands
and requirements of this kind of machines (Darbinyan and Darbinyan 2007).
A sample of further function may serve the tile thickness adjustment function that
can be presented as additional parallel chain between links X0 and X1:
Fa ¼ X0FaX1½ �c, where Fa is challenged function for tile thickness adjustment and
is inserted as unknown joint between links X0 and X1.

Fig. 2 GMS for kinematical joint sphere to sphere
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4.2 Chamfering Machine Example

In the GMS for Gear Chamfering Mechanism (Fig. 4) a model is linked to the
work piece gear, the executive chain is starting from the same coordinate system
connected to work gear and the chain for a work tool with point, linear or surface
formation element. This tool will go around the work piece and generate the
needed surface of chafer along toothed pattern. The mentioned kinematic chains
with appropriate descriptive matrices are shown in Fig. 4 and in (7).

Large number of parameters is reduced due to geometrical and kinematical
relations specific for higher class kinematical joints and due to producing solids
using the solidifying synthesis tool described (Darbinyan 2012). As a result we
will get surfaces Sw for work piece gear and surface ST for work tool gear, which
will produce demanded surface of chamfer due to inter generation.

In the homogenous mechanical chain (GMS) reproduction of any kinematical
joint of GMS is equally successful by means of remained links of the system, and

Fig. 3 GMS for slab saw

Fig. 4 GMS for gamma surface for gear chamfering mechanism
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there is no difference which kinematical joint is being reproduced—revolute joint,
prismatic joint or virtual ‘‘c’’ joint.

M ¼ M
X0 a X1 R0P X2 xeP X3 z X4 y : : : : X5

X0ð Þ af 1 X6 Aw X7 af 2 þ aT

� �
X8 R0T X9 xeT X10 z X11 y X12

X5ð Þ : : : : : c : : : : : : : X12ð Þ

2
4

3
5

ð7Þ

Simplification of GMS, further reduction of DOF, consideration of exploitation
and maintenance features of work tool are implying further synthesis procedure of
gear chamfering mechanism and are unveiled in Darbinyan and Darbinyan (2007).

4.3 Faceting Machine Example

The faceting machines are used for shaping gemstones of different standard shapes
(emerald cut, diamond cut, marquise, drop, etc) (Faceting Machine 2012). First we
develop the surface formation model as a set of minimum necessary set of
movement elements anchored to coordinate system of the emerald cut gem stone.
This model will include formation of just one face from total 25 (simplified case)
faces, and the model needs to include functional movements for accessing all the
demanded faces. Then we build a parallel duplicating chain of executive move-
ment elements which includes a plane as processing element (a rotating disc-plane
is shown by two prismatic joints, instead of rotating and prismatic ones, for
matching with plane formation mechanism of the model) and will duplicate the
functional possibilities of the first chain (Fig. 5).

Analogously the first row in (8) is for model formation, second one for exec-
utive mechanism and movements for Diamond Disc plane formation, and the third
one for plane to plane (PP) virtual joint.

Obviously both GMS for Slab Saw and for Faceting Machine are providing the
same plane to plane (PP) virtual kinematical joint. Anyhow both chains as for

Fig. 5 GMS for faceting
machine
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model as well for parallel executive chains are totally different due to different and
specific functional requirements of different mechanisms.

M ¼ M
X0 bw X1 aw X2 zpc X3 xpc X4 ypc : : : : X5

X0ð Þ bT X6 aL X7 L X8 aT X9 z X10 y X11 x X12

X5ð Þ : : : : : : c : : : : : : X12ð Þ

2

4

3

5

ð8Þ

A gemstone is formed by variety of planes that implies special predefined order
of locking (freezing) of some degrees of freedom (DOF). Those requirements are
composing set future functions for Faceting Machine mechanism further synthesis.

Set of parameters b and a (indexes are omitted, so far this set exists in both
chains for model and executive chain) are describing 24 faces of the emerald cut
according combinations in matrix (9)

b1a1 b1a2 b1a3 b1a4 b1a5 b1a6

b2a1 b2a2 b2a3 b2a4 b2a5 b2a6

b3a1 b3a2 b3a3 b3a4 b3a5 b3a6

b4a1 b4a2 b4a3 b4a4 b4a5 b4a6

2
664

3
775 ð9Þ

Combinations (9) inserted into (8) will describe 24 surfaces (planes) of emerald
cut gemstone. One special surface is for the table (base) of gemstone described by
(8) when aw ¼ 0 for model chain and when aT ¼ 90� for executive chain.

Further synthesis of mechanism for Faceting Machine may include functions
for accurate adjustments for all three functional movements aT ; bT ; Lð Þ needed for
gemstone surface reproduction.

Several kinematical diagrams of gear chamfering (for example Nalyan et al.
1986) and slab saw (Darbinyan and Darbinyan 2007) machines were invented and
the kinematical diagram of a Faceting Machine (2012) was reinvented using the
methodical recommendations of surface formation described in this paper.

This study is considered as contribution into and expansion of task based
conceptual design method presented in Darbinyan (2011).

5 Conclusions

1. Creation of a homogenous mechanical chain (including exclusively low class
kinematical joints) is unveiling the surface formation resources of technological
machines and is including a virtual kinematical joint of work tool and work
piece contact.

2. Formation of a homogeneous mechanical chain is done by and allows appli-
cation of a standard set of synthesis tools described in Darbinyan (2011, 2012).
This chain includes three major segments (model chain, executive chain and
virtual joint) all described by the same mathematical and physical models.
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3. The generalized mechanical system (GMS) for a kinematical joint can be
described as a complicated shape generation mechanism. The GMS consists of
two parts—the model part and the parallel chain for executive mechanism.

4. The generalized mechanical system (GMS) presented as a homogenous
mechanical chain contains resources for further (once the key feature of surface
generation is satisfied) development of the mechanism per given functions.

5. Developed approach for kinematical joint generalization and description pro-
vides wide range for composing chains for model and executive mechanisms to
satisfy as key function of surface generation as well other essential (in some
cases more essential than surface generation is) functions.
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Task Based Conceptual Design Method
for Gear Chamfering Mechanisms

Hrayr Darbinyan

Abstract A novel conceptual design method is based on establishment of direct
dependence between the features of the mechanism and the mechanical chains.
The design method is further extended for the case of gear chamfering mechanism
by enlarging the standard synthesis tool set by movement solidifying and lique-
fying tools. A description method is developed for compact presentation of
mechanisms and functions. The key feature of accuracy of chamfer surface is
described by open kinematical chain constructed by standard tool set. Methodi-
cally identical conceptual design cycle is developed and applied for various stages
of concept design.
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1 Introduction

Chamfering along the teeth of gears allows to reduce the stress concentration,
removes sharp edges, prevents the sharp corners from damage and improves the
cosmetic appearance of the toothed gears. Most of examples chamfering tech-
niques have not been developed independently but were used as modifications of
existing methods of gear processing technology and most of them are lacking in
accuracy and efficiency for gear chamfering. An exception is for chamfer
deformers in the shape of gears which are efficient and accurate and are used in car
production. Conceptual design methods are based on combinational scanning the
possible solutions of demanded structure from large variety of options. A cum-
bersome search and synthesis engine is practically not efficient and another
methodically different search engine afterwards should be used to satisfy addi-
tional constraints and limitations (Chen and Pai 2005; Freudenstein and Maki
1979; Yan 1991).

A novel task based conceptual design method (Darbinyan 2011) uses a stand-
point of direct dependence between mechanical chain and function and allows to
arrange the entire design process is as a set of repeatable identical actions. The
method is effective both for synthesizing and analyzing the mechanical object. The
objectives of current study are:

• Enlarge the set of a synthesis tool developed earlier for the case of surface
reproduction mechanisms like gear chamfering mechanisms are.

• Develop appropriate descriptive method to manage large amount of data gen-
erated by synthesis and analyses tools.

• Apply the enlarged set of tools and descriptive means to synthesize and design
novel gear chamfering mechanisms.

2 Task Based Conceptual Design Method for Gear
Chamfering Mechanisms

2.1 New Enlarged Set of Tools and Design Cycle

The following function targeted tool set was suggested:

• Add a link with new degree of freedom (granting DOF to a link),
• Add a physical or virtual chain with definite functional meaning,
• Condition links and chains by drives.

Tools are applied consecutively and in a cyclic manner. Application of a tool is
satisfying one or more functions, and functions are driving themselves the order
and number of tools applied. Requirement of geometrical accuracy of chamfer
surface is emphasizing on consecutive application of Grant DOF tool that result in
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construction of open kinematical chain with an end point tracking the surface of
chamfer.

The set of three tools mentioned above will be updated by two more tools
specifically developed for the case of gear chamfering mechanisms Those new two
tool are relating to surface and solid generation by means of movable links, when a
surface is tracked kinematically as a geometrical set of consecutive positions of a
movable link. So any solid can be considered as result of ‘‘solidification’’ of some
movements necessary to shape it and in reverse ‘‘liquefaction’’ of the solid will
reveal the set of movements and mechanism for implementation of those move-
ments behind the solid.

The same five component tool set, used to serve challenged, resolved and
challenging functions are applicable for different stages of conceptual design like
analyzes of existing and creating of novel mechanisms, synthesizing models and
are used in a repeatable (cyclic) manner.

2.2 Descriptive Means for Mechanisms

A matrix presentation for both mechanical and functional entities is developed to
facilitate the arrangement of concept design actions where for mechanical entity
on the first row is showing main open chain of the mechanism, while the next rows
are showing the parallel chains. Each row of the matrix is a product of links and
movement parameters. The links and movement parameters themselves are 4 9 4
sized matrices. Parallel chains are arranged on lower rows and are linked with
upper ones by links symbols of which are taken in parenthesis.

3 Analyzes and Synthesis Models

3.1 Point Ended Model

Point ended model (PEM) (Fig. 1) is developed by consecutive application of the
tool Grant DOF and aims to analyze the existing methods of gear chamfering
mechanisms from stand point of geometrical accuracy of chamfer surface. The

Fig. 1 Point ended model
(PEM)
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model has minimum set of movements to provide surface of chamfer along the
toothed pattern including the profiles of the teeth and the bottom between the
profiles.

Open chain includes links and movement parameters:

P ¼ P X0 x X1 y X2 z u X3 R X4½ � ð1Þ

where movement parameters X and Y are for tracking the toothed pattern while z
and R are for creating a chamfering triangle which is perpendicular to toothed
pattern by means of orientation angle u. z is axial page and R the normal page of
chamfering triangle.

Both links X0;X1;X2;X3;X4 and movement parameters x; y; z;R;u are pre-
sented by 4 9 4 square matrices Ai xj

� �
. The chamfer surface can be traced by the

end of radius vector (2). Expression (2) is extracted from (1) by missing the unit
matrices for links. In the formula e4 is a unit vector.

r0 ¼ A1 xð Þ A2 yð Þ A3 zð Þ A4 uð Þ A2 Rð Þ e4 ð2Þ

Future challenges and unsolved functions (cutting process, shape of tool,
adjustment, versatility, drives, etc.) are out of discussion now and are passed to
next step of concept.

3.2 Linear Edged Model

Linear edged model (LEM) (Fig. 2) is developed on base of PEM to address future
mechanism’s ability to cut or plastically deform chip over chamfer surface.

PEM will turn into LEM by granting DOF by adding one more link carrying the
Linear Edge. Link X5 with additional parameter �u is needed to restore the
original position of cutting edge thus provide the accuracy of generation chamfer
generating lines to be equally distanced from original toothed pattern. Geometrical
accuracy of chamfer surface is provided by the same contents of necessary
movements included in PEM (1):

L ¼ L X0 x X1 y X2 z u X3 R X4 �u X5½ � ð3Þ

Fig. 2 Linear edged model
(LEM)
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Versatility of LEM (freedom to chose shape, size and angle of chamfer and
chamfering location on toothed pattern) of LEM is defined by presence in (3) of
movements parameters z;R;u.

3.3 Analyzes of Cutter Bit Method

The traditional gear teeth rounding technology is used for chamfering purpose.
Granting DOFs for functional and tool set up movements and liquefying tools solid
body into moveable links will get an open chain of Generalized Mechanical
Structure (GMS) (Fig. 3) for this method of gear chamfering.

B ¼ B X0 1=z X1 L X2 H X3 x u X4 R X5½ � ð4Þ

This method is not able provide accurate chamfering because the chamfer
surface is presented as a portion of revolved work surface of the Bit Cutter:

S ¼ S X3 x u X4 R X5½ � ð5Þ

Omitting links in (4) will get the radius vector tracking the chamfer surface. In
(6) e4 is unit vector:

r0 ¼ A4 1=zð Þ A1 Lð Þ A3 Hð Þ A1 xð Þ A4 uð Þ A2 Rð Þ e4 ð6Þ

The same limited space according (5) is indicating on tool’s short life and GMS
according (4) is indicating on tooth by tooth low efficiency chamfering.

3.4 Analysis of Plastic Deformer Method

This gear chamfering method is using double beveled gears for deforming the
sharp edges of the toothed pattern into a surface of chamfer.

Fig. 3 GMS for bit cutter
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GMS (Fig. 4) for this method is developed by separating the mechanical chain
for reproduction of the toothed pattern and reveal the solidified chain inside the
double beveled gear to describe the formation of surface of chamfer.

M ¼ M X0 u1 X1 Aw X2 u2 X3 zT X4 xT X5 yT X6 c X0ð Þ½ �
ð7Þ

where sub chain: T ¼ T X3 zT X4 xT X5 yT X6½ � is for formation the tool
surface is for formation the tool surface.

And sub chain: R ¼ R X0 u1 X1 Aw X2 u2 X3½ � is for reproduction of
toothed pattern.

GMS has the necessary parameters for accurate and efficient formation of
chamfer surface for the same time concentration of three solidified parameters in
tool surface is making the tool manufacturing complicated and is defining the
chamfering process as plastic deformation against cutting process that can be
performed by Linear Cutting Edge. On the other hand the method has low ver-
satility for the same reason of concentration of tool formation parameters.

4 Synthesis of Novel Gear Chamfering Mechanisms

4.1 Generalized Mechanical Structure

GMS (Fig. 5) is the next stage of synthesis that uses the advantageous features
(accuracy, simplicity of tool and versatility) of LEM and is developed by two next
steps:

1. Add a parallel chain between links Guide Gear (X7) and Tool Gear (X10) to
simplify the structure and reduce DOF:

S ¼ S X7
� �

z u X15 R X16 �u X10
� �� �

ð8Þ

Fig. 4 GMS for plastic deformer
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2. Substitute LEM theoretical mechanism for reproduction of toothed pattern:

R ¼ R X0 x X1 y X2½ � ð9Þ

by a mechanism of two coupled gears, so far toothed patterns of engaged gears are
reproducing each other:

E ¼ E X0
� �

u1 X5 Aw X6 u2 X7

� �
ð10Þ

As a result GMS for gear chamfering mechanisms (Fig. 6) is developed:

M ¼ M

X0 z u X3 R X4 c X12 : : : : : :
X0
� �

u1 X5 Aw X6 u2 X7 z u X8 R X9 �u X10

: : : : : : X7
� �

c : : : : : X0

: : : : : : X7

� �
z u X15 R X16 �u X10

� �

2

664

3

775

ð11Þ

Fig. 5 Generalized mechanical structure (GMS)

Fig. 6 Novel mechanism #1
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Symbol c is for virtual kinematical joint between Guide Gear (X7) and Work Gear
(X0). Link X10 is solidified combination of links X10, X11 and X12. The body of Tool
Gear (X7) is extruded solid of Linear Edge (12):

T ¼ T X10 xT X11 yT X12½ � ð12Þ

GMS provides a T ¼ T X10 xT X11 yT X12½ � simple shape for cutting tool
which is a toothed wheel of standard geometry with sharp toothed edge.

Note First row of the matrix (11) is showing Point Ended Model (PEM).

4.2 Movement Inversions

For turning GMS into novel gear chamfering mechanisms need to inverse
movements of movable links and condition the movements by drives from
immovable links. For both novel mechanisms link X5 is stopped and Guide Gear
X7 and Work Gear X0 rotate around fix axis like regular coupled gears. Condi-
tioning by drive Link X8 from Frame X5 chamfering will have kinematically
defined base X8 for Links X7 (Guide Gear) and X10 (Tool Gear) being parallel to
each other and performing synchronized rotation staying parallel to each other as
bars of parallelogram mechanism:

P ¼ P X6 X8 X9 X16 X15 X6ð Þ½ � ð13Þ

Links X7 and X10 rotate synchronously and they act as clutch with shifted axis
of rotation. Also in both cases the drives for z;R;u are applied from frame which
is traditional approach for machine tools. Depending on way of implementation of
inner chain I ¼ I X7

� �
z u X15 R X16 �u X10

� �� �
between Links X7

and X10 gear chamfering two mechanisms are created.

4.3 Synthesis of Gear Chamfering Mechanism #1

The first mechanism (Fig. 6) is generated by donating prismatic joints to two ends
of link X16 with 90� cross position of axis. Link X16 (‘‘stone’’) provides syn-
chronous rotation of Guide Gear and Tool Gear. The mechanism is described by
(14):

M ¼ M
X0 u1 X5 u2 X7 c X0ð Þ : : :
X5ð Þ u X8 R X9 z �u X10 c X0ð Þ
X10
� �

R X15 z X7
� �

: : : : :

2
4

3
5 ð14Þ
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Equation of chamfer hypotenuse H ¼ Hðz;RÞ can be chosen either by external
parallel chains (including cams for example) or by connecting z and R movements
through CNC system with no limitation for shape of chamfer hypotenuse.

4.4 Synthesis of Gear Chamfering Mechanism #2 (Nalian
and Darbinyan 1983)

For the second mechanism (Fig. 7) movements z and R are connected through
angle of chamfer a tga ¼ z=Rð Þ so only one drive is needed for movement R more
drive is needed for movement z. Solidifying chain of movements K ¼
K X7 z u X8 R X9½ � from (11) into two conical surfaces-external XK10

(belonging to Tool Gear X10) and internal XK7 (belonging to Guide Gear X7) will
get conical pin/cup joint. Totally three pairs of conical joints are needed to provide
cinematically definite position of Guide Gear X7 and the Tool Gear X10.

M ¼ M

X0
� �

z u X3 R X4 c X12 � � � � � �
X0

� �
u1 X5 Aw X6 u2 X7 z u X8 R X9 �u X10

� � � � � � X7
� �

c � � � � � X0

� � � � � � X7K1ð Þ c1 � � � � � X10K1ð Þ
� � � � � � X7K2ð Þ c2 � � � � � X10K2ð Þ
� � � � � � X7K3ð Þ c3 � � � � � X10K3ð Þ

2
6666664

3
7777775

ð15Þ

Second gear chamfering mechanism and appropriate description matrix are
shown in Fig. 7 and in (15). Conceptual design is resulting in diagrams of
mechanisms #1 and #2 which contain improved features of chamfering process
and can serve as base for further design of chamfering machines.

Fig. 7 Novel mechanism #2
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5 Conclusions

1. Task based conceptual design method for gear chamfering mechanisms allows
to organize the concept process in a systematic way with involvement of
limited number of synthesis and analyzes tools.

2. Movement Liquefying and Solidifying synthesis and analyzes tools are spe-
cifically developed for the case of surface reproduction mechanisms. Lique-
fying allows to reveal mechanism behind solidified surface work surface of a
link or body and Solidifying is for constructing solids and surfaces based on
movement of links.

3. Suggested matrix presentation of mechanism or mechanical chain is contrib-
uting in concept structural design formalization task and allows to describe
mechanical structures in a compact and informative way.

4. Developed Generalized Mechanical Structure (GMS) can be squeezed down to
simple design models carrying just one basic feature of the mechanism and
oppositely be expanded to finalized mechanism capable to perform all the
features and functions of gear chamfering mechanism.

5. The method of linking the mechanical structure helps to reveal mechanical
chains responsible for definite functions.

6. Tracking the chamfer surface by the last point of mechanical chain gets special
status of joint and is described by same mathematical way as the regular joints.
Breaking the chain at any joint will create an open chain having necessary set
of movements for reproduction of contact surface of that joint.

7. The tool set and methodic of synthesis confirmed their validity for concept
design for gear chamfering mechanisms. The paper shows concept design just
for two of several patented gear chamfering mechanisms.
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Theoretical Investigation of the Energy
Efficiency of Planetary Gear Trains

Antoaneta Dobreva

Abstract The paper presents an investigation in the area of planetary gear trains.
Based upon previous investigations of the author, methodology for the determina-
tion of geometrical boundaries for planetary gear trains is systemized. Precise
analytical relationships are analyzed. The objectives of the presented investigation
are: to summarize and improve the existing methodology for the determination of
the geometry boundaries of internal gear trains; to analyze the influence of the
tribological parameters upon the functional capacity of such gear trains, to define
and precise the influence of the geometry in internal meshing upon the energy
efficiency in such transmission elements and to indicate the approach for finding
optimal design solutions considering the energy efficiency of gear trains. The results
of the investigation of internal gear trains with small difference between the teeth
number of the pinion and the teeth number of the ring (from 1 to 10) give the options
for a quick and precise determination of the optimal addendum modification coef-
ficients for the pinion and the ring considering the criteria contact strength and
energy efficiency of the gear meshing. Conclusion and recommendations concerning
the energy efficiency of planetary gear trains are suggested by the author.

Keywords Internal meshing �Geometry boundaries �Energy efficiency �Friction �
Heating

List of Symbols
a Centre distance
da1 Addendum diameter of pinion
da2 Addendum diameter of ring
db1 Base diameter of pinion
db2 Base diameter of ring
df1 Root diameter of pinion
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ha* Coefficient of the addendum of the tooth depth
m Module
mn Normal module
u Gear ratio of pair
W Ratio characterizing special kind of interference
x0 Addendum modification coefficient of cutter
x1 Addendum modification coefficient of pinion
z0 Teeth number of cutter
z1 Teeth number of pinion
z2 Teeth number of ring
a0 Angle of the standard basic tooth profile
aat1 Profile angle of tooth at addendum pinion circle
aat2 Profile angle of tooth at addendum ring circle
aw0min Minimal pressure angle during tooth generation
awt Pressure angle of meshing
h1D Angle decribing inteference, Eq. (5)
h2D Angle decribing inteference, Eq. (6)
l Coefficient of friction
m Angle decribing inteference, Eq. (8)
w Angle decribing inteference, Eq. (7).

1 Introduction

For certain design layouts of gear trains and transmissions it is possible to realize
great values of gear ratios in cases when some of the gear stages have internal
meshing and especially those internal gear trains with small difference between the
teeth number of the pinion and the teeth number of the ring (from 1 to 10).

It is well known that a scientific team with leader Assoc. Prof. E. Angelova and
Prof. P. Nenov from the University of Ruse elaborates software programs for
geometrical and strength calculation of gear trains with the help of geometry and
power blocking contours as described by Angelova et al. (2010, 2011).

For different kinds of internal gear trains, there are graphical presentations of the
geometry boundaries, represented in DIN 3993. For certain gear trains with great
values of gear ratios and in some cases with internal meshing with small difference
between the teeth number of the pinion and the teeth number of the ring, those
graphical presentations of the geometry boundaries can not always be applied.

The objectives of the presented investigation are: to summarize and improve the
existing methodology for the determination of the geometry boundaries of internal
gear trains; to analyze the influence of the tribological parameters upon the
functional capacity of such gear trains, to define and precise the influence of the
geometry in internal meshing upon the energy efficiency in such transmission
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elements and to indicate the approach for finding optimal design solutions con-
sidering the energy efficiency of gear trains.

2 Methodology for Determination of Geometry Boundaries
for Internal Gear Trains

The theoretical research of planetary gear trains with special applications is based
upon the systemized and additionally elaborated methodology for the determina-
tion of the geometry boundaries of internal gear pairs, which is described in details
by Dobreva (2011).

The geometry boundaries of the internal meshing have to fulfill the following
conditions: avoiding the cutter interference of the gear pair; additional specific
condition for the internal meshing, non-admission of meshing interference in the
area outside the plane of action; ensuring a minimal allowable contact ration and
providing a sufficient length of the space width at the root diameter of the ring with
internal teeth.

The solutions of those several conditions for the geometry boundaries of the
internal meshing are presented usually in a graphical form and they are used as
general bases for the geometrical design of cylindrical internal involute gear pairs.

The geometry conditions, which the internal gear pair has to fulfill, are to be
defined through the following approach:

2.1 Avoiding Cutter Interference

The first geometry boundary condition is defined according to DIN 3960 in Eq. (1):

x1min ¼
invaw0min � inva0ð Þ: z1 þ z0ð Þ

2:tga0
� x0: ð1Þ

The meaning of the parameters, used in Eq. (1) is as follows: x1min—minimal
permissible addendum modification coefficient of the pinion; a0—angle of the
standard basic tooth profile; z0—teeth number of the cutter; z1—teeth number of
the pinion; x0—addendum modification coefficient of the cutter. One of the
parameters from Eq. (1) is described through the following equation:

aw0min ¼ arctg z0= z1 þ z0ð Þ:tg arccosðm:z0:cosa0= m:z0 þ 2ha � þ2x0ð Þ½ �f g: ð2Þ

The additional parameters, used in Eq. (2) are: m—module of the gear pair;
ha*—coefficient of the addendum of the tooth depth.

The graphical solution of the Eqs. (1) and (2) are presented through the line 1,
shown on Fig. 1.
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2.2 Additional Specific Condition for Internal Meshing

A very important additional specific condition for the internal meshing is
describing the boundary case, when the addendum (tip) circle of the ring is
crossing the approach contact of the active part of the path of meshing contact at
the base diameter of the pinion.

The geometry relationships for this case are defined precisely by Linke (2010)
as a special type of interference by internal meshing. In order to satisfy this
condition, it is necessary according to the literature source mentioned, the fol-
lowing inequality to be fulfilled:

da2j j �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2

b2 þ 2 aj j sin awt þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d2

f 1 � d2
b1

q� �2
r

: ð3Þ

The following parameters are applied in Eq. (3): da2—addendum diameter of
the ring with internal teeth; db2—base diameter of the ring with internal teeth; a—
centre distance; awt—pressure angle of the meshing; df1—root diameter of the
pinion; db1—base diameter of the pinion.

The graphical solution of inequality (3) is based upon several other well known
geometry relationships of the internal meshing. It is visualized on Fig. 1, line 2.

2.3 Interference Outside the Plane of Action

The non-admission of meshing interference in the area outside the plane of action
is especially important for internal meshing in cases when the difference between
the teeth numbers of the pinion z1 and of the ring z2 is small, for example: between
one and 10. For that kind of eccentric planetary gear trains, an impact between the
addendum parts of the pinion and of the ring is possible to occur in the area outside
the plane of action.

Fig. 1 Geometry boundaries
of internal gear pair as a
function of addendum
modification coefficient of
pinion x1 and of the sum
modification xR in
accordance to DIN 3993
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In order to avoid that type of interference, the following inequality has to be
fulfilled mentioned in literature (Linke 2010):

W ¼ h1D þ w
u: h2D � vð Þ � 1: ð4Þ

The designations used in (4) are cooresponding to those applied by Linke
(2010): W—the ratio, which is characterizing this kind of interference; u—gear
ratio of the gear pair (u = |z2|/z1). The angles h1D, h2D, w and m are to be calculated
according to the relationships in Eqs. (5), (6), (7) and (8):

h1D ¼ arccos
d2

a2
� d2

a1
� 4a2

4da1 : aj j ð5Þ

h2D ¼ arccos
d2

a2 � d2
a1 þ 4a2

4 da2j j: aj j ð6Þ

w ¼ invaat1 � invawt ð7Þ

v ¼ invawt � invat2: ð8Þ

The angles, which are included in the Eqs. (7) and (8), are calculated through
the addendum and base diameters as shown in the Eqs. (9) and (10):

aat1 ¼ arccos
db1

da1

ð9Þ

aat2 ¼ arccos
db2

da2

: ð10Þ

The geometry parameters from Eqs. (4) to (10) are presented precisely in a
graphical way by Linke (2010).

2.4 Influence of the Contact Ratio

The necessary condition to be fulfilled concerning the contact ratio is well known.
The following relationship has to be satisfied: ea C 1.1.

2.5 Space Width at the Root Circle of the Ring

The space width at the root circle of the ring with internal teeth is recommended to
be assumed at least equal to 0, 2. mn. It is calculated according to DIN 3960. The
graphical solution of that relationship is presented through line 5 on Fig. 1.
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The solutions of the relationships, described briefly in that part of the paper, are
shown in a graphical way on Fig. 1. Each one point from the area inside the
contour is representing a solution of a given problem considering only the
geometrical point of view.

3 Investigation of Tribological Parameters of Internal
Gear Trains

Based upon a contract between the University of Ruse and a Bulgarian enterprise,
it was necessary to develop several versions for eccentric planetary gear trains with
small difference between the teeth number of the pinion and the teeth number of
the ring. The activities of the contract included the theoretical analyses of those
developed versions and a carried out comparison between the preliminary design
layouts of the elaborated gear trains.

According to the results of the implemented research the best possible verions
for eccentric planetary gear trains are those with difference between the teeth
number of the pinion and the ring equal to two or four teeth. In both cases, the ring
of the planetary gear train was designed with 110 teeth.

The geometry boundaries for eccentric planetary gear trains have been solved
according to the methodology, presented in the second part of this paper. The
graphical solutions for those two possible gear ratios are shwon on Fig. 2.

Based upon methods, described in details by Linke (2010) and Dobreva (2011),
a tribological investigation is carried out concerning the energy efficiency of
variety of possible planetary gear trains with a teeth difference between z1 and z2,
equal to two and four.

The results of the theoretical analyses of the energy efficiency of the investi-
gated planetary gear trains are shown on Fig. 3. The values of the zone factor ZH,
which takes into account the flank curvatures at the pitch point and transforms the
tangential load at the reference cylinder to tangential load at the pitch cylinder, are
calculated according to ISO 6336-2: 2006(E). The obtained results for ZH and for
the transverse contact ratio are shown in a graphical way as a function of the sum
modification xR for the eccentric planetary gear train with the following teeth
numbers: z1 = 106 and z2 = 110.

As a second stage, an analysis is carried out concerning the influence of the
contact stresses upon the energy efficiency. The following conclusion is deduced:
the influence of the contact stresses upon the energy efficiency for that kind of
planetary gear trains is considerably greater in comparison with the influence of
the bending stresses at the root diameters of the pinion and the ring.

The geometry of the internal meshing influences mainly the relative and the
specific sliding along the path of the path of contact and respectively the efficiency
coefficient in gear meshing.
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Based upon the implemented theoretical research, the author recommends that
the planetary gear train with a difference between z1 and z2, equal to 4, i.e.
z1 = 106 and z2 = 110 has to be produced for the needs of the Bulgarian enter-
prise for gear trains and reducers taking into account certain technological con-
siderations. Concerning the energy efficiency, the best solution would be the
specific gear pair with the following parameters: a sum modification Rx = -0, 9
and an addendum modification coefficient for the pinion x1 = -1. The selected
geometry for the gear pair has the following advantages: the contact strength is
secured with a sufficient safety coefficient and the value of the contact ratio ensures
a minimal friction coefficient along the active path of meshing contact.

With the exception of the pitch point, the teeth profiles in meshing area are
moving relatively to each other through out the length of the path of contact. The
relative movement between the pinion and the ring and the sliding cause
increasing the temperatures in the lubrication film. This process changes the
thickness and the loading capacity of the lubrication film and it has a considetable

Fig. 2 Geometry boundaries for eccentric planetary gear trains (z1 = 106 and z2 = 110; z1 = 108
and z2 = 110)
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influence upon the magnitude of the friction forces in the meshing. The value of
the temperature in the meshing contact depends considerably from the friction
coefficient l, which is changing with the magnitude of the sliding.

Besides, the high surface temperatures of the gears lead to reducing the strength
of the lubrication film and therefore to a secondary increasing of the friction in the
meshing area. This process, based upon the mutual dependance between temper-
ature and friction causes pitting, breakage of teeth and other damages.

For planetary and eccentic gear trains, which ensure great gear ratios, the
relative sliding achieves great values and therefore, the strength calculations
according to the criteria contact strength and bending is not enough for ensuring
the normal functioning of that kind of internal gear trains.

It is also necessary a calculation of the heating temeperatures to be carried out,
because it is possible that internal gear trains which are calculated in a perfect way
according to the main criteria: contact strength (pitting) and bending and also
possessing meshing geometry entirely corresponding with the geometry bound-
aries of the described methodology can be overheated. Therefore, that type of

Fig. 3 Tribological parameters for eccentric planetary gear trains as a function of sum
modification xR
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internal gear trains may loose their functional capacity earlier in comparison with
the envisaged preliminary calculated durability. A precise methdology for calcu-
lation of the heating parameters concerning planetary and eccentric gear trains is
described by Dobreva and Dobrev (1993).

4 Conclusions

The presented investigation of internal and planetary gear trains gives the reasons
to deduce the follwoing conclisions:

1. The results of the investigation of internal gear trains with small difference
between the teeth number of the pinion and the teeth number of the ring (from 1
to 10) give the options for a quick and precise determination of the optimal
addendum modification coefficients for the pinion and the ring considering the
criteria contact strength and energy efficiency of the gear meshing.

2. Based upon precisely defined geometry boundaries for internal gear trains with
small difference between the teeth number of the pinion and the teeth number of
the ring, the value of the contact ratio is an important indicator for the selection
of a gear pair considering the optimal operational parameters of the gear trains.

3. For planetary and eccentric gear trains ensuring great gear ratios, it is necessary
to implement calculation of the heating parameters as well.
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The Influence of the Sleeve Elastic
Deformations on the Wave Bearing
Performance in Heavy Loaded
Transmissions

Nicoleta M. Ene and Florin Dimofte

Abstract The purpose of this paper is to study the influence of the elastic
deformations of the planet/star gear on the performance of a wave bearing
supporting an elastic planet/star gear. An iterative algorithm that takes into con-
sideration the responses of both the wave bearing and gear was developed. The
turbulence effects and the influence of the temperature on the oil viscosity were
also introduced in the computations. The numerical simulations showed that the
elastic sleeve deformations have an important effect on the bearing performance
by increasing the minimum film thickness and the safety limit margins.

Keywords Wave bearings � Gears � Transmissions

List of Symbols

C Bearing clearance, m
Ff Friction force, N
Fr Gear radial load, N
Ft Gear tangential load, N
h Fluid film thickness, m
kh, kz Correction coefficients for turbulent flow
L Bearing length, m
M Gear moment, Nm
p Pressure, N/m2

q Total flow, m2/s
Pj Bearing pressure force at location hj, N
R Bearing radius, m
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rn Gear neutral circle radius, m
rp Pitch radius, m
z Axial coordinate, m
a Pressure angle, rad
h Circumferential coordinate, rad
l Lubricant viscosity, Ns/m2

x Angular velocity, rad/s

1 Introduction

Aerospace transmissions require higher and higher power density to reduce the
weight and to increase the power. The metallic parts have to be very thin, but to
carry very high loads. Due to the small thickness of the gear walls, the forces
applied on the gear mesh can deform the gear. Therefore, a study of the influence
of the gear deformations on the performance of the bearing that supports an elastic
gear is of practical importance.

In this paper, a special type of fluid film bearings, called wave bearings, is used
to support the planetary gears of a two-stage turboprop transmission.

2 Wave Bearing

The wave bearing was introduced by Dimofte (1995a, b) as an alternative to the
plain journal bearing. Unlike the plain circular bearing, the wave bearing has a
slight, continuous variation of its profile. The variation is such that a continuous
waved profile is circumscribed onto the non-rotating bearing surface. For example,
a wave bearing having three-wave profile on its non-rotating rotor is presented in
Fig. 1. In Fig. 2, the wave amplitude is greatly exaggerated to exemplify the
concept. The wave amplitude is usually a fraction (up to 0.5) of the clearance. The
radial clearance is defined as the difference between the sleeve radius and radius of
the mean circle of the waves. The ratio between the wave amplitude and clearance
is usually called wave amplitude ratio. The wave amplitude ratio is a very
important parameter of the bearing because the performance of the wave bearing is
strongly influenced by it (Ene et al. 2008). The performance of a wave bearing also
depends on the number of the waves, and on the position of the waves relative to
the direction of the load. In the present study, the wave bearing sleeve is incor-
porated in the planet/star gears and the gears rotate around the bearing rotor.
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3 Theoretical Analysis

For each planet/star gear, the tooth load can be resolved into a radial load–Fr and a
tangential load–Ft, (Fig. 3).

The radial and tangential loads act on the pitch circle and are related by the
following relation:

Fr ¼ Ft tan a ð1Þ

where a is the pressure angle (Fig. 3). The radial and tangential loads are trans-
mitted to the neutral circle of the bearing sleeve where the moment M is generated:

M ¼ Ft rp � rn

� �
ð2Þ

In Eq. (2) rp is the pitch radius and rn is the neutral circle radius (see Fig. 3).

Fig. 1 Wave bearing
supporting an elastic
planet/star gear

Fig. 2 Wave journal bearing
with stationary rotor and
rotational sleeve

Fig. 3 Gear tooth loads
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If the bearing sleeve is relatively thin, then its elastic deformation under the
tooth load can be in the order of bearing’s clearance and should be taken in
consideration in the analyze of the bearing performance. Liu et al. (1976) proposed
analytical equations to calculate the gear deformations when rolling element
bearings support the gear. These equations can be adapted for wave bearings by
replacing the rolling element contact loads with wave bearing pressure forces
calculated in n locations along the fluid film circumference (Fig. 4). In these
conditions, the radial deformation dri at the location hi (Fig. 4) is given by:

dri ¼ WG hið Þ �
Xn

j¼1

Ws uð ÞPj ð3Þ

where:

u ¼ hi � hj hi� hj

hi � hj þ 2p hi\hj

�

WG hið Þ ¼ Fr Ws 2p� hið Þ þWs kp� hið Þ½ �
þ Ft Wt 2p� hið Þ �Wt kp� hið Þ½ � þM Wm 2p� hið Þ �Wm kp� hið Þ½ �

Ws uð Þ ¼ r3
n

4pEI
p� uð Þsin uþ 1

2
u� pð Þ2� p2

3
� 3

2

� �
cos u� 2

� �

Wt uð Þ ¼ r3
n

2pEI
u� pð Þcos uþ 1

4
u� pð Þ2� p2

3
� 11

2

� �
sin u� u

� �

Wm uð Þ ¼ r2
n

2pEI
u� pð Þcos uþ 3

2
sin u� u

� �

k ¼ 1 0� hi� p
3 p\hi� 2p

�

where Fr, Ft and M are the tooth loads at the neutral circle location (Fig. 3), Pj is
the wave bearing pressure force at location hj, EI is the flexural rigidity and rn is
the neutral radius.

The pressure distribution inside the bearing can be obtained by integrating the
Reynolds equation:

1
R2

o

oh
h3

khl
op

oh

� 	
þ o

oz

h3

kzl
op

oz

� 	
¼ x

2
oh

oh
ð4Þ

where p is the pressure, h–the fluid film thickness, R–the radius of the mean circle
of the waves of the shaft, x–the rotational velocity, h–the angular coordinate
(Fig. 1), z–the axial coordinate, l–the lubricant viscosity, and kh and kz correction
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coefficients for modeling the turbulent flow. At the equilibrium, the resultant of the
bearing pressure forces must be equal to the resultant of the gear loads:

ZL
2

�L
2

Z2p

0

R
p cos h
p sin h

� �
¼ 0

2Ft

� �
ð5Þ

The correction coefficients for turbulent flow are calculated using Constan-
tinescu’s model of turbulence (Frêne and Constantinescu 1975). According to
Constantinescu, the correction coefficients are given by:

kh ¼ 12þ 0:0136Re0:9
eff

kz ¼ 12þ 0:0044Re0:9
eff

ð6Þ

where the effective Reynolds number is calculated with:

Reeff ¼
0 Rem\Recr

Rem
Recr
� 1


 �
qxRh

l Recr �Rem� 2Recr

qxRh
l Rem [ 2Recr

8
><

>:

Rem ¼
2qq

l
;

Recr ¼ min 41:2

ffiffiffi
R

h

r
; 2000

 !
ð7Þ

and q is the total flow.

Fig. 4 Gear loads, bearing
pressure forces, sleeve/gear
deformations
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Due to computational time considerations, a constant mean temperature was
assumed over the entire film. It was also assumed that the total heat generated in the
fluid film is removed exclusively through fluid transport (convection). The heat
removed from the fluid through conduction to the bearing walls is neglected. Also,
the conduction within the fluid itself is neglected. With these assumptions, the
lubricant temperature increase (the difference between the temperature of the
lubricant entering the film and the constant mean temperature of the film) is given by:

DT ¼ Ff Rx
qcvQlat

ð8Þ

where cv is the lubricant specific heat, Qlat is the rate of lateral flow and Ff is the
friction force. The friction force is obtained by integrating the friction stresses on
the bearing surfaces.

An iterative algorithm was developed to determine the elastic sleeve defor-
mations for a given position of the sleeve characterized by an eccentricity e and an
attitude angle /. It was assumed that the sleeve deformations are initially zero. In
the first step, a pressure distribution is obtained by solving the Reynolds equation,
Eq. 4, for laminar flow. The correction coefficients for turbulent flow corre-
sponding to the new pressure distribution are then calculated with Eq. 6. Also, the
new mean film temperature (Eq. 8) and the new lubricant properties are deter-
mined. Then the Reynolds equation (Eq. 4) is solved again for the new turbulence
correction coefficients and the new mean film temperature. The iterative process is
repeated until the relative errors for the turbulence correction coefficients are
smaller than prescribed values. Next, the elastic deformations of the sleeve cor-
responding to the new pressure distribution are computed with Eq. 3 and the new
fluid film thickness distribution is obtained. The algorithm is repeated from step 1
for the new film thickness distribution until the convergence is attained.

The above algorithm is successively repeated for different bearing eccentricities
and attitude angles until the equilibrium position is obtained (i.e. Eq. 5 are sat-
isfied). A bisection algorithm was used for this purpose.

A finite difference scheme combined with a Gauss–Seidel method is used to
solve the Reynolds equation. The axial ends of the bearing are assumed to be
exposed to atmospheric pressure. The pressure in the region of supply pockets is
supposed constant and equal to the supply pressure. The Reynolds boundary
conditions are considered for the cavitation regions.

4 Numerical Results

A transmission designed for a turbo prop application was considered for the
numerical analysis. Two steps are used to reduce the turbo shaft speed to the
propeller speed. The first step of the transmission is a star step: the carrier is
stationary, the input is through the sun, and the output is from the ring. The second
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stage is a planetary stage: the input is through the sun, the ring is stationary, and
the output is from the carrier. The most important geometrical parameters of the
star/planet gears and of the wave bearings that support the transmission shafts are
presented in Tables 1 and 2, respectively. The speeds of the wave bearings in the
star and planetary stages are 15,960 and 3,948 rpm, respectively.

Two running regimes were analyzed for each transmission step:

• The star step:

– a low loaded regime (816 N load, 15,960 rpm rotational speed)
– a heavy loaded regime (7,107 N load, 15,960 rpm rotational speed)

• The planetary step:

– a low loaded regime (1,760 N load, 3,952 rpm rotational speed)
– a heavy loaded regime (5,940 N, 3,952 rpm rotational speed)

For all the above regimes, the oil (Mil-L-23699) is supplied to the bearing
through three supply pockets situated at 120� one from each other. The oil supply
pressure is 5.5 bars at 120 �C. For each running regime, two different situations
were considered: (1) the sleeve is rigid; (2) the sleeve is elastic and the elastic
deformations of the sleeve were taken into consideration.

The rotor—sleeve/gear inner diameter profiles with and without taking into
consideration the sleeve elastic deformations and the pressure distributions for the
elastic cases are presented for all the above regimes in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8. In Figs. 5, 6,
7, 8, the bearing clearance, wave amplitude, and sleeve/gear deformations were
greatly exaggerated compared to the rotor or sleeve diameters to visualize the
effect. It can be seen from Figs. 5 and 7 that the sleeve/gear deformations are very
small (less than 10 %) at low loads. Therefore, at low loads the sleeve/gear elastic
deformations do not have an important effect on the wave bearing performance.

At high loads, the elastic deformations of the gear/sleeve have important values
(Figs. 6 and 8). In these cases, the minimum film thicknesses of the bearings with
elastic sleeves are almost or more than double the minimum film thickness cor-
responding to the rigid cases. A direct consequence of the minimum film thickness
increase is the increase of the safety operation margin. It can be also seen from
Figs. 6 and 8 that at heavy loaded regimes, the bearing load is supported by two
peaks of pressure. Fresh oil that cools the film is supplied between them.

Table 1 Geometrical
characteristics of the
planet/star gears

Major tooth diameter, mm 69.85
Pitch tooth diameter, mm 66.675
Minor tooth diameter, mm 62.686
Tooth width diameter, mm 20.828
Gear width, mm 21
Tooth pressure angle, deg 22.5
Number of teeth 42
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Therefore, the sleeve elastic deformations significantly influence the bearing
performance under heavy loads.

A summary of the results for the minimum film thicknesses corresponding to
the rigid and elastic cases is presented in Table 3.

Table 2 The geometrical characteristics of the wave bearings

Stage I (star) Stage II (planet)

Diameter, mm 45 45
Length, mm 21 26
Clearance, microns 16 11
Wave amplitude ratio 0.3 0.3

Fig. 5 Pressure distribution and sleeve deformation for star gear (15,960 rpm, 816 N)

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution and sleeve deformation for high loaded star gear (15,960 rpm,
7,107 N)
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5 Conclusions

The influence of the elastic deformations on the performance of a wave journal
bearing supporting an elastic gear was studied. Low and high loaded running
regimes for a star and a planetary stage of a turbo prop transmission were con-
sidered. The turbulence effects and the effect of the oil inlet temperature were

Fig. 7 Pressure distribution and sleeve deformation for low loaded planet gear (3,952 rpm,
1,760 N)

Fig. 8 Pressure distribution and sleeve deformation for heavy loaded planet gear (3,952 rpm,
5,940 N)

Table 3 Minimum film thickness. Comparison between elastic and rigid gear/sleeve

Speed, rpm Load, N hmin, microns
elastic sleeve

hmin, microns
rigid sleeve

Dh, %

Star stage 15,960 816 16 15.6 2.45
15,960 7,107 2.97 1.43 108.3

Planet stage 3,952 1,707 5.58 5.10 9.4
3,952 5,948 2.2 1.14 93
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introduced in the computations. The numerical simulations showed that at high
loaded regimes the elastic deformations have an important effect on the wave
bearing performance by increasing the bearing minimum film thickness and safety
operation limit.
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Contribution to the Development
of Cylindrical Gears

Gorazd Hlebanja and Jože Hlebanja

Abstract Authors propose S-gears as an improvement with regard to involute
gears. The tooth flank profile of the former is based on the basic rack profile,
defined as an analytic curve and implies the shape of a tooth flank which is the
matter of discussion in the paper. An important feature of S-gears is the convex-
concave contact of a pinion and a gear in the meshing start and meshing end areas
which provides better characteristic as in E-gears. Therefore, the mechanism of
sliding, the oil film build-up and power losses will be demonstrated. In this context
several important features, e.g. curvatures, Hertzian stresses, temperatures, oil film
thickness, velocity circumstances will be also discussed. The S-type gears can be
used in all scales from small to large and in planetary gear trains as well.

Keywords Cylindrical gears � Non-involute gear geometry � Gear contact �
Meshing circumstances

List of Symbols

Pi Point on the rack profile
Gi Point on a gear tooth flank
Ui Point on the path of contact
x, y Cartesian coordinates
ap Size factor
n Exponent
tPi, tGi Tangents in point Pi, Gi

aC Pressure angle
aGi Inclination angle in Gi
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qGi Radius of curvature in Gi

m Module
q1, q1 Radii of curvature—gear 1, gear 2
qred Reduced radius of curvature
Ft Tangential force
Fb Contact force
aU Incidence angle
b Gear width
E Modulus of elasticity
m Poisson’s ratio
rH Hertzian stress
vp, vs Absolute velocity—gear, pinion
vrP, vrS Relative velocity—gear, pinion
vAt Tangential velocity along the path of contact
vg Sliding velocity
vt Tangential velocity
uUP, uUS Angular position—gear, pinion
xP, xS Angular velocity—gear, pinion
#fl# M Flash, mass temperature
l Friction coefficient
wtb Line load
E’ Reduced Young’s modulus
m Poisson’s ratio
k Thermal conductivity
q Density
c Specific heat
h0 Minimal oil film thickness
u Average contact velocity
g0 Dynamic viscosity (atm. circumstances)
a Pressure viscosity coefficient
j Ellipcity parameter (a, b—ellipse semi-axes)

1 Introduction

Gears are frequent choice for power transmission from fast power sources to
working machines. Transmitted power levels can vary from low in miniature
mechanisms to very high in contemporary wind power plants. Power ranges can
exceed 5 MW in the latter.

Transmission gears from the engine to the drive wheels are also of great
importance in the automotive and truck industry. The overwhelming majority of
gears used in practice are involute. User requirements are increasing, therefore the
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gears should provide more accurate transfer of motion, better endurance, higher
efficiency and the lowest dimensions, which are nowadays the major trends in gear
development, which should be followed by both, the researchers and gear man-
ufacturers, as reported by Blickle (2010), Hirt (2010), Joachum et al. (2010).

The involute gear shape has been in use from the time of Euler and is based on
the mathematical form of the involute function. The involute tooth flank can be put
through the kinematic velocity pole which furthermore resides on the kinematic
circle and divides the tooth flank to the addendum and dedendum part.

The active length of the tooth dedendum of the involute gear is relatively short;
the corresponding curvature radius in the direction of involute starting point is
decreasing to zero. Very high contact loads and sliding arise in this area due to
power transmission from a pinion to a gear, which cause energy losses because of
friction and consequently severe damages of teeth flanks in form of wear, micro
and macro pitting as stated by Butterfield (2010) and Lütig (2007) in his disser-
tation. S-gears exhibit more appropriate shape of tooth flank profile, with higher
loading capacity and lower energy losses in power transmission.

S-gears are illustrated in Fig. 1. The tooth flank profile is based on the basic
rack profile as proposed by Hlebanja (2010). The rack profile is defined as an
analytic curve, Eq. (1), for which the derivatives are also defined.

yPi ¼ ap 1� 1� xPið Þnð Þ ð1Þ

where (xPi, yPi) are Cartesian coordinates originating in the pitch point C, ap

parameter designating a size factor (in this case with the value ap = 1,30,267), and
n is the exponent (n = 1,9). Both, ap and n, have decisive influence on expected

PiUi Gi

C

 tPi

Ufi
Gfi

pitch circle

datum line

tip circle

Pfi

G
i

t  = tPi Gi

tGi

gear tooth 
flank

basic rack
tooth profile

pathof conta tc

Fig. 1 S-gear tooth flank profile creation
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characteristics of the designed gears. Equation (1) defines the addendum part of the
rack profile and the half symmetric counterpart defines its dedendum part.

Furthermore, the tangent tPi is defined for any point Pi on the rack profile. Point
Ui on the path of contact is defined based on tPi. Ui can be regarded as a rack’s
cutting edge generating a gear tooth flank profile point Gi.

The rack tooth flank distance from the velocity pole C in point Ui is PiUi, which
is exactly the arc UiGi length on the reference circle for which the emerging gear
point Gi rotates around its axis. The transformations from Pi to Ui and from Ui to
Gi are unique and reversible, that is bijective. The path of contact is characterized
by its half symmetry. Properties of S-gears can be illustrated by mating gear and
pinion shown in Fig. 2. The dedendum of one gear is in contact with the addendum
of the other gear during mating which corresponds to a half of the path of contact,
which is unique for a given module regardless of the number of teeth. An
important feature of S-gears is a convex-concave contact of a pinion and a gear in
the meshing start and end areas (in vicinity of points A and E). Another advantage
is minimal teeth number of S-gears, which can be as low as four.

S-type rack differs from involute rack by parabolic shaped flanks. With the
defined rack the same manufacturing technology can be employed in S-gears as in
involute case, however always with appropriate cutting profiles.

Regarding the geometric shape S-gears are usable for small and micro gears in
miniature applications (Hlebanja 2011) as well as for large gears, suitable for high
power transmission.

Details of geometric definitions and manufacturing principles of S-gears have
been disclosed in several recent papers (e.g. Hlebanja 2010, 2011). Therefore,
several important characteristics of S-gears will be revealed and discussed in the
continuation, which prove their advantages, not only in spur gears, but also in
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Fig. 2 Meshing circumstances and sliding zones
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helical and skew gears as well. S-gear geometry is also appropriate in internal
gears, thus enabling design of planetary gear trains.

2 Important Characteristics

2.1 Tooth Flank Curvature

The tooth flank profile is defined continuously for any point, based on the previ-
ously explained transformations from the rack profile to the path of contact and at
last to the gear tooth flank. Its curvature is mathematically defined by an
expression containing first and second derivative. Knowing tooth profile inclina-
tion angle for any point of the profile implies tangent and thus first and second
derivative in that point (Hlebanja 2010). The curvature is therefore given by a
simple Eq. (2)

qGi ¼
1

cos aGi
� m: ð2Þ

Characteristic of the meshing gears is that both gears dedendum flanks are
partly concave, the rest being convex, whereas both addendum flanks are convex.
Both flanks are convex around the pitch point, with relative high radii of curvature.
Another important observation is that a concave-convex contact appears in the
vicinity of meshing start and meshing end areas, which implies better loading
circumstances there.

In order to evaluate tooth flank durability in a contact point the reduced radii of
curvature qred are necessary

qred ¼
q1q2

q1 � q2
ð3Þ

If the contact between two flanks is convex–convex, both factors of the denomi-
nator should be summed, otherwise (convex-concave case) they should be
subtracted.

Distribution of the reduced radii of curvature over the path of contact dia-
grammatically represented in Fig. 3, reveals some interesting facts. First,
comparatively high values of qred are in the zones AB and DE are due to convex-
concave contact, indicating that the contact load is smaller and lubrication
conditions are better; quite so two pairs of teeth are in contact in AB and DE. qred

changes are small and have a local maximum in the pitch point in the zone of the
single pair contact BCD, which indicates evenly distributed power transmission.
The actual curve depends on geometrical data (number of teeth, module) of a gear
pair and the value in C equals that in involute gear shape.
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2.2 Contact Force and Hertzian Pressure

The dedendum part of a tooth flank is the most loaded area in power transmission
from a gear to a pinion, due to negative sliding in that area. This is why this
loading state is of particular importance and discussed in the following paragraphs.
Contact load in a particular time instant appears in the contact spot on the path of
contact and is influenced by the contact force Fb, which is acting rectangular to the
teeth flanks in the direction of the kinematic pole C. The situation is illustrated in
Fig. 4 particularly for contact point B. The contact force magnitude along the path
of contact is variable conforming to the incidence angle aU changes, as indicated in
Fig. 5, and defined by following equation

Fb ¼
Ft

cos aU
ð4Þ

Hertzian pressure as a common measure of contact load of mating teeth flanks
is expressed by

 

Fig. 3 Reduced radii of curvature along the path of contact m = 30 mm, z1 = 42 and z2 = 12
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Fig. 4 Forces resulting on
teeth flanks
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rH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

FbE

2pbqredð1� m2Þ

s
� rHdop: ð5Þ

However, Hertzian pressure may not exceed maximal allowable limit rHdop.
The contact force Fb, tooth width b and reduced radius of curvature qred in Eq. (5)
are those design parameters which decisively influence gear durability. The tan-
gential force Ft, transmitted from the driving to the driven gear, is distributed
among two gear pairs in the zones of double contact AB and DE. This is also true
for Fb, which is clearly indicated in the diagram, Fig. 5.

2.3 Velocity Circumstances

Velocity circumstances in the gear tooth contact points, appearing along the path
of contact, decisively influence oil film thickness. They depend on the tooth flank
geometry derived from the path of contact, whereas each point on the tooth flank
profile features a unique curvature radius. Absolute velocities, relative velocities of
teeth flanks, and the contact point movement velocity in the tangential direction to
the path of contact can be distinguished with regard to the tangential direction to
the teeth flanks in the contact point. Two critical states are illustrated in Fig. 6,
namely first in the vicinity of the meshing start and then in the vicinity of the
meshing end. The absolute velocity of the pinion tooth flank is represented by the
vector vs, and the absolute velocity of the gear by vP. The relative velocities vrS

and vrP act tangentially to corresponding teeth flanks, whereas vAt is the velocity
of the contact point in the direction of tangent to the path of contact. Thus,
expressions for vs and vP are

~vS ¼ ~xS �~rS and ~vP ¼ ~xP �~rP ð6Þ
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Velocity components in the direction of teeth flank surfaces influence the oil
film formation; the corresponding velocity of the pinion vrS and the gear vrP are

v
*

rS ¼ v
*

S � v
*

At and v
*

rP ¼ v
*

P � v
*

At ð7Þ

The sliding velocity vg is defined as the difference of absolute velocities of teeth
flanks in the contact point or as the difference of both relative velocities.

v
*

g ¼ v
*

S � v
*

P and v
*

g ¼ v
*

rS � v
*

rP ð8Þ

Values of both relative velocities can be calculated from geometric relations.

vrP ¼ vP sin aUi � uUPð Þ þ vt cos aUi tan uUi

vrS ¼ vS sin aUi � uUSð Þ þ vt cos aUi tan uUi

ð9Þ

The diagram Fig. 7 illustrates functional dependence of relative velocities of
the path of contact and these particular calculations assume the tangential velocity
amounting to 2,26 m/s.
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2.4 Temperatures of Teeth Flanks in a Contact Spot

The contact temperature is a function of the gear bulk material temperature #M and
the flash temperature #fl. The first is a a steady temperature during operation, and
the latter is an instantaneous temperature of the contact appearing due to local
friction heat and reaches its maximal value at the gear meshing point—contact;
afterwards it diminishes. The apparent time of the contact depends on angular
velocities of gears, on actual geometry and surface parameters, it is exceedingly
short in general and thus its temperature contribution is named flash temperature.
The flash temperature is an important influencing factor in emergence of scuffing
and to great extent also of micro-pitting. If angular velocities are rather low then
no high temperature shocks should be expected. The flash temperature functional
dependence on the path of contact is illustrated in diagram, Fig. 8. The Block’s
expression for the line contact (Blok 1963 and Theyse 1967) was employed in
calculations:

#fl ¼ 0; 62l wtbð Þ0;75 E0

qred

� �0;25 vgffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BMSvrS
p

þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BMPvrP
p ð10Þ

where E’ = E/(1-m2) and
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
BMS;P

p
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kqc
p

¼ 12; 5 N=mms0;5K
� �

: The heat contact
coefficient is material property—the above value is for steel. The other values are
k ¼ 47; 5 W= mKð Þ½ �; q ¼ 7800 kg=m3½ �; c ¼ 440 J= kgKð Þ½ �: An average value for
the friction coefficient results from data (Nieman and Winter 1989) and amounts to
0,08. All other variables are varying along the path of contact and represented in
preceding figures. The diagram represented in Fig. 8 indicates that thermal load of
the teeth flanks in the zones of double contact is comparable smaller as in the zone
of single contact. This is due to lower teeth load and higher reduced radii of
curvature, whereas in the single contact zone the flash temperature diminishes
towards C, where its value is 0, which is due to lowering of the sliding velocity.

A B C D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

40 

60 

80

fl
0C

single contact zone

Fig. 8 Flash temperature along the path of contact (the bulk temperature should be added to the
above values)
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2.5 Oil Film Thickness

Micro-pitting is fatigue damage of gear teeth flanks where the contact area is
surface-hardened and ground. Emerging micro-damages, lowering transmission
accuracy, evolve into gearing failures. The main cause of micro-pitting is attrib-
uted to insufficient lubrication of the contact surfaces due to slow sliding speeds
and high contact loads—i.e. slow running gears is mixed lubrication (Stachowiak
and Batchelor 2006, p. 311). Therefore, the oil film thickness between the meshing
gear flanks is one of crucial parameters in this context and it should be higher as
roughness. The oil film thickness is influenced by: load, contacting teeth flank
surfaces velocities, sliding velocities, temperature, surface roughness, oil charac-
teristics, material properties, and tooth shape which actually transmits the load.
Another important factor is friction heat governing oil temperature which affects
its viscosity. Dimensioning of gears with regard to micro-pitting is based on oil
film thickness based on elasto-hydrodynamic lubrication theory. Due to EHL
importance, research led to many improvements. However, most of them derive
from Dawson’s and Higginson’s (1977) work. Following equation (Stachowiak
and Batchelor 2006) was used for a general elliptic type of contact in order to get
basic relations:

h0

qred
¼ 3; 63

u g0

E0 qred

� �0;68

a E0ð Þ0;49 Fb

E0q2
red

� ��0;073

1 � 0; 61e�0;68j
� �

: ð11Þ

Since the contact surfaces, dealt with here, are cylindrical their contact is the
line contact. Therefore, the longer ellipse axis limits to infinity, so the ellipticity
parameter value is 0. Assuming equilibrium bulk thermal circumstances and given
material, Eq. (11) can be rearranged to

h0 ¼ 3; 63g0;68
0 a0;49E0�0;117

h i
u0;68q00;466W�0;073: ð12Þ

Variables in Eq. (12) are the average contact velocity, the reduced radius of
curvature and the contact force, whereas the values in brackets are constant for
given conditions. The oil viscosity parameters in calculations are from Stachowiak
and Batchelor (2006, p. 21). Heavy industrial oil was selected having high
dynamic viscosity and the pressure viscosity coefficient values collected in
Table 1. The reduced elasticity module for steel amounts to 206 9 109 N/m2.

Knowing above data and functional values for the average velocity (Fig. 7), the
contact force (Fig. 5) and the reduced radius of curvature along the path of contact
(Fig. 3), a diagram, Fig. 9, can be drawn. The curve in the diagram has been

Table 1 Viscosity
parameters for a heavy
industrial oil

# 30 �C 60 �C

g0 153 9 10-3 Pa 34 9 10-3 Pa
a 23,7 9 10-9 m2/N 20,5 9 10-9 m2/N
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calculated for operating conditions with the temperature 30 �C. The oil film thick-
ness lowers for about 33.6 % when the temperature is 60 �C. Thus, the minimal oil
thickness in the kinematic pole C is 0.21 lm. This is the same value as the value in C
for involute gears with the same module and the same gear ratio. Oil film thickness
enlarges considerably in double contact zones near both end contact zones.

Considering, that the potential danger of micro-pitting exist in the zone of
meshing start for involute gears (Höhn et al. 2003), S-gears exhibit advantage in
this context due to the tick oil film in this area, which diminishes possibility of
damage.

3 Conclusion

Solutions for preventing or diminishing micro-pitting occurence are prevailingly
searched for in the direction of better lubrication means, in high quality surface
treatment (super-finishing), in gear tooth flank profile change in meshing start area,
and finally in better materials. This proposal introduces a new gear tooth flank
profile—S-gear tooth flank profile, which assures higher comparative curvature
radii, and thus lower contact load and higher relative velocities of the contact
surfaces which implies better lubrication.

Not only that the curvature radii are higher, the mating gears exhibit convex-
concave contact in the vicinity of the contact start and contact end, whereas slowly
varying curvature is characteristic for the central area.

Due to their S-shape, the velocity characteristics of mating gears are improved,
especially in both external areas with high relative velocities and low sliding
velocity.

The meshing start zone in involute gears represents potential danger of micro-
pitting, whereas S-gears exhibit advantage in this context due to the tick oil film in
this area, which diminishes possibility of damage.

S-gears can be used in a large and small scale application and planetary gear
trains. Comparatively smaller outer diameter of internal S-gears also implies
smaller weight.

A B C D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

h0 

single contact zone

Fig. 9 Oil film thickness course along the path of contact
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It is true that special tools are necessary to produce S-gears, however with
contemporary CNC machine tools and technologies this does not denote much of
an obstacle.
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Transfer of Motion by Closed Contour:
Basis of Cvt

Konstantin Ivanov and Elena Yaroslavceva

Abstract Continuously variable transmission contains the closed gear differential
and the controlled device. The elementary toothed continuously variable trans-
mission has form of the gear closed differential with two degrees of freedom. The
gear differential with the closed contour of toothed wheels creates additional
constraint and supports a transition regime of motion from a start-up to bi-mobile
regime with independent stepless regulating. It is necessary to prove that closed
gear differential in itself carry out a function of a controlling device. The equations
of interconnection of power, kinematic and geometrical parameters of transmis-
sion in statics, kinematics and dynamics are searched out. The synthesis of
transmission consists in determination of teeth wheels numbers on a condition of
overcoming the given maximum moment of resistance.

Keywords Transmission � Closed contour � Equilibrium � Stepless regulating
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u Instant angle of turn
x Angular speed
a, b, c, d, l, e Sizes of links
r Radius of link

1 Introduction

At last time a continuously variable transmission (CVT) which contains the closed
gear differential mechanism with two degrees of freedom and the controlling
device has been extended and patented. The controlling device imposes an addi-
tional constraint leading to definability of motion and self-regulating. Transmis-
sion has only one input (one engine) and meets the requirement of theoretical
mechanics and theory of mechanisms and machines on Levitskiy and Markeev
(1979, 1990): number of initial links (or input links) of a mechanism should be
equal to number of degrees of freedom.

In designs of Volkov (2004) and Crockett (1990) the engine transmits a motion
to fluid converter which drive two links of gear differential with two degrees of
freedom (Fig. 1). The fluid converter creates an additional hydrodynamics con-
straint which realizes a self-regulating. An output link of the differential has
definability of motion with stepless self-regulating.

However the closed contour of the gear differential mechanism in itself is
capable to impose additional constraint on motion of links. This property is used in
the patent of Harries. The transmission has self-regulation in operating regime
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P
T
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K

H2

Fig. 1 Continuously
variable transmission with the
hydraulic converter
P—pump; T—turbine
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with two degrees of freedom. However in this transmission the brake of one of
wheels carries out an additional constraint for the start.

The elementary designs of transmission in form gear differential mechanism on
patents of Ivanov and Yaroslavtseva (1996, 2010) create additional constraint by
way of self-braking and inertial properties of the mechanism.

In all patented designs of continuously variable transmission the closed contour
is used. However the theoretical description of interacting parameters of trans-
mission of Volkov (2004), Crockett (1990) and Harries (1991) is executed without
taking into account presence of two degrees of freedom. In patents of Ivanov and
Yaroslavtseva (1996, 2010) an interacting of parameters of gear differential is
presented on the basis of a principle of virtual works. However in them there is no
theoretical substantiation of a technique of research.

Earlier in theoretical works of Ivanov (2007, 2010) the opportunity of transfer
motion in a gear differential by means of the closed contour has been researched.
The analytical description of transfer motion in the gear mechanism with two
degrees of freedom has been executed on the basis of a principle of virtual works.
It has been shown, that the closed contour imposes additional constraint on motion
of links that leads to definability of motion of the kinematic chain with two degrees
of freedom at presence only one input. However in these works there is no the-
oretical substantiation of an opportunity of use of a principle of virtual works.

The purpose of the present work is to prove theoretically a definability of
motion of gear differential with two degrees of freedom at presence only one input
and to create analytical dependences of interconnection parameters of motion of
gear continuous variable transmission with stepless self-regulation.

The research is executed on the basis of laws of theoretical mechanics and
theory of mechanisms and machines.

2 Transfer of Motion in the Closed Differential with Two
Degrees of Freedom

Subject of research is the closed toothed differential mechanism with two degrees
of freedom which represents a continuously variable transmission. The toothed
continuously variable transmission (Fig. 2) has form of the closed differential
mechanism.

Toothed wheels 4–1, 2, 3–6, 5 form the closed contour. On the input carrier H1

the external active motive moment MH1 acts. On an output link H2 the external
active moment of resistance MH2 acts. In engagement of wheels we shall consider
only horizontal components of reactions as vertical components are perceived by a
frame.

Forces and displacements (speeds) are parallel a horizontal axis Ox:
Let’s accept following designations: rH1; rH2—radiuses of input and output

carriers, ri ði ¼ 1; 2. . .6Þ—radiuses of toothed wheels, MH1; MH2—moments on
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input and output carriers, Mi ði ¼ 1; 2. . .6Þ—moments on toothed wheels,
FH1 ¼ MH1=rH1—input motive force, RH2 ¼ MH2=rH2—output force of resistance,
R12 ¼ M1=r1; R32 ¼ M3=r3; R45 ¼ M4=r4; R65 ¼ M6=r6—reactions in kinematic
pairs.

3 Interconnection of Parameters of the Kinematic Chain
in a Condition with One Degree of Freedom

The beginning of motion of the kinematic chain (or start) occurs in a condition to
one degree of freedom. Start is a transition of the kinematic chain from a condition
with one degree of freedom in a condition with two degrees of freedom under act
of the input motive (driving) moment. On start the motion of an input link H1

under act of the input driving moment MH1 at a motionless output link H2 occurs.
Input motive force FH1 ¼ MH1=rH1 is transferred on link 2 of the closed contour
from an input link H1. Output force of resistance RH2 ¼ MH2=rH2 is transferred on
link 5 of the closed contour from output link H2:

The closed contour (in difference from open chain) transmits an active input
force on output link in a condition with one degree of freedom.

Transfer of an input motive force FH1 on an output link H2 by means of the
closed contour occurs as follows.

Force FH1 creates on a link of 2 reactions R32 ¼ FH1=2; R12 ¼ FH1=2:
These reactions are transferred to blocks of wheels 1–4 and 3–6 and will be

converted to the reactions acting on the output satellite 5 R45 ¼ R12r1=r4;
R65 ¼ R32r3=r6:

The sum of the reactions acting on satellite 5 is equal to reaction transferred by
the output satellite 5 on the output carrier H2
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Fig. 2 Toothed continuously
variable transmission 0—
frame; H1—input carrier; 2—
input satellite; 1–4—block of
central toothed wheels with
external teeth; 3–6—block of
central toothed wheels (ring
wheels) with internal teeth;
5—output satellite; H2—
output carrier
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R5H2 ¼ R45 þ R65:R5H2 ¼ FH1ðr1=r4 þ r3=r6Þ=2:

Thus, the input motive force FH1 is transferred to the output carrier H2 in the
form of the reaction R5H2 overcoming the output force of resistance RH2. RH2 ¼
R5H2: Or

RH2 ¼ FH1ðr1=r4 þ r3=r6Þ=2: ð1Þ

Let’s substitute the values of the forces, expressed through the moments in this
formula, and we shall gain an output moment of resistance which is overcome by
the input driving moment

MH2 ¼ MH1
rH2

2rH1

r1

r4
þ r3

r6

� �
: ð2Þ

As a result all kinematic chain comes to motion only under act of one input
motive force (moment) and passes from a condition with one degree of freedom in
a condition with two degrees of freedom. Reactions R45; R65 on a link 5 create also
the internal driving unbalanced moment M5 ¼ ðR45 � R65Þr5 ¼ 0:5FH1ðr1=r4 �
r3=r6Þr5: Or

M5 ¼ 0:5MH1
r5

rH1

r1

r4
� r3

r6

� �
: ð3Þ

On conditions of statics the start occurs at accomplishment of conditions of
statics (1) and (3). The unbalanced moment M5 on a link 5 calls a transition
dynamic regime of motion of the kinematic chain with acceleration.

In a transition regime of motion the increase in the input driving moment MH1

(and force FH1) by formula (1) will lead to increase in the force R5H2 transferred to
a motionless output link H2, up to the value overcoming output starting force of
resistance RH2 and an output moment of resistance MH2: From the formula (2) we
shall gain the demanded starting value of the input driving moment necessary for
overcoming of a starting moment of resistance MH2S

MH1S ¼ 2MH2S
rH1

rH2

r4r6

r1r6 þ r3r4

� �
: ð4Þ

If MH1S ¼ kt; (k—the set factor of change of the input driving moment on start
in N/s) from (4) it is possible to find a time tS necessary for overcoming of a
starting moment of resistance

tS ¼ 2MH2S
rH1

krH2

r4r6

r1r6 þ r3r4

� �
: ð5Þ

The equation of motion of the kinematic chain in a transition regime is reduced
to the equation of motion of a link 5 and looks like M5 ¼ J5

dx5
dt or in view of (3)

0:5kt
r5

rH1

r1

r4
� r3

r6

� �
¼ J5

dx5

dt
: ð6Þ
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Here x5—angular speed of a link 5, J5—a moment of inertia of a link 5.
Solving the differential equation of motion (6), we shall find angular speed x5

of a link 5 in the end of a transition period. The beginning of motion of a link 5
occurs from a motionless condition x50 ¼ 0: Then we shall gain value of angular
speed after a time tS

x5 ¼
kt2

S

2J5

r5

rH1

r1

r4
� r3

r6

� �
: ð7Þ

4 Interconnection of Parameters of the Kinematic Chain
in Condition with Two Degrees of Freedom

Further motion of the kinematic chain in a condition with two degrees of freedom
occurs. A subject of research basic new, therefore it is necessary to use basic new
approach to research of interconnection of its parameters.

We shall consider all over again equilibrium of the kinematic chain with two
degrees of freedom on conditions of statics. Equilibrium occurs at equality of the
moments of superposed forces

MH2 ¼ MH1: ð8Þ

We shall consider equilibrium of the closed contour under act of the super-
imposed forces FH1 ¼ MH1=rH1 and RH2 ¼ MH2=rH2: From the input satellite 2 on
intermediate links 1–4 and 3–6 reactions R21 ¼ FH1=2; R23 ¼ FH1=2 are trans-
ferred. From the output satellite 5 on intermediate links 1–4 and 3–6 reactions
R54 ¼ RH2=2; R56 ¼ RH2=2 are transferred. Let’s express force of resistance RH2

through motive force FH1: From the formula (8) follows RH2 ¼ FH1rH1=rH2: Then
R54 ¼ FH1rH1=2rH2; R56 ¼ FH1rH1=2rH2:

As a result the link 1–4 will appear under act of the unbalanced moment

M1�4 ¼ R21r1 � R54r4 ¼
FH1

2
rH2r1 � rH1r4

rH2

� �
: ð9Þ

The link 3–6 will appear under act of the unbalanced moment

M3�6 ¼ R23r3 � R56r6 ¼
FH1

2
rH2r3 � rH1r6

rH2

� �
: ð10Þ

Let’s substitute in formulas (9), (10) values rH1 ¼ ðr1 þ r3Þ=2; rH2 ¼ ðr4 þ
r6Þ=2 we shall gain M1�4 ¼ FH1

2
r1r6�r3r4

r4þr6

� �
; M3�6 ¼ FH1

2
r3r4�r1r6

r4þr6

� �
: From here

follows

M1�4 ¼ �M3�6: ð11Þ
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Thus, internal forces are led to unbalanced forces and moments on links 1–4
and 3–6. The condition of equilibrium of internal forces by a principle of virtual
works in view of a time is expressed as

M1�4x1 þM3�6x3 ¼ 0: ð12Þ

As M1�4 ¼ �M3�6 x1 ¼ x3: In this case angular speeds of all links are equal,
and the kinematic chain is twirled as a single whole without internal mobility of
links.

Thus, the kinematic chain is in the equilibrium representing a special case when
there is no motion of links inside of a contour. Thus equilibrium is carried out both
on conditions of statics, and by a principle of virtual works.

Further we shall consider a common case of motion. It is possible to assume,
that in common case at presence of two degrees of freedom in the kinematic chain
with the closed mobile contour equilibrium by a principle of virtual works also
will occur.

Theorem If the kinematic chain with two degrees of freedom with the closed
four-bar contour moves under action of the arbitrary driving moment and the
arbitrary moment of resistance for these external moments of forces the condition
of equilibrium by a principle of virtual works is carried out.

We shall use power instead of work in view of a time. Analytical form of the
theorem:

MH1xH1 þMH2xH2 ¼ 0: ð13Þ

For the demonstration of the theorem we shall use the main property of closed
four-bar contour, leading definability of the interconnected parameters. The main
property closed four-bar contour is: all internal reactions in a contour can be
expressed through superposed forces. (For comparison we shall note: it is
impossible to express all internal reactions through the superposed forces applied
to two links of a contour if the contour contains, for example, five mobile links).

Let’s make for each satellite an equilibrium equation by a principle of virtual
works. Each satellite represents scleronomous (hardening) mechanical system as
all the forces acting on the satellite are known. Therefore the valid displacements
of points of the satellite can be accepted for possible (1). We shall gain

R12sD þ R32sC ¼ FH1sB; ð14Þ

R45sG þ R65sE ¼ FH2sK : ð15Þ

Here si ði ¼ D; C; B; G; E; KÞ—the valid linear displacements si ði ¼
D; C; B; G; E; KÞ of points of satellites. Let’s express linear displacements si

points of satellites through instant angles of turn of links and radi-
usessD ¼ u1r1; sC ¼ u3r3; sB ¼ uH1rH1; sG ¼ u4r4; sE ¼ u6r6; sK ¼ uH2rH2

u1; u3; uH2; u4; u6; uH2—instant angles of turn of toothed wheels and carriers.
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The moments on links: R12r1 ¼ M1; R32r3 ¼ M3; FH1rH1 ¼ MH1; R45r4 ¼
M4; R65 r6 ¼ M6; FH2rH2 ¼ MH2:

In view of a time from the Eqs. (14) and (15) we shall gain

M1x1 þM3x3 ¼ MH1xH1; ð16Þ

M4x4 þM6x6 ¼ MH2xH2: ð17Þ

As satellites are a links of the mechanism, we shall sum the made expressions
for satellites. We shall gain a condition of interacting of parameters of all
mechanism as a whole

M1x1 þM3x3 þM4x4 þM6x6 ¼ MH1xH1 þMH2xH2: ð18Þ

In the left side of an equation the sum of powers (works) of internal forces of a
contour takes place. In the right side of an equation the sum of powers (works) of
superposed forces of a contour takes place. All internal forces are single-valued
functions of external forces. As constraints are ideal and stationary then work of
constraint reactions is equal to null (1)

M1x1 þM3x3 þM4x4 þM6x6 ¼ 0: ð19Þ

Let’s substitute this value in the Eq. (18), we shall gain

MH1xH1 þMH2xH2 ¼ 0: ð20Þ

Thus, for the external moments of forces the condition of equilibrium by a
principle of virtual works, as was to be shown is carried out. In the Eq. (20) one of
the external moments should be a moment of resistance, differently the condition
of equilibrium of the kinematic chain in the form of equality of works of motive
forces and forces of resistance will not be carried out. The kinematic link to which
the driving moment is applied will be an input link. The link to which the moment
of resistance MH2 is applied will be an output link. Work (or power) a moment of
resistance is negative. Then the Eq. (20) will become

MH1xH1 ¼ MH2xH2: ð21Þ

For the resolution of the Eq. (21) it should contain one unknown parameter. It is
logical to consider: the external moments MH1; MH2 and input angular speed xH1

are given. Then output angular speed xH2 will be determined from expression
(21). Angular speeds of initial links will be known. Angular speeds of all links of a
contour will be accordingly known. Transition of one of initial links in a condition
of an output link leads to reception of number of input links per unit less numbers
of degrees of freedom of all kinematic chain. However the Eq. (21) characterizes
the additional constraint providing conservation of definability of motion of the
consider kinematic chain. As a result the Eq. (21) means, that statically and
kinematically definable mobile contour is in equilibrium under act of arbitrary
superposed forces (moments). Thus, the patented opportunity of transfer of motion
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from an input link to an output link through closed four-bar contour (3, 4 and 5)
has gained the theoretical acknowledging.

Consequence 1. The kinematic chain with the closed contour provides stepless
regulating of transfer, that is possesses effect of force adaptation.

From the formula (21) it is possible to determine value of output angular speed.

xH2 ¼ MH1xH1=MH2: ð22Þ

According to the formula (22) at a constant input power PH1 ¼ MH1xH1 the
output angular speed xH2 is in return proportional dependence on a variable output
moment of resistance MH2: This dependence expresses effect of force adaptation of
an output link to a variable load.

Consequence 2. In the closed contour circulation of energy takes place.
The Eq. (19) contains positive and negative members and characterizes equi-

librium of works (powers) on intermediate links of a contour.
As x1 ¼ x4; x3 ¼ x6; M1 [ M4; M6 [ M3; from the Eq. (19) we shall gain

ðM1 �M4Þx1 � ðM6 �M3Þx3 ¼ 0: ð23Þ

Let’s designate ðM1 �M4Þ ¼ M1�4; M6 �M3 ¼ M6�3—The moments on
intermediate links 1–4 and 3–6. Then the equilibrium of works (powers) on
intermediate links of a contour will become M1�4x1 ¼ M6�3x3:

The Eq. (23) reflects unknown earlier the phenomenon of circulation of energy
inside of a contour during its motion.

5 Kinematics of the Mechanism

We shall determine transfer ratios of links of transfer through numbers of t of
wheels zi i ¼ 1; 2; . . . 6:

The interconnection of angular speeds of transfer is determined by formulas

x1 � xH1

x3 � xH1
¼ uðH1Þ

13 ; ð24Þ

where uðH1Þ
13 ¼ �z3=z1:

x1 � xH2

x3 � xH2
¼ uðH2Þ

46 ; ð25Þ

where uðH2Þ
46 ¼ �z6=z4: From (24)

x1 ¼ uðH1Þ
13 ðx3 � xH1Þ þ xH1: ð26Þ

From (25)

x1 ¼ uðH2Þ
46 ðx3 � xH2Þ þ xH2: ð27Þ
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Let’s subtract (27) of (26), we shall get

uðH1Þ
13 ðx3 � xH1Þ þ xH1 � uðH2Þ

46 ðx3 � xH2Þ � xH2 ¼ 0:

From here

uðH1Þ
13 � uðH2Þ

46

� �
x3 � uðH1Þ

13 xH1 þ uðH2Þ
46 xH2 ¼ xH2 � xH1;

x3 ¼
xH2 1� uðH2Þ

46

� �
� xH1 1� uðH1Þ

13

� �

uðH1Þ
13 � uðH2Þ

46

: ð28Þ

Formulas (22), (28), (26) determine sequence of acts by definition angular speeds
of links of transfer. Let’s determine the starting transfer ratio. The starting transfer
ratio represents the transfer ratio of the closed differential at the stopped output
carrier H2 from the input carrier H1 to the output satellite 5: uH1�5 ¼ xH1=x5:

Let’s divide numerator and a denominator of expression (24) on x3: We shall

designate x1=x3 ¼ u13 ¼ �z6=z4; xH1=x3 ¼ uH1�3; uðH1Þ
13 ¼ �z3=z1:

We shall receive u13�uH1�3
1�uH1�3

¼ uðH1Þ
13 : From here

uH1�3 ¼
uðH1Þ

13 � u13

uðH1Þ
13 � 1

: ð29Þ

As uH1�3 ¼ uH1�6 and uH1�5 ¼ uH1�6u65; where u65 ¼ z5=z6: Then

uH1�5 ¼
uðH1Þ

13 �u13

uðH1Þ
13 �1

u65:

Let’s substitute numbers of teeth; we shall gain the starting transfer ratio

uH1�5 ¼
z3z4 � z6z1

z3z4 þ z1z4
� z5

z6
: ð30Þ

6 Force Analysis of the Mechanism

The force analysis of the mechanism can be reduced to definition of the internal
moments Mi ði ¼ 1; 3; 4; 6Þ through reactions in kinematic pairs on the set
external moments MH1; MH2:

M1 ¼ R21r1 ¼ 0:5MH1r1=rH1; M3 ¼ R23r3 ¼ 0:5MH1r3=rH1;

M4 ¼ R54r4 ¼ 0:5MH2r4=rH2; M6 ¼ R56r6 ¼ 0:5MH2r6=rH2: ð31Þ
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The developed assembly drawing of the continuously variable transmission
presented on Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Continuously variable transmission. Assembly drawing

Fig. 4 Gear continuously
variable transmission. Acting
example
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The acting example of transmission is presented on Fig. 4. It confirms presence
of effect of force adaptation in the mechanism with the closed contour.

7 Conclusion

The creation of gear continuously variable transmission in the form of the toothed
closed differential mechanism with two degrees of freedom is theoretically proved.

It is proved, that the mobile closed mechanical contour of transmission creates
additional constraint and provides the transition regime of motion translating the
mechanism of transfer from a one-mobile condition at start-up in bi-mobile con-
dition in operating regime of motion. It is proved, that in operating regime of
motion the equilibrium by a principle of virtual works, providing stepless regu-
lating of transmission takes place.

The equations of interconnection of force parameters, kinematic parameters and
geometrical parameters of transmission in kinematics and dynamics are developed.
These equations are mustered by numerical instances, confirmed by skilled acting
specimens and the developed computer animation model. The assembly drawing
of the gear continuously variable transmission is presented.

The found regularities allow synthesizing gear continuously variable trans-
mission on the given operational parameters of motion, to execute the kinematic
and dynamic analysis of transmission and to determine design data of
transmission.

Gear continuously variable transmission in the form of the gear closed differ-
ential mechanism with constant engagement of wheels is the elementary trans-
mission of such type and it has the reliability matching reliability of a gear
mechanism. The specified properties allow using the transmission both in easy
local drives of manipulators, and in heavy drives of transport machines, including
in the motor-wheels.

The gear closed differential mechanism of transmission possesses effect of force
adaptation to variable technological loading. Force adaptation allows creating the
easy and hard loaded adaptive drives of machines with the variable transfer ratio
depending on technological resistance (for velocipede, motorcycle, car, drilling
rig, bulldozer, lorry, etc.).
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Synthesis of the Two-Stream
Transmissions

Alexander Kraynev, Konstantin Salamandra
and Madhusudan Raghavan

Abstract One of the modern trends in transmissions design is the increase in the
number speed ratios. By means of generalized structures method, the gear trans-
mission types (layshaft and planetary) were analyzed with a view to increasing the
number of speed ratios. The analysis showed that the speed ratio increase in the
layshaft and planetary transmissions lead to significant complication and an
increase in the number of clutches. The two-stream transmissions allow obtaining
greater number of speeds with fewer clutches. The two-stream transmissions
synthesis method is proposed. Examples of 8 and 12-speed transmissions synthesis
are presented.

Keywords Gears � Gearbox � Transmission � Analysis and synthesis

List of Symbols

N Total number of speeds in the transmission
I Input member
O Output member
GB Internal gearbox with own speeds
NGB Number of speeds in the internal gearbox GB
iGB Gear ratio of the internal gearbox GB
m, n Differential members
im
nO Differential gear ratio of member n to output member O,

assuming member m is stopped
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in
mO Differential gear ratio of member m to output member O, assuming

member n is stopped
im
In Differential gear ratio of input member I to member n, assuming member

m is stopped
in
Im Differential gear ratio of input member I to member m, assuming member

n is stopped
l1; l2 Amount of modes when differential works together with GB1 and GB2

respectively
lD Amount of modes when differential works independently

1 Introduction

In theory, increasing the number of speed ratios in a transmission results in better
characteristics of operation and fuel consumption in a vehicle. The transmissions
with 3–4 forward speeds were replaced by transmissions with 5 and 6 speeds. The
next generation of vehicles could feature transmissions with 7 and 8 speeds. The
increased number of speeds is aimed at reducing the step size between gear ratios
and improving the shift quality of the transmission by making the speed inter-
changes substantially imperceptible to the operator. The increase in speed ratios
results in design complexity, growth of overall dimensions, weight and cost of
such transmissions.

Automotive transmissions generally consist of layshaft and planetary gears.
Every speed in a layshaft transmissions results from the conversion of the

rotating movement on one or two sets of intermeshing gears. Selectively eng-
ageable torque-transmitting mechanisms (different types of clutches or synchro-
nizers) are engaged to transfer torque to establish the various gear ratios. For
simplicity, we will henceforth refer to all possible kinds of controllable torque-
transmitting mechanisms as clutches.

Dual-clutch transmissions consist of two layshaft gearboxes and two clutches that
alternately connect the engine shaft with the corresponding gearbox. These trans-
missions permit a significant reduction in shift time because the next speed ratio can
be engaged and pre-selected ahead of time (Matthes 2005; Wheals et al. 2007).

The number of speeds in the layshaft transmission is defined by the number of
sets of intermeshing gears. Therefore for speed ratio increases, it is necessary to
add the required number of new gear sets and an adequate number of clutches to
engage the intermeshing gears. The power stream in all layshaft transmissions
passes through one branch only.

The planetary gears have bigger load capability (by reason of incorporating
several satellite gears). The power stream as a rule is divided into two or more
parallel branches because of the links between the planetary gear sets. Therefore
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the load in each corresponding branch is lower. The number of speeds achieved
depends on the number and type of used planetary mechanisms.

The synthesis methods with specified parameters (e.g., type of planetary
mechanisms, velocity and acceleration of members, number of speeds, etc.) allow
the creation, description, and assessment of all possible variants of the planetary
transmission design. But known synthesis methods are complicated in practice,
limited by type and number of planetary mechanisms, number of degrees of
freedom etc. [for example see Kosov (2005) and Raghavan et al. (2007)].

Many modern planetary transmission designs were obtained by combination of
known gear sets: Ravigneaux gear set, Simpson gear set and etc. Transmission
designs obtained by using these gear sets result in desired speed ratios and good
characteristics of weight and overall dimensions (Klaus 2001; Haupt 2004; Kondo
et al. 2007). Attempts to unify the advantages of layshaft and planetary trans-
missions with a view to increasing speed ratios led to two-stream transmissions
creation for examples see Hall (1998), Gitt and Schnitzer (2006).

Two-stream transmissions work in two modes: one-stream and two-stream. In
the one-stream mode the power stream from engine passes through one branch of
the transmission as in dual-clutch transmissions. In two-stream mode the power
stream divides into two branches and passes through in parallel as in planetary
transmissions. The main purpose of this paper is to study features of the double-
stream transmissions and the methods their analysis and synthesis.

Transmission complexity can be defined in different ways. One of the most
complex transmission components are clutches because they require special cal-
culations, materials, conditions control, management programs etc. Here we pre-
sumed: the fewer clutches in transmission the better such transmission.

The method of generalized structures shown by Volkov and Kraynev (1968)
was used for simplification and comparative analysis of the various designs under
consideration.

2 Analysis of Layshaft Transmissions

Amongst layshaft gear sets, the most common are cylindrical (Fig. 1a) and conical
(Fig. 1b) gear sets. These gears have one degree of freedom.

The gears on Fig. 1a and on Fig. 1b as well as other gears with two members
and one degree of freedom can be defined by generalized structure G (Fig. 1c).
Several G-gears connected consequentially with clutches that manage corre-
sponding G-gears and provide several various speeds are defined as internal
gearboxes GB. Then the dual-clutch transmission may be represented by the
structure shown on Fig. 2.

The closed loop of the dual-clutch transmission never works because it does not
have a mechanism that sums up power streams from the both branches. The
branches work alternatively by switching on corresponding clutches c1 and c2.
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The power passes over from I to O always by one stream either through GB1 or
GB2.

N in either dual-clutch transmission is defined by formula (1).

N ¼ NGB1 þ NGB2 ð1Þ

Total number of clutches that provide N speeds in the dual-clutch transmissions
always is N þ 2. Every additional speed is obtained by means of a clutch addition
in one of the internal gearboxes with respective gear set.

3 Analysis Planetary Transmissions

Complex mechanisms that have two degrees of freedom can be made of mecha-
nisms with three members, where each member’s motion is determined by the
motion of the other two members as defined by the generalized structure shown on
Fig. 3e. That is, the D-mechanism defines planetary gear (Fig. 3a–d) and any other
gearbox that consists of three members. Hereafter, in this paper, we will refer to all
D-mechanism type systems as differentials.

Differentials connect with other mechanisms, drives, transmission units and
fixed members only by means of three members 1, 2 and 3 (Fig. 3e).

Differentials have three work conditions:

1. Reduction or multiplication gear when one member has been stopped.

c1

c2

I O

GB2

GB1

Fig. 2 Generalized structure
of the dual-clutch
transmission c1 and
c2—clutches that switch on
corresponding internal
gearboxes

G

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1 Structures of the layshaft gears. a Cylindrical gear set. b Conical gear set. c Generalized
structure of the gear with one degree of freedom
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2. Blocked and rotates in direct gear when two members have been connected
with driver.

3. Summing or distributing gear in dependence of connection it members in the
transmission.

Therefore the differential can be depicted by only two structures (Fig. 4) that
differ one from another by the placement of input and output members. And these
members define the differential as summing (Fig. 4a) or distributing (Fig. 4b)
mechanism. The clutches shown on Fig. 4 are appropriately selected for the dif-
ferential’s work condition above. Two clutches can’t engage together. The regime
3 occurs if all clutches are disengaged.

As mentioned by Kudryavcev and Kirdyashev (1977), the total number of speed
ratios (in a planetary transmission that consist of simple planetary gears) depends
on the transmission’s degrees of freedom and number of clutches. For example, in
the transmission with 2 degrees of freedom, each additional speed is obtained by
means of a clutch addition (as in dual-clutch transmissions). If we are to increase
number of clutches from 4 to 5 in a transmission with 3 degrees of freedom, a
transmission with 7–10 speeds may be obtained theoretically. However the designs
may be hard to identify in practice due to the structural complexity and permu-
tations involved. To achieve designs with more than 10 speed ratios it may easiest
to add planetary gear sets to existing 7- and 8-speed concepts.

3

1 2
D

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 3 Structures of planetary gear sets. a Simple planetary gear set. b Planetary gear set with
two intermeshed satellites and one sun gear. c Planetary gear set with two intermeshed satellites
and two sun gears. d Planetary gear set with double-pinion satellites. e Generalized structure of
the mechanism with two degrees of freedom

m

n

c2

c1

O

I2

I1

c3 D

c2

c1

c3

O1

O2

I

n

m

D

(a) (b)Fig. 4 Differential’s
structures. a Differential that
sums power streams.
b Differential that distributes
power streams. c1 and
c2—clutches that stop
members m and n
respectively; c3—clutch that
connects members m and n
together and blocks
differential for direct gear
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4 Two-stream Structure Synthesis

Differential’s structures (Fig. 4) define two possible two-stream transmissions
structures (Fig. 5). The clutches shown on the Fig. 5 define work modes of the
two-stream transmissions.

If one of the clutches c1, c2 or c3 engages the one-stream mode occurs. If
clutches c4, c5 or neither engages the two-stream mode occurs. If clutches c3 and
c4 (c3 and c5 or c4 and c5) engage simultaneously the independent differential’s
direct gear occurs. If clutches c1 and c4 (c2 and c5) engage simultaneously the
independent differential’s reduction gear occurs.

5 Two-stream Transmission’s Work Modes and Total
Number of Gear Ratios

Total number of speeds in either two-stream transmissions calculates by
formula (2).

N ¼ NGB1 � NGB2 þ l1 � NGB1 þ l2 � NGB2 þ lD

l1� 3; l2� 3; lD� 3
ð2Þ

As seen from (2), the increase in number of speeds in the two-stream trans-
missions can be made with less number of clutches. If for example one extra gear
ratio will be added to GB1 then total number of transmission speed ratios will
increase as NGB2 þ l1. It is a good result when compared with layshaft and plan-
etary transmissions.

I O

c4

c5

c3

n

m
c2

c1
GB2

GB1

D
I O

c1

c2

c3

c4

c5

m

n GB2

GB1

D

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Two-stream transmissions structures with differential that sums power streams (a), and
with differential that distribute power streams (b). c1 and c2—clutches that stop members m and
n respectively; c3—clutch that connects members m and n together and blocks differential; c4
and c5—clutches that provide differential’s independent work modes
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There is a two-stream transmission structure with the maximum number of
clutches in Fig. 5 that is represented by parameter values l1 ¼ l2 ¼ lD ¼ 3.

By means of the formulae and structures represented above the two-stream
transmission’s analysis and synthesis can be carried out (Table 1).

6 Two-stream Transmissions Synthesis

The two-stream transmissions designs are obtaining by substituting the kinematic
structures of the appropriate mechanisms instead of the generalized structures. For
example, 8-speed two-stream transmission synthesis of the concept in Fig. 5a may
be carried out according to the following conditions:

1. internal gearboxes GB1 and GB2 have equal speeds NGB1 ¼ NGB2 ¼ 2;
2. reverse gear is in the internal gearbox GB1;
3. the differential hasn’t independent modes lD ¼ 0;
4. the differential can’t be blocked (clutch c3 on Fig. 5a should absent);
5. all used mechanisms have negative gear ratio and the rotation direction of the

input member I coincides with direction of the output member O.

The mechanisms Gm and Gn are necessary for performing the item (5) of the
specification.

The design of the 8-speed two-stream transmission is obtained by Kraynev et al.
(2011) from structure on Fig. 6 and shown on Fig. 7.

Table 1 Two-stream transmission’s work modes in dependence on switching clutches, and gear
ratios calculation’s formulae

Transmission
mode

Differential
condition

Speed Switched on
clutches

Gear ratio calculation’s
formula

For
Fig. 6a

For Fig. 6b

One-stream Blocked 1. c3, GB1 iGB1 iGB1

2. c3, GB2 iGB2 iGB2

Reduction gear 3. c1, GB1 iGB1

in
Om

iGB1 � inIm
4. c2, GB2 iGB2

im
On

iGB2 � imIn
Independent

differential
5. c2, c4 im

nO imIn
6. c1, c5 inmO inIm

Blocked 7. c3, c4 or c3, c5 1 1
Blocked c4, c5 1 1

Two-stream Adder 8. GB1, GB2 1
in
Om

iGB1
þ

im
On

iGB2

iGB1 � inIm þ iGB2 � imIn

9. c4, GB1 1
in
Om

iGB1
þ im

On

iGB1 � inIm þ imIn

10. c5, GB2 1

in
Om
þ

im
On

iGB2

inIm þ iGB2 � imIn
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The gear ratios values of the transmission Fig. 7 are calculated according to the
method shown by Salamandra (2009) (Table 2).

12-speed two-stream transmission synthesis of the concept in Fig. 5b may be
carried out according to the following limitations:

1. internal gearboxes GB1 and GB2 have equal speeds NGB1 ¼ NGB2 ¼ 2;

O

c1

c2

c5

c6

c3

c4

c7

n

m

I

G5

G6

G3

G4

GR

Gn

Gm

D

GB2

GB1

Fig. 6 The structure of the 8-speed two-stream transmission with summing differential c1 and
c2—clutches that stop members m and n respectively; G3, G4, G5 and G6—layshaft gears that
perform forward ratios; GR—layshaft gear that performs reverse ratio; c3, c4, c5, c6 and
c7—clutches that connect G3, G4, G5, G6 and GR respectively with input member

O

c1

c2

c5 c6

c4 c7

m

n

c3

I

D

GB2

GB1

Fig. 7 The design of the 8-speed two-stream transmission with summing differential c1 and
c2—clutches that stop members m and n respectively; c3, c4, c5 and c6—clutches of the forward
speed ratios; c7—clutch of the reverse speed ratio
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2. reverse gear is in the internal gearbox GB1;
3. the differential hasn’t independent modes lD ¼ 0;
4. all used mechanisms have negative gear ratio and the rotation direction of the

input member I doesn’t coincide with direction of the output member O.

The design of the 12-speed two-stream transmission is obtained by Kraynev
et al. (2010) from structure on Fig. 8 and shown on Fig. 9 (Table 3).

Table 2 The gear ratios values of the transmission Fig. 7

Speed Gear ratio Gear ratio step Clutches condition

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7

1. 4.533 9 9

2. 2.973 1.525 9 9

3. 2.103 1.414 9 9

4. 1.796 1.171 9 9

5. 1.232 1.458 9 9

6. 0.963 1.279 9 9

7. 0.794 1.213 9 9

8. 0.660 1.203 9 9

R -3.753 9 9

I OD

c1

c2

c3
c4

c5

c8

c6

c7

G6

G7

G4

G5

GR

GB2

GB1

n

m

Fig. 8 The structure of the 12-speed two-stream transmission with distributing differential c1
and c2—clutches that stop members m and n respectively; c3—clutch that connects members m
and n together and blocks differential; G4, G5, G6 and G7—layshaft gears that perform forward
ratios; GR—layshaft gear that performs reverse ratio; c4, c5, c6, c7 and c8—clutches that connect
G4, G5, G6, G7 and GR respectively with input member
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7 Conclusion

Layshaft, planetary and two-stream transmissions have been studied. The increase
in the number of speed ratios in purely layshaft or planetary transmissions may
result in certain design compromises. By way of comparison, transmissions
obtained by adding 1 clutch to existing designs (plus the requisite gearing) result in
1 additional speed ratio in layshaft designs, 1–4 additional speeds in planetary
designs and as many as 2–8 additional speeds in two-stream designs.

I

O

c1 c2c3 c4c5c6c7 c8

n 

m 

D 

GB2 GB1

Fig. 9 The design of the 12-speed two-stream transmission with distributing differential c1 and
c2—clutches that stop members m and n respectively; c3—clutch that connects members m and n
together and blocks differential; c4, c5, c6 and c7—clutches of the forward speed ratios; c8—
clutch of the reverse speed ratio

Table 3 The gear ratios values of the transmission Fig. 9

Gear Gear ratio Gear ratio step Clutches condition

c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 c6 c7 c8

1. 2.997 9 9

2. 2.333 1.285 9 9

3. 2.128 1.096 9 9

4. 1.798 1.184 9 9

5. 1.339 1.343 9 9

6. 1.121 1.194 9 9

7. 0.977 1.147 9 9

8. 0.916 1.067 9 9

9. 0.826 1.109 9 9

10. 0.586 1.410 9 9

11. 0.535 1.095 9 9

12. 0.330 1.621 9 9

R1 -3.0 9 9

R2 -1.2 9 9
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Each mechanism in a two-stream transmission takes part in both modes
(one-stream and two-stream) therefore the speed ratios can be significantly
increased. Two possible two-stream transmission configurations were analyzed by
varying the location of the ‘‘differential’’ in the power flow. The transmission
structures and speed ratios were obtained in generic form. Two-stream transmis-
sion analysis and synthesis was then carried out for a specific application and two
samples transmission design with number of speed ratios greater than 8 were
presented.

Using the described here methods for analysis and synthesis of the multi-stream
transmissions it is supposed carry out the research generic characteristics and
number of speeds of the three-stream transmissions that have two differentials.

In addition the prospective way may be applying specified methodology and
multi-stream transmissions in the field of electro-mechanical (hybrid) powertrains.
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Experimental Analysis of a Kinetic
Energy Recovery System Intended
for Small and Medium Passenger Cars

Tiberiu Laurian, Victor G. Marian and Tudor Prisecaru

Abstract This article presents experimental tests on kinetic energy recovery
system (KERS) intended for small and medium passenger cars. The test rig is
composed of an electric motor, a two stage timing belt drive and a high speed
flywheel. The evolution of the rotation speed was measured using a speed sensor
mounted on the flywheel. The flywheel rotation speed was measured during the
first minute of deceleration and the total friction torque was obtained. The mea-
surements were taken for three different maximal speeds of the flywheel. The
friction torque on the deep groove ball bearings was computed and hence the
percentage of the total friction torque was obtained. It is found that the flywheel
presents low friction torque and it is capable to maintain the stored energy for a
sufficient period of time in order to give it back to the wheels or to slowly store it
to an electrical storage system.

Keywords Belt multiplier � High-speed flywheel � Kinetic energy recovery
system � Vehicle braking
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M Torque on the flywheel shaft
n Rotation speed of the flywheel
t Time
x Angular rotation speed of the flywheel
Mbb Frictional torque of the deep groove ball bearings
Mrr Rolling frictional moment of the deep groove ball bearings
Msl Sliding frictional moment of the deep groove ball bearings
Mseal Frictional moment of the seals of the deep groove ball bearings
Mdrag Frictional moment of drag losses, churning, splashing, etc. of the deep

groove ball bearings

1 Introduction

Reducing fuel and energy consumption for terrestrial vehicles became a very
strong issue, especially because of global warming and fuel price. A lot of energy
is lost when a car slows down or stops because its kinetic energy is significantly
diminished and the difference of energy is transformed into heat by the vehicle
brakes. One way to recover much of the wasted energy is to use regenerative
braking. With regenerative braking, the consumption of terrestrial vehicles could
be significantly reduced (Qin et al. 2007; Xiao et al. 2008; Boretti 2011; Kobayashi
et al. 2009; Clarke et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2008; Peng et al. 2008; Ahn et al. 2009;
Jang et al. 2001).

Along with other engineering solutions, such as fuel cut mechanisms, stop-start,
downsizing and turbocharging, regenerative braking represents a strategy for low
fuel consumption and low CO2 emissions. Braking energy recovery feature is
attractive for mitigating urban air pollution and it is especially useful for city
vehicles. Regenerative braking systems allow the vehicle to recapture, store and
reuse a part of the kinetic energy that would otherwise be lost as heat during
braking. The regenerative and conventional braking can be employed together
when additional braking torque is needed.

Usually, urban driving involves frequent starts and stops which may represent
an opportunity to recover much of the, otherwise lost, braking energy. This
braking energy may be recovered through kinetic energy recovery systems
(KERS).

In the case of flywheel based KERS, besides the actual flywheel, an additional
energy storage system may be required to store and deliver the braking energy.
This can be an electrical battery connected to an electrical motor/generator.

Integration of flywheel energy storage system in a vehicle can be accomplished
in two ways: electrical integration or mechanical integration. In the first method,
the flywheel is connected to an electric motor/generator which is electrically
connected to another motor/generator that is coupled to the powertrain. In the
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second method the flywheel is connected to the driveshaft through a transmission
and one or several clutches. The first method offers more flexibility in locating the
flywheel system in the vehicle, but has the disadvantage of low efficiency because
of the important energy loss in the two motors/generators. The big advantage of
the second method is the large power that can be transferred mechanically from
wheels to flywheel, but the disadvantage is the presence of a clutch which may be a
limiting factor both from the efficiency and durability points of view.

An important issue in regenerative braking is the transfer and storage of the
braking energy which is captured in a short amount of time. High speed flywheels
have the ability of charging in a short amount of time and are clean for the
environment (Lindley 2010; Douglas 2009; Ashley 1993; Liu 2007; Hebner et al.
2002; Gulia 1988; Strößenreuther 1996).

The present article describes experimental tests on a low cost kinetic energy
recovery system (KERS) intended for small and medium passenger cars.

2 Description of the Test Rig Components

2.1 The High Speed Flywheel

A solution for a flywheel using permanent magnetic bearings was designed and is
presented in Fig. 1.

30Fggr" itqqxg"
dcnn"dgctkpiu

60Jqwukpi

50Hn{yjggn

40Ujchv

60Rgtocpgpv"
ocipgvu

Fig. 1 Section of a flywheel supported on permanent magnetic bearings
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The flywheel is supported on the radial direction by two deep grove ball
bearings and in axial direction by two pairs of permanent magnetic rings made of
Neodym.

The construction has the following advantages:

• bearings friction torque reduction
• bearings lifespan increase
• increase of flywheel maximal speed by eliminating the axial force on the

bearings

The mass of the flywheel is 1.5 kg and the maximum supported torque of 3 Nm
is limited by a roller clutch. The calculated moment of inertia of the flywheel is
0.0021 kg m2.

Using the formula:

M ¼ I _x ð1Þ

we obtain as result a flywheel acceleration from 0 to 18,000 rot/min in 1.3 s.
We can remark the extremely short charging time of the flywheel which makes

flywheels suitable for recovering the braking energy of vehicles.
The energy stored in the flywheel can hence be computed:

E ¼ Ix2

2
¼ 3; 729J ð2Þ

A vehicle weighing 1,000 kg at a speed of 40 km/h has a kinetic energy of
about 61 kJ, so we can store this energy either using 4 flywheels rotating at
40,000 rpm, either increasing the mass moment of inertia of the flywheel.

2.2 The Speed Multiplier

The speed multiplier consists of a two stage timing belt drive having a total ratio of
12. The multiplier is shown in Fig. 2.

The first stage of the multiplier consists of a type H timing belt with a ratio
i12 = 4, while the second stage consists of a type L timing belt with a ratio
i34 = 3. The nominal torque is 36 Nm for the input and 3 Nm for the output. The
maximum output speed is 18,000 rpm.
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3 Experimental Analysis

3.1 Experimental Setup

A photo of the test rig and its components is presented in Fig. 3. The energy source
is a three phase asynchronous electric motor, which is directly coupled to the input
shaft of the speed multiplier. The multiplier is a two stage toothed belt trans-
mission with a total ratio im = 12. The flywheel assembly is linked to the speed

Input shaft

Output shaft

First stage 
timing belt

Second stage 
timing belt

Fig. 2 Cross-section of the multiplier

Fig. 3 Photo of the experimental set-up
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multiplier by a roller clutch (one-way coupling) so that the flywheel is allowed to
rotate freely when the energy input (here the electric motor) stops.

One speed sensor, mounted on the flywheel shaft, is used to measure the fly-
wheel speed variation during acceleration and after the input energy removal
(Fig. 4). It is an infrared light sensor which emits and detects the infrared light
reflected by an object. Data are collected by a National Instruments data acqui-
sition device (USB-6008) which is controlled through a program written in
MATLAB. The obtained results, which consist of two different signals for the
reflected and not reflected infrared light, were processed using a FORTRAN
program in order to obtain the rotation frequency of the flywheel shaft.

The acquired speed data offers information about the kinetic energy transferred
from the input source to the flywheel, on one hand, and the energy loss due to
flywheel bearings friction, on the other hand. Actually, the energy loss at the
flywheel site is accounted for three main reasons: the bearings friction, the fly-
wheel-air fluid friction and the roller clutch friction.

3.2 Experimental Results

The variation of the rotation speed function of time for three different tests is
presented in Fig. 5. We can notice that we have two functioning phases for the
flywheel system:

• the acceleration phase where the flywheel is driven by the electrical motor. We
can remark that during this phase the rotation speed sharply increases

• the deceleration phase where the flywheel decelerates constantly. We can
remark that the deceleration occurs at a much lower rate than the acceleration.
The deceleration is due to the friction torque of the ball bearing and to the
friction between the flywheel and the surrounding air. It can be noticed that the
deceleration rate is larger for higher flywheel speeds

Fig. 4 Detail view of the
speed sensor mounted on the
flywheel
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The experimental curves were fitted using the least-squares algorithm by the
following functions:

n1 tð Þ ¼ 0:02073 t2 � 9:2985 tþ 2043:53

n2 tð Þ ¼ 0:06956 t2 � 21:5297 tþ 3518:05

n3 tð Þ ¼ 0:08729 t2 � 26:2158 tþ 4349:94

The origin of time for each curve is taken at the maximal value of the rotation
speed.by using the relation:

M ¼ I
dx
dt
¼ I

2p
60

dn

dt
¼ 2:2 � 10�4 dn

dt
ð3Þ

we can compute the friction torque (in Nmm) for the three analyzed cases:

M1 tð Þ ¼ 0:009121 t� 2:0456

M2 tð Þ ¼ 0:03061 t� 4:7365

M3 tð Þ ¼ 0:0384 t� 5:7675

We can remark that the friction torque is higher for higher rotation speeds. The
values of rotation speed and friction torque at initial deceleration point and after
one minute are presented in Table 1.
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Fig. 5 Variation of the
rotation speed function of
time for three tests at different
maximum speeds (red line—
2,043 rot/min, green line—
3,518 rot/min, blue line—
4,349 rot/min)

Table 1 Values of rotation speed and friction torque at initial deceleration point and after one
minute

Time(s) M1 (Nmm) n1 (rot/min) M2 (Nmm) n2 (rot/min) M3 (Nmm) n3 (rot/min)

0 -2.046 2,043 -4.736 3,518 -5.767 4,349
60 -1.498 1,560 -2.9 2,477 -3.434 3,091
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The friction torque of the deep groove ball bearings was calculated using the
new model for calculation of the frictional moment. It enables a more accurate
computation of the frictional moment generated in SKF rolling bearings according
to equation:

Mbb ¼ Mrr þMsl þMseal þMdrag ð4Þ

For a rotation speed of 4,000 rpm friction torque of the two deep groove ball
bearings computed with the specialized SKF software is 0.746 Nmm. The total
friction torque on the flywheel shaft computed using the fitted function is
5.23 Nmm. In conclusion the deep groove ball bearings have 14 % of the total
friction torque of the system.

4 Conclusions

It is shown that the flywheel represents a reliable and cheap method for storing the
braking energy of a vehicle. The flywheel rotation speed decreased by approxi-
mately 25 % during 60 s. This time could be the time that the car stays during a
red light or at a car queue. Also the friction torque decreases with the rotation
speed. The deep groove ball bearings have 14 % of the total friction torque of the
system.
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Mathematical Simulation in Center
of Gravity Position and Effect of Weight
for a Biped Robot

Csaba Zoltan Mate, Erzsebet Faluvegi and Luciana Cristea

Abstract This paper deals with the kinematics solution of biped robots. It debates
the direct and inverse kinematics problems of Leg’s 5-dof biped robot, with which
a leg can accumulate a position by multiple angle combinations. The symbolic
solution for kinematics equations of biped robots is of great importance for the
efficient controllability of these robots, describes explicitly in trigonometric form
the biped robots’ sole’s position and orientation according to the joint coordinates.
Paper aims to present special issues concerning the analysis of mobile robots with
kinematic motion effects on the stability study. In the analysis, the authors used
inverse kinematics, which enables rapid modeling and identifying solutions as
regards the stability of bipedal robots. The symbolic solution for kinematics
equations of biped robots is of great importance for the efficient controllability of
these robots. The following article focuses on the biped robot center of gravity
simulation and control handle with the aid of mathematical modeling methods (in
MATLAB).
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1 Introduction

For a biped robot the sole position and orientation is known, defined within the
domain of exterior coordinates if a ~q vector is given with join coordinates. In
the case of a robot with n freedom degree, the vector of joint variables is the
following:

~q ¼ ½q1; q2; . . .; qn�1; qn�
T ð1Þ

and the vector of unknown exterior coordinates is the following:

xq ¼ ½xq1; xq2; . . .; xqk�1; xqn�T ð2Þ

The equation below is the only solution for the so called direct kinematics
problem:

xq ¼ f ~qð Þ: ð3Þ

If we know sum of the joint’s setup and from this we define the coordinate
system’s position, according to the sole’s centre point, as well as its orientation,
thus we solved the direct kinematics problem. Inverse kinematics problem means
that if the sole’s expected position and orientation (within the exterior coordinates)
is known, and then with which joint setups can we obtain this. In other words we
can say that we are looking for an optimal solution:

~q ¼ f�1ðxqÞ: ð4Þ

This task is more complex, and for the direct kinematics problem, since it is not
linear, we have to solve equations containing trigonometric functions.

2 The Symbolic Solution for the Direct Kinematics Task

The symbolic solution for kinematics equations of biped robots is of great
importance for the efficient controllability of these robots. In the world of low-cost
computers, the real-time motion control is an increasingly important requirement.
In order to achieve this feature, the lowest computational demand requesting
method has to be used. The use of symbolic solution, opposing to numerical
methods, is important because accelerates the manipulator trajectory control sig-
nals needed to be determined according to the track.

The symbolic form of the kinematics equations describes explicitly in trigo-
nometric form the biped robots sole’s position and orientation according to the
joint coordinates. In this case, the equation in the range of real numbers can be
solved with the minimal possible operations.
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3 Kinematic Modeling

Direct kinematics problem is to define all relationships that end-effector position
(foot of biped robot) based on joint coordinates practically it ensures internal
coordinates conversion (joint) Coordinate external (operational).

Biped robot kinematics equations are (Fig. 1):

T16 ¼

cq1 � cq5 � cq2 � sq1 � sq5 �cq1 � sq5 � cq2 � sq1 � cq5

sq1 � cq5 � cq2 þ cq1 � sq5 �sq1 � sq5 � cq2 þ cq1 � cq5

cq5 � sq2 �sq5 � sq2

0 0

2
6664

cq1 � sq2

sq1 � sq2

cq2

0

cq1 � l2þ l3 � cq2 þ l4 � cq3 þ cq2 � ðl5þ l6 � cq5Þð Þ � l6 � sq1 � sq5

sq1 � l2þ l3 � cq2 þ l4 � cq3 þ cq2 � ðl5þ l6 � cq5Þð Þ þ l6 � cq1 � sq5

lz2þ l3 � sinðq2Þ þ l4 � sq23 þ l5 � sq2 þ l6 � cq5 � sq234

1

3

7775

ð5Þ

where: cq2 = cos(q2 ? q3 ? q4), sq234 = sin(q2 ? q3 ? q4), cq1 = cos(q1),
sq1 = sin(q1), cq5 = cos(q5), sq5 = sin(q5), cq3 = cos(q2 ? q3), sq23 =

sin(q2 ? q3), l2 = l 9 2, l3 = l 9 3, l4 = l 9 4, l5 = l 9 5 and l6 = l 9 6.
Convert coordinate joint operational details is done by solving the direct

kinematics problem and coordinate joint operational coordinate conversion is done
by solving the inverse kinematics problem.

Inverse kinematics problem allows the calculation coordinates of the
joints, which provide end-effector in the desired position and orientation, given
the absolute coordinates (operational). When the problem is the inverse kinematics
absolute coordinates (operational). When the problem is the inverse kinematics
absolute coordinates (operational).

When the problem is the inverse kinematics solution, it is the inverse geomet-
rical model. If we cannot find an analytical solution for inverse kinematics problem
(which happens quite frequently) we resort to numerical methods, but whose
weakness is the sheer volume of calculations. The most common method is
Newton–Raphson method. Among these features is remarkable for the way it offers
and Khalil Pieper and Paul’s method. Pieper and Khalil’s method allows solving
inverse kinematics problem regardless of the values of the robot geometrical.
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4 Inverse Kinematics Problem Solving Opportunities

In other word we can say that we are searching for the equations solution, where
~q the searched joint is coordinates vector, and xq is the known external coordi-
nate’s vector:

~q ¼ f�1ðxqÞ: ð6Þ

The solution for the inverse kinematics problem, generally speaking is unclear.
In the case of the so-called cinematically redundant robots (Zoltán et al. 2002;
Christine et al. 2004; Jimmy 2010), where the mobility number is greater than the
dimension of the external coordinates, an infinite number of vector~q can be found,
which satisfies the f(fð~qÞ ¼ xq) equation.

In the case of the cinematically non-redundant robots only a finite number of
solutions exist. Easy to imagine, for example, we can approach the same point with
the same hand-coordination with raised and lowered elbow position as well.

Fig. 1 Kinematic model
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Furthermore the possibilities for solving the inverse problem are discussed only for
non-redundant manipulators.

During the solution of the problem, non-linear equations have to be solved. For
the determination of the roots, two modes of approach are found in the literature: a
general numerical solution method is applied (e.g., Newton’s method) and other
techniques the given biped robot in closed form searches for symbolic solutions.

5 Centre of Gravity

During walking, the feet are subjected to the action of forces (Mate and Cristea
2011; Christine et al. 2004; Jimmy 2010; Nakamura et al. 2007) and moments of
inertia and gravity forces. Balancing the forces of gravity is to reduce the
mechanical work consumed for drive motor. The position of equilibrium of a
system subject to stationary and links under the action of forces is given, is called
stable equilibrium, if for a sufficiently small arbitrary variation of the coordinates
of its points and arbitrary speeds sufficiently small print of these points, the system
will move all the time remaining in the vicinity of equilibrium position. To

Fig. 2 Robot model and
polygon by two leg
(mc—weight center)
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determine the center of gravity G of a facility plan is sufficient to determine the
position vector rg thereof with the relationship:

~rg ¼

P10

i¼0
mi � ri

P10

i¼0
mi

: ð7Þ

~rg ¼ xg �~iþ yg �~jþ zg �~k: ð8Þ

where: mi is the mass of the i element; ri is the position vector of center of gravity
of element i.

During walking robot must be stable. This means that its centre of gravity must
fall within the polygon (Fig. 2) which consists of the two legs of the robot. If the
left leg is raised then the centre of gravity must fall within the polygon of the right
leg (Fig. 3). If the projection centre of gravity doesn’t fall within the polygon, the
robot is unstable. Then it is necessary to tilt (Fig. 3) robot to the right. We know
direct and inverse kinematics of the robot and in this way we can calculate the
coordinates of the joints. After calculating the joint coordinates it must be checked
if the centre of gravity falls within the polygon or, if other compensation is needed
for the robot to tilt to the right until the centre of gravity projection falls within the
polygon. Easier to solve the problem can be done with an algorithm based on

Fig. 3 Robot model and polygon by one leg
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direct and inverse kinematics, with which to verify and ensure the necessary
compensation to realize that the position of gravity centre projection of the robot is
falling inside the stability polygon.

Bipedal walking is difficult when viewed as a general dynamic system. The
dynamics are high degree-of-freedom, nonlinear, under-actuated, naturally
unstable, and discretely change from step to step. These combined characteristics
place bipedal walking control outside the realm of traditional book control tech-
niques. It is in part due to these difficulties that a large number of different control
methods have been developed, and no single method has proven advantageous
over the others.

During walking, the feet are subjected to the action of forces (Mate and Cristea
2011; Christine et al. 2004; Jimmy 2010; Nakamura et al. 2007) and moments of
inertia and gravity forces. Balancing the forces of gravity is to reduce the
mechanical work consumed for drive motor. The position of equilibrium (Fig. 4)
of a system subject to stationary and links under the action of forces is given, is
called stable equilibrium, if for a sufficiently small arbitrary variation of the
coordinates of its points and arbitrary speeds sufficiently small print of these
points, the system will move all the time remaining in the vicinity of equilibrium
position (Fig. 5).

Fig. 4 The influence of weights in a ham
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This means that its centre of gravity must fall within the polygon (Fig. 4) which
consists of the two legs of the robot. We know direct and inverse kinematics of the
robot and in this way we can calculate the coordinates of the joints.

The step (Fig. 4) to raise the left leg or right leg and remains below the leg
centre of gravity must fall within the polygon of the remains below the leg. If the
projection centre of gravity doesn’t fall within the polygon, the robot is unstable.
In Fig. 4, is presented an eight -step motion control of the Humanoid robot until a
stable position. The only engines give last joints position so you avoid the potential
for rollover. The Inverse kinematics solution controlled in path and a direct
kinematics is controlled a center of gravity and stability control. So dynamic
motion control of the robot is standing into leg keep up without having to disrupt
(Fig. 6).

Mathematical analyzes were performed on a humanoid robot, we put some
weights in a hips, thighs, shin such part of it in the right sides of the left. Some
positions of legs examining a center of gravity by a biped robot It examined how
many steps the equilibrium and the following conclusions. When the weights get
as close are symmetrical the shaft is to the XZ plane parallel is level, which at
passing the O0X0Y0Z0 point (Fig. 1), the robot quickly in all the equilibrium

Fig. 5 The influence of weights in a clan
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position of the other one can observe food was when the weight of the ground
space is then also coming soon to reach the stability position.

6 Conclusions

The method described in this paper is well suited to obtain symbolical inverse
functions for the practical relevant redundant kinematics with parallel and/or
perpendicular joint axes. The symbolic solution is derived in a closed form and
contains the parameters of the additional geometrical constraints. They allow a
simple selection of the solution sets, which describe the different possible biped
robot poses. The optimization of these poses to the given biped robots task may be
fulfilled through any criterion, including nonanalytic. If a biped robot’s inverse
kinematics problem is symbolic solved well, then this helps a lot on the stability,
because the well positioned ligament’s overall center of weight has to fall in the
given sole’s polygon, so that the robot wouldn’t tumble over.

Acknowledgments This paper is supported by the sectional Operational Programmer Human
Resources Development (SOP HRD), ID59321 financed from the European Social Fund and by
the Romanian Government References.

Fig. 6 The influence of weights in a shin
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Irregular Speed of Rotation
in the Hooke’s Joint: Visualization
and Study of its Influence on the Value
of the Forces into the Pivot
and on the Strength of the Forks

Peter Nenov, Trifon Trifonov, Dimiter Velchev and Viarka Ronkova

Abstract This study presents a simplified version for load determination in the
limit positions of the forks and the dependencies to specify the forces in the hinges
of the forks at a set angle. It is proven that not always maximum stress values are
caused when operating in two limit positions, and this contradicts the existing
design recommendations in the literature. Difficult to observe special features of
the Hooke’s joint operation under the conditions of variable values of the trans-
mission ratio are illustrated.

Keywords Hooke’s joint’ � Kinematics � Power analysis � Strength calculation �
Visualization
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FtFaFr Tangential and axial components of the reactions in hinges (the marks *
at the top show the projections of the forces)

T ;P Torque and power transmitted by the shafts
a; b The angles between the forces Ft1 � Fr1, and Ft2 � Fr2

1 Introduction: Determination of the Rotation Variability
Through Analysis of the Angles of Forks Rotation

A simple universal joint (known also as Hooke’s joint) consists of a pair of hinges
connected at 90� to each other. The axis of each hinge is perpendicular to the axis
of the shaft to which it connects. The axes of shafts and hinges cross each other at
a point (Fig. 1). This allows the use of universal joints for transmitting torques
between intersecting shafts at angles of 308 up to 458 and for compensating sig-
nificant variations.The problem with them is the irregular speed of rotation of the
driving shaft. A brief description of the classic approach for finding the relation-
ship between the angular velocities of both shafts of Hooke’s joint is given below.
A random position of rotation is selected, and the elements of the joint are
examined in three planes of projection - plane I, perpendicular to the drive shaft;—
plane II—defined by the axes of both shafts;—plane III—perpendicular to the axis
of the driven shaft. By rotating and overlaying plane I and plane III on plane II [see
Fig. 1, Reshetov 1989)] also from the animations in Fig. 2 (visualizing the kine-
matics and facilitating the extension of our conclusions) and from D O000A000B000 can
be seen that tgu2 ¼ A000B000=O000B000. Differentiating with respect to time t and its
angles u1;u2 and taking into consideration that du1=dt ¼ x1 and du2=dt ¼ x2 we
obtain (Nenov et al. 2010):

tgu2 ¼ tgu1= cos c;

x2 ¼ x1 cos c= ð1� sin2 c cos2 u1Þ ð1Þ

and

x2max ¼ x1= cos c; ðu1 ¼ 0Þ; ð2Þ

Fig. 1 Hooke’s joint
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3D-images of the universal joint and his components (a vie presentation)

Elements of the Hook’s joint and particularities. How is the cross moving

Angles of rotation of the forks and speeds of rotation of the shafts

Universal double joint – conditions for synchronization the speeds of rotation 

Fig. 2 Extracts of animations for the universal joint
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resp.

x2min ¼ x1 cos c;u1 ¼ 90�: ð3Þ

2 Direct Determination of the Extreme Values of Forces
and Variation Through Power Analysis

2.1 Extreme Values of the Forces in the Hinges

Significant forces with periodic variations exist in the universal joint. Their
extreme values and components are particularly interesting. These can be defined
by equilibration the forks and the cross.

The cross that can be only subjected to forces lying in its plane is under the
action of both forks. The torque T1 is transmitted from the driving fork to the cross
by means of the couple Ft1 ¼ T1=ð2aÞ.

At u1 ¼ 0 no other forces or torque are acting on the driving fork, and the
driving fork is not under the action of a bending moment, i.e. M1 = 0. From the
condition for equilibrium of the cross-connection follows that ð2aÞFt1 ¼ ð2aÞFr,
where Fr is the couple of forces with which the driven fork counteracts the Ft1

forces. The couple Fr acts in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the driving shaft
(I plane of projection). The torque T2 creates a couple in a plane perpendicular to
the axis of the driven shaft (III plane of projection). The forces Fr decompose into
components. First component Ft2 corresponds to the moment T2. The second one,
Fa2 lies in the plane of the driven fork.

From the above description and Fig. 3 follows that

Ft2 ¼ Fr cos c ¼ Ft1 cos c

and Fa2 ¼ Fr sin c ¼ Ft1 sin c
ð4Þ

Fr1

Ft2

Fa2

Fa1

Ft1

Fr2 Fr1

Ft1

Ft1

Fr2

Fr2

Fr2

Ft1

α
γ β

Fig. 3 Determination of the
extreme forces in Hooke’s
joint in its two limit positions
ð/1 ¼ 0; 90�Þ
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From the equation of the driven fork the equilibration comes out that

T2 ¼ 2a Ft2 ¼ 2a Ft1 cos c ¼ T1 cos c

and M2 ¼ 2a Fa2 ¼ 2a Ft1 sin c ¼ T1 sin c:
ð5Þ

When u1 ¼ 90� (Fig. 3) the plane of the cross is perpendicular to the axis of the
driven shaft and this shaft is subjected only to torsion:

Ft2 ¼ Fr ¼ Ft1=cos c T2 ¼ 2a Ft2 ¼ 2a Ft1=cos c ¼ T1=cos c : ð6Þ

The driving shaft is subjected to combined torsion including bending:

Fa1 ¼ Ft1tgc M1 ¼ 2a Fa1 ¼ 2a Ft1tgc ¼ T1tgc: ð7Þ

2.2 Extreme Values of the Rotation Non-uniformity

The obtained values of the forces Fa1; Ft1; Fa2 and Ft2 can be used for a strength
test of the shafts and the endangered sections of the cross and the forks. Details of
these calculations are given in the (Handbook of Agricultural Machines 1967;
Nenov et al. 2007).

The analysis of forces and moments (Fig. 3) we have made, apart from being
simple and clear, allows additionally an easier and direct determination (compared
with the method of Reshetov) of the extreme values of the speed of rotation. The
logic of the summary is that if losses in the bearings of the universal joint are
ignored, then may be accepted that the input shaft power P1ð Þ is the same as the
output shaft power P1ð Þ, i.e.

Respectively

P1 ¼ P2 and T1x1 ¼ T2x2: ð8Þ

When the forks are arranged in the first specific position u1 ¼ 0ð Þ, then torques
T1; T2 ¼ T1 cos c and as the angular velocity of the first fork is x1, we got T1x1 ¼
T2x2 ¼ T1 cos c x2; or x2 ¼ x1= cos c ¼ x2 max (it confirms conclusion 2).

In the second specific position u1 ¼ 90�ð Þ the torques are T1 ; T2 ¼ T1= cos c
and from T1x1 ¼ T2x2 ¼ x2T1= cos c is evident that x2 ¼ x1 cos c ¼ x2 min (it
confirms conclusion 3).

3 Power Components of Load at Any Given Angle
of Rotation of Fork 1

The direction of the resultant force Fr1 is always parallel to the arm OB . In the
intermediate position it will be parallel to OB1.Their projections F�r1 and OB

�
on

HP should also be parallel: F�r1jjOB
�
. From Fig. 4 MM

�?OAo
�

and F�t1?OA1
�
:
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Therefore angle /1 is equal to the angle (M * MA1) as angles with mutually
perpendicular arms.

If a straight line jjF�t1 is drawn through point A11; it will cross MM� at point
M��: Then M��A1 ¼ F�t1 and A1MM�� is equal to /1, as they are angles with
mutually parallel arms OAojjM��A1 and of OA1 � a mutual arm

� �

From DMM��A1 comes out that

F�t1 ¼ Ft1 sin /1: ð9Þ

Because F�a1 and Fa1 are parallel to the axis of Fork 1 the angle M�N�A� is
equal to ð90

� � cÞ or angle N�A�M� is equal to angle c. From D N�M�A� follows
that F�t1=F�r1 ¼ cos c. Substituting F�t1with its value from (9), then for F�r1 we get

F�r1 ¼ Ft1 sin /1= cos c: ð10Þ

From the same triangle F�a1 ¼ F�t1 sin c ¼ Ft1 sin u1 tgc and as F�a1jjFa1; the
magnitude of the axis component is

Fa1 ¼ F�a1 ¼ Ft1 sin u1 tgc: ð11Þ

In Hooke’s joints are acting significant forces with periodic variations.
The schemes and analyzes represented here allow us to determine the forces in

the hinges of the first fork as well as the torque on the first shaft for any random
position of the angle of rotation u1 using the following formulas:

F*t1
F*r1

F*a1

N*

*

A*

1

F*t1

F*r1

F*a1

Ao

A1

M**

1

*

1

N

N*

A*

Ft1

Fa1

Fr1

(F*t1)

(Horisontal  plane - XP)

(Ax of the driving fork)

(Ax of the
driven fork)

Fig. 4 Forces in the pivot of the ax of the spider jointed it with fork1, and their projections in the
plane of the booth shafts
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Forces and moments applied to the driving fork and driving shaft

T1;u1 ;Ft1 ¼ T1=ð2aÞ;Fa1 ¼ Ft1 sin u1 tgc;Fr1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

t1 þ F2
a1

q
;M1 ¼ Fa1:2a

The forces and moments applied to the second fork and the second shaft can be
calculated without any additional graphic diagrams, using only still available
results. Besides, the requirement on equality of the reactions in both fork hinges
should be taken into account, as well as its compulsory positioning in the plane of
the cross-connection of the hinge.

Forces and moments applied to the driving fork and driven shaft
u2 ¼ aTrctgðtgu1= cos cÞ; x2 ¼ x1 cos c= ð1� sin2 c cos2 u1Þ; Fr2 ¼ Fr1

T2 ¼ T1 x1=x2; Ft2 ¼ Ft1 x1=x2; Fr1 ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

t1 þ F2
a1

p
;Fa2 ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
F2

r2 � F2
t2

p

M2 ¼ Fa2:2a

Table 1 and Fig. 5 display the forces in the joints of both forks, for seven
angles.

0,00
0,20
0,40
0,60
0,80
1,00
1,20
1,40

15      30     45      60     75 0      15      30     45      60     75 1°
Ft1-Ft2 Fa1-Fa2 Fr1-Fr2 17,2 33,7 49,12 63,4476,94 2°

Fig. 5 Loading the forks caused by turning within the range u1 ¼ 0� 90�. a Driving fork (fork
1) b driven fork (fork 2) (The load within the other intervals can be determined through mirror
projecting)

Table 1 Forces acting on the hinges of booth forks, at u1 ¼ 0� 90�

# u1 (degrees) u2 (degrees) x1 (1/ min) x2
x1

(1/ min) Ft1 (N) Fa1
Ft1

(–) Ft2
Ft1

(–) Fa2
Ft1

(–)

1 0 0 1 ð1= cos cÞ
1.155

1 0 ð cos cÞ
0.867

ð sin cÞ
0.500

2 15 17.192 1.129 0.149 0.886 0.488
3 30 33.690 1.066 0.289 0.938 0.451
4 45 49.107 0.990 0.408 1.010 0.382
5 60 63.435 0.924 0.500 1.082 0.280
6 75 76.936 0.881 0.558 1.135 0.148
7 90 90 0.867

ð cos cÞ
0.577
ðtgcÞ

1.155
ð1= cos cÞ

0

Example: Input T1; 2a c ¼ 30� n1 x1 ¼ p n1 =30
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4 Stress Determination in the Bound Positions and at Any
Given Angle of the Fork Rotation

4.1 Model, Forks Fixing and Load Distribution

The strength analysis of the forks is performed by means of the software package
[COSMOS-Works Designer, 2007]. Seven positions of both forks according to the
pre-set angle of rotation of the driving Fork 1 - u1 are being examined:

The torque transmitted to the driving Fork 1 is assumed for T1 = 170 Nm.
Driving Fork 1 and driven Fork 2 have the same form and sizes. A discretized
model is shown in Fig. 6. The real sizes and shapes of the forks (Nenov et al. 2007;
Solid Works 2006) and second-order tetrahedral finite elements with intermediate
units (Kurowski 2004) are used. The nominal dimension of KE is 10 mm, but at
the areas of stress concentration a local improvement of the net has been

Fig. 6 Discretized model of
the forks

Fig. 7 Load distribution at
the holes of the joints: f(fi) =
F.Sin(fi)
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performed, thus KE dimension of 2 mm. The final section is rigidly fixed. This
does not satisfy the real boundary conditions, but our analysis refers mainly to the
stress on the fork, not in the bearing housings and keyhole. In this case the Saint-
Venant’s principle can be used, as the areas under consideration are located far
away from the attachment points. The load is applied to the bearings by using a
special distribution function f(fi), (Fig. 7). For each case the surfaces under
imposed load are different and created by the intersection of the cylindrical hinge
hole with a plane passing through its axis and perpendicular to the direction of the
acting force Fr1ðFr2Þ (Fig. 8).

4.2 Stresses in the Limit at a Given Positions of the Forks

According to the calculations, maximum stress values in the forks occur not
always when operating in both limit positions (see Table 2, rmax at u1 ¼ 60�), that
may contradict the existing recommendations.

Fig. 8 Stressed state of Fork 1, u1 = 90�

Table 2 Fork 1 - External loading and maximum stresses, (MPa)

/1;
� 0 15 30 45 60 75 90

Fr1;N 2,073 2,096 2,158 2,239 2,318 2,374 2,394
a;� 0 8.50 16.10 22.21 26.57 29.15 30
rmax 85.0 85.1 95.9 98.6 99.3 100 104
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5 Conclusion

• A simplified option of load determination in the limit positions of the forks is
proposed.

• Dependency-related determinations of the forces acting on the hinges of both
forks at each set angle of rotation are derived.

• It is proven through computation that not always maximum stress values occur
at forks when working in the two limit positions (Table 3, rmax when /1 ¼ 60�),
which contradicts the current design recommendations in the literature.

• Difficult to observe features in Hooke’s joint operation are illustrated by over-
coming the standard limitations of the 3D-animation systems under the condi-
tions of variable values of the transmission ratios.
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Geometrical Blocking Contours
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Design of Geometry of Involute External
and Internal Gear Drives
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Abstract In our practice The GBC from the type ‘‘profile shifts coefficients-centre
distance’’ are new instrument and style for more effective design of involute
cylindrical gear drive with high level of their parameters for quality. The final
results of the design procedures depend strongly from the correctly finding of the
area of all possible decisions. It’s very useful this area to be completed with some
basic geometrical and kinematic parameters for quality, such as contact ratio,
thickness at the top of the teeth, velocity of sliding on the working profiles and
others. The new high-technologic design strategy concerns especially the design
process of the gear drives, jointed really or conditionally for receiving some
additional advantages.
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1 Introduction: Interconnected Gearings

The design of different gear transmissions, gearboxes, speed reducers, etc., is
hampered by the fact that some of their gears are interconnected. The connection
may be real or conditional (Nenov 2002). Figure 1a shows a version of a machine-
tool unit-head, in which the internal gear ring participates directly and at the same
time in the operation of several internal gearing. For example, in the family of
planetary speed reducers K-H-V (Fig. 1b) each product includes only one internal
gear, operating completely independently of the other representatives from this
type. But for technologic and economic reasons it is expedient that the internal
gear rings of all reducers of the family are identical and they have the same
module, number of teeth, profile shifts coefficient, etc. This makes the ring a
conditional joining component, invariable to the whole family.

The example of Fig. 1c refers to 2 K-H gear reducer, whose branches include
one external and one internal gear mesh. Or the both gearings have the same centre
distances and the satellite gears are common for the external and the internal
meshes i.e., they are practically real connecting components. In other constructions
from the previous type, developed as a family of reducers having different gear
ratios of each member, a conditional (indirect) joins presents, also. They are
imposed by additional requirements, for example for fixed parameters of the ring
gear with internal teeth (Fig. 1d). It is especially important in the given case that
the application of a ring gear with constant parameters assures higher economic
manufacturing indexes. In the same time such requirement significantly compli-
cates the design of the family of speed reducers.

In the engineering practice the design of gear drives for: Norton’s gearboxes of
machine-tools, gearboxes of motor vehicle and different families of cylindrical
speed reducers is based on the idea for their ‘‘equal centre distance’’.

Our software systems, creating Geometric Blocking Contours (GBC)—type
‘xi-aw’ for external spur and helical gear drives are well known [Fig. 2; see also
Nenov et al. (1988), (2010)]. They provide effective solutions for an independent
gear give, as well for interconnected gears. This paper is focused on developing a

Fig. 1 Gear trains with real and conditional connecting units: a A machine-tools unit-head (the
real connecting unit is the gear with internal teeth-‘‘b’’); b A family of planetary gearings K-H-V
(conditional connecting component is a gear with internal teeth ‘‘b’’); c Planetary gear 2K-H with
three streams (with a real connecting unit—satellite pinion ‘‘g’’, integrated in the external and
internal gearing); d A family of planetary gears 2K-H (the real connection units—pinions ‘‘g’’
and the conditional connecting component—ring gear ‘‘b’’)
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similar system for internal gearing. The clarification of the characteristics and
capabilities of the system is supported with examples, solving the problems of
specific types of schemes.

2 Parameters of Gear Meshing Quality

The geometric blocking contours created by the new author’s system are based on
the main restrictive conditions, resulting from the quality requirements for internal
gearing. Detailed descriptions are given in the handbooks and standards on
Geometry of involute internal gearing. The version presented here is oriented to
design gear drives without modification of the initial contour.

By developing the program system several requirements are taken into con-
sideration. They can be defined, as follows:

1. The teeth of the pinion should not be undercut at the fillet or root;
2. The teeth of the pinion should not be cut at their top;
3. Provide for radial clearance in the gearing;
4. Provide for necessary contact ratios;
5. Provide for a sufficient thickness at the top of the teeth;
6. Lack of interference at the top of gear teeth, in the time of action;
7. Lack of interference at the top of the teeth, in case of radial assembly;
8a. Lack of interference at the top of the internal gear’s teeth, during the cutting

process by gear shaper cutter;
8b. Lack of cut-off the teeth of the gear with internal teeth during the gear-cutting

process.

Table 1 shows the summarized requirements of meshing quality (GOST 16530-
70; GOST 16532-70) in order to clarify the information that is synthesized in the

Undercut-red(1)

(a) (b)
(c)

; Pointing-green(2); Overlapping-yellow(3);  Interference-blue(4)

(1)
(2)

(3)

(4)

First projection (x1-aw)           Second projection (x2-aw) 
Colors of limitations:

Fig. 2 Geometric blocking contours of a cylindrical external gear (z1, 2 = 16, 20)
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Table 1 Provide for quality parameters of internal gearing (excerpt)

1. Requirement of avoid the undercutting: x1min ¼ h�l � h�a � z1 sin2 aþ 2 cos b
At x1� x1min there are undercutting in the base of the external toothing

2. Requirement of avoid cutting of the teeth of the pinion in their top:
2.1. h1 ¼ ðda1 � df 1Þ=2�ð2h�a þ c�Þm; or
2.2. qj1 ¼ ðd1=2Þ sin at þ ðh�l0

� h�a � c� þ x1Þm= sin at [qa1 ¼ ðda1=2Þ sin aa1;

where h�l0 have to be given or assigned as h�l0 ¼ 2h�a þ c�, or

2.3. hj1 ¼ 0:5da1 �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
q2

j1 þ 0:25d2
b1

q� �
� 0

3. Checking up the radial clearance in the gear drive
c1 ¼ aw � 0:5ðda2 þ df 1Þ c1 [ ½c1� c2 ¼ aw � 0:5ðda1 þ df 2Þ c2 [ ½c2�

4. Finding the transverse ðeaÞ, overlap ðebÞ and total ðecÞ contact ratios:
4.1.ea ¼ z1tgaa1 � z2tgaa2 þ z2 � z1ð Þtgatw½ �=2p en

a ¼ z1 tgaa1 � tgal1ð Þ½ �=2p
4.2. eb ¼ bw sin b=ðpmÞ
4.3. ec ¼ ea þ eb

5. Control on the thickness of the teeth at their outside diameters

5.1. sna1 ¼ da1
p=2þ2x1tga

z1
þ invat � invaa1

� �
cos ba1 ba1 ¼ arctg da1tgb=d1ð Þ

5.2. sna2 ¼ da2
p=2�2x2tga

z2
� invat þ invaa2

� �
cos ba2 ba2 ¼ arctg da2tgb=d2ð Þ

6. Inspection for interference at the top of gear teeth, in the time of action;

6.1. When d ¼ z1
z2

lmax � arcsin da1
da2

sin lmax

� �
þ c12 [ 0, there is no interference

Here c12 ¼ invaa1 z1=z2 � invaa2 þ 1� z1=z2ð Þ invatw

and lmax ¼ arccos d2
a2 � d2

a1 � 4a2
w=ð4awda1Þ

� �

7. Inspection for lack of interference at the top, in case of radial assembly;
7.1. Condition for lack of interference: da2=da1� 1
7.2. Additional condition for lack of interference

l0 ¼ arccos

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
da2=da1ð Þ2�1
z2=z1ð Þ2�1

r
[lmax ¼ arccos

d2
a2�d2

a1�4a2w
4awda1

� �

7.3. Condition for lack of interference when l� lmax

d ¼ lmaxz1=z2 � arcsin sin lmaxda1=da2ð Þ þ c12� 0
7.4. Condition for lack of interference, when d\0:
Combinations of 4 value of the auxiliary angle l1�4 ¼ wa1 þ pn=z1,

calculated for wa1 ¼ p
2z1
þ 2x1 tga

z1
þ invat � invaa1 and 4 integer values of n:

n2 ¼ int z1 l0 � wa1ð Þ=pÞ½ �; n1 ¼ n2 � 1; n3 ¼ n2 þ 1; n4 ¼ n2 þ 2
8a. Lack of interference at the top of the internal gear’s teeth, during the cutting process by gear

shaper cutter: ql2 [ qp2, where

ql2 ¼ 0:5da0 sin aa0 þ aw02 sin atw02 and qp2 ¼ 0:5db1tgaa1 þ aw sin atw.

8b. Lack of cut-off the teeth of the gear with internal teeth during the gear-cutting process. Calcul

l002 ¼ arccos

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
½ðda2=da0Þ2 � 1�=½ðz2=z0Þ2 � 1�

q

where c02 ¼ invaa0 z0=z2 � invaa2 þ invatw02ðz2 � z0Þ=z2

and aw02 ¼ ðz2 � z0Þm cos at=ð2 cos b cos atw02Þ
When d02 ¼ z0l002=z2 � arcsin da0 sin l002=da2 þ c02\0 ‘‘there is no cut-off’’
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automatically developed contour of the given gear. However, if additional data is
needed, it can be provided through new modular units supplementing the system’s
project tasks (GOST 19274-73; Bolotovskii et al. 1986).

The great number of the parameters for quality of the gearing and the relatively
complicated mathematical description of a part of them make it difficult to
determine directly the limit for vary with the basic meshing parameters and the
relevant areas of solutions tolerance. Therefore, a pure mathematical summarizing
variant seems to be unreasonably complicated to develop, control the results, and
expand the possibly changes of the solution requirements. The possibilities of
making the follow-up processing and easy use of the results, are also essential. The
data for contours plotting is developed through programme modules that provide
for checking by a particular parameter of meshing quality.

A great number of gearings are checked by the set dialogue figures of limita-
tions (Fig. 3) that are formed with a certain module and within an interval, focused
on covering good project’s solutions.

Limitation data input for the minimum transverse contact ratio ea min, the
thickness at the top of the teeth ðSna minÞ and for radial clearance factor c*o.

In the cases, when verification task are performing only, the results of the
follow-up checks on different criteria are compared with the limit values, in a table
format as current data. The approximation to the final solutions looks for an
optimal values, and requires complex assessment of the results of the meshing
quality checks. And it is even more difficult to find good solutions for the inter-
connected gears. That’s why a higher efficiency for assessing the results has been
asked by using their graphical layout. The strength of such analysis comes from
the visual connection between the calculated and the admissible (blocking) values
for a grate number of important indicators.

Fig. 3 Excerpt from the input information of the system
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3 Creation of GBC for Internal Gearing

The module units used for the quality checks of a gear drive meshings with a
completely familiar geometry are in the basis of the automatically developed
contour. The GBC is creating and developing on the check results of all possible
gears, formed for a sequence of centre distances and admissible for the initial basic
parameters. A package of profile shifts coefficients x1, resp. x2 is generating at a
small step, till achieving sufficient remoteness from their zero values in positive
and negative directions. The generating scheme we preferred has elements of
wastefulness, in terms of the volume of calculations, and its rationality could be
disputed. But with the present parameters of the computing equipment the detected
defect slows down the calculation process insignificant. And in the same time this
is strongly balanced by the simplicity of the algorithm provided. Generally, the
creation of contours according to this scheme is reduced to calculation and anal-
ysis of all gearing quality parameters (Table 1) with following visualization
through the GBC (Fig. 4):

Input: a; b; z1; z2; m, distance packet awðiÞ, matrix with factors x1=2 i; jð Þ:

at ¼arctg tga=cos bð Þ
atwðiÞ ¼ar cos z2 � z1ð Þm cos at= 2 cos b awðiÞð½ �

ð1Þ

xRðiÞ ¼ invatwðiÞ � invatð Þ z2 � z1ð Þ= 2tgað Þ; x2ði; jÞ ¼ xRðiÞ þ x1ði; jÞ

The new automatically generated geometric blocking contours for internal
gearings looks like those for external, because of the good results obtained up to
now. The other reason is connected with providing conformability with the GBC

x2

aw

min21max ; snana VxSS Σαε

Fig. 4 Second projection (x2-aw) of GBC of internal gearing. x2 profile shifts coefficient, aw
centre distance [basic parameters of the gearing: m = 2 mm, z1 = 48, z2 (ring gear) = 96]
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of interconnected gearings (which are still in process of development) where one
gear runs at the same time in internal and in external meshing.

It is assumed that everywhere (see Fig. 2) the red areas (1) are indicating
undercut, those in green (2)—pointing, the yellow ones (3)—insufficient over-
lapping factor, the blue areas (4)—interference and/or tooth cut-off respectively.
The lighter color nuances mean disturbed parameters of gearing quality for small
gears, and the deeper color nuances—for big gears.

In the new structure of GBC there is an additional curve with information about
the total (summarized) shifts coefficient xR (see formula 1) as a function of the
centre distance aw. Having in mind that: xR ¼ x2 � x1 (internal gearing) and
xR ¼ x2 þ x1 (external gearing), the data for xR available in the coordinate system
with abscissa x1; respectively x2 make obvious and the total shifts coefficient,
which is helpful for the final estimation of her quality parameters.

Important information is brought with the curve ea max, that indicates the area of
maximum values of the transverse contact ratio for each centre distance in the range
of possible solutions (see the grey–white sections of the contour—Figs. 4, 5; data

Undercuting              Thickness at the top      Insufficient recoverment              Interference. 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5 GBC of internal gearing—projections and analysis, according to the gearing quality
parameters (GQP). a First (x1-aw) and second (x2-aw) projection of GBC of a gearing with c z1,
2 = 48, 96. b Information from the second projection for the limits of the basic quality
parameters
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for the parameter’s values, displayed through the curves, appears at the lower part of
the screen when moving the mouse or cursor).

The third curve displays the areas, where the thicknesses at top of the teeth of
the both gears are approximate the same or are as closer as possible (see Table 1,
p. 5). The fourth curve represents the areas within the range of possible solutions
of GBC, where the maximum speeds of sliding over the working profiles of the
booth gear have a minimum value:

-0.5 0 1.0 2.0

z1=48   Z2=96

z1=32   z2=96

z1=24  z2=96 x2

Fig. 6 Second projection of GBC of really joined internal gearings (an aggregate gear-head for
metal-cutting machine tool; u1 = 2.00 u2 = 3.00 u1 = 4.00)
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Vs min awðiÞ; x1=x2ði; jÞ½ � ¼ min max Vsa1ði; jÞ; Vsa2ði; jÞ½½ �f g; ð2Þ

where

Vsa1ði; jÞ ¼ x2 tgaa1ði; jÞ � tgatwðiÞ½ � z2=z1 � 1ð Þdb1=2;
Vsa2ði; jÞ ¼ x2 tgatwðiÞ � tgaa2ði; jÞ½ � z2=z1 � 1ð Þdb2=2;

and da1 i; jð Þ; aa1 i; jð Þ; pend da2 i; jð Þ; aa2 i; jð Þ u atw ið Þ;

[see (GOST 16530-70, GOST 16532-70; GOST 19274-73)].
Figure 6 presents GBC of gearings with a really joining gear ring ‘‘b’’ (Fig. 1a).

The gear ring ‘‘b’’ is a really joined element in the gear trains on Fig. 1c, d also.
By examining the contours comes out that:

• The profile shifts coefficient x2 of the gear ring b could not be greater than 2.0,
according to the lowest contour;

• The high values of the transverse contact ratio are in the upper part of the
contours; in the same time the profile shifts coefficient x2 have to be bigger than
(-0.2), because in the left positions of the contour the value of ea are too small;

• Values of x2 higher than 0.7 do not increase the contact ratio (see upper
contour);

• The thickness of the teeth at the outside circles are almost equal at x2 & 0.6.

Figure 7 displays the second projections of GBC of interconnected K-H-V
gearings (see Fig. 1b).

Appropriate values of the profile shifts coefficient x2 of the joining gear are in
the range (-0.5 7 0) while greater center distances are preferable, because of the
high load of the bearings; (the third gearing of the family—see Fig. 1b—requires
certain changes of the tooth proportions).

The raising of the contours by curves, presenting the examining parameters,
together with their values within the whole range of the admissible decisions,

0                   1                   2

aw=3.5-7.5 mm    

aw=2.0-6.0 mm        

0                   1                   2

aw=3.5-7.5 mm    

aw=2.0-6.0 mm        

x2

x2

Fig. 7 Second projections of
GBC of conditionally
connected gearing from a
family reducers K-H-V
(z2 = 100; z1, 2 = 97, 98)
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makes them more clear and usefull. The including into the creating contours some
other data, concerning the power abilities of the designed gear trains extend the
opportunities for optimization on the base of complex criteria.

4 Conclusion

The presented GBC type ‘‘x-aw’’, for internal gearings, offer new design oppor-
tunities for finding the total range of the admissible solutions, from the point of
view ‘‘parameters of quality’’. The GBC form a suitable basis calculation and
optimizing of internal gearings on the ground of complex criteria. They could help
designer in efficient projecting of joined internal gear drives.
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Bearings Failure of Gear Drive Unit
Caused by Gear Resonance

Milosav Ognjanović, Miloš Ristić and Sanja Vasin

Abstract Gear transmission units could work properly in the resonance
conditions but they cause very unfavorable effects on other components and the
environment. It is necessary to identify the resonance range, and afterwards to
harmonize design parameters with operating conditions, so as to avoid primary and
secondary resonance. This article presents the procedures for gear resonance
identification and its influence on rapid failure of bearings and other gears of
bucket wheel excavator drive’s gearbox, entitled SRs-1301. Thereafter follows the
correction of design parameters of critical gear pair in order to avoid its resonance
and excitation of natural frequency of gearbox housing. Besides the analysis of
dynamic behavior of gears, this article provides FEM analysis of stiffness of
gearbox components and modal analysis of gearbox housing. Applying new
parameters, calm work of gearbox is obtained, and life cycle of bearings suits
service load.

Keywords Gear transmissions � Gear resonance � Bucket wheel excavators

List of Symbols

T Torque
n Speed of rotation (revolutions per minute – RPM)
Kv Dynamical factor
KA Application factor
vs Velocity of teeth collision
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f Teeth mesh frequency
fr Frequency of resonance (natural frequency)
cth Theoretical average specific teeth stiffness
cc Average specific teeth stiffness
c0 Real average specific teeth stiffness
c Total average teeth stiffness
zn Equivalent number of teeth
x Offset factor
b1�2 Helical angle
ea Contact ratio
b Face width
J Moment of inertia
mr Reduced mass
me Equivalent mass

1 Introduction

Gear teeth meshing process is distinguished by many phenomena (Ognjanovic and
Agemi 2010). Resonance is among the most important of them. So far, researches
in the field of gear dynamics have been mainly oriented to sub-critical range of
teeth mesh frequency. The aim of these researches is to determine the influence of
transmission errors on dynamic characteristics (Velex et al. 2011). Researches of
gears behavior in the range of resonance are not frequent. The operation of gears in
resonance frequency range is possible, but undesirable. Additionally, variable
stiffness of gear teeth in mesh produces nonlinear vibrations of gears. This non-
linearity is one of the most common topics in the gear resonance field (Liu and
Parker 2008; Faggioni et al. 2011). The influence of friction and sliding between
tooth flanks on above mentioned nonlinearity is very significant for the behavior of
gears in resonance (He et al. 2008), but stiffness of supports, bearings and shafts
too (Kang et al. 2011). Identification of different types of resonance (Shuting 2008;
Rama Rao et al. 2011) has major importance for recognition of resonance effects.
These effects are important for determining the consequences (Ognjanovic et al.
2010) and coordinating the design parameters (Ognjanovic and Benur 2011).

This article analyses the effects of gear resonance on other components of
gearbox and possibility to design parameters harmonization in order to eliminate
undesirable effects. The case study refers to the input gearbox at bucket wheel of
bucket wheel excavator SRs-1301.
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2 Problem Identification

The traction gearbox at bucket wheel of bucket wheel excavator SRs-1301 has five
stage transmissions with fixed shaft axes. At the second stage, there is a pair of
spiral bevel gears, and all other stages consist of helical gears. The output shaft is
connected with bucket wheel shaft by means of a flange. The bucket wheel shaft is
one of the supports of the gearbox. There is a 3D model of gears of the input
gearbox at bucket wheel of bucket wheel excavator, presented in Fig. 1. The
gearbox is driven by electromotor with the power of 400 kW and n = 1,480 rpm.
Nominal torque at the input shaft is T1 = 2,581 Nm.

In the course of exploitation, the bearings of the second shaft were prone
rapidly to failure. At once, there was even the failure of the teeth of spiral bevel
gears that were torn apart. It was determined by calculation that all of the gears and
bearings shouldn’t fail due to the service loads, even if they were intensively
overloaded. Figure 2 shows the assembly of the second shaft and bearings. The
damage occurred previously at spherical roller bearings. Due to bearings worn out,
internal clearance was extremely enlarged. Axial displacement of the shaft became
huge. All these facts indicated large axial forces with variable direction.

Axial forces applied to the second shaft for a given rotation direction are
directed opposite to each other (Fig. 3a), and their subtraction is directed to axial
bearing at the left support. Due to resonance of helical gear pair, displacements of
these gears are in anti phase. Teeth collide with each other very intensive,
vibrations are intensive as well, and axial force is with alternated direction
(Fig. 3b). Spherical roller bearings are very sensitive to axial loads, and they fail
quickly. Fast failure of bearings is aided by axial supporting of the outer ring,
which enforces bearing to accept axial force oriented to spiral bevel gear. When
axial clearance in spherical roller bearings becomes higher than lateral clearance

Fig. 1 3D model of the bucket wheel of bucket wheel excavator
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between teeth of spiral bevel gears, axial resonance force from helical gears
becomes accepted by bevel gears. Because of spiral shape of the teeth, axial
resonant force from helical gear pair acts on the teeth of bevel gear pair in
alternative directions, leading to their failure.

Causes of the failure of bearings could be also additional loads induced by
elastic deformations of shaft, bearing supports, housing walls or by natural fre-
quencies of housing. These reasons led to systematic analysis of these components
by FEM. Figure 4 presents a 3D model of shaft meshed by tetrahedron elements,
with extremely enlarged deformations. Figure 6 shows deformations of bearing
nave. Stresses and displacements of all components are determined assuming the
forces on gears that correspond to nominal power increased by the magnitude of
short- time overload (application factor KA = 1.75). Shaft deformations are very
small (highest displacement is 12 lm), so it could be assumed that those defor-
mations didn’t affect self-adaptive bearings. The way of supporting of the bearing
nave contributes to unequal displacement, which reflects to unequal distribution of

Fig. 2 Assembly of the second shaft

Fig. 3 Axial forces at second shaft: a at stationary work, b at resonance
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radial force on two bearings in this support. Analyzing the stiffness and natural
frequencies of housing by means of FEM, it is determined that housing is rigid
enough and is not the cause of bearing failure (Figs. 5 and 6).

3 Gear Drive Resonance Identification

Gear teeth meshing is a dynamical process which generates dynamical excitation
forces, such as elastic variable forces and collision forces (Fig. 7), but also forces
due to sliding and rolling of tooth flanks. When constant load is applied, variation
of gear teeth number in mesh leads to variation of displacement, and consequently
to variation of teeth stiffness in the course of teeth meshing process. Speaking of
helical gears, these effects are reduced by magnitude and steadiness of variation.
Elastic excitation forces change proportionally to variation of the stiffness of
meshed teeth. Above listed changes relate to gears with no geometrical deviation.
Since deviation of shape and pitch cannot be fully avoided, these deviations
contribute to additional increase of amplitude and change of shape of ‘‘stiffness
variation-elastic force’’ function. Another significant excitation during the teeth
meshing is collision of teeth. Due to elastic deformation of teeth caused by load
they transmit, the position of teeth changes, so the contact starts by collision. The
collision speed is proportional to the teeth deformation and the speed of rotation
n. The difference in pitch of meshed teeth could increase collision speed, which is
taken into account by means of dynamical factor Kv. The value of this factor
increases proportionally to the increase of gear teeth mesh frequency f. Depending
of the ratio between f and resonance frequency fr it’s been distinguished sub-
critical, critical and super-critical range of teeth mesh frequency. When teeth mesh
frequencies become equal to natural frequency, there comes to a resonance, which
drastically increases the Kv factor. According to standards for gear calculations

Fig. 4 Elastic deformation of shaft caused by forces on gears
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ISO 6336 and DIN 3990, dynamical factor is determined in a different way for
every of these three ranges.

Gears are specific for their characteristic to work in resonance, unlike the other
mechanical structures whose amplitudes increase so much in resonance that could
lead to failure in a short time. That is possible since teeth could absorb free

Fig. 6 Supporting nave
deformation

Fig. 5 Supporting of nave
and bearing
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vibrations in resonance during their interaction. That’s how both flanks are making
alternating (reverse) contacts (Fig. 7b). One of the signs that gears are in resonance
is the trace of carrying, which could be seen on both flanks of a tooth. Figure 7b
presents the lateral clearance between teeth. In resonance, due to anti phase dis-
placement of gears, teeth alternately collate by left and right flank, generating
intensive alternate forces (Fig. 3b). Regarding the wear analysis of left and right
tooth flank, it is determined that resonances are present at first and second stage of
transmission (Fig. 1).

Basic parameters for calculating the resonance frequencies of meshed gears are
teeth in mesh stiffness and value of the reduced mass. According to DIN 3990 for
helical gear pair at first stage of transmission, theoretical teeth stiffness is:

1
cth
¼ 0:04723 þ 0:15551

zn1
þ 0:25791

zn2
� 0:00635x1 � 0:11654

x1

zn1

� 0:00193x2 � 0:24188
x2

zn2
þ 0:00529x2

1 þ 0:00182x2
2

ð1Þ

Equivalent numbers of teeth and offset factors of these gears are zn1 = 56,
zn2 = 63.4, x1 = x2 = -0.198. For these values, theoretical specific teeth stiffness
is cth = 17.49 N/lm, mm. The influence of elastic displacements in teeth contact is
included multiplying by 0.8, and influence of helical angle multiplying by cos b, so
real specific teeth stiffness of full cross-section (without gear hub holes—full hub)
is c0 ¼ 0; 8 � cth � cos b1�2 ¼ 0; 8 � 17; 49 � cos 110 ¼ 13; 73 N/lm�mm. Average
specific stiffness of mashed teeth is cc ¼ c0 0; 75ea þ 0; 25ð Þ for ea ¼ 1:88; cc ¼
22:79 N/lm, mm. Total average stiffness of gear teeth in mesh is c ¼ ccb; for face
width b = 150 mm, it is c = 3,418 N/lm.

Rotation mass of the first gear is mass of the gear itself together with shaft,
rotation mass of input clutch with rotor of electromotor, all of them with total
moment of inertia JI = 3.761 kg m2. The second shaft with gears 2 and 3 has the
moment of inertia JII = 5.147 kg m2. According to calculation of gear geometry,
the radii of basic circle of gears 1 and 2 are rb1 = 177 mm and rb1 = 200 mm, so

Fig. 7 Gear vibrations; a model of vibration, b lateral clearance out of resonance
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reduced masses at the contact line direction (Fig. 7a) and equivalent mass are
mr1 = JI/rb1

2 = 3.761/0.1772 = 120 kg, mr2 = JII/rb2
2 = 5.147/0.22 = 128 kg

me ¼
mr1mr2

mr1 þ mr2
¼ 120 � 128

120þ 128
¼ 62 kg: ð2Þ

Natural frequency of the first pair of gears is

frI ¼
1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
c

me

r
¼ 1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3; 418 � 106

62

r
¼ 1; 181 Hz: ð3Þ

The gear teeth mesh frequency is fI = n1z1/60 = 1,480 9 53/60 = 1,307 Hz.
The ratio between this exciting and natural frequency fI/frI = 1,307/1,181 = 1.1 is
in the range 0.85–1.15, which indicates the full resonance of helical gear pair. For
bevel gear pair, applying the same procedure, natural frequency is obtained:

frII ¼
1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
c

me

r
¼ 1

2p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1; 562 � 106

99

r
¼ 632 Hz ð4Þ

and frequency of gear teeth meshing fII = n3z3/60 = 1,305 9 23/60 = 500 Hz.
The ratio between exciting and natural frequency fII/frII = 500/632 = 0.792 is
close to resonance, since it is close to the lower limit of 0.85–1.15.

In resonance, the intensity of force at the tooth flank increases extremely, which
is taken into account in calculation of forces and stresses by dynamical factor Kv. It
is not only about the increased magnitude of this force. Due to contact interruption
and anti-phase frequency, it comes to high intensity collision between teeth flanks.
The frequency of collision is two times higher than the frequency of gear teeth
meshing, since during the interruption of contact it comes to collision with both,
left and right flank (Fig. 7b). This process realizes very high level of vibration,
since it brings very intensive disturbance energy.

4 Gear Drive Design Parameters Harmonization

Resonance of the gear pair 1–2 could be avoided if a significantly big difference
were made between frequency of gear teeth meshing and natural frequency of this
gear pair. Natural frequency depends on gear teeth stiffness in mesh and magnitude
of rotation masses. These magnitudes could not be significantly changed at the
present design solution of this gearbox. The frequency of gear teeth meshing
depends on rotation speed and of gear teeth number. The rotation speed also
couldn’t be changed. There is only one possibility left, and that is to change the
gear teeth number (z) and gear modulus (m), so the gear pair center distance and
gear transmission ratio remain unchanged. Increasing gear modulus from 7 to
12 mm and proportionally decreasing the of gear teeth number and helix angle
from 11 to 8.1�, the gear pair center distance of 400 mm remains constant. For
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these changed parameters, following the same procedure, it is calculated natural
frequency of frI = 1,199 Hz and gear teeth mesh frequency fI = 749 Hz. The ratio
between these frequencies is fI/frI = 749/1,199 = 0.62, which indicates that new
parameters led helical pair out of resonance and led it into sub-critical service
condition.

The original gear teeth mesh frequency of helical gear pair fI = 1,307 Hz is not
only close to natural frequency of rotation masses, but also to natural frequency of
housing, which is 1,300 Hz (Fig. 8). This match of frequencies refers to increased
level of noise, emitted by housing. By decreasing the gear teeth mesh frequency to
749 Hz, this phenomenon is eliminated, gearbox is led into smooth service con-
ditions and service life of spherical roller bearings is extended.

5 Conclusions

Presented research involves the modeling of parts of input gearbox and assembling
them together, development and analysis of dynamic model of meshed gears,
analysis of displacements and stresses at relevant parts of gearbox by means of
FEM and modal analysis of housing and other parts of gearbox. The most
important results and observations are:

• Resonance of gears at the first stage of transmission is identified as a cause of
failure of bearings at the second shaft. Resonance generated alternated forces of
high intensity, which led to progressive failure of spherical roller bearings on
this shaft.

Fig. 8 Modal shape of natural vibrations with 1,300 Hz
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• Changing design parameters of helical gear pair at the first stage of transmission,
resonance and dynamical loads generated by resonance were eliminated. Also,
matching of gear teeth mesh frequency with natural frequency of housing is
eliminated and smooth work of gearbox is provided.

Acknowledgments This article is a contribution to the Ministry of Education and Science of
Serbia funded project TR 035006.
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The Transmission Coefficient
of Hydrostatic Drives

Mircea Rădulescu

Abstract This paper presents some theoretical considerations regarding the
calculus of the transmission coefficient of the pressure energy in hydrostatic
mechanisms. After defining all categories of transmission and efficiency coeffi-
cients, we present the laws of calculus for various combinations of hydraulic
components and formulae of their resultant transmission coefficients. Beginning
with the mathematical model of hydrostatic machines, presented in a generalized
original form, we obtain the calculus formulae for overall transmission coefficients
of a simple hydraulic circuit. These formulae can be useful in scientific researches,
designing the equipment for the hydraulic drives and also in the didactic activity
with students.

1 Introduction

For the purpose of improving the technical—economical performances of
hydrostatic drives, in the designing stage, it is necessary for us to dispose of an
improved mathematical model, which to allow obtaining beforehand some ener-
getic characteristics accurate enough. The transmission of pressure energy is refers
to all processes that occur in hydraulic mechanisms while the source transfers
energy to the receiver. The transmission coefficient is a basic indicator of the
pressure energy and it is defined as the ratio between the amount of the output and
input respectively, of the same size that interferes in the description of a non-
steady or transitory hydro-mechanical process. Except for papers (Blackburn 1962;
Buculei and Radulescu 1993; Prokes 1977), we haven’t found any detailed
approaches on this subject in literature.
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For hydromechanical steady processes, instead of the term ‘‘transmission
coefficient’’, we use ‘‘efficiency’’, with a similar definition (Buculei and Radulescu
1993; Prokes 1977). A few methods for the calculation of the energetical char-
acteristics of hydrostatic machines in steady states processes are known:

• the method of the general note of losses, which has a general aspect but it does
not allow the calculation of the losses in the nodes (centers) of the machines
(Thoma 1970);

• the calculation method of the losses in separated nodes (centers) of the hydro-
static machines, which is not universal, but gives the possibility of obtaining
some values of the parameters in nodes on the basis of which the constructive
optimization of the machines would be possible;

• the energetic method introduces the concept of energetic efficiency of a
machine, a complex universal criterion which takes into consideration the level
of utilization of the machine;

• the dimensional analysis theory (Blackburn 1962) which has the disadvantage
that leads to incomplete calculus relations, which will be experimentally
finalized;

• the experimental method which is a safe and relatively precise method but has
the disadvantage that it can not be used in the designing stage.

2 The Transmission Coefficient and Efficiency

We consider a parameter k which characterizes a certain element of the hydraulic
circuit, for example, a generator or an engine. The transmission coefficient of the
parameter k is defined by the ratio of the amount of parameter ke available at the
output terminal and the amount of parameter ki at the input terminal:

Hk ¼
ke

ki
¼ 1� Dk

ki
; Dk ¼ ki � ke [ 0 Hk� 1ð Þ ð1Þ

using the following graphical representation:

Ηλ
λeλe ðÞ

The relations describing the transmission coefficient H is thus similar in form to
commonly used expressions for efficiency, g. Since the term of ‘‘efficiency’’ is
used only in steady states transmission processes, it is safer to stick to the single
term ‘‘transmission coefficient’’, which is used to describe only transient states and
non-steady motion of the machinery (Prokes 1977).

Further will be introduced some generalized parameters which characterize the
machines as components of hydraulic drives (generator—pump or motor):
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• displacement:

q ¼ x m½ �; stroke length of the piston; for linear hydraulic machines ðL:M:Þ
u rad½ �; angle of rotation; for rotative hydraulic machines ðR:M:Þ

�
ð2Þ

• effort:

/ ¼ F N½ �; the force reduced to the geometrical axis of the piston � for L:M:
M Nm½ �; torque reduced to the geometrical axis of the machine � for R:M:

�

ð3Þ

• velocity:

w ¼ v ¼ _q m=s½ �; linear velocity of the piston � for L:M:
x ¼ _u rad=s½ �; angular velocity ðmotion frequencyÞ � for R:M:

�
ð4Þ

• mass:

M ¼
m kg½ �; the mass reduced to the axis of the piston� for L:M:
J Nm2s½ �; the moment of gyration reduced to the axis
of the machine � for R:M:

8
<

: ð5Þ

• geometric capacity:

K ¼ A1 m3=m ¼ m2½ �; the piston area of the active chamber � for L:M:
q=2p m3=rad½ �; q ¼ Vg; the displacement volume � for R:M:

�
ð6Þ

Particularly, in view of Eq. (1), for hydraulic drives, we obtain the types of
transmission coefficients and efficiencies presented in Table 1. In problems of
circuit analysis, the hydraulic components of the same or different types appear
frequently and are variously connected. Starting with Eq. (1) we will deduce the
set of rules for the hydraulic components connected in series, in parallel, in
downstream and upstream node and outer feedback, these being presented in
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Table 2, obtained as a generalization for the formulae given in the literature
(Buculei and Radulescu 1993; Prokes 1977).

3 The Overall Transmission Coefficient for Interlinking
Components

As an example, beginning with Eq. (1), (I.1)–(I.3) and (I.8), the three elementary
types of hydraulic resistances (RH, LH, CH) (Radulescu 2010), have been analyzed,
taking into consideration the hydraulic characteristic Dp ¼ Dp Qð Þ, on the basis of
which the dependencies Hk ¼ Hk Q; pð Þ. The results are given in the first part of
Table 3, both for the transient/non-steady state and the efficiency (for the steady
state). We have noted RH ¼ jR � the value of the resistance to motion in the non-
steady/transient state, which significantly differs from the one established for the
steady-state flows, noted with R �. The notation j is a dimensionless adjustment
coefficient, which is computed using formulae indicated in Buculei and Radulescu
(1993), Radulescu (2010). In all the relations in the table, the value of RH—resis-
tance—must be linear or linearized. In the final part of the Table 3, we have studied
the combination of resistances linked in series, for a pipe with leakage loss, with
concentrated parameters, regarding the calculation of the transmission coefficient of
power (non-steady/transient state).

The values of the simple hydraulic resistances can be computed using practical
formulas presented in a synthetic form in Radulescu (2010), for cylindrical pipes
and narrow slots with various shapes of the cross section profile, as well as for
common types of hydrostatic motors. These formulas have been theoretically
deduced taking into consideration the electrohydraulic analogy (Buculei and
Radulescu 1993; Radulescu 2010). The elementary study of the combinations of
different types of resistances is made in the following stages:

Table 1 Types of transmission coefficient/efficiency for simple elements

Transmission coefficient, Hk Parameter, k Efficiency, gk

HV tð Þ ¼ Ve tð Þ
Vi tð Þ ¼ 1� DV tð Þ

Vi tð Þ (I.1) Volume k! Vð Þ gV ¼ 1� DV
Vi

(I.10)

HQ tð Þ ¼ Qe tð Þ
Qi tð Þ ¼ 1� DQ tð Þ

Qi tð Þ (I.2) Flow k! Qð Þ gQ ¼ 1� DQ
Qi

(I.20)

Hp tð Þ ¼ pe tð Þ
pi tð Þ ¼ 1� Dp tð Þ

Pi tð Þ (I.3) Pressure k! pð Þ/water head k! hð Þ gh ¼ 1� Dh
hi

(I.30)

H/ tð Þ ¼ /e tð Þ
/i tð Þ ¼ 1� D/ tð Þ

/i tð Þ (I.4) Generalized force (effort) k! /ð Þ gm ¼ 1� D/
/i

(I.40)

Hw tð Þ ¼ we tð Þ
wi tð Þ ¼ 1� Dw tð Þ

wi tð Þ (I.5) Velocity k! wð Þ gw ¼ 1� Dw
wi

(I.50)

Hq tð Þ ¼ qe tð Þ
qi tð Þ ¼ 1� Dq tð Þ

qi tð Þ (I.6) Displacement k! qð Þ gq ¼ 1� Dq
qi

(I.60)

HW tð Þ ¼ Wpe tð Þ
Wpi tð Þ ¼ 1� DWp tð Þ

Wpi tð Þ (I.7) Pressure energy k! Wp

� �
gW ¼ 1� DWp

Wpi
(I.70)

HP tð Þ ¼ Pe tð Þ
Pi tð Þ ¼ 1� DP tð Þ

Pi tð Þ (I.8) Power k! Pð Þ gP ¼ 1� DP
Pi

(I.80)
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1. After finding the dependence Dp Qð Þ for each type of resistance, the total
pressure loss is calculated and the Laplace transform is applied, obtaining:

Dpt sð Þ ¼ ZH sð ÞQ sð Þ; s ¼ aþ jx; j ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�1
p� �

ð7Þ

2. With a ¼ 0; s ¼ jx relation (8) becomes:

Dpt jxð Þ ¼ ZH jxð ÞQ jxð Þ ð8Þ

where:

ZH ¼ RH þ jXH ; ZH ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
R2

H þ X2
H

q
Ns=m5
� �

ð9Þ

is the complex impedance associated to the series connection RHLHCHð Þ and:

XH ¼ XL � XC; XL ¼ xLH ; XC ¼ x�1C�1
H ð10Þ

is the hydraulic reactance (Radulescu 2001).

3. The phase angle between Dp jxð Þ and DQ jxð Þ is:

u ¼ arctg
XL � XC

RH

	 

�½ � ð11Þ

4. Given the total pressure loss:

Dpt tð Þ ¼ RHQ tð Þ þ LH Q
o

tð Þ þ C�1
H

Z t

0

Q uð Þdu ð12Þ

and the flow loss due to leakages:

DQs tð Þ ¼ Zspi tð Þ m3=s
� �

ð13Þ

we can write the loss of power between the input and output combination:

DP tð Þ ¼ Pi tð Þ � Pe tð Þ ¼ DptQi þ piDQs ð14Þ

5. The transmission coefficient of power is obtained by replacing (14) in (I.8),
given the function:
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HP ¼ HP pi; Qið Þ ð15Þ

which can be regarded as a special case of general dependence:

Hk ¼ Hk xkð Þ; k ¼ 1	 n ð16Þ

where xk are the n variables on which the transmission coefficient Hk depends.

6. If in relation (16) the maximum conditions are imposed:

oHk

oxk
¼ 0;

o2Hk

o2xk
\0 ð17Þ

we can determine the optimal values of the variables xk, which are noted xkð Þopt
and replaced in (16), achieving the maximum values of this coefficient:

Hkð Þmax¼ Hk xkð Þopt

h i
ð18Þ

In the final part of Table 3, we have determined by calculation, the dependence

HP ¼ HP p; Qð Þ ð19Þ

for the combination of hydraulic resistances linked in series, with concentrated
parameters, with leakage loss. Then, applying the first conditions (17) we have
obtained theoretical formulae for the optimum pressure and flow calculation and as
a result, formulae for the calculation of the maximum values for the transmission
coefficient:

H2Pmax
¼ HP piopt

� �
; H1Pmax

¼ HP Qopt

� �
ð20Þ

4 The Transmission Coefficients of the Commonly
Used Hydrostatic Components

4.1 Energy Losses in Hydrostatic Machines

Beginning from the Navier-Stokes equations, we can deduce the formula for the
flow that travels through a narrow slot with mobile walls, for the stationary laminar
motion of the Newtonian viscous liquids (Buculei and Radulescu 1993; Radulescu
2001, 2010) and the formula for the resultant friction force in the slot:

Ql ¼ a1vr þ ZLDp; Ff ¼ a1Dpþ a2vr ð21Þ
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where Dp ¼ pi � pe� 0 is the pressure drop between the slot ends and ZL ¼
KQd3=l ¼ R�1

L is the linear transmittance of the narrow slot, where d ¼ J = 2 ¼ j is
the radial clearance between the fixed and the mobile walls of the slot, l the
dynamic viscosity and KQ a structural coefficient, which reflects the size and
configuration of the flow course of the liquid inside the slot.

For some common types of slots this last coefficient can be computed with
some simple equations, such as:

KQ ¼

b=12L; for plane� parallel slots ðP:P:S:Þ;
p d1 þ d2ð Þ=24L; for narrow concentric ring slots ðC:R:S:Þ;
p d1 þ d2ð Þ 1þ 3e=2dð Þ=24L; for narrow non� concentric ring slots ðC:N:S:Þ;
p=6 ln D=dð Þ; for plane slots with rotational symetry ðP:R:S:Þ;
p=6 ctgaþ ctgbð Þ; for narrow tapered slots ðN:T:S:Þ;
p=6 ln tg h2=2ð Þ=tg h1=2ð Þ½ �; for narrow spheric slots ðN:S:S:Þ

8
>>>>>><

>>>>>>:

ð22Þ

a1 ¼
bh=2
pdd=2

�
; a2 ¼ KF

l
d

; KF ¼
bl; for P:P:S:

pdL; for C:R:S:

�
ð23Þ

where KF reflects the size and configuration of the solid surfaces in motion.
For linear hydrostatic machines we can compute the volumetric and mechanic

losses by applying Eq. (21), and for rotary machines, considering the generalized
parameters, with (2–6), if vr ¼ k qð Þw (Buculei and Radulescu 1993), we can
deduce the following formulae:

Q� ¼ a�wþ Z�Dp�; /� ¼ c�wþ d�Dp� ð24Þ

where a� ¼ a1kmed , c* and d* are the losses gradients and Z* is the equivalent
transmittance of a parallel connection of linear resistances.

For deducing the mathematical model of hydrostatic machines we take into
consideration Eqs. (21) or (24).

In the structure of the simplified mathematical model of the hydrostatic
machines, the formulas for the flow losses, the mechanic losses respectively,
become:

DQ ¼ awþ bp; D/ ¼ cwþ dp ð25Þ

In Fig. 1 is given the balance of power losses and in Fig. 2 are given the
diagrams of losses for rotary hydrostatic machines (Buculei and Radulescu 1993),
depending on the angular velocity, for different constant values of pressure
(p varies as a parameter), for flow losses (a) and for torque losses (b).
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4.2 The Mathematical Model of Hydrostatic Machines

These equations are non-linear and can be generalized and applied both for pumps
and motors. Usually, we use a simplified form, which is obtained by ignoring the
flow equation which corresponds to the low pressure part of the two machines.

Further we present the simplified mathematical model for hydrostatic machines,
beginning with the formula obtained in Buculei and Radulescu ( 1993), Radulescu
(2001), which, considering the generalized parameters introduced by Eqs. (2–6),
we will write in a generalized (united) form, applicable both for linear-motion and
rotary-motion machines

G Aφ φ≅
O

G Gw q=
R.(L.)H.G

GpΔ

GQ
(a) (b)

G GQ pΔ

Gc GQ pΔ Δ

Gw GQ pΔ Δ

Gw GwφΔ

GGQ pΔ Δ

Gp GQ pΔ Δ

Gp GwφΔ

G Gwφ
M Tφ φ≅

O

M Mw q=

MpΔ

MQ
R.(L.)H.

M Mwφ

Mc MQ pΔ Δ

Mw MQ pΔ Δ

Mw MwφΔ

MMQ pΔ Δ

Mp MwφΔ

Mp MQ pΔ Δ

M MQ pΔ Δ

Fig. 1 Balance of power losses

Fig. 2 Diagrams of losses for rotary hydrostatic machines a flow losses, b torque losses
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4.2.1 The Flow Equations

The actual flow rate of hydraulic machines can be computed using the generalized
formula:

Qef ¼ Qt 
 DQþdDQ
� �

; Qt ¼ Kw; DQ ¼ DQw þ DQp þ DQc ð26Þ

with the (-) sign for a generator machine (G—pump) and (+) sign for a motor
machine (M—engine).

In Eq. (26) is the theoretical flow rate of the machine, dDQ is the flow pulsation
and DQ, the total flow loss, with its components, DQw ¼ aw—the flow loss pro-
portionally to the generalized velocity and DQp ¼ bp—the flow loss proportion-
ally to pressure (where a ¼ o DQð Þ=owð Þjp and b ¼ o DQð Þ=opð Þjw are the gradient
of the flow losses depending on the velocity and pressure) and DQc is the flow loss
due to the compressibility of the fluid. Returning to (26) we obtain the flow
equation:

Qef ¼ Kw
 o DQð Þ
ow

����
p

wþ o DQð Þ
op

����
w

pþ
"

1
B

V0 þ
Zq

0

K uð Þdu

0
@

1
A p

o
þdDQ

3
5 ð27Þ

In the case of rotary hydraulic machines, Eq. (21) becomes:

Qef ¼
Vg

2p
x
 o DQð Þ

ox

����
p

xþ o DQð Þ
op

����
x

pþ
"

1
B

V0 þ
Zu

0

K uð Þdu

0

@

1

A p
o
þdDQ

3

5 ð28Þ

4.2.2 The Equation of Motion for Machines

The equation of motion that describes hydrostatic machines can be generalized
with formula:

1
2
M0

red qð Þw2 þMred qð Þwo ¼ / � Dp� D/� cD/ ð29Þ

where Mred ¼Mred qð Þ is the generalized mass of the rotary devices of G and the
engine M which entrains it, reduced to the geometrical axis of the hydrostatic
machine.

/� ¼ þ/A � acting effort for ðGÞ
�/T � load effort for ðMÞ

�
; Dp ¼ pe � pi [ 0; pressure jump for ðGÞ

pi � pe [ 0; pressure drop for ðMÞ

�

ð30Þ
cD/ is the fluctuation of the effort parameter due to pulsation and D/, the overall
effort loss, with two components:
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D/ ¼ D/w þ D/p; D/w ¼ cw; D/p ¼ dDp ð31Þ

which represent the effort loss proportionally to the generalized velocity and to the
pressure respectively where c ¼ o D/ð Þ=owð Þjp and d ¼ o D/ð Þ=opð Þjw are the
gradient of effort losses due to coulombian, respectively newtonian frictions.

Replacing (31) in (29) we obtain the motion equation in a generalized form.

1
2
M0

red qð Þw2 þMred qð Þwo ¼ / � 
KDp� o D/ð Þ
ow

����
p

wþ o D/ð Þ
op

����
w

þcD/

" #
ð32Þ

In the case of hydraulic rotary machines, Eq. (32) can be written as:

1
2

J0red uð Þx2 þ Jred uð Þxo ¼ �M � 
KDp� o DMð Þ
ox

����
p

xþ o DMð Þ
op

����
x

DpþdDM

" #
ð33Þ

where M* corresponds to /� and dDM corresponds to cD/.
Equations (27) and (32) describe the non-linear generalized simplified mathe-

matical model of hydrostatic machines and Eqs. (28) and (33) correspond to the
particular case of hydrostatic rotary machines.

In the steady states w
o ¼ p

o
¼ 0

� �
, those equations become:

Qeff ¼ Kw
 awþ bpð Þ; /eff ¼ KDp� cwþ dDpð Þ ð34Þ

Qeff ¼
Vg

2p
x
 axþ bpð Þ; Meff ¼

Vg

2p
Dp� cxþ dDpð Þ ð35Þ

The major difficulties arising from the application of these mathematical
models are due to the uncertainty of numerical values for the gradients a, b, c, d.

Further we will try to obtain calculus relations for the transmission coefficients
of rotary hydrostatic machines, beginning from the mathematical model shown
above, this model being deduced taking into consideration (Radulescu 2001). In
the Table 4 are also given the transmission coefficients for hydraulic lines with
distributed parameters, taking into consideration their mathematical model
deduced in Buculei and Radulescu (1993), Radulescu (2001).

5 Application in the Case of a Hydrostatic Transmission

Finally, we present an example of the theoretical calculus of the overall trans-
mission coefficient of the simple hydrostatic transmission in a closed-loop circuit
(Fig. 3). The base structure of a circuit with rotary machines consists in a
hydrostatic generator (RHG), a hydrostatic motor (RHM), and the two main pipes
which connect the two machines. The technological object (T.O.) is driven by the
hydraulic motor and the pump drive is made by the acting (prime) motor (A.M.).
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In the figure the common valve block (V.B.) is indicated by a point broken line and
contains, for example, a priming pump, relief valves, coolers, filters, oil tanks etc.

The overall transmission coefficient of power can be deduced from the math-
ematical model of the transmission or considering the partial results presented in
Table 4. Having a limited space for this paper, we have chosen the second variant,
obtaining the transmission coefficient of power (HP) of each circuit elements as a
product of the transmission coefficient of flow (HQ) and pressure (Hp), finally
obtaining the overall transmission coefficient:

5.1 The Overall Transmission Coefficient of the Hydrostatic
Generator

HQ ¼ 1� DQs

QtG
¼ 1� ZsDpG

KG uð ÞxG
ð36Þ

5.2 The Overall Transmission Coefficient of the Primary
Hydraulic Line

HQc1 sð Þ ¼ Rd1

Zc1

sh cl1ð Þ þ ch cl1ð Þ
	 
�1

; Hpc1 sð Þ ¼ Zc1

Rd1

sh cl1ð Þ þ ch cl1ð Þ
	 
�1

ð37Þ
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Fig. 3 Overall transmission coefficient of the simple hydrostatic transmission in a closed-loop
circuit
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HPc1 sð Þ ¼ HQc1 sð ÞHpc1 sð Þ ¼ 1þ 1
2

Rd1

Zc1

þ Zc1

Rd1

	 

sh 2cl1ð Þ þ 2sh2 cl1ð Þ

	 
�1

ð38Þ

5.3 The Overall Transmission Coefficient of the Hydraulic
Motor

HQ sð Þ ¼ Qt sð Þ=Qi sð Þ ¼ 1� LMCMs2 � RMCM þ LMZsð Þs� RMZs ð39Þ

Hp sð Þ ¼ pe sð Þ
�

pi sð Þ ¼ 1þ LMCMs2 þ RMCM þ LMZsð Þsþ RMZs

� ��1 ð40Þ

HPM ¼ HQ sð ÞHp sð Þ ¼ 1� LMCMs2 � RMCM þ LMZsð Þs� RMZs

1þ LMCMs2 þ RMCM þ LMZsð Þsþ RMZs
ð41Þ

5.4 The Overall Transmission Coefficient of the Secondary
Hydraulic Line

HQc2 sð Þ ¼ Rd2

Zc2

sh cl2ð Þ þ ch cl2ð Þ
	 
�1

; Hpc2 sð Þ ¼ Zc2

Rd2

sh cl2ð Þ þ ch cl2ð Þ
	 
�1

ð42Þ

HPc2 sð Þ ¼ HQc2 sð ÞHpc2 sð Þ ¼ 1þ 1
2

Rd2

Zc2

þ Zc2

Rd2

	 

sh 2cl2ð Þ þ 2sh2 cl2ð Þ

	 
�1

ð43Þ

5.5 The Overall Transmission Coefficient of the Hydrostatic
Transmission

H sð Þ ¼ HPG sð ÞHPc1 sð ÞHPM sð ÞHPc2 sð Þ ð44Þ

H sð Þ ¼
1� ZsDpG

KG uð ÞxG

1þ 1
2

Rd1
Zc1
þ Zc1

Rd1

� �
sh 2cl1ð Þ þ 2sh2 cl1ð Þ

1�LMCMs2 � RMCM þ LMZsð Þs�RMZs

1þLMCMs2 þ RMCM þ LMZsð ÞsþRMZs

1þ 1
2

Rd2
Zc2
þ Zc2

Rd2

� �
sh 2cl2ð Þ þ 2sh2 cl2ð Þ

ð45Þ

For finding the value of overall power transmission coefficient of the hydro-
static transmission in real time, we apply the inverse Laplace transform in Eq. (45).
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6 Conclusions

The overall transmission coefficient of a hydrostatic mechanism is a very complex
parameter which depends on many other operational parameters (like T, p, n etc.).
For this reason, an exact analytical evaluation of the time dependent transmission
coefficient of the hydrostatic mechanisms is laborious and very difficult to make.

The transitory character of the hydraulic liquid motion through narrow slots
with mobile walls from inside the machines as well as the major difficulties with
interfere in the accurate calculation of the geometrical elements of the slots do not
allow the theoretical computation. On the other hand, it is necessary to study in
detail the influence of temperature and pressure on the physical–mechanical
properties (q, m, B etc.) of the hydraulic medium, having into consideration the
operating conditions of the hydrostatic transmission. Therefore, it is necessary to
improve the mathematical models of the hydraulic circuit elements and to use
cautiously some correction coefficients for the calculation of non-steady and
transient states losses.

The generalized mathematical model and calculation formulae presented in this
paper offer the opportunity to theoretically calculate the overall transmission
coefficient of power (HP), but the results we obtain offer only preliminary
approximate values. Some of the formulae deduced here for the transmission
coefficients Hk of some circuit elements are consistent with those shown in Prokes
(1977). However, these formulae can be useful in scientific researches, designing
the hydraulic drives and also for students and candidates for a doctor’s degree.
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Design of Loboid Gear Pairs
Using Involute Discretization

Vasilios Spitas and Christos Spitas

Abstract Loboid gears are used in rotary pump applications mainly in positive
displacement pneumatic compressors (i.e. Roots blowers) in which high volu-
metric capacity and smooth running are of major importance. This paper
approaches the problem of numerically defining the meshing surfaces of such
loboid gears using the newly developed theory of involute discretization.
According to this approach, every gear tooth of any form can be discretized in
infinitesimal involute segments therefore rendering the determination of the path
of contact and the geometry of the meshing teeth of the conjugate gears easy and
straightforward, using the well-known properties of the involute. The achieved
savings in programming time and effort are considerable compared to the standard
Theory of Gearing and other form-specific gear tooth geometrical formulae.
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1 Introduction

A common solution for positive-displacement (PD) gear-pump design is the use of
loboid gears (Townsend 1992). Their important advantage is that they offer high
volumetric displacement capacity and high volumetric efficiency with low noise and
vibration due to the closed form of their path of contact. Therefore, they have
dominated the field of low and medium pressure PD pneumatic pump designs. Due to
their large diameters and the low number of teeth (usually two or three) these gears
are not suitable to be machined with the usual gear generation processes (i.e. hob-
bing), since this would require expensive hob cutters and enormously rigid hobbing
machines to withstand the high cutting forces associated with the removal of so much
material. In order to overcome this discrepancy the trend in modern gear cutting
technology is to rough and finish machine these loboid gears in CNC machining
centers, either with three or more axes (Yang and Blanche 1990; Yao et al. 2005).
Cutting and subsequent grinding after thermal treatment give the most accurate and
silent gears, whereas more productive manufacturing methods such as rolling pro-
duce gears with form and pitch errors and therefore noise.

The CNC machining center cutting of these gears requires accurate modeling of
the working gear tooth flanks since it is a non-generating method as opposed to
hobbing or rack cutting. Therefore, extensive tooth modeling is required and most
often CAD/CAM software is used. Litvin and Feng (1996), Vecchiato et al.
(2001), Demenego et al. (2002) have used the Theory of Gearing (Litvin and
Fuentes 2004) to address the problem of the calculation of loboid gear tooth
geometry, while other existing works have developed geometry-specific methods
(Yang and Blanche 1990; Ye et al. 2006; Shin and Kwon 2006; Stryczek 1990,
1993; Sung and Tsai 1997). The basic characteristic of these theories is that they
offer implicit solutions requiring elaborate numerical methods to solve the com-
plex differential equations and therefore they are characterized by increased
computational time requirements. Moreover, due to the closed shape of the path of
contact of the loboid gears, singular points are encountered requiring special
treatment (Hwang and Hsieh Hwang and Hsieh 2007; Dizioglu 1986).

This paper is based on a new concept in gear flank modeling using the principle of
involute discretisation of the tooth flanks (Spitas et al. 2007). According to this
principle the gear tooth flank is discretised not in straight linear segments but in
involute segments instead. Therefore, it is possible to obtain a closed non-implicit
solution for the calculation of the conjugate profile at only a fraction of the time
needed by the standard conventional methods. The basic advantage of the proposed
new technique is that it offers a substantial reduction of the computational time
needed for calculating conjugate tooth profiles (Spitas et al. 2007) since it does not
have to solve any equations as in the standard theory of gearing. This improvement is
particularly useful in gear optimization algorithms where the computation of the
conjugate profile must be repeated a number of times at each iterative step. The
method is proven to provide good results on closed paths of contact like those of
loboid gear pairs as it was for gears with an open path of contact.
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2 Theory of Involute Discretisation

Consider a two-dimensional gear tooth for which the working tooth profile yG ¼
G xð Þ and the rolling circle of the gear ro are given (Fig. 1). The problem of
conjugate tooth geometry is to determine the path of contact yP ¼ P xð Þ; the
geometry of the generating rack yR ¼ R xð Þ and the geometry of the conjugate
gear yW ¼ W xð Þ: Let us also consider a random point G xG; yGð Þ on the working
gear tooth profile yG ¼ G xð Þ and the Oxy Cartesian coordinate system, where O is
the center of rotation of the gear and Oy coincides with the tooth centerline. At
point G the tooth profile is approximated with an involute segment with corre-
sponding local pressure angle equal to aoG; such that the local involute has the
same tangent with the actual profile at that point. The normal e1ð Þ to the profile at
point G has inclination equal to �1= dG=dxð Þ and equation (after Spitas et al.
2007):

y ¼ GðxGÞ þ
xG � x

dG=dxj xG;yGð Þ
ð1Þ

From the center O of the gear, line e2ð Þ normal to e1ð Þ is drawn, so that it
intersects with it at point A xA; yAð Þ: Since e2ð Þ is parallel to the tangent to the
profile at point G; its inclination is dG=dxjðxG;yGÞ and its equation:

y ¼ x
dG

dx
ð2Þ

Local base circle

Gear tooth

rgG

αG

G

Normal to point G

y

x

A

rG

αG

G(x)

(ε2)

(ε1)

O

Fig. 1 Local involute and
local pressure angle
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Point A xA; yAð Þ should verify Eqs. (1) and (2) simultaneously, thus:

xA ¼
GðxGÞ þ xG= dG=dxð Þ
dG=dxþ 1= dG=dxð Þ ; yA ¼ xA dG=dxð Þ ð3Þ

The radius of the local base circle rgG corresponding to the local involute at G
is:

rgG ¼
xG þ G xGð ÞdG=dxffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ dG=dxð Þ2
q ð4Þ

The local pressure angle corresponding to the local involute at G is:

aoG ¼ cos�1 rgG

�
ro

� �
ð5Þ

Expressions (4) and (5) are independent of the coordinate system used.
Therefore, the above equations will remain the same if the coordinate system is
such that axis Oy passes through the point where the rolling circle intersects with
the tooth flank. It is proven (Spitas et al. 2007) that the corresponding point of the
path of contact has the coordinates:

xP ¼ rgG

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
r2

G � r2
gG

r2
o

s

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� rgG

ro

� �2
s2

4

3

5; yP ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ro

rgG

� �2

�1

s0

@

1

A xP ð6Þ

The conjugate rack profile yR ¼ R xð Þ and the tooth profile of the conjugate
gear (wheel) yW ¼ WðxÞ are determined from the calculated path of contact
according to the well-known calculation methods.

The method of involute discretisation although it uses local (infinitesimal)
involutes to discretise the actual tooth flank is precise and not approximate. The
theory does not demand that the tooth flank is divided into fixed finite involute
segments, in which case the density of the nodes would affect the precision of the
method, but the coordinates and the tangent at each flank point x; y; dx=dyð Þ are
sufficient to define the corresponding point of the path of contact in a unique way.

3 Modeling of Loboid Gears

3.1 Cycloidal Loboid Rotors

Consider the two-lobed rotor illustrated in Fig. 2. This is composed of two epi-
cycloidal curves (BC and AD) and two hypocycloidal curves (AB and CD). Point
B is the point of intersection of the hypocycloidal and the epicycloidal curve and
also the rolling point, because rg ¼ ro so the Law of Gearing (Buckingham 1988)
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is satisfied. The epicycloidal part begins at point B and ends at point C. It is
calculated by the standard equations (Buckingham 1988):

xe ¼ �r1 sin
u rg1

r1

� �
cos uþ C sin u ye ¼ r1 sin

u rg1

r1

� �
sin uþ C cos u ð7Þ

where C ¼ r1 þ rg1 � r1 cos urg1

�
r1

� �
; r1 ¼ ro1=4 ¼ rg1

�
4; u ¼ 0; p=Nf g and

N is the number of teeth (lobes). The hypocycloidal part begins at point B and ends
at point A and its geometry is given by the following equations (Buckingham
1988):

xh ¼ r1 sin � u rg1

r1

� 	
cos uþ C sin u

yh ¼ �r1 sin � u rg1

r1

� 	
sin uþ C cos u

ð8Þ

where
C ¼ �r1 þ rg1 þ r1 cos urg1

�
r1

� �
; r1 ¼ ro1=4 ¼ rg1

�
4 and u ¼ p=N; 2p=Nf g

After calculating the two curves (Eqs. 7 and 8) composing one tooth, the flanks
of the other teeth are calculated by rotating the previous by i 2p

N ; where i ¼ 0� N
using the following equation:

x0 ¼ x cos i
2p
N

� �
� y sin i

2p
N

� �
; y0 ¼ x sin i

2p
N

� �
þ y cos i

2p
N

� �
ð9Þ

A

Epicycloidal curve

Hypocycloidal curve

Rolling circle

ro

ro1

θepi

O

x

θhyp

(xepi , yepi)

(xhyp , yhyp)

B

C

D

Fig. 2 Geometry of a cycloidal two-lobed rotor
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3.2 Circular Addendum Loboid Rotors

A two-lobed circular addendum rotor is illustrated in Fig. 3. The geometry of this
rotor is suggested by Litvin and Feng (1996). The addendum of each lobe is a
circular arc of radius q and center xad; yadð Þ: The dedendum is generated by the
addendum of the mating rotor, during meshing.

To model the addendum, point A is calculated. As illustrated in Fig. 3 the
coordinates of point A are:

xA ¼ ro cos
p

2N
yA ¼ ro sin

p
2N

ð10Þ

Angle h1 is calculated from the relation:

h1 ¼ cos�1 yA

q
¼ cos�1 ro

q
sin

p
2N

� �
ð11Þ

The coordinates of the center of the circle (addendum), point B are calculated:

xB ¼ q sin cos�1 ro

q
sin

p
2N

� �� �
þ ro cos

p
2N

; yB ¼ 0 ð12Þ

Rolling circle

ρ
π/2N

Α

Β Ο

θ1
ro

y

x

α

π/2N

(xade , yade)

Fig. 3 Geometry of a circular addendum two-lobed rotor
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and the addendum is calculated by the following equations:

xad ¼ q cos hþ xB; yad ¼ q sin h; h ¼ p
2N
� h1;

3p
2N
þ h1


 �
ð13Þ

To calculate the dedendum, the resulting path of contact corresponding to the
meshing action of the addendum is calculated and then the flank of the conjugate
gear, using the equations of the proposed theory Eqs. (4) and (5). Then the flank is
rotated about point A by i 2p=Nð Þ rad for i ¼ 1� N to produce the rest of the gear
teeth using the following set of equations:

xde ¼ x� xAð Þ cos i 2p
N

� �
� y� yAð Þ sin i 2p

N

� �

yde ¼ x� xAð Þ sin i 2p
N

� �
þ y� yAð Þ cos i 2p

N

� � ð14Þ

4 Results and Discussion

The above presented non-involute spur gear tooth geometries were generated using
a specially developed computer program in C++ based on the proposed theory.
The input for the algorithm is the following:

• Number of teeth of the generating gear N1 and the generated gear N2: If a rack is
to be designed then the number of teeth is fixed to two by default.

• The coordinates of the given tooth flank (for 1 tooth) as x; yð Þ values with
respect to the center of the gear or the coordinates of the path of contact with
respect to the rolling point (pitch point). The given tooth coordinates should be
specified whether they belong to gear 1, gear 2 or to the generating rack.

• The coordinates of the center point of gear 1 or gear 2 or the coordinates of the
rolling point (pitch point).

The program then uses a B-spline approximation to connect the given points
and calculate the tangent and the normal vector at each point. Then for each point
on the flank the corresponding mating point on the generating rack and the path of
contact are calculated using Eqs. (4–5) and the corresponding point on the mating
gear is derived from the rack geometry using the Theory of Gearing. The rest of
the teeth of both the generating and the generated gear are plotted by arraying the
basic tooth form in a circular pattern around its center of rotation N1 and N2 times
respectively. This approach offers good accuracy and faster computing time
compared to the standard Theory of Gearing (Spitas et al. 2007).

The output from the computational program was imported to the AutoCAD
2002 environment using an AutoLISP interface program. Inside the CAD envi-
ronment the gears and the racks are designed as pairs in mesh at the rolling point of
the gear set. Also the path of contact can be automatically drawn.
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The first step of the present theory for the computation of the mating gear is the
determination of the corresponding path of contact. Although the path of contact of
the examined gears is closed (Buckingham 1988) and therefore the rolling point
(pitch point) is a singular point for the kinematics of the mechanism (i.e., the path
of contact crosses it two times per revolution) the proposed theory did not
encounter any problem and calculated the closed path of contact with good
accuracy. The corresponding path of contact for two-lobed rotors one with
cycloidal and the other with circular arc addendum teeth in mesh is illustrated in
Fig. 4. The path of contact is computed as an intermediate step of the Involute
Discretisation algorithm and has a distinct ‘‘8’’ shape for the circular addendum
gears as opposed to the two circles in contact at the rolling point of the cycloidal
rotors.

5 Conclusion

In this paper the theory of involute discretisation for calculating conjugate tooth
profiles of gears was applied on closed path of contact non- involute gears used in
loboid gear pumps and Roots blowers of either cycloidal or circular addendum
form. By discretising the gear tooth profile into infinitesimal local involutes the
corresponding point on the mating wheel/rack and the relevant point on the path of
contact are calculated using simple, closed analytical formulae instead of having to
solve complex equations which often exhibit branching points.

In the examples presented it was demonstrated that the theory works satisfac-
torily without any special adaptation in the case of cycloidal power transmission
gearing, two-lobed or three lobed Roots blowers either with cycloidal or with
circular addendum teeth. Due to the concept of involute discretisation, branching
and singular points did not pose any problem for the method. The basic algorithm

Fig. 4 Path of contact of a
cycloidal (left) and a circular
addendum (right) two-lobed
gear pair in mesh
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was implemented in a computer program in C++ integrated with a CAD
environment through an Auto LISP interface batch program for generating the
mating gear pairs.
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Cams-Software Program to Design
and Synthesis of Cams Mechanisms

Ljupco Trajcevski and Tale Geramitchioski

Abstract In this paper algorithms are developed and implemented in a software
program for kinematic and dynamic analysis of two characteristic cams mecha-
nisms with rotating cam profile and translating follower. The follower configu-
ration is: Flat-Face follower and Roller follower. The name of the software
package is CAMS and it is written in a programming language DELPHI v.5.0. This
software provides us the possibility with the first profiled profile that is based on
the previous given movement trajectory of the follower member of the mechanism,
which indicates the performance of all kinematics and dynamic analysis of the
cams mechanisms. After the performed calculations, the program provides an
entirely graphical visualization of input and output components and complete
animation of the cam mechanisms.

Keywords Cams � Mechanisms � Flat-flower follower � Roller follower

1 Introduction

The transformation of one of the simple motions, such as rotation, into any other
motions is often conveniently accomplished by means of a cam mechanism. A cam
mechanism usually consists of two moving elements, the cam and the follower,
mounted on a fixed frame. Cam devices are versatile, and almost any arbitrarily-
specified motion can be obtained. In some instances, they offer the simplest and
most compact way to transform motions.
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A cam may be defined as a machine element having a curved outline or a
curved groove, which, by its oscillation or rotation motion, gives a predetermined
specified motion to another element called the follower. The cam has a very
important function in the operation of many classes of machines, especially those
of the automatic type, such as printing presses, shoe machinery, textile machinery,
gear-cutting machines, and screw machines. In any class of machinery in which
automatic control and accurate timing are paramount, the cam is an indispensable
part of mechanism. The possible applications of cams are unlimited, and their
shapes occur in great variety.

Cam analysis and synthesis fundamentals are well documented in the literature.
Classical graphical techniques, specialized coordinate system, digital computer
processing, numerical techniques etc. have all enjoyed favor in cam design.

While each of researcher’s analytical techniques has their supporters, it is the
author’s intent to show their extremely important individual efforts. Combining
their contributions takes advantage of the mathematics of kinematics to develop a
consistent, common, design process well adapted for computer programming.

2 Software Package: Cams

The software package CAMS is written in Visual Delphi version 4.0. In addition,
block diagrams are given for kinematic and dynamic analysis of mechanisms such
as cams and synthesis of shore known law of motion of roller follower. Before you
start the program that should be performed numerically solving certain mathe-
matical problems, as a first step, it is good to study numerical methods to be used.
Next step is the organization of programs, the formation of its structure which is a
direct function of the type of calculations to be carried out. For this purpose it is
necessary to systematically define the tasks that are set before the program, which
is a good theoretical knowledge of the problem to be solved.

Tasks set before the program can be systematized as follows:
–It is necessary to allow the assignment of this road you need to perform

translator roller follower; Assignment of geometrical characteristics of cam
mechanisms; Calculation of the stiffness kinematic members who are taken for
elastic; Calculation of the first, second and third transfer function;

Interpolation of all functions in exactly certain points; Solving nonlinear dif-
ferential equation with time dependent coefficients before changing; Numerical
differentiation; Visual presentation of results in the form of diagrams and their
animation. The given review may conclude that it is necessary to perform
numerous and complex mathematical calculations. Schematic representation of the
main menu of the CAMS software package is displayed Fig. 1.

The structure of each program that will solve the problem, made the five
modules that have separate tasks that must communicate with each other. These
modules are:
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• Module PROFILE;
• Module KINEMATIC;
• Module KINETOSTATIC;
• Module DYNAMIC;
• Module ANIMATION;

One of the most important tasks when we design the cams mechanisms is the
choice of the motion law of the executive member. Basic criteria for selection that
step of the cam design are:

• Consent of the law of motion with the requirements in the technological process;
• Minimum consumption of energy for propulsion of the mechanism and
• Simple preparation of cam plate.

As a means of avoiding infinite jerk (the change of acceleration which is
determined by the third derivative of displacement) and its harmful impact on cam
transmitter, developed a system of cams structures (Kloomok and Muffley) using
three analytical functions:

• Cycloid and half-cycloid
• Harmonic and half-harmonic
• Polynomial of eighth order

All these curves are defined derivatives in all points between and acceleration is
changing gradually and jerk is final. The choice of profile that fits the requirements
is carried out according to the criteria:

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the main menu-CAMS
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• Gives acceleration to zero at both ends. Therefore it may be linked to dwell on
both ends. Because it is pressure angle of a relatively large and unnecessary
acceleration returns to zero two cycloid should not be linked together.

• Harmonic law gives the smallest peaks of acceleration and angle of pressure is also
the most in terms of the above three types of functions. Therefore better accel-
eration when both ends of which starts and finishes to match the final acceleration
of the adjacent profile. Because the acceleration in the mid-point is equal to zero,
half-harmonic can be associated with half-cycloid or semi polynomial.

• Polynomial of eighth order has not symmetric curve acceleration and gives the
peaks of acceleration and angle of pressure by value between cycloid and
harmonic.

Module PROFILE—This module define the geometrical parameters and
kinematic reviewed the mechanism and to calculate the first, second and third
transmission function.

Also this module aims to project the profile of cams mechanisms depending on
the selected type of mechanisms already known to the law of movement of roller
translator follower. This module perform analytical calculations for the design of
cam profile.

In determining the bend radius of the profile are constructed by using diagrams
and M.Kloomok and R.V.Muffley rather transcendent function is solved in the
program. To find the angle of pressure used diagram that found in the literature
depending on the chosen law of motion but it is solved analytically.

This module consists of several sub-module as sub-module numeric differen-
tiation. If the law of motion is given as a consecutive numerical values can be
calculated velocities and accelerations required to perform numerical differentia-
tion. If the law of motion is given in explicit form, speed and acceleration are
calculated with appropriate mathematical expressions. After calculating the data is
writing in file depending on the type of cams mechanisms.

Block diagram and graphic from profile of cams mechanisms are shown in
Fig. 2.

Module KINEMATIC—This module performs the calculation of velocity and
acceleration at characteristic points of the cams mechanisms. As input data used by
the module PROFILE.

Depending on the selected type of mechanism are obtained velocities and
accelerations in Diagrammatic form with the possibility of accurately reading the
same. These results are recorded in the file. Block diagram of this module is given
in Fig. 3.

Module KINETOSTATIK—This module uses the results of the module and
the module KINEMATIC PROFILES. The results of these modules together with
the fact that there is friction is input in this module.

Depending on the selected type of mechanisms are calculated kinematic sizes or
reactions to touch in Higher kinematic pair and the reaction in the lower kinematic
pair. Before calculating the magnitudes kinematic is calculated on inertial forces,
the force in spring and inertial point if it exists.
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The calculation of kinematic magnitudes is based on analytical expressions.
Block diagram is given in Fig. 4.

Module DYNAMIC—This module solves mathematical model cams mecha-
nisms by solving the nonlinear equation. Nonlinear nature of the differential
equation to solve. difficult analytical equation that applies numerical solution. To
permanently store the same accuracy of results is necessary to introduce adaptive
step and every step to analyze the stability of the numerical solution. To solve the
system differential equations using Runge–Kutta method of 4 order. After the
calculation results are displayed in the form of a diagram. Block diagram is shown
in Fig. 5.

Fig. 2 Block diagram on the module PROFILE
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Module ANIMATION—The task of this module is based on calculations in all
previous modules to give a visual presentation of final results with the possibility
of animation. The module is designed so that the display of results diagram be
animated for better visual appearance, and visualization the way we want to have
cam mechanisms. Charts are presented depending on the angle of rotation of the
cam profile, because thus get a clear picture of the movement in a cycle of his
work. For the best effect in visualization of the results are used by the company
utility subprogram Software Development Lohninger. Graphic presentation is
given in Fig. 6.

Fig. 3 Block diagram on the module KINEMATIC

Fig. 4 Block diagram on the module KINETOSTATIC
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Fig. 5 Block diagram on the module DYNAMIC

Fig. 6 Display the animation form from module ANIMATION
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3 Conclusion

This research is a theoretical study on the synthesis of the cams mechanisms.
Developed programs it is a new design strategy, based on a choice of the law of
motion of the executive member using three analytical functions (Kloomok and
Muffley).This software CAMS is a powerful tool to design the cam shapes and
analysis the kinematic, kinetostatic and dynamic of cams mechanisms.
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New Algorithm for Variable Speed Gear
Generation Process

Marius Vasie, Domenico Mundo and Laurent�ia Andrei

Abstract The paper is focused on the generation process of a particular type of
noncircular gears, i.e. the variable speed gears. A curiosity in the old gear industry,
the noncircular gears have become a challenge and an opportunity for the com-
puter graphics and technology. In the attempt of generalizing the gear generation
process, the Gielis supershape is proposed for the gear pitch curve. Limited to
proper variation ranges, the supershape defining parameters generate symmetric-
asymmetric, convex-concave, close-open pitch curves. Based on the rolling
method, using either a rack cutter or a shaper, the further gear generation is
simulated in AutoCAD environment, importing Matlab data. Original algorithms
are created to configure the main stages of the variable speed gear generation
process: (1) the pitch curve modeling and analysis, (2) the selection of the proper
cutting tool and kinematics, (3) the simulation of the tooth generation.

Keywords Noncircular gear � Variable speed gear � Noncircular pitch curve �
Supershape � Gear generation

List of Symbols

ri, hi Polar coordinates for the driving (i = 1) and driven (i = 2) gears
m12 Gear instantaneous transmission ratio
D Center distance
xij Angular speed for gear blank (ij = rr) or shaper (ij = cr)
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vij Velocity of translational motion for gear blank (ij = rr) or rack cutter
(ij = ct)

xrt, yrt, yct Displacements of gear blank (rt) and rack cutter (ct)
cr, cc Rotational angles of gear blank (r) and shaper (c)
m Gear modulus
zi Number of teeth for the driving (i = 1) and driven (i = 2) gears

1 Introduction

Noncircular gears are a special category of geared transmissions that can be used
in those applications that require a variable output motion. Noncircular gears are
similar to cams, chains and sprockets or linkages, but from other points of view,
they are better (compact sized, there is no gross separation or decoupling between
elements, possibility of rotation in both directions, large variety of shapes) as
mentioned by Dooner and Seireg (1995).

The first manufacture attempts were made with tools that used master noncir-
cular racks, methods that proved to be complex and inefficient. After the envel-
oping method was proposed by Litvin (1994), noncircular gears could be
manufactured like any other gear, performing a pure rolling of the tool’s centrode
over the gear’s centrode. In the design of noncircular gears, some scientists
focused on the synthesis of the centrodes, some concentrated on profile generation,
while others found various applications for this type of gears. Yang and Tong
(1998) generated identical noncircular centrodes, using a monotonically increasing
function for the driving pitch curve. In order to generate teeth for a planetary gear
train, Mundo (2006) used a numerical approach, by integrating a differential
equation describing the contact point displacement along the line of action, during
meshing. Instead of deducing and solving complicated meshing equations specific
to enveloping method, Li et al. (2007) proposed a method for generating noncir-
cular gears’ teeth based on the real shaping process. Jing (2009) introduced a
pressure angle function to characterize the mathematical model for the geometry
and geometric characteristics of noncircular gears’ tooth profiles.

The authors develop a general procedure for the variable speed gear generation,
based on the simulation of the gear cutting process by rolling method. The Gielis
supershape (Gielis et al. 2003) is used for the modeling of gear pitch curve and
requires optimal selection of its six defining parameters, in order to lead to
potential gear pitch curves. Once the pitch curve is modeled, the generation of the
gear teeth follows the traditional algorithm of the noncircular gear cutting process,
simulating the rolling between the gear blank and the selected tool, i.e. a rack
cutter or a shaper, for convex or convex-concave pitch curves, respectively.
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2 Gear Pitch Curve Modeling Process

The noncircular gear generation procedure starts with the design of conjugate pitch
curves that perform assigned transmission function or correspond to predesigned
geometries. The modeling of mating pitch curves manipulates two essential data,
i.e. the constant center distance and the pure rolling motion. As regards to the
hypothesis of desired noncircular driving pitch curve, several designs have been
reported: elliptical shapes (Litvin and Fuentes 2004; Bair et al. 2009), N-lobe and
polinomial smooth profiles (Yang and Tong 1998; Figliolini and Angeles 2005),
deformed limacon shapes (Dawei and Tingzhi 2011) and curves aproximated by
Fourier series (Tsay and Fong 2005) or generated with monotonically increasing
functions.

The authors also developed the modeling process of mating pitch curves,
starting from a desired driving pitch curve. The significant steps considered for the
modeling process are as follows (Fig. 1):

Step 1. Driving pitch curve modeling and analysis. In the attempt of generalizing
the noncircular gear design, the authors propose the Gielis’ superformula
(Andrei and Vasie 2010) for the driving noncircular pitch curve polar
expression:

r1 h1ð Þ ¼
1
a
� cos

nh1

4

����

����
n2

þ 1
b
� sin

nh1

4

����

����
n3

� �� 1
n1

ð1Þ

where a, b are the semilengths of the major axes, n–a real number that determines
the number of lobes of the shape; n1, n2 and n3–real numbers that leads to pinched,
bloated or polygonal, symmetric or asymetric forms.

Fig. 1 Algorithm of mating pitch curves design
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Analyzing the supershape family, a proper selection for the defining parameters
is imposed in order to generate adequate pitch curves that would not lead to further
undercutting.

Step 2. Determination of constant center distance. Considering the general case, in
which the driving pitch curve performs N1 revolutions for one revolution
of the driven pitch curve, in order to get a closed form curve for the driven
centrode, the following condition must be considered (Litvin 1994):

2p
N1
¼
Z2p

0

1
m12 h1ð Þ

dh1 ¼
Z2p

0

r1 h1ð Þ
r2 h2ð Þ

dh1 ¼
Z2p

0

r1 h1ð Þ
D� r1 h1ð Þ

dh1 ð2Þ

Equation (2) enables the center distance D to be determined through numerical
integration and iterative procedure. The accuracy for the above calculus is con-
sidered as:

D ¼ 2p
N1
�
Z2p

0

r1 h1ð Þ
D� r1 h1ð Þ

dh1� 10�6 ð3Þ

Step 3. Driven pitch curve modeling. Based on the driven pitch curve and the
constant center distance, the driven pitch curve is represented by:

r2 h2 h1ð Þð Þ ¼ D� r1 h1ð Þ ð4Þ

h2 h1ð Þ ¼
Zh1

0

1
m12

dh1 ¼
Zh1

0

r1 h1ð Þ
D� r1 h1ð Þ

dh1 ð5Þ

Using Gielis’ superformula for the pitch curve definition, six defining param-
eters are influencing the shapes of the mating pitch curves. A brief analysis on the
influence the supershape parameters have on the pitch curve geometry and gear
ratio is presented in Figs. 2, 3, and 4. The pitch curves are scaled in order to
correspond to a gear with modulus 2 mm and number of teeth 36. It can be noticed
that:

• as the number of lobes (n) is increased (Fig. 2), the pitch curves change from
eccentric circular shapes (n = 1) to elliptical (n = 2) and rounded polygonal
shapes (n = 3), while the gear ratio keeps constantly its amplitude but gets
periodical variation;

• as the exponent n1 is increased (Fig. 3), the shape changes from convex–con-
cave to convex shapes and the amplitude of the gear ratio is reduced; an increase
of 500 % of the n1 value leads to a reduction of 88 % of the gear ratio
amplitude;
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a = b = 1, n1 = 2, n2 = n3 = 3

(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Influence of parameter n on pitch curve geometry (a) and on gear ratio (b)

a = b = 1, n = 3, n2 = n3 = 3

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Influence of parameter n1 on pitch curve geometry (a) and on gear ratio (b)

a = b = 1, n = 3, n1 = 2, n2 = n3

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Influence of parameter n2 on pitch curve geometry (a) and on gear ratio (b)
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• as the exponent n2 is increased (Fig. 4), the shape is changed from convex-
concave (n2 \ 2) to circular shapes (n2 = 2) and back to convex–concave
shapes (n2 [ 2). The gear ratio variation is slightly reduced as the pitch curves
get close to circular shapes (no variation for m12, as known) and increased by
high values of n2;

If one of the major axis length is increased, the elliptical shapes are generated
and an increase of their eccentricity is reported.

3 Generation of Variable Speed Gear

The noncircular gears are usually manufactured by a rack cutter, a shaper, a hob, or
by wire EDM. Considering the tooth generation by rolling method, the rack cutter
and the shaper are the most common tools dedicated to convex and convex-
concave pitch curves, respectively. As the authors are using Gielis’ supershape for
the driving pitch curve, the choice of the cutting tools and kinematics is directly
influenced by the supershape defining parameters. The simulation of the gear
generation is developed in AutoCAD environment, using imported Matlab data.

3.1 Generation by a Rack Cutter

To enable noncircular gear generation by a rack cutter, an analysis on pitch curve
convexity is firstly developed. Therefore, the selection of the supershape defining
parameter is focused on the variation/sign of pitch curvature radius, calculated by:

q hð Þ ¼
r2 hð Þ þ dr hð Þ

dh

� �2
� �3

2

r2 hð Þ þ 2 dr hð Þ
dh

� �2
�r hð Þ d2r hð Þ

dh2

ð6Þ

As long as q[ 0, the convexity of the pitch curve recommends the gear gen-
eration by a rack cutter. The simulation of the gear generation is based on the
following coordinate systems (Fig. 5):

• a fixed system, OfXfYf, with the origin Of in the initial position of the contact
point, T0, and with the Yf axis along the common tangent, and

• two movable coordinate systems, O1X1Y1 and OcXcYc rigidly attached to the
noncircular gear blank and to the rack cutter, respectively.

The rack cutter, defined by a standard geometry, is translated with velocity vct,
along the common tangent (t) to the centrodes. The current position is defined by:

yct h1ð Þ ¼ �s h1ð Þ � r h1ð Þ � cos l h1ð Þ ð7Þ
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where l(h1) defines the orientation of the tangent (t) to the gear centrode, at
contact point T,

l h1ð Þ ¼ arctg
r h1ð Þ
dr h1ð Þ

dh1

ð8Þ

s(h1) is the rolling distance, respectively the length of the arc T0T:

s h1ð Þ ¼ T0T ¼ TOc ¼
Z0

�h1

r h1ð Þ
sin l h1ð Þ

dh1 ð9Þ

The gear is rotated about its center of rotation O1, with the angular velocity xrr,
and is translated along the perpendicular to (t) direction, with velocity vrt. The
current position is defined by:

cr h1ð Þ ¼ h1 þ l h1ð Þ � p=2 ð10Þ

xrt h1ð Þ ¼ �r h1ð Þ � sin l h1ð Þ ð11Þ

3.2 Generation by Shaper Cutter

For convex-concave noncircular gears, the generation of the gear teeth is devel-
oped by simulating the manufacture using a shaper cutter. The range of the
supershape defining parameters variation that leads to lobed pitch curves is further
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Fig. 5 Kinematics of noncircular gear generation process by rack cutter
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limited in order to avoid undercutting. Therefore, a new requirement is analyzed,
i.e. the minimum curvature radius at concave sectors should be larger than the
shaper pitch radius. The simulation of the gear generation by a shaper is based on
the following coordinate systems (Fig. 6): a fixed system, OfXfYf, with the origin

fX
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O cX
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Xvrtx
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Fig. 6 Kinematics of noncircular gear generation process by shaper

Fig. 7 Algorithm of variable speed gear generation
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in the initial contact point, T0 and two movable coordinate systems, O1X1Y1 and
OsXsYs, rigidly attached to the noncircular blank and shaper, respectively.

The shaper, defined by a standard geometry of m modulus, pressure angle
a = 208 and zs number of teeth, is rotated about its center of rotation Oc, by:

cs h1ð Þ ¼
s h1ð Þ

Rs
ð12Þ

The gear is rotated about its center, O1, and translated along the common
tangent (t) and along the perpendicular to (t) direction. The current position is
defined by:

cr h1ð Þ ¼ h1 þ l h1ð Þ � p=2 ð13Þ

xrt h1ð Þ ¼ r h1ð Þ � sin l h1ð Þ ð14Þ

yrt h1ð Þ ¼ r h1ð Þ � cos l h1ð Þ ð15Þ

Figure 7 illustrates the algorithm developed for the gear generation, based on
the driving pitch curve defined by Gielis superformula and gears ‘‘manufactured’’
by a rack cutter and a shaper, as pitch curve shapes required. Pairs of variable
speed gears are presented in Fig. 8.

4 Conclusions

The latest developments in computer graphics and manufacture technologies have
enabled new approaches to noncircular gear design and generation. As a special
type of noncircular gears, the variable speed gears are the main objective of the
paper. Based on the hypothesis of the predesigned driving pitch curve, modeled by
Gielis’ superformula, algorithms for mating pitch curves generation and tooth
manufacture simulation are developed by the interference Matlab-AutoLISP
applications. The generalization of the gear generation process is based on the

Fig. 8 Variable speed gears generated by rack cutter (a) and shaper cutter (b)
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proper selection of the supershape defining parameters that lead to suitable pitch
curves and avoid undercutting during the applied process of gear generation.
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Single-Row Planetary Gearbox Gearings
Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms

Ovidiu Buiga and Simion Haragâs�

Abstract Nowadays huge amounts or positions on market may be lost due to a
slow accommodation at the changing conditions of production. This moment is
favorable to the application of optimal solutions obtained thought optimal design.
Considering these, the main goal of this paper lies in emphasizing once again the
advantages of optimal design of all sorts of products as compared to the classical
design. In this particular case we deal with the optimal design with genetic
algorithms (GAs) of the gearings corresponding to a single-row planetary gearbox.

Keywords Optimal design � Planetary gearbox � Genetic algorithm

List of Symbols

aw Standardised centre distance, mm
b1;2;3 Face widths of the single-row planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
csa Clearance coefficient
da1;2;3 Tip diameters of the single-row planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
dw1;2;3 Pitch diameters of the single-row planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
df 1;2;3 Root diameters of the single-row planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
F xð Þ Objective function
gi(x) Constraints
iT Overall transmission ratio
m Module (mm)
nw Number of planetary pinions
sa1;2;3 Outside cylinder circular tooth thickness corresponding to single-row

planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
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S Thickness of the planetary pinions (mm)
x Design variable vector
x1;2;3 Tooth addendum coefficients of single-row planetary gearbox wheels
z1;2;3 Numbers of teeth on central pinion, on planetary pinions and on

stationary central wheel
eae;i Radial contact ratio of the external toothing of the wheels 1 and 2, and

of the internal toothing of the wheels 2 and 3
q Density of gear material (kg/mm3)
qa1;2;3 Curvature profile radii for the single-row planetary gearbox wheels

(mm)
qA1; qE2 Curvature profile radii in the first and the last point of contact for

external toothing of wheels 1 and 2 (mm)
qA2; qE3 Curvature profile radii in the first and the last point of contact for

internal toothing of wheels 2 and 3 (mm)
qN1;2;3 Curvature profile radii in the measurement points of span in radial

direction, for the single-row planetary gearbox wheels (mm)
rH Hertzian contact stress (MPa)
rHp Allowable Hertzian contact stress (MPa)
rF1;2 Bending stress on the teeth of the central pinion 1 and on the planetary

pinions 2 (MPa)
rFP Allowable bending stress (MPa)

1 Introduction

Nowadays gears are used on a daily basis and can be found in most people’s
everyday life from clocks to cars rolling mills to marine engines. Gears are the
most common means of transmitting power in mechanical engineering and they do
several important jobs, the most important being that they provide a gear reduc-
tion. This is vital to ensure that even though there is enough power there is also
enough torque. Gear design is a very complex task which arises from strong and
often intractable connections between the design variables describing its subsys-
tems. Also it is known that gear design (involving computations based on tooth
bending stress, Hertzian contact pressure, interference etc.) is an iterative process
in which it is necessary to make some tentative choices and to determine which
parts of the design are critical. Furthermore complex shape and geometry of gears
lead to a large number of design variables which could be integer (e.g. number of
teeth), discrete (e.g. module), and real (e.g. gears width). So, in order to solve such
complex design problem optimal design methodology (conceiving and solving an
optimization program based on the mathematical model of a real engineering
problem, Tudose et al. 2006) seems to be the proper one. Considering these, in this
particular case we deal with the optimal design of the gearing corresponding to a
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single-row planetary gearbox (i.e. are gears that have gear wheels with moving
axes Grote and Antonsson 2009). In the last decades many researchers have
reported solution on this problem of gear optimization. Aberšek et al. (1996)
described an expert system to design and manufacture a gearbox. Deb and Jain
(2003) used a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) in order to
solve a multi-objective optimization of a multi-speed gearbox. Del Castillo (2002)
presented two procedures to obtain the analytical expression for the efficiency of
any planetary gear train. Salgado and Alonso (2009) optimised a planetary gear
trains (PGTs) used in mechanical spindle speeders by minimising the volume and
the kinetic energy. Li et al. (1996) carried out a study for minimising the centre
distance of a helical gear using American Gear Manufacturers Association
(AGMA) procedures. Yokota et al. (1998) solved an optimal weight design
problem of a gear with an improved Genetic Algorithm (GA). In the following
sections a detailed discussion about the optimal design of the gearing is presented.
The industrial relevance of the exercise is ensured by the consideration of all
design constraints typically encountered in practice–we bound the design space by
a total of 27 constraints categorized into 10 groups.

2 A Single-Row Planetary Gearbox Gearing Optimal
Design Problem

Consider the following design problem. The gearing corresponding to a single-row
planetary gearbox (see Fig. 1) is to be designed for minimum mass and a service
life of 8000 h, given an input speed of 925 rpm, a power of 2.9 kW and an overall
transmission ratio of 7.6. The gears are based on ISO 53 basic rack profile, and are
made from quenched and tempered 42CrMo4. In the next section the design
variables (or the genes) of the optimization problem are presented.

2.1 The Genes Describing the Gearing of the Single-Row
Planetary Gearbox

The gearing of the single-row planetary gearbox which we are considering in this
work (see Fig. 1) is described by a total of seven genes. The genes are:

• Gene 1: z1 representing the number of teeth on the central pinion 1. Integer
values: {21, 22, 23, 24};

• Gene 2: nw is the number of the planetary pinions. Integer values: {2, 3, 4, 5};
• Gene 3: aw representing the center distance of planetary gears. Standardized,

discrete, real values, in the range of: {56,…, 315};
• Gene 4: x1 is the tooth addendum coefficient of central pinion 1. Standardized,

discrete, real values, in the range of : {–0.5,…, 1};
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• Gene 5: wa is the ratio between the central pinion 1 width and center distance.
Real values in the range of: [0.2,…, 0.8];

• Gene 6: Du representing the elative error of the gear ratio. Real values in the
range of: [–0.04,…, +0.04];

• Gene 7: rd representing the round direction. Integer values: {0, 1}.

In the following are presented some remarks regarding the calculation of the
tooth matching number of the stationary central wheel 3. From Grote and
Antonsson (2009) it is known that z3 should be calculated by taking into con-
sideration three conditions: coaxiality, mounting, and adjacency, and also
according to the set of transmission ratio. Taking into consideration these, the
expression for calculation of z3 is:

z3 ¼ round z1 iT � 1ð Þ½ � ð1Þ

The authors of this paper propose a new form for the Eq.1, which is:

z3 ¼
z
0

3 � r if r 6¼ 0ð Þ ^ rd ¼ 0ð Þ
z
0

3 þ nw � r if r 6¼ 0ð Þ ^ rd ¼ 1ð Þ

(
ð2Þ

where: z
0
3 ¼ round iT z1 1þ Duð Þ � 1½ �; r ¼ z1 þ z

0
3 � nw round

z1þz03
nw

� �
.

Fig. 1 Single-row planetary gearbox gearing
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By using this equation we succeeded to avoid losing some important values for
z3. In order to exemplify this we present a brief example. Consider the same data
as in our optimal design problem. From Eq. 1 we could determine for z3 a set of 19
values. By using the Eq. 2 the number of possible values for z3 becomes 34,
resulting a set of 15 new possible values.

2.2 Objective Function

The objective of our optimal design is to minimize the mass of the single-row
planetary gearings. The mass is represented in Eq. 3.

Obj: F xð Þ ¼ 1
4
pq d2

w1b1 þ nwd2
w2b2þ df 3 þ 2S

� �2
b3 � d2

w3b3

i
! min

h
ð3Þ

where: q ¼ 7:85 � 10�6; b1 ¼ 1:1b2; b2 ¼ DþWaaw; D ¼ 5; b3 ¼ Waaw;
S ¼ 2:2mþ 0:05b3:

2.3 Constraints

There are a total of 27 constraints, which were structured into 10 groups (e.g. the
same constraint applied to central pinion 1, to planetary pinions 2 and to stationary
central wheel 3 constitutes one group; though it is implemented as two separate
constraints in our optimization program). As it will become apparent these con-
straints are all of the inequality type, involving geometrical or structural consid-
erations. The solutions of the optimization problem have to satisfy the following
list of constraints (note that all values of these constraints have to be negative or at
last 0) which should be viewed with reference to the sketch presented in Fig. 1.

CG1. The adjacency, mounting and coaxiality conditions should be satisfied.

g1 xð Þ ¼ 2aw sin
p
nw
� da2 ð4Þ

g2 xð Þ ¼ z1 þ z2

nw
¼ an integer ð5Þ

g3 xð Þ ¼ z1 þ 2z2 � z3j j � 2 ð6Þ

CG2. The Hertzian contact pressure on external toothing of the wheels 1 and 2
must not exceed a specified value.

g4 xð Þ ¼ rH � rHP ð7Þ

CG3. The bending stress on the teeth of the central pinion 1 and on the
planetary pinions 2 must not exceed a specified value.
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g5;6 xð Þ ¼ rF1;2� rFP ð8Þ

CG4. The teeth on central pinion 1 and on the planetary pinions 2 must not be
undercut.

g7;8 xð Þ ¼ 14� z1;2
� �

� 17x1;2 ð9Þ

CG5. The top land of the teeth on gears of the single-row planetary gearbox
must not vanish.

g9; 10; 11 xð Þ ¼ csam� sa1; 2; 3 ð10Þ

CG6. The contact ratio of the external toothing of the wheels 1 and 2, and of
the internal toothing of the wheels 2 and 3 must be greater than a specified value.

g12; 13 xð Þ ¼ eai;e� ea ð11Þ

CG7. The addendum coefficients of the planetary pinions 2 and of the
stationary central wheel 3 should be in the range [-0.5, 1].

g14; 15 xð Þ ¼ x2;3 � 0:25
�� ��� 0:75 ð12Þ

CG8. Constraints necessary to avoid the interference of the internal toothing of
wheels 2 and 3.

g16 xð Þ ¼ d2
b3 þ 4aw sin2 aw� d2

a3 ð13Þ

g17; 18 xð Þ ¼ z2/2i; 3e� z3/3i; 2e ð14Þ

CG9. Measurability constraints for all the wheels of the single-row planetary
gearbox.

g19 xð Þ ¼ qA1� qN1 ð15Þ

g20 xð Þ ¼ qN1� qa1 ð16Þ

g21 xð Þ ¼ qE2� qN2 ð17Þ

g22 xð Þ ¼ qN2� qa2 ð18Þ

g23 xð Þ ¼ qA2� qN2 ð19Þ

g24 xð Þ ¼ qN3� qE3 ð20Þ

g25 xð Þ ¼ qa3� qN3 ð21Þ

CG10. The numbers of teeth on the gears of external and internal gearings
must be relative primes.
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g26; 27 xð Þ ¼
�1 z1; 2; z2; 3

� �
¼ 1

1 z1; 2; z2; 3
� �

6¼ 1

(
ð22Þ

2.4 Results

For solving the optimal design problem of the gearings corresponding to a single-
row planetary gearbox a GA was used with a crossover rate of 0.75 and a mutation
rate of 0.01. After optimization the values of the optimal design problem genes are
presented in Table 1.

With these values (presented in Table 1) the mass of the gearings was 7.463 kg.
This solution was very near to eight additional constraint boundaries which are
highlighted with red points in Fig. 2. The blue points represent the values of the
other remaining 20 constraints.

In Table 2, the main characteristics of the gearings (classical and optimal
solutions) are presented side-by-side.

A comparison of the optimal and classical design solutions is shown in Fig. 3
(also in Fig. 3c is presented an overlap image of these two variants).
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Fig. 2 Constraints values for
the optimal dsign solution

Table 1 The values of the
optimization problem genes

No Genes symbol Genes values

1 z1 24
2 nw 2
3 aw mmð Þ 90
4 x1 1
5 Wa 0.285
6 Du –0.0268
7 rd 1
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Fig. 3 Optimal and classical
design solutions

Table 2 Classical and optimal design solutions

No Symbol Classical solution Optimal solution

1 aw mmð Þ 90 90
2 m mmð Þ 2 2.25
3 z1 24 21
4 z2 65 58
5 z3 154 137
6 b1 mmð Þ 30 31
7 b2 mmð Þ 27 28
8 b3 mmð Þ 25 26
9 df 1 mmð Þ 47 43.875
10 df 2 mmð Þ 123.081 124.978
11 df 3 mmð Þ 313.163 316.331
12 dw1 mmð Þ 48.539 47.848
13 dw2 mmð Þ 131.460 132.151
14 dw3 mmð Þ 311.46 312.151
15 da1 mmð Þ 55.918 53.896
16 da2 mmð Þ 132 135
17 da3 mmð Þ 304.081 306.103
18 F xð Þ kgð Þ 7.463 8.181
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In Table 3 are presented two interesting solutions which are very close to the
optimal one.

3 Conclusions

In this paper an optimal design for the gearings corresponding to a single-row
planetary gearbox was presented. The objective of this optimal design was the
minimization of the gearings mass. The classical method offers a mass of 8.181 kg
while after the optimization the gearings weighted 7.463 kg, i.e. a 8.77 %
reduction. The optimization of the gearings presented in this paper represents only
the starting point for a more complex optimal design of an entire single-row
planetary gearbox (complete with the sizing and selection of shafts, bearings,
housing etc.). Also, other interesting objective functions could also be considered–
manufacturing cost representing a potential example.
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Application of MEMS Technique
for Micro Gear Metrology

Syuhei Kurokawa, Yoji Umezaki, Morihisa Hoga, Ryohei Ishimaru,
Osamu Ohnishi and Toshiro Doi

Abstract We try to measure direct transmission of rotational motion between a
gear pair, which is called transmission error, without knowing the tooth flank
accuracy of each gear. In transmission error measurement, the rotational angle of
the shaft of each gear is measured with a pair of rotary encoders. For micro gear
engagement, the center distance between a pair of gears is very small, so the rotary
encoders have to be small as well as micro gears. A grating disk with a small
diameter for a micro rotary encoder must be designed and manufactured. In
machining process, one of the MEMS technique is applied. Patterning accuracy is
examined in detail.

Keywords Micro gear � Metrology � Nano-manufacturing � MEMS � Micro
rotary encoder
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List of Symbols

A1 Rotational angle of a driving gear
A2 Rotational angle of a driven gear
TEp Transmission error based on a driver
z1 Number of teeth of a driving gear
z2 Number of teeth of a driven gear

1 Introduction

It is very important to measure machined parts to check the manufacturing accuracy.
Nowadays, micro machine elements can be manufactured with the MEMS (Bhushan
2004; Johnstone and Parameswaran 2004). Those which have concave parts such as
micro gear surfaces (Horiuchi et al. 2006) should be also measured, but at this
moment, it is not possible because their overhanging part becomes the obstacle
against measurement. For example, a conventional contact type stylus is too large
comparing to concave spaces of micro machine parts so that it cannot reach deeply
inside into a concave space (Fujio et al. 1994; Gao et al. 2004; Okuyama et al. 1994).
A conventional detecting unit for AFM also has the same problem.

On the other hand, non-contact type probe such as a laser light beam would be
an alternative tool, however, it is blocked off or reflects with a very small angle, so
unfortunately the beam cannot come back to a detector in consequence.

To overcome those difficulties, it might be applicable to utilize a small tipped
stylus in a special shape which is preferable for measurement of concave shapes.
Another possibility evaluating gear accuracy is to measure direct transmission of
rotational motion between a gear pair, which is called transmission error, without
knowing the tooth flank accuracy of each gear. In transmission error measurement,
the rotational angle of the shaft of each gear is measured with a pair of rotary
encoders (Kurokawa et al. 2009). For micro gear engagement, the center distance
between a pair of gears is very small, so the rotary encoders have to be small as
well as micro gears. Unfortunately, a commercial high precision rotary encoder
with a diameter smaller than 1 mm does not exist. A grating disk with a small
diameter for a micro rotary encoder must be designed and manufactured.
In machining process, one of the MEMS technique is applied, i.e., the photoli-
thography which utilizes the combination of the electron beam exposure and the
etching process of a silicon chip.

The number of gratings is an important parameter for the resolution of a rotary
encoder. To achieve high resolution, many gratings must be manufactured in small
diameter region. Using photo-lithography technique, radial gratings are patterned
onto the silicon disk. The number of designed grating is 10,000, and an inner half
pitch of the grating disk is corresponding to about 50 nm. Patterning accuracy is
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examined in detail. Measurement ideas and strategy as a micro rotary encoder will
be also described briefly.

2 Evaluation of Gear Accuracy by Transmission Error
Measurement

Transmission error of single flank engagement is defined as the deviation from the
geometrically ideal rotation of a driven gear. When the input rotational speed is
constant, transmission error can be regarded as the variation of output rotational
motion. In the ideal engagement, we write as follows:

A1 : A2 ¼ z2 : z1 or A2 �
z2

z1
� A1 ¼ 0 ð1Þ

Transmission error (TE) is therefore defined by the following equation.

TEp ¼ A2 �
z2

z1
� A1 ð2Þ

TEp is transmission error based on a driver in units of rotational angle.
It is therefore necessary to detect rotational angles of both driver and follower

according to Eq. (2). The easiest way is to implement a pair of rotary encoders. For
conventional-sized gears, a typical transmission error measuring system is like in
Fig. 1 (Kurokawa et al. 2009).

A pair of rotary encoders is installed at the end of each shaft and they are
connected through interpolating units to a personal computer. Sinusoidal waves
from each rotary encoder are divided electrically and transformed into a series of

Fig. 1 Typical illustration of transmission error measurement system
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pulses. The counter board detects the rotational angle of each shaft by counting
those output pulses.

By using a high resolution encoder, which has the number of output sinusoidal
waves per revolution of 225,000, detailed transmission error variation can be
observed. For example, Fig. 2 shows measured TE for a non-modified helical gear
pair under 16 different stages of applied load. According to the load increase, the
periodic wave appears clearly. At the middle range load of 350 N/mm and higher
load, it can be observed that there is local delay near the transit period from triple-
tooth contact to double-tooth contact in every one pitch. The delay gets larger
according to the load increase.

To examine the influence of the measurement resolution, TE under the specific
load of 245 N/mm for the same gear pair is shown magnified in Fig. 3.
Quantisation error is hardly seen in Fig. 3. Maximum peak-to-valley value of
quantisation error of this encoder is below 0.300 (1.4 lrad). The local delay near the
transit period from triple-tooth contact to double-tooth contact can be observed in
the magnified figure. From the fact that peak-to-valley value of this TE curve is
about 800, this measuring system has sufficient accuracy to investigate TE in detail.
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The target of next measurement here is supposed to be a micro gear pair whose
reference diameter is smaller than 1 mm. For such a micro gear pair engagement,
the center distance will be smaller than about 1 mm. Therefore the diameter of a
designed grating disk of a micro rotary encoder should be also smaller than the
center distance. The smaller the grating disk diameter becomes, the wider the
application for micro gear measurement extends. The authors here try to manu-
facture the grating disk whose diameter is smaller than 1 mm.

3 Design of a Grating Disk

The designed grating disk pattern is shown in Fig. 4. All essential features are
arranged within the field of 1 mm squared. The outer diameter is 950 lm, and the
inner diameter is 320 lm.

Each of the radial gratings has the same shape of the trapezoid, and its length is
315 lm in the radial direction. At the center of the grating disk, the cross-shaped
mark is drawn to be recognized easily. This center mark will be useful to adjust the
eccentricity between the center of rotation and the center of the grating disk when
the disk is mounted on a rotational shaft. The width of each radial grating depends

Fig. 4 Example of designed grating disk pattern
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on the number of gratings on a disk, which decide the resolution of the rotary
encoder. That means it will be more difficult to manufacture the grating patterns as
the disk diameter gets smaller. In the case of 10,000 gratings, the width at the inner
end is only about 50 nm. In such a resolution grating disk, the line width becomes
very narrow due to the tiny disk diameter.

To manufacture such a tiny radial grating pattern, the nano-manufacturing
technique is essential. To achieve both the narrow width of the gratings and
homogeneity of it, it is utilized here the combination of electron beam (EB)
lithography and etching technique of silicon substrate.

4 Nano-Manufacturing Process for Grating Disk

Figure 5 shows the illustration of the whole procedure of EB lithography and dry
etching.

Material substrate is silicon (Si), on which EB resist is directly pasted by spin
coating. Hard mask is not necessary this time because the depth of etched grooves in
the following etching process is specified to be shallow (about 30 nm). The desired
pattern is drawn by electron beam on the EB resist, and EB resist is exposed by
electron beam energy. After development procedure, the exposed area is removed,
and the desired pattern of EB resist is formed by the difference of solubility of
exposed and unexposed resist parts. By use of the remained resist as a mask, Si
substrate is etched, and finally, the EB resist is stripped by O2 plasma ashing.

Fig. 5 Procedure of EB
exposure and dry etching
process
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The workpiece wafer is 152 mm (6 inches) in diameter and the thickness of Si
substrate is about 500 lm. The thickness of spin-coated EB resist (ZEP520A,
ZEON corp.) is about 50 nm. EB exposure was carried out using a high-resolution
electron beam lithography system. The system is based on an electron gun as
exposure system (JBX-9300FS, JOEL Ltd.). The EB resist of the black drawn area
in Fig. 5 was exposed. Development after EB exposure was carried out by use of
the developing solution (ZED-N50, ZEON corp.) with a rotary spray, and
developing time was about 60 s. After development, a rinse procedure was carried
out for about 60 s by use of the rinse agent (ZMD-B). The dry etching was carried
out using a dry etcher with a reactive ion etching (RIE) by utilizing inductive
coupled plasma (ICP). In the RIE process, the hydrogen bromide (HBr) gas was
used in etching Si substrate and the depth of etched grooves was intended to be
about 30 nm.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Results in Nano-Manufacturing

The whole etched image of the radial patterns was captured by the confocal laser
scanning microscope (CLSM) (LEXT OLS3500, Olympus corp.) and is shown in
Fig. 6.

The whole shape of a grating disk pattern seems to be successfully etched, but
any radial gratings cannot be seen due to the limitation of low resolution of CLSM.
The scanning electron microscope (SEM) was therefore used to observe the
details. Figure 7 shows the SEM image of the outer end of the part of radial
gratings, and the inner end are shown in Fig. 8. The etched line width at the outer
end is about 150 nm and at the inner end is about 50 nm as intended. It has been

Fig. 6 Confocal laser
scanning microscope image
of the whole grating disk with
10,000 gratings
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manufactured also almost homogeneously with enough pitch accuracy. From those
results, a grating disk up to 50 nm line widths can be manufactured successfully
and accurately. The accuracy of these repeated grating patterns affects the accu-
racy of the rotary encoder directly. The next step is to detect the output signals
with the etched grating disk. Contact methods and non-contact detection will be
considered.

5.2 Measurement Ideas and Strategy

The first approach is to use a contact type stylus with controlled tip radius.
An AFM stylus with dynamic mode will be useful in this case. If the grating disk

Fig. 7 SEM image of the
outer end of gratings

Fig. 8 SEM image of the
inner end of gratings
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rotates while the AFM stylus taps the surface at the same position without
scanning motion, the detected height variation will be regarded as the output signal
of a rotational angle of the grating disk. To achieve high resolution, it is necessary
that the local peak becomes the smooth mountain shape and its height changes
gradually according to the position. The number of height division in each local
peak improves the resolution. For example, in the case of the grating disk with the
number of gratings of 10,000, if the number of height division in each local peak is
16 (4 bits), the corresponding angular resolution becomes about 800, that is quite
enough for measurement of micro gear engagement. Since an AFM stylus vibrates
at high resonance frequency (up to 300 kHz) in dynamic mode measurement,
signal detection can be realised under the rotational frequency within allowable
limit. If multi-probing system with multi-AMF styli is adopted, the opposite
reading cancels out the influence of disk eccentricity, and self-calibration will be
also possible.

The second approach is non-contact detection. Normal light detection cannot be
utilised because of the limitation of a light wavelength. The authors believe one of
the effective detections will be the use of the evanescent light. If the sinusoidal
output signal is obtained, the conventional signal processing is applicable to
improve the resolution.

It is important to mention that a rotary encoder has the advantage against the
temperature change comparing to a linear encoder. The diameter of a rotary
encoder increases according to the rise in temperature, but the number of gratings,
so the detected rotational angle does not change while the length of a linear
encoder changes proportional to the temperature increase. The robustness will be
remarkable especially in micro and nano-scales.

6 Conclusions

For micro gear measurement, a grating disk for a micro rotary encoder was
designed and manufactured with EB-lithography and MEMS techniques aiming
for practical application of micro gear measurement. The grating patterns, of
which line width is up to 50 nm, were successfully manufactured homogeneously
and accurately on the Si substrate. The developed disk is expected to be useful for
measurement of micro gears from effective approach: angle measurement. Nano-
imprinting techniques could be also applicable for mass production of grating
disks. Since traceability for angle is already established, calibration procedures of
these tools are also significant issues.
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Evaluation and Choice of Conceptual
Solutions for a Universal Geared Engine
Reducer

Siniša Kuzmanović, Radivoje Mitrović, Milan Rackov
and Ðord̄e Miltenović

Abstract This paper deals with the issues of evaluation and choice of conceptual
solution for a universal motor gear reducer, usually carried out during its devel-
opment. It is a known fact that reducers could be delivered with a motor installed
or in the so-called motorless version. In case of the delivery version with the
motor, they could be equipped either with special reducer electric motors or with
standard (IEC) motors. In case of a reducer intended for the special motor, in
motorless version it has to be equipped with IEC motor adapter, for the customer’s
option to use standard motors, plus it should have a classic input shaft. In case of a
reducer delivered with IEC motor, its motor might be connected indirectly, using
IEC motor adaptor, or directly onto the reducer, without the use of adaptor. In both
cases the reducer has to be delivered with a classic input shaft. This paper conducts
the evaluation of some particular solutions by leading reducer manufacturers, with
the intention to point out the most satisfactory conceptual solution.
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1 Introduction

By the term ‘‘universal reducer’’ we consider all of reducers whose attributes, such
as their shape, connection dimensions and features, as well as mounting positions,
are suited for the most common demands of production line (Kuzmanović 2009).
As a consequence of such universality, they are somewhat more complex, having
more parts and demanding larger extent of machining, all of which is needed to
fulfill almost all demands of installation; regardless of that, in smaller production
series, they are also cheaper then the so-called ‘‘special reducers’’, designed for
precisely specified purposes and without nonessential parts or machining.

Of course, for large production series (term ‘‘large series’’ mainly depends on
the size of reducer) the use of universal reducers is not justified in most cases,
mostly because of their high price and relatively great mass, so as a rule in these
cases only special reducers are used, for example in civil engineering and agri-
cultural machines, machine tools, or similar. Manufacturers of universal reducers
always try to provide some extra advantages for their reducers in order to compete
more successfully against the manufacturers of special reducers; when there are no
market demands for additional production of universal reducers they also come
with special reducers of their own, or switch their production to manufacturing
some items for them as subcontractors, for example the gears.

Universal reducers today have the greatest use in mechanical engineering,
thanks to less complicated manufacturing, low price, great factor of efficiency and
the easier maintenance. They are produced in numerous variants, depending on:

• the type of connection with driving machine, mostly an electric motor,
• the type of connection with working machine,
• installation mode,
• mounting position,
• number of levels, and
• special demands (installation of one-way clutch, installation of safety clutch and

today very commonly used regulated drive for motor reducers, usually fre-
quency regulators for the number of revolutions, etc.).

Universal gear reducers are produced as single, double, triple or multi-stage
reducers. Some manufacturers do not produce single-stage reducers, because of
low market demand for them; a similar case is for multi-stage reducers, so they are
usually produced as a combination of lower-stage ones. There are manufacturers
oriented towards the production of multi-stage reducers, which are installed in
special casings for such reducers, but this is a rather rare case.

Universal reducers could be produced as motor reducers, with special reducer
motor and/or standard IEC motor, or as motorless reducers with classic input shaft
and/or adaptor for IEC motors. The use of motorless reducers with classic input
shaft is extremely rare today for the reasons of somewhat complex construction
and more difficult installation. That is because this design requires additional
clutch (for connecting motor to the reducer) and more space for installation
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(for the size of this clutch), but there are also problems with centering of input
reducer shaft and the electric motor shaft. Reducer manufacturers have sometimes
such designs in their catalogues (because of occasional market demands and ever-
present competition), but this is hardly a rule.

2 Characteristic Conceptual Solutions of Motor Reducers

Classic conceptual solutions of motor reducers with a special reducer electric
motor, in motorless variant with an adaptor for IEC motors and classic input shaft
are presented in the offers of numerous manufacturers, with NORD company given
as the characteristic representative (Fig. 1).

Company PUJOL produces motor-reducers with standard IEC motors, with
motor connected to reducer via IEC motor adaptor (Kuzmanović and Rackov
2009a, b); however, at special customer request, PUJOL allows them to do it
themselves, with reducers delivered with classic input shaft (Fig. 2).

Company ROSSI also produces motor-reducers with standard IEC motors,
offering them also with classic input shaft (Fig. 3). They do not deliver motorless
reducers with special adaptor for IEC motors, since they already offer motor-
reducers with such motors; however, in their catalogues they instruct customers on
how to install IEC motors on their reducers.

The same company, ROSSI, has similar reducers (ES) in their product line, also
delivered only with standard IEC motors (Fig. 4), but they make them also in the
version with IEC motor adapters, while motorless variants are not offered.

Reducer designers are always faced with the dilemma—which concept to
adopt?

The analysis of concrete solutions indicates that the first concept, motor-reducer
with special motor, is the most favorable one, since its use could achieve the
greatest transmission ratios, greatest carrying capacity and provide the cheapest
manufacturing (Kuzmanović et al. 2009). This solution is most suitable for reducer
manufacturers who have an electric motor factory of their own.

Fig. 1 Characteristic solutions for motor reducer marked SK with special (reducer-type) motor,
for motorless reducer and for IEC motor adaptor (NORD)
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Smaller manufacturers are forced to avoid the use of a large number of various
motors (with different diameters of flanges and shafts), so they employ only the
standard motors. Manufacturers who connect motors via IEC motor adapters also
reduce the number of various motors, but they increase the number of required
adapters, which leads to the additional burden to production. By the use of IEC

Fig. 2 Characteristic solutions for motor-reducer with IEC motor and for motorless reducer
(PUJOL)

Fig. 3 Characteristic solutions for motor-reducers with IEC motor and for reducer with free
input shaft (ROSSI)
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motor adapters they also decrease the number of various gears needed, which is
definitely a great advantage. Beside that, manufacturers who use standard IEC
motors do not have the need to offer IEC motor adapters separately, which also
represents a certain benefit.

The purpose of this analysis is to also determine the justifiability of the
employment of special reducer motors, used by almost all of large reducer man-
ufacturers (Table 1). Based on the data from Table 1, it is noticeable that trans-
mission ratios at two-stage reducers are rather uniform, although it is also evident
that carrying capacities of reducers with IEC motors are somewhat lesser. At three-
stage reducers this difference is more visible. Accordingly, transmission rations
and carrying capacities are smaller. Exceptions are the transmission ratios at

Fig. 4 Characteristic solutions of motor-reducers with IEC motor (ROSSI)

Table 1 Technical characteristics of universal gear reducers of different manufacturers

Manufacturer NORD PUJOL PUJOL ROSSI ROSSI

Model Designation SK IPCM SP R MR
Axis height h, mm 140 142a 160b 132 140
Transmission ratio i2x 26.86 45.2 48.1 31.9 22.5
Torque T2x, Nm 820 265 705 267 597
Transmission ratio i3x 395.46 – 467.4 96.4 194
Torque T3x, Nm 850 – 700 335 496
a Only double-stage reducers are made in this axis height
b This is the minimal axle height. It is slightly larger than the observed, but it is taken into
consideration because of the value of axis height in triple-stage variant
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manufacturer PUJOL models, where the use of the adapter for IEC motors
achieves all advantages of special reducer motors. Other manufacturers, who
connect IEC motors directly to first gear wheel in order to maintain relatively high
transmission rations, were forced to lower the carrying capacity of their reducers.

The fact that the carrying capacity of a reducer is considerably higher, if this
model is intended for installation with special reducer electric motor, leads to the
conclusion that its high usage is fully justifiable (Kuzmanović et al. 2008).
However, the question arises about the advantages of IEC motors utilization, who
can use them and why use them at all?

The main advantage of their utilization is in reduction of the number of different
electric motors required to have in factory storage (various motors in the same
power class are used with different flanges), although it is otherwise necessary to
keep a considerably larger number of IEC motor adapters in warehouse. (However,
adapters are much cheaper than electric motors and—if needed—their manufac-
ture is less demanding, faster and easier.) Another advantage is that, quite opposite
to reducers with special reducer-motor, there is no requirement to offer them in
motorless version with adapter for the IEC motor (Kuzmanović et al. 2010). There
is also the benefit in the reduction in number of different first gear wheel varia-
tions—when used at special reducer motors, these gears have to be manufactured
with different shaft openings to enable the use of every type of motor intended to
connect with the particular reducer.

To conclude, the utilization of standard IEC motors decreases the number of
electric motors required to keep in storage, these motors are easier and faster to
obtain, there is also a lesser number of reducer variants in manufacturer’s offer
(also needed to keep in warehouse), specially if there is an intention to avoid the
offer of motorless reducers with classic input shaft, as practiced by manufacturer
ROSSI.

3 Evaluation Procedure

A more complete evaluation of conceptual solution could be achieved in many
ways by using a simple comparison of particular quality parameters, such as
transmission ratio (i), nominal torque (TN), mass (m) and similar, or with the
introduction of so-called ‘‘complex indexes’’: the proportion between transmission
ratio and mass (i/m), or between nominal torque and mass (TN/m). To obtain even
more complete evaluation, it is necessary to introduce more complex indexes, such
as the quotient of transmission ratio multiplied by nominal torque and the mass
(i�TN/m), etc. Special care should be paid to the fact that only the reducers with the
same axis height could be evaluated this way. So, the axis height (h) should also be
taken into consideration to enable more accurate evaluation, i.e., to introduce the
indexes (i�TN/h) or (i�TN/m�h), where the values of these parameters should be as
high as possible.
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Naturally, to conduct a completely high-quality evaluation, it is necessary to
employ the same materials for the manufacture of casings (grey iron, for example),
because if different materials are used, the obtained values are not comparable
(although some obtained evaluations could tell a lot about the benefits of particular
solutions). Consideration should also be given to the manufacturers practices—
some of them go for large carrying capacities and lesser transmission rations,
others are oriented towards lesser carrying capacities with high transmission ratios.
Likewise, some manufacturers offers two gear sets applicable for the same reducer
casing (or different casings with the same axis height), covering this way both
solutions (lesser carrying capacity—high transmission ratio and large carrying
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Fig. 5 Comparison of nominal torque values TN for universal gear reducers and axis height
h & 140 mm. a Double-stage, b triple-stage
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capacity—lesser transmission ratio) for the purpose of being more competitive to
the other manufactures. Such an approach gives the manufacturers a considerable
advantage on the market, but with the penalty of having somewhat more complex
product line and storage situation (Rackov and Kuzmanović 2011). The approxi-
mate evaluation of reducer concept solutions are of no benefit if they are not
compared with the market competition, taking into consideration each transmis-
sion ratio achieved for the particular axis height.
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Fig. 6 Comparison of transmission ratio values i for universal gear reducers and axis height
h & 140 mm. a Double-stage, b triple-stage
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4 Evaluation of Characteristic Solutions

This paper will provide the evaluation of technical characteristics of two- and
three-stage universal gear reducers of the abovementioned reducer manufacturers.

Based on the given technical solutions for the reducer axis height of 140 mm, it
could be observed that manufacturer NORD has the largest values of torques (TN)
in double-stage and triple-stage variants (Fig. 5); however, this is not the case with
the transmission ratio (i) values (Fig. 6).

Manufacturer PUJOL has the greatest transmission ratio values, although in the
triple-stage variant only one value is considered, so the results are not fully
comparable.

With the introduction of the complex index i�TN/h into the survey, it is possible
to notice that PUJOL has the most suitable conceptual solution in double-stage
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Fig. 7 Comparison of complex index i�TN/h for universal gear reducers and axis height
h & 140 mm. a Double-stage, b triple-stage
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variant, whereas the solution used by NORD is the best in triple-stage variant. The
solution by PUJOL is also high-ranked between the triple-stage variants; however,
it could not be fully taken into consideration because it has considerably larger
reducer size. Nevertheless, the evaluation for PUJOL conceptual solution is made
for the same axis height, so its complex index demonstrates that this manufacturer
has a respectably good solution.

Naturally, many representative indexes might be obtained by taking into con-
sideration the mass of reducers and (specially) their prices, showing the worthiness
of a particular solution. Other factors, like storage costs and reducer delivery time
could also influence the final conclusion.

This kind of evaluation is something principally conducted by the reducer
designers (manufacturers). The reducer customers may draw completely different
conclusions; judging by the stresses in reducer material, they can make a decision
on which one is more reliable or has better quality (Fig. 7).

5 Conclusion

Based on conducted analysis, the main feasible conclusion is that motor-reducers
with special reducer electric motors have the best technical characteristics.
However, reducers manufactured with the standard IEC motors, connected to them
via IEC motor adapters, may have almost the same technical characteristics,
because the inner shaft of an IEC motor adapter could be machined to the identical
diameter as found at special reducer electric motors.

Of course, the IEC motor adapter (always used in this solution) would have the
negative impact on reducer mass and length, leading to more expensive manu-
facturing process; on the plus side, there is a reduction in the number of different
electric motors (with similarly different flange diameters inside the same size
class) needed to keep in warehouse. Another advantage of the manufacture of such
reducers (with IEC motor adapters) is the lack of the requirement for a separate
production of the direct connection with a special motor, making their manufacture
somewhat easier.

This leads to the conclusion that the concept used by company PUJOL is
exceptionally good. The solution used by company ROSSI is somewhat inferior,
because of lesser carrying capacities or transmission ratios, and also because the
first gear wheel is placed directly on the shaft of standard IEC electric motor,
having much larger output diameter compared to the reducer electric motor.

However, even this solution is not to be disregarded, because it avoids the use
of IEC motor adapter, since these reducers are already offered with such motors,
special savings are achieved in cases when motorless reducers are not offered at all
and having classic input shaft. These savings have significant impact on produc-
tion costs, surely compensating for somewhat lower technical characteristics of
such reducers. The mufacturers that use such a concept would confirm that view.
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Design Optimization of High Ratio
Planetary Systems

Athanassios Mihailidis and Cristina Pupaza

Abstract The study deals with the optimization of the rim thickness of the ring of a
high-ratio planetary system with straight gears. In order to reduce the weight and to
increase the maximum transmittable torque a new design strategy is applied. The
geometry of the gears was generated using a numerical procedure which takes into
account the geometrically correct form of the flank. The mesh on the active flanks, as
well as in the area of the tooth foot was fine, allowing the accurate calculation of both
flank pressure and foot stress. The model also included the support conditions
between the ring gear and the housing. Improved solutions were found.

Keywords Optimization � Rim � Thickness � Torque � Gears

List of Symbols

DOE Design of experiments
GDO Goal driven optimization
FZG Forschungsstelle für Zahnräder und Getriebebau/Research Centre for

Gears and Transmissions

1 Introduction

The Planetary gear transmissions are widely used in machine design due to the
internal power splitting and the resulting high load carrying capacity. Aiming to
increase the load carrying capacity a lot of work employing the Finite Element
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Analysis (FEA) has been reported in recent literature. Most of these studies
address two major issues: the geometry of the tooth root fillet (Hebbal et al. 2009)
and the rim thickness (Nan and Zang 2008). Novel gear root fillets were designed
(Kapelevich and Shekhtman 2003) in order to minimize the stress and improve the
strength of the gear. The influence of the rim thickness on the load carrying
capacity has been extensively studied, but only for external gears (Winter and
Podlesnik 1984). Later, the rim thickness of internal gears was considered for
stress calculation (Jahn 1997); (Linke et al. 2005). In order to avoid modeling
difficulties, most authors either consider a simplified tooth profile, or they employ
a rather coarse mesh. The drawback of these simplifications is that the stress field
in the foot fillet area and the pressure on the mating flanks cannot be concurrently
studied. Furthermore, no multi-optimization procedure has been applied, although
FEA is extensively used. On the other hand, stress calculations of the planetary
systems are conducted using formulae developed by the known DIN3990:1987 and
ISO 6336:1996 standards.

The current study presents a combination of multi-criteria optimization tech-
niques employed in order to reduce the weight and to increase the maximum
transmissible torque of a simple high-ratio planetary system with straight gears.
The geometry of the gears was generated using a numerical procedure which takes
into account the manufacturing process. The model of the planetary system also
included the support conditions between the ring gear and the housing.

2 The Planetary System

The high-ratio planetary system used in this study is part of the pre-loading system
developed for the FZG test rig (Mihailidis and Neranzis 2009). It consists of a sun
gear, 3 planetary gears attached to a carrier and a ring gear (Fig. 1). All the

Fig. 1 3D model of the planetary system
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gearings were assumed error-free. The carrier was not considered in the model.
Due to the relatively small dimensions, the sun gear was considered that it is
manufactured from a solid disc. This is reasonable for high transmission ratio gear
trains and it also simplifies the analysis. Table 1 contains the main gear dimen-
sions, where symbols are according to ISO 6336:1996 standard. All the gears are
made from case hardened steel. The material properties are shown in Table 2.

3 Finite Element Model

In a non-linear analysis the mesh is particularly important to obtain accurate
results and fast convergence. On the other hand, during the optimization cycle the
model is remeshed several times without user intervention. Therefore mesh con-
trols were combined to obtain a smoothed and good quality mesh: mapped mesh
between contacting flanks—to avoid oscillating contact pressure and the element
size was set lower than 0.08 mm. An appropriate sphere of influence was defined
in the neighborhood of the contact regions. The target was to keep the mesh
configuration constant throughout the optimization cycle (Fig. 2).

Because the ring gear is not fixed in the housing, equally spaced spring ele-
ments were included in the model. The stiffness of the springs was set to 200 N/
mm, a mean value found in the literature for this type of planetary systems.

The model was checked using calculation of the gearings according with the
ISO 6336:1996 standard. The error was less than 5.5 % and this was caused by the
mesh size. In this particular case the element size has to be tuned both with the
contact problem, and with the multiple non-linear loops required by the optimi-
zation procedure. On the other hand, we have to take into account that the ana-
lytical calculations of the foot stress are based on the rack tooth profile. Figure 3
shows a detail with the maximum equivalent stress plot for one of the design
variants.

Table 1 Dimensions of the gears

Gear dimensions z [-] m [mm] x [-] b [8] b [mm] d [mm]

Sun +11 1.25 +0.5 0 20 13.75
Planet +48 +0.30 60
Ring -109 +0.437 136.25

Table 2 Material properties
of the gearings

Density [kg/m3] 7850

Poisson ratio 0.3
Young module [GPa] 300
Allowable contact stress [MPa] 1,500
Allowable tooth-root stress [MPa] 1,000
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4 The Optimization Procedure

The optimization goals were to minimize the total weight for a given power rating
and to determine the minimum rim thickness of the ring gear and of the planets.
Another target was to find the maximum value of the input torque the assembly
can withstand for a given weight. The assumption was made that the initial
transmittable torque was known and for all calculations the safety factor was set to
1, with respect to the allowable stress.

The initial conditions were: the planetary system should withstand a moment of
T = 343.75 Nmm applied on the sun, the maximum Hertzian pressure rH should
not exceed 1,500 MPa and the maximum von Mises stress at the tooth foot rF was
set to 1,000 MPa.

The design variables were: the external diameter of the ring gear, the internal
diameters of the planets and the output torque. The objective functions were con-
sidered the maximum equivalent (von Mises) stress in the contact region of the gears,
the maximum equivalent (von Mises) stress at the tooth root and the total weight.

Figure 4 shows the main steps of the optimization procedure. An initial static
analysis was performed, than the relationships between the objectives and the

Fig. 3 Maximum equivalent stress plot. Detail

Fig. 2 Finite element model of the planetary system
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design variables were identified using DOE combined with Response Surfaces
techniques.

The DOE was used to generate the sample data and to fit an appropriate model
for each of the output variables. Once the approximation was done the Response
Surfaces were built and the behavior of the model was estimated using them
instead of looping through the FE model.

The main advantage of the procedure is that finding the approximation func-
tions takes fractions of seconds, but a static analysis takes at least several minutes.

This leads to an important reduction of the computation time. On the other hand
multi criteria objectives were imposed. The last step was a constrained, multi-
objective optimization.

Each step of the optimization procedure has its own options and characteristics.
The static analysis is a non-linear analysis on a parameterized model. The DOE
stage uses an optimal space filling strategy, which creates an optimal filling of the
design space with a relatively small number of points, while keeping the dis-
crepancy as low as possible. The samples were generated using Central Composite
Design strategy and the number of cycles was 20. It is an efficient scheme when a
complex Meta Model is used, like Kriging models are. Therefore, according to the
DOE step, the Kriging option was used when building the Response Surfaces. This
interpolation method is accurate and it provides information regarding the good-
ness of fit, or the maximum relative residual.

The GDO was primary performed using the screening method in order to obtain a
draft solution. After this step a genetic algorithm was chosen to refine the search of

Fig. 4 The optimization procedure
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the optimum design set. The algorithm incorporates filters, and yields to the global
Pareto front. The best candidate was identified among 10,000 sampled points.

5 Optimization Results

The design parameters were varied continuously over imposed ranges and the
output parameters of the planetary system were examined over these ranges. Two
variants were identified as preferred design solutions.

The external diameter of the ring was decreased from 150 to 143 mm (design
variant A) and the internal diameters of the planets were increased from an initial
value of 27–50 mm (design variant B). Therefore the total weight of the planetary
system was found 16 % lower for design variant A and 57 % for design variant B.
Multicriteria optimization is always a trade-off between the desired objectives. In
fact it is a trade-off between different targets. In our case: the minimum weight, the
maximum allowable stress and the maximum transmissible torque.

The maximum output torque remained nearly at the initial value for variant A,
but decreased for variant B. Figure 5 shows a comparison of the weight and the
maximum output torque for the initial design and the preferred design variants.

6 Conclusion

This research is a theoretical study on the multicriteria design optimization of the
high-ratio planetary systems. Improved solutions were found with a limited number
of performed simulations. It is a new design strategy, based on a geometrically
correct form of the flank. Because the solution is not unique, a ‘‘trade off’’ between
parameters was carried out and improved design variants for the rim thickness of the
ring gear and for the internal diameters of the planet gears were found. The total
weight of the assembly was also reduced. Work is in progress to take into account

Fig. 5 Maximum output
moment and total weight of
the chosen design variants
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other parameters, too. However, this attempt proved that there are powerful simu-
lation tools that can be applied for high-ratio power transmissions.

This optimization strategy can be applied in the early stage of the design. The
procedure enforces traditional design of planetary-systems. Business today is
racing to improve product quality, to innovate and to minimize the costs of the
products. Multicriteria optimization is a powerful tool to address these challenges.
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The Numerical Calculus of Hobs Used
to Cut W–N Gears

Gheorghe Miloiu

Abstract After a short introduction showing the evolution of Wildhaber–Novikov
(W–N) gears, the evolution of the study of hob geometry is presented, with special
focus on the author’s contribution in the field. Then a general method of study of the
hob geometry is exposed. The calculus model takes into account the hob with non-
zero rake angle, a wide range of re-sharpenings, a generation by relief grinding,
which can easily be customized for the type of abrasive tool chosen, to obtain the
profile of the abrasive tool and the hob profile for various re-sharpenings. The hob
profile deviation is then evaluated in an axial plane. To reduce the cumulated profile
error on re-sharpening, the setting parameters on relieving are modified. The algo-
rithm is developed on matrix basis. In the next part of the paper the customizing of
the general method is presented, for the case of hobs designed to cut gears with
arc-of-circle profile (reference profile with two arcs of circle). This part includes
numerical results presented in tables and diagrams, for hobs in the modulus range
4–20, three values of the rake angle (0̊, 3̊, 6̊), three values of the relief for each
modulus and three values of the position angle of the generation rack (around the
value of the angle of the basic helix) and five values of the re-sharpening angle
(0̊, ± 3̊, ± 6̊). The calculi carried out have been the basis for the manufacturing and
inspection of four sizes of hobs—for the moduli 4, 10, 14 and 20. Several details of
the manufacturing of hobs for W–N gears are presented in the end of the paper.

Keywords W–N gears � Hobs � Hob geometry � Hob sharpening � Grind relieving
of hobs
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KD; HD Relieving depth; arhimedic parameter
C; U Curve; characteristic curve
G; R Plan, surface
S; index Reference system; tool
d; D Deviation; cumulated error
Q Diametrical hob coefficient
U The parameter of the basic profile
p Linear parameter by which the profile describes the basic rack
l The parameter of the generation of the surface of the abrasive tool

relieving the hob
m The parameter of the relative motion rack—worm
w The angular parameter of the hob rake surface
ƒ The position angle of the hob rake surface
w The setting parameters of the abrasive tool used for relieving
s The angular parameter of the abrasive tool used for relieving
t The parameter of the hob rake surface
h The position angle of the basic rack
Tab Square matrix representing the transfer from the reference system b to

the reference system a
Xc Column matrix representing the vector radius of the current point from

the system C, with the components xc, yc, zc

DXc(u) The derivative of the matrix Xc with respect to the parameter u
Nc Column matrix representing the normal vector attached to the current

point C, with the components nxc, nyc, nzc

, The symbol for the dot product of two vectors. Ex.: A,B is the dot
product of the vectors A and B (column matrix)

. The symbol of the vectorial product of two vectors. Ex.: A.B is the
vectorial product of the vectors A and B (column matrix)

,. The symbol for the mixed product of three vectors. Ex.: A, (B.C) is the
mixed product of the vectors A, B, C (column matrix)
Matriceal product: no sign is applied. Ex.: AB is the product of the
matrices A and B, which can be only done when A has as many
columns as B has lines

1 The Evolution of W–N Gears (In Brief)

W–N gears have arc-of-circle profile and they have been first proposed by
Wildhaber (1923) and Novikov (1956). These gears have been studied in various
centres from Russia: Novikov (1956–1958), Fedeakin and Cesnokov a.o.(1958)
a.o,; Romania: Miloiu (1964, 1965, 1975, 1980, 1990), China (1981–1988), Japan
(1999–2001), USA: Litvin (1985–2009).
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In the 70s the W–N gears have won in the competition with involute gears made
of non-hardened steel: general use gearboxes—in Russia, special gearboxes in the
oil industry—in Russia and China, heavy gearboxes for high capacity belt con-
veyors—in Romania.

After 1985 the situation has changed. The technological progress—heat treat-
ment for hardening plus finishing by grinding at gears with big diameter—has been
used on involute gears, not on W–N gears (Miloiu 1997). Under these conditions
the area of application for W–N gears has been restricted to the gearboxes for
pump jacks, where non-hardened gears, finished only by hobbing, are still used.
Research has followed the same route. Watching the trend in three top interna-
tional congresses one can notice that in 1988 (China 1988) 8 studies were pre-
sented, and in 1999 (Paris 1999) and 2001 (Fukuoka 2001) only one, respectively
three studies on the W–N gears.

A proper answer to the question ‘‘What is the future of W–N gears?’’ can only
be given if high accuracy W–N gears hardened and ground will be manufactured
(Miloiu 1997). Profiled grinding machines are now offering a technological pos-
sibility which has not been capitalized yet.

2 The Evolution of Hob Geometry Research

Three papers appeared in the 7th decade of the 20th century have opened the door
for the research of hob geometry using the methods of differential geometry: Litvin
(1968, which in time has become the monumental work from 2004 to 2009),
Liukshin (1968) and Lashnev (1971). Next are the contributions of: Miloiu (1975),
Bocian (1976) and Gyenge (1979), which present thorough theories of hobs with
arbitrary reference profile and applications for hobs to cut W–N gears, respectively
for hobs designed to cu worm wheels for globoidal gears and Duplex worm (ZA)
gears.

The paper (Miloiu 1975) was materialized in the manufacturing of several
(W–N) hobs of high accuracy with the moduli 4; 10; 14 and 20, verified based on a
method published eventually (Miloiu 1990).

In the years 1976–1978 Bocian and Miloiu have published several papers
regarding the geometry of the sharpening (rake) surface of the hobs. In the years
1979–1987, Miloiu and Visa have refined the sharpening of hobs, establishing the
precision thresholds of the mechanical systems for profiling of the special hob
sharpening machines: Klingelnberg, Kapp, MODUL, 3A 622.

The current paper provides a short look over the author’s papers in the field of
accuracy hobs, published since 1975, but within an environment of small circu-
lation and without an overall view. In two recent studies, Hiltcher a.o. (2006) and
Radzevich (2007) step up the research on the hobs to make located, numerical
controlled contact in helical worms, respectively the geometric optimization of
hobs processing involute cylindrical gears.
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3 General Method for the Study of Hob Geometry

The study steps can be visualised on the scheme in Fig. 1 (Miloiu 1975). Given the
basic rack of the gear for which the hob is calculated (Block B1), the hob envelope
worm is generated for the reference position of the rack (Block 2). Eventually the
rake surface of the hob is defined (Block 3).

Crossing the surface from the blocks 2 and 3, the reference cutting edge of the
hob is obtained (Block 4). In the Block 5 the normal to the reference cutting edge
is established. By imposing the relieving motion and a certain relative position
between the abrasive relieving tool and the hob (Block B6), the reference edge
generates the surface of the abrasive tool (Block B7).

Using the abrasive tool obtained, the hob clearance surface relieved is gener-
ated (Block B8). The next two steps define the actual cutting edge (the Block B9)
and evaluate the hob profile deviation (Block B10) for certain re-sharpenings: the
links AB and CD. The deviation is evaluated in axial plan.

Passing step by step through B2–B10, for the whole hob re-sharpening interval,
the cumulated profile error is established, respectively the interval within which
the actual axial profile fits. To reduce the cumulated profile error, the setting
parameters for relieving and the link EF are modified.

The basic rack (Block B1). It is defined by the vector radius Xc = Xc (u, p) and
the normal Nc = Nc (u).

The generation of the hob enveloping worm (Block B2). The equations of the
envelope worm have the form: XM = XM (u, m, DR), where DR is the displacement
of the rack from the reference position: DR = HA.ƒ. To write XM, the cinematic
method for the study of mutually enveloping surfaces (Lashnev 1971; Litvin 2009)
is used. The matrix for transfer from the reference system related to the rack Sc to
the system related to the envelope worm SM (Fig. 2), TMC, the reverse thereof—
TCM, and the relative speed between RM and RC, VMC, are respectively:

C

D

A

F

B

E

The generatrix 
surface-reference surface

B1

Generation of the
hob enveloping worm 

B2

The normal to the 
reference cutting edge

B5

Abrasive tool 
surface generation

B7

Generation of the actual
clearance surface relieved

B8

Actual cutting edge of the 
hob

B9

Setting parameters 
on generation by relieving

B6

Evaluation of hob 
profile precision

B10

Hob rake surfaceB3

The exact hob 
cutting edge

B4

Fig. 1 The layout for the study of the geometry of hobs designed for gear cutting
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TMC ¼

� cos m sin h cos m cos h � sin m R sin m
cos h sin h 0 HMm

� sin m sin h � sin m cos h � cos m R cos m
0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 ð1Þ

TCM ¼

� cos m sin h cos h � sin m sin h �HMm cos h
cos m cos h sin h sin m cos h �HMm sin h
� sin m 0 � cos m R

0 0 0 1

2
664

3
775 ð2Þ

VMC ¼ TCM
oTMC

om
XC

¼

zcn sin h� R sin hþ HM cos h

zcn cos hþ R cos hþ HM sin h

�ðKxcn sin h� ycn cos hÞ½1� cos mðcos m� sin mÞ� þ zcn sin mðcos m� cos hÞ
þR sin mðcos mþ cos hÞ

0

2
6666664

3
7777775
:

ð3Þ

From:

NCðuÞ;VMCðu; v; pÞ ¼ f ðu; v; pÞ ¼ 0 ð4Þ

results a relation between the parameters u, m and p:

p ¼ f ðu; vÞ ð5Þ

and from:

XM ¼ TMCXC ð6Þ

we get the equations of the family of envelope worms:

Fig. 2 The systems of
coordinate axes at the
generation of the hob
enveloping worm RM
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XM ¼

�ðKxcnsin h� ycn cos hÞ cos v� ðzcn � RÞ sin v
Kxcn cos hþ ycnsin hþ HMv

ðkxcnsin h� ycn cos hÞ sin v� ðzcn � RÞ cos v
0

2
664

3
775 ð7Þ

The rake surface (Block B3). The equations of the surface Rc (Fig. 3) are:

Xc ¼

tsinðc þ w þ ƒÞ � Rccosðc þ w þ ƒÞ
�Hcw

tcosðc þ w þ ƒÞ þ Rcsinðc þ w þ ƒÞ
1

2
664

3
775; ð8Þ

where: Hc ¼ Ro= tg ho; Rc ¼ Ro:sin c:
The actual cutting edge (Block B4). The edge Ca is obtained by crossing RM

with Rc, which is analitically equivalent to:

w ¼ yM u; m; DRð Þ = �Hc
� �

;
t ¼ ½zMðu; m;DRÞ � Rc:sinðcþ wþ ƒÞ� =cosðcþ wþ ƒÞ
xMðu; m;DRÞ � t :sinðcþ wþ ƒÞ þ Rc:cosðcþ wþ ƒÞ ¼ 0

9
=

;: ð9Þ

Considering these relations, the edge Ca is:

Xa ¼ Xa u; ƒð Þ: ð10Þ

For ƒ = ƒ0 = 0, (10) defines Cao (of reference).
The normal to reference cutting edge (Block B5). The vector normal on Cao (Cao

is on the surface relieved Ra), Xa = Xa (ui, ƒ) is defined by the product:

Na ¼ D XaðuÞ: D XaðƒÞ: ð11Þ

In which DXa(u) is the derivative along the curve Cao (ƒ = constant), and
DXa(ƒ) is the derivative along the relieving directrix. DXa(u) and DXa(ƒ) are
obtained by the finite difference method.

Fig. 3 The generation of the
hob rake surface (sharpening
surface)
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The setting parameters on generating by relieving the hob clearance surface
(Block B6). The values of the setting parameters W1, W2, W3, d0 (Figs. 4 and 5) are
given in the Table 1, corresponding to the relieving with the three types of
abrasive tools known: cylindrical, disc, straight. The following symbols are used in
this table: R0—the reference radius of the hob; h0—the angle of the reference helix
of the hob; RS—the abrasive disc radius; h1—the depth of the dedendum of the
generatrix rack tooth, d0—the reference distance between the origins of the
coordinate systems related to the hob (Sa) and to the abrasive tool (SS).

The abrasive tool surface generation (Block B7). The surface relieved Ra, in the
relative motion Vr given by the law of motion between Rs si Ra, generates a
surface Rv in the reference system Ss, the cinematic relation being:

NS; Vr ¼ 0 ð12Þ

The revolution surface Rs of the abrasive tool is determined as a surface tangent
to Rv, enforcing the normal Nv on Rv to pass through the tool axis, that is:

js; Xs: Nvð Þ ¼ 0; ð13Þ

where js is the matrix of the versor of the axis of the abrasive tool in relation to the
reference system Ss, and Nv—the matrix of the common normal of the mating
surfaces.

The family of surfaces Ra in the system Ss will be defined by the equations:

X0a u ; ƒ ; lð Þ ¼

x0a u ; ƒ ; lð Þ
y0a u ; ƒ ; lð Þ
z0a u ; ƒ ; lð Þ

1

2
664

3
775 ð14Þ

The monoparametric meridian curve (u) of the surface Rs is determined elim-
inating from X’a two parameters, by means of the relations (12) and (13).

From the above mentioned results that in general the characteristic curve Us

between Rs and Ra does not coincide with the cutting edge, having in common
only one point. In consequence, the method described can not produce any the-
oretically exact edge.

Fig. 4 The reference
positions for relieving
cylinder and disc abrasive
tools
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In case an exact edge is imposed, the parameter ƒ being constant, the calculus
process becomes over defined through the Eqs. (12) and (13). This is why the
problem is solved by means of a compromise. Adopting the parameter ƒ, only the
Eqs. (13) is considered, replacing Nv with Ns, a vector resulting from the vectorial
product of the relative speed vector and the vector tangent to the cutting edge,
DXa(u), (the Block B5). Considering Fig. 5, from where result the transfer matrices
Tas and Tsa and the verso of the axis of the abrasive tool js, we can write the
following form for (13), the cinematic relation between Ra and Rs:

Fig. 5 The scheme of generation of the abrasive tool Rs by the reference cutting edge of the hob
Ca and the generation of the surface relieved Ra by Rs

Table 1 Setting parameters for relieving

Abrasive tool Fig w1 w2 w3 d

Cylinder 4 0 p/2 0 R0 ? lHD

Disc 4 0 0 h & h0 R0 +\RS +lHD-h1

Straight 5 w1 w2 w3 d0 ? lHD
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F u; lð Þ ¼ xsnS3 � zsnS1 ¼ 0; ð15Þ

where (xs, ys, zs) are the components for Xs, and (nS1, nS2, nS3) are the components
for Ns.

The median curve of the abrasive tool, Cm, has the position vector of a current
point Xm and the normal Nm :

Xm ¼

0
ys

xs cos s� zs sin s
1

2

664

3

775 Nm ¼

0
ns2

ns1 cos s� ns3 sin s
1

2

664

3

775 ð16Þ

where s is:

s ¼ arc tg xs= zsð Þ ð17Þ

The generation of the actually relieved clearance surface (Block B8). Imposing
the generation way from Fig. 5, the tool Rs generates by relieving the clearance
surface o the hob Ra. Since the characteristic Us and the profile Cm change their
position and form depending on the parameter ƒ, profile error occur at the abrasive
tool and at the hob.

Introducing the rotation parameter s, the surface Rs and the corresponding
normal are written:

XS ¼ XSðu; s; ƒo; NS ¼ NS u; s; ƒo

� �
ð18Þ

Taking into account Tsa and Tas (Fig. 5) and (18), the relative speed abrasive
tool—hob is:

Vas ¼ Tsa Tasð Þ Xs ð19Þ

From the condition of meshing of the surfaces Rs and Ra results a relation
between the parameters, such as: l = f (s). The surface relieved Ra results:

Xa ¼ TasXs ¼ Xaðu; s; v; ƒÞ ð20Þ

The actual cutting edge (Block B9). Crossing Ra (20) with Rc (8), we obtain the
actual cutting edge C*r:

Xr ¼ Xr u; ƒð Þ ð21Þ

The evaluation of the precision of the actual profile (Block 10). The actual edge
C*r (21) deviates from the exact edge Ca (10).

The evaluation of the deviation is done in the axial plan of the hob, for discrete
values of the parameter ƒ (re-sharpening). The axial profiles obtained through the
helicoidal projection of the edges Cr and Ca, C*r and C*a, Fig. 6, have the
equations:
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X�r ¼

0
yr � HM � arctgðxr=zrÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

xr
2 þ zr

2
p

1

2
664

3
775; X�a ¼

0
ya � HM � arctgðxa=zaÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

xa
2 þ za

2
p

1

2
664

3
775 ð22Þ

The profile deviation is considered perpendicular to the exact profile

4 The Customizing of the General Theory to Hobs for W–
N Gears. Numerical Results

The basic rack is defined by the vectors (Fig. 7):

XC ¼

Kfðr1k1 þ r2k2Þ cosuþðxA � u sin vÞk2 þ ½ak1 � ðbþ p=2Þ�k3 þ ðr3 sin u� p=2Þk4 � p=2

0

�ðr1k1 þ r2k3Þ sin u� ðzA � u cos vÞk2 þ ck3 þ ½h2 � r3ð1� cos uÞk4

1

2
6664

3
7775

ð23Þ

NC ¼

�ðr1k1 þ r2k3Þ cos uþ k2 cos v� k4 þ sin u
0

K½�ðr1k1 þ r2k3Þ sin u� k2 sin vÞk2 þ k4r3 cos uÞ
0

2
664

3
775 ð24Þ

in which K = ± 1: K = ? 1 corresponds to the left flank of the rack, and K = -1
to the right flank.

Fig. 6 The evaluation of hob
precision
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For the numerical definition of a point from the surface Xc, a discrete value of
the parameter u is considered, contained within the limits u1 B u B u2:

u1 ¼ umin � 1þ k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4ð Þ:Du;

u2 ¼ umax � 1þ k1 þ k2 þ k3 þ k4ð Þ:Du;

where umax and umin are extended with 10 % on the branch r1 and with about 15 %
on the branch r3; the pitch Du (15 points on the branches I and III, 5 points on the
branches II and IV—Fig. 7):

Du ¼ umax- uminð Þ = 15k1 þ 5k2 þ 15k3 þ 5k4ð Þ

Several numerical results are eventually given for the hob with the following
parameters:
(normal) modulus mn ¼ 14
diametral coefficient Q ¼ 10; Q ¼ 2Ro= mn

number of grooves zF ¼ 8
relief KD ¼ 12; 14; 16
rake angle c ¼ 0� ; 3� ; 6�

position angle h ¼ 4:5� ; 5� ; 5:5�

re-sharpening interval ƒ ¼ 0� ; �3� ; �6�:

The checking (axial) profile of the hob (the envelope worm) is presented in
Table 2; the coordinates are given in 5 points on the branches I and III, respec-
tively two points on the branch II.

Table 3 shows the coordinates of the profile of the cylinder type abrasive tool.
Since h = ho (ho = 5.71�), one profile results for the grinding tool used at the
right flank and another one for the tool used for the left flank. The difference
Dh = 0.21� being quite small, the profile differences are very small. On
re-sharpening the hob the profile deviations presented in Fig. 8 appear (evaluated
on the abrasive tool). It is found that these deviations increase with the increase of
the rake angle c, for the same hob re-sharpening interval.

The influence of the basic rack position h over the profile deviation is presented
in Fig. 9, for two values of the relief KD and three values of the rake angle c of the

Fig. 7 The definition of the
basic rack (type GOST—
15023)
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hob. In all cases, the profile deviations are smaller for c = 0, and for h angles close
to the angle of the reference helix (ho = 5.71�). As regards KD, the deviations
increase with bigger KD reliefs (Fig. 10).

The influence of hob re-sharpening on the profile deviation is shown in Fig. 10.
It is found that: at re-sharpening behind the reference rake surface (ƒ\ 0) the
profile errors are positive, and at re-sharpening in front of the reference surface
(ƒ[ 0)—they are negative; the profile deviations on re-sharpening are smaller for
c = 0 than for c = 6� or 3� Fig. 11

From the Table 4, in which the profile deviations calculated and those admis-
sible (DIN 3968) are presented, results that: 1. For the hobs with c = 0 and
re-sharpening ƒ = ± 3�, the theoretical profile precision fits within class A at
m = 4–14, but not also at m = 20; 2. For c = 3� and ƒ = ± 3�,—class A at
m = 4–10; 3. For c = 6�, class A can not be obtained at any moduli; 4. For c = 3�
at m = 14 and 20, and at c = 6� for all the moduli, the theoretical profile precision
corresponding to class A is obtained only for re-sharpening within narrower than
six degrees.

5 Researches on the Geometry of Hob Re-Sharpening

Using in principle the study method described in Chap. 3, for the study of the
precision in relieving hobs, in the papers (Miloiu et al. 1980) and (Miloiu 1987) a
general method for the study of the geometry of the sharpening (rake) surface of
hobs with helicoidal grooves and of the abrasive (straight) tool used for sharpening
is presented.

The exact geometry of the abrasive tool has been studied in the paper Bocian
and Miloiu (1977). There are several papers in which results of the numerical

Table 2 The checking (axial) profile the W–N hob

Branch and profile point HOB: mn = 14; Q = 10; ZF = 8; KD = 14; h = 5,50

ƒ = 0o ƒ = 3o ƒ = 6o

Z YD(+); Ys(-) Z YD(+); YS(-) Z YD(+); Y(s)

r2 1 82,60 16,88 83,53 16,88 84,47 16,88
4 80,72 15,00 81,65 15,00 82,59 15,01
7 78,58 13,43 79,51 13,43 80,45 13,43
10 76,22 12,20 77,16 12,20 78,09 12,21
13 73,71 11,34 74,64 11,35 75,58 11,35

– 2 70,89 10,83 71,81 10,82 72,75 10,82
5 67,67 10,35 68,58 10,34 69,49 10,34

r1 4 65,12 9,76 66,04 9,75 66,97 9,75
7 62,72 8,78 63,65 8,77 64,58 8,77
10 60,51 7,42 61,44 7,42 62,37 7,41
13 58,55 5,73 59,48 5,72 60,42 5,72
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research on the effectiveness of the profiling systems of hob sharpening machines
(Fig. 10) have been presented: Bocian et al. (1977a, b, 1978), Miloiu and Visa
(1983a, b, 1984a, b, 1985, 1987), Visa and Miloiu (1980a, b, 1983b, 1984).

In the Table 5 (Miloiu and Visa 1984b) several numerical results are presented,
which allow the comparison of three systems being used for the profiling of the

Table 3 The profile of cylinder abrasive tool for relieving the W–N hob

Profile point HOB: mn = 14; Q = 10; ZF = 8; KD = 14; h = 5,5�

Right Left

Y1 Z1 Y1 Z1

r2 1 15,80 13,16 -15,72 12,73
2 15,08 12,50 -15,02 12,11
3 14,40 11,81 -14,35 11,45
4 13,76 11,10 -13,72 10,77
5 13,17 10,36 -13,13 10,07
6 12,61 9,61 -1,58 9,34
7 12,10 8,83 -12,08 8,59
8 11,62 8,03 -11,61 7,81
9 11,20 7,22 -11,18 7,02
10 10,81 6,39 -10,80 6,21
11 10,47 5,54 -10,46 5,38
12 10,17 4,69 -10,17 4,54
13 9,92 3,82 -9,92 3,69
14 9,71 2,94 -9,71 2,83
15 9,55 2,05 -9,55 1,96

Straight 1 9,55 2,05 -9,55 1,96
2 9,39 0,99 -9,39 0,91
3 9,23 0,06 -9,23 -0,13
4 9,07 -1,11 -9,07 -1,16
5 8,91 -2,15 -8,91 -2,19

r1 1 8,91 -2,15 -8,91 -2,19
2 8,76 -2,96 -8,76 -3,00
3 8,58 -3,76 -8,57 -3,79
4 8,35 -4,53 -8,34 -4,56
5 8,07 -5,30 -8,07 -5,32
6 7,76 -6,04 -7,75 -6,06
7 7,41 -6,77 -7,40 -6,78
8 7,02 -7,48 -7,00 -7,49
9 6,59 -8,17 -6,57 -8,18
10 6,12 -8,33 -6,10 -8,84
11 5,61 -9,48 -5,59 -9,49
12 5,07 -10,10 -5,05 -10,11
13 4,49 -10,70 -4,48 -10,71
14 3,88 -11,27 -3,86 -11,29
15 3,23 -11,82 -3,21 -11,85
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abrasive disc, between them and in relation to the tolerances admitted by the
norms. Findings: (1) the smallest deviations are obtained at the elliptical profiling
with three optimising parameters and at profiling by a trigonometric function;

Fig. 8 Profile deviation at the cylinder type abrasive tool used to relief hobs ƒ = ± 6� against
the profile corresponding to re-sharpening ƒ = 0�

Fig. 9 The influence of the
angle h on the profile
deviation
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(2) the profiling deviations of the system with elastic blade are 2–3 times bigger
than those of the other two systems; (3) the profiling deviations increase with the
angle of the sharpening helix and with the depth of the surface profiled.

Fig. 10 The influence of
re-sharpening on the profile
deviation at the W–N hob:
mn = 14 Q = 10; zF = 8;
h = 5.5�; KD = 12; 14

Systems of Theoretically
exact profiling

Profiling by template

Cinematic generation

Numerical profiling

Profiling systems at hob 
sharpening machines

Trigonometric
profiling

Systems with 
Approximation profiling

Bi-parametric 
elliptical profiling

Profiling by an 
universal template

Tri-parametric 
elliptical profiling

Profiling by the 
elastic blade

Klingelnberg
WR 420

Klingelnberg
(Germany)

3A622 
(Russia)

Klingelnberg
AGW 231

SWFW – 250 
(Germany)

3A622 3663 P 
(Russia)

Kapp
(Germany)

Fig. 11 The classification of the systems used to dress the sharpening disc for hobs with
helicoidal grooves
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Table 4 Fitting within class A, DIN 3968, of the theoretical profile errors of hobs used to cut W–
N gears

Hob mn/
Q/KD

c
degrees

Profile deviation lm at
ƒ = ± 3�

Profile
tolerance lm

Deviation/
tolerance %

The re-
sharpening
interval for
class A

Degrees mm

4/72/7 0 3,2 10 32 18,8 14,8
3 7,3 73 8,2 6,5
6 13,1 131 4,6 3,65

6/18/9 0 5 12 42 14,4 13,6
3 10,8 90 6,7 6,3
6 14 117 5,1 4,85

8/15/10 0 6,4 16 40 15 15,8
3 13,4 84 7,2 7,6
6 23,2 145 4,1 4,3

10/13,5/
12

0 6,5 16 40,5 14,8 17,6
3 13,8 86,5 6,9 8,2
6 24 150 4 4,75

14/10/14 0 15 20 75 8 9,8
3 25 125 4,8 5,9
6 39 195 3,1 3,8

20/8,5/18 0 30 25 120 5 7,5
3 45 180 3,3 4,9
6 64 256 2,35 3,5

Table 5 The precision of sharpening disc profiling

Hobs Profiling system Disc and
generation
way

Optimising
parameters, mm

Profile
deviation, mm

D h0

m pE

zF T DS a = g I II III Dcf FfN
* Dcf/FfN (%)

66,5 6�190380 0 Elliptical
tri-parametric

200 15� 36,33 8,12 7,92 12,3 32 38
6 1530
1 20 With elastic

blade
200 20� 6,89 6,85 – 28 32 73

Trigonometric
profile

200 20� – – – 17 32 53

175 39�30430 0 Elliptical
tri-parametric

190 30� 42,01 -9,94 17,31 23,5 40 59
8 600
16 24 With elastic blade 190 20� 14,44 16,84 – 21,4 40 178

Trigonometric
profile

190 20� – – – 23 40 57
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Fig. 12 Range of hobs used to cut W–N gears made by NEPTUN Campina

Fig. 13 Hob relieving on the
machine HSF—33A—
Klingelnberg
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6 Technological Aspects

The author has made at the gearbox factory NEPTUN Campina hobs with the
moduli mn = 4; 10; 14 and 20 (Fig. 12). Profile sharpening, relieving and
inspection have been done on Klingelnberg machines—see Figs. 13 and 14. Based
on the coordinate profile (envelope worm) measuring settings have been done at
the relieving machine; finally the hobs fitted within the precision class A to DIN
3968.
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The Optimization of the Straight Bevel
Gears Used in the Mechanical
Transmissions of a PV Tracker

Gheorghe Moldovean, Bianca Butuc and Radu Velicu

Abstract In the context of nowadays economical development of the world,
energy saving and obtaining energy from renewable sources are priority targets of
many governments. As such, using tracking devices to optimise the energetic
efficiency of the photovoltaic conversion systems represents a viable method from
the economical and technical point of view. The efficiency and the durability of the
tracking systems of photovoltaic platforms depend on the characteristics of their
mechanical transmissions. Therefore, the straight bevel gears, as component parts
of the mechanical transmissions of different tracking systems, must be designed
considering the functional and constructive features of the tracking systems. This
paper presents a calculus program, developed to generate the optimum construc-
tive solution of a straight bevel gear of a particularly azimuthal tracking system;
the calculus program is developed based on the indications and relations presented
in the ISO 10300-1, 2, 3 standards.

Keywords Straight bevel gear � Optimization criteria � PV trackers

1 Introduction

The constructive optimization of a product is the process based on which the best
solution for a particular product is determined. This optimization is based on the
objectives to be achieved, on the restrictions and on variables that can be modified.
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A product having all the objectives optimized is not a realistic one due to the
conflicting nature of the objectives to be optimized (Deaky 2009).

The objectives to be achieved in the designing process must be specified based
on the product feasibility research. The non feasible solutions are not taken into
consideration due to the constraints. Considering both the objectives and the
constraints, the technical problem is identified and solved. Many possible solutions
are generated in this way. They are analyzed considering the optimization criteria
and are grouped in three categories of solutions: the accepted solutions, the
rejected solutions and the ones that have to be modified. At the end of the process,
the optimum solution is determined.

The designer has to decide on the optimum solution considering his experience.
The researchers proposed different techniques for solving the multi-criteria opti-
mization (known as multi-objectives optimization). The optimization algorithms
are based on non linear techniques. The multi-criteria optimization are based on
different algorithms: evolutive algorithms (Ghosh and Dehuri 2004), genetic
algorithms (Tudose and Dumitru 2002), artificial intelligence (fuzzy-logical or
neuronal) (Milčić and Miltenović 1999), algorithms based on intervals and criteria
marks (Bobancu and Cioc 2003; Ichida and Fujii 1990). The optimization of the
bevel gears is specified in literature by Rey (2004).

2 Criteria for the Optimizations of the Straight Bevel
Gears

Based on the required input data such as torque transmission, operating speed, gear
ratio and operating conditions, sizing relations for straight bevel gears are fulfilled
by many values of the parameters included. Considering different ranges of these
values, the number of the possible solutions decreases, but remains high enough.
Therefore, the optimum constructive solution—that considers the specific con-
structive, technological and functional characteristics of the bevel gear—is
determined considering one of the optimization methods presented in the branch
literature.

In order to determine the optimum solution for the straight bevel gear this paper
is proposing an optimization method based on certainty decisions. This method is
also used and presented in several papers, such as (Deaky 2009) for cylindrical
gears, and in (Velicu 1999) for planetary mechanisms. Using this method the best
solution is selected considering all the quantities and quality criteria. The calculus
program is using a method based on decisions made in certainty conditions (Velicu
1999).

The influence criteria that allow taking the proper decision have to consider the
bevel gear characteristics, their application in the tracking system of the photo-
voltaic platforms and their target efficiency. For each criterion, the designer has to
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decide on the mark assign Ni of a specific solution i (i 2 ½1. . .k�; k—number of
possible solutions), considering the following conditions (Velicu 1999):

• The mark scale has to be the same for each criterion;
• The marks have to be as higher as the compliance is higher.

The goal function is given by the following relation (Velicu 1999)

Fi ¼
Xn

j¼1

ajNji ð1Þ

where aj is the importance coefficient of the criterion j; n—the total number of the
criteria; Nji—the score for j criterion of i the solution.

The importance of the criterion is imposing the value of the aj coefficient of
each criterion. Thus, the value of the aj coefficient has to be as high as more
important the criterion is. The ranking of the k solutions is given by ordering the
values of the goal function (1).

The optimization criteria imposed to the straight bevel gears are set in order to
obtain a reduced overall size, a reduced precision of execution and high efficiency.
When these conditions are fulfilled, the obtained bevel gear is characterized by low
execution price and low energy losses. The proposed optimization criteria and the
mathematical relations used to determine the score of each criterion are presented
in Table 1.

The criterion of the length of the exterior generator of the pitch cone, CRe

considers the influence of the length of the exterior generator of the pitch cone, Re,
on the overall size of the bevel gear, aiming to minimize it.

The criterion of the technological accuracy Ctrpr considers the influence of the
technological accuracy on the execution cost, aiming to maximize the accuracy
grade Trpr.

Table 1 Mathematical model of optimization criteria

No. Criterion Mark

1. Length of the exterior generator
of the pitch cone, CRe

NC Rei ¼ 10 Re max�Rei
Re max�Re min

; 0�NCRei� 10;

Re max ¼ maxðReiÞi¼1...k; Re min ¼ minðReiÞi¼1...k;

2. Technological accuracy, CTrpr NC Trpri ¼ 10 Trpri�Trpr min

Trprmax�Trprmin
; 0�NC Trpri� 10;

Trprmax ¼ maxðTrpriÞi¼1...k; Trpr min ¼ minðTrpriÞi¼1...k;

3. Gear efficiency, Cg NCg i ¼ 10 gi�gmin

gmax�gmin
; 0�NC g i� 10 :

gmax ¼ maxðgiÞi¼1...k; gmin ¼ minðgiÞi¼1...k;

4. Contact ratio, C�ta NC et a i ¼ 10 etai�etamin

etamax�etamin
; 0�NC et a i� 10 :

etamax ¼ maxðetaiÞi¼1...k; etamin ¼ minðetaiÞi¼1...k;

5. Precision of gear ratio CDu NCDui ¼ 10 Dumax�Dui
Dumax�Dumin

; 0�NCDui� 10;

Dumax ¼ maxðDuiÞi¼1...k; Dumin ¼ minðDuiÞi¼1...k;

6. Gear width, Cb NCbi ¼ 10 bmax�bi
bmax�bmin

; 0�NCbi� 10;

bmax ¼ maxðbiÞi¼1...k; bmin ¼ minðbiÞi¼1...k;
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The criterion of the gear efficiency Cg considers the mechanical energy losses
due to the sliding friction, aiming to maximize the straight bevel gear efficiency.

The criterion of the contact ratio Cet considers the influence of the contact
ratio on the capacity of gear to transmit the load.

The criterion of the gear ratio CDu aims to minimize the relative deviation Du
between the gear ratio imposed by specification udat and the real gear ratio. This
deviation is determined by the following relation Du ¼ udat � uð Þ=udatj j:

The criterion of the face width Cb considers the influence of the straight bevel
wheels face width on the axial overall size and on the volume of the material
necessary, aiming to minimize the width of the bevel wheel b.

Based on the branch literature (Moldovean et al. 2002; Velicu et al. 2004), the
following restrictions are imposed tot the straight bevel gears:

• Avoiding teeth profile interference;
• Achieving a minimum contact ratio etamin = 1.1;
• Avoiding teeth sharpening sahm1 C sammin s�i sahm2 C sammin (sam-

min = 0.25 mm—for wheels made from through hardened wrought steel; sam-

min = 0.4 mm—for wheels made from hardened wrought, nitriding or case
hardened wrought steels);

• Choosing a minimum module considering the treatment of the steel
(mmmin C 1.5 mm, for wheels made from through hardened wrought steel,
respectively mmmin C 2.0 mm, for wheels made from hardened wrought,
nitriding or case hardened wrought steels);

• Minimizing the effective contact stresses for fatigue stress, respectively the
tooth root stress for static and fatigue bending, in order to be smaller than the
allowable stresses, rH � rHP; rF1� rFP1; rF2� rFP2; respectively rF1St � rFP1St

s�i rF2St � rFP2St:

3 Calculus Program for Multicriteria Optimization
of the Straight Bevel Gears

The strength or the geometrical calculus of the straight bevel gear, based on ISO
10300-1 (2001), ISO 10300-2 (2001) and ISO 10300-3 (2001), are time con-
suming. To obtain the optimum solutions of straight bevel gears considering the
criteria presented above, a specific programme calculus is developed and
presented.

The main menu of the programme developed, is presented in Fig. 1. The main
menu of the programme is divided in: Input data, Optimization criteria and
Results.

The optimization programme is presented as an application example for a
straight bevel gear used as a component in the mechanical transmission of a
tracking system for photovoltaic platforms. The general scheme of this mechanical
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transmission, also presented in (Butuc et al. 2010; Moldovean et al. 2011, 2011), is
design for a photovoltaic platform of 8 polycrystalline modules. The platforms
dimensions are H = 1,660 mm s�i V = 990 mm and the total weight (the modules
and the frame) is G = 1,820 N. The main components of the mechanical trans-
mission are presented in Fig. 2.

The input technical data, presented in Fig. 3, are: the maximum value of the
torque at pinion, determined for the altitudinal tracking situation characterized by
a trapezoidal pressure wind distribution and a medium pressure coefficient of
cp = 1.2 (Moldovean et al. 2011); the total running hours for a lifetime of
25 years; the gear ratio deviation Du = ±3 %; the dynamic factor is KA = 1 due
to overvaluation of the wind load.

The elements that are modified in order to determine the optimum solution are
the number of the teeth z1 of the pinion, profile shift coefficient xhm1, the thickness
modification coefficient xsm1 and the width coefficient wR.

Fig. 1 The main menu of the programme

Fig. 2 The conceptual
scheme of the photovoltaic
platform: 1 worm; 2 worm
wheel; 3 bevel pinion; 4, 5
bevel wheels; 6 housing; 7
photovoltaic platform; C1, C2
clutches
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Fig. 3 Technical data window

Fig. 4 Wheels mounting
position
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For the determination of the face load factor it is necessary to define the
position of pinion and wheel in accordance to the shaft bearings. By choosing
Mounting conditions of pinion and gear a user interface window is opened, as
presented in Fig. 4. The user has to select one of the possible mounting solutions.

By choosing Steel Quality and Heat Treatment, the user interface window,
presented in Fig. 5, is opened. The user has to select the type of the steel and the
treatment, the surface and core hardness after the treatment, the allowable stresses

Fig. 5 Steel quality and heat treatment user interface window

Fig. 6 The weights of the optimization criteria
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for contact and bending for the pinion and the wheel. The allowable bending stress
is determined considering that the wheel teeth are subjected to the alternate-
symmetrical cycle, and therefore, in accordance tot ISO 6336-5 the allowable
tension must be reduced by 30 %.

After the input data are set, the optimization criteria and their weights are
selected, as presented din Fig. 6. In this specific case, only 5 criteria of 6 have been
selected as the contact gear ratio criterion is excluded, due to the low functioning
speed.

The technological accuracy and the gear efficiency criteria were considered the
most important, thus the corresponding weights for these criteria are set to 100 %.
For the length of the exterior generator of the pitch cone and precision of the gear

Fig. 7 The results of the preliminary optimization

Fig. 8 The results of the final optimization
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ratio criteria the weight was set at 90 %, while for gear width criteria was
considered 50 %. Considering the weight values, the importance coefficients are
determined a1…6 (a5 = 0), see relation (1).

Some results of the preliminary optimization for the analysed case are presented
in Fig. 7. It can be noticed that are 1,691 solutions that fulfil the imposed restrictions
and that the best solution mark is 7.356. For this particularly case of straight bevel

Fig. 9 The geometrical elements of the straight bevel gear
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gear were considered 25 variants, reorder in accordance with their marks as
presented in Fig. 8 (Butucet al. 2011). The first optimum solution obtained after the
preliminary optimization is the second optimum final solution. The first optimum

Fig. 10 The stresses and the safety coefficients of the straight bevel gear

Fig. 11 The constructive solution of the x axis—the altitudinal movement
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final solution is the sixth solution of the preliminary optimization. All the others
solutions are different due to the modification of the minimum mark of each criterion
as the number of the solution were reduced.

The main advantages of the first solution, in comparison with the second one,
are the reduced overall size (characterised by the shortest length of the generator of
the cone pitch and by the smallest gear module), the highest efficiency
(g = 99.3 %) and a gear ratio equal to the one imposed by specifications. The
disadvantage of this solution is given by the technological accuracy 6, compared to
the second optimum solution characterised by a technological accuracy of 7.

By selecting the row corresponding to the optimal solution, all the geometrical
elements of the gear, the calculus factors and the allowable stresses for bending
and contact are calculated again. The results are presented in Figs. 9 and 10.

Figure 11 presents the virtual model of the altitudinal axis of the tracking
system consisted of the double straight bevel gear 3-4-5, the clutch C2, the shaft 14
and the housing 6. This assembly was also presented in Butuc et al. 2010 and
Moldovean et al. 2010).

4 Conclusions

The conclusions of the analysis of the safety coefficients are:

• The highest value of the safety coefficient is obtained for contact, therefore the
contact stress is less important;

• The lowest value of safety coefficient is obtained for the static bending stress,
therefore this is the most important stress; considering that the effective static
bending stress is determined for a wind speed of 30 m/s (110 km/h), the safety
coefficient of SFst = 1.25 ensures an adequate strength for the designed pho-
tovoltaic platform.
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Pareto Approach in Multi-Objective
Optimal Design of Single-Row Cylindrical
Rolling Bearings

Lucian Tudose, Gyorgy Kulcsar and Cristina Stănescu

Abstract Even if it seems simple, the design of the rolling bearings is a difficult
task for mechanical engineering. Their specific structure and the involved tribo-
logical phenomena in their operation lead to many and complex calculations of
rolling bearings. Consequently, to find the optimal design of the rolling bearings
the Multi-Objective Optimization should be used. In this paper, two objective
functions (the basic dynamic radial load rating of the bearing and the minimum
thickness of the elastohydrodynamic film between rollers and raceways) are
optimized using multi-objective Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) in order to obtain
the optimal design of a single-row cylindrical roller bearing. Three design vari-
ables (the complex factor c, the roller diameter, and the roller length) were used to
fully, completely, and uniquely describe the bearing geometry and to construct the
objective functions and the constraints. To solve this optimal design problem the
authors used Cambrian optimization platform.

Keywords Rolling bearings � Multi-objective optimization � Pareto set �
Evolutionary algorithms

List of Symbols
B Bearing width, B ¼ 100 mm
Cr Bearing dynamic radial load rating, N
d Bore diameter of the bearing, d ¼ 460 mm
D Outer diameter of the bearing, D ¼ 680 mm
Dpw Pitch diameter, mm
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Dwe Roller diameter, mm
Fr Bearing radial load, N
G Material parameter
hmin_i Minimum lubricant film thickness in inner ring raceway-roller line

contact, lm
hmin_o Minimum lubricant film thickness in outer ring raceway-roller line

contact, lm
i Number of roller rows
I Maximum interference, mm
Lw Roller length, mm
Lwe Effective roller length, mm
Q Radial load acting on the most loaded roller, N
Rr Reduced curvature radius of the contact, mm
U Speed parameter
W0 Load parameter
Z Numbers of rollers
a Nominal contact angle, rad
c Complex factor
dc Tenon thickness, mm
dcmin Minimum tenon thickness, mm
di Inner ring thickness, mm
dimin Inner ring minimum thickness, mm
do Outer ring thickness, mm

1 Introduction

Because rolling bearings decisively influence the operating accuracy and all sorts
of costs of the machines in which they operate, to develop an optimal design of
them it becomes very important and this will certainly have a big impact on both
their and machine performance and life. Two aspects are the most important here:
the basic rating life of the rolling bearing and rolling bearing lubrication,
respectively. Since bearing basic rating life impact is clear, recall that the lubricant
in rolling bearings mainly serves to avoid or least reduce metal-to-metal contact
between the rolling and sliding contact surfaces and to remove the contaminants
and the heat between them. If a sufficiently thick lubricant film cannot be formed
between the rolling elements and raceways, metal-to-metal contacts occur, and
that will dramatically reduce the life of the bearing. Because rolling bearings have
a specific design and there are many tribological phenomena involved during their
operation, a single objective is not enough for constructing an optimization
problem which accurately models the complex reality of rolling bearing operation.
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Many scientific papers have been reported on optimization of different machine
elements, but there are very few papers available focused on the optimization of
the rolling bearings. Chakrabotrhy et al. (2003) describes the optimization of a ball
bearing having five design parameters (diameter of the ball, number of balls, pitch
diameter, curvature radius coefficient of the outer raceway groove, and curvature
radius coefficient of the inner raceway groove) using genetic algorithms. The
objective of the problem was the fatigue life which is maximized. Limitation of
this work was the use of a single objective function and some constraints were
clearly unrealistic. Rao and Tiwari (2007) also have developed a mono objective
optimal design methodology of ball bearing using genetic algorithms. The
objective function was the lifetime which is maximized, considering a set of
constraints. The genes of the problem were: bearing pitch diameter, the rolling
element diameter, number of rolling elements and inner and outer race groove
curvature radii. The fatigue life obtained after optimization was compared to
bearing fatigue life calculated with the bearing capacity extracted from catalogues.
Gupta and Tiwari (2006) described a multi-objective optimization problem. The
used tree objectives were: the dynamic capacity, the static capacity and the elas-
tohydrodynamic minimum film thickness. They were optimized separately, pair-
wise and simultaneously using the well known multi-objective optimization
algorithm NSGA II (non-dominated sorting based genetic algorithm). The limi-
tation of this approach was the use of non-conflicting objectives and only of
geometrical constraints. After the authors of this paper knowledge, in the open
literature, there are no papers available in which cylindrical roller bearing opti-
mization is presented. In a recently published book (Rao and Savsani 2012) solely
the previously mentioned paper is presented, and that indicates that a scientific
study in this area becomes very important.

The cylindrical roller bearings are best suited of all bearings where there are
particularly heavy radial loads combined with high speeds, especially if there is a
limited amount of axial displacement of the shaft (as a result of thermal elonga-
tion) with respect to the bearing housing. The single-row cylindrical roller bear-
ings have the advantage of a simple installation, especially in the case when an
interference fit is required for both rings, because they are separable and thus the
ring with cage and roller assembly can be mounted independently of the other ring.
Cylindrical roller bearings are produced in many design, the main difference
between them consist in the configuration of the flanges. The well-known cylin-
drical bearings designs are: NU, N, NJ, and NUP, but also there are available
specials designs (e.g., NUB, NF, NJP NP, etc.). This paper is focused on the
optimization of a single-row cylindrical roller bearing with NP special design. The
authors’ experience in the field of machine element optimal deign showed that the
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are the most suitable to accomplish this task.
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2 Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms

The problem of multi-objective optimization can be represented as (Fig. 1):
In case of MOO, optimization means finding a solution having values, for all

objective functions, that satisfy the decision maker. Because there are many and
more likely conflicting objectives to be optimized simultaneously, there is no
longer a single optimal solution but rather a whole set of possible solutions of
equivalent quality. Generally speaking, in MOOPs two different solutions are
related to each other in two possible ways (Fig. 2a): either one dominates the other
or none of them is dominated.

The optimal solution of a MOO is not a single solution but a set of solutions
composed of all the potential solutions such that the components of the objectives
vector cannot be simultaneously improved. The set of Pareto solutions consists of
good solutions, where none can be said to be better than the others (i.e. the set of
non-dominated solutions). The authors considered that the most convenient way to
obtain the Pareto set and the Pareto front is via EAs. The Fig. 2b shows a structure
of a simple evolutionary algorithm. Further information reader can find in Yu and
Gen (2010) and Sivanandam and Deepa (2008), respectively.

3 Multi-Objective Optimization of the Cylindrical Roller
Bearing Np1092

In this paper, two objective functions, namely, the basic dynamic radial load rating
Cr of a single-row cylindrical roller bearing and the minimum thickness hmin of the
lubricant elastohydrodynamic film along the line contact between rollers and
raceways were set in order to obtain the optimal design of bearing NP1092.

3.1 Geometry of the Cylindrical Roller Bearing NP 1092

The geometry of a cylindrical roller bearing is presented in Fig. 3.
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The well-known complex factor c is given by:

c ¼ Dwe � cos a
Dpw

¼ Dwe

Dpw
ð1Þ

Fig. 2 a Pareto front (Either A or B dominates C, A and B do not dominate each other). b Simple
evolutionary algorithm

Fig. 3 a Geometry of the cylindrical roller bearing NP1092. b Rollers distribution along the
pitch circle
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The exact value of the tenon space thickness (Fig. 3b) can be calculated using
the following equation:

dc ¼
Dwe

c
sin

p
Z
� arccos 1� 1

2
c2

� �� �
ð2Þ

but, it is more convenient to be approximate by:

dc �
Dwe

c
� p

Z
� c

� �
ð3Þ

In order to reduce the number of design variables the number of roller Z was
calculated using the equation:

Z ¼ floor
p
c
� Dwe

Dwe þ dcmin

� �
ð4Þ

3.2 Design Variables

The bearing internal geometry was uniquely described by means of three genes
which are presented together with their range, type, and precision in Table 1.

3.3 Objective Functions

The first objective function is the basic dynamic radial load rating (according to
ISO 281:2007 and Harris and Kotzalas 2007) and it should be maximized:

Cr c; Dwe; Lweð Þ ¼ fCr cð Þ � L
7
9
we � D

29
27
we ! max ð5Þ

where:

fCr cð Þ ¼ 189:70078 � c2
9 � 1� cð Þ

29
27� 1þ cð Þ�

1
4

� 1þ 1:19303 � 1� c
1þ c

� �143
24

" #�2
9

� floor
2:70827

c

� �� �3
4 ð6Þ

Table 1 The design parameters

No Gene Symbol Range Type Precision

1 Complex factor c 0…0.3 Real 10-6

2 Roller diameter Dwe 1…100 mm Integer 100

3 Roller length Lw 5…200 mm Integer 100
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According to Dowson and Higginson (1966) the minimum lubricant film
thickness hmin in the area of a rolling line contact is:

hmin ¼ 2:65 � U0:7 � G0:54 �W 0�0:13 � Rr ð7Þ

The second objective function was considered the minimum value from hmin_i

and hmin_o (minimum lubricant film thickness in inner/outer ring raceway/roller
contact) and it also should be maximized:

hmin c; Dwe; Lweð Þ ¼ fh min cð Þ � L0:02889
we � D0:99037

we ! max ð8Þ

where,

fh min cð Þ ¼ 3:264924 � 10�3 � c�0:72889 � 1þ 1:19303 � 1� c
1þ c

� �143
24

" #0:02889

� 1� cð Þ0:56037� 1þ cð Þ0:4625� floor
2:70827

c

� �� �0:0325

�min
1� c
1þ c

� �0:43

; 0:61557

" # ð9Þ

In the above calculation the authors have considered the actual bearing radial
load as a fraction pc of the basic dynamic radial load rating:

Fr ¼ pc � Cr ð10Þ

It was assumed that pc = 0.15 means the frontier between a loaded and a very
loaded bearing. In the following this value was used and the radial load acting on
the most loaded roller is given by the equation:

Q ¼
5 � Fr

i

Z � cos a
¼ 5 � pC � Cr

Z
ð11Þ

3.4 Constraints

The constraints of an optimization problem reduce the parameter space to the
feasible parameter space. This section summarizes the eight constraints of the
multi-objective optimization problem.

C1. The roller diameter Dwe must be greater than or equal to a required value,
Dwe_min:

Dwe�Dwe min ¼ 0:225 � D� dð Þ ð12Þ

C2. The roller diameter Dwe must be less than or equal to an imposed value,
Dwe_max:

Dwe�Dwe max ¼ 0:275 � D� dð Þ ð13Þ
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C3. Difference between inner and outer ring thickness has to be greater than or
equal to a minimum value:

di � do� dio min ¼ 2 mm ð14Þ

C4. Difference between inner and outer ring thickness has to be less than or
equal to a maximum imposed value:

di � do� dio max ¼ 5 mm ð15Þ

C5. Circumferential distance (tenon thickness) dc between rollers, measured on
the pitch circle, has to be greater than or equal to a minimum value, dc_min:

dc� dc min ¼ 0:16 � Dwe ð16Þ

C6. Circumferential distance (tenon thickness) dc between rollers, measured on
the pitch circle, has to be less than or equal to a maximum value, dc_max:

dc� dc max ¼ 0:25 � Dwe ð17Þ

C7. Roller length Lw has to be less than or equal to a maximum imposed value,
Lw_max:

Lw� Lw max ¼ 0:69 � B ð18Þ

C8. The maximum hoop stress rhoop along inner ring cross-section must be less
than or equal to the allowable hoop stress (for a maximum value, I = 0.3 mm, of
the interference):

rhoop� rhoop all ¼ 150 MPa ð19Þ

Fig. 4 Pareto front
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4 Result and Conclusions

The main difference between the previous works presented in Sect. 1 and this
paper is the inclusion of multiple and conflicting objectives for the optimization
and the use of an important strength of materials constraint in addition to the
realistic geometric ones. Also, this approach uses a minimum number of design
variables to describe uniquely the internal geometry of the rolling bearing.

In order to solve this optimization problem the Cambrian platform, developed
within Optimal Design Center of the Technical University of Cluj-Napoca,
Romania, was used (reader is advised to refer to Tudose and S�tefanache 2007).
Since Cambrian deals only with function minimization, as objective functions
were used the inverse of the objective functions described in Sect. 3.3. Figure 4
was obtained after the algorithm convergence.

Fig. 5 a Solutions from Pareto front. b Design variables and objective functions

Fig. 6 Chosen solution
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Figure 5 shows a set of solutions selected from the above mentioned Pareto
front for which Dwe is integer. The first solution represents the best solution for the
second objective hmin and the last solution represents the best solution for the first
objective Cr.

Because, for all selected solutions (Fig. 5b), the second objective function has
values close to each other, the design solution can be considered the solution with
the maximum basic radial load rating Cr (the last solution). Using the design
variables belonging to this solution the entire geometry of the single-row cylin-
drical roller bearing NP1092 can be now easily described (Fig. 6). We should
remark also here that all the optimal found solutions correspond to a remarkably
large dynamic radial load rating and a sufficiently thick lubricant film.
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On Evaluation Methods in Product
Development. Application on Mechanical
Transmissions

Mihai Robert Vladu, George Dobre and Radu Florin Mirica

Abstract Successful companies design and produce products which satisfy
optimally the needs and desires of the customer. For this goal new concept ideas
need to be generated, optimised and the optimal of them to be selected for pro-
duction. A literature review considering the state of the art of the systematic
approach of product development and of the evaluation methods is realized. Two
evaluation methods are considered. One is the classical evaluation method (Pahl
et al. 2007) and the second is the fuzzy logic evaluation method proposed by
authors. A comparison of the two methods is realized and the principal advantages
and disadvantages using a case of study of four variants for a mechanical trans-
mission between a turbine and an electrical generator.

Keywords Evaluation � Fuzzy logic evaluation method � Product development �
Optimal solution � Mechanical transmission

1 Introduction

In order to satisfy the customer needs and wants, the necessity to achieve low-cost
and high-quality products is vital for the companies’ future. In these conditions,
the companies must provide the ability to continuously adapt to the changes of the
market. Thus, it is necessary that the product development process to be
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continuously improved and allowing to the companies the possibility to adapt to
customer needs and to fully satisfy them.

The product development process represents an important stage from the life
cycle of a product. It starts with the requirement list of the product, conceptual
design and it ends with the product final documentation (the product is ready to be
manufactured).

In the literature the systematic approach of product development manifests a
great interest (Cross 2008; Dieter 2000; Ehrlenspiel 2007; Kahn 2005; Pahl et al.
2007; Ulrich and Eppinger 2010), although the approach of product development
process differs regarding diverse references and authors. Thus, an important idea is
expressed by Pahl et al. (2007), which consider that ‘‘the systematic approach to
engineering design has been brought to a level that provides a basis for successful
product development’’.

The conceptual design constitutes a fundamental part of the product develop-
ment process. A stage of the conceptual design is the complex process of finding,
selecting and evaluating of the product solution variants. This process has as scope
the establishment of the product optimal solution and it bases on the qualitative
and quantitative characteristics of the product, which resulted from the require-
ment list. The paper is concentrated only on the evaluation methods and the
previous steps of finding and selecting of the solution variants will not be
presented.

Approach of the evaluation process has begun in the first part of the twentieth
century in Germany, where Erkens (1928) makes reference to modern systematic
design including constant testing and evaluation. Kesselring (1942) referred to
technical and economical principles of evaluation of form variant in the systematic
design which could be considered even actually: minimum production costs;
minimum space requirement; minimum weight; minimum losses; optimum han-
dling. Wögerbauer (1943) demonstrated that the design solutions could be
improved by test and evaluation realized considering the cost as main criterion. In
the second part of the twentieth century, Rodenacker (1970) emphasized original
design considerations including the evaluation of all parameters of the technical
system based on the following criteria: quantity, quality and cost. A historical
evolution of the technical and economic evaluation has been approached by Pahl
et al. (2007) starting from the first edition of their book edited in 1977 in German
language. The authors propose modern ideas and procedures of evaluation during
the systematical design or product development.

Recently new approaches on the evaluation methods have been made by the
authors. These has emphasized the beneficial effect of the optimal product solution
evaluation in the case of conceptual or embodiment design with applications in the
power transmission field (Dobre et al. 2011; Mirica et al. 2011). The newest
researches in this area indicate the fact that the application of the fuzzy logic in the
evaluation methods has the advantage over classical approaches that uncertain,
imprecise and vague information in the product development process (Vladu et al.
2012a, b) can be described realistically. Thus, due to the fuzzy approach the
subjectivity of the human experts in the field is diminished and the inexperienced
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users in the approached field could find easier the optimal product solution. The
fuzzy logic evaluation method makes possible to find out the weak spot at each the
design concept variant and to choose the most satisfactory one.

The paper’s aim is the analysis of the evaluation methods of solution variants
existing after the design step (as part of product development). The two analyzed
methods are the classical evaluation method (Pahl et al. 2007) and fuzzy logic
evaluation method proposed by authors. The main objective of this analysis is to
compare the two evaluation methods and to observe the advantages and disad-
vantages of these. A case of study of an evaluation of the solution variants for a
mechanical transmission will be presented.

2 Evaluation Methods in Product Development

2.1 The Classical Evaluation Method

One of the most known and actual or now already classical evaluation methods
used in the product development process for the analysis and comparison of the
different design solution variants of a product has been proposed by Pahl et al.
(2007). The method combines two types of approaches recommended: cost-ben-
efit-analysis (Zangemeister 1970) and technical and economic evaluation (VDI
Ricthlinie 2225, 1997, derived from Kesselring 1951). In a short description, the
evaluation method determined the optimal solution of a product considering the
different technical and economic criteria which are resulted from the requirement
list and general constraints. The technical and economical criteria are arranged on
different levels of dependence (the complexity is decreasing from the first level to
the last one) under the form of a tree network (such an example will be presented
in the case of study). Thus, the criteria with the lowest complexity form the
evaluation criteria.

Each criterion is quantitative appreciated using two weighting factors. The node
weighting factor (n) indicate the relative contribution of the criterion to the
associated sub-group with respect to the superior criterion and the level weighting
factor (l) indicate the relative importance of a criterion at a particular level with
respect to the criterion from the first level. A weighting factor is a real, positive
number ranging from 0 to 1 (or can be from 0 to 100) having the advantage to
reflect in the same time percentage. The node weighting factor is established by the
human experts and the level weighting factors is calculated with the help of the
node weighting factor (details are presented in Dobre et al. 2011).

For each solution variant two overall values (unweighted and weighted) are
calculated using the Eqs. (1) and (2). Excepting the situations when two or more
solution variants have the overall values very close, the optimal solution is the
solution variant with the highest overall values.
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Rv ¼
Xn

i¼1

vi; ð1Þ

Rlv ¼
Xn

i¼1

livi; ð2Þ

where: Rv is the unweighted overall value of the solution variant; vi—assessing
value of the evaluation criterion i; Rlv—weighted overall value of the solution
variant; li—level weighting factor of the evaluation criterion i.

In the known literature these values were not connected with the fuzzy logic
analysis possibilities. This aim is focused further.

2.2 Fuzzy Logic Evaluation Method

The fuzzy logic theory (Zadeh 1965) has the possibility to deal with the inexact
and vague information that appears in the evaluation process like the uncertain
assessing values and weighting factors because of the subjective character of this
assessing.

Starting from this idea, Vladu et al. (2012a, b) proposed a fuzzy logic evalu-
ation method as an instrument for the establishment of the optimal solution. The
principle of the evaluation criteria necessary for product characterization is the
same with the one used in Pahl et al. (2007): it is based on the tree network scheme
describing the hierarchical dependence of different criteria from superior to infe-
rior levels (a representation will be give later in Fig. 5) and the node weighting
factors.

These evaluation methods define differently the solution evaluation values.
Therefore they have been named differently to avoid confusion. Pahl et al. (2007)
calculates unweighted (1) and weighted (2) overall values. But in the fuzzy logic
method one based on fuzzy logic system determines the assessing weighting global
values.

The application of the fuzzy logic evaluation method to a solution variant is
very simple due the fuzzy logic program: it creates the fuzzy logic systems to
calculate the assessing weighting global value. The fuzzy logic system as group of
items is represented by input and output variables, membership functions attached
to each variable and the fuzzy rule base (if–then rules). Now it is not detailed in the
present paper (see for details, for example, Vladu et al. 2012a, b). The fuzzy logic
system used in the present paper has a fuzzy rule base that is automatically
generated through a method developed by authors. The method takes into account
the node weighting factors of the criteria.

The capacity of fuzzy logic to formulate and calculate usefully the inexact and
vague information at the evaluation process has the effect to diminish the sub-
jective character of the assessing values and the weighting factors.
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3 The Case of Study For Power Transmission

3.1 The Variants for Optimal Selection

The case of study wants to emphasize a detailed analysis on the evaluation
methods considering the advantages and disadvantages of the two mentioned
evaluation methods. Thus, an evaluation example of the solution variants for a
mechanical transmission between a turbine and an electrical generator is presented
as a case of study.

Starting from the design data of the mechanical transmission (turbine power,
turbine rotation speed, generator rotation speed and the transmission ratio) four
solution variants have been established for further evaluation (Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4). The
design details of the four solution variants will not be specified in the presented paper.

The four solution variants of the mechanical transmission are:

• variant V1: high speed gearbox and a planetary gearbox (Fig. 1);
• variant V2: belt transmission and planetary gearbox (Fig. 2);

1 2 4 53 6 7 8 109

Fig. 1 Configuration scheme of the solution variant 1 (high speed gearbox and planetary
gearbox). 1, 2, 4 bearings; 3 turbine; 5, 7 elastic couplings; 6 high speed gearbox; 8 planetary
gearbox; 9 gear coupling; 10 electric generator

1 2 4 53 7 11 12 148 10 136 9

Fig. 2 Configuration scheme of the solution variant 2 (belt transmission and planetary gearbox).
1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 bearings; 3 turbine; 5, 11 elastic couplings; 8 belt; 12 planetary gearbox; 13
gear coupling; 14 electric generator
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• variant V3: two high speed gearboxes (Fig. 3);
• variant V4: belt transmission and high speed gearbox (Fig. 4).

3.2 Application of the Classical Method

3.2.1 Performance Criteria at Three Level Network

The first part of the evaluation process for both analysis methods is likely the
same. A network tree of technical and economical criteria is defined here (Fig. 5).
The criteria are arranged hierarchically on four levels of dependence and
decreasing complexity (number considered sufficient for a plenty characterization
of product qualities). The general (or global) quantifying criterion (reliable and

1 2 4 53 6 7 8 109

Fig. 3 Configuration scheme of the solution variant 3 (two high speed gearboxes). 1, 2, 4
bearings; 3 turbine; 5, 7 elastic couplings; 6, 8 high speed gearboxes; 9 gear coupling; 10 electric
generator

12 14131 2 4 53 7 118 106 9

Fig. 4 Configuration scheme of the solution variant 4 (belt transmission and high speed
gearbox). 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 bearings; 3 turbine; 5, 11 elastic couplings; 8 belt; 12 high speed
gearbox; 13 gear coupling; 14 electric generator
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low-cost mechanical transmission solution) is defined on the level 1; the criteria
associated to the global criterion are defined into other three levels, that describe
better the performances from superior to inferior level. The criteria with the lowest
complexity (from levels 3 and 4) detailing better the product performances form
the evaluation criteria: thus, twelve evaluation criteria are obtained for the eval-
uation of the four studied solution variants.

As can be observed, two weighting factors (node and level) are shown for each
criterion. The node weighting factors has been established by the human experts
and has a subjective character. The level weighting factor of each criterion is
determinate by the product between the values of the node weighting factor of the
considered criterion and of the level weighting factor of the superior associated
criterion (for example: l1321 = n1321�l132 = 0.2�0.09 = 0.018). This weighting
factor is used further in the classical evaluation method. The fuzzy logic evaluation
method takes into consideration only the node weighting factors.

3.2.2 Results of Using the Classical Method

Table 1 gives the evaluation results after the classical evaluation method
(Pahl et al. 2007). Each evaluation criterion was appreciated using assessing
values, v, on a scale of values chosen from 0 to 10 (describing at increased number

Level 4Level 1 Level 2 Level 3

Complementary 
performances

n11=0.2 l11=0.2
Temperature

n112=0.3 l112=0.06

Efficiency
n111=0.5 l111=0.10

Work environment
n113=0.2 l113=0.04

Reliable and 
low-cost 

mechanical 
transmission 

solution
n1=1 l1=1

n13=0.3 l13=0.3
Components complexity

n132=0.3 l132=0.09

Assembly and installation
n133=0.5 l133=0.15

n14=0.4 l14=0.4

Maintenance
n141=0.4 l141=0.16

Costs
n142=0.6 l142=0.24

n12=0.1 l12=0.1

Noise
n121=0.5 l121=0.05

Overall dimensions
n131=0.2 l131=0.06

Vibrations
n122=0.5 l122=0.05

Low complexity of 
components

n1322=0.4 l1322=0.036

n1321=0.2 l1321=0.018

Many standards of 
components

n1323=0.4 l1323=0.036

Small number of 
components

Fig. 5 Evaluation network of criteria to quantify transmissions solutions
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a higher degree of characterization accuracy). The unweighted, Rv, and weighted,
Rlv, overall evaluation values are calculated for each solution variant.

The values calculated after the proposed method based on FL analysis are given
only in the comparison analyses following emphasizing the so called weak spots.

Table 1 shows that the variant V3 has the highest overall evaluation values:
Rv = 97 and Rlv = 8.00; thus this solution could represent the optimal one.

But an interesting observation can be made: the difference between the
weighted overall evaluation values of the variants V3 [Rlv = 8.00] and V4

[Rlv = 7.93] is not very significant. In order to establish the optimal solution from
these variants a further analysis is necessary to identify the weak spots of each
solution variants. The definition of this quantity will result from the further
analysis about the considerations from Pahl et al. (2007).

For this the following representations of the so-called value profile of each
solution variant are drawn in Fig. 6.

In these representations, the bar for each criterion has the length corresponding
to the assessment values, v, and the thicknesses—to the level weighting factor
values, l. Thus, the area of a bar indicates the weighted value, lv, of the evaluation
criterion and the cross-hatched line the overall weighted value, Rlv, of a solution
variant.

Table 1 Evaluation of the four solution variants of mechanical transmission (after Pahl et al.
2007)

Evaluation criteria Variant V1 Variant V2 Variant V3 Variant V4

i Denomination li vi1 livi1 vi2 livi2 vi3 livi3 vi4 livi4

1 Efficiency 0.10 10 1 8 0.8 8 0.8 7 0.7
2 Temperature 0.06 5 0.3 9 0.54 5 0.3 9 0.54
3 Work environment 0.04 10 0.4 8 0.32 10 0.4 8 0.32
4 Noise 0.05 9 0.45 10 0.5 8 0.4 8 0.4
5 Vibrations 0.05 9 0.45 10 0.5 8 0.4 8 0.4
6 Overall dimensions 0.06 6 0.36 10 0.6 4 0.24 8 0.48
7 Small number of components 0.018 10 0.18 6 0.108 10 0.18 6 0.108
8 Low complexity of

components
0.036 10 0.36 6 0.216 10 0.36 6 0.216

9 Many standard of components 0.036 10 0.36 6 0.216 10 0.36 6 0.216
10 Assembly and installation 0.15 8 1.2 10 1.5 8 1.2 9 1.35
11 Maintenance 0.16 4 0.64 7 1.12 6 0.96 8 1.28
12 Costs 0.24 6 1.44 4 0.96 10 2.4 8 1.92
Rl 1

Rv1 = 97 Rv2 = 94 Rv3 = 97 Rv4 = 91
Rlv1 = 7.14 Rlv2 = 7.38 Rlv3 = 8.00 Rlv4 = 7.93

Note i index of criterion; j index of solution; l level weighting factor
v assessment value on the scale 0…10; lv weighted evaluation value; Rv unweighted overall
evaluation value; Rlv weighted overall evaluation value
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3.2.3 Weak Spots in Each Variants

The weak spots of a solution variant in this analysis are the evaluation criteria
having the bar thickness greater as approximate (not calculated) average level
weighting factor value (that is of great importance relative to others criteria), but
the length lower as the calculated average assessment value; for example, the
criteria 11 and 12 are the weak spots according to this point of view for the variant
V1 (Fig. 6a).

As a conclusion: the solution variants V3 and V4 are better then V1 and V2

considering also the value profiles analysis beside the weighted overall evaluation
values.

The further problem: what is the optimal version between V3 and V4? The
weighted overall value of the solution variant V3 is little bit higher than the one for

(lv)  = 7.93

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(lv)  = 7.14

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
l 1

2
l 1

1
l 1

0
l 6

-9
l 1

l 4
-5

l 2
-3

0

1
li

0 1 vi1

(lv)  = 7.38

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

l 1
2

l 1
1

l 1
0

l 6
-9

l 1
l 4

- 5
l 2

-3

0

1
li

0 1 vi2

(lv) 3 = 8.00

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

l 1
2

l 1
1

l 1
0

l 6
- 9

l 1
l 4

-5
l 2

-3

0

1
li

0 vi3 vi41 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

l 1
2

l 1
1

l 1
0

l 6
-9

l 1
l 4

-5
l 2

-3

0

1
li

0

Fig. 6 Value profile representations for the variants V1 (a), V2 (b), V3 (c) and V4 (d) to analyze
the weak spots (the notations are given in the note from Table 1)
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the variant V4 and their difference is insignificant; that is the solution V3 could be
better as V4. However, V4 has a balanced value profile with no serious weak spots
in regard to V3, see Fig. 6c and d. In conclusion, the solution variant V4 is the
optimal solution of the mechanical transmission considering the weak spots
analysis. Another conclusion results: for the optimal solution is not important to
have a high overall value, but a balanced value profile with no serious weak spots.

An analysis of the other two variants, V1 and V2, from the point of view of
weak spots shows that V2 is better then the solution variant V1 because it has fewer
weak spots; at the same time the weighted overall value of the solution variant V2

is higher, that is V2 is a better solution as V1 from the two analysis points of view.

3.3 Results of Using the Fuzzy Logic Evaluation Method

An own fuzzy logic program is used to evaluate the solution variants. As it was
mentioned before (Sect. 3.2), the program is based on the network tree and the
node weighting factors of criteria shown in Fig. 5.

Figure 7 shows the graphical user interface for all of analyzed variants. Twelve
evaluation criteria with the assessing values, v, are written in the left side. The
assessing weighting global parameter of the analyzed variant and some buttons are
given in the right side.

The solution variant V4 has the highest assessing weighting global value, 8.08,
when the other variants (V1…V3) have in order the following values: 7.42, 7.76
and, respectively 8.04. From this analysis, the optimal variant is V4.

3.4 Comparison Between the Results of the Classical
and Fuzzy Methods

Table 2 synthesizes the results of the both methods indicating the variants in order
of the performances of characterizing values (from higher to lower) for each
method of analysis. The results emphasize the same conclusion: the variant V4 is
the optimal solution, it having the high values of weighted overall and assessing
weighting global.
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Fig. 7 Graphical user interfaces in the fuzzy logic program for variants V1 (a), V2 (b), V3

(c) and V4 (d)
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4 Conclusions

The evaluation of the four solution variants using the two methods has emphasized
that the optimal solution was the same.

Application of the two evaluation methods to select the optimal one of four
variants shows that the all are nearly equally optimal. One more analysis is needed
to differentia out the most satisfying one for the end user. It is the weak spot
analysis.

The evaluation without weak spot analysis by Pahl et al. (2007) is adequate to
achieve simple evaluation (with few criteria) and it is efficient when the optimal
solution stand out clearly and not vaguely. In some situation, the evaluation
becomes very difficult, especially when the number of evaluation criteria is high
and the value profiles of the solutions are not balanced. Thus, a disadvantage of
their approach is the need of the human evaluation experts to make the final
optimality assessment.

Fuzzy logic has the inherent property of giving one clear cut crisp final optimal
answer even when all design information is inexact and decision variable are
qualitative and imprecise and vague and subjective as is the normal case in real
design work.

The fuzzy logic evaluation method can be formulated basing it directly on the
desires of the customer. In this method the weighting factors and weak spots are
naturally taken care of without need of tedious expert’s evaluations. Also the
designer need not be hi level expert since the goal is all the time directed to satisfy
the end customers giving a trade off results which is clear and crisp and cannot be
changed unless customer desires are changed.

Thus the fuzzy logic program is used easily by inexperienced users and ensures
desirable designs with weak spots ironed out.

Table 2 Results of the evaluation of the four solution variants of mechanical transmission using
the classical evaluation method (after Pahl et al. 2007) and fuzzy logic evaluation method

Evaluation methods Order of classification of variants according the performance
analyzing criteria

1 2 3 4

Evaluation
after Pahl
et al. (2007)

Without
weak
spots

V3,
(lv) R3 = 8

V4,
(lv) R4 = 7.93

V2,
(lv) R2 = 7.38

V1,
(lv) R1 = 7.14

With
weak
spots

V4,
(lv) R4 = 7.93

V3,
(lv) R3 = 8

V2,
(lv) R2 = 7.38

V1,
(lv) R1 = 7.14

Fuzzy logic
evaluation
method

V4 V3 V2 V1

Assessing weighting global value
8.08 8.04 7.76 7.42
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A Fundamental Study
on the Improvement for Chipping
Characteristics in Gear Hobbing
with Carbide Tipped Hob

Ryohei Ishimaru, Isao Sakuragi and Naoshi Izumi

Abstract In gear hobbing, it is important that improving productivity for gear
manufacturing is increased by using carbide tipped hob with heatproof. However,
damage might occur in the tool at the early stage when the cutting condition is
mistaken, and the tool life be shortened extremely. Therefore, when carbide tipped
hob is applied for gear cutting, it is important to understand the characteristic of it
enough, and to understand the condition for the tool life. In this study, the factor of
the damage of the carbide tool is systematically examined. The chipping factor of
the carbide tool, i.e. carbide material, cutting velocity, feed, grinding condition for
tool face, is investigated by using modified machining center and fly tool.

Keywords Gear � Hobbing � Carbide tipped hob � Fly tool � Tool life

1 Introduction

In gear hobbing, there are many tools that can be used effectively as mentioned by
Ariura et al. (1989), Sakuragi et al. (2001) and Umezaki et al. (2008). Particurarly,
High Speed Steel (HSS) hob is one of the most useful tools. However, the
improvement of productivity by HSS gear hobbing is reaching critical limit,
because the hardness of HSS hob decreases rapidly when in the high temperature
of 600C or more. Therefore, it is important that improving productivity for gear
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manufacturing is increased by using carbide tipped hob with heatproof. However,
damage might occur in the tool at the early stage when the cutting condition is
mistaken, and the tool life be shortened extremely. Therefore, when carbide tipped
hob is applied for gear cutting, it is important to understand the characteristic of it
enough, and to understand the condition for the tool life as mentiond by Sakuragi
et al. (1994). Furthermore, the cutting mechanics in gear hobbing is very complex
as mentioned by Umezaki et al. (2001, 2008) and Ishimaru et al. (2011). Also it is
difficult to examine all the cutting situations at the same time.

In this study, the aim is to find experimental relationship between selected
production variables. Thus Fly tool which simulate one cutting edge of the hob is
used to investigate the hobbing conditions. The aim is to maximise the practical
utility of machineing by finding out conditions which give long life when inex-
pensive tooling is desired.

2 Experimental Appratus and Method

2.1 Machining Center

The cutting mechanics of hobbing is very complex. Each cutting edge cuts various
shapes of work while one rotation of hob. In this study, machining center and fly
tool are used in order to investigate the mechanism of one cutting edge. The
cutting condition and method can be variously set. Figure 1 shows the machining
center, which has the over arm supporting the tool holder. Fly tool is attached at
the tool holder.

Fig. 1 Machining center
modified for fly tool test
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2.2 Fly Tool and Work

The specifications of fly tool and work are given in Table 1. The dimensions of
carbide fly tool are given in Fig. 2.

2.3 Grinding Machine and Grinding Wheel

In order to re-grind the rake face of fly tool, the tool grinding machine is used with
#200 resinoid diamond wheel. Their diameter is 125 mm, and grinding speed is
1,500 m/min.

Table 1 Specifications of fly
tool and work

Carbide fly tool
Outside dia. 80 mm
Rake angle 0 deg.
Relief angle 6 deg.
Work
Outside dia. 205.6 mm
Width 100 mm
Material SCr420
Hardness HB180

Fig. 2 Dimensions of fly tool
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2.4 Experimental Method

In this study, the tool life is evaluated by generation of chipping. The procedure of
experiment is shown in Fig. 3. After the cutting for the outside of work, the
damage of the tool is observed with microscope. While no chipping occurs, the
experiment is continued. If a chipping appeared, then the chipping is ground off by
grinding wheel in order to continue the test by other experimental conditions.

3 Experimental Results and Discussions

3.1 Influence of Cutting Condition on Tool Life

In this section, the influence of tool material and cutting condition on tool life is
investigated. The performance of tool material is evaluated by cutting length until
a chipping occurred. Also, a similar experiment is executed about the cutting
speed, feed rate, and cutting method.

3.1.1 Carbide Material

Figure 4 shows the tool life of four kinds of fly tools with a different carbide
material. The work material is SCr420 with its hardness HB180, cutting speed is
300 m/min, feed is 0.38 mm/rev, depth of cut is 0.75 mm, and cutting method is
up cutting. As a result of experiment, carbide material P20 is the most excellent.
P20 has a lot of additives, i.e. TiC, TaC, Nb, and is superior to heat resistance
compared with the other kinds of material. It is considered that the occurrence of
chipping for P20 is restrained by its higher heat resistance. Figure 5 shows the
appearances of chipping both P20 and K20 material.

Settingwork

Setting fly tool

Cutting

Observation damage by microscope

Chipping No chipping

Re-grinding

Fig. 3 Procedure of
experiment
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3.1.2 Cutting Speed

The relationship between tool life and cutting speed is given in Fig. 6. The work
material is SCr420, fly tool is P20, feed is 0.38 mm/rev, depth of cut is 0.75 mm,
and cutting method is up cutting. It is found that the tool life becomes longer as
cutting speed becomes faster. Because it is considered that for cutting temperature
to become higher, when machine speed is faster, the cutting force decreases by
work material’s softening by that. However, it is necessary to select the carbide
tool having higher heat resistance because heat crack can be easily occurred at
higher temperature condition. Figure 7 shows the appearances of chipping when
the cutting speed is 200 and 300 m/min.
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Fig. 4 Influence of carbide material on tool life (V = 300 m/min, f = 0.38 mm/rev
h = 0.75 mm, up cutting)

(a) (b)

0.5mm

Fig. 5 Appearances of chipping (upper relief face, lower rake face) (a) P20, ‘ = 5.9 m (b) K20,
‘ = 0.7 m
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3.1.3 Feed Rate

The relationship between tool life and feed is given in Fig. 8. The work material is
SCr420, fly tool is P20, cutting speed is 500 m/min, depth of cut is 0.75 mm, and
cutting method is up cutting. It is found that the tool life shortens when feed is small.
Figure 9 shows the appearances of chipping when feed is 0.1 and 0.38 mm/rev.

3.1.4 Cutting Method

The experimental result when making the cutting method a down cutting is shown
on Table 2. It is found that the tool life remarkably improves by changing cutting
method to down cutting from up cutting. It is considered that the reason is the
difference of contact angle h, which is formed between work and the edge of fly
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Fig. 6 Influence of cutting speed on tool life (P20, f = 0.38 mm/rev h = 0.75 mm, up cutting)

(a) (b)

Fig. 7 Appearances of chipping (upper relief face, lower rake face) (a) V = 200 m/min,
‘ = 1.5 m (b) V = 300 m/min, ‘ = 5.9 m
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tool. Figure 10 compared the cutting shape of cut method. Since up cutting and
down cutting exist together in hobbing, it is necessary to consider up cutting,
which makes tool life short.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Appearances of chipping (upper relief face, lower rake face) (a) f = 0.1 mm/rev,
‘ = 0.1 m (b) f = 0.38 mm/rev, ‘ = 5.0 m
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Fig. 8 Influence of feed on tool life (P20, V = 500 m/min, h = 0.75 mm, up cutting)

Table 2 Influence of cutting method on tool life

V = 200 m/min V = 300 m/min V = 500 m/min
f = 0.38 mm/rev f = 0.38 mm/rev f = 0.1 mm/rev
h = 0.75 mm h = 0.75 mm h = 0.75 mm

Up cutting Cutting length = 1.5 m Cutting length = 5.9 m Cutting length = 0.1 m
Down cutting Over 12 m no chipping Over 12 m no chipping Over 12 m no chipping
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3.2 Influence of Grinding Tool Face on Tool Life

It is considered that tool life is influenced from not only the characteristic of
cutting condition and tool material but also states of the method of grinding the
tool face. In this section, the influence of grinding wheel on tool life is
investigated.

3.2.1 Resinoid Diamond Wheel

A resinoid diamond wheel is often used for the grinding wheel which re-grinds a
tool rake face. It is necessary to dress the grinding wheel when its performance
decreases. It is important dressing interval for using grinding wheel. The influence
of the grinding performance decrease of the wheel on the tool life is examined.
The wheel used is that decreases the grinding performance by repeating a lot of
grinding (old wheel), and that does just dressing (fresh wheel), Then the fly tool is
re-ground using them. The result is shown in Fig. 11. The work material is
SCr420, fly tool is P20, cutting speed is 200 m/min, feed is 0.38 mm/rev, depth of
cut is 0.75 mm, and cutting method is up cutting. The experiment has two types of
depth of re-grinding; they are 10 and 100 lm. It is found that the tool life re-
ground by fresh wheel is longer than that by old wheel. Yoshikawa et al. (1987)
and Sakagami (1987) were reported that the compressive residual stress will be left
on the surface of the tool in grinding by diamond grain, then, the tool life becomes
long by the compressive residual stress. It is considered that the compressive
residual stress exists more on the tool rake face re-ground by fresh wheel.

rotation
rotation

Fly toolFly tool

work

work

work

A 

B 
work

Fe
ed

Fe
ed

(a) (b)

Fig. 10 Difference of cutting shape caused by up cutting and down cutting (a) up cutting
(b) down cutting
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3.2.2 Dressing Interval for Resinoid Diamond Wheel

It is important to clear the dressing interval for grinding wheel. Since, in hobbing,
it is necessary to re-grind a lot of edges of hob similarly. The experiment is done in
order to clarify the dressing interval. Tool face is re-ground by resinoid diamond
wheel. The work is cut by fly tool, which re-ground every 1,000 lm accumulation
grinding. Figure 12 shows the results of experiment. The work material is SCr420,
fly tool is P20, cutting speed is 200 m/min, feed is 0.38 mm/rev, depth of cut is
0.75 mm, and cutting method is up cutting. It is found that the tool life is half at
4 mm of accumulation re-grinding, one eight at 6 mm, compared from first re-
grinding. Accumulation re-grinding of 4 mm corresponds to the re-grinding of
about 40 times for the amount of the cut of 100 lm.
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Fig. 11 The influence of
grinding performance
decrease of wheel on the tool
life (P20, V = 200 m/min,
f = 0.38 mm/rev,
h = 0.75 mm, up cutting,
resinoid diamond wheel)
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Fig. 12 Relationship
between tool life and amount
of accumulation grinding
(P20, V = 200 m/min,
f = 0.38 mm, h = 0.75 mm,
up cutting)
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4 Conclusions

This paper gives experimental results showing how the chipping factor of the
carbide tool deprnds on carbide material, cutting velocity, feed rate, and so on.

1. The authors recommend for carbide tool, P20 has high enough heat resistance
cutting speed can prevent an initial chipping.

2. The tool life is much longer at down cutting compared with up cutting.
However, both up cutting and down cutting are by necessity used in hobbing.
To obtain long total tool life with a machining needed some part of up cutting
and down cutting, it is necessary to focus on improving the up cutting which
shortens more effectivity the tool life than the down cutting.

3. In case of using resinoid diamond wheel, it is found that the tool life using tool
grinding by re-ground with fresh wheel is longer than that with old wheel. The
tool life is half at 4 mm of accumulation re-grinding compared from fresh
wheel.
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Modelling of Trochoidal Gearing
at the Gerotor Pump

Lozica Ivanović, Danica Josifović and Andreja Ilić

Abstract In this paper, generating and analyzing of meshing of the gear pair
profiles with internal trochoidal gearing is considered. Firstly, parameter and
vector equations of the conjugated tooth profiles are defined. The forces and
torques which are acting on the gear pair of the gerotor pump are also considered
in this paper. The problem of the contact forces determination is complex because
the pumps with trochoidal gearing loading are transmitting simultaneous at the
more contact points. The fluid pressure forces which are acting on the tooth gear
flanks, and which are depended of the numerous influential parameters are also
given. From this reason, one simply physical model and corresponding analytical
method are applied. The aim of this analysis is to determine the load distribution at
the trochoidal pumps with fixed axes of shafts. The calculation of the contact
stresses and the choice of construction solution with the minimum contact tooth
loading can be done on the basis of the obtained results.

Keywords Trochoidal gearing � Gerotor pumps � Contact force � Load
distribution � Contact stresses
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Oax1y1 Coordinate system attached to the generating point
Otxtyt Coordinate system attached to the internal gear
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Ot; Oa Center of the internal gear and the external gear, respectively
C Pitch point
D Generating point
P Contact point
z Teeth number of the external gear
z - 1 Teeth number of the internal gear
e Center distance between the internal and external gear (eccentricity)
rt Radius of the internal gear pitch circle
ra Radius of the external gear pitch circle
d Distance between the generating point D and the center of the external

gear
rc Radius of the equidistant
c Equidistant coefficient
b Gear width
Ki Chamber
rs Radius of the external gear root circle
Dp Pressure drop
k Constant
wi Deformation in the contact point Pi

ani Contact half-width
wni Normal component of deformation wi

Fp Fluid pressure force
F1 Reaction of support
Fn Normal force
Mp Torque of fluid pressure
M1 Drive torque
Mt Torque of fluid pressure with respect to the center of the internal gear
Ma Torque of fluid pressure with respect to the center of the external gear
Mnt Torque due to normal force with respect to the center of the internal gear
E Young’s modulus
/ Generating rotation angle
k Trochoid coefficient
d Leaning angle
/t Rotation angle of the internal gear about its own axis
/a Rotation angle of the external gear about its own axis
w Referent angle of rotation
si Angle between the axis xa and the axis xi

xt Angular frequency of the internal gear about its own axis
xa Angular frequency of the external gear about its own axis
aPi

Angle between the line OtPi and the normal CPi

ani Angle between the axis xf and the normal CPi

n Angle of displacement
m Poisson’s ratio
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1 Introduction

Geometry of the trochoids and their coupled envelopes is defined and analyzed to
details in the literature. Analytical model to calculate the force at each contact
point by neglecting friction and by that, maximum contact stress in the gear teeth
was obtained by Colbourne (1974). Unified and compact equation for describing
the geometry, the geometric properties of the different types of trochoid and the
geometric properties of a conjugate envelope is presented in the literature (Shung
and Pennock 1994). Modification of epitrochoidal profiles of rotary pumps ana-
lyzed Robinson and Lyon (1976). They showed that equidistant of basic conju-
gated curves satisfies fundamental law of gearing and that it can be applied for
definition of gearing profile. Detailed analysis of geometric, kinematic and func-
tional characteristics of rotating machines with gerotor mechanisms is shown by
Maiti and Sinha (1990, 1988). They developed analytical method for contact
stresses calculation that can be applied for epitrochoidal hydraulic pumps and
engines. Relationships that show the influence of the trochoid ratio, the pin size
ratio and the radius of the generating pin on the curvature of the epitrochoidal
gerotor is derived by Beard et al. (1992). Envelope’s relation to surface family by
considering envelopes formed by several branches for cycloidal pumps and con-
ventional worm gear drives is investigated by Litvin and Feng (1996). General
method showing the analytical condition for avoiding undercutting using the
concept of the limit curve is found by Mimmi and Pennacchi (2000). Computer
program for tooth contact analysis, tooth interference and rapid wearing through
modification of the rotor profile geometry of a cycloidal pump whose one pair of
teeth is in mesh at every instant, as mentioned Demenego et al. (2002). General
procedure for the computerized design of gerotor lubricating pumps for internal
combustion engines is presented in the literature (Mancò et al. 2000). A kinematic
analysis of the trochoidal gearing in the gerotor is presented in the literature
(Ivanović and Josifović 2006). Developed a simple analytical model of a tro-
choidal pump assuming frictionless contact between teeth is given in the literature
(Gamez-Montero et al. 2006). The authors have compared analytical and finite
element analysis results of the maximal contact stresses with experimental results
obtained by the photo elasticity method. The methodology for the selection of the
optimal shape profile of teeth for lubrication pumps is described in the literature
(Ivanović 2007).

On the base of the theoretical considerations in the area of trochoidal gearing
the main aim of this paper is development of the analytical model to analysis of
influence geometrical parameters on the contact forces and stresses by gerotor
pump. This paper deals with the gearing of the trochoidal pump gearing pair where
the outer gear has one more tooth than the inner one. The inner gear profile is
described by peritrochoid equidistant while the profile of the outer gear is
described by a circular arc with rc radius. For trochoidal gearing, meshing of all
teeth is obtained, at the same time, with theoretical profiles of gearing. This is the
reason that general equations of profile point coordinates need to be established, so
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that they could be applied for all teeth. Towards derivation of coordinates
equations for any Pi contact point, it was needed to generalize the geometric
relations between the rotation angles of the elements of the trochoidal gearing
couple. A kinematic pair model with the fixed gear shaft axes was adopted,
whereby the drive shaft is connected to the inner gear. Further on, forces and
torques that act on the gearing pair of the rotary trochoidal pump are discussed. A
modified analytical method presented by Colbourne (1976) and Maiti (1991) is
applied for the analysis of forces and torques.

2 Analysis of a Load of the Trochoidal Pumps with Fixed
Axes of Shafts

In this section is given the analytical method for calculation of the instantaneous
torque and contact forces in trochoidal pumps with fixed axes of shafts, where the
driving shaft is connected to the inner gear.

The basic geometric relations for the generation of peritrochoid, which is
adopted for defining the basic profile at the observed gear pump, are shown in
Fig. 1.

The position vector of the Pi contact point in the coordinate system of the
trochoid can be written in the form of the following matrix relation:

Fig. 1 Schematic presentation of the gearing pair of the trochoidal pump with the basic
geometric variables for the Pi contact point and for the Pi+1 contact point
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r tð Þ
Pi
¼

e cos z/i þ kz cos /i � c cos /i þ dið Þ½ �
e sin z/i þ kz sin /i � c sin /i þ dið Þ½ �

1

2
4

3
5 ð1Þ

Parameters used in Eq. (1) are explained in details in the literature (Ivanović
et al. 2010).

After defining the gearing geometry of the gerotor pump gearing pair and after
establishing a basic kinematic model, calculation of forces and torques, which act
on the gears, can be done.

2.1 Fluid Pressure Force and Torques

The fluid pressure force which separates the suction inlet chambers from the
pressure outlet chambers is a continuous force that can be represented by the
equivalent concentrated pressure force Fp. The direction of vector Fp coincides
with the centerline of the line segment AB that connects two contact points at the
separation borderline between the suction inlet chambers and the pressure outlet
chambers zones, as shown in Fig. 2. In accordance with this, the equivalent
pressure force in the pump can be expressed in the following vector form:

FðfÞp ¼ �Dpbkf � ABðfÞ: ð2Þ

The torque of the equivalent pressure force in respect to the instantaneous
rotation center C, is expressed by the multiplication of vectors as:

MðfÞp ¼ CSðfÞ � FðfÞp ; ð3Þ

where S is the middle point of the vector AB (Fig. 2).
Consequently the equivalent pressure force, Eq. (2), could be expressed in the

following form:

FðfÞp ¼ Dpb yðfÞCB � yðfÞCA

� �
if � xðfÞCB � xðfÞCA

� �
jf

h i
: ð4Þ

As a result, the torque of the equivalent pressure force in the pump in con-
densed form is defined as:

MðfÞp ¼
Dpb

2
CAj j2� CBj j2

� �
kf : ð5Þ

The resultant of all contact forces that act on the inner gear can be calculated as
sum of vectors

Fn ¼
Xz

i¼1

Fni; ð6Þ
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that acts in the kinematic pole C.
For the considered pump model, the equilibrium equation of forces could be

written in the vectorial form as,

Fp þ Fn þ F1 ¼ 0: ð7Þ

Equilibrium equations of the torque in respect to point Ot could be written as

MFpðOtÞ þMFnðOtÞ þM1 ¼ 0; ð8Þ

or in respect to point Oa as,

MFpðOaÞ þMFnðOaÞ ¼ 0: ð9Þ

The torques from the previous equations could be expressed by the multipli-
cation of vectors in the form as:

OtS� Fp þ OtC � Fn þM1 ¼ 0 ð10Þ

and

OaS� Fp þ OaC � Fn ¼ 0: ð11Þ

Based on the Eqs. (10) and (11), the equivalent contact force torque in respect
to point Oa could be expressed in the scalar form as

Fig. 2 The fluid pressure force and the contact forces acting on the inner gear
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MðfÞ
FnðOaÞ ¼

Dpb

2
rðfÞB

h i 2
� rðfÞA

h i 2
þ2e xðfÞB � xðfÞA

h i� �
: ð12Þ

The equivalent pressure force torque, in respect to point Ot; could be written in
the scalar form as

MðfÞ
FpðOtÞ ¼

Dpb

2
rðfÞA

h i 2
� rðfÞB

h i 2
� �

: ð13Þ

Vector of the fluid pressure force Fp is the only one completely defined in the
Eq. (7) and for further calculation it is convenient to express the Eq. (8) in the
following scalar form

M1 ¼ �MFp Otð Þ þMFp Oað Þ
z� 1

z
: ð14Þ

For the calculation of the contact forces it is necessary to determine the
equivalent contact force torque with respect to the center of the interior gear Ot.

2.2 Contact Forces

During the gear rotation, the total load caused by momentum on the gear shaft is
transferred by simultaneous meshing of the gear pair teeth. The normal force Fni

that acts on the meshed teeth causes local tooth deformation and displacement of
the contact point for the value wni in the direction of the force action. It also causes
an angular displacement n which is assumed to be equal for all contact points, for
selected angular position. If the deformation wni at the contact point Pi is greater
than zero it is confirmed that contact is created at that point. If the deformation wni

at the contact point Pi is negative or equal zero, the contact is not created and this
contact point do not participate in the load distribution. Based on Fig. 2, the total
torque about the gear center is equal to the sum of torques of normal forces that act
at individual teeth pairs,

MFnðOtÞ ¼
Xq

i¼p

MFniðOtÞ ¼ k n
Xq

i¼p

e2 z� 1ð Þ2sin2 ani; ð15Þ

where p and q are the ordinal numbers used to identify the first and the last teeth of
the external gear that are transmitting the load and k is the tooth stiffness that is
considered to be constant The final form of the contact force Fni is obtained:

Fni ¼ MFnðOtÞ
sin anj

Pq

j¼p
e z� 1ð Þsin2 anj

ð16Þ
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After the procedure of the gear pair identification that transmits the load and the
calculation of the contact forces is possible to calculate the contact stresses.

2.3 Contact Stresses

The analytical calculation of contact stresses at elastic bodies in contacts is based
upon the results of mathematical theory developed by Hertz. In these problems it is
assumed that acting load is static. It is also assumed that the materials of the bodies
are homogeneous and isotropic. The friction is neglected in considered problems.
As the consequence of the contact force influence at the teeth comes to the
appearance of elastic deformation. Different models for the calculation of
the elastic deformation exists in literature, but the best results of calculation of the
teeth elastic deformation wni and the contact half-width ani are obtained by the
model that is developed by Weber, as concluded in the literature (Cornell 1981).
The assumption that both bodies in the contact are made of the same material, so
as that they have the same Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio, is introduced. If
the contact force and the contact half-width are known, maximum contact stress
can be calculated in the following Hertzian formula:

rni ¼
2Fni

panib
: ð17Þ

Upon identification of the teeth pairs that transmit the load, is coming to the
calculation of the torques and contact forces. Geometrical parameters of the gear
set are: z ¼ 6; e ¼ 3:56 mm; b ¼ 16:46 mm; k 1ð Þ ¼ 1:375; k 2ð Þ ¼ 1:575; cð1Þ ¼
2:75; cð21Þ ¼ 3:95: Other characteristics are: Dp ¼ 0:6 MPa; nt ¼ 1500 rpm, xt ¼
2pnt ¼ 50ps�1; E ¼ 2 � 105 MPa; m ¼ 0:3: The graphical representation of the
analytically calculated contact forces, for the single phase of rotation ua ¼ 2p=zð Þ;
is presented in Fig. 3 and contact stresses is presented in Fig. 4.

Maximum contact force occurs at the beginning of the first phase at the tooth
whose adjacent chamber starts its expansion phase. For example, in the Fig. 3 at
the beginning of the first phase, maximum contact force acts on the tooth no. 1, and
at the beginning of the second phase, maximum contact force acts on the tooth no.
6. It is concluded that, during gears rotation, contact forces and deformation equal
zero for certain angular position (Fig. 3). Figure 3 shows that teeth denoted as 4
and 5 do not get in contact during one operating cycle.

Maximum contact stress (Fig. 4) is appeared at the beginning position, not on
the teeth that transmits the maximum contact force, but on the teeth where the
contact is in the area with the minimal equivalent radius of curvature of the
meshing profile.
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3 Conclusion

This paper shows the analysis of the general geometrical and kinematical model of
the trochoidal gearing applicable to all teeth of trochiodal pump at any moment of
meshing. Application of the analytical model identifies the teeth that are getting in
contact during a single phase of the pump working process. The results of the
analytical calculation indicate that in the pumps with the same working volume
and the same number of teeth, the more contact stresses are appeared at the gear
set with the greater value of trochoid coefficient k.

Further investigations will be focussed to the development of the model for
identification of the optimal geometrical parameters of the trochoidal teeth, from
the aspect of maximal contact stress reduction and consideration of constrains
related to functionality and practical applicability.

Acknowledgments The work has been funded through the Financial Agreement by Serbian
Ministry of Education and Science, project TR35033.
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Fig. 3 Results of analytical calculation of contact forces: a k = 1.375. b k = 1.575
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Fig. 4 Results of analytical calculation of contact stresses: a k = 1.375. b k = 1.575
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New Worm Technologies Manufacturing
on the NC Lathe

Alexandru Pozdirca, Andrei Oltean and Cristian-Sorin Albu

Abstract The paper presents a new method of worms processing on NC lathes,
using end mills. The authors denote ZPA this new type of worm. It presents the
enveloping calculus for determining the contact line between the tool and the flank
of the worm and also the calculus for determining the axial profile obtained for the
worm. As an example, the paper indicates the deviation of the axial profile of ZPA
against to the ZA profile. Due to the manufacturing possibilities offered by an
Okuma Multus NC lathe, the paper indicates milling settings in order to process an
Archimedes worm using end mills. The main advantages of this new worm gen-
eration method are: (1) use of standard end mills with reduced costs; (2) short
processing time of worm.

Keywords Cylindrical worm � NC lathe � Technology � ZPA

1 Introduction

According to DIN 3975 standard, the cylindrical worms are classified as:

• ZA—worm gear with straight-line tooth profile in axial section.
• ZN—worm with a straight-line tooth profile in normal tooth section.
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• ZE—worm with a straight-line tooth profile in a plane tangent to the main
cylinder.

• ZK—profile formed by a cone ground using a wheel and/or shank tool.
• ZC—concave tooth profile.

The geometry and generation of each listed worm type are well known in
literature (Litvin and Fuentes 2004; Dudas 2000). The worms ZA, ZN and ZE can
be generated using a lathe tool and the resulted flank of worm is a ruled surface.
The worms ZK are generated using conical tools with straight-line generatix; the
resulted flank of the worm is a non-ruled surface. The worm ZC is similar with
ZK2; the generating surface is a revolution surface with circular arc as axial
profile.

The paper proposes a new type of worm’s generation, using standard cylindrical
milling tools. This approach can be done self-contained or by comparison with one
of the know worms. The authors propose ZPA to denote this new type of worm.
This paper focuses on comparing the deviation of the ZPA’s axial profile against
the ZA worm profile.

Let there be a frontal—cylindrical tool set for processing ZA worm (called
Archimedes). We associate to the tool and to the worm the systems as in Fig. 1.
The tool position relative to worm is determined by two parameters: a and ri. We
seek to determine the contact curve between the tool and the worm, the axial
profile of the generated worm and also the deviation in comparison with the
Archimedes nominal profile.

2 Contact Curve Tool-Worm

In order to determine the contact curve between a cylindrical tool and the gen-
erated worm, we write the parametrical equations of the cylindrical surfaces of the
tool, in own system, and also of the unit normal, as follows:

Fig. 1 Position of the tool
relative to the processed
worm
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x1 ¼ rs cos u
y1 ¼ v
z1 ¼ rs sin u

8
<

: ð1Þ

nx1 ¼ cos u
ny1 ¼ 0
nz1 ¼ sin u

8
<

: ð2Þ

We apply a transformation of the coordinates in order to rapport the tool surface
to the system of the worm:

r2 ¼M2;1 � r1 ð3Þ

As a result of the reference to the worm system, the equations of the tool
surface and the projections of the unit normal, become:

x2ðu; vÞ ¼ rs cos u cos aþ v sin a
y2ðu; vÞ ¼ �rs cos u sin aþ v cos aþ ri

z2ðu; vÞ ¼ rs sin u

8
<

: ð4Þ

nx2 ¼ cos a cos u
ny2 ¼ � sin a cos u
nz2 ¼ sin u

8
<

: ð5Þ

In the contact points between the tool and the worm, the following condition
must be respected (Maros 1985; Pozdirca 2010):

�ny2z2 þ nz2y2 þ hnx2 ¼ 0 ð6Þ

in which h represents the helical parameter of the worm. Replacing the relations
(4) and (5) in relation (6) we obtain a connection between the u and v parameters
as follows:

tan u ¼ �h cos a
v cos aþ ri

ð7Þ

The contact curve between the a cylindrical tool and the worm is obtained by
giving values to the v parameter; for each value of the v parameter we determine,
using the relation (7), a corresponding value for parameter u. The pair of values, u and
v, replaced in relation (5), will give the position of a contact point in the worm system.

3 The Axial Profile of the Worm

For each P point of the contact curve between the tool—worm, we make a rotation
movement, with a c angle, around the X2 axis in order to bring it to the axial plan
X2Y2 (Fig. 2).
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Corresponding to this rotation, in order to keep the point on the flank, the point
must go forward on the X2 axis, with a value equal to the helical parameter h. As a
result, the coordinates of the points of the axial profile Pa will be determined as
follows (Pozdirca 2010):

xa ¼ x2 � h � c
ya ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
y2

2 þ z2
2

p

za ¼ 0

8
<

: ; where tan c ¼ z2

y2
ð8Þ

4 Deviations from the Archimedes Profile

The axial profile of the worm, generated by the cylindrical cutter is different from
the Archimedes one, even if the inclination angle is equal to 20�.

Table 1 presents the deviation of the determined axial profile against the right
line of the Archimedes profile, interacting on the exterior diameter (Fig. 3). The
values are determinate for a worm with the following characteristics:

• Axial module, ma ¼ 10 mm
• Diametric coefficient, q ¼ 7:6
• Helical parameter, h ¼ 7:6
• The ray of the cylindrical cutter, rs ¼ 5 mm:

The deviations from the table are measured for different diameters of the worm.
As compared to the Archimedes worm, the one generated by the cylindrical cutter

Fig. 2 Determining the axial
profile

Table 1 Deviations of the
axial profile

a mm a = 20� a = 20.35�
0 0.000 0.000
5 -0.022 0.011
10 -0.053 0.013
15 -0.098 0.000
19 -0.152 -0.027
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shows a convex flank, a fact which can lead to a better localization of the contact,
on the height of the tooth.

5 Correcting the Errors

The correction of the errors must take into consideration the possibilities offered
by the use of the equipment with numerical control. We consider a NC lathe with 5
controlled axes (Okuma 2005): X, Y, Z, B, and C (Fig. 4).

The control of the Z axis allows the translation of the axial profile along the axis
of the worm. The control of the B axis allows the correction of the a angle. The
control of the Y axis allows the realization of an eccentricity between the axis of
the tool and the axis of the worm. To be mentioned that, in Fig. 1, the axis of the
tool and of the worm are concurrent—resulting an eccentricity equal to zero.

Through applying the corrections on the axis Z, B and Y, we seek the reduction
of the deviation of the axial profile as compared to the Achimedes one, chose as a
reference. For the worm and the chosen tool, Table 1 presents the deviations of the

Fig. 3 Deviations of
determined axial profile
against to the archimedes
profile

Fig. 4 The axis of the OKUMA Multus B300 lathe
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axial profile, along the axis of the worm, when correcting the inclination of the
cutter from 20� to 20.35�. We can observe the reduction of the maximum devia-
tions to the level of 0.027 mm. The sign of the deviation indicates if the point of
the real profile is on the left (minus) or on the right (plus), reported to the nominal
profile. The search of the optimal corrections was accelerated through imple-
menting a program in AutoLISP, which displays the graphical result in AutoCAD
(Pozdirca 2010).

6 Technological Aspects

Level of 0.02 mm of the error, measured in the axial profile, can be practical
acceptable. For processing the worm shown in paragraph 3, we propose a tech-
nological itinerary which assumes the processing of the worm, after treatment,
with the utilization of three milling tools, made out of metallic carbide.

The first cutter is dedicated to roughing the worm (Fig. 5, steps A). The second
cutter is dedicated to process the base of the flank and the third cutter is dedicated
to finishing the flank (Fig. 5, steps B and C).

According to the durability calculus, a set of cutters can process approximately
100 worms, until the cutters need to be re-sharpened. The cutters used can be

Fig. 5 Steps of worm processing
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situated in the family of the tools with a relatively low price, making this process
an efficient one, from both the point of view of the tools used, but also from the
point of view of the processing time, reported to the obtained quality and
precision.

Table 2 represents the splinting regime and the integral processing times
(roughing and finishing) of the worm presented in paragraph 4, using solid carbide
end mills (Emuge 2012). The processing was made out of tempering steel, with a
hardness of 46 HRC, for a length of the worm of 130 mm. As it can be observed in
the table no. 2, the total processing time was of 26.5 min.

7 Conclusions

The Archimedes worms can be processed on recent NC lathes, with 4 or 5 con-
trolled axes, using cylindro-frontal standard milling tools in some phases of
roughing and finishing. The processing can be done in treated steel, and the surface
roughness can be Ra = 0.8 lm.

In order to reduce the deviation as compared with a nominal profile, when
finishing the flank of the worm, it must to correct the position of the tool, con-
trolling on the NC lathe the axis B, Z and Y.

Table 2 Data sheet of the processing of the worm

No. Operation Tool Settings Time

1 Thinning A1, A2, A3 Diameter: Ø12 Cutting speed: 120 m/min 9
Length: 16/73 Speed: 3,200 rot/min
Tool type: 2897A.012 Feed per tooth: 0.08 mm
Taper: 6563.12080 Feed speed: 1,024 mm/min

2 Semi finishing A4, A5 Diameter: Ø12 Cutting speed: 140 m/min 2.5
Length: 16/73 Speed: 3,800 rot/min
Tool type: 2897A.012 Feed per tooth: 0.10 mm
Taper: 6563.12080 Feed speed: 1,520 mm/min

3 Thinning B1 Diameter: Ø8R2 Cutting speed: 80 m/min 6
Length: 19/63 Speed: 3,200 rot/min
Tool type: 2673A.008020 Feed per tooth: 0.03 mm
Taper: 6563.08065 Feed speed: 400 mm/min

4 Semi finishing B2 Diameter: Ø8; R2 Cutting speed: 100 m/min 5
Length: 19/63 Speed: 4,000 rot/min
Tool type: 2673A.008020 Feed per tooth: 0.04 mm
Taper: 6563.08065 Feed speed: 640 mm/min

5 Flank finishing C1, C2 Diameter: Ø8 Cutting speed: 90 m/min 4
Length: 16/68 Speed: 3,400 rot/min
Tool type: 2887A.008 Feed per tooth: 0.028 mm
Taper: 6563.08065 Feed speed: 760 mm/min

Base time [min] 26.5
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Searching of the right correction can be optimizing using CAD applications.
The authors have developed an application in AutoCAD environment in order to
optimize the corrections, and evaluate the errors. This method use simple tools and
the processing time is reduce. All these considerations make the presented tech-
nology very interesting from a practical point of view.

The idea of this method can be used in order to process other different worm
than Archimedes. In fact, the worm generated with this method can be considerate
a new type of non-ruled worm. The authors propose to denote ZPA this new type
of worm.
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Methodological Approach to Recovery
of the Cracks on the Turbine-Shaft
at Hydroelectric Power Plant Djerdap II

Vujadin Aleksić, Brane Vistać and Ljubica Milović

Abstract In present paper, the methodological approach to analysis of the causes
of failures and recovery of the damages has been presented using the example of
the damage of the turbine-shafts construction. This approach can be applied to
various types of similar constructions, and its application in preventive mainte-
nance would contribute to extension of the operating life of the turbine shafts.

Keywords Turbine shaft � Testing � Crack � Analysis � Recovery

1 Introduction

At HE Djerdap II, during the period from 1985 to 1987, 8 capsule-type aggregates
of PL-15/826-G-750 type manufactured by LMZ (USSR) had been put into
operation. Their parameters are available at http://www.djerdap.rs: max. head—
12.75 m, calculation head—7.45 m, min. head—5 m, turbine power at calculation
head—28 MW, diameter of runner wheel—7,500 mm, number of revolutions—
62.5 min-1, number of runner wheel blades—4 pcs.

Later on, from 1998 to 2000, another two aggregates of the same type, man-
ufactured by UCM Resica (Romania) under the licence of LMZ, were put into
operation. Cross-section of the power station with the aggregate and shaft under
consideration and the space where recovery was conducted is given in Fig. 1.
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2 About Shafts

The hollow shafts at hydroelectric power plants are vital parts connecting turbine
with generator, thus enabling transformation of hydro- into electric power.

Turbine shafts of the aggregates at HE DJERDAP II are made from three parts,
Fig. 2, either by welding of the flanges and cylindrical part of the shaft or by
forging in one piece.

The properties of the material for manufacture of the turbine shafts according to
Documentation (1984) are given in Tables 1 and 2.

6 – fast pre-turbine stopper
7 – encapsulated aggregate 27 MW
8 – turbine shaft and an operator
9 – spot of recovery
10 – lower water

1 – gantry crane 2x32 t
2 – engine room
3 – bridge of international road
4 – reservoir
5 - grating

Fig. 1 Cross-section of the power station

Large flange

Small flange

Cylindrical part

Transition radius R 80

Fig. 2 The appearance of the hollow shaft of the turbine PL—15/826-G-750 at HE Djerdap II
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Before exploitation, the flange zone toward the hub RK and transition radius
R80, affected by water leaking through the shaft gasket, was protected by WRS
(water-resistant system) according to TU AKZS-200. Total depth of the system
was 400 lm. Preparation of the surfaces for application of the first, ground coating
consisted of degreasing only, as these were previously subjected to fine finishing,
temporarily protected with mineral grease with no traces of corrosion, although
TU predicts sand blasting up to the Sa level of 2.5 according to SIS 05 59 00/1967.
The shafts were exposed to the process of crack initiation and crack propagation,
the extent of which depended only on the quality of initial anti-corrosive
protection.

3 Testing of the Shafts

Before assembling, all the shafts were subjected to testing using the method of
non-destructive testing in situ, disregarding the reports from the factory, and as
applicable—without repair—installed under supervision of the experts authorized
by the manufacturer of the equipment.

During exploitation, the zones of transition radius were not tested—not even
visually: ACP was not renewed, either.

After 25 years of operation of the aggregate, in order to establish the state of the
turbine shafts, the welded joints and shaft base metal were thoroughly tested using
the non-destructive methods: visual testing (VT), penetrant testing (PT), magnetic-
particle testing (MT) and ultrasonic testing (UT).

Table 1 Chemical composition of the material for manufacture of the shafts

Steel designation Chemical composition in mass %

Basic
designation

GOST
or TU

C Si Mn P-max S-max Cr Ni Cu

20GS 977 0.16 -

0.22
0.60 -

0.80
1.00 -

1.30
0.030 0.030 \0.30 \0.30 \0.30

20GSL

Table 2 Mechanical properties of the material for manufacture of the shafts

Steel designation Mechanical properties in normalized and tempered state

Basic
designation

GOST or
TU

Yield limit
Re min
(N/mm2)

Tensile
strength
Rm min
(N/mm2)

Elongation
A min
(%)

Shrinkage
Z min
(%)

Toughness
KCU
min
(J/cm2)

20GS TU 108-11-
358-78

275 470 16 – 39
20GSL
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On all shafts, surface cracks of various lengths and depths were detected, from
initial cracks to those 20 mm deep, on the whole periphery of the shaft and
extending to the width of up to 200 mm in the zone of the transition radius, R80,
between the cylindrical part and large flange of the shaft. On the shaft A6, a
through-crack 2,100 mm long was detected, through which the oil from the reg-
ulating system leaked.

In Fig. 3, characteristic findings of testing using VT, MT, PT and UT methods
have been presented, as shown in the NDT Reports (2007).

After that, two shafts (A6 and A7) were replaced by the new ones, while the rest
of them were planned to be subjected to recovery of the cracks based on testing
and analysis that were conducted and according to the Technology (2009) of the
IMS Institute from Belgrade.

After disassembling of the shaft A6, the large flange was cut off and the
material from the spot of leakage was used to make specimens for testing using the
methods of destructive testing (DT) to establish the cause of the through-crack
nucleation on the turbine shaft.

On the surface of the through-crack on the shaft A6, Fig. 4, characteristic spots
were observed indicting fatigue character of crack initiation induced by the effect
of corrosive medium.

The results of testing using the DT methods are presented in Table 3.
Dissipation of the results in terms of the mean values is obvious in all inves-

tigations. The results of micro-structural testing indicate that metallurgical quality

Fig. 3 Characteristic defects of testing using the NDT methods on the radius R80. a MT. b VT i
PT. c UT
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of the castings made of 20GSL steel does not meet the requirement for a long-
term, many-a-year operation of a turbine-shaft for hydro-generators under condi-
tions of its exploitation.

Based on the test results, in spite of lower values of elongation and tensile
strength, the cause of fracture was not searched for in quality of the shaft material.

4 The Analysis of the Causes of Leakage and Calculation

The turbine shaft is exposed to tensile stress due to the effect of hydraulic force on
turbine runner wheel. Oil pressure in a servomotor of the runner wheel on the
closing stroke and axial hydraulic force load the flange to bend. The weight of the
turbine runner wheel and the weight of the very shaft, too, expose the shaft to cyclic
bending. Due to power transmission, the shaft is deflection-loaded as well. The
loadings to which the turbine shafts are exposed are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 4.

Characteristic dimensions of the shaft flange, used for calculation by applying
the finite element method (FEM), are presented in Figs. 6 and 7.

The calculation was made using both FEM and usual method based on the
formulae of the manufacturer, and the results of the calculations have been pre-
sented in Fig. 8 and Table 5.

The analysis of loading and calculations have shown that cyclic tensile stresses
to which the shaft was exposed and corrosive medium (leakage of water through
the gasket and inadequately applied and non-renewed ACP) led to the phenome-
non of corrosive fatigue on transition radius. As far as stress concentration is
concerned, fatigue corrosive damages behave as initial cracks, which led to their
propagation during exploitation and later on to their coalescence resulting in
predominant cracks.

Initial crack

Zone of highly-cyclic fatigue

Zone of low-cyclic fatigue

Traces of oxy-acetylene cutting

Fig. 4 Large flange of the turbine shaft A6 at HE Djerdap II after cutting
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Table 3 Survey of the results of testing according to the DT report (2008)

Testing Standard/requirement Result Note

Chemical
composition

Values from Tables 2
and 3 GOST 977/
88

Tested sample meets the
requirements of GOST 977/
88 related to chemical
composition for steel
castings 20GSL

XRF device, OES
method

Tensile
properties

SRPS EN 10002-1
GOST 1497/84 to
obtain the data
comparable with
GOST 977/88/
GOST 977/88

Tested sample of steel casting
does not meet the
requirements for tensile
properties specified by
standard GOST 977/88, as
the values of tensile
strength and elongation are
somewhat lower than issued

Testing was
conducted
according to the
standard SRPS
and GOST, in
different
directions in
relation to the
shaft axisImpact energy SRPS EN 10045-1

GOST 9454-78/
GOST 977/88

Large dissipation of the results;
the results obtained by
testing according to the
requirement issued in
GOST 9454-78, at
temperatures of -10. 0, +10
and +20 �C, are higher than
minimum prescribed values
of impact energy, at room
temperature, for steel
casting 20GSL according to
GOST 977-88

Microstructure Documentation of the
customer

Presence of dendritic structure
indicates the possibility of
incomplete or inadequate
heat treatment of the shaft
flange, as well as possible
cause of large dissipation of
the results of all mechanical
tests

Permanent
dynamic
strength

GOST 25.502/79/
Documentation of
the customer

Large dissipation of the results
due to inhomogeneous
microstructure, with
permanent dynamic
strength Rdin of the material
of the shaft flange of
137 MPa

Parameters of
fracture
mechanics

ASTM E…/ Crack-growth rate was unstable
for both tested samples,
which confirms that the rate
of growth of fatigue crack
cannot be accurately
determined due to
inhomogeneity of
microstructure

Testing was
conducted in
different
directions in
relation to the
shaft axis
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R1, R2 and R3–radial bearings;
AL – axial bearing;
rg – rotor-generator;
vg –generator shaft;
vt –turbine shaft;
rk – runner wheel;
p – large flange;
T – centre of gravity.

Fig. 5 Loadings relevant for calculation of the zone of transition radius

Table 4 Data for calculation of critical cross-section of the shaft according to calculation (1984)

Loadings and distances of the centre of gravity Note

Axial hydraulic force, Fa 5,5426 9 106 N Re. Fig. 5
Torque, Mt 4,278 9 106 Nm
Weight of runner wheel, Grk 941,760 N
Distance between the centre of gravity RK and critical

cross-section, lrk
2,050 mm

Weight of the flange with bolts up to critical cross-section, Gp 98,100 N
Distance between the centre of gravity of the flange

and critical cross-section, lp
350 mm

R80

P=40bar

Fa

Gp

Ap

D
p=

2
30

0

d=
60

0

Klip

lp 350

Ak

Gp

D
=

1
20

0

Razvodna cev Vo ica klipnja e

Radno koloFig. 6 Critical cross-section
zone
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Fig. 7 Critical cross-sections according to Calculation (1984)

Fig. 8 Confirmation, FEM, of the critical cross-section of the flange
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Predominant cracks grew within a larger period of time, under conditions of
high-cyclic fatigue in a corrosive medium of leaking water, which can explain the
products of corrosion present on the fracture surface, Fig. 4. The surfaces of this
part of fracture are relatively smooth, with distinct corrosion.

When the surface of the shaft cross-section in this zone of the crack growth fell
bellow critical value, very soon a through-crack was initiated under conditions of
low-cyclic fatigue and the oil from the axial hole penetrated, which can explain the
absence of corrosion even after a year of presence on the surfaces of this part of
fracture. These surfaces are relief surfaces, without products of corrosion, created
a few hours before the aggregate was stopped; they differ very much from the
described surfaces ascribed to the effect of highly cyclic fatigue, Fig. 4.

5 Techno-Economic Analysis

Replacement of the shafts by the new ones would cost US$ 800,000 or US$
1,400,000, respectively, depending on the country of origin (Romania or Russia).
These are the expenses for disassembling, manufacture and assembling
(9–14 months), including the losses in production of electric power which, based
on the price of US$ 0.02 at the threshold of a power station, amounts to approx.
US$ 3,800,000 annually (7,000 h) per aggregate.

Finding out that the phenomenon of cracks is affected by corrosion and fatigue,
and not by quality of the material, makes it easier to decide to repair the shafts and
thus extend their life of exploitation until the planned revitalization of the
aggregate. By removal of the cracks without welding and prevention of the effects
of corrosion, good prospects for safe operation of the aggregate until the above-
mentioned revitalization would be achieved. Nevertheless, it has been decided that
the defective parts after grinding should be welded, too, in order to avoid the stress
concentrators and decrease of the cross-sections.

Table 5 The results of the calculation of critical cross-section of the shaft

Stresses and degree of safety at critical cross-section Note

Tensile stress induced by axial hzdraulic force, rz 14.3 MPa Re. Fig. 8
Bending stress induced by axial force and pressure force in

servomotor RK, rs

22.52 MPa

Deflection stress, su 20.85 MPa
Equivalent static stress at critical cross-section, re 55.60 MPa
Cyclic stress, rc 24.46 MPa
Degree of safety to corrosive fatigue, nr 0.96 Anticipated

1.5
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6 Recovery and Working out Procedure

Based on the theoretical considerations, testing results, analysis of initiation of a
through-crack, calculations and Report on WPQ (Welding Procedure Qualifica-
tion) (2009), Technology (2009) for recovery of the defects on the shafts of the
aggregate at HE DJERDAP II without their disassembling was elaborated, Fig. 9a
and b, with preparation and sequence of realization of operations.

The preparation for repair-welding included the following: disassembling of the
gaskets, lifting of the shafts with repair hydraulic crane, removal of the segments
of a radial bearing R3, partial unloading of the radius zone by pushing the wedges
under the runner wheel blades, enclosure of the radial bearing R3, complete
sealing of the oil bath with silicone putty, assembling of the rope for rotation of the
runner wheel using the crane of 2,500 ? 500 kN, removal of all inflammable
objects and materials from the zone of operation, fire prevention in the zone of
operation, supply of fresh air into zone of operation, discharge of polluted air and
gases from the zone of operation and installation of proper platforms for easier
approach to transition radius.

The recovery of the cracks on the shaft, the procedure for repair with coated
electrode providing weld of austenitic type was chosen. For the shafts with
detected cracks, the following was necessary: removal of impermissible defects by
grinding, MT, hard-surfacing of ground spots and zone of the whole radius
according to the qualified welding technology, treatment of hard-faced spots with
control of homogeneity and surface shape, cold/hardening of the transition-radius
surface with top-rounded pneumatic hammer, preparation of the transition-radius
surface and ACP.

After recovery and satisfying results obtained by PT, Fig. 10, a wider zone of
the shaft along the shaft was treated with fan-shaped emery cloth, first with rough
one and then with a fine one, Fig. 11, before ACP.

From September 2009 to January 2012, the shafts A3, A4, A8, A9 and A10
were recovered.

(a) (b)

Fig. 9 Presentation of limited space for the shaft recovery. a Shaft prepared for recovery.
b Position of the welding operator during recovery
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7 Testing and Periodical Examination

First test to prove the success of recovery was the possibility to mount the gasket.
Should any considerable deformation caused by welding be present, centring of
the gasket would have been hindered.

Second test was registration of vibrations when putting the aggregate into
operation and during the operation. No change was registered in terms of the state
before recovery of the shaft.

After 14 days of operation and stoppage of the aggregate, a wide zone of the
transition radius of the first recovered shaft was subjected to penetrant testing. The
result was satisfactory.

The shafts recovered have been subjected to testing every 6 months, and the
results have shown that until now there is no change in terms of the state after
completion of recovery.

8 Conclusion

Among the causes of these failures, omissions of the designers—errors in loading
analysis, modelling, response analysis and inadequate exploitation and mainte-
nance—are highly ranked.

Fig. 10 PT after recovery

Fig. 11 The polished surface
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In this case, the methodological approach and selected procedure for recovery
of the shafts prove to be entirely correct, both from technical/quality and economic
point of view.

The process of recovery lasts approx. 24 days without disassembling of the
shaft.

Acknowledgment Present paper is the result of realization of the project TR 35011, financed by
the Ministry of Education and Sciences of the Republic of Serbia.
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Some Practical Problems of Distribution
and Equalization of Internal Loads
in Planetary Gear Trains

Kiril Arnaudov, Dimitar Karaivanov and Lubomir Dimitrov

Abstract The reasons for the uneven distribution of load between the planets in
planetary gear trains and the methods for its experimental determination are
discussed. An analysis of influencing factors is made up. Below are ways for
solving of various problems in the design of one extreme responsible gear train
from the mechanism of lifting 200-tons load.

1 Introduction

Planetary gear trains, which are most often with more than one planet, are
statically undetermined systems. Inevitable manufacturing deviations within the
tolerances prescribed in combination with the statically indetermination lead to
uneven distribution of load between planets, i.e. between the internal power paths.
This reduces the beneficial effect of using the principle of multi-threading in
planetary gear trains. Therefore the problem of uneven distribution of the load
between planets and its alignment is an important issue of planetary gear trains.
It is not by chance a subject of many scientific studies (see References).
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2 Influencing Factors

For solving successfully the problem of uneven distribution of load between
planets it is necessary to identify the influencing working process factors. These
factors can be arranged in the following condensed and simplified manner:

Negative factors:
These are factors causing the uneven distribution of load between planets

(Fig. 1):
Gear wheels run-out (eccentricity) fe of all gears;

unequal thickness s2 of the teeth of planets;
Carrier Tangential misalignment of the planets axes (planets center-

lines), respectively different central angle w between them;
misalignment f1S between bore of sun gear bearing and carrier
bearings sites;

Planet bearings non-equal radial clearances Dj2.

Positive factors:
These are factors leading to the load equalization between planets:

• Deflection of all elements of the gear train: gear meshings, bearings, planet pins,
shaft of the sun gear, ring gear (in case that the deformations do not lead to non-
uniform distribution of load over the gear face width).

• Bearing clearance of the central elements (sun gear and carrier).

Neutral factors:
These factors do not influence to the uneven distribution of load between

planets. Such factor is the radial deviation frS of the location of the planet cen-
terlines, i.e. of the center distance from its nominal value (in identical angles of
meshing—the external and internal meshing).

Fig. 1 Negative factors of the gear wheel and the carrier
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Other factors:
These are factors that generally affect the equalization process—loading torque

T and angular velocity x of the gear train at the input shaft or at the output shaft.

3 Ways and Methods for Solving the Problem

There are the following measures that can be taken for solving this problem:
Active (technological) measures high manufacturing accuracy;
Passive (constructive) measures use of kinematic equalizing devices (floating

elements);
purposed deflection (compliance).

The best technological approach is to achieve the highest technically possible
and economically acceptable accuracy. This measure (active measure) affects
causes but not just the consequences of the uneven distribution of load between
planets. Apart from the economic factor there are limitations for achievable
accuracy, so that full alignment of sharing the load between planets is generally
impossible.

There are numerous patented kinematic aligning devices (floating elements)
(Arnaudov 1968, 1990). However, very a few of them have practical application.
Such devices are mainly used in high-power gear trains and not in widely used
comparatively low-power industrial gear trains. The reason for this is that on one
hand the use of these devices makes the gear train more expensive, and on the
other hand in some cases this increases the train overall dimensions.

For industrial gear trains functioning in the range of normal speeds along with
the economically acceptable accuracy, a prescribed deflection is required. It is
difficult to affect the deflection of the planet pins and especially of the teeth
meshing stiffness. The deflection of the ring gear requires some space. The
deflection of the shaft of the sun gear appears to be the most appropriate element
for regulating the deflection. There are two options for bearing the sun gear—in
the carrier (most often) and in the housing (less frequently). In both cases the
loading of the gear elements and lines of force flow are different and thus is the
influence of the deflections of separate elements on the distribution of the load
(Fig. 2). In both cases the influence of the deflection of the shaft on the sun gear
can be described easily and is easily attainable.

The solution of this problem is examined below by using a ‘‘purposed deflection’’
to the shaft of the sun gear beard in the carrier.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2 Different load of the elements of the gear train depending on the location of the bearing of
the sun gear, leading to different impacts of different deflections a bearing in the carrier, b bearing
in the housing
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4 Ways for the Experimental Determination of the Load
Distribution Between Planets

There are basically two ways for identification of the load in each power paths in
the planetary gear train, i.e. the planets

• measuring the stress indirectly from the deformation;
• measuring directly the deformation;

of the examined object. Studies have shown an appropriate measurements the
following objects:

• the outer side of the ring gear;
• the teeth of the ring gear;
• the planet pins.

Figures 3 and 4 illustrate these possibilities. Their comment is as follows.
The ability to measure the deformation and in this way to determine indirectly

the stress on the outer side of the ring gear (and hence the load in this place) is very
limited. On the other hand the influence of load in the other meshing in a planet
gear train can not be always excluded. The biggest disadvantage of this method is
that we can register the load in separate moments but not the load on different
planets (i.e. on the each separate power paths) as a continuous function of rotation.

Basically it would be proper to register the real loading on the gear teeth, which
actually is interesting. This can be done relatively comfortable at an available fixed
ring gear. This method has similar disadvantages as the above mentioned. It is also
difficult to put strain gauges to all teeth. Therefore in this measurement method only
moment values of load on an individual tooth can be measured and not on all them.

The determination of load distribution by stress or by deformation of the planet
pins has important advantage. By its use the distribution of load as a continuous
function of position (rotation) can be found. Unfortunately this measuring method
has some disadvantages. The planet pins are subjected not only to a load due to the
external load of the gear train but also by internal dynamic forces from the two
meshings gears to this planet—external and internal. Strictly speaking here in a
correlation are three factors used in calculation of the gear teeth stress—mesh load

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3 Experimental methods for determining the load distribution between the planets, using
stress state: a outside of the ring gear, b teeth of the ring gear, c the planet pins
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factor Kc, dynamic factor Kv and transverse load factor Kb. Some researchers
mention the mutual interrelation among these factors. For example Kc and Kv

(Terplán et al. 1987; Vonderschmidt 1982; Wagner 1984; Winkelmann 1984) or
Kc and Kb (Terplán et al. 1987). As a fact all three factors take account of the load
simultaneously therefore in experimental examination their complex effect is
registered.

Next paragraph deals with the recording of load distribution between satellites
by following the load in planet pins.

5 Calibration of Planet Pins

This is a very important and delicate problem in practice. The difficulty lies in the
fact that it is better to calibrate the planet pins in integrated state in the gear train
but not out of it.

One original and already tested solution of this problem is shown in Fig. 5. A
so-called ‘‘calibration sun gear’’ is applied in this case. The specific here is that it
has partial toothing as shown in (Fig. 5a). Thus, the planets come consequentially
one by one in mesh with this sun gear and always only one planet can be loaded
(Fig. 5b). By this a calibration line is obtained and it has spontaneous dispersing.

6 Distribution of Internal Loads

Figure 6 illustrates the change of the load on an individual planet pin. This figure
also shows how in principle the load spectra of a individual tooth of the sun wheel
1, the planets 2, and the ring gear 3 can be determined. From these spectra the
equivalent load on each tooth which is authoritative for their reliable strength

(a) (b)

induction
gage induction

2SF

gage
2SF

induction

pin
bush

fixing peg

gage

Fig. 4 Experimental methods for determination of load distribution between planets, using the
deformations in: a planet pins, b additional deflective busing
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calculations can be obtained. It is understood that the teeth of each gear have
different spectrum of load. For each gear the applied load is consider to be the
largest of the equivalent loads from all its teeth.

The described method of processing the results, although being possible, is not
known of having found application in understandable reasons. In practice, the
maximum load of the teeth Ft-max has been taken, obtained at one of the planets, to
be placed in relation to the average load of the teeth Ft-m. Thus gets mesh load
factor Kc according to ISO 6336,1 DIN 3990.2 and ANSI/AGMA6123-B06.3

23F

planet

cal. sun gear 2SF

2

k

π

1
1 .C

d
z

k m
>

2SIF 2SIIF 2SIIIF

1ϕ

2SF

2SF

iA

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 5 Obtaining of calibration lines of each planet pins using calibration sun gear a calibrating
sun gear, b consequently load the planet pins, c calibration line of one planet pin

1 ISO 6336 Calculation of load capacity of spur and helical gears.
2 DIN 3990 Tragfähigkeitsberechnung von Stirnrädern.
3 ANSI/AGMA 6123-B06 Design manual for enclosed epicyclic gear drives.
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Kc ¼
Ft max

Ft m
ð1Þ

One understands that in situation a conscious mistake is made but it is favor of
security.

7 Effective Measures Applied to a Particular Gear Train

An example below illustrates the application of described above principles. It
concerns an extremely important planetary gear train for lifting of 200 tons load
(Arnaudov et al. 2008). The scheme of this train is shown in Fig. 7. This gear train
had to replace another failed gear train.

It is a specific feature of this train that it has two-engine drive. There is a
planetary gear which provides two speed ratios. As shown in Fig. 8 the sun gear is
not located in the middle of its shaft. The uneven distribution of the loads bends
the shaft because the sun wheel is tilted (with the same diameter of the shaft on
both sides). This tilt leads to non-uniform distribution of the load over the gear
face width and respectively to a high value of transverse load factor Kb. Providing
of parallel displacement of the sun wheel at bending of its shaft is a really small
problem but with very unpleasant consequences. It is known from statistics that
non-uniform distribution of load over the gear face width is one of the most

1 5z k = zN

zN

zN

3 25z k =

2 2 15z =

tF Kγ
1,7Kγ =

1Kγ =

3
2
1

tF Kγ

tF Kγ

1Kγ =

1Kγ =

1Kγ =

150

-

-

Fig. 6 Ghange of the load on each planet pin at k = 3 and setting the load spectra of the each
teeth of the sun gear 1, the planets 2 and the ring gear 3 of specific gear (z1 = 15; z2 = 30;
z3 = 75) with a kinematic cycle of 150 rotations of the sun gear
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working engine

working brake

working engine

working brake

Fig. 7 Gear train of a mechanism for lifting of 200 ton load with two lifting speeds

Fig. 8 Planetary stage from the gear train shown in Fig. 7
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common reasons for the gears to be out of order (Allianz-Handbuch der
Schadenverhütung 1984).

This problem has been solved as follows. As shown in Fig. 9 an inversion is
carried out where the sun wheel becomes immovable but their bearing seats
remain free. This bearing seats are loaded with bearing reactions FA and FC

calculated as follows:

FA ¼ F
cþb

2
l

FC ¼ F
aþb

2
l

)
FA

FC
¼

cþ b
2

aþ b
2

\1 ð2Þ

The deflections which occur on both consoles as a result of the bearing reac-
tions FA and FC are:

fA ¼
FA:a3

3E:JA
¼ FA:a3

3E
p:d4

A
64

� 7
FA:a3

d4
A

ð3Þ

fC � 7
FC:c3

d4
C

ð4Þ

Both deflections fA and fC have to have the same value (Fig. 9) in order to
achive a parallel displacement of the sun gear. After the equalization of (3) and (4)
the relation between the diameters of the shaft dA and dC is obtained on both sides
of the sun gear (5):

dA

dC
¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
cþ b

2

� �
a3

aþ b
2

� �
c3

4

s

ð5Þ

Since c/a [ 1, it follows that dA diameter must be bigger than dC. The diameter
dA, which is at the side of the input torque, is determined by the requirement of
sufficient strength under the action of torsional and bending loads of the shaft. The
deformation itself and hence the deflection of the shaft is determined using the
equivalent diameter deq, calculated by the following formula (Iosilevich 1988):

Af Cf

a c

l

b

F

Ad Cd
CF

AF

Fig. 9 Determination of diameters dA and dC of the sun gear shaft in order to ensure its parallel
displacement at shaft deflection due to uneven distribution of load between planets
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deq ¼
dfffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

df

dA

� �4
a
l þ

df

df

� �4
b
l þ

df

dC

� �4
c
l

4

r \df ð6Þ

where df is the root diameter of the sun gear tooth, which on the other site is the
maximum diameter of the shaft.

To ensure maximum safety of this extremely responsible planetary gear train
were applied a

number of appropriate measures taken in this case:

1. The number of planets has been increased from 2 to 3. This measure increases
the load capacity theoretically with 50 %;

2. The accuracy of manufacturing was technically as high as possible and eco-
nomically affordable;

3. By appropriate shift modifications of the gear teeth their maximum load
capacity was provided;

4. The maximum flexibility of the shaft of the sun gear was reached but within the
shaft allowable strength;

5. Bearings with high radial clearance for the shaft of the sun gear were used and
by this a sufficient radial floating was provided;

6. Load capacity, both of the gear wheels and of other elements of the train were
carried out with higher mesh load factor Kc = 2.

As a result of the above suggested measures the gear train works completely
sufficiently.

8 Conclusion

In the calculation, design, and testing of gear trains many problems, such as
follow, have to be solved.

• First, providing of sufficient equalization of the load between planets, respec-
tively providing low value of mesh load factor Kc;

• Second, avoiding of tilting the sun wheel at bending of the shaft due to the
uneven distribution of load of the planets, respectively providing low value of
transverse load factor Kb.

Especially important, when testing the planetary gear trains, is the determina-
tion of the actual distribution of load between planets. Usually there is a problem
with calibration of the measuring objects and determination of a calibration line.
The choice of measuring object and measurement method is essential.
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Development of Planetary Precessional
Transmission with Multicouple Gear

Ion Bostan and Valeriu Dulgheru

Abstract Some problems of mechanical transmissions can be solved with special
effects by developing new types of transmissions based on planetary precessional
transmissions with multiple gear, that were developed by the authors. Absolute
multiplicity of precessional gear (up to 100 % pairs of teeth simultaneously
involved in gearing, compared to 5–7 %—in classical gearings) provides increased
lifting capacity and small mass and dimensions. The article presents the analysis of
the main structures of precessional transmissions, the theoretical aspects of gearing
and design methodology.
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1 Introduction

Diversity of requirements forwarded by the beneficiaries of mechanical
transmissions consists, in particular, in increasing reliability, efficiency and load-
carrying capacity, and in reducing the mass and dimensions. It becomes more and
more difficult to satisfy the mentioned demands by partial updating of traditional
transmissions (Muns 2008; Böge 2004). The target problem can be solved with
special effects by developing new types of multipliers based on precessional
planetary transmissions with multiple gear, that were developed by the authors.

The advantages of the precessional planetary transmissions (Bostan 2011) lead
to important economic advantage in using such drives. Some of the advantages
are:

• high efficiency, rating 96 %, is due to the gearing use with convex-concave teeth
profile;

• wide range of transmission ratio is from ±8.5 to ±3,599 in the drive with only
one stage;

• high load-carrying capacity is achieved by meshing with about 100 % teeth
couples simultaneously engaged compared to 5–7 %—in classical gearings;

• compactness and reduced weight—the specific weight of drives ranges from
0.022 to 0.05 kg/Nm.

• high kinematic accuracy;
• high rating life;
• low level of noise and vibration from 50 to 60 dB;
• low moment of inertia due to the peculiarities of the spherical motion of the

planet pinion.

The engineering methods based on computer permitted to develop a new type
of precessional transmissions with multi-couple meshed teeth, which, from the
technological point of view, can be manufactured by means of a new method of
processing conical teeth with convex-concave profile.

It appeared the necessity of elaboration of new profiles adequate to the sphero-
spatial motion of the gears which would ensure high performances to the
precessional transmission. Considering the necessity of achieving the transfer
function continuity and gear multiplicity some objectives were taken into account.
One of them is the integrated methods of design, modelling and simulation using
powerful means of creation and management of parametrical models of the
mechanical assemblies on the basis of CAD-CAE platforms. Also, it was neces-
sary to develop new conceptual diagrams of precessional transmissions that
function under multiplier regime.
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2 Study of Performances and Selection of Kinematical
Structure

The majority of precessional planetary transmissions diagrams developed previ-
ously operate efficiently in reducer’s regime (Bostan 2011). Depending on the
structural diagram, precessional transmissions fall into two main types—K-H-V and
2K-H, from which a wide range of constructive solutions with wide kinematical and
functional options that operate in multiplier regime. The kinematical diagram of the
precessional transmission K-H-V (Fig. 1a), comprises five basic elements: planet
career H, satellite gear g, two central wheels b with the same number of teeth,
controlling mechanism W and the body (frame). The roller rim of the satellite gear
g gears internally with the sun wheels b, and their teeth generators cross in a point,
so-called the centre of precession. The satellite gear g is mounted on the planet
(wheel) career H, designed in the form of a sloped crank, which axis forms some
angle with the central wheel axis h (nutation angle).

Revolving, the sloped crank H transmits sphero-spatial motion to the satellite
wheel regarding the ball hinge installed in the centre of precession. For the
transmission with the controlling mechanism designed as clutch coupling
(Fig. 1a), the gear ratio (gear reduction rate) varies in the limits:

igHV ¼ �
zg cos h� zb

zb
; ig

HV ¼ �
zg cos h� zb

zb cos h
; ð1Þ

reaching the extreme values of 4 times for each revolution of the crank H. If
necessary this shortcoming can be eliminated using as a controlling mechanism the
constant cardan joint (Hooke’s joint), the ball synchronous couplings, etc.

ig
HVmed ¼ �

zg � zb

zb
: ð2Þ

For zg = zb ? 1, igHV ¼ � 1
zb
; the driving and driven shafts have opposite

directions.
For zg = zb-1, igHV ¼ 1

zb
; the shafts revolve in the same direction.

W
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V
H

g

bb

ZbZb
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O

Za
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Fig. 1 Conceptual diagrams of precesional transmissions
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This kinematical diagram of the precessional transmission ensures a range of
gear ratios i = 8…60, but in the multiplication regime it operates efficiently only
for the range of gear ratios i = 8…25. As well, in the controlling mechanism W,
that operates with pitch angles of the semi couplings up to 3o, power losses occur
reducing the efficiency of the multiplier on the whole.

The precessional transmission 2K-H has higher performances, including the
kinetostatic one as well (Figs. 1b, 2). The transmission comprises a satellite gear
g with two crown gears Zg1 and Zg2, that gears with the unshiftable b and movable
a central wheels.

i ¼ � zg1 za

zbzg2 � zg1 za
: ð3Þ

The analysis of this relation demonstrates that precessional transmissions
2K-H provide the fulfilment of a large range of transmission ratios
i = – (12…3599) (Bostan 2011). But in multiplier regime the transmission oper-
ates efficiently only in the limits i = – (12…30). The process of self-braking (self-
stopping) occurs at bigger transmission ratios. It is necessary to point out the series
of peculiarities of the precessional transmissions 2K-H that ensure higher per-
formances compared to similar planetary transmissions with cylindrical gears:
precessional transmissions do not demand conditions of distance equality between
the axis. This factor widens the area of their optimal design; precessional trans-
mission kinematics does not limit the selection of the gear couples modules or of
the rollers placement pitch. This factor increases the possibilities of shaping teeth
pairs and of the transmission ratios interval; the peculiarities of the designed
precessional gears allow increasing in the number of teeth that transmit the load
simultaneously and this fact reduces significantly the dimensions and mass for the
same loads compared to the traditional involute gearings.

Based on the carried out analysis a constructive diagram of the precessional
planetary transmission was designed, taken as the base of precessional multipliers
design. The precessional planetary transmission (Fig. 2) comprises the crank shaft
1 on which the satellite block 2, and the fixed and the movable wheels 3 (the
movable wheel is connected to the shaft 5) are installed. The satellite block 2 has
two crown gears (6 and 7) with the teeth executed as conical rollers mounted on
the axle with the possibility of revolving around them. The transmission operates
in the multiplier mode, as follows: at the rotation of the input shaft 5 with the gear
4, due to the difference in the number of geared teeth (Z4 = Z7-1, Z3 = Z6-1),
the satellite block 2 will perform a spherical-spatial motion around the point—
centre of precession (the point of intersection of the crown gear roller axes and of
the crank shaft axes 1), producing a complete precessional cycle at the rotation of
the gear 4 at an angle equal to the angular pitch. Due to its mounting on the sloped
side of the crank shaft 1, the precessional motion of the satellite block 2 is
transformed into rotational motion of the crank shaft 1 that will produce a com-
plete rotation during a complete precessional cycle of the satellite block.
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3 Analytic Description of Teeth Profile and Justification
of Precessional Gear Parameters Selection

3.1 Analyse of ‘‘satellite-driven shaft’’ link

Teeth profiles have an important role in the efficient transformation of motion in
the precessional transmissions that operate as multiplier. Multiple precessional
gear theory, previously developed, did not take into consideration the influence of
the diagram error of the linking mechanism in the processing device for gear wheel
on the teeth profile. Functioning under the multiplication regime, these errors have
major influence, which can lead to instant blocking of gear and to power losses.
With this purpose, a thorough analysis was conducted on the motion development
mechanism under multiplication, and on the teeth profile error generating source.
On the basis of fundamental theory of multiple precessional gear, previously
developed, a new gear with modified teeth profile and the technology for its
industrial manufacturing was proposed and patented (Bostan 2011).

Cinematically, the link between the semi product and the tool, in which one of
them (the tool) makes spherical-spatial motion being, at the same time, limited
from rotating around the axis of the main shaft of the teething machine tool, is
similar to the ‘‘satellite-driven shaft’’ link from the precessional planetary trans-
mission of the K-H-V type. The kinematical link between the tool and the sta-
tionary part of the device represents a Hooke articulation that generates the
variability of transfer function in the kinematical link ‘‘tool-semi product’’. This
variation will influence the teeth profile. Thus, the connection of tool with the
housing registers a certain scheme error Dw3 (to understand the deviation of the

Reducer 
mode 

Crank shaft 

Multiplier Mode

1 3 6 2 7 4 5

Fig. 2 Constructive diagram of the planetary precessional transmission 2K-H
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semi product angle of rotation w3 from the angle of rotation of the semi product
itself wm

3 at its uniform rotation):

im31 ¼ �
z2 � z3

z3
; Dw3 ¼ w3 � im

31 ¼
z2

z3
w� arctgðcos h � tgwÞð Þ: ð4Þ

Figure 3 shows the dependence of the tool position diagram error Dw3 at a
revolution of the machine tool main shaft w. This error is transmitted to the tool
that shapes the teeth profile with the same error. To ensure continuity of the
transfer function and to improve the performances of precessional transmission it
is necessary to modify teeth profile with the diagram error value Dw3 by com-
municating supplementary motion to the tool. In this case the momentary trans-
mission ratio of the manufactured gear will be constant.

3.2 Description of Teeth Profile Designed on Sphere

Usually, in theoretical mechanics the position of the body making spherical-spatial
motion is described by Euler angles. The mobile coordinate system OX1Y1Z1 is
connected rigidly with the satellite wheel, which origin coincides with the centre
of precession 0 (Fig. 4.) and performs spherical-spatial motion together with the
satellite wheel relative to the motionless coordinate system OXYZ.

The elaboration of the mathematic model of the modified teeth profile is based
integrally on the mathematic model of teeth profile, previously developed by the
authors. With this purpose it is necessary to present the detailed description of
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teeth profile without modification and, then, to present of the description of
modified profile peculiarities.

An arbitrary point D of the tool axis describes a trajectory relative to the fixed
system according to the equations:

Xm
D ¼ � sin d sin Ym

C sin hþ Zm
C 1� cos hð Þ cos w

� �
;

Ym
D ¼ �Ym

C cos dþ Zm
C sin d cos2 wþ cos h sin2 w

� �
;

Zm
D ¼ �Ym

C sin d cos2 wþ cos h sin2 w
� �

� Zm
C cos d:

ð5Þ

Index m means ‘‘modified’’.
The motion of point Dm compared to the movable system connected rigidly to

the semi product is described by formulas:

Xm
1D ¼ Xm

D cos
w
Z1
� Ym

D sin
w
Z1

;

Ym
1D ¼ Xm

D sin
w
Z1
þ Ym

D cos
w
Z1

;

Zm
1D ¼ Zm

D :

ð6Þ

The projections of point Dm velocities is expressed by formulas:

Fig. 4 Tooth profile in
normal section
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Xm
D

�
¼ � sin d cos w Ym

C sin hþ Zm
C 1� cos hð Þ cos w

� �
w
�
�

� sin d sin w Ym
C

�
sin hþ Zm

C

�
1� cos hð Þ cos w� Zm

C 1� cos hð Þ sin w � w
�� �

;

Ym
D

�
¼ � Ym

C

�
cos dþ Zm

C

�
sin d cos2 wþ cos h sin2 w

� �
þ

þ Zm
C sin d �2 cos w sin wþ 2 cos h sin w cos w½ �w

�
;

Xm
1D

�
¼ Xm

D

�
cos

w
Z1
� w
�

Z1
Xm

D sin
w
Z1
� Ym

D

�
sin

w
Z1
� w
�

Z1
Ym

D cos
w
Z1

;

Ym
1D

�
¼ Xm

D

�
sin

w
Z1
þ w
�

Z1
Xm

D cos
w
Z1
þ Ym

D

�
cos

w
Z1
� w
�

Z1
Ym

D sin
w
Z1
:

ð7Þ

The coordinates of point Em on the sphere is calculated by formulas:

Xm
1E ¼ km

2 Zm
1E þ dm

2 ;

Ym
1E ¼ km

1 Zm
1E � dm

1 ;

Zm
1E ¼

ðkm
1 dm

1 � km
2 dm

2 Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðkm

1 dm
1 � km

2 dm
2 Þ

2 þ ðkm2
1 þ km2

2 þ 1Þ � ðR2
D � dm2

1 � dm2
2 Þ

q

km2
1 þ km2

2 þ 1
;

ð8Þ

where:

km
1 ¼

Xm
1D Xm

1D Xm
1D

�
þYm

1D Ym
1D

�
	 


þ Zm2
1D Xm

1D

�

Zm
1D Xm

1D Ym
1D

�
�Ym

1D Xm
1D

�� � ; km
2 ¼ �

km
1 Ym

1D þ Zm
1D

� �

Xm
1D

;

dm
1 ¼

R2
D cos b Xm

1D

�

Xm
1D Ym

1D

�
�Xm

1D

�
Ym

1D

� � ; dm
2 ¼

R2
D cos bþ dm

1 Ym
1D

� �

Xm
1D

:

According to the obtained analytical relations a soft for the calculation and
generation of teeth was developed in CATIA V5R7 modelling system that allowed
obtaining the modified trajectories of points Em

e and Em
i on the spherical front

surfaces, both exterior and interior ones, by which the teeth surface was generated
(Fig. 5).

Description of modified teeth profile projected on a transversal surface. Pro-
jection of point Em on the tooth transversal plane has the following coordinates:

X00mE ¼ em � Xm
1E; Y00mE ¼ em � Y 00m1E ; Z00mE ¼ em � Z 00m1E ; ð9Þ

where em ¼ � D
AXm

1EþBYm
1EþCZm

1E
:
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The modified teeth profile in plane is described by the equations:

nm ¼ X00mE cos
p
Z1
þ RD cos dþ hþ bð Þ þ Y 00mE

� �
sin

p
Z1

;

fm ¼ X00mE sin c sin
p
Z1
� RD cos dþ hþ bð Þ þ Y 00mE

� �
sin c cos

p
Z1
þ

þ RD sin dþ hþ bð Þ þ Z 00mE

� �
cos c:

ð10Þ

A wide range of modified teeth profiles with different geometrical parameters
were generated in MathCAD 2001 Professional software (Fig. 6). The solid model
of a gear wheel is shown in Fig. 7

Based on the carried out research it was established that from the point of view
of decreasing energy losses in gearing, in the multiplication mode of operation, the
gearing angle should be a[ 450, and the nutation angle (the pitch angle of the
crank shaft) should be—h B 2,50. This is dictated by the reverse principle of
movement in the multipliers compared to the reducers: the axial component of the
normal force in gear must be maximal to drive the crank shaft in the rotation
movement through the satellite wheel.

Fig. 5 Teeth generating surface

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Teeth profiles for reducers (a) and multipliers (b)
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Fig. 7 The solid model of a gear wheels

Fig. 8 Planetary precessional transmission: a—general view; b—section view
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3.3 Design of Precessional Transmission Structure

On the basis of the undertaken study, diagram 2K-H (Fig. 1a) was selected for the
development of planetary precessional transmission. As a result of analysis of a
wide range of tooth profiles with different geometrical parameters of gear by using
the mathematical modelling package MathCAD 2001 Professional, the optimum
tooth profiles were selected with account of their functioning in real conditions.
Also, in MathCAD 2001 Professional software the calculation of geometrical
parameters of precessional gear was done. The structure of planetary precessional
reducer were designed in SolidWorks software. The planetary precessional reducer
is connected by flange with an electric motor, which allows obtaining a compact
module, coaxial with the working mashine. The structure from Fig. 8 is proposed
for planetary precessional reducer functioning in conditions of lower temperatures.
To simulate the multiplier assembly and functioning, the dynamic computerised
model of the precessional reducer was developed in AutoDesk Motion Inventor.
The planetary precessional transmission has reduced dimensions and mass, high
lifting capacity and multiplication ratio up to i = 144 (based on a two stage
diagram) with satisfactory mechanical efficiency.

4 Conclusions

Among the characteristics of the estimated results of the research in the field of
new and efficient drive development we can enumerate the followings:

• the precessional drives elaborated ensure: high load-carrying capacity; high
mechanical efficiency; high kinematic accuracy; low noise level and vibrations;

• costs of drives becomes more attractive as the costs of other equivalent drives.

The structural optimization of the precessional transmissions will allow syn-
thesis of new schematics of precessional transmissions with constant and variable
transmission ratio and elaboration of new schematics of precessional transmissions
for specific running conditions.
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Mathematical Model of the Bevel
Gears Flanks Considering the Cutting
Machine Type

Erzsebet Faluvegi, Csaba Zoltan Mate and Luciana Cristea

Abstract This paper presents the mathematical equations of the bevel gears with
straight octoid II teething made by Heidenreich-Harbeck gear cutting machine.
The generation of the bevel gear flanks bases on the face gear flanks. During the
manufacture two teeth of the imaginary face gear are used as cutting tools. The
flanks of the face gear are determined using vector algebra. The determination if
the surface equations of the bevel gears flanks bases on envelope surfaces. To
obtain the flanks of the bevel gear coordinate transformations are used which are
expressed by homogenous matrixes. These transformations present the relative
motion between the imaginary face gear and the bevel gear during the engagement.
Thus, the calculated equations results a point cloud which forms the surfaces of the
left and right flanks of the bevel gear made in Matlab software. The obtained
surfaces are idealistic flanks of the bevel gear without any post processing.

Keywords Octoid II teething � Flanks surfaces � Face gear � Bevel gear �
Coordinate transformation

List of Symbols

ub Dedendum angle
ua Addendum angle
r!1; r!2 Tangential vectors, unit vectors

r!1x; r!1y; r!1z The components of the r!1 vector
u!1; u!2 Tangential vectors of the right flank, unit vectors
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R0, Ri Exterior and interior radius of the face gear
n!R The normal vector of the flanks
W; tk Angles of the flanks
v!; w! Unit vectors

u; n Variable parameters
u1; u2 The rotation angle of the face gear and the bevel gear
m Module
d Pitch angle
z Number of teeth
� Pressure angle
b Teeth length

1 Introduction

The manufacturing of the bevel gears are realized using the face gear, presented in
Hollanda (1982, 1996), having a straight trapezoidal profile. Thus, the line of
contact has the shape of the number eight and the gears are called bevel gears with
octoid teeth. Technical literature as Hollanda (1982, 1996), mentions two kinds of
bevel gears with straight teeth. The difference manifests in the method of gener-
ating the gears, effective the angle between the face gear shaft and the direction
line of the cutting tool. These bevel gears are called octoid I and octoid II teething.
In Fig. 1 is presented the generation method of the octoid II teething.

90
o +

b

b

Fig. 1 The generation method of the octoid II teething, mentioned by Hollanda (2004)
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This method is simplified compared to the manufacturing the octoid I teething
which flanks are presented in Faluvegi (Faluvegi et al. 2011). Manufacturers have
resorted to eliminating the additional movement of control from the gear cutting
machines guides. Thus, the rolling takes place between the rolling cone of the face
gear and the pitch cone of the bevel gear.

These gears are made by Heidenreich-Harbeck cutting machine using two
cutting tools of the imaginary face gear. Both of the tools execute a linear alter-
nating motion which is in phase opposition. The direction of the motion is oriented
to the top of the pitch cone of the bevel gear. Thus, the cutting edges wrap one
tooth of the bevel gear.

The aim of this paper is to determine the mathematical equations of the bevel
gear flanks with straight octoid II teething made by Heidenreich-Harbeck gear
cutting machine. The determined surfaces are calculated using Matlab software.
The obtained surfaces are idealistic flanks without any post processing.

2 The Flanks of the Face Gear

The octoid II teething is generated by Heidenrech-Harbeck gear cutting machine.
Figure 2 presents the geometric elements which help to model the mathematical

surfaces of the face gear flanks.
Using vector algebra the equations of the face gear flanks are determined. To

calculate these equations, some parameters and variables are introduced.

A
E

F

F’

O1

O’

X1

Y1

Z1

u2
u1

The right flank of 
the face gear

b

1

2

Fig. 2 The right flank of the face gear
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The O1X1Y1Z1 is the coordinate system fixed with the face gear, which is the
reference system where the surfaces are determined. X1Z1 is the symmetry plane of
the face gear tooth. O1A radius coincides with the pitch cone generator of the bevel
gear that engages with. The pith cone angle is d2. The pitch cone centre of the face
gear is in O1 and the generators O1E, O1A and O1F form an angle of ub with the
basic plan O1X1Y1.

The r!1 tangent vector consists of two vectors r!1xy and r!1z which are iden-
tified in O1O’FF’ plan (Fig. 3).

The r!1xy vector has two components: r!1x and r!1y in O’EF plan (Fig. 4).
Thus, the tangent vector has the following mathematical form:

r!1 ¼ r1x � i
!þ r1y � j

!þ r1z � k
!

¼ � sin ub � cos w � i
!� sin ub � sin w � j

!þ cos ub � k
! ð1Þ

The r!2 vector is:

r!2 ¼ � sin w � i
!þ cos w � j

! ð2Þ

These are unit vectors which are perpendiculars, thus they build a coordinate
system. In this system the u!1 vector is determined (Fig. 5):

~u1½ � ¼
� sin ub � cos w � cos a� sin w � sin a
� sin ub � sin w � cos aþ cos w � sin a

cos ub � cos a

2
4

3
5 ð3Þ

The u!2 vector is the unit vector of the O1F:

u!2 ¼ cos ub � cos w � i
!þ cos ub � sin w � j

!þ sin ub � k
! ð4Þ

X1

Z1

O1

O’

b

b

1

1z

1xy
F

F’

Fig. 3 Decomposing of the
~r1 vector
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The normal vector of the right flank in matrix form is:

n!R ¼ u!1 � u!2 ¼
sin ub � cos w � sin a� sin w � cos a
sin ub � sin w � sin aþ cos w � cos a
� cos ub � sin a

2
4

3
5 ð5Þ

In Fig. 6 is presented the tk angle:
The tk angle is determined using mathematical equations:

K point ¼ plan OX0Y0ð Þ \ plan nR \ circlewith R0 radius ð6Þ

thus

F

X1

Y1

E
A

R 0

R0· cos b

1xy1x

1y
2

O1 O’≡

Fig. 4 Decomposing of the r!1xy vector

1

2

u1
0

F

Fig. 5 Determinig the u!1

vector
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Y1
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A’

A

B

F’K

Fig. 6 Determining the tk angle

K

F

L

O1v1

v1×n

w

Z1
Fig. 7 The right flank
representation
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tan tk ¼ �
nRx

nRy
¼ sin w � cos a� sin ub � cos w � sin a

cos w � cos aþ sin ub � sin w � sin a
ð60Þ

Figure 7 presents the right flank surface, where v!1, v!1 � n!R are unit vectors
and form a coordinate system:

So,

v!1 ¼
cos tk

sin tk

0

2

4

3

5 ð7Þ

w!¼ v!1 � cos nþ v!1 � n!R � sin n ð8Þ

Thus, the right flank of the face gear is:

r! u; nð Þ ¼ u � v!1 � cos n þ v!1 � n!R � sin n
� �

ð9Þ

Resolving the (10) the surface equations of the right flank are obtained:

x1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � cos tk � cos n� sin tk � cos ub � sin a � sin nð Þ
y1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � sin tk � cos nþ cos tk � cos ub � sin a � sin nð Þ
z1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � sin tk � sin w � cos a� sin ub � cos w � sin að Þ½

þ cos tk � cos w � cos aþ sin ub � sin w � sin að Þ� � sin n

8
>><

>>:
ð10Þ

and for the left flank

x1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � cos tk � cos n� sin tk � cos ub � sin a � sin nð Þ
y1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � � sin tk � cos n� cos tk � cos ub � sin a � sin nð Þ
z1 u; nð Þ ¼ u � sin tk � sin w � cos a� sin ub � cos w � sin að Þ½
þ cos tk � cos w � cos aþ sin ub � sin w � sin að Þ� � sin n

8
>><

>>:
ð11Þ

The parameter limits are:

u 2 Ri;R0ð Þ
n 2 0;ua þ ubð Þ

�
ð12Þ

Figure 8 presents the flanks of the face gear with octoid II teething obtained in
Matlab software:

3 The Flanks of the Bevel Gear

In the paper of Faluvegi et al. (Faluvegi et al. 2011) are presented the relative
motions between the face gear and the bevel gear during engagement. Assigning
these relative motions by the homogenous matrix the equation of the surface
family in the bevel gears system is obtained.
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Obtaining the equations of the flanks surfaces a relation between the u, v, u1

and u2 parameters are determined. Using the engagement equation shown by
Litvin and Fuentes (Litvin and Fuentes 2004), the rotation angle of the face gear
u1 is determined according to u and v. During the engagement the angular velocity
of the bevel gear is equal with the angular velocity of the face gear. So the rotation
angle of the bevel gear u2 is determined according to u1. Replacing the obtained
equations for the parameters the equations of the bevel gear flanks are determined:

Fig. 8 The flanks of the face gear with octoid II teething

Fig. 9 The bevel gear flanks with octoid II teething
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X2 u; n;u1;u2ð Þ
Y2 u; n;u1;u2ð Þ
Z2 u; n;u1;u2ð Þ

1

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

X2 u; n;u1 u; nð Þ;u2 u1 u; nð Þð Þð Þ
Y2 u; n;u1 u; nð Þ;u2 u1 u; nð Þð Þð Þ
Z2 u; n;u1 u; nð Þ;u2 u1 u; nð Þð Þð Þ

1

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼

X2 u; nð Þ
Y2 u; nð Þ
Z2 u; nð Þ

1

0
BB@

1
CCA

ð13Þ

The flanks presented in Fig. 9 are calculated using the following initial
parameters: m = 4 mm; d = 37,875�; z = 28; a = 20�; b = 20 mm. The flanks
are calculated in Matlab software made by the authors.

4 Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to determine the mathematical equations of the bevel gears
flanks with straight octoid II teething. The obtained surfaces are idealistic flanks
without any post processing. Knowing this the precision of the gear cutting
machine can be determined by overlapping the measured surfaces with the theo-
retical flanks.
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Motor Drives of Modern Drilling
and Servicing Rigs for Oil and Gas Wells

Aurelian Iamandei and Gheorghe Miloiu

Abstract This paper provides a synthetic view on the most recent achievements in
the field of drilling and servicing rig drives for oil and gas wells. This field is
featuring powers of hundreds and thousands of kilowatts and speeds of
150–250 rpm for drilling and 30–200 rpm at servicing rigs. In the first part the
paper presents achievements in the field of rotary tables—the central piece of
equipment of the drilling rigs. In the second part of the paper recent achievements in
the field of hydraulic motor driveheads (HMD) are presented. Details are given
regarding a recent product of S.C. CONFIND: the cement plug drilling installation
with HMD of 80 tons and thermic motor of 160 HP. In the last part of the paper the
newest international achievements in the field of power swivels are described: Top
Drive (TD) and Direct Drive (DD), using slow speed hydraulic and electric motors.

Keywords Rotary tables � Power swivels � Top drive � Direct drive

1 Introduction

With the increase of the consumption of fuel obtained from oil the interest in the
discovery and exploitation of oil reserves has grown as well. This infernal race
sustained by the need for getting faster to the precious resource to gain money more
and faster has also generated a technological leap regarding the drilling methods.

The history of oil equipment for well drilling is not very old (about 130 years),
starting from the old black oil pits manually exploited until today, when snap drilling
speeds of about 40–80 m/h (depending on the rocks drilled) have been reached.
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To make a well a series of units are necessary, able to perform two main
movements:

– the rotation movement of the drill bit;
– the feed movement of the drill bit.

Starting from the 80s the commitments of the oil equipment manufacturers have
focussed on increasing the performances of the cinematic driving chains of the
main units, to increase the technological parameters of the drill bit, considering the
new developments in the production of drill bits.

A synthetic view on the well equipment and works is presented in Table 1.
The main works performed at wells are related to the well drilling and con-

struction, respectively to interventions and repairs to be performed through the
well exploitation.

The installations performing the various works of well drilling or repairs can be
fixed or mobile. Taking into account the character of the works done during well
drilling or well repairs and the time needed to make a well construction work, in
comparison to the time needed for a well repair, it was found that the fixed rigs are
especially fit for drilling works, but they are clumsy as regards well intervention or
repair works, while the mobile rigs have a high degree of transportability and
setting on location. Regarding the main subassemblies included, the fixed rigs and
the mobile ones do not have major differences regarding the components—the
differences are in the construction thereof.

The main units of well drilling or repairs rigs are presented in Table 2.
Recent achievements regarding the well drilling and servicing equipments are

eventually presented in this paper. Examples are given from the international
manufacture and from Romania.

2 Rotary Table: The Central Piece of Equipment
of Drilling Rigs

The rotary tables are designed to rotate the drilling string. The input shaft of the table
is driven by a diesel-hydraulic, diesel-electric or electrical drive-head. Rotary tables
meet the requirements of API Spec. 7 K. The constructive size of the rotary table is
coded by the diameter of the table opening.

Table 1 Well equipments and works

Equipment Works on fixed installations Works on mobile installations

Drilling Interventions,
repairs

Drilling Interventions,
repairs

Rotary table and hydraulic drive x – x x
Hydraulic motor drivehead – x – x
Top drive/direct drive x – x x
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Table 3 presents the characteristics of several fixed tables (American Block
2011), at which the clearance diameter is of 17 �–60 � in, the static load is from
max. 275 tf (300 ts) up to 1,135 tf (1250 ts), the maximum speed 500 rpm, the
transmission ratio is ranging from 3.16 to 4.76, the table weight from 2,707 to
17,236 kg.

The design of a Romanian rotary table is presented in Fig. 1 (the size 17 �).
Basically, the rotary table includes a housing, a bevel gear, bearings, sealings and a
bevel gear wheel blocking system. The bevel pinion is composed of the pinion 1
and the shaft 2, and the bevel wheel includes the crown 3 and the body 4.

The bevel pinion is supported on the bearings 5 and 6 into the case 7, and the
bevel gear wheel is supported on two radial-axial bearings (angular contact thrust
ball bearings, single directions) 8 and 9; the first one takes the axial load created
by the weight of the drilling string, the second is closing the assembly. The sealing
of the space of bearings and gears is done with high labyrinths. The housing 10
and the case 7 make the fabricated construction 11. To perform operations at the
well without rotating the table, this is provided with a locking system consisting in
a latch driven from outside, 12.

High performance bevel gears only are used at the rotary tables: spiral bevel
gears, hardened (57–62 HRC) and ground with high accuracy. The bevel gears for
rotary tables are machined by the HPG process (machining after quenching, with
interchangeable CBN tips), developed three decades ago (Bosch 1979). Gears with
the maximum diameter of the gear of 1,600 mm (which can be extended to max.
2,000 mm), max. permissible total width of 300 mm, permissible tooth number
6–120, can be machined on the machines AMK 1602 and AMK 1603. These are
high power gears, for up to 4,500 kW (Klingelnberg 1980).

Table 2 Main assemblies of a drilling rig/workover rig

Rig type Fixed (drilling) Mobile (repairs)

Force motor group x x
Hoisting system (draw work, crown block, traveling block) x x
Rotary table x Optional
Swivel hydraulic x Optional
Swivel hydraulic motor drive head – x
Top drive (TD) x –
Direct drive (DD) x –
Mast x –
Substructure x Optional
Mud preparation and claning system x Optional
Mud circulation system x Optional
Working platform – x
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Table 3 Technical features of ‘‘American Block’’ rotary tables

Size RK-175S RK-175 RK-205 RK-275 RK-375 RK-495 RK-605

Static load capacity,
tonnes

272 272 318 454 560 726 1135

Maximum table speed,
rpm

500 500 500 500 650 800 150

Maximum table
opening dia., mm

445 445 521 699 953 1,257 1,537

Gear ratio 3.78 3.78 3.79 3.16 3.60 3.93 4.76
Dimensions mm L 1,689 1,755 1,612 2,133 2,184 2,590

B 1,219 1,219 1,377 1,600 1,797 2,184 2,184
H 523 523 559 705 711 819 921
b 956 956 1,123 1,219 1,442 1,600 1,905
d 108 108 114 125 125 125
h 254 254 280 330 330 368

Weight less master
bushings, kg

2,707 2,780 3,322 5,306 6,712 11,700 17,236

Table 4 The main technical characteristics of some hydraulic motor driveheads

Characteristics U.M. Logan
85

Logan
120

UPET CHM
50

UPET CHM
80

Sunnda PW
150

Maximum working
load

tf 77.1 108.8 50 80 136

Equivalent load tf 40.8 59 28 70
Maximum speed rpm 155 150 140 107 210
Motor power HP 83 240 110 150

rpm 2,000 2,000 110
Maximum torque Nm 5,350 10,980 4,040 8,330 14,920
Torque at maximum

speed
Nm 3,380 7,100 2,020 4,165

Weight kg 527 907 728 960
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3 Hydraulic Motor Drive Head

The hydraulic head with hydrostatic drive (HMD), Fig. 2, is suspended in the rig
hook and takes the role of the hydraulic head of the rotary table. The hydraulic
drive ensures the transmission of the torque to the working string, the change of
the rotation direction, the speed and torque variation.

The functions of the hydraulic motor head are the following:

– to support the drilling string and to make it rotate.
– to direct the under-pressure drilling fluid to the fixed loader through flexible

hose to the drilling string.

The hydraulic head is composed of two kinds of parts: the first group is formed
of motionless parts suspended in the hook, and the second group is formed of parts
in rotation movement. The motionless parts include the hydraulic head body 1, in
which the main bearing 2 is supported, and the bails 3, articulated into the body by
means of the bolts 4 at the upper part. The body is closed with the cover 5, which is
provided with a sealing system for the oil pan of the body; over this is assembled
the lantern 6, which has at the upper part the fixing flange of the gooseneck
coupling 7 achieving the connection to the rotary hose. At the lower part of the
hydraulic body is also attached the hydraulic head driving system, consisting in a
two step gearbox 8, onto which two hydraulic motors 9 are mounted.

The rotating parts include the shaft 10, supported on the main bearing 2, which is
provided with the clearance hole for the drilling fluid, having at the lower part a
conical thread for assembling with the safety valve 11. The connection between the
upper part of the shaft and the gooseneck coupling is ensured by the assembly of the
washing pipe 12. To secure the safety valve from the shaft against unscrewing
during the left–right rotation, the shaft is provided with a safety sleeve 13.

There is a big number of constructive variants for the hydraulic motor drive-
heads, forming generally standard series, covering a wide field of drilling depths.

Fig. 1 Rotary table (Cristea a.o. 1985)
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Fig. 2 Construction of hydraulic motor drive head CHM80 confind type (Confind 2011) and
(Iamandei and Miloiu 2011)
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On designing the assembly of a hydraulic motor head, there is a tendency to
obtain as low an own weight as possible, to attenuate the danger of bending the
driving rod when this is introduced into its guide, a height as short as possible, in
order to occupy as reduced as possible a part of the cinematic space of the mast, to
locate the mass centre in a position as low as possible in relation to the bail joint
points, thus leading to a better stability during drilling.

Using the HMD from Fig. 2, in 2010, CONFIND has developed an instalation
for drilling cement plugs (but for other operations as well), by the scheme from
Fig. 3 and with the characteristics shown in Table 5. This installation is charac-
terized by:

Fig. 3 Hydraulic block diagram of the CONFIND 80 tf drilling unit type IDFC80
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– a new system of clamping the HMD with independent bails has been adopted,
which results in saving the space from the cinematic chain of the mast;

– the gearbox is provided with gears of high bearing capacity, finished at high
accuracy;

– the most stressed parts are forged: the shaft, the bails, the gears, the head body;
– new sealing case has been designed, able to seal with very good results up to

350 bar.

The automation degree has been increased by introducing hydraulic pre-controls
(Table 4).

Other concerns can be noticed regarding the improvement of the bubbling
lubrication system, by creating an oil circulation through the channels built inside
the body, and also the usage of some new materials for the wear elements (such as
the sealing gasket).

The bails of the hydraulic head are made of alloy steel, forged and heat treated,
the radii of the contact surfaces having standardised values according to API 8A/8C.

The gooseneck coupling of the hydraulic head is used to link to the hose,
generally having an interior thread connection. The stuffing box for the washing
pipe, with lateral insertion and extraction, has become quite common at almost all
the hydraulic heads. Worth being noted at these designs is the fact that the gaskets
have an individual seat with sealing effect caused by the pressure created by the
drilling fluid.

The upper nut and the lower nut have threads allowing the fast screwing/
unscrewing, either by introducing some stems into the radial holes for rotation or
by hitting into the protuberances provided at the exterior.

The last designs appeared allow the replacement of the assembly without dis-
mounting the gooseneck coupling or the hose. The system does not need any
setting during operation, and the washing pipe, which has the outer surface
hardened, is self-aligning.

Table 5 The technical characteristics of the cement plug drilling installation IFDC 80 (Confind
2011)

Characteristics U.M. Values

Maximum load: static/dynamic tf 100/80
Equivalent load (100 rpm, 3,000 h) tf 70
Maximum speed/maximum torque rpm/Nm 160/90
Maximum torque/minimum speed Nm/rpm 9,200/510
Shaft rotation direction – Left/right
Hydraulic motor driving – Series/parallel
Thermic motor: -HP/rpm CUMMINS QSB 4.5
Power/maximum speed 160/2,500
Maximum torque/max. speed 32 Nm/rpm 624/1,500
Maximum hydraulic pressure bar 290
Maximum circulation pressure bar 350
Transport skid overall dimensions m 5.46 9 2 9 2
Oil tank capacity l 500
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The shaft of the hydraulic head has the shape of a revolution body, having at the
middle a shoulder meant to support onto the main bearing. At the lower extremity,
the shaft is provided with a spigot thread for screwing the safety valve.

The two step gearbox has a robust and compact design; the hydraulic motors
with inclined body and axial pistons and the distributor for series–parallel
switching of the position of the functioning position of the hydraulic motors are
attached to its housing.

The hydraulic motor head is provided with a system for taking over the reactive
torque, consisting in two arms guided on two cables.

Confind hydraulic motor driveheads (HMD) it aligns itself to the newest trends
in the field, systematized in Table 6.

S.C. CONFIND S.R.L. is currently manufacturing a first batch of drilling
installations of 80 tf by own design, with characteristics superior to many
hydraulic heads produced both in the country and abroad.

4 Top Drive

The TOP DRIVE (TD) is a multifunctional unit carrying out the rotation move-
ment of the drilling string directly, without the need for a driving rod, also
ensuring the mechanization of some operations at the wellhead—Fig. 4. All the
same, TD delivers technological parameters (speed, torque) superior to those
provided by the Rotary Table (RT).

Taking into account the kinematics presented in Fig. 5, they can see the major
difference between the complexity of the cinematic chain of drive (consisting in
mechanical transmissions) of a RT with centralized system and the cinematic
chain of a Top Drive—see Fig. 6.

In principle, the main advantages of driving the drilling string by means of TD
against the RT drive are the following:

(1) Simpler cinematic chain;
(2) Superior technological parameters (torque—speed);
(3) Efficiency increased by some 20–30 %, due to the simpler cinematic chain.

Table 6 Trends in construction of hydraulic power swivels (HMD) and solution for CHM80

Trends in construction HMD Solutions for CHM 80

Minimum weight Body ? handle ? gears of alloy stell,
forged and final head treatedAs low possible-height (to not take too much

kinematic space inside the mast)
Mass center location in the lowest position, beside

the handle joint (for stability)
Insured—by designing

Function direction: left/right Movable—coupling between spindle and
kelly valve

Maintenance, troubleshooting Easy replacement of wear parts
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(4) Shorter drilling time, because of eliminating the driving rod;
(5) Shorter drilling time, because of drilling at entire pitch (of three pieces);
(6) The possibility of fitting the TD with some wellhead automation mechanisms,

such as for:

handling the links, handling the elevators, screwing-unscrewing, fastening-
loosening the tubular material;

(7) The possibility to manipulate the rod joints;
(8) The possibility to move the TD along at least one axis for accurate alignment

at the wellhead, etc.

Fig. 4 TOP DRIVE general
assembly electrical actuated
(VARCO 2000), hydraulic
actuated, TESCO 2011)
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Taking advantage of the technical developments of the hydraulic and electrical
drives and having as a basis the hydraulic motor heads (HMD), the product TOP
DRIVE has been imposed as a concept in the late 80s.

Fig. 5 Power drive kinematics of the rotary table, in centralised drive system (UPET 2010)

Fig. 6 Hydraulic drive kinematics of TOP DRIVE (or hydraulic motor drive head)
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Big companies (VARCO, TESCO) have invested in this concept, and in the mid
90s the product TOP DRIVE has been launched on the market, to become today
customary in the drilling process—Fig. 4.

The ‘‘heart’’ of any TD is an HMD. In the meantime, HMD’s have been
developed both for the well repair industry and for installations of small capacity
for water and geological drilling. Not having the possibility to transmit to the
drilling string any adequate speeds and torques, and especially the lack of
mechanizations, the HMD’s have not been used in the oil industry for drilling big
depth wells. However, the HMD has been the basis for designing the TD.
A comparison of technological parameters can not be done, since the load range is
shared between HMD’s and TD’s. Thus, HMD’s have been produced until a 200 tf
hook load, while TD’s have been built for over 200 tf. There are no significant
differences from the point of view of the operational phylosophy, the cinematic
chain being identical, but the powers transmitted differ. Differences also appear
regarding the auxiliary functions and operations performed—see Table 7.

The parameters of some TOP DRIVES of Tesco, Varco and Sunnda are given in
Table 8. In the Eastern European, TD are manufactured in Russia (Promtechinvest
2010). In Romania has recently appeared the first study (Stan and Avram 2010).

5 Direct Drive

Taking into account the success achieved by TD, more and more companies
producing oilfield equipment have drawn out their own projects for the manu-
facturing of some TD’s. Taking advantage of the development of slow electric and
hydraulic motors, delivering high torques at low speed, some companies have
developed the Direct Drive (DD—see Fig. 7). The major difference between TD
and DD is that at DD’s the driving of the drilling string is done directly from the
motor shaft. The motor shaft is built so that it can allow the passage through its
interior of a coupling transmitting to the drilling string the torque; the load of the

Table 7 The functions or operations performed by TD’s and HMD’s

Function/operation HMD TD

String rotation Yes Yes
Screwing of upper string No Yes
Screwing of lower string Yes Yes
Fastening of top/bottom string No Yes
Loosening of top/bottom string No Yes
Handling of links No Yes
Fitted with automatic elevator No Yes
Handling of bridge joints No Yes
Torsion torque 0…1,000 daNm 0…8,000 daNm
Speed 0…160 rpm 0…200 rpm
Hydraulic/mechanic IBOP No Yes
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drilling string is suspended like in the case of TD in swivel. The parameters of a
DD are given in Table 9.

Table 8 The technical parameters of TD’s

Parameter UM TESCO 500/65
HCI 1205

NorDrill
ND500/650

Sunnda TD
500 AC

CANRIG 1250
AC

Load tf 650 650 500 500
Maximum

fastening
torque

daNm 7,158 8,025 6,006 6,970

Maximum
loosening
torque

daNm 8,053 10,200 9,002 12,880

Maximum
torque/speed

daN/rpm 7,150/120 8025/60 – 6,970/120

Maximum speed rpm 210 200 200 265
Weight kg 8,770 10,250 – 13,200
Length m 6.1 7.1 7.2 8.3
Elevator handling – Yes Yes Yes Yes
TD handling – Yes No No No
Tongs rotation – Yes/unlimited Yes/24 steps – Yes/unlimited

Fig. 7 Direct drive (fluid
design solution, Le
Tourneau—LTI 2011)
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The traction motors of Direct Drive are of two types:

– hydraulic traction motors (HTM)—Fig. 8;
– electrical traction motors (ETM)—Figs. 9, 10, 11.

Table 9 The technical parameters of DD

Parameter UM LE- TOURNEAU AC Fluid design solution hydraulic

Load tf 500 250
Maximum fastening torque daNm 10,845 3,400
Maximum loosening torque daNm 10,845 3,300
Maximum torque/speed daN/rpm 5,900/115 3,000/100
Maximum speed rpm 115 200
Weight kg 16,236 –
Length m 7.25 –
Elevator handling – Yes Yes
TD handling – Yes Yes
Tongs rotation – Yes/unlimited Yes/unlimited

Fig. 8 Hydraulic traction
motor (Dynex/Rivert 2011)

Fig. 9 Electrical traction
motor (Siemens 2009)
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6 Conclusion

The Rotary Table remains the central unit of the fixed drilling rigs, and the
Hydraulic Motor Drivehead (HMD)—the main piece of equipment of the mobile
installations.

The developments achieved in the field of slow motors have determined great
improvements at HMD’s, respectively at TD’s and Direct Drives.
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Testing of the Electromotor Power
Transmitter Properties

Lozica Ivanović, Danica Josifović, Dobrivoje Ćatić and Andreja Ilić

Abstract The requirements set, which modern gear power transmitter have to
fulfill, are quite complex. The modern gear power transmitters are working on higher
and very fluctuating load level, while need to be even more smaller, efficient, quieter,
easier to produce and finally they have to cost less. Although the latest development
made in the analysis and simulation of power transmitter, experimental testing is still
essential. This paper presents the experimental method of measurement and
assessment of working properties of electromotor power transmitter. The testing
method presented in this paper is specific application-oriented full-scale testing with
simulation of working conditions. Testing of the characteristic properties values was
conducted on a three stage electromotor power transmitter and on the production
series of five pieces. The paper presents two kinds of examination, the method of
serial examination and the method of occasional (reduced—standard) testing.
Experimentally determined characteristics and performances of power transmitters
in working conditions represented real result of its design and used manufacturing
processes. The obtained results are used as essential data for design modifications
and its proper qualification, so as developing completely new designs. Also, results
obtained by the same methodology represented the current technical condition of the
examined power transmitter and could be used as condition diagnosis of the power
transmitter elements without the need of their disassembly. The needs for stan-
dardizing of the testing methods are pointed out.
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Keywords Electromotor power transmitter � Noise � Vibration � Torque �
Thermal loading

List of symbols

P Power
T Torque
n Output number of rotation
nm Number of electromotor rotation
U Electrical voltage
f Frequency of alternated current
u Speed ratio
I Current
T Temperature
T1,T2,T3 Temperature of oil, housing of the transmitter and housing of the

electromotor, respectively.

1 Introduction

1.1 General Characteristics of Power Transmitter
and its Properties Testing

Power transmitters are the crucial elements of power transmission drives of most
mechanical systems. They can be used in a wide diapason of speeds and loads, thus
ensuring high kinematic accuracy, working continuance, and reliability needed in
different exploitative conditions. Their main function is to transmit movement and
torque from one shaft to another using a so called form connection which is in this
case represented by the teeth grasp of the gears at suitable level of noise, vibration
and temperature. In addition, a certain transformation of rotation number and
torque is conducted. Basic advantages of the gear power transmitters, in com-
parison with other transmitters, are: simple acting, accurate kinematical trans-
mitting relation, small dimensions and a high degree of efficiency. The
disadvantages of gear power transmitters are: great rigidity in transmitting power,
vibration and noise intensity. Power transmitters and the electromotor power
transmitters, after their manufacture, pass testing procedure concerning their safety
and working reliability in exploitative conditions. It is essential to declare the
quality of power transmitters before they are utilized and, by that, to ensure
problem free functioning of systems, as shown in literature (Josifović 2000;
Rešetov 1979; Trbojević et al. 1988 and Chase 2005).
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1.2 Testing Methodology and Object

To fulfill requirements of methodology testing identification, literature survey was
undertaken with the observation to finalize features of testing devices and speci-
fication of methodology. An apparently simplest testing approach is to set the test
power transmitter between a motor and a brake. The used motor has to provide the
power level for testing and the brake has to transform it to heat that is often
difficult to dissipate. A more efficient testing approach can be done by closed
power circuit, which can be either mechanical or electrical. Very important
characteristic of testing methodology is permitting the determination of the degree
of efficiency of the power transmitter directly by measuring the rotational speed
and torque of the power motor. In the view of considering the high efficiency of
modern power transmitters it is difficult to obtain the power loss of power trans-
mitters with acceptable accuracy by measuring the input and output power.
Flexible and advanced testing approach can be obtained by hydraulic torque
applying device in order to regulate the test load by controlling the hydraulic
pressure, but with decreasing the complexity of testing devices system and coasts.
More advantages can be obtained be the digital control of load applying, as
mentioned in literature (Höhn 2000; Kollmann 2000; Meltzer 2000 and Smith
2003).

For the experimental determination of the electromotor power transmitter
working characteristics presented in this paper the open power circuit testing mode
is chosen. This was done to its simple construction, precise load simulation, low
cast and no need for high energy efficiency in testing. Figure 1 represents scheme
of used testing device system. The tested motor power transmitter was set to a
testing device, ensuring the axis alignment of shafts to 0.1 mm and crossing angle
of shaft’s axis up to 1o. Testing of the motor power transmitter was conducted
according to the so-called indirect testing method, which means that two motor
transmitters are mutually connected by the shaft with torque measuring device
(rigid connection). The connection between the motor-reductor and multiplier-
generator ensure that the output number of rotation from the redactor, in fact, is the
input number of rotations in multiplier. This paper deals with the testing meth-
odology of electromotor power transmitter which is based on the standard and
recommendations by AGMA and VDI. The testing presented in this paper
experimentally determined the following parameters: torque on output shaft, speed
ratio, thermal loading, oil and housing temperature, degree of efficiency, noise and
vibration control. The used testing methodology has to be able to indirectly
identify early formation of failure modes. There are many gear power transmitter
failure modes that may occur in exploitation. Tooth breakage, pitting and micro-
pitting as well as excessive wear or even scuffing are the most commonly met at
the gears as elements of power transmitters. Besides the load parameters carrying
capacity, there are also other important parameters like dynamic power efficiency
and behavior of power transmitters in dynamic load conditions that need to be
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experimentally investigated, but they are not in the focus of this paper as men-
tioned in literature (Chase 2005; Litvin and Fuentes 2004 and Davis 2005).

2 Testing Procedures and Results

For measurement and examination of the characteristics of motor transmitter, for
the purposes of testing presented in this paper, the motor power transmitter with
technical characteristics is shown in Fig. 2.

2.1 Transmitter Control to Noise and Vibration

The transmission error is widely regarded as one of the main causes of gear noise.
The transmission error was defined first by Harris in 1958, who started its ana-
lytical investigation. Nevertheless, overview of references prove that this concept
was already applied before, but using an empirical approach. The two main factors
affecting the transmission error are the mesh stiffness, which accounts for gear
tooth flexibility and number of meshing gear tooth pairs, and the gear tooth micro
geometry, in terms of intentional modifications and manufacturing errors. Varia-
tions in the transmission error, during the gear meshing, trigger vibrations and then
provoked noise, as shown by Smith (2003). The noise level and vibration of the
transmitter depends on a number of factors such as: speed, degree of balance of
certain elements of the transmitter and the electromotor, quality of design of
toothed elements, irregular kinematic coupling, lessened axial distance etc., so the
noise control is one of the important indicants of the irregular work of the
transmitter, as mentioned in literature (Ilić and Josifović 2008 and Sawhney 2009).
The tested power transmitter is considered to be regular if it operates with equal

Fig. 1 Scheme of the testing device
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noise, and the level of noise does not exceed 71 ± 2 db measured from 1 m
distance. The noise control is conducted according to the standard DIN 45635 and
recommendations IEC–34–9. The noise measuring was conducted in the special
room which is completely isolated from all external influences of noise with a
digital noise meter from Brüel and Kjær type Integrating Sound Level Meter—
Type 2239 A. During the noise measuring, environmental noise level was 37 db.
The measuring is done by pointing the noise meter, which has a microphone, to
measuring points. Vibration measuring was conducted with digital vibro—con-
troller, by a direct contact in certain points. For vibration testing of the electro-
motor power transmitter Vibration Analyzer Type 2250 H from Brüel and Kjær is
used. In the examined series of the motor transmitters two of five examined
transmitters did not satisfy because the level of noise exceeded allowed values.

2.2 Measuring of Output Number of Rotation and Electrical
Characteristics of Electromotor

The output number of rotation is set up by the number of electromotor rotations
and the speed ratio of the power transmitter. The obtained value while testing is
higher than the catalogue value. This was explained by the increased rotations
number of the driving electromotor, because it is working without load. The
allowed deviation of the measured output rotation number in idle to the catalogue
value is 5 %. For number of rotation measurement in the presented testing pro-
cedure the digital tachometer type HHT-1501 producer Omega Electronic is used.
The actual number of rotation is obtained by testing is n = 20.5 min-1 with the
error of 2.5 %, so determined deviation was allowed.

Measuring of the electrical characteristics of electromotor is performed in idle,
with the aim of determining functionality of all elements of the transmitter and the
motor. The usual characteristics which are tested are: voltage, intensity of electric

• Power P = 1.5 kW;

• Torque T = 600 Nm;

• Speed ratio u = 70.73;
• Output number of rotation

n = 20 min-1;

• Number of electromotor rotation
nm = 1420 min-1;

• Electrical voltage U = 380 V;
• Frequency f = 50 Hz and
• Mechanical protection IP55.

Fig. 2 The tested electromotor power transmitter with technical characteristic and measure
position
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current and power. The voltage testing is conducted in idle with the constant
nominal voltage and direct switching of the motor. The intensity of electric current
which the motor uses is obtained using ampermeter for every electric phase. The
power which motor uses is obtained using wattmeter on the testing device. The
variation of the electrical characteristics during the work of power transmitter
cannot pass definite limits. Testing was performed in both directions of rotation
and it lasted 120 s for every rotation direction.

During this testing procedure, control of seal and oil level was done. Control of
seal and oil level was performed visually during testing and it was concluded that
there was no leakage in any of the tested transmitters. The critical points con-
cerning leakage are: bearing seals, blind openings, paper seals. This control is
important due to lubricant provides two primary benefits: to lubricate the gears and
to transfer and remove heat generated from the gears operation, so as to lubricate
the bearings in the power transmitter. Losses of lubrication oil lead to conditions
which provoked failure of power transmitter.

2.3 Standard Test of Electromotor

The output parameters of the transmitter can always be measured, while the input
parameters, which are actually the output parameters of electromotor, must be
known before starting any tests on motor transmitters. That is why the standard test
of electromotor was conducted. The following characteristics of motor were
determined: source power, output power of electromotor, the output number of
electromotor rotations, intensity of electric current and the degree of efficiency of
the electromotor was determined. It was concluded that the electromotor satisfies
the demands.

Testing results are shown by diagrams in Figs. 3 and 4 and obtained values are
used for further evaluation in electromotor power transmitter testing procedure.
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Fig. 3 Output power and power from source dependence of number of rotations
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2.4 Control of Torque on Output Shaft and Thermal Loading
of the Transmitter

During examination of the electromotor power transmitter torque was determined
and the output rotation number of the transmitter, for both rotation directions, in
the regime of permanent driving with leveled load up to the value of nominal
torque. First, the power transmitter was loaded with 25 % of nominal torque, then
with 50 and 75 % of nominal torque, each in a period of 7 h. Finally, it was loaded
with the nominal torque until it came to a thermally stationary state. For torque
measurement in this testing procedure the torque transducer type DRBK producer
ETH Messtechnik is used.

The operation temperature of power transmitter is dependent on a large number
of parameters, as shown in literature (Petry-Johnson et al. 2007 and Höhn et al.
1996). In this testing operation temperature was measured under different load
level to analyze load level parameter as main factor of operation temperature
increase. Temperature was measured according to IEC recommendations and
regulations VDE 0530. The oil temperature in the housing (T1), temperature of the
housing of the transmitter (T2) and temperature of the housing of the electromotor
(T3) were measured by thermocouple probe with universal serial bus interface
linked to computer for data acquisition produced by Omega Engineering Inc.,
Europe. Temperature was measured for every load levels used in previous control,
each in a period of 7 h, shown in Fig. 5.

2.5 Degree of Efficiency Control of the Transmitter

A large number of theoretical studies have been published on the efficiency of gear
trains used in power transmitters. A group of gear efficiency models in power
transmitters used a constant friction coefficient along the entire contact surface
gears. Another group of the models modified the same approach with the exception
that their formulation for friction coefficient was not constant, but was based on

Fig. 4 Current and phase delay dependence of number of rotations
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various empirical formulae obtained from experimental tests. Most recently
developed mathematical model used such friction formulae to compute the
dynamic friction forces and power loss. Approaches based on elastohydrodynamic
(EHL) lubrication models are varying in its complexity and were developed in
order to compute friction coefficient without the need of empirical formulae. Some
of these studies considered smooth surface EHL formulae to determine the surface
shear stress distribution caused by the fluid film, from which instantaneous friction
coefficients were calculated. While these models were sophisticated in handling
EHL aspects of the problem in the gear mesh, they did not consider load-inde-
pendent power loss, and are thus insufficient to predict total power transmitter
efficiency. While there is large number of theoretical work on mechanical effi-
ciency is extensive in modern literature, for experimental approach of the problem
it cannot be said. Most experimental studies have been limited to estimating
average gear mesh friction coefficient under low to medium speeds and correlating
this to gear operating characteristics such as sliding velocity, torque transmitted,
kind of lubrication and lubricant type. Those studies showed that reducing gear
module used in power transmitter can have a significant influence on efficiency
losses. The friction coefficient decreases with increases of lubricating oil, while
literature review reported that the overall power efficiency of a power transmitters
generally decreased with increasing viscosity of used oil. Most of the previous
studies on power transmitter efficiency did not refer to other sources of power
losses, especially load independent losses. Various models have been developed to
quantify these sources of power loss, as shown in literature (Höhn 2000; Kollmann
2000; Josifović et al. 2010 and Höhn et al. 1996). It was practically proven that
losses per one toothed pair, after the period of adaptation using nominal load are
about 2 % so it would be expected for it to have the degree of efficiency of 94 %
for the examined three grade motor transmitters (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5 Diagram of temperature with load of 25, 50, and 75 % of nominal torque and nominal
torque for 7 h of each load level
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3 Conclusion

On the basis of the conducted measuring and testing, it was concluded that the
examined electromotor power transmitter satisfies the quality criteria as summary
result of construction, production and working conditions. The failure of elec-
tromotor power transmitter units is directly related to its conceptual design, used
production processes and the combination of both static and dynamic loadings.
High stresses arise in the elements of power transmitter from both improper sizes
of the components, improper gear meshing and impact and from vibrations coming
from the system. Arise of noise level and temperature increases are the early signs
of failure, so testing methodology must handle these parameters with respect. The
electromotor power transmitters’ degree of efficiency is important influential factor
on the mechanical energy balance therefore it must be determined in real
exploitation conditions. The conducted examinations point out the need for stan-
dardization of the processes of quality testing of electromotor power transmitter
and defining the parameters of safety and reliability of the construction, which
could guarantee stable and safe work of electromotor power transmitter in
exploitative conditions. Considering the electromotor power transmitters’ reli-
ability, its’ summary costs, computerization of the design process development of
its’ testing method must be done.
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The New Approach for Calculation
of Total Mesh Stiffness and Nonlinear
Load Distribution for Helical Gears

Miloš Jelić and Ivana Atanasovska

Abstract This paper described a new approach for calculation of mesh teeth
stiffness and load distribution for helical gears. The mesh teeth pair stiffness is a
parameter that varies both during a teeth pair mesh period and along teeth pair
contact line, and can be work out only by simultaneously solving both these tasks.
The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) is performed to calculate the gear teeth pair’s
total deformations and normal load functions in time and along teeth pair contact
lines. The specific iteration procedure is used, too. The total mesh stiffness and
normal load distribution calculated with this procedure can be used for precise
helical gears load capacity calculations and evaluation of nonlinear dynamic
model of helical gears motion.

Keywords Helical gears � Stiffness � Load distribution � FEA
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B Gear facewidth
B Length of line of contact
C Tooth stiffness
c‘ Average teeth pair stiffness
csp Specific tooth stiffness
c0 Total mesh stiffness
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pattern i and unit concentrated load at the same point
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M Number of simultaneously meshed teeth pairs
ni Number of segments on the ith teeth pair contact line
P Contact position
Q Unit normal load
U Tooth elastic deformation
z Coordinate along contact pattern
D Total teeth pair deformation in the direction normal to teeth pair contact

pattern

1 Introduction

In recent years, the constraints in gear design process are concentrated on
lightweight and defined size of gears thus to reach—efficient gear power trans-
mission system. To achieve this objective, it is essential to understand the dynamic
behaviour of gears. In general, a pair of gears is simulated with two disks coupled
with non-linear mesh stiffness and mesh damping, (Umezawa et al. 1986; Parker
et al. 2000). Many authors confirmed this simplified dynamic model and focus
their investigation resources on various influence factors (Walha et al. 2011; At-
anasovska et al. 2012). Moradi and Salarieh (2012) in their latest paper point out
the importance of studying the nonlinear oscillations of gears from aspect of
competitive limitations of noise level and vibrations in last decade. However,
solution for helical gears oscillations can be obtained only if non-linear functions
of stiffness and load are known.

In the literature, the tooth stiffness and mesh stiffness are treated in different
ways. In the simpler models, the gear mesh stiffness is assumed to be constant.
In last decade, authors overcame this simplification and presented various methods
for teeth deformation teeth stiffness and load calculation. Thus, Andersson and
Vedmar (2003) determined the dynamic load between two elastic helical gears
with excitation from new incoming contacts and calculated the total deformation
of contact teeth as sum of numerical calculated (with Finite Element Method) teeth
bending deformations and analytical calculated Hertz’s teeth contact deformations.
But, they neglected influence of load value on contact deformations. The impor-
tance of determination of variable contact area in simulation of contact problems
in gears is discussed by Ulaga et al. (1999). They presented a new Finite element
technique for more accurate contact stress predictions, while Pedrero et al. (2007,
2011) described minimum elastic potential criterion as method for calculation of
load distribution in involute gears mesh. But they still used Hertz’s formulae for
contact in one point and neglected influence of load value. This is not appropriate
calculation methods for teeth total deformations, because contact deformation
depends of the magnitude of load and must be determined through iterative
procedure (Atanasovska et al. 2010).
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In two new series of papers, Li (2007, 2008) and Atanasovska and Nikolić
(2007b; Atanasovska et al. 2008, 2010) have been confirmed the Finite Element
Method (FEM) as out of competition method for investigations of deformations
and load distribution for spur gears. Pimsarn and Kazerounian (2002) present
comparative analysis that give one more confirmation for FEM usage in evaluation
of spur gear tooth mesh load.

The main objective of this paper is to present a method to determine the load in
a helical gear pair considering the actual positions of the contacts and the actual
deformations of the gear teeth. With this method, the transient loading and
unloading is avoided. In the presented analysis, the positions of the contacts and
the actual deformations of the gear teeth can be determined. This analysis is
carried out each time the contact force changes, i.e., in every time increment in the
dynamic simulation process and give quasi-static analysis of helical gears motion.
The obtained deformations are then used to determine the mesh stiffness and load
distribution between the meshed teeth pairs.

2 Theoretical Considerations

2.1 Teeth Stiffness and Mesh Stiffness

In general, stiffness is the force that causes unit deformation. There are different
variables that describe stiffness for helical gears. In this paper, the few of them are
used. The tooth stiffness for helical gears can be defined as ratio of differential of
unit normal load in tooth face plane section d Fbt=bð Þ and appropriate elastic
deformation:

c ¼ d Fbt=bð Þ
du

ð1Þ

The tooth stiffness depends of many influence factors (gears geometry, load
value, material characteristics etc.) and varies along length of action, as well as
along line of contact of a teeth pair. Determination of tooth stiffness function is
very important point in helical gears investigations. The complex helical gears
geometry and variable length and position of teeth contact lines during mesh
period require complex study of teeth contact. During meshing period for helical
gears lines of contact are not parallel to gears axis. Therefore, teeth pairs coming in
mesh gradually. Contact starts at pinion tooth root on one face of gears and
propagates through face width towards pinion tooth top on another face of gears.
This leads to continuously changing of contact line length and makes load dis-
tribution calculation very complex. Zone of action (contact zone) for involute
parallel-axis gears with helical teeth is the rectangular area in the plane of action
bounded by the length of action and the effective face width, Fig. 1.
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The tooth stiffness at each point of line of teeth pair contact is called specific
tooth stiffness and can be obtained as ratio of unit load and tooth deformation for
any specific point:

csp ¼ q=u ð2Þ

For calculation of unit stiffness for ith teeth pair (when m teeth pair are
simultaneously in contact), contact is simulated with serially connected springs,
which is in accordance with contact modelling in mechanics. So, the specific teeth
pair stiffness for any contact point when unit specific tooth stiffness for pinion
tooth csp1, and wheel tooth csp2 are known has following form:

cspðiÞ ¼
csp1 � csp2

csp1 þ csp2
ð3Þ

In many theoretical calculations, the assumption of constant teeth stiffness
along line of contact exists. The average teeth pair stiffness along line of contact
is used as constant teeth stiffness and for helical gears can be calculated for every
of m teeth pair in contact as average value of specific teeth pair stiffness along line
of contact:

c0 ¼ q=u ð4Þ

The previous mentioned dynamic models of helical gears motion (Walha et al.
2011; Atanasovska et al. 2012), use simplified stiffness variable called total mesh
stiffness c0 that is sum of total teeth pair stiffness for all simultaneously meshed
teeth pairs. For involute helical gears, that means:

c0 ¼
X
ðc0i � BiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2 for two teeth pair in contact

c0 ¼
X
ðc0i � BiÞ; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 for three teeth pair in contact

ð5Þ

Fig. 1 Zone of action for
involute parallel-axis gears
with helical teeth
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where: ci’ is average teeth pair stiffness for ith teeth pair in contact and Bi is length
of line of contact for ith teeth pair.

2.2 Analytical Model for Load Distribution

The load distribution is more complex task for involute cylindrical gears with
helical teeth in comparison with the same task for the involute straight spur gears,
and could not been solved with procedures published so far. Lines of teeth contact
for helical gears are inclined and are not parallel with gear axis of rotation and
length of contact line varies along length of contact, Fig. 1. Also, for one particular
contact position contact points lie on different radius and have different defor-
mations and stiffness. The nonlinear load distribution in helical gear mesh could be
solved only by resolving the load distribution between simultaneously meshed
teeth pairs and the load distribution along each of teeth pair contact line, at the
same time. In this paper, for analytical definition of load distribution in helical gear
mesh, the expanded procedure for load distribution over gear facewidth for
involute spur gear have been used (Atanasovska and Nikolic 2006).

For every moment (contact position P) during helical gears mesh m tooth pairs
are simultaneously in contact. System of integral equations, which consists of the
contact equation and balance equation, can be defined for each ith of m simulta-
neously meshed teeth pairs for the contact position. This system can be presented
in the following form:

ZBi

0

qi zð Þ � Ki z; uð Þdz ¼ Di þ Fbi zð Þ;
ZBi

0

qi zð Þdz ¼ Fbti ð6Þ

where: qi(z)—is function of unit load change along the ith teeth pair contact line,
Bi—is length of ith teeth pair contact line for position P, Ki(z,u)—is influence
function, which defines relation between u (elastic deformation at one particular
point on the contact pattern) and qi(z)dz (unit concentrated load at the same point),
z—is coordinate of studied point along contact pattern, Di—is total teeth pair
deformation in the direction normal to teeth pair contact pattern, Fbi(z)—is mesh
initial misalignment (deviation between pinion tooth face width direction and
wheel tooth face width direction when the gear pair is unloaded), Fbti—is total
normal load value for ith teeth pair in mesh. Systems of Eq. (6) for all m simul-
taneously meshed tooth pairs and equation of load balance

Fbt1 þ Fbt2 þ . . .þ Fbtm ¼ Fbt ð7Þ

yield the (2m ? 1) equation system for load distribution solution. It’s very hard or
almost impossible to determine real values for many factors and variables that
have crucial influence on accurate form of the function qi(z), as well as on value of
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real teeth pair bearing pattern length Bi. Therefore, this equation system can be
solved only by numerical methods with same simplification and assumptions.

The discrete method is a simplification model chosen for solving the load
distribution in gear mesh, (Atanasovska and Nikolic 2007b). The main principle of
this method defines teeth pairs contact lines like finale number of equal segments.
A length of these segments is nearly a value of gear pair module and the ni is the
number of segments on the ith teeth pair contact line, so the Eq. (7) takes the
following form:

Xm

i¼1

Xni

j¼1

qij�Bij ¼ Fbn ð8Þ

where qij—is normal unit load along the jth segment of ith teeth pair contact line;
Bij—is length of the contact line segment. The numerical Finite Element Method is
used for calculation of these values. In this way the nonlinear load distribution in
helical gears mesh can be solved with some assumptions and simplifications: only
normal load acts on teeth flanks, friction is neglected, deformations of shafts and
bearings are neglected and the initial misalignment is neglected in the first step of
the load distribution calculation.

3 Results and Discusion

3.1 Finite Element Analysis

The precise calculation of helical gear teeth deformations can be carried out by
three-dimensional Finite Element Model (FEM) only. To develop such a model,
authors defined the procedure of numerical calculations (Atanasovska et al. 2009).
The commercial software Ansys 11.0 has been used. With the analysis of different
models, and with emphasize on balance between accuracy and FEM calculation
time, the physical models of gear segments with three teeth were adopted. The
verification of FEM models is performed by strain gauges experiment on the tooth
root and analytical contact stress calculation, and explained in paper Atanasovska
et al. 2007a.

3D iso-parametric structural solid element defined by eight points (for 3D gear
modelling) and 3D point to surface contact element (for teeth contact modelling)
are used for 3D FEM helical gear pair model developing. Quasi static numerical
model of helical gears are chosen for Finite Element Analysis (FEA). For every
simulated contact position P two models are developed: one for the pinion, Fig. 2a
and second for the wheel, sl.2.b. Figure 2 shows models for one particular contact
position through period with three teeth pairs in contact. Results of FEA for this
contact position are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Figure 3 is the contour plot of
deformation vector for pinion and for wheel, and Fig. 4 shows the reaction forces
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in teeth contacts (normal load distribution). Such results are obtained for all
modelled contact position and total deformations of pinion teeth and wheel teeth
are read from them. Also, the distribution of normal load is obtained for all
modelled contact line positions. The obtained results are then used for determi-
nation of mesh stiffness and load distribution in accordance with procedure
explained in following chapter.

3.2 Calculation of Mesh Stiffness and Load Distribution

The appropriate investigations (Atanasovska et al. 2010) showed that gear teeth
stiffness and load distribution in mesh depend on the magnitude of normal contact
load. So, the iteration procedure is used for determination of teeth pair stiffness and
load distribution. In the first step (iteration), total normal load for each teeth pair
contact position is divided on simultaneously meshed teeth pairs in proportion of
appropriate length of teeth pair contact lines, which are scanned from FEM model.
After nonlinear FEA calculation, specific teeth pair stiffness of every jth segment
on ith line of contact is calculated:

cij ¼
Fij

u0ij � Bij
ð9Þ

Total teeth pair deformation on jth segment of ith line of contact uij’, length of
jth segment on ith line of contact—Bij and total contact force (sum of all reactions)
on jth segment of ith line of contact—Fij are scanned from FEA results. Then

Fig. 2 FEM models for pinion and wheel
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average teeth pair stiffness for all lines of contact and total mesh stiffness for all
calculated contact positions P in zone of action could be calculated.

For any next iteration normal load is divided on teeth pairs in mesh following
the fact that continuous contact is possible only when total teeth deformations in
contact point of all teeth pairs in contact in direction of normal load are equal. The
equations for calculation of normal loads on m meshed teeth pairs for next iteration
have following form:

Fbti ¼
c0i � Fbt

Pm

i¼1
ðc0i � BiÞ

� Bi; i ¼ 1;m ð10Þ

The final results for the modelled gear pair are given in diagrams in Fig. 5.
The total mesh stiffness and normal load distribution calculated with this pro-

cedure can be used for helical gears load capacity calculations and for modelling
of nonlinear dynamic behaviour of helical gears.

Fig. 3 Contour plot of deformation vectors for the pinion and the wheel

Fig. 4 Contact forces on the pinion tooth and the wheel tooth
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4 Conclusion

A new approach for calculation of mesh teeth stiffness and load distribution for
helical gears takes in consideration real gear teeth contact without usage of tra-
ditional Hertz’s solution for two cylinders in contact. The tooth deformation and
mesh teeth pair stiffness are calculated in time and along contact lines at the same
time. Helical gears transfer load with low noise and wear compare with spur gears.
In coming years, efficiency will be one of the most important reasons for gear
power transmission systems design and the application of helical gears will be
increased. The research presented in this paper can help to gear researchers and
green engineers to calculate helical gears with optimal parameters. The goal is to
obtain gears with high level of both reliability and efficiency. In addition, the
improved calculations of helical gears dynamics may lead to decrease of trans-
mission systems vibrations and their longer life cycles.
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The Influence of Corrosion on Stress
Concentration Factor at Shaft to Flange
Radius

Ivana Atanasovska, Miloš Jelić, Radivoje Mitrović
and Dejan Momčilović

Abstract This paper describes the influence of corrosion on stress concentration
factor and crack initiation at shaft-flange transition section. The real turbine shaft
failure case study is used for research. This case study and numerical calculations
show that the seal box solution led to constant leakage of river water in the zone of
critical radius and resulted in corrosion fatigue cracks and turbine shaft failure.
Thus, the Finite Element Analysis is performed to calculate the stress concen-
tration factor increase as a result of corrosion occurrence. The corrosion at shaft-
flange transition section is modelled in the zone with maximum stresses with a
corrosion pit dimensioned to comply with real in situ dimension of pits. The
presented research points new trends in stress concentration factor calculation. The
obtained numerical results for maximum stress and stress concentration factor in
critical zone confirmed failure analysis study outcome.

Keywords Stress concentration � Shafts � Corrosion � FEA
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E Young modulus of elasticity
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Kt Stress concentration factor
Mt Torque on the runner
q Pressure in servomotor
r Fillet radius
Re Yield strength
x, y, z Axis of coordinate system
m Poisson’s rate
reqv Von Mises’s equivalent stress
rmax Maximum stress for actual loads
rnom Reference normal stress for machine parts without geometry

modifications
rM Tensile strength
rDf Fatigue strength.

1 Introduction

Common parts of mechanical systems are shafts and axles and any damage on
them may lead to systems failure. The most frequent causes of damage and
fracture of shaft or axle are incorrect design or operation in chemical aggressive
environment. Incorrect design may lead to low load capacity of shafts and may
cause stress concentration exceeding material strength characteristics, especially in
case of high cycle loading. Usual stress concentration zones on shafts are results of
shoulder fillets and transition zones on shaft to flange joint. Stress concentration
factor (SCF) is defined by Peterson and has been published in mechanical-design
textbooks and handbooks ever since its original appearance in 1953. Its main goal
is to determinate the influence of different fillets shapes on stress on shafts under
real load conditions. SCFs are defined and published in form of formulae and
graphs help to designers. However, in recent years many authors have raised the
question of misalignments of Peterson’s Stress Concentration Factors for the
purpose of precise and detail shaft calculations. Such trend is increasing due to
high efficiency requirements in modern technologies.

The initiation of the fatigue process for shafts starts at the location of geo-
metrical or structural discontinuities, secondary phases, voids, making flaws and
dimension variation of the machine part. These areas may act like stress con-
centrators that lead to local plastic deformation. Under corrosion conditions, this
kind of non-homogeneities and discontinuities appear more frequent on material
surface as a result of corrosion processes, amplified by static or variable
mechanical loads. This leads to the so-called damage by corrosion under stress and
corrosion fatigue. This paper presents results for a failure of the shaft with flange,
subjected to design and corrosion protection issues. The selected shaft is a real
horizontal hydro turbine shaft with significant radius change at transition zone
from shaft to runner flange.
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2 Theory of Stress Concentration Factor

The elementary stress formulas used in the design of structural members are based
on the simplified geometry with a constant section or a section with gradual
change of contour. Such conditions, however, are hardly ever attained throughout
the highly stressed region of actual machine parts. The shoulders, grooves, holes,
keyways, threads, etc., result in modifications of the simple stress distributions and
localized high stresses occur. The localization of high stress is known as stress
concentration, measured by the stress concentration factor.

The stress concentration factor Kt can be defined as the ratio of the peak stress
in the zone with modifications to the nominal stress:

Kt ¼
rmax

rnom
ð1Þ

The long-held engineering practice uses standard analytical methods and
Peterson’s stress concentration factors (SCFs). Peterson’s stress concentration
factors (Pilkey and Pilkey 2008) are aimed for shafts with standard dimensions and
may be accepted as rough engineering estimate. The analytical tools available at
the time when Peterson compiled his stress-concentration factors made him to
ground his calculations for shoulder fillets on solutions for similar geometries,
instead of directly computing the stress state. Peterson formed a series of curves
for Kt as a function of fillet radius—r, over the smaller shaft diameter—d. Curves
represent different ratio of the larger shaft diameter, D, to d. The solution is only
applicable over limited ranges of r/d. Peterson developed a separate set of curves
for each loading scenario: bending, tension, and torsion.

Theoretical expressions for stress concentration factors for shoulder fillets in
round and flat bars subject to various loads are developed by Noda et al. (1997).
However, their flat-plate fillet solution was not translated into a 3D round shaft and
could not include all contemporary shaft designs today. Modern analytical tech-
niques can provide a more accurate solution. In fact, the edition of Peterson’s
Stress Concentration Factors by Pilkey and Pilkey (2008) cites work that used
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to overcome many of the inaccuracies of the
previous method. With the FEA, designers could use numerical equations to
calculate SCFs instead of relying on Peterson’s curves and tables. But, they still
needed a separate design equation for each loading mode (Tipton et al. 1997).
Researchers made efforts to develop a simpler design equation that would cover all
loading regimes. The question arises whether it is preferential to calculate stresses
for every external load separately (Tipton et al. 1997) or for complex loads at once
(Djordjevic et al. 1996). Different authors acquired no agreement on this issue. For
SCFs and maximum stress calculation of non-standard shafts that required a high
level of energy efficiency, and at the same time high level of reliability and safety,
the calculations under complex loads at once appear to be more accurate.
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3 FEA for the Shaft with Flange

3.1 Finite Element Model

During failure analysis case study, it is very important to properly identify the
reference stress and the stress concentration factor of interest. Stress concentration
factors can be obtained analytically from the elasticity theory, either computa-
tionally from the Finite Element Method, or experimentally. The recommended
tabular value for the geometrical stress concentration factor for the described
hollow shaft with flange in complex loading conditions is not available. Therefore,
Finite Element Model described by Atanasovska et al. (2010) is used for identi-
fication of nominal and maximum stresses for calculation of stress concentration
factor of shaft-flange transition zone. Due to complex loading conditions, stress
concentration factor has been calculated from the intensities of equivalent stresses.
Before expiration of the guarantied working period, crack appeared on shaft-flange
radius (Momčilović et al. 2012). The shaft material is steel 20GSL with: Young
modulus of elasticity E = 2.04 9 105 MPa; Poisson’s rate m = 0.3; yield strength
Re = 310 MPa; tensile strength rM = 509 MPa; fatigue strength rDf = 225 MPa
(on air) and rDf = 140 MPa (in water), (Momčilović et al. 2012). It is necessary to
emphasise that the mechanical properties obtained by testing exhibit significant
scatter which implies that microstructure have increased inhomogeneity.

The original turbine shaft geometry with transition radius r = 80 mm in crack
zone is simulated on the FEM model, Fig. 1. Figure 1 presents the 3D finite
element model of analyzed shaft with flange, made with continuum discretized by
the 3D structural solid defined by 8 nodes that had three degrees of freedom at each
node (translations in the nodal x, y and z directions). The FEM model has 59,120
nodes and 47,547 elements. The boundary conditions and external loads are
defined on FEM model as shown on Fig. 1 (Atanasovska et al. 2010).

Fig. 1 Finite element model for only tension
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3.2 Finite Element Analysis

For Finite Element Analysis (FEA), the load conditions were taken from the
original shaft manufacturer’s documentation. The numerical calculations are
performed for two main load cases: regime during starting (LC1), regular opera-
tion regime (LC2). Through separate investigation of three more load cases: only
bending from shaft’s and runner’s weight (LC3), only torsion from runner torque
moment (LC4) and only tension from axial hydraulic force during starting regime
(LC5), and results comparison, conclusions about decisive influence of tension on
damages occurrence is obtained (Atanasovska et al. 2011).

Load case 1 corresponds to the static load during start of operation and change
of the operating runner’s blades position and it is defined by: the maximum axial
hydraulic force of Fa = 5,542.65 9 103 N, pressure in servomotor q = 40 bar,
own shaft’s weight, runner’s weight of G = 1 9 106 N and the torque on the
runner of Mt = 4,280.5935 9 103 Nm. The total axial hydraulic force Fa is
simulated by the forces in axial direction at points of connecting the shaft flange to
the runner. The pressure in servomotor is simulated by surface pressure inside of
flange. The shaft weight was simulated by gravitational acceleration. Load case 2
corresponds to the dynamic, time-variable load in the course of normal operating
regime and it is defined by: axial hydraulic force of Fa = 392.4 9 103 N, own
shaft’s weight, runner’s weight of G = 1 9 106 N and the torque on the runner of
Mt = 4,280.5935 9 103 Nm, defined in the some way as for load case 1. The
Finite Element Analysis (FEA) of analyzed turbine shaft was performed for all
defined load cases. The obtained numerical results for maximum stresses in shaft
to flange transition zone are shown in Table 1. For tension load (load case 5),
nominal stress reqv-nom = 5 MPa and maximum stress reqv-max = 38.5 MPa can
be read from numerical results, Fig. 2.

3.3 Shaft Failure Analysis Conclusions

Grounded on the finite element analysis for the turbine shaft described in the
paper, it may be concluded that the extreme stress concentration occurs in the
failure zone of shaft-flange radius. This fact confirms that the finite element model

Table 1 Maximum von Mises’s stresses and stress concentration factors for variable transition
radius

FEA reqv(70) (MPa) FEA Kt(70) (/) FEA reqv(80) (MPa) FEA Kt(80) (/) Peterson Kt

LC1 136 4.25 127 3.97 /
LC2 58.8 2.1 57.6 2.057 /
LC3 44.8 2.97 41.6 2.75 2.1
LC4 36.2 1.54 35.5 1.52 /
LC5 41.5 8.3 38.5 7.7 2.24
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of shaft with flange is developed in accordance with real working conditions.
Obtained tension normal stress amplitude in critical radius during regular opera-
tion regime is under fatigue strength and doesn’t create conditions for initial crack.
Also, stress concentration factor obtained from finite element results and nominal
stress calculation has a value in expected range. The maximum equivalent stresses
in critical shaft-flange transition zone obtained by FEA and presented in previous
paper don’t exceed tensile strength of rM = 509 MPa for load regime during
starting turbine (maximum static load), as well as fatigue strength of rDf = 225
(140) MPa for regular operation regime (dynamic cycling loading).

In conclusion, the analyzed shaft has construction in accordance with required
conditions and therefore the cause for crack appearance has to be found in material
characteristics or working conditions and maintenance, Atanasovska et al. 2010.
The detailed research of the failure analysis case study and numerical calculations
shows that the seal box solution led to constant leakage of river water in zone of
critical radius which resulted in corrosion fatigue cracks and turbine shaft major
failure (Momčilović et al. 2012).

4 FEA for the Shaft with Cracks

4.1 Corrosion Damages

Simultaneously with this failure analysis, the non-destructive testing of other
turbine shafts of the same type revealed numerous cracks, Fig. 3. The cracks were
found in zone of the same width as obtained by Finite element calculation for the

Fig. 2 VM equivalent stresses for tension (LC5), in Pa
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load case 2. The pattern of the cracks at the metal surface and the presence of the
one major crack accounting for failure indicate corrosion fatigue as the cause of
the failure (Momčilović et al. 2012).

Thus, the Finite Element Analysis is performed to calculate the change of stress
concentration factor at shaft-to-flange radius as a result of corrosion occurrence.
Non-uniform corrosion and formation of pits, as a result of microstructure inho-
mogeneity is evident on Fig. 3, too.

4.2 FEA and SCF for the Shaft with Damages

In recent years, new commercial FEA software provide to researchers an improved
tool for create the finite element mesh that may continuously change from course
to very fine. Thus, stress distribution at the corrosion pits could be investigated by
FEA very successfully and precise. Cerit et al. 2009 and Turnbull et al. 2009,
chose FEA for calculations of stress distribution at the corrosion pits and for
calculations of SCFs. The tension loading is subject of interest in research of Cerit
et al. 2009, as well as in research presented in this paper.

For particular turbine shaft, the corrosion at shaft-flange transition section is
modelled with a corrosion crack dimensioned to comply with real cracks dimen-
sion, Fig. 3 and theoretical papers (Turnbull et al. 2009). The crack form by
hemisphere with radius of 300 lm is modelled in the zone with maximum stresses
Fig. 4.

The load case with only tension from axial hydraulic force during starting
regime (LC5) is investigated by FEA with corrosion crack simulated. The obtained
numerical results for stress state in critical zone shows maximum Von Mises
equivalent stress of reqv-max = 230 MPa, Fig. 5. Then, the stress concentration
factor for corrosion crack may be calculated as the ratio of maximum stress with
crack occurrences and maximum stress at the same position on transition zone
without cracks: Kt = 5.97.

Fig. 3 Corrosion cracks at
shaft to flange radius
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5 Discussion and Conclusions

For the other turbine shafts of the same type having numerous cracks, the cracks
were found in the zone of maximum stresses obtained by Finite element calcu-
lation. Then, the research of shaft-flange transition section influence on stress
concentration factor has been performed (Atanasovska et al. 2011) to determine
the best repair procedure for damaged shafts in order to increase their working life.
The numerical calculations were performed for real shaft transition radius
r = 80 mm and also for radii of 70 mm, that could be real shaft to flange transition
radius after removal the surface zone with cracks. Figure 6 shows the comparative
results for von Mises equivalent stresses for tension from axial hydraulic force
during starting regime (LC5) and Table 1 shows comparative results for maximum
von Mises’s (VM) stresses and stress concentration factors for variable transition
radius (70 and 80 mm) for all load cases in calculation.

Fig. 4 Finite element model for hydraulic turbine shaft with a corrosion crack of r = 300 lm

Fig. 5 Equivalent stresses in the zone of corrosion crack
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It is obvious that cutting the zone with cracks in depth of 10 mm does not
influence load capacity of turbine shafts and may be recommended as the best and
the most expensive solution for damage shafts repair before they are replaced.
Similar results and conclusions are obtained by Bordeasu et al. (2009), but this
group of authors used entirely fracture mechanic approach. The numerical Finite
Element Analysis is performed for the simulation of shaft stress state under real
conditions of complex load and shaft to flange radius without damages. The
comparisons between stress concentration factors and stress states obtained by
Finite Element Analysis and analytical stress calculations that used the Peterson’s
elastic stress concentration factor charts for conventional values of fillet shaft’s
transition radii led to conclusion that analytical approach was not suitable for
calculation of load capacity of such turbine shaft with flange (Atanasovska et al.
2011). The presented research points out the new trend in stress concentration
factor calculation. This procedure is particularly suitable and important for
machine parts with non-standard geometry and specific operating conditions.

Acknowledgments The work has been funded by the Ministry of Education and Science of
Republic of Serbia, Grant TR 35029: Development of the methodology for working capacity,
reliability and energy efficiency improvement of energetic mechanical systems.

Fig. 6 VM equivalent stresses for tension (LC5), in Pa, for r = 70 mm
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Noncircular Planetary Gears Applied
to Scissors

Alexandru Pozdîrcă

Abstract The article presents the calculus of a noncircular planetary gear applied
to scissors for cutting hard materials (metal plates, branches). The advantage of
using the presented mechanism consists in the reduction of the necessary effort for
cutting and the equal distribution of the effort during cutting. We have in view that
for different openings of a person’s arms, the capacity to develop force is not
constant and that in cutting the resisting moment is modified by alteration of the
size of the cut section and its position to the edge articulations. Starting from
the zero order transmission function, the centrodes are calculated as well as the
conjugate curves of the gears. The limits of nonundercuttings are also highlighted.
For the calculus and representation of the gears AutoLISP programs were written,
with graphic representation in AutoCAD.

Keywords Planetary gears � Noncircular gears � Scissor � Cutting

1 Introduction

Let there be a sketch of a scissors, as a mechanism made of the following three
elements (Fig. 1):

• Element 0, considered fixed, on which there is a toothed area represented
through centrode (C0); on this element is the cutting edge (T0).

• Element 1, articulated in O0 to element 0 and in O2 to element 2; to this the
second edge of the blade is fixed, noted (T1).

• Element 2, on which there is a toothed sector represented through centrode (C2);
this element is the mobile arm of the cutting scissors.
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This mechanism is a planetary one with gears, capable of multiplying the force.
This is supposed to work as a reductor whose gear ratio is marked T.

Figure 1a, b represent this mechanism in initial position, respectively displaced.
The initial position is considered to correspond to a closed scissors. The initial data
of this mechanism are:

• Distance between joints O0 and O2, noted with a;
• Angle c between elements 0 and 2 for initial position—scissors are closed;
• Maximum opening of arms 0 and 1, noted with U2; as well as the corresponding

opening of the edges (T0) and (T1), noted with U1:

Mark u1 the angle of rotation of element 1 around the fixed joint O0 and u2 the
angle of rotation of element 2 around the mobile joint O2.

2 Transmission Function

Within the stroke limits of U1 si U2; a zero order transmission ratio is sought that
will lead to optimum distribution of the transmission ratio, to give the edged force
when needed. Zero order transmission ratio and its derivates of order one and two
are noted:

u2 ¼ u2 u1ð Þ; u02 ¼
du2

du1
; u002 ¼

d2u2

du2
1

ð1Þ

In selecting the transmission ratio, we need to take into account the following:
(1) for different openings of the scissors’ arms, the force that we can apply through

(a) (b)

Fig. 1 The mechanism of a scissor and his geometrical parameters: a, b
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the arms modifies; (2) during cutting, the necessary force is not the same, due to
alterations of the size of the cut section, as well as removing the section from
articulation O0.

These force diagrams can be determined through calculation and on basis of
measurements taken on trial stands.

The studied transmission functions were first, second, third and fourth degree
polynomials. The first degree polynomial leads to a planetary gearing with circular
gears, and the mechanisms works as a gear assembly with constant transmission
ratio. The transmission function slope, defined by the angle a is connected to the
transmission ratio T of the planetary gear under the relation:

tan a ¼ u02 ¼
du2

du1
¼ x2

x1
¼ T : ð2Þ

The choice of polynomials of superior order can optimize the mechanism and
will lead towards a mechanism with noncircular gears. Let there be A, M and
B points on the transmission function considered starting, middle and end
moments of cutting. The second degree polynomial can determine a transmission
ration in A. The third degree polynomial can determine a transmission ration in
two out of the three points. The fourth degree polynomial can determine the
transmission ratio to impose in all three moments of cutting (Fig. 2).

3 Centrodes of Noncircular Gears

The trasmission function imposed, given by relation (1), leads to the calculus of
relative centrodes associated to noncircular gears in the mechanism. Let there be
the planetary mechanism in Fig. 3a, made of the three elements and the angular
velocities associated to them. By overlapping of rotary movement this planetary
gearing can transform into an ordinary one, characterised by such angular veloc-
ities as in Fig. 3b—see Voinea et al. (1983), pp 245–249.

Fig. 2 Transmission
function and the variation of
the gear ratio
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The radii of the two relative centrodes were noted with r0 and r2, and the
instantaneous rotation centre was noted with I, in movement on the line of the
centres—see Maros (1980), p 19. For the gearing in Fig. 3b, the transmission
ration is given by the relation:

x2 � x1

x0 � x1
¼ � r0

r2
: ð3Þ

On the other hand, the sum of the centrode radii towards the instantaneous
rotation centre is constant and equal to the distance between the two joints:

r0 þ r2 ¼ a: ð4Þ

Out of relations (3) si (4), we obtain:

r2 u1ð Þ ¼
a

u02
and r0 u1ð Þ ¼ a� a

u02
: ð5Þ

Parametric equations of the centrode (C0) can be expressed as a ratio to the
system of the element 0. The parameter of these equations is the angle u1

(Fig. 3b):

x0 u1ð Þ ¼ r0 sin u1

y0 u1ð Þ ¼ r0 cos u1

�
: ð6Þ

Similarly, parametric equations of the centrode (C2) expressed in rapport to the
system of element 2 will be:

x2 u1ð Þ ¼ r2 sin u2 � u1ð Þ
y2 u1ð Þ ¼ �r2 cos u2 � u1ð Þ

�
: ð7Þ

4 Generation of Noncircular Gears

Figure 4 illustrates the principle of conjugation of tooth shapes for two mating
noncircular gears that are generated by a rack-cutter. The gear centrodes (C0) and
(C2) and the rack-cutter centrode (C3) are in tangency at the instantaneous center
of rotation I. The rack-cutter centrode is a straight line.

Pure rolling of each centrode over the other one is provided if the instantaneous
linear velocities of point I of each centrode are equal under the magnitude and
direction. While the gears 0 and 2 perform rotation about O0 and O2, respectively,
the rack-cutter translates along the tangent (T) to the gear centrodes and along the
center distance a and rotates about I. The pure rolling of the rack-cutter over the
gear centrodes is provided if the following vector equations are observed—see
Litvin (1994), pp 366–368:

v0 ¼ v2 ¼ v3 ð8Þ
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here v0 and v2 are the gear 0 and 2 velocity in rotation about they center, and v3 is
the velocity of the rack-cutter, given by:

v0 ¼ x1 � O0I; v2 ¼ x2 � x1ð Þ � O2I; v3 ¼ vt þ va ð9Þ

where vt and va is the rack-cutter velocities in the direction of (T) and O0O2,
respectively. While the rack-cutter and the gears being generated perform the
related motions described above, the rack-cutter will generate conjugate tooth
profiles for gears 0 and 2.

Under these generation conditions, the angle of the common tangent to the
relative centrodes can be calculated through successive relations:

tan h ¼ va

v0
¼ r00

r0
: ð10Þ

On the other hand, the reduced velocity s0 of the rack cutter along the common
tangent and space s corresponding will be:

vt ¼
ds

dt
¼ v0

cos h
; s0 ¼ ds

du1
¼ r0

cos h
; s ¼

Z

u1

r0

cos h
� du1: ð11Þ

Calculation of the space can be made by numerical integration of the above
relation or by approximation, having in view that the space travelled by rolling
centrode (C3) over (C0) is equal to the length of the curve arch s measured on (C0)
corresponding to a centre angle u1 (Fig. 3b). Having in view that through relations
(6) points can be calculated on (C0) no matter how frequent, the cumulated dis-
tance of these points will be approximately space s.

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Determination of relative centrodes: a, b
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5 Tooth Profile of Noncircular Gears

The rack cutter is associated with an own system S3. The parametric equations of
the rack cutter profile C3ð Þ compared to its own system are given by the relations
(Fig. 5):

x3ðtÞ ¼ t tan a
y3ðtÞ ¼ t

�
: ð12Þ

To calculate the conjugate profile of the gear 0, we write the parametric Eq.
(12) in the system of the gear 0 on basis of coordinate transformations of type

rð0Þ3 ¼ Mð0;3Þ � rð3Þ3 : Calculating the transformations, the parametric equations
obtained look like the following:

xð0Þ3 t;u1ð Þ ¼ ðt tan a� sÞ cosðu1 � hÞ þ t sinðu1 � hÞ þ r0 sin u1

yð0Þ3 t;u1ð Þ ¼ �ðt tan a� sÞ sinðu1 � hÞ þ t cosðu1 � hÞ þ r0 cos u1

(
ð13Þ

Equation (13) describe a lines family of type C3ð Þ; who’s enveloping C0ð Þ gives
the profile of the wanted gear 0. The parameter of the generating curve is t and that
of the family is u1: A connection is sought between the two parameters, according
to the theory of enveloping curves (Ionescu 1975, pp 102–103):

oxð0Þ3

ou1
� oyð0Þ3

ot
¼ oyð0Þ3

ou1
� oxð0Þ3

ot
: ð14Þ

Replacing the partial derivates of the parametric equation (13) in relation (14)
and making calculations, the relationship between the two parameters t and u1 can
be obtained as illustrated here:

t ¼
s 1� h0ð Þ tan aþ r00 tan a� r0

� �
cos h� r0 tan aþ r00

� �
sin hþ s0

1� h0ð Þ tan2 aþ 1ð Þ : ð15Þ

Fig. 4 General principle of
generation of noncircular
gears
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Replacing relation (15) and (13) the parametric equations of the profile of the
gear 0, marked C0ð Þ in Fig. 5. In a similar manner, the profile of gear 2 can be
obtained.

6 Limits of Nonundercutting

In view of studying the mechanism programs were written in AutoLISP, and the
graphics were made in AutoCAD. Representations highlighted the existence of
envelope as well as undercutting in generation with rack cutter of the two non-
circular gears.

The example in Fig. 6 corresponds to initial data: a = 70 mm, U1 = 67�,
U2 = 146�, c = 23�, a =25�. As transmission function the second degree poly-
nomial was chosen, which imposed the transmission ration in point A in two
variants: T=3.00 respectively 2.45 (Fig. 2). In the first case, it lead to phenomena

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Transformation of coordinates associated to the calculus of the gear profile 0: a, b

(a) (b)

Fig. 6 Limits of nonundercutting: a, b
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of interference, shown in Fig. 5a. Profile C2ð Þ was drawn as well as the connection
buckle to the base of the gear tooth 2.

7 Conclusions

The presented calculations are the support for very important practical applications
in the field of scissors or manual cutters. A series of results exist in brand products
on the market (see www.fiskars.com), but the range of applications can be
extended. The program created by the author leads the profiling calculus of non-
circular gears and allows for optimization of the planetary mechanism.
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Optimal Damping Constant Investigation
on a Quarter-Car

Mihai Tica, George Dobre, Gabriele Barbaraci
and Gabriele Virzi’ Mariotti

Abstract This paper shows an investigation on optimal damping constant per-
formed in the frequency domain. The optimal damping constant is meant as that
value that minimizes the acceleration of all connected bodies characterizing a two
degree of freedom system sketching a quarter car. The connected bodies are sprung
and unsprung mass respectively for quarter of chassis and tire, this last keeps the
contact with the ground and it is connected with the sprung mass through a shock
absorber characterized by spring and fluid damper. Optimal damping constant was
determined by imposing analytical conditions on the expression of acceleration of
two masses. Afterwards, the variation of acceleration and position in function of
frequency for the obtained value of damping constant is plotted numerically in two
ways using Wolfram Mathematica and MSC Adams software.

Keywords Shock absorber � Damping constant � Sprung mass � Unsprung mass �
Road disturbance

List of Symbols

cs Damping coefficient of shock absorber
kT Spring constant of tire
kS Spring constant of shock absorber
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ms Sprung mass
mU Sprung mass
xSðtÞ Displacement of sprung mass
xUðtÞ Displacement of unsprung mass
_xSðtÞ Velocity of sprung mass
_xUðtÞ Velocity of unsprung mass
€xSðtÞ Acceleration of sprung mass
€xUðtÞ Acceleration of unsprung mass
yðtÞ Road disturbance

1 Introduction

The shock absorber is a component of dynamic system. It provides a dissipative
effect against exogenous excitation that produces a relative motion between the
bodies connected by the shock absorber. The dissipative effect can be made by a
fluid damper characterized by a certain value of viscosity and so the damping
characteristic. In the second half of previous century the improvements in tech-
nological field led the engineers to develop actuators able to produce the same
effect of a common shock absorber. These actuators were built according to
magnetic field theory and constitute another way to produce a dissipative effect on
systems. In this paper we focus all attention on the first category that is a passive
system, in order to produce an analytical investigation to show the values of
optimal damping constant and plot the variation of acceleration and position rel-
ative to the frequency in two way: using Wolfram Mathematica and MSC Adams.
The damping constant can be chosen in order to get the minimum acceleration of
all masses so that the passenger driving a car, for example, is not subject to the
excessive road disturbance. The damping constant is an important and useful
parameter in order o understands the dynamic behavior of a system. It also used for
different purpose for example it is used in a microstructure for the protection of
electronic-packaging components in vibration-impact environments shown in Ping
(2005) and Ping et al. (2008). In the military field a damping action is used in the
guns and heavy vehicle so that the produced load must be compensated in order to
get the less disturbances as possible on the structure mentioned in Samantaray
(2009). In automotive research field a particular value of damping constant is
reached build up a displacement-sensitive shock absorber (DSSA) in order to get a
desired ride comfort of the passenger (Lee and Moon 2006). The research of
optimal damping constant is already present in the automotive to verify shock
absorber’s ability to transfer the mid- and high-frequency content of the vibrations
passing from the road profile, through the suspension, to the vehicle body as
mentioned in literature (Czop and Stawik 2011). These study led the engineer to
develop two different way to transmit the exogenous excitation on the vehicle or
rather the acceleration dependent method (ADM) and conventional method (CM).
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The interest on this methods was born from the observation that a variation of
damping constant is feasible thanks to the technological development due to the
mechatronic systems that relate the passive systems with active ones characterized
by the introduction of control systems and electronic devices. There are many way
to modify the damping constant in order to reach a desired value of power
transmission produced by the exogenous excitation on a system. Eddy current can
provide a modification of damping constant. A such system is built up by two
permanent magnets and a conductive aluminum plate to generate both spring and
variable damping effects. Eddy currents are generated in the aluminum plate due to
its relative motion with respect to the magnets. These eddy currents produce a
repulsive force that is proportional to the velocity of the conductor such that the
moving magnet and conductor act as a viscous damper shown in Ebrahimi et al.
(2008). Another way to modify the damping constant is characterized by the
introduction of nanotechnology with materials in micro scale. The presence of
these two different dimensions of solid part realizes a resistance force when a
magnetic field is injected in the mixture hold by fluid as mentioned in Hayashi
et al. (2010). The most common and famous way to modify the damping char-
acteristic is the introduction of iron particle in a fluid damper with presence of
magnetic field. Sometimes the electric field is used in order to build a comparison
with the results produced with the magnetic field even whether the use of electric
field imply the use of more electric power than magnetic field needs, that’s why
this last is preferred.

2 Mathematical Model

This paper introduces the mathematical model of system vibration according to
Guglielmino et al. (2005, 2008), Guiggiani (2007). The simplest system of two
degree of freedom quarter car is reproduced with minor modifications in Fig. 1.
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tk
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Fig. 1 Simplest system of
two degree freedom of the
quarter car automotive
suspension
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It is characterized by a system of two ordinary differential matrix Eq. (1) where
the input is the road disturbance y tð Þ according to the known vibration theories of
dynamic motions:

mS 0
0 mU

� �
€xs tð Þ
€xu tð Þ

� �
þ c �c
�c c

� �
_xs tð Þ
_xu tð Þ

� �
þ kS �kS

�kS kSþ kT

� �
xs tð Þ
xu tð Þ

� �
¼ 0

kT

� �
y tð Þ

ð1Þ

The introduction of road disturbance y tð Þ is essential to carry out all information
about dynamic behavior of system. The dynamic behavior is analyzed by con-
sidering the transfer function that relates the road disturbance to the outputs. In this
case the outputs are the acceleration of two masses analyzed in the frequency
domain and time domain. It is important to understand that minimization of
acceleration can be done in the frequency domain or in time domain, aspect
mentioned in Savaresi et al. (2010). This two different ways to proceed are strictly
depended on the particular input, whether the input is harmonic or time depended.
In this paper an analytical investigation on damping constant is built up in order to
get the optimal value that minimizes the acceleration of the sprung mass so that the
entire structure, where the shock absorber is fixed, supports a lower mechanical
excitation in order to get the best drive comfort and stability performance. In
particular the stability performance is the mean goal of this paper or rather when
the landing gear impacts on the ground, the entire structure receives a force
directed on upper direction that leads the aircraft to lose the friction force of the
wheel rolling on the ground and so a certain delay is introduced for arrest the
plane. Moreover the same force lead the aircraft to produce a certain vibration of
its structure such as fuselage and wings. This effect is present whatever is the value
of damping coefficient but the less force is the less mechanical excitation is on the
structure so that life cycle is higher than the others value of damping constant
outside the optimal one. Usually a mechanical system is characterized by some
variable masses so that the optimal damping constant modifies its value since the
minimum of acceleration must be reached. There are dynamic systems that provide
the variation of damping constant by using magnetic or electric field. The electro
rheological systems use the electric field to increase the damping constant but it
cause a huge use of power since that it is based on separation of charge from a
plate to the other one in opposite side (Namuduri et al. 2003). The magneto
rheological fluids are more suitable when a lower energy must be used. The work
in such way the iron particle are subjected to magnetic field so that a long chain of
particles produces an increasing of tensile stress, aspect mentioned in Namuduri
et al. (2003). The magnetic field is produced by the introduction of control current
in coil winding the iron. The gap is filled by the magneto rheological fluid char-
acterized by a certain fraction of iron particles. The injection of control current can
be typically switch on/off as in Barabaraci and Virzi’ Mariotti (2011) or by a
proportional state feedback. The former is characterized by the introduction of a
fixed value of control current and injected once a certain value of relative speed
between the sprung and unsprung mass is captured by the sensors. In this case the
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sensors are accelerometer able to calculate the speed as a function of acceleration.
Another way to introduce the control current is characterized by a proportional
value of magnetic field to the relative speed between the sprung and unsprung
mass. In this case a linearization study must be introduced in order to delete the
complication due to the nonlinearity of magnetic field that is characterized by the
saturation problem. The mathematical model (1) is characterized by a vector
containing the kinematic variable with regard the sprung and unsprung mass that
are the outputs of system shown in this paper. Its dynamic behavior is analyzed
according the transfer function that relates the road disturbances to the masses. The
transfer function is obtained by Laplace transform according (2) with zero initial
conditions:

s2Mþ sCþK
� �

q sð Þ � sq 0�ð Þ � _q 0�ð Þ ¼
0
kT

� �
y sð Þ ð2Þ

The transfer function does have the form (3) and it is strictly proper because it
represent a typical casual system where the order of derivative input is lower than
kinematic variable ones

W sð Þ ¼ wik ¼

Qh

l¼1
sþ zl cð Þð Þ

Qn

r¼1
sþ pr cð Þð Þ

=h\n

0

BBB@

1

CCCA

ik

=wik ¼ wki 8i; k ¼ 1. . .2

8
>>><

>>>:

9
>>>=

>>>;
ð3Þ

in which: h \ n and wik ¼ wki8i; k ¼ 1. . .2:
In particular for the sprung and unsprung mass the transfer function are

respectively (4) and (5):

W sð Þ¼ kT ks þ c� sð Þ
ks kT þ ms þmUð Þs2ð Þ þ s mss kt þmUs2ð Þ þ c� s kt þ ms þmUð Þs2ð Þð Þ :

ð4Þ

W sð Þ ¼ kT ks þ s cþmssð Þð Þ
ks kT þ ms þmUð Þs2ð Þ þ s mss kt þmUs2ð Þ þ c� s kt þ ms þmUð Þs2ð Þð Þ :

ð5Þ

The optimal damping constant is carried out from a study of the acceleration in
the frequency domain and it is based on the research of that point of acceleration
plot that are maximum in a derivative sense. It is constituted by the substitution of
Laplace variable with and the calculation of second derivative for each transfer
function as in (6) and (7) respectively for the sprung and unsprung mass.

W jxð Þacc S¼ x2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSkTð Þ2þ ckTxð Þ2

q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSkT þ mSmUx4 � kT mS þ kS mS þ mUð Þð Þx2ð Þ2þ �c mS þ mUð Þx3 þ ckTxð Þ2

q

ð6Þ
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W jxð Þacc U ¼ x2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSkT � kTmSx2ð Þ2þ ckTxð Þ2

q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kSkT þ mSmUx4 � kTmS þ kS mS þ mUð Þð Þx2ð Þ2þ �c mS þ mUð Þx3 þ ckTxð Þ2

q

ð7Þ

The investigation starts by considering the intersection points of (6) and (7) for
with the transfer function (8) obtained by tending the relation (6) and (7) [11]:

W jxð Þ ¼ x2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2

Tx2
q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2 kT � mS þmUð Þx2ð Þ2

q ð8Þ

Those intersection points are very important because the calculation of maxi-
mum point to reach the minimum of acceleration must be performed on them by
the relation the intersection between (8) and (9);

d x2W c;xð Þð Þ
dx

����
x¼X

¼ 0: ð9Þ

3 Optimal Damping Constant

In order to calculate the optimal damping constant with regards to the dynamic
system a set of data are used and showed in the Table 1 under the assumption of
passive system.

According to the expressions 6 and 7 the frequency response of the acceleration
is shown for both masses as in Figs. 2 and 3 we can see the graphical represen-
tation of our previous speech. They show the graphical starting point of procedure
in order to investigate the optimal damping constant value. This is made at first in
order to produce a comparison with the approximated formula produced with the
literature of the past.

Table 1 Optimal damping constant

Symbols Description S.I.

mS Sprung mass 400 kg
mU Unsprung mass 12 kg
kS Stiffness of shock absorber 50,000 N/m
kT Stiffness of tire 300,000 N/m
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In the Figs. 7 and 8 are clear the intersection point that are significative for
purpose of this study, in particular it must be shown that the intersection points in
frequency domain leads to set of data, one for sprung mass and one for the
unsprung mass. For the sprung and unsprung mass we refers the intersection points
corresponding to the frequencies shown in the vectors (10) and (11):

x1s ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
kt

mu

r
¼ 158:114

x2s ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ksms þ ktms þ 2ksmu �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�8ksktmsmu þ ktms þ 2ks ms þmuð Þð Þ2

q

msmu

vuut

¼ 13:6802

x2s ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ksms þ ktms þ 2ksmu þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�8ksktmsmu þ ktms þ 2ks ms þmuð Þð Þ2

q

msmu

vuut

¼ 182:746

x3s ¼
1ffiffiffi
2
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ksms þ ktms þ 2ksmu þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�8ksktmsmu þ ktms þ 2ks ms þmuð Þð Þ2

q

msmu

vuut

ð10Þ

Acceleration of Sprung Mass sc ≥ 0 continuous 
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x1u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ksms þ ktms þ 2ksmu

m2
s þ 2msmu

s

�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2ksms�2ktms � 2ksmuð Þ2�8kskt m2

s þ 2msmu

� �q

2 m2
s þ 2msmu

� � ¼ 10:7055

x1u ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ksms þ ktms þ 2ksmu

m2
s þ 2msmu

s

þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�2ksms � 2ktms � 2ksmuð Þ2�8kskt m2

s þ 2msmu

� �q

2 m2
s þ 2msmu

� � ¼ 39:2863

ð11Þ

Since that minimum acceleration is verified for the intersection point, the first
derivative of acceleration function in the frequency domain must be calculated in
order to get the damping constant in those points (insert the book theory Dinamica
del Veicolo).

The first derivative of both functions are referred to the expression (12) and (13)

o x2W c;xð Þsprung

� 	

ox x¼x
f

¼ 0 ð12Þ

o x2W c;xð Þunsprung

� 	

ox x¼x
f

¼ 0 ð13Þ

where xf is the value of frequency relative to the best compromise between
maximum and minimum acceleration taken with positive sign. The solutions of
(12) and (13) are shown in a vector form as ();
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The approximation formula of damping constant produced by Guiggiani
(2007), is obtained by simplifying the expression used here that is carried out by
MATHEMATICA but since that is too complicated and very long we report only
the numerical value of it. The symbolic value of the frequencies where the
intersections point exist as follows:

cs ¼
3634:39
4460:94

� �
Ns
m

� �
ð14Þ

cu ¼
1790:8

15802:6

� �
Ns
m

� �
ð15Þ

The Fig. 4 shows the comparison of optimal damping constant between sprung
and unsprung mass:

The Fig. 4 show an important result, or rather. One can minimize the accel-
eration of sprung mass by using the minimum value relative to the blue bar or one
can minimize the acceleration of unsprung mass by using the minimum value
relative to the red one.

The frequency response has been developed considering a time varying fre-
quency in a simulation where the frequency is vs. time simulation. The simulations
were conducted assuming the time scale is been scaled by a factor of 10 according
the Nyquist sampling theory.

In the Fig. 5 the value of the damping constant c ¼ 3634:39 Ns/m shows a
minimum of acceleration at 8:5 rad/s and it reaches the maximum displacement at
5 rad/s.

The unsprung mass acceleration increases until the end the simulation time
while his displacement reaches a maximum at the same frequency shown by the
displacement of the sprung mass.

In the Fig. 6 the mass suspended detects a decrease in the gradient id accel-
eration corresponding to the value of 8:5 rad/s which is the frequency acceleration
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the minimum reached by the suspended mass at the previous value of the damping
constant. However, at 158:114 rad/s its acceleration reaches the maximum. Its
displacement reaches the maximum value correspondence 5 rad/s as in the pre-
vious value of constant damping. The unsprung mass exhibits same behavior of
previous case for acceleration and displacement.

In the Fig. 7 exhibits the sprung mass acceleration in Minmi corresponding to
the value of 10:7 rad/s the numerical analysis performed by MATHEMATICA.
Also in this case the maximum of displacement is at 5 rad/s. The unsprung mass
reaches a minimum acceleration at 6 rad/s and then increases by the increasing the
exogenous frequency excitation. Its displacement reaches a maximum at 5 rad/s, a
minimum at 7:5 rad/s and then increase till the end of simulation.

In the Fig. 8 the sprung mass exhibits a maximum of acceleration and dis-
placement respectively at 15 rad/s and 11:4 rad/s. Unsprung mass reaches a min-
imum acceleration at 19:5 rad/s and then increases by the increasing the exogenous
frequency excitation. Its displacement reaches a maximum at 11:8 rad/s and then
decreases till the end of simulation.
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Vibration Impact on Life Bearings
from Fan Unit for Fresh Air in Thermo
Power Plant REK Bitola

Tale Geramitchioski and Ljupco Trajcevski

Abstract This paper contains the results and the important conclusions of the
permanent vibration measuring of the bearings as a part of the fan unit for fresh air
used at Thermo Plant REK Bitola, R. Macedonia—the biggest energetic institution
for energy production in the country. The result, presented trough various statis-
tical analysis is a key factor for increasing the bearing loads and evidently
decreasing the bearing life. By using an appropriate mathematical-numerical
method and time-frequency analysis using WVD distribution, the bearings life
prediction versus the increase of the vibrations is possible.

Keywords Vibration � Bearing � Wigner-Ville distribution � Kurtosis � NP4

List of Symbols

WVD Wigner-Ville distribution
NP4 Non-dimensional parameter.

1 Introduction

The presence of a superficial defect in a rolling element generates a shock every time
that the rotating element ways on the defect. It generates periodical impulsive
excitation force which excites structural resonances and mounted resonance fre-
quency transducer (Tandon and Choudhury 1997; Kiral and Karagulle 2003). These
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characteristic frequencies depend on the speed of rotation, the location of the
damage and in the case of damage on a ring, from the number of rolling elements.

By analyzing vibration generated by shock is possible to identify the damaged
bearing and the element on which the damage is located (Martin and Honarvar
1995; Mathew and Alfredson 1988). Shock produces waves of expansion and
deformation exciting structure frequencies: shock produces transitory vibration
within high frequency, with high first peak and fast decadence, characterized by
shock’s period (McFadden and Smith 1984).

The statistic index Kurtosis represents a very good indicator for the analysis of
damages in low speeds machineries with no continuous shocks (gears of rotating
ovens, reduction gears for heavy cycles, etc.). Normally, this indicator must be
used with global values rms (Boulenger and Pachaud 2003). Statistic index Kur-
tosis will be used with the FFT analysis integrated with time-frequency distribu-
tion Wigner-Ville and defined new statistic index NP4. It is non-dimensional, it is
defined as the fourth statistic moment of the distribution. It is positive for distri-
bution consisting of a sharp single peak and is increasing with an increase in peak
of a distribution. This property of the kurtosis was employed in construction of the
NP4 detection parameter.

2 Bearing Life and Monitoring of Bearing Vibrations

Mining and Power Company ELEM REK ‘‘Bitola’’ is the largest power generating
capacity in Macedonia. It provides more than 70 % of power and part of the coal
needed for the industry and households in Macedonia.

Monitoring refers to the analysis of vibrations measured at bearings of fan fresh
air in REK Bitola. The fan for fresh air consists of the following main parts: body-
shaped spiral impeller, shaft with bearings and regulatory apparatus (Fig. 1).

The rolling bearing used in this analysis is bearing number 4, type NU 244MA-
cylindrical rollers bearings (Fig. 2).

To calculate the generate frequency we used the software GEARBOX (Fig. 3).
The measuring vibration instrument used the model of SKF CMVA60 working

with software PRISM4 (SKF software). Also, the REK Bitola adopted the ISO
10816 standard by which a certain number and measuring points are set for
measuring vibration in horizontal and vertical machines. For analysis of the
dynamic state of 3VSV-A, a total 99 measurements of vibration were measured on
the fan for fresh air branch-A TE Bitola. The time period is from 09.06.2003 to
10.03.2011. Each measure has a total of eighteen measurement data (Fig. 4).

The analysis shows the display of the spectrum in the time when bearing
working in failure period and period after replacement of the bearing with new.
Figure 5 shows the spectrum 10 Mart 2010 (period when bearing working in
failure period) and 16 May 2011 (period after replacement the bearing with new).

On Fig. 5 we can see that the maximum peak of the spectrum is the frequency
of 4.35 Hz that is corresponding to the fundamental train frequency
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FTF = 4.4 Hz. When in a bearing show’s a defective rotating elements, then the
frequency must pass through more mechanical interfaces and ball’s generate FTF
frequency which is rarely presented as a discrete frequency. The modulated

Fig. 1 The fan unit for fresh air BCB type BLH-32< (Russian)

Fig. 2 Bearing SKF NU 244MA
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frequency in this way generates other frequencies such as the rotation frequencies
of 10 Hz. Since the value of the rotation frequency is small, it indicates that the
rolling balls are not always in loading zone at the outer or inner ring. Also, we may
notice the absence of the BSF frequency as a result of the damaged roll of balls at
the bearing that can spin only in one direction. It can also be observed from the
elevated amplitudes of all the other frequencies that there are serious problems
with the given bearing. From the spectrum, we can see that the dominant fre-
quency is the rotating frequency of 10 Hz with its harmonics, as well as the other
frequencies FTF = 4.4 Hz, BPFI = 107.3 Hz, BPFO = 82.7 Hz and
BSF = 38.1 Hz. We can conclude that for performing the analyses of the spec-
trum is required possessing a professional knowledge, as well as adequate
knowledge for the signal processing techniques.

Fig. 3 Calculate general frequency for SKF 7338 and NU244 bearings
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Fig. 4 The data of 99 measurements on SKF NU244 using envelope gE
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Fig. 5 Spectrum for the bearing NU244MA in a failure period and the period after replacement
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We can obtain a better review of the bearing condition by using the time-
frequency analyses of the Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD).

The Wigner-Ville distribution (WVD) is a general time-frequency analysis
tehnique that provides good resolution along both time and frequency scales in
comparision with other joint time-frequency transforms such as short time Fourier
transform and wavelet transforms. Another major obstacle in the application of the
WVD is due to its non-linear behavior. The non-linearity of the WVD causes the
interference between different signal components. The WVD can be written as,

Wxxðt; f Þ ¼
Zþ1

�1

xðt þ s=2Þx�ðt � s=2Þe�j2pf sds: ð1Þ

The Winer-Ville distribution satisfies the frequency marginal condition

X xð Þj j2¼ 1
2p

Z1

�1

Wxx t;xð Þdt: ð2Þ

This equation means that the integral of te WVD over the time variable at a
certain frequency x yields the energy density spectrum of x(t) at this frequency.
The WVD also satisfies the time marginal condition

x tð Þj j2¼ 1
2p

Z1

�1

Wxx t;xð Þdx: ð3Þ

These proporties indicate that the WVD can be interreted as the energy dis-
tribution of signal. Other importanat signal characteristics that can be defined from
the WVD include the instantaneous energy of the signal or signal power

PðtÞ ¼
Z

Wxxðt; f Þj jdf : ð4Þ

The statistic index Kurtosis represents a very good indicator for the analysis of
damages in low speeds machineries with no continuous shocks. It is adimensional,
it is defined as the fourth statistic moment of the distribution. The normalized
kurtosis for a distribution y(t) given by its N values can be defined as

NK xðtÞð Þ ¼ 1
N

XN

i�1

xi � xsr

r

� �4
� 3: ð5Þ

It is positive for distribution consisting of a sharp single peak and is increasing
with an increase in peak of a distribution. This property of the kurtosis was
employed in construction of the NP4 detection parameter. This parameter is a
normalized kurtosis of signal power P (t) given by Eq. (6) as
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NP4 ¼ 1
N

XN

i¼1

P tið Þ � P

r

� �4

� 3: ð6Þ

Fig. 6 WVD image of the bearing SKF NU244MA working in a failure period and the period
after replacement
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This NP4 is a non-dimensional parameter. The parameter NP4 depends only on
the shape of the power distribution P (t).

The WVD image of the bearing NU244MA, in a failure period and the period
after the replacement with a new one (Fig. 6).

When the bearing is in failure period, the normalized kurtosis is 3.2066 and the
normalization of the NP4 is 1.9193. For the period after replacing the bearing, the
new normalized kurtosis is -0.4905, while the normalization of the NP4 is -

0.3615. From this values we can conclude that: whenever the kurtosis is positive or
negative we need to calculate the parameter of NP4. When the normalized kurtosis
and the NP4 are equal to zero, we have a normal distribution with a certainty claim
that there are no damages. When the NP4 \ 0 but the NP4 [ -1, we have a
confirmation of a damaged bearing. If the NP4 \ 0 but the NP4 \ -1 we can’t
confirm the damage of the bearing with the NP4 parameter. When the NP4 [ 0
there is confirmed damage of the bearing.

After repairing the rolling bearings, visual inspection of the bearing elements
show the condition of SKF NU244MA given in Fig. 7.

The simplest way of calculating the L10 bearing life by the ISO suggestions, is
using the basic equation which takes the three factors: speed, load and type of the
bearing.

L10 ¼ C=Pð Þp ð7Þ

From the calculations we can observe that the theoretical life of the bearings is
242,528 h. Also, according to the results analyzed in the period from 2003 to 2010
in Table 1, we can conclude that the total life of the fourth bearing is 60,148 h.
When comparing the theoretical life of the bearings with the working hours of the
bearing fan for fresh air, we noticed that only 25 % of the bearings are working in
that period.

Fig. 7 The damage on the cylinder SKF NU244MA after repairing
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This small percentage of working hours of the rolling bearings is to a sharp
deterioration in the vibration condition of the rolling bearings after the repair,
dated on 17.07.2007 and it most pronounced in envelope the acceleration in
bearings, which is a indication that there is a fault.

With increasing the kurtosis twice then normal (Takeyashi and Highuchi 2004),
the coefficient of vibration increasing is 1.49, i.e. 49 %.

According with the formulas (Douglas Berry 1995 12/95) for the cylindrical
bearings, the percent of decreasing the bearing life depending of the percent of
increasing the loading/vibrations is calculated with this formulation:

% bearing life decreasing = (1 - (1/(1 ? (% vibrations increasing/100)))3 1/
3) 9 100.

For our case, according to the analysis that shows the kurtosis increasing on
3,2066 (twice then normal) which is 49 % increasing the vibrations than normal
situation, there is a 74 % of bearing life decrease.

3 Conclusion

Using the statistical analysis of the maximum peak from the vibrations in the
period 2003–2011, taken by the constant measurement of the bearing type SKF
NU244MA, theoretically and practically calculating its bearing life by using the
time-frequency analysis of the Wigner-Ville distribution, we obtained the fol-
lowing conclusions:

There are three periods of a bearing vibration condition (see Fig. 4): 2003–2007
high level of vibrations but still in the normal border, 2007–2010 rapid increase of
the vibration level, and 2010–2011 after repairing the bearing. By analyzing the
level of vibration through the post—repair period, we detected an error at the
beginning of the construction.

• In the comparison of the theoretical life of the bearings of 242,528 h (calculated
with the MITCALC) with the working hours of the bearing fan for fresh air of

Table 1 Working hours on the third and fourth bearings

Years Repair Repair bearing Rh [h]

2002 From 16.04.2002 to 17.06.2002 Repair 4710
2003 From 22.07.2003 to 21.08.2003 / 8006
2004 From 16.06.2004 to 21.07.2004 / 7529
2005 From 28.07.2005 to 17.08.2005 / 7910
2006 From 07.07.2006 to 04.09.2006 / 7215
2007 From 02.06.2007 to 16.07.2007 / 7572
2008 From 15.08.2008 to 12.10.2008 / 7299
2009 From 13.04.2009 to 19.05.2009 / 7822
2010 From 29.03.2010 u. to 16.05.2010 Repair 2085
Total working hours for rolling bearings 3BCB-A 60148
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60,146 h (Table 1), we noted that the bearings actually worked only 25 % of
their theoretical life. This conclusion provoked deeper analyses of the bearing
vibration condition and discovering the reason for this failure.

• The analysis with the WVD image, together with the normalized kurtosis and
the NP4 parameter, give us full confirmation of the occurred errors on the
rotation element of the machine (see Fig. 7).

After the review of the bearing reparation on Fig. 7, we conclude the following
research studies:

Prolonging the bearing life may depend of choosing the proper type of bearing
and the location where it will be placed. The bearing marked with the number 4 on
the Fig. 2 is placed radial near the working circuit of the fan, where the axial
forces are strongest. Because of the radial type of the bearing that contains
cylindrical rollers that are extremely sensitive to the axial forces, it is clear that it
will lead in further abrasion of the rollers as a result of the tilt in the rotating paths.

We recommend changing the cylindrical rolling bearing type with barrel or
spherical roller bearing, or switching the places of the bearing number 3 (angular
contact ball bearing—double row) with the bearing marked under number 4
(cylindrical roller bearing—double row).
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On Measurement and Processing Data
of the Real Loading: Application
to Cement Equipment Components

Radu Onofrei, George Dobre, Radu Florin Mirică and Mihai Pali

Abstract Considering the real task of modern calculations of strength, reliability
and durability of a system (or its components) is an actual and important means to
achieve many advantages: (a) more precise calculations of the strength, leading to
more accurate dimensions (in general—lower) of the product which in turn causes
other cost advantages: lower manufacturing cost and lower operational energy
costs; (b) a good assessment of the reliability and durability of the product; (c) as a
result a better planned and predictive maintenance. The research in field remains
open today because the literature does not provide accurate indications regarding:
(a) consideration of real loading in calculations, (b) measuring, processing and
interpretation of experimental data to develop models of loading. Research
objectives in this field were developed to a good investment programming to
modernize or rehabilitate a vibrating screen (1,000 … 1,200 t/h) integrated in
cement fabrication flow sheet. Measurements of un-modulated real loadings on
one of the lateral case wall of the vibrating screen were made. A measuring
methodology procedure and an appropriate measuring chain proposed previously
by authors (Dobre et al., On the methods to measure the real loading at mechanical
systems. In: The 7th international conference research and development of
mechanical elements and systems—IRMES, Nis, Serbia, pp 395–400, 2011). The
measurement chain was configured by high performance components with relative
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low costs (strain gauge signal amplifier, acquisition card, computer with large
memory, high frequency processor, etc.). The experimental data are counted after
this measurement and mean-amplitude frequency matrix is obtained. The loading
spectrum for different stages and conditions of operating resulted. Finally con-
clusions about the main approaches and results of the paper are noted. The pro-
cessing methodology of the experimental data could be extended to the entire
structure of the cement equipment. The paper continues previous researches
developed by the Romanian school in this area (Dobre et al., On the Real loading
modelling of the mechanical systems. Fiabilitate s�i Durabilitate/Fiability and
Durability, Nr 1, pp 1–6, Editura Academică Brâncus�i, Târgu Jiu, ISSN 1844-
640X, 2010), (Mirică et al., On the theoretical-experimental modeling of loading
of the mechanical transmissions. In: Proceedings of 3rd international conference
on power transmissions, Kallithea—Chalkidiki, Greece, pp 291–296, ISBN 978-
960-242-662-2, 2009), (Dobre et al., On the loading modeling of the mechanical
systems. In: The 13th international conference on machine design and production,
03–05 Sep 2008, Istanbul, Turkey, vol II, pp 417–480, 2008).

1 Introduction

The new development programs in the field of industrial equipment take into
consideration the accumulated experience in mechanical design using real loading
data of machine elements during operating. The equipment of cement industry
operate in very hard conditions, the machine elements being under great stress
depending on raw material processing methods, kind of raw materials, atmospheric
condition, etc.

The first registrations of real loading were realized by Gassner approximately in
1935 (Haibach 1989). Loading spectra were used initially for the real loading
modeling; after 1972 till present different versions of Rainflow matrices (Haibach
1989; Buxbaum 1992) are also approached. A valued analysis of the models
developed for modeling the real loading and the procedures for achieving them
was presented by Günther et al. (1973). Currently research is focused mainly
towards elaborating models of loading in different areas of machinery and
equipment construction and high buildings subject to wind action, drilling plat-
forms subject to wave action, etc. Another direction is the extrapolation of these
models.

This paper presents some results obtained by measuring the load of a vibrating
screen used to classify raw material in a cement factory. The paper is structured in
two main parts. The first one describes the construction of the vibrating screen and
its operation. Forward is presented the measuring chain and its components. The
second part describes sequences of registered loading history for main operating
stages, from plug-into stop function (start-up stage, idle running, load running with
raw material, idle running after raw material supply is cut-off and damping time
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stage after plug-off the machine). It is described the registered data processing in
order to classify the loading values by obtaining the mean-amplitude matrix, a
variant of Rainflow matrix (AFNOR A 03-406: 1993), which represents in fact the
occurrence frequency matrix. After this, a method of matrix data filtering is
described in order to eliminate the non-damaging cycles and how is verified the
recommendation that the registration of pair of values mean-amplitude to be done
for either rising or decreasing semi-oscillations (Günther et al. 1973).

Finally, the loading spectrum is presented with the two components: (a) the
main one in the range of high stress corresponding to operating processes, start-up
and stop one; (b) the secondary one with the mean in the negative stress range
(compression), corresponding to non-steady and short period of time processes
which mainly occurs at start-up and stop. It is described the method of average
mean calculated for each amplitude level to realize the loading spectrum (Haibach
1989) and comparison with methods used and presented by professional literature
is made.

2 The Analyzed Vibrating Screen

The layout of the analyzed vibrating screen with the main assemblies is presented
in Fig. 1.

The circular motion of the electrical motor is transmitted by V-belts and a
cardan shaft to the Eccenter. The two rotary drives and the twin-type unbalance
gear produce directive vibrations because of rotation in counter sense only (see
Fig. 2). It takes some time for the machine to run smoothly after it has been
switched on.

The buffer elements, which in this case are helical springs, transmit nearly static
forces (consisting of machine weight and material load) to the supporting structure
of the screen. These flexible elements reduce the alternating dynamic forces which
are generated by the vibrating movement to the residual values.

The screening machine operates with two superimposed screen lining which are
attached by an appropriate clamping mechanism. There were two types of
screening lining which were used during measuring process—wire mesh and
perforated plate.

Some technical data of the vibrating screen follows:

• weight of screening machine: approximately 9,800 kg with drive;
• operational vibration frequency, 750 min-1;
• stroke of screen: maximum 16 mm;
• inclination of drive towards horizontal: 50�;
• motor: power 22 kW, speed 1,500 min-1;
• excitation is by the twin-type unbalance gears;
• type of drive: via V-belt gear.
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Frame and housing structures of industrial equipment come generally during
operation under non-modulated loadings which has the variation cycles not
univocally determined (Dobre et al. 2011). The un-modulated loading can be
modeled by several methods, the obtained models being considerable different one
to each other (Buxbaum 1992).

3 Measuring Instrumentation

The measuring chain adopted for this application is described in Fig. 3. To collect
the signal a full strain gauge bridge is used with configuration including two strain
gauges of 120 X and nominal gauge factor of 2.0 and two fixed precise resistances
of 120 X in opposite sides. The strain gauges are positioned in order to be tensile
stressed and they were glued on the lateral wall of the screen box. The bridge
excitation of ±2.5 V is delivered by the strain gauge amplifier.

62

35 4

714 7 6

3

4

5 4

7

Fig. 1 Vibrating screen layout. 1—Screen box. 2—Unbalance drive. 3—Buffer elements. 4—
Screen lining. 5—Supporting structure. 6—Cardan shaft. 7—Eccenter
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The strain gauge bridge signal is amplified and delivered to the acquisition card
NI 6008 from National Instruments.

The analog signal registration of un-modulated loadings is performed with
sampling clock generated at equal time intervals (Dobre et al. 2011).

The acquisition software is written in LabView and permits to visualize the
evolution of the signal during the acquisition process as shown in Fig. 4. The level
of reference signal adjusted at 5 V and the variation of the signal amplitude in time
can be seen.

1

2

50°

Screen directive 

vibration

Fig. 2 Drive of the
eccentrics in counter sense of
rotation generates directive
vibration of the screen (1, 2—
eccentric pulleys)

NI 6008 acquisition
card

Strain 
gauge 

amplifier

Strain gauge 
bridge

SG2 R2

SG1R1 Bs+

Bs−

IP+

IP−

0 V

OP

Non-
modulated 

loading data

Fig. 3 The measuring
system of un-modulated real
loading. SG1, SG2—strain
gauges of 120 X and nominal
gauge factor of 2.0; R1, R2—
120 X precise resistors; Bs+,
Bs—supply bridge; IP+, IP—
amplifier input signal; OP—
amplifier output signal
(positive potential)
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4 Vibrating Screen Operating

The transport and sorting flow sheet of limestone from the limestone quarry to the
cement factory integrates the vibrating screen into the limestone waste dump
sorting station. The raw material is transported and supplied by a system of ten belt
conveyors to the vibrating screen, to sort it into three granulation classes. The
sorted raw material is sent to the factory and used to cement and lime production.

The vibrating screen operating in time can be divided in the following main
stages, from plug-into stop function: start-up stage, idle running, load running with
raw material, idle running after raw material supply is cut-off and damping time
stage after plug-off the machine.

The start-up stage is characterized by increasing step by step of the loading
amplitude, as it is shown in Fig. 5, till the machine touches the idle running stage.
On abscise is given the time in seconds and on ordinate is the relative level of
loading history.

The idle running stage shows quasi-constant amplitude because of constant
loading represented by own inertial mass.

The loading behavior changes when the raw material supply starts. Figure 6
shows a deep random variation of the loading amplitude when the raw material
supply starts and in Fig. 7 is represented a detail of the signal between second 4
and 5 were low oscillations superimposed on main oscillations can be observed. It
can be seen the excitatory succeed to set its operating frequency to the entire
assembly and so, the period of the main cycles is approximately constant.

Fig. 4 Example of acquisition and registration process evolution for the screening machine
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It can be remarked also a deep random variation of the amplitude approximately
symmetric around the mean value during the load running stage. However, raw
material debit fluctuation gives changes of mean loading value level. Two
sequences of loading history for this stage are presented in Fig. 8 for low level of
raw material debit and in Fig. 9 for a high level one.
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of load running stage
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second 4 and 5 of loading
history sequence from Fig. 6
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5 Loading Counting

The loading raw data are registered in sets of files. Non-filtered signal was reg-
istered to allow a later analysis by several methods including filtering. The chosen
sampling frequency was enough for accurate record of measured signal. So, sets of
peak and valley loading values were obtained for each operating stage of vibrating
screen.

A vector for the entire loading history, were considered,

X ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xnf g: ð1Þ

x1; x2; . . .; xn are the loading samples either peak or valley, in order of appearance
and register.

A new vector with components formed by two elements were generated,

Y ¼ mean1; amplitude1½ �; mean2; amplitude2½ �; . . .; meann; amplituden½ �f g: ð2Þ

The mean and amplitude, of the Y vector components, were calculated as
indicated below.

meani ¼
xi þ xiþ1

2
; amplitudei ¼

xiþ1 � xi

2
; xi; xiþ1 2 X ð3Þ
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The values of mean and amplitude were rounded by a coefficient and a new
vector with the components formed by rounded mean and rounded amplitude was
generated. In this way, the classification of values can be realized.

The values of minimum mean, maximum mean, minimum amplitude and
maximum amplitude were kept in. These are in fact the mean-amplitude matrix
dimensions (the number of rows and columns) can be calculated by dividing the
difference between maximum and minimum of mean or amplitude to the above
rounding coefficient. The number of classes is the number of the matrix lines and
columns and the mean-amplitude matrix is the occurrence frequency matrix.

The pair of rounded values meani; amplitudei½ �; part of the Y vector, were
counted and the loading history occurrence frequency matrix of the current
measuring point were obtained. According to AFNOR A 03-406, this matrix is one
of the Rainflow matrix versions.

Because of an easier counting algorithm and making sure of the affirmation by
which there is necessary to count either the rising or decreasing semi-oscillations
(Günther et al. 1973), both of them were counted. An approximately symmetric
matrix shown in Fig. 10 was obtained.

Although the semi-oscillations are random succeeded, if the measuring time is
long enough, the probability to find for each rising semi-oscillation (characterized
by the pair mean-amplitude) a decreasing semi-oscillation (with the same mean
and amplitude) is very high. The negative amplitudes from Fig. 10 are calculated
with the expression (3) for decreasing semi-oscillations i.e., for xiþ1\xi:

The range (class) of the null amplitude is between the two sides of the matrix
and there was counted the lowest oscillations for which the picks become equal by
including them in the same class. In this way the oscillations ‘‘filtering’’ with very
low amplitude is realized. Forward it was used only the rising semi-oscillations
matrix shown in Fig. 11.

The matrix in Fig. 11 shows very high occurrence frequencies in the low
amplitude range. This means the measured signal was not filtered. The most high
amplitude oscillations are in the range of positive oscillations because of the load
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during operating. Multiple low amplitude oscillations are in the negative range of
the mean because of non-filtered high frequency oscillations superimposed by
negative portion of some high amplitude oscillations corresponding to start-up,
idle running and stop stage.

The filtering of the signal can be performed by eliminating the low amplitude
oscillations with high frequency. Anyway, if a very low amplitude oscillation has
high level mean value then it can have important damaging effect and it will be not
eliminate.

The authors consider that the signal ‘‘filtering’’ can be more adequately realized
by choosing the counting class width and eliminating of undamaging oscillations.
So, a proper algorithm of undamaging oscillations removal can be made using the
sum of the two values (mean and amplitude).

If it is accepted that the maximum sum value of mean and amplitude doesn’t
have to pass the material flow limit, the endurance limit of the welded steel is a
half of flowing limit (see DIN 743-3: 2008), the tensile less than half of fatigue
stress are considered as undamaging and taking into consideration the safety factor
of 1.25 for such equipment, the authors consider, having their own experience, that
the oscillations with the sum of mean and amplitude less than 0.33 by the maxi-
mum value of this sum and for which were counted oscillations, can be removed
from the matrix.

Figure 12 shows the matrix content after removing the oscillations considered
un-damaging. Comparing Figs. 12 and 11 it can be seen the removed part of the
matrix. Oscillations with negative mean derived from the start–stop non-steady
process remained. The most damaging oscillations are in the positive range of the
mean.
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A representation and a simplified model towards the mean-amplitude matrix is
the loading spectrum. Being a simplified model, it is easier to use in calculations
and experiments, but it is less precise.

6 The Obtained Loading Spectrum

The method using an average mean calculated for each amplitude level (Haibach
1989) was adopted to realize the loading spectrum from Fig. 13. This is justified
because different operating phases with different average mean (start-up and stop,
idle running, load running with fluctuant raw material debit) are included in the
loading spectrum. A similar representation with variable average mean was used in
NLR-TR-84043 for the loading spectra HELIX and FELIX (Edwards et al. 1984)
probably for the same reason mentioned before.

The determinations of average mean using the simplified matrix (after elimi-
nation of undamaging cycles) carry on to a little bit higher mean values only in the
range of low amplitudes which are considered enclosure. However, the method of
averaging all mean values corresponding to amplitude introduces a certain error
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because of this approximation, even if the loading mean value variation has a
lower influence than amplitude variation.

Figure 13 shows two components of the proposed loading spectrum for mod-
eling the real loading measured in situ:

• the main one in the range of high stress corresponding to operating processes,
start-up and stop one;

• the secondary one with the mean in the negative stress range (compression—in
the realized experiment), corresponding to non-steady and short period of time
processes which mainly occurs at start-up and stop.

7 Conclusions

1. The loading of the analyzed vibrating screen is non-modulated and can be
built by several methods, the obtained models being considerably different one
of other.

2. The vibrating screen oscillation ranges of the recorded loading history
sequences are quasi-stochastic because of operating with fluctuant raw
material debit (calk stones).

3. The excitatory succeed to set the operating with the own rotation frequency.
That is why the main cycle period is approximately constant. Low oscillations
superimposed on main oscillations can be observed.

4. The recommendation that the registration of pair of values mean-amplitude to
be done for rising or decreasing semi-oscillations (semi-cycles) was verified
by statistical processing of both types of semi-cycles. A quasi-symmetric
matrix (on the amplitude direction) was obtained because of long enough
measuring time.

5. The non-filtering raw signal registration permits to keep in some low dam-
aging oscillations and allows later processing by various methods including by
filtering.

6. The classification of means and amplitudes are carried out by rounding with a
coefficient which depends on the adopted number of classes of the variation
range of them.

7. The oscillations with very low amplitude are eliminated if they do not pass the
class range, being counted as having null amplitude.

8. The authors proposed a simple method of eliminating the cycles considered
undamaging.

9. The loading spectrum includes besides the main component due to the oper-
ation, a component of short-term start-up and stop processes, too.

10. It is recommended for calculations the data contained in mean-amplitude
occurrence frequency matrix to be used, because the loading spectrum is less
precise due to means averaging.
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Design of a Mechatronic System
for Recovery of the Disabled Persons

Petre Lucian Seiciu

Abstract The paper presents a state-of-the-art mechatronic system for recovery of
the locomotory disabled persons: SIMESIM. SIMESIM’s proper design has to take
into account the state-of-the-art theoretical aspects of human walking. There are
two main theories to be taken into account: ‘‘The Six Determinants of Gait (SDG)’’
theory and ‘‘The Inverted Pendulum Analogy (IPA)’’ theory. Both theories explain
human walking but have shortcomings that may be solved through a new theory:
‘‘The Dynamic Walking Theory (DWT)’’. These theories describe, more or less,
appropriate walking of healthy persons. The presented theoretical aspects are to be
considered at the special mechanical transmissions design of the mechatronic
system for the locomotory disabled persons.

Keywords Mechatronic system � Special transmission � Rehabilitation

List of symbols

cet Energetic cost
cmt Theoretical lower limit for the cost of transport
CAD Computer aided design
COM Center of mass
~F1; ~F2 Forces on the legs
~Fx; ~Fy Horizontal and vertical reaction forces
~F1x Vertical force of the trailing leg during double support
g Gravity constant
GRF Ground reaction forces
h Height
IPA The ‘‘Inverted Pendulum Analogy’’ theory
J Collision reduction factor
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l Leg length
r Momentum arm of body weight about the knee
s Step length
sf Foot length
SDG The ‘‘Six Determinants of Gait’’ theory
STS Step-to-step model
v Average velocity
~vCOM Center of mass speed
VR Virtual reality
W1 Negative work
W2 Positive work
WR Positive work rate
a Leg angle related to vertical position

1 Introduction

Walking is one of the most important features of humans. Therefore, the scientific
study of the human movement is mandatory both for its theoretical understanding
and for medical purposes.

Walking failure leads to serious problems in fulfilling the most common daily
activities such as stair climbing, sidewalk walking and street crossing leading in
time to total loss of the limb control.

The mechatronic technology and virtual reality in rehabilitation proved to be
promising research directions.

The number of people that need this type of rehabilitation is larger and the
request of therapy at lower costs is higher.

The social and the material costs are huge, and most of the times the patients
lives are changing dramatically.

The system users can be found in very wide domains starting with the health
system (hospitals, rehabilitation centers), and finishing with the persons with
disabilities themselves.

Several scientists showed that training reduce disabilities provoked by stroke,
even if the rehabilitation takes place in the chronic phase (several months after the
date of the stroke).

Theoretically, prolonged and intensive rehabilitation is needed to treat post–
stroke patients but the real life situation is different for most of them.

This is why virtual reality (VR) is a technology suitable for rehabilitation
therapy.

VR has the capacity to simulate real–life tasks while providing the means to
better measure and evaluate the patient’s performance.
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VR also provides real-time data collection from the sensors attached to the
patient’s body.

These data are used for the requested feedback and for recording in databases
for future evaluation.

The modern rehabilitation methods were used only in the last period at a small
level, due to a lack of equipments.

The use of the gait trainers, as a new method appeared like an alternative to the
classical rehabilitation (Hesse et al. 2000a and b). The results are similar to the
classical methods.

A consistent difference appeared with the use of the mechatronic gait simula-
tion systems (Mauritz 2002; Tong and Granat 1999; Uhlenbrock et al. 1997). In
this moment there are only a few systems operating (in Germany, Switzerland,
USA).

The paper mainly aims to cover new aspects of the design and assembly of
state-of-the-art mechatronic system (MS). Two theories are taken into account in
developing the paper: ‘‘The Six Determinants of Gait (SDG)’’ and ‘‘The Inverted
Pendulum Analogy (IPA)’’, their shortcomings being solved through a brand new
theory ‘‘The Dynamic Walking Theory (DWT)’’. The hereby proposed solutions
lead the author to the conclusion that, in order to improve MS functioning, a more
thorough scientific study of walking is needed.

2 Walking Efficiency Aspects

Human walking is theoretically explained by two prevailing, but contradictory
theories. The first theory called ‘‘The Six Determinants of Gait’’ (SDG) aims to
minimize the energetic cost of locomotion by reducing the vertical displacement of
the body center of mass (COM). The second theory called ‘‘The Inverted Pen-
dulum Analogy (IPA)’’ suggests that walking is a movement combination of two
pendulums: the inverted pendulum for the stance leg and a direct pendulum for the
swing leg.

For a proper design of the mechatronic system, walking efficiency was con-
sidered for both theories.

2.1 The Six Determinants of Gait Theory

The six determinants of gait theory (Saunders et al. 1953; Zajak et al. 2002 and
2003) are based by the model in which the gate is fragmented in six different
phases due to the relative position of the legs. For example, one of the determi-
nants is the stance phase knee flexion.

The main idea is that vertical and horizontal displacements of the body center
of mass (COM) are energetically costly. This leads to a set of kinematic features
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that help to reduce the COM displacement. Motions such as flexion of the knee
during the stance phase and rotations of the pelvis are therefore coordinated so as
to reduce displacements of the COM (as seen in Fig. 1) so that it follows a flat
trajectory.

The analysis is made with a simple walking model presented in Fig. 2 (Seiciu
et al. 2008a, b). COM moves at constant height h with constant speed~vCOM : The
two legs produce the forces ~F1 and~F2: The geometric variables are the height h of
the COM, the step length s, and the moment arm of body weight about the knee r,
all normalized by leg length. ~Fx and~Fy are the reaction forces in the horizontal and

vertical directions for the single support. ~F1x is the vertical force of the trailing leg
during double support. All forces are normalized by body weight, and all length
measurements are normalized by leg length. The work performed per step may be
calculated as follows. The vertical force must equal body weight, and the ground
reaction force must be directed along the leg. It results:

Fy ¼ 1

Fx

Fy
¼ x

h

8
<

: : ð1Þ

Fig. 1 The six determinants
of gait (Kuo 2007)
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Fig. 2 Simple walking SDG
model
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The leg will perform first negative work on the COM line and following mid-
stance, positive work. The positive work per step during single support is:

W1 ¼
Z

s1
2

0

Fxdx ¼ s2
1

8 � h; ð2Þ

where the integration bounds are restricted to the displacements following mid-
stance. Negative work, which is entirely performed prior to mid-stance, equals W1:
Both legs produce forces along themselves and perform work against each other
during double support. The total vertical leg force must equal body weight. The
total horizontal leg forces must produce zero net acceleration over double support.
This may be accomplished by equating the forward and backward components of
force from the two legs, so:

F1x � F2y ¼ 0

F1y þ F2y ¼ 1

(
: ð3Þ

These lead to:

F1x
F1y
¼ x

h
F2x
F2y
¼ s�x

h

:

(
ð4Þ

Combining the above equations yields the leg forces:

F1x ¼ F2x ¼ �x2þs�x
s�h

F1y ¼ s�x
h

F2y ¼ x
s

:

8
<

: ð5Þ

The positive work performed is found by integrating from the end of single
support to the beginning of the next single support,

W2 ¼
Zs�

s1
2

s1
2

F1xdx ¼ 2 � s3 � 3 � s � s2
1 þ s3

1

12 � s � h : ð6Þ

The total work per step is:

W ¼ W1 þW2 ¼
4 � s3 � 3 � s � s2

1 þ s3
1

24 � s � h : ð7Þ

The mechanical cost of transport is the total work per step divided by s. If h is
large, the cost is low. This may be accomplished by constraining double support to
begin and end with one leg straight:

h ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� s� s1

2

� �2
r

: ð8Þ
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The cost of transport also depends on the relative proportions of single and
double support. Double support is more costly than single support. The most
economical flat COM trajectory is achieved with single support dominating the
step s1 ¼ sð Þ and with an instantaneous double support phase. The dimensionless
positive work rate is (Kuo 2007):

WR ¼ s2 � f
4 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
4� s2
p : ð9Þ

where f is step frequency, normalized by the natural frequency of the leg,
g0:5 � L�0:5:

Real walking presents a non-flat COM trajectory and also experiments confirm
the high cost of transport with flat COM trajectory.

2.2 The Inverted Pendulum Theory

The inverted pendulum theory states that the stance leg is relatively straight and
supports the COM. The COM moves in a pendular arc, with no mechanical work
needed to sustain the motion (Fig. 3).

The simple walking IPA model presents a different approach than SDG theory.
In this case, the COM is supported by a weightless leg acting as an inverse
pendulum during single support. The stance leg the stance leg remains fairly

Fig. 3 The inverted
pendulum (Kuo 2007)
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straight during single support (SS), so little knee torque is needed to support body
weight. In midpoint the ground reaction force is directed from the center of
pressure to the COM. Along the whole length of the SS line, the COM velocity is
directed perpendicular to the ground reaction force and no work is performed on
the COM, which may be transported along the pendular arc with no energy input.
At the same time, the swing leg moves like a pendulum and this leads to the
conclusion that the energy-conserving properties of both require no work. This is
in direct conflict with the SDG theory. The pendulum analogy therefore offers
multiple explanations for why walking should cost no energy whatsoever, and not
why it costs any energy at all. It is therefore necessary to consider how walking
deviates from pendulum behavior, and whether this deviation might cost energy.

This model offers a strategy for reducing energy expenditure to zero which is
not logical since it doesn’t explain the actual energy cost of walking.

In fact the IPA model can be considered only a start model for a realistic energy
efficiency walking analysis. A more realistic model is the step-to-step (STS)
model, presented in Fig. 4 (Seiciu et al. 2008a, b). This model states that the
energetic cost occurs only in step-to-step transitions. With the same method used
with the SDG model, the positive work per step performed by the trailing leg (Kuo
2002) is:

W1 ¼
1
2

v2 � tan2 a � 1
2
� v2 � s

2

� �2
¼ 1

8
� f 2 � s4: ð10Þ

The dimensionless positive work rate is (Kuo 2007):

WR ¼ 1
8
� f 2 � s4: ð11Þ

The theoretical lower limit for the cost of transport (Collins et al. 2005) in
walking models is cmt ¼ 0: This can be achieved by swaying the upper body with
springs in such a manner as to totally eliminate the collision losses. Without
swaying the upper body, a motion that would have significant energetic cost in
humans, a rough lower bound on energetic cost can be estimated from the point-
mass small-angle model

SS DS

COM line

Push-off

Collision

F
1F

αFig. 4 Simple walking STS
model
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cet� cmt � J
s� sf

� �2�v2

2 � g � d � l2 � 0:0003: ð11Þ

where J is the collision reduction factor, which is 1/4 for push-off before heel-
strike, s � 04 m is the step length, sf � 0:2 m is the foot length, l � 0:8 m is the

leg length, v ¼ 0:2 m=s is the average velocity, and g ¼ 10 m=s2 is the gravity
constant. Other values of cet for real models (Collins et al. 2005) are presented in
Table 1.

Of the two important walking theories, the author uses the SDG theory to
compute the work efficiency, the results being used for the mechatronic system
design.

The design also must take into account some cinematic particularities that result
from the use of a special developed crank-reciprocating rod mechanism.

2.3 Ground Reaction Force

The design of the mechatronic design must take into account the variation of the
ground reaction force during the gate. Ground reaction forces (GRF) have been
used widely to assess and characterize the walking (Damavandi et al. 2012). The
measurements in turn may be used to calculate joint forces, muscle, moments, and
segment mechanical energy during normal and abnormal movements, as well as to
be used at the design of the rehabilitation mechatronic systems. These data are
essential to understand the mechanics of human locomotion in various conditions.

During gate GRF presents large variations that must be compensated by a
special design transmission connected to the foot support transmission of the
mechatronic system.

3 The Mechatronic System

SIMESIM is based on a basic training gait at which there were added several sub-
systems necessary for a complex and full recovery (Seiciu et al. 2006, 2007). The
importance of the research consists in developing a state-of-the-art mechatronic
system able to respond to the utmost complex requirements. For example, in
addition to the normal walking movement (limbs opposition), the system allows,

Table 1 Estimated cost of transportation for various robots

Cornel biped Deft robot MIT learning robot

0.2 5.3 10.5
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for the first time, a tandem (skier) movement: simultaneous movement of the side
limbs (right hand-leg and left hand-leg).

In this respect, the system was designed and developed based on the latest
achievements of human movement science, transmission and mechanism theory as
well as medical science and IT.

The system has several important parts: mechanical, electronic, measurement,
control.

The mechanical part (main rig) is presented as a CAD view in Fig. 5. It
comprises: 1—the patient positioning frame; 2—the feet driving module; 3—the
hand guiding system; 4—the oscillating lift mechanism (harness, pulleys and a
winch).

The feet driving mechanism presented as a CAD view in Fig. 6 is composed of:
1—the feet rest plates with built-in safety device; 2—the double-crank mecha-
nism. The system has 2 original toes and heel independent sliders used to replicate
the correct walking positions of the feet.

The electronic, measurement and, control parts of the system were designed to
match the requirements requested.

4 System Functions and Signals

The general functions of the mechatronic system are:

• system preparation for the treatment session;
• placing the patient in the system;
• legs movement;

4

3

2

1

Fig. 5 SIMESIM
(mechanical part)

21Fig. 6 Feet driving
mechanism
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• hip movement;
• arms movement;
• patient monitoring;
• active and passive protection of the patient;
• patient muscles’ simulations.

The information monitoring system functions are:

• acquisition, computing and displaying of the sensor signals;
• date base management;
• steady and time dependent graph design;
• acquisition, computing and displaying of the function parameters;
• management of the commands to the system rendering actuators and sub-

systems;
• management of the optical and/or visual warnings;
• management and display of the patient progress.

The acquired digital signals of the systems are:

• step count;
• system stand-by;
• frequency converter start;
• frequency converter damage;
• speed in steps per minute;
• urgent stop by the patient;
• accidental leg detachment;
• accidental hand detachment.

The acquired analogical signals of the systems are:

• patient weight;
• engine speed;
• analogical inputs (force transducers).

The system functionality comprises:

• the patient wearing a parachute like harness is lift from the wheelchair and is
translated to the training position;

• the feet are linked to their corresponding plates;
• particular adjustments are made;
• optionally, for the case of total paralyzed patients, the knees and the pelvis are

linked to supplementary guides;
• the hands may also be positioned to the hands guiding system;
• the feet are driven to produce walking movements.

The parameters to be measured are:

• the ground reaction forces;
• the body segments accelerations;
• the muscular response due to electrical stimulation.
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The parameters that can be tuned are:

• the patient height displacement;
• the force on the feet rest plates;
• the length and height of the pace;
• the walking speed (Picture 1).

5 Conclusions

Of the two important walking theories, the authors use the SDG theory to compute
the work efficiency, the results been used for the mechatronic system design.

The cost of transport can easily be estimate, but the results vary largely from
one application to another. The authors aim to reach low cost of transport values
with the newly designed MS.

The design also must take into account some cinematic particularities that result
from the use of a special developed crank-reciprocating rod mechanism. The gait
trainer enables severely disabled patients the repetitive practice of a physiologic
walking movement.

SIMESIM will allow locomotory disabled subjects to practice the gait-like
movement without overstressing therapists. The device simulates the phases of
gait, supports the subject’s weight according to their abilities, and controls the
body movement in the vertical and horizontal directions.

Picture 1 SIMESIM—present state
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Video analysis of gait and the kinesiological EMG will be use to assess the
pattern of movement and the corresponding muscle activity. Walking on the gait
trainer is characterized by a symmetrical, sinusoidal movement. In summary, the
new gait trainer generates physiological gait-like movement which is important for
the restoration of walking ability.
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The New Engineering Education Model
on University of Niš

Vojislav Miltenović, Milan Banić and Aleksandar Miltenović

Abstract The engineer must be able to present his work and his position, to
defend his opinion and to record it in written form. Therefore, engineers, educated
on universities, have to be capable to work with experts from other disciplines in
order to take advantage of new technologies and to use them in environmentally
friendly products and production processes. This paper presents the university
education model in the field of product development.

Keywords Engineer � Education � Product development

1 Introduction

The word engineer is derived from the Latin root ingenium, meaning ‘‘cleverness’’.
Engineers are today researchers, designers, technologists, analysts, managers,
agricultural (and bio) engineers, architects and builders of roads, bridges, railways,
machinery, tools, buildings and equipment for various purposes.

Mechanical Engineering is the most reliable engine of the economy. Based on
these industrial pioneer work is a basic research that combine the will and ability
to transfer the knowledge into innovative technology products. This combination is
strength of engineers. It gives to the engineer a key role as an indispensable link
between science, industry and society.
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Engineers today have to consider many aspects during development of new
products and systems. Demands on their knowledge are going to increase. For
example, machines and devices are going to be made with more software and
electronics (Fig. 1).

The engineer tasks in the field of product development in the future are varied.
They deal with the entire life cycle of a product, from a product idea to its
concretization through manufacturing, distribution and recycling. The develop-
ment is about developing new products or improving existing products and to
fulfill market needs through creativity, innovation and technology. The imple-
mentation of the product idea is in the design and for that are used advanced
methods and technologies like 3D graphics systems, simulation software and
virtual and physical prototypes. The results are base for the later production. Many
modern products are developed in an interdisciplinary and international
environment.

2 Corporate Strategy and Product Development

Current economic weakness makes the construction of machinery and equipment
with its typical mid-sized structure especially hard. Therefore, the companies are
forced to use more and more innovations in order to lunch new and quality
products to market. Here, new ideas have to be realized and complex tasks and
problems to be solved. The company has always less time available. This requires
a fast and accurate development of ideas and its realization on market. Problems
that can occur have to be solved as quickly as possible and without any mistake.
This leads to parallel and complex processes in product development and pro-
duction. This requires a methodical approach in solving problems, where team-
work is increasingly required.
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Individual decisions are rare and usually risky because the performance
advantage of the creativity and experience of a single person is less. Because of
this, the tendency is to make decisions in groups and teams and to seek solutions to
complex problems. A person’s ability to work effectively in a team come more and
more to the fore, since the role of the team in a company is growing.

Optimal products are not only free from defects, but above all, customer-
oriented products. This provides quality management with a wide range of
methods and tools. The premise is that the methods and tools can be used in the
early stages of the product life cycle.

The modern prototype has accelerated the product development process. The
designers are using simulation and virtual reality.

The strategic planning specified the products and processes for the future
markets. Based on the company’s strategy, the new business opportunities are
analyzed in order to identify product and process ideas as well as evaluation of
product concepts. Result of the strategic product and process planning are
development orders and production changes.

Product and service innovations have to exist to ensure the competitiveness of
products. The goal is to early identify the potential for future success and to
develop it in time. With the help of strategic product and process planning it can be
possible to systematically complete this challenging business task. New sales
potential will be recognized through continuous innovation in interaction with the
market.

The cycle of strategic product planning is divided into phases:

• potential determination,
• product and process determination,
• product and process design,
• business planning.

Thereby, the cycle cannot be understood as a mere sequence of individual steps.
Rather, the stages are run through iterative.

2.1 Identification of Potential Success at an Early Stage

The ‘‘discovery potential’’ identified so-called potential for success. Potential for
success describe a new or previously unsolved problem, a latent or future market
respectively customer needs, a new, previously unknown technical solution, a
potential new use for a known solution, etc. For that are analyzed, for example,
trends in various fields (market, competitors, technology, etc.) in order to deter-
mine the impact on the design. Conversely, the in-house expertise has to be
analyzed, on which is going to be made appropriate search fields and from that are
generated potentials for success. Results of the potential discovery are potentials
for success, which are described by request segments or product positioning in the
market (e.g. product cost, low-, low-noise product).
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2.2 Derivation of Innovation Ideas

The aim of the ‘product and process development’ is to identify potential for
success with demand-driven product and production ideas. For that, based on the
requirement segments, are going to be produced product and production ideas
depending on the dominant drivers of innovation. If driver of innovations is the
product, it will be build for full product based on solutions for the identified
product potential. When a driver of innovation is production, solutions have to be
developed for the whole production process. From the production ideas are then
generated new product ideas. As a result of verified product and process devel-
opment on the one hand the potential for success and shows on the other alter-
native principle solutions for new products.

2.3 Concretisations of Concepts

The product and process design of the concrete product ideas for development
proposals and changes in production technology concepts. For that are first of all
specified the generated solutions to the assembly concept. On the market side are
determined features and requirements of individual product variants and converted
into appropriate assemblies concepts and their variants. It is also important to
derive the required production program. The resulting detailed production
requirements (e.g. technology, infrastructure) for the definition of production
structures (e.g. line number and design, customer-neutral/specific segments of
production, assembly sequence) are used. Result of product and process design is
all product and technical information about production that are needed as a base
for the initiation of development projects and investment projects.

2.4 Evaluation and Selection

The business plan concludes the cycle of strategic product and process planning.
Results of business planning are development contracts for developed production
concepts or requests for production changes (investment plan). For this, the
business plan support selection of the optimal product and production concepts
considering cost and revenue. In addition development and market launch dates
has to be determined and needed resources has to be estimated. This includes, if it
is necessary, planning and also considerate technology readiness level. Task of
business plan is also to develop strategies for corporate competencies. The joint
project ‘‘Strategic product and process planning’’ assigned the individual phase
methods and linked to each other. With this is now possible to organize and control
the complex product development process systematically.
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3 New Educational Model

In order to achieve above mentioned goals the new educational model in field of
product development was defined at Mechanical Engineering Faculty, University
of Nis. The new education model is based on KaLeP (The Karlsruhe education
model for industrial product development) developed at Institute for Product
Development of Karlsruhe Institute of Technology, but takes into account cultural
and social characteristics of Western Balkans Countries region and previous
experience in product development education. Implementation of new education
model was preformed through several subjects already existing in the curriculum
of Mechanical Engineering Faculty, University of Nis since year 2005.

Table 1 gives an overview of directly and indirectly related subjects to the core
module ‘‘machine design and product development’’ at the bachelor (BA) and
master (MSc) studies in which the implementation of the new educational model
was performed.

In order to prepare future engineers to their industrial positions a special focus
is given to subjects that offer a broad basic understanding of development-related
aspects. The basic subjects in the bachelor degree program ‘‘machine design and
product development’’ represent an ideal base for a structured and methodical
development of products. The electoral subjects depend of personal interests and
preferences of students. Theoretical education is contributed with practical expe-
rience and this knowledge is implemented during seminars and praxis with real
examples from industry.

Table 1 Selected subjects from curriculum of University of Niš—Faculty of mechanical
engineering

Subject Sem. L/W/E/P Credits

Strength of materials 2 2.7/0/2.7/0.6 6
Material science 2 1.8/0/2.6/0.6 6
CAD and technical drawing 2 2.7/0/2.7/0.6 6
Machine elements 1 3 2/0/2/0 5
Machine elements 2 4 2/0/2/0 4
Machine elements 3 5 2/0/2/0 6
Basis of design 4 2.6/0/1.8/0.6 6
Virtual design 5 1.8/0/2.6/0.6 6
CAD—Geometric modeling 5 1.8/0/2.6/0.6 6
Tribology 7 2.6/0.6/1.8/0 6
Basics of product development 7 1.3/1/0/2.7 6
CAPD—Computer application in product development 7 2.6/0/1.8/2.4 6
Modeling and simulation 8 2.6/0/1.8/0.6 6
Finite element method 8 2.8/0/1.8/0.6 6
CAD/CAM/CAE 9 2.6/0/1.8/0.6 6
Methods of product development 9 1.3/1/0/2.7 6
Integrated product development 9 1.3/1/0/2.7 6

L lectures, W workshops, E exercises, P practical work
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The courses integrate theoretical and methodological knowledge aimed to make
a decisive contribution to the promotion of theoretical and methodological com-
petence. Courses programmes are designed to promote the development of crea-
tivity and the potential to elaborate by combining the lecture with independent
development work of the students.

To accomplish that goal course is divided into three different components:

• Lectures,
• Workshops, and
• Student work on development project.

These components cover different educational goals. The lecture, always the
major component of the education concept, provides the theoretical fundamentals
for both the other educational components. Purpose of other components is to
enable students to in practice implement their knowledge because in that way best
education results are achieved.

3.1 Lectures

In Lectures students are introduced to product development of industrial enter-
prises with particular reference to the requirements of small and medium sized
companies. Based on practical experiences and examples from industry, the theory
of planning, design, cost control and management of the development and inno-
vation process knowledge is introduced and discussed. Problem solving processes,
system analysis, team leading, product lifecycle and development strategies are
presented and discussed, as well. Students are taught how to define profile of the
product and product concept from ideas and how to efficiently evaluate different
concepts and variant solutions.

During lectures teacher actively communicate with the students by discussing
of all the topics presented during lectures. The lecture is designed for a limited
number of students (maximally 30) to ensure interactive contact of professor and
students.

This offers the possibility of teaching in discursive form with the use of mul-
timedia tools to aid better presentation of the subject. If necessary the official time
allotted to lecture is relaxed to enable open-end discussions.

Teaching process must be in accordance with development project and effec-
tively accompanies phases of the student’s development project.

3.2 Workshops

In the workshops knowledge is actively built up and developed with the first real
application experiences. This is achieved through:
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• A direct and practical translation of the learnt methods directed to the industrial
product development process.

• Simulation of team work during solving of practical problems on the workshop.

A total of 13 Workshops cover and expand knowledge in the following topics:

• Team processes,
• Product lifecycle,
• Project management,
• Definition of product profile, check list, design process,
• Presentation technique,
• Evaluation of concepts and variant problem solution,
• CAD,
• Simulation,
• Organisation processes in enterprises, procurement process
• Validation of mechanical systems.

Certain workshops are led by guest professors and industrial engineers,
depended by topic covered by a workshop. Guest professors are often presenting
via audio–video link which enable engagement of international leading experts
which significantly improve quality of the course.

These workshops are set up to deepen and extend knowledge and are not used
for the direct concurrent support of the student project work.

3.3 Student Development Project

The aim of student project is the development of realistic industrial product from
product profile up to the virtual prototype (3D-CAD Model) or from the idea up to
the validation of manufactured prototype (Fig. 2) by independent student team.

Provider of the development task is always an industrial company which defines
either the development area (if projects start from product profile) or an idea (if
project starts from the idea). The number of participants in the project work, and
by that in the course, is limited to 30.

The project work is so extensive, that it can only be solved by division of labour
within the team.

On project start, based on set of predefined tests, course professor and his
assistants select candidates for the course. Teams are formed by course professor
based on the results which determine personal profile of the students from the
aspect of team work.

Students work in the simulated environment of the midsized enterprise in which
the virtual management is composed of course professor, his assistants, project
sponsor represantives and guest professors. Management role is to ensure all
recourses needed for successful project work as students are actually employed in
midsized enterprise. Student teams are located into separated virtual offices in
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which they dispose with all hardware and software tools necessary for project
work. Students have to think about the whole project when they generate a solution
for a small part, they have to think about system correlations and interfaces and the
problems that they have to solve are mostly evolved from the project itself and not
given in the task itself. So they get a very high self-reliance of their learning
process and the motivation for understanding and learning is quite high. This
requires a bigger autonomy of the students than a ‘‘classical’’ way of education as
it is practiced in most fields of academic studies, but it gives the students the best
chance to understand the things they are learning. The basic task of management is
to control and evaluate student’s project work. The project is divided into four
phases. At the end of each phase a milestone is predicted in which students present
their project work to virtual management which decides on future course of the
project based on these presentations. On the project end student teams present the
whole development project to virtual management and represantives of regional
industrial companies. In certain cases the management awards prizes for the best
solutions. Each team makes an evaluation of their group performance and their
individual team members in a feed-back briefing. The results are handed to the
management for an assessment (Fig. 3).

Based on assessment of virtual management and student’s engagement on
lectures and workshops, the work, knowledge and degree of understanding of
course problematic of individual students is evaluated. In that way, students are
evaluated not only by course professor and in that way additional objectivity is
added to evaluation process.

Fig. 2 Two variants of the development project: from product profile to virtual prototype and
from idea to validation of actually manufactured prototype
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4 New Educational Model Implementation Expiriences

Since winter semester 2006/2007, lectures in the Mechanical Engineering Faculty
in Nis were held according to newly implemented educational model. Educational
process was organized and executed in the two years in cooperation with IPEK. In
the first year two undergraduate student teams from Mechanical Engineering
Faculty in Nis, together with two teams from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology,
were involved in the product development project defined by German company
Kärcher (Fig. 4).

In 5 years of realization of the new education model 10 product prototypes (real
or virtual) were developed by student teams. Those product prototypes could be
implemented in the manufacturing program of the companies which defined the
development tasks, and thus the quality and the effectiveness of the new education
model are proven in the best possible way (Fig. 5).

Students demonstrated strong motivation and achievement orientation. Their
presence on the lectures was over 95 %, so in some critical phases of the devel-
opment project they demonstrated the behavior that exceeded demands of a new
educational model. Although the involvement in this education model is based on
a hard work, the knowledge and experience gained in this way can be directly
applied in practice after graduation. That makes great benefit for future engineers
once they graduate (Fig. 6).

Final presentation of student development always attracts attention of industry
representatives and has significant media coverage. Participants in final presenta-
tion evaluate the elaboration potential and quality of performed work on a student

Fig. 3 Final project presentation
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Fig. 4 Student team
WAFIPO prototype year
2006/2007. (Device for
drinking water sterilisation)

Fig. 5 Student team CFS
prototype 2006/2007 (device
for drinking water
sterilisation)
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Fig. 6 Student team ABM virtual prototype 2008/2009. (Machine for steel armature bending)

Fig. 7 Student team APEX prototype 2010/2011. (Device for ultrasonic washing of medical
equipment)
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development project through a questionnaire which later serves for definition of
student grades as well as review and revision of the education model (Figs. 7, 8).

5 Conclusion

Mechanical Engineering Faculty of University of Nis currently realizes the novel
education model in the field of product development. The new education model
has a primary goal to educate future engineers to the education level necessary to
respond to modern demands and challenges.

Engineers today are the initiators of the knowledge society. Challenges in time
will be made by 2020, that knowledge will require even more. The engineering
work is not sufficiently appreciated in the modern conditions. Therefore it is
necessary that we emphasized the importance of the engineers achieved results
because these results make life easier and more comfortable.

For continuous innovation, the engineers can help only if they have scope and
motivation. The team spirit is mentioned repeatedly as an essential key skill. The
cooperation of different characters, different expertise from different cultures is
indeed the reality of everyday work.

The ability to systematically assess and networked thinking is compared to the
pure factual knowledge very highly. The methods should include technical com-
petence in their own motivation and ability for life-long learning.

The engineer needs to do more than in the past, acknowledge its responsibility
to society. He has to overlook the social, the political, the economic, environ-
mental, and which has the ethical dimensions of his work.

Fig. 8 Final presentation of 2006/2007 development project, Karlsruhe, Germany
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